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Abstract 

Caravan Porters of the Nyika: 

Labour, Culture, and Society in Nineteenth Century Tanzania 

Ph.D. Thesis, 1997 

Stephen J. Rockel , Department of History, University of Toronto 

Carrivan porters were vital to the functioning of trade and transportation throughout 

precolonial and early colonial Sub-Saharan Africa. In nineteenth century East Africa, the 

world's largest supplier of ivory, tens of thousands of caravan porters carried ivory to the coast 

from al1 parts of the interior. Porterage was the only f o m  of land transportation because 

sleeping sickness precluded the use of pack or draft animals. Porters were the f i s t  migrant 

labourers in the region and were transmitters of new ideas. Porterage has received only cursory 

attention in spite of its centrality to precolonial African labour history, which to date has 

concenvated on slave studies. This has led to an assumption that free migrant labour emerged 

only from colonial economies. This view needs to be modified. In Tanzania most porters were 

wage labourers, and many were professionals. 

The ernergence of the professional porter was an African response to East African 

conditions rather than a consequence of the decline of indigenous entrepreneurship, or a process 

of irnpovenshment caused by outside forces. It is incorrect to imagine rural society everywhere 

as on the defensive. Some groups, like the Nyarnwezi, were at the forefront of change. 

Entrepreneurship, the market, and wage labour were becoming increasingly familiar to them. 

Forms of caravan organization and work invented by the Nyamwezi and influenced by others 

became dominant Over Ume, Nyarnwezi work n o m s  and leisure activities formed at home and 

on safari came to constitute the main features of a broad "caravan culture," an integrating way of 

life dong the central caravan routes between Lake Tanganyika and the coast, and dong the 

branch routes. Attention to the subtleties of culture shows how porters struggled to defend 

concepts of work derived from their own experience from outsiders determined to impose 



different working patterns. Porters successfully bargained with employers over conditions, 

discipline, rations, and payment, which had become standardized by cusrom. Porters were able 

to force up wages at crucial junctures. Customary patterns of work survived into die early 

colonial period. Foreign traveilers had Little choice but to bow to custom, with some adaptations. 
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Tanzania: Ethnic groups and places men tioned in text 
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Chapter One 

In traduction 

M p a g ~ ,  n. wu- carrier, bearer, caravan-porter .... Ilpagazi, n. (1) work (profession, pay. 
&c.) of a caravan poner ... l 

... the success and comfort of a uaveller going into the interior of Atiica depended iargely 
upon the health, suength and uprighmess of the poner ... the sole means of tran~pon.~ 

Long distance porters played a special role in the history of nineteenth cenniry East 

Africa. Travelling on foot across vast territories, in caravans ranging in size from a dozen to 

three or four thousand members, they iinked the large and small cornmunities of the inrerior 

with the Swahili worid of the Indian Ocean coast The search for income and profit from the 

ivory tradr, itself an outgrowth of older regional trading patterns, and increasing demand for 

imported cloth, beads, guns, and other goods, encouraged people to undertake joumeys 

sometimes several years long, often for a fixed wage. Beginning in the Iate eighteenth 

century a new way of life developed, indeed a new culture, as peoples from what is now 

western Tanzania, especiaily those called by others the Nyamwezi or "people of the moon." 

made pioneenng journeys. Trading caravans searched out opportunitirs in aimost evcry p m  

of East and Centrai Africa, at first starting from the Nyamwezi horneland on the centrai 

plateau, travelling east across die nyikn or wildemess, to climb the coastal ranges and reach 

the Indian Ocean. Others traded for ivory around the shores of the great lakes - 

Tanganyika, Mdawi and Victoria, to Katanga in the south of modern Zaire, and north to the 

kingdoms of Karagwe, Bunyoro and Buganda. In the 1820s coastal entrepreneurs - 

Swahili, Arab and occasionaIly Indian - joined the rush for ivory, encouraged by rising 

l Frederick Johnson, A Standard Swahili-English Dictionar~r (Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, 1939), 36. 

John Roscoe. TwentyFive Years in East Africa (Cambridge, 1921): S .  C. Lamden, 3 o m e  Aspects of 
Porterage in East Afnca", TNR, 61 (1963), 255. 



international pnces and stories of the interior. By the 1840s trading caravans entered the 

immense Congo rain forest. 

This study is only partially, however, about trade and traders. It concentrates instead 

on the work force of the caravans, the professional long distance caravan porters or 

wapagari, upon whose heads and shoulders al1 trade and communications in the East Mrica 

literally rested. Travel by foot was the only possible means of transponation in neariy al1 of 

pre-colonial East Africa The use of draft and pack animals was precludad by the presence of 

the tsetse fly in broad belts across the savannah. The tsetse fly carries parasites called 

trypanosomes which induce sleeping sickness in most domestic anirnals. Donkeys. asses, 

horses and oxen die within days of infection. Water transportation was no alternative @en 

the lack of navigable watenvays in alrnost al1 parts of Tanzania.3 Pnor to the introduction of 

mechanical transport hurnan porters therefore played a key role in econornic, social and 

cultural change. The explorer Henry Morton Stanley described the mpagazi as a "useful 

person" who was "the camel, the horse, the mule, the ass, the train, the wagon and die c m  of 

East and Centrai Africa. Widiout him Salem would not obtain her ivory, Boston and New 

York their African ebony, their frankincense, myrrh and gum c ~ p a l . " ~  This is an 

understatement. Without porters nothing would have rnoved. Little regional uade among 

African societies could have occurred (there was a great deal); the numerous srnall-scale 

societies of East Africa would have remained relatively isolated from each other and the rest 

of the world, and would have found it much harder to take advantage of innovations made by 

their neighbours or coming from further afield; economic development would have been 

impossible; no Muslims or Christians would have uavelled up country and no converts would 

have been made in the interior; European exploration. conquest and colonization would have 

been infeasible. The strategic importance of caravan porters is therefore obvious. 

Throughout this study 1 use the name Tanzania. alrhough during the nineteenth century there was no such 
thing. 1 do this because there was no narne for the whole temtory covered by modem Tanzania, and my 
material concerns both what was called Tanganyika during the British colonial period, and the island of 
Zanzibar (more properly Unguja). 

4 Norman R. Bennett, ed. . Stanlefs Dematches ro the New York Herald (Boston. 1970). 10. 



Canvan porters were vital to the functioning of vade and transportation throughout 

Sub-Saharan Africa. Beyond Africa, porterage was a fundamental institution in ali parts of 

the world where animal power could not be utilizzd and waterways were inadequate. This 

was the case in mountainous regions such as the Himalaya, in most of the Amencas before 

the introduction of horses, and in New Zealand until the mid-1800s. In Africa the history of 

caravan porters is the history of the f i s t  migrant labourers, and they were an integral part of 

the spread of commerce and cultural change in many regions of the sub-continent. This 

history has received only cursory treatrnent. usually from limited perspectives. It is puzzling 

and somewhat ironic ha t  we have numerous histones of other forms of uansponation and 

their impact, including horses and came1 caravans, cames and river transport; railways and 

steamships, and even air1ines.s but few of porterage, the most African of transport s ystems. 

The omnipresent porter has become almost invisible - part of the scenery. Histoiy has 

relegated him or her to the background - to the "enormous condescension of posterity" - 

A partial list might include R. Bulliet, The Cameland {Harvard. 1975); E. W. Bovill, The G& 
n a d e  of the M a o ~  (London, Oxford, New York, 1970); Robin C. C. Law, The Horse in  West African History 
(Oxford, 1980); Robin Law, "Wheeled Transport in Pre-Colonial West Africa", Afnca, 50, 3 (1980), 249-262; 
Paul E. Lovejoy, Caravans of K u  The Hausa Trade 1700-19QQ (Zaria, 1980); Gabriel Ogundeji 
Ogunrerni. Countinn the Ca& The Fxon- of T r a m i o n  in Pre-InduStn . . 

.al N b  (New York, 
London. Lagos, Enugu, 1982); E. Ann McDougall, "Carne1 Caravans of the Saharan Salt Trade: Traders and 
Transporters in the Nineteenth Century". in Catherine Coqueq-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy. eds.. & 
Workers of Afwan Trade . . (Beverley Hills, 1985), 99-121; Peter C. W. Gutkind, '"l'rade and Labor in Early 
Precolonial African History: The Canoemen of Southern Ghana", in Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, 

s of A f n c a n m ,  25-50; Peter C. W. Gutkind, ' m e  Boatmen of Ghana: The Possibilities of a Pre- 
colonial African Labor History", in  Michael i-fanagan and Charles Stephenson, eds., Co-on. 

- .  
our Proce~s; Studies ln Roielanançlass F o w  (New York, I986), 123-166; 

Robert W. H m ,  m e r  of Weaiùi. River of Sorrow: The Ce- the Era of the Slave Ivory 
. . 

m e .  1500-1891 (New Haven, 1981); J. W. King, "An Histoncal Note on Nile Transport". Uganda Journal. 
30.2 (1 966). 2 19-223; J. Forbes Munro, "Shipping Subsidies and Railway Guarantees: William Mackmnon, 
Eastern Africa and the Indian Ocean, 1860-93". Jounial of A f f î c m  28 (1987), 209-230; Martin Lynn. 
"From Sail to Steam: the Impact of the Steamship Services on the British Palm Oit Trade with West Africa, 
1850.1890", JAH. 30 (1989); idem, "Technology, Trade and 'A Race of Native Capitalists': The Kno Diaspora 
of West Africa and the Steamship, l852-W', JAH, 33 ,3  (1992), 421-440; Ayodeji Olukoju, "Eider Dempster 
and the Shipping Trade of Nigeria during the Fust World War", JAH, 33.2 (1 992), 255-272; Mervyn F. Hill, 
Permanent Way, 2 Vois. (Nairobi, 1950 and 2 958); Jon Lunn, 'The Political Econorny of Pnmary Railway 
Construction in the Rhodesias, 1890- 191 I ", 33-2 (1992), 239-254; Robert L. McCormack. "Man with a 
Mission: Oswald Pirow and South African Airways, 1933-1939", JAH, 20,4 (1979), 543-558; David 
Killingray, "'A Swift Agent of Government': Air Power in Btitish Colonial Africa, 1916-1939". m, 25 
( 1984), 429-444. 



Like E. P. Thompson's English croppers, hand-loom weavers and This is despite 

the fact that one can hardly find a European source from nineteenth century East and Central 

Africa which fails to mention porters. As Cornelia Essner has noted, "... the Leitmotiv in 

their [Europeans'] writings is the long-winded discussions of cornplaints conceming the 

question of porters."7 For Europeans interested in Afnca, a way of Life for hundreds of 

thousands, indeed. millions throughout the sub-continent, becarne a feature denoting 

"backwardness,"8 an anachronistic waste of labour, to be made redundant by rnodemization 

and then abolished as soon as possible by colonial governments.9 

Porterage is a topic of signifïcance for the history of Sub-Saharan Africa. To this 

point, however, there are no more than a handful of detailed studies of pre-colonial caravan 

porters, although severai writers have sketched the main outlines of their history when 

dealing with related topics. l0 In the early 1960s S. C. Lamden initiated research on East 

Afncan porters as an occupational group. 1 '  However, it was only in the 1970s and early 

1980s that a number of scholars approached the topic seriously. Robert Cummings 

conuibuted a pioneering study of the Kamba and their role in pre-colonial and colonial 

E. P. Thompson, m e  of the F m  Wor- (Harmondsworh. 1968). 12. 

Cornelia Essner, 5 o m e  Aspects of German Travellers' Accowits from the Second Hal i of the 19th Century". 
Paideuma 33 (1987), 200. To be fair there was often praise as well. 

a ï h e  research of Gabriel Ogunremi has shown bat  porterage was often more economic than other available 
methods of transportation in pre-colonial Nigeria. Given the conditions and needs of the time it was an 
"econornically rational" form of uansportation. See Ogunremi, Countinx the Cmels, 81-94. 

It was not so easy, as many colonial governments found, but that is another story. 

l0 See Edward A. Aipers, "The Coast and the Development of the Caravan Trade", in 1. N. Kimambo and A. J. 
Temu, eds., A (Nairobi, 1969),35-56; Richard Gray and David Birmingham. cds., & 

A f r i c m  (London, 1970); Lovejoy, Caravans of Kola; John Iliffe, ,4 Modem of 
Taneanvika (Cambridge, 1979); Abdul Sheriff, Slaves. Ivorv i n b a r :  In- of an E i u  

W o u  Fxonomv, 1770-1873 
. . (London, 1987); Charles H. Ambler, Kenvan 

s in the & of (New Haven and London, 1988); Juhani Koponen, 
(Jyviiskylii, 1988); François Renault, "The 

Structures of the Slave Trade in Centrai Africa in the 19th Century", in WilIiarn Gmase  Clarence-Smith, ed., 
e E ç o n o k  (London, 1989). 131 -145; Jonathon Glassman, 

Rio(: Revelrv,Rebellion,ar Consciousness on thg S w w .  1856 
. . - 1888 (Portsmouth NH, 

London, Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, 1995). 

S. C. Lamden. "Some Aspects of Porterage in East Airka", Taneanvika Notes and Records, 6 1 (Sept.. 1963 1. 
155-164. 



porterage, while Donald Simpson and François Bontuick published accounts of individual 

porters and headmen. '2 Gabriel Ogunremi included porters in his work on the economics of 

msportation in nineteenth century Nigeria. Meanwhile, the first scholar to use the 

techniques of labour history in an analysis of a large porter work force was the Madagascar 

specialist, Gwyn Campbell. Campbell shows that the slave status of porters in Imenna made 

littie difference to their ability to act coilectively, defend their interests as wage workers, and 

create a viable work culture.13 In 1985 the publication of the collection edited by Calhcrine 

Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul Lovejoy, The Workers of Africa. Trade, marked a significant 

advance. Together, these essays for the first tirne aliowed comparative study of porterage in 

many regions of Africa. Aspects of regional economies, social systems, and pre-colonial 

transport labour were Linked for anaiysis. Most of the contributing authors found that porters 

were usually bound by kinship obligations or their servile status. In many cases porters were 

slaves. Less often porters could also be free wage labourers. The editors conçluded bat  in 

general terms the wealth channeled to elites from the labour and trading activities of porters 

tended to reinforce existing hierarchies and forms of social organization, radier than 

contribute towards fundamental change. Thus the use of slave porters might reinforce the 

power of slave owning elites, and expand the slave trade and slave holding. l4 Despite the 

value of this collection, few of the authon foliowed Campbell to consider in detail porters as 

l 2  Robert Cumrnings, "A Note on the History of Caravan Porters in East Africa". Kenva Hisioncal Review, II. 
2 (1973); Robert J. Cumrnings, "Aspects of Human Porterage with Special Reference to the Akamba of Kenya: 
Towards an Economic History, 1820-1920'' (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1975); 
Donald Herbert Simpson, Dark Com~anions: rhe African Contribution ro the Euroman Ex~loraiion of Lat 
Afnca (London, 1975); François Bontinck, "Voyageurs africains en Afrique Equatoriale", Zaire Afrique, 107 
(1 976 1,411-424, and other articles in this journal. 

l 3  'Deji Ogunremi, "Human Porterage in Nigeria in the Nineteenth Centwy - A Pillar in the Indigenous 
Econorny", Journal of the -al Societv of N . . ineria VIE, 1 (Dec., 1975), 37-59; Ogunremi, 

w; Gwyn Campbell, "Labour and the Transport Problern in Imperia1 Madagascar, 1810-1 895". JAH. XXI 
(1980). 341-356. See also T. O. Beidelman, "The ûrganization and Maintenance of Caravans by the Church . . Missionary Society in Tanzania in the Nineteenth Ccntury", -aof S~istoncaludia, 
15.4 (1982), 601-623; Toyin Faiola. "The Yoruba Caravan System of the Nineteenth Century", Jntemational 

Stirdies, 24, 1 (1991). I l  1-132. 

l4 Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy, "The Workers of Trade in Precolonial Africa". in 
Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, The Workers of Ahican Trade, 19. See especially Allen Isaacman and Elias 
Mandala, "From Porters to Labor Exuactors: The Chikunda and Kololo in the Lake Malawi and Tchiri River 
Area", in Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, The Workers of African Trade, 209-242; 



wage workers, whether slave or free. This seems partly due to the regions selected for siudy, 

and partly due to other analytical priorities. l5 

Anoiher approach is to see porters as pnmary agents of economic, social and cultural 

change. Porters were at the leading edge of innovation in nineteenth century Africa. They 

introduced foreign crops and agnculturai techniques to their home regions, and spread 

cultural innovations such as new Lingua francas, religions, and forrns of artistic expression 

across vast distances. They created new work cultures and played a major role in facilitating 

inter-ethnic cooperation and integration in some regions. Much new research is required 

from this angle if we are to understand the dynamics of shifting ethnic and cultural 

relationships, especiaiiy in Centrai and East Africa 16 Less relevant to this thesis, porterage 

has also been studied as an aspect of forced labour during the early colonial period.I7 

Pre-colonial porterage, then, has been noticed by oniy a handfui of schoiars. Recent 

literature is even more unbalanced when it cornes to the question of pre-colonial wage labour. 

l5 Exceptions arc: chapters by Cummings, "Wage Labor in Kenya in the Nineteenth Century", 193-208; and M. 
B. Duffill and Paul E. Lovejoy, "Merchants, Porters, and Teamsters in the Nineteenth-Century Central Sudan", 
137-167. Sec the comment by Abdullah brahirn, "Editor's Introduction", Comparative Studies of South Asia, 
Africa. and the Middle East 15, 2 (1 995), 1. 

l 6  The earliest expression of h r s e  ideas 1 have seen is in O. F. Raum, "German East Ainca: Changes in Africrn 
Tribal Lik Under German Administration, 1892-1914", in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds.. of . . 

tnca (Oxford, 1965), II, 163-207. The most suggestive work has been done by anthropologist William 
Samarin. See William J. Samarin, "The State's Bakongo Burden Bearers", in Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, 
m e  Workers of Bfrjcan Trade. - - 

269-292, and especially William J. Samarin, The m k  m ' s  Rurden; Atr icu 
Co- Rsvers. 1880 . . -1 9ûQ (Boulder, 1989). See also Terence O. Ranger, 

"The Movernent of Ideas, 1850-1939", in Kimambo and Temu, Pi of Tanzania . . 
, 161-188; idem, Dancc 

ociety i n  E E  a &  ' (London, Ibadan, Nairobi, Lusaka, 1975 1; 
Alkedo Margando, "Les porteurs: forme de domination et agents de changement en Angola (XVII-XIX 
siecles)", &vue fracaise d o u e  d ouue . 1 . .  1 -w, 65,3 (1978). 377-400. 

l7 Donald Savage and J. Forbes Munro, "Carrier Corps Rrecmiunent in British East Afnca Rotectorate, 19 14 - 
1918". &W, VU, 2 (1966). 313-342; Melvin Page, "The War of Thangata: Nyasaland and the East Atiican 
Campaign, 1914-1918, Jm XIX, 1 (1978), 87-100; Geoffrey W. T. Hodges, "African Manpower Statistics 
for the British Forces in East Africa, l914-18", JAH, XIX, 1 (1978), 101-1 16; Geoffrey W. T. Hodges, The 
Carrier Corps (New York, 1986); David Killingray and James Mathews, "Beasts of Burden: British West 
African Carriers in the First World War", Canadian Journal of Africzn Studia, 13, 1-2 (1979), 5-25; David 
Killingray, ''Labour Exploitation for Military Carnpaigns in British Colonial Atiica 1870-1945", Journal of 
Contern~orarv History, 24, 3 (July, I989), 483-501; David Northmp, Bevond the Bend in the River: African 
Labor in Eastern Zaire. 1865 - 194Q (Athens Ohio, 1988); Ken Swindell, 'The Struggle for Transport Labor in 
Northern Nigeria 1900-1912: a Conflict of Interests", Afiican Economic History 20 (1992), 137-59. Sec also 
the testimony collecteci for the Maii Mali Research Praia for forced porterage in southern Tanzania during the 
German period. 



whether migrant, free, or otherwise. On the one hand, most accounts of migrant labour 

largely ignore examples from the pre-colonial period, despite vade workers including porters 

and tearnsters constituting "the most ancient and one of the most massive foms of labor 

migration in African history."lg On the other hand, free wage labour is gener iy  viewed as a 

creation of colonial economies, with settlers and the state suuggling to mobilize and control 

labour supply, often in competition. Extemal factors are privileged, with linle attention to 

the pre-colonial dynamics of African societies. Two very important recent studies by Keletso 

Atluns and ea.uick Harries have helped redress the balance. 19 However, both of these are 

accounts of migrant wage labour where workers originated in still independent chiefdoms 

and travelied to the capitalist work places of South Africa. There is still a large lacuna Cor the 

rest of sub-Saharan Africa. This thesis is in part a response. My central argument is that 

there was indeed a large free wage labour force in East Africa which operated prior to the 

development of a colonial capitalist economy in the region. Caravan porters in nineteenth 

century Tanzania were migrants and most were free wage workers. 

It is true that in mmy parts of nineteenth century Africa, most porters were slaves, 

and slavery wüs a factor in Tanzania. Many coast-based porters wcre fonndly domrstic 

slaves. This was especially the case dong the northern routes running from the towns of 

Tanga and Pangani, and in the south, from Kilwa20 Coastal slave porters also worked the 

main central routes, but as relative late corners, and as a minority of the caravan work force, 

which was dominated by the Nyamwezi and related peoples. Coastal slave porters worked 

l 8  See. e.g., Sharon Stichter, Miprant (Cambridge. 1985). Only aboui 10% o l  the book is allocatcd [O 
. . pre-colonial migrant labour. A similar point is made in Tiyambe Zeleza, A Modern Fconqmic m o r y  of 

a. Vol. 1 .  The N- (Dakar, 1993). 3. The quote is from Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy. 
"The Workers of Trade in Precolonial Africa". 1 1 .  

1 Give Us Our m v ! :  The C u b a 1  O n w  of an A1rlça.n Work EthiL; 
. . - .  

l9 KeIetso Atiuns. The Moon 1s Dead. 
(Portsmouth, N.H. London, 1993); Patrick Hanies, Work&&ure. m v :  

S o u t h a .  cc. 1860- 19 10 (Portsmouth NH, London, Johannesburg, 1995). 

20 For the nonh see Jonathon Glassman, "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culture: the Response to German 
Conques of the Northern Mrirna" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1988); idem, Feasts and 
Riot. Revelrv. Rebellion. and Po~ular Consciousness on the Swahili Coast. 1856-1888 (Portsmouth NH, 
London. Nairobi. Dar es Salaam, 1995). 



for wages, had considerable autonomy from their owners, and adopted the caravan culture of 

the interior peoples. In cornparison, there is little evidence that trade slaves or captives werc 

used for porterage, except perhaps occasionally in the south, despite the assertions of many 

conternporary European observen. Inexperienced, demoralized, sick and feeble captives 

were hopelessly inefficient, as Andrew Roberts pointed out, and could not be used by traders 

for a round tnp.21 In much of East Africa, especially the temtory which is now Tanzania, 

and in parts of Kenya, Uganda, Zarnbia, Malawi, and northern Mozambique, free wage 

labour of the Nyamwezi, Sukuma, and other peoples such as the Yao. Swahili, and the 

Kamba, was the nom dong the caravan routes in the second haif of the nineteenth century. 

The argument that porters were mostly wage labourers rests to a large degree on the 

anaiysis of bargaining and wage payments presented in chapter six, the centrai chapter of the 

thesis. There it is shown that the fact that porters were usually paid in standardized lengths of 

cloth rather than cash made no difference to their structurai position. Cloth in much of East 

Africa w u  a rnoney, just as cowry shells or copper bars in other regions of Afnca served as 

currencies. Poners bargained just as senously over their cloth wages as workers clsewhere 

did over cash. 

The ernergence of the professional or semi-professional porter w u  an Africm 

response to East African conditions and environments. and not merely a belated conscquencc 

of the decline of indigenous entrepreneurship, or a process of impoverishment caused by 

outside forces. I concur with the assertion of the editors of a recent volume on pesant 

ecology md culture in nineteenth and early twentieth century Tanzania thar pre-colonial rural 

societies were capable of initiative and innovation.22 Long distance trade and economic 

change were not negative forces inspired by outsiders, as many have suggested, leading to the 

breakdown of isolated cultures and a simple "economy of affection." Many individuais, and 

- .  
2i  Andrew Roberts, "Nyarnwezi Trade". in Richard Gray and David Birmingham. eds.. pre-Colonial A t r w  

(London, 1970). 6 1 .  

** James L. Giblin and Gregory Maddox. "Inuoduction", in Gregory Maddox. James L. Giblin, Isaria N. 
Kimambo, eds., Custodians of the Land: Ecoloev and Culture in the Historv of Tanzania (London. Dar es 
Salam, Nairobi, Athens Ohio , 1996). 1-14. 



not a few polities, societies and emeqing social classes, played major roles in the social. 

economic and cultural changes resulting from long distance vade and political 

reorganization. It is incorrect to imagine rural society everywhere as on the defensive. Somz 

groups, like the Nyamwezi, were at the forefront of change, and on their own terms. 

Entrepreneurship, the market, and wage labour were becoming increasingly familiar to them 

during the nineteenth century. My approach, therefore, is to consider what Afncan caravan 

porters brought to the workplace, and what they created there, rather than what the work 

place brought to them, although that is not ignored? 1 draw on two b'schools" of labour 

history, n e o - M d s m  and cultural studies. The insights of the neo-Marxists are sfdl 

powerful. Structural and material conditions cannot be forgotten, as 1 make clear in chapters 

two and four, and cultural change is very much conditioned by material and political forces. 

Workers make their own history, but not usuaily in circumstances of their choosing. 

Nevertheless, greater attention in recent years to the subtleties of culture has shown how 

workers have stniggled to defend their own concepts of work derived from their particular 

rxpenence from outsiders determined to impose different working patterns. 24 At the same 

t h e  1 am broadly influenced by recent feminist and environmental history, including work 

by Luise White and James Giblin, as well as Charles Ambler's book on central Kenya.25 

Chapter two lays out the material world of long distance porterage - the tradr routes. 

The most basic material concem was the question of food supplies. This is a major sub- 

theme of the thesis. In chapters three and four 1 discuss who caravan porters were, why they 

took to the road, and how the division of labour at home buttressed the caravan system and 

migrant labour. A second important sub-theme introduced here is the role of women, both ai 

23 Frederick Cooper. "Work, Class and Empire: An Afncan historian's revospective on E. P. Thornpson". 
Social History 20.2 (May, 1993,236. 

24 Good examples are Arkins, The Moon 1s De&; Dipesh Chakrabarty, Rethinkinp Worlanp Class Historv: 
Bennal 1 890- 194Q (Princeton, 1989). 

25 James L. Giblin. The Poiitics of Environmenta1 Conuol in Northeastern Tanzania. 1840-1940 (Phladelphia, 
1992); Luise White, The Cornforts of Home: Prostitution in Colonial Nairobi (Chicago, 1990); Ambler, Kenvan 
Communities in the Aee of Im~eriaiism. 



home and as caravan workers. 1 also consider how forms of caravan organization and work 

invented by the Nyamwezi and influenced by others in the caravans and along the routes 

became dominant. This is initiated in chapter three and continued in chapter five. In chapter 

six 1 marry the rnaterial with the cultural, and analyse the issues most important to poners 

when bargaining with employers - issues related to conditions, food, wages and payment 

which had become standardized by custom. Porters were able to force up wages at crucial 

junctures. Over tirne, Nyamwezi work noms and leisure activities formed at home and on 

safari came to constitute the main features of a broad "caravan culture,'? a common and 

integnting way of life along the centrai routes between Lake Tanganyika and the coast, and 

fàr afield along the branch routes. This is seen clearly in a detailed study of the work process 

in chapters seven and eight. Customary patterns of work survived into the early colonial 

period. Foreign travellers, Arab and European, had little choice but to bow to custom, with 

some adaptations. As Frederick Cooper puts it, "power ... was rooted in particular cultural 

stnict~res. '~2~ It was only after several years of colonial mie that new ideas about work çould 

be successfully imposed on porters, as their strategic position gradually weakened. In 

chapter nine 1 consider how custom and European concepts of labour discipline and authonty 

clashed in the caravans of missionaries and imperialist travellers. The result was a pattern of 

individual and collective porter resistance including "hidden" forms of resistancr. desertions. 

and s e e s .  The thesis ends with a brief discussion of porters as migrant wage labourers. 

Sources on porterage during the penod of European exploration and early missionary 

endeavour, that is frorn about 1857 onwards, and particularly after 187 1, are far commoner 

than might be realized. Most European travellers kept diaries, wrote deiailed letters. and 

published reports of their experiences. Just as valuable are unpublished journals, and letiers 

and reports of missionaries, who acquired a considerable knowledge of African rravel. 1 have 

relied particuiarly on the archives of the London Missionary Society and the Church 

Missionary Society. Given that Europeans always travelled with African caravans, 

26 Cooper, 'Work. Class and Empire", 239. 
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sometimes for years at a time, porten and related matters occupy a central place in their 

accounts. It is somewhat ironic that the less expenenced European travellers often had a 

great deal to say on porters, although they were usually ignorant about Africans in general. - 
Novice travellers were surprised by the organized way in which porters expressed their 

demands, and by the leverage which they could exert. In addition, a great ded  of what 

European observers learnt and recorded came frorn discussions with Swahili, Arab and other 

rraders, and their caravan headmen.27 The researcher must be careful to take into account the 

patriotic, racial, class and gender attitudes of explorers and missionaries, and the prevailing 

social and cultural beliefs held by their intended readership, which slanted the presentation of 

Africans and relationships between Europeans and Africans. Most European travellers were 

careful to record as accurately as possible what they saw and heard,?g and their writings are 

tremendousiy important for the historian of porterage. Nevertheless, there are huge 

variations in the quality of European accounts, such as between those of Livingstone, Hutley, 

Thomson and Baumann, on one hand, and Casati and Lloyd, on the other. A less commonly 

utilized source left by European travellers is porter muster roles, wage books, and contracts. 

These are vital for an understanding of the contestation between custom and contract, and the 

background to rarly colonial labour legislation. Additional contemporary Euro pean reports 

and letters are in die British consulate records in Zanzibar; private papers and collections are 

held in various British and Continental archives such as Rhodes house, Oxford, and the 

RoyaI Geographicd Society. London. Some official reports are in the House of Commons 

Parliamentary Papers and the Zanzibar Gazette. 

In addition to conternporary European accounts we have more than a dozen 

autobiographizs and travelogues by African traders, porters, and Christian converts, some of 

whom had a great deal of caravan experience. These include the famous autobiography of 

Tippu Tip, the biography of Rashid bin Hassani, and other less known works, such as the 

27 Roy C. Bridges, "Nineteenth-century East Afncan Travel Records, with an Appendix on 'Armchair 
Geographers' and Canography", Paideuma 33 (1  987). 18 1. 

28 Bridges, "Nineteentkentury East Afiican Travel Records". 189-90. 



diary of Jacob Wainwright, the early uavelogues of Lief bin Said and Said bin Habib, and the 

life stories of ex-slaves in A. C. Madan's collection Kiun~ani.29 There is also the work of the 

Swahili scholar Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, the collection of Swahili porter and trader 

travelogues made by Car1 Velten in the 1890s, and translations of Swahili prose by Lynden 

Hdes.30 Added to these, insight into the Affican experience can be gained from songs and 

proverbs, and the small surviving Arab and Swahili business literamre.31 The Afncan voice 

is also heud, admittedly second hand, through histories based largely or pardy on oral 

sources, such as the work of Andrew Roberts, Aylward Shorter and Alfred Unomah. These 

and other scholars of the Nyamwezi and Kimbu, working in the 1960s and 1970s, laid the 

foundations without which this project would be impossible.32 

Other valuable sources include the ethnographies cornpiled by German and British 

colonial and rnissionary researchers, some of which contain a wealth of detail.33 Added to 

these. the District and Provincial Books compiled by British officiais sometimes provide 

important local information. 

Hmid bin Muhammed (Tippu Tip), Maisha va Hamed bin Muhammed el Muriehi vaani T i ~ p u  Tip uan. 8 
ed. W. H. Whitety (Nairobi, Kampala Dar es Salaam, 1974); Rashid bin Hassani, "The Story of Rashid bin 
Hassani of the Bisa Tribe Northern Rhodesia". recorded by W. F. Baldock in Margery Perham, ed., TI;I! 

(Evanston, 1963),81-119; Jacob Wainwright, "Tagebuch von Jacob Wainrïght uber den Transport von 
Dr. Livingstone's Leiche 4. Mai 1873-18 Febmar 1874", Pete- , . .  20 (1 873), 187-93; lames 
Macqueen, 'The Visit of Lief Ben Saeid CO the Great African Lake". J o r n  of the Roval G e w ~ h i c a l  So~icg) -, 

15 (1845). 371-376; Said bin Habeeb, "Narrative of Said bin Habeeb, an Arab Inhabitant of Zanzibar", 
o f  the B~ml?av Ge- 15 (1860), 146-148; A. C. Madan, tran. and ed., -i: or, 

History fr- (London, 1887). 

Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, The Sw- . . 
uan. and ed. J. W. T. AlIen (Berkeley, 1981 ); 

Cari Velten. Safari za W a s W  . . (Gottingen, 1901); Lyndon Harries, ed. and uan., Swahrli Prose Te.- (London 
and Nairobi, 1965). 

3i  For business literature see chapter 6; for songs see chapters 7 and 8. 

32 Andrew Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade"; Aylward Shorter. Chiefship in Western Tanzania. A Political Hisrory 
of the Kimbu (Oxford, 1972); Alfred C. Unomah, "Economic Expansion and Political Change in  Unyanyembe. 
c. 1840- l9OO" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of ibadan, 1972). 

33 See chapter 1 for a discussion. 



Chapter Two 

The Long Distance Routes in the Nineteenth Century 

The art of Afrïcan travel involves ro the very grearest exient rhe solution of the ration question ... 

The work place of long-distance caravan porters in nineteenth century Tanzania was 

the complex network of foot tracks which criss-crossed the length and breadth of a huge 

temtory of over 939,000 square kilometres, with associated market towns, caravan stops or 

mnkambi, and provisioning stations. These paths, dong which caravan porters carried their 

burdens, climbed high mountain passes and crossed barren wastes and mosquito-infested 

swamps. Caravans on the march passed through forests and woodland, crossed vast plains 

teeming with garne, and forded or were fenied across hundreds of rivers, great and srnall. 

Many porters walked a distance of over 1500 kilomeues from the shores of the Indian Ocean 

to Lake Tanganyika, or in the reverse direction, yet this was often not the end of the joumey. 

So io understand the world of the caravan porter or pagazi it is necessary to map the terrain, 

to paint the panoramic canvas, on which the porters and soldiers, servants and traders of the 

caravans made their great journeys and cmied out their work. To that end 1 will describe 

something of the history of the routes they traversed and the geography with which they had 

to contend, concentrating on the centrd cluster of trade routes. 

Several writers have described sections of the routes in the course of regional 

studies.' Nevertheless, we lack a general history For Tanzania as a whole, rxcept diat the 

I Oscar Baumann. J&ch Nil- (Berlin, 1894). 15. 

Exarnples are T. O. Beidelman, "A History of ükaguni: 1857-19 16". ka Nom and 
- .  

5 8 &  
59( 1962), 13-17 (Usagara-Ukaguni); James L. Giblin, n e  PoIifics of E- (l& in N o r t h e a  

a. 1840-1 940 (Philadelphia, 1992), 51 (Uzigua); Caro1 Jane Skons,  '%conornic Prosperity in Ugogo, 
East Africa, 1860-1 890" (PhD. Thesis, University of Toronto, l984), 76-84 (Ugogo); Aylward Shoner, . . 

ln We-. A Po- of the (Oxford, 1972), 233-242 (Ruaha river - 
Unyamwezi); S teven Feierman, The A 

. . 
Historv (Madison, 1974), 124-5 (Shambaai and 

surrounding plains); Isaria N. Kimambo, A P-are of Tanzania c. 1 500- 1 9 0  (Nairobi, 
19691, 21-5 (Pare mountains); Jonathon Glassman, "Social RebeIlion and Swahili Culture: the Response to 
German Conquest of the Northem Mrima" (PhD. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1988), 110- 
1 15 (Pangani vaiIey). 



political significance and commercial features of the main routes have dready been well 

analysed by Abdul Sheriff.3 The emphasis here is on the relationship between geography and 

the "political economy" of caravan travel. As this is prirnarily a study of porterage in the 

area which is now Tanzania 1 will trace the routes only as far as the modem borders, although 

bey  extended far beyond. 

As uade fluctuated and grew according to alterations in supply and drmand, 

conditions in the interior, and the fortunes of the traders, the itineraries followed by the 

caravans themselves changed. This w u  related to the inherent limitations of hurnan 

porterage as a system of transportation. It is axiornatic that an army marches on iis stomach. 

This was just as true for caravans in nineteenth century East Afnca. A significant 

consequence of the large size of many caravans, sometimes numbering thousands of porters, 

was ttiat the routes had to be flexible enough to deal with variations in local food supplies on 

which caravan personnel depended. Itineraries also had to be adjusted frequently to avoid 

areas of unrest, flooding, or famine. Thus, as Helge Kjekshus reminds us, the main termini 

were linked by networks of pathways connecring aii the "viable communities" found on the 

line of march."ese webs of tracks existed in part so that the thousands of porters passing 

through did not overtax the ability of communities to feed both themselves and the uavellers. 

Such factors were almost certainly - among others related to commerce - taken into 

account when the routes were pioneered. The history of the routes thus revolves around the 

rnost basic and prosaic human requirements of food and water, as much as commercial and 

political considerations, 

Contemporary observers were able to identify several parallel sets of routes extending 

from the Mnma coast (the stretch of coast opposite Zanzibar) and another from Kilwa on thc 

Mwen coast, which lies further to the south. From north to south these were the Pmgani 

Abdul Sheriff, Slaves. Soices and Ivorv in Zanzibar: Intemation of an East African Commercial Empire into 
~ h e  World Econom~. 1770-1873 (London, 1987), chapter 5: "The Hinterland of Zanzibar". 

Helge Kjrkshus. Ecol~pv  Control and Eçonomic Developmenr in East Afncan History (London. Nairobi. 
Ibadan, Lusaka, 1977), 12 1 -2. 



Valley, central (Ugogo), Ruaha, and Kilwa routes. Most historians demarcate three clusters, 

lumping together the Ugogo and Ruaha routes. 1 have divided them into four route systems 

rather than the conventional three. The central network should properly be divided into the 

older and more southerly roads passing up the Ruaha river into Ukimbu and southem 

Unyamwezi, and the set of routes crossing Ugogo in the centre of Tanzania, which becarne 

much more favoured during the second half of the nineteenth century. This will become 

more apparent below. The Mrima with its three trade route systems - the Pangani valley 

and two central networks - made up what Sheriff c a s  the core of the Zanzibari commercial 

empire? The fourth network connected Kilwa Kisiwani and then Kilwa Kivinje with the 

country south of the Rufiji river to Lake Malawi and beyond. Each of these four route 

clusters has its own history. 

This chapter begins with an introduction to the geography of Tanzania, concrntrating 

on the relevant features of the country through which the heavily utilized centrai route 

networks passed. In East Af ' ca  the coastal nyika or wildemess was a major barrier to 

penetration, both westwards from the coast and eastwards from the interior. But this did not 

prevent the emergence, probably during the seventeenth century or eariier, of two separate 

regional trading systems, one operating between the coast and the near interior, and the othcr 

centred on the plateau of the far interior. During the righteenth century a senes of miplions 

connected the two systems, and ultimately traders were able to travel between the coast and 

the great lakes of central Africa and beyond. This leads to a brief description of the two 

central longdistance trade route systems. The older and more southerly of the two is here 

designated as the Ruaha-Isanga route. The other, the Ugogo route, crossed the Ugogo plain 

in to central Unyamwezi and on to Lake Tanganyika. Both of these routes led from (or 

tenninated at) numerous small ports on the Mnma coast. The most important of thcse 

enuepôts dunng the first half of the nineteenth century was Mbwamaji. Scholars havc 

Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivorv, 172. 



neglected the history of this town, partly because of lack of evidence, concentrating instead 

on its main successor, Bagamoyo, to the north. 

1 then consider the reasons for changes in the favoured routes' with particular 

attention to the question of food supply. Changes in routes and itineraries were connected to 

the strategies chosen by caravan leaders when they surveyed the avaiiable options and chose 

routes best able to meet the requirements of the caravans. This is best shown by an analysis 

of the history of the important middle sections of the two alternative iines passing through 

central Tanzania into Unyamwezi. At first the Ruaha river valley and Lnurnbu were hvoured 

by most caravans. Then, from the 1840s, most traffic crossed Ugogo and the wilderness of 

Mgunda M'kali. Here 1 offer a reinterpretation of existing accounts of the relationship 

between increasing caravan uaffic and Kimbu and Gogo economies, once again with the 

emphasis on food supply. It wu provisioning of caravans rathrr than raiding by Sangu from 

the south which was the crucial factor. Physical obstacles were not a major factor affecting 

casavan strategies and route selection, although these often presented severe hardships to 

porters. This is illustrated by a discussion of the difficulties involved in crossing the Mkata 

flood plain, the desert of the Mgunda Mkaii, the Malagarasi river. and Lake Tanganyika. 

Finally. there is a discussion of the main branch routes radiating out from Unyamwezi. and 

the Pangani Valley and Kilwa routes, in northern and southem Tanzania. Some early 

itineraries are discussed in Appendix 1. and a more detailed examination of the cenuai 

(Ugogo) route system is in Appendix 2. 

The Historical Geography of the Central Routes 

The Mrima and its hinterland had particular advanüiges over other stretches of the 

coast to the north and south for travel ro and from the interior. The nyika. or wilderness, 

which is a parched desert behind the Kenya coast, is in Tanzania of rather more benign 

character, although it stretches further into the interior towards the coastal range which 

recedes away in the south. The Tanzanian coastal nyika is relatively well watered by both the 



rivers which break through sections of the hill country, and the generally adequate ninCall 

during the two wet seasons, although it is parched during the dry season. Thus it presented to 

travellers an entirely different character compared with the more hostiie environment 

confronting caravans marching to and from the Kenya coast. About 150 kilornetres inland 

the hilly n y i h  meets a broad plain, from the West side of which project the massifs of 

successive mountain ranges, including the Luguru, Nguru, and Rubeho chains. It was this 

country that the routes from the Mrima coast penetrated to the centrai plateau of Tanzania. 

The older of the two main route systems from the Mnma coast ran south-west 

through ükutu and dong the Ruaha river into Uhehe and then ühmbu. It appears that 

during the eighteenth century the two regional trading systems east and West of the Usagan 

rnountains were connected by a series of migrations from Usagan to LTkimbu, with slave- 

raiding by Swahili perhaps being a contributing cause. Aylward Shorter argues for a date 

between 1700 and 1725 for the first Nyitumba migration from Usagara. The trade in conus 

sheiis from the coast, which were part of chiefly regalia in Lnùmbu, may also have becn a 

factor. The path that the migrants took later became the main trade route linking the western 

interior to the coast during the first quarter of the nineteenth century, and perhaps earlier. IL 

is significant that of the seven Igulwibi chiefdoms of the Kimbu, which al1 claim Sagara 

urigins, md are located in Ukimbu, (there are four others in Unyamwezi), the most important 

is Unyangwila, which is narned in early itineraries as being astride the old Ruaha route to 

Unyarnwezi and beyond. This highlights the historical role of the Sagara in opening up the 

caravan routes. Once the connection was made people in the intenor, espccially the 

Nyamwezi 2nd their neighbours, began to carry down ivory when thcy heard of the demand 

at the coast. By about 1825 coastal canvans were going up-country to trade for ivory and 

slaves at Isanga and Isenga in eastem Ukirnbu, where they met their Nyamwezi counterparts 

15 Shorter. Chiefshi~ in  Western Tanzanip, 17-18,43,84, 180-226, 233. The date is given on p. 222. Sce also 
Aylward Shorter, ''The Kimbu", in Andrew Roberts, ed.. Tanzania Before 1900 (Nairobi, 1968), 100- 106; 
Sheriff, Slaves. Soices and Ivoq, 176. For Unyangwila see the itineraries in  Appendix 1. 



supplying those cornmodities.7 But by 1858 the section of the route through Ugunda and 

Ushisha in southem Unyamwezi was no longer in use. 

The pioneers of the central routes through Ugogo were almost certainly Nyarnwezi 

and Sumbwa, who began bringing ivory down to the coast some time around the tum of the 

cenniry.9 The destination of the Nyarnwezi caravans could be any of the nurnerous srnall 

coastlil towns dong the Mrirna, such as Pangani, Saadani, l0  Konduchi, Mbwamaji, or 

Kilwa, 1 1  further to the south. One minor branch from the Ugogo route traversed the lower 

Rufiji region to reach Kilwa Kivinje. Dunng the 1840s sorne Nyamwezi caravans carricd 

their ivory on this route to the coast, perhaps to evade higher customs duties charged on 

Nyarnwezi tusks. l 2  But the main terminus was at first Mbwamaji, and then Bagamoyo 

opposite Zanzibar. 

Caravans taking the Ugogo routes from the coast h d  several options, depending on 

their point of departure. Nurnerous paths crossed the n y i h  and the several ranges of the 

coastal chain. Most caravans passed through Uzaramo and Usagara or ükutu, but late in the 

century the routes from Saadani through Uzigua and Ukaguru becarne popular. especially 

with the northern Nyamwezi and Sukuma. By the 1860s alrnost al1 of the central routes 

converged in the Mpwapwa area before diverging again. The reason was that Mpwapwa was 

the last place with good food and water supplies before caravans entered the Marenga Mkdi, 

Richard F. Burton. T h e  Lake Regions of Cenual Equacorial AWca". LQurnai of the Royal Geoe~phical 
Socieu, 29 (1859). 300. 

Bunon. -.Lake Regions". 195. 

. . 
Andrew Roberts. *'Nyamwezi Trade". in Richard Gray and David Birmingham, eds.. fie-Colaaial A m  

Trade (London, 19701,49; Edward A. Alpers, "The Coast and the Developrnent of the Caravan Trade", i n  1. N. 
Kimambo and A. I. Temu, eds., A (Nairobi, 1969), 50-51; Shortcr, in  Western 
m, 233; Sheriff, Slaves. Sr>rces Ivory, 176-7. 

l o  For aspects of the history of Saadani see Glassman, "Social Rebellion". 101-1 10. 

* ' For Kilwa see David Lawrence Home, "Mode of Production in the Social and honomic History of Kilwa io 
1884" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of California, Los Angeles, 1984). 

l 2  Sheriff, Slaves. Soices and Ivory, 162-3. 



or "bitter water", an almost waterless and uninhabited tract on the eastern edge of Ugogo. l3  

It was this expanse of dry scrubland which separated the vast expanses of Ugogo propcr from 

the mountains to the east. Caravans crossing the Marenga Mkali were presented with special 

difficulties. Forced marches were necessary during the dry season to reach good water about 

35 miles beyond Ugogi or Mpwapwa. 14 Of the brackish variety there was no shortage. But 

experienced travellers had learnt to avoid the poisonous pools. The roads then led across 

Ugogo and the wildemess of the Mgunda Mkali into Unyamwezi, which from the 1840s 

became the centre of the East African long-distance trading network. 

During the first half of the century the destinations of most caravans travelling the 

Ruaha routes were the twin mding stations of Isenga and Isanga on the eastem border of 

Ukimbu. However with the push provided by the increasing danger of Sangu raiders from 

the south, the pull exerted by the attractions of Unyamwezi for coastal traders, and the 

structural limitations imposed by the Ruaha route on the provisioning of increased numbers 

of caravan porters, Isenga and Isanga lost their privileged statu. and most coastal caravans 

made directly for Unyamwezi. As early as 1839 Seyyid Said, the Sultan of Zanzibar, had 

invited representatives of an unnamed Nyamwezi chiefdom to corne to Zmzibar to make 

"somr son of treaty for the safety and success of his subjects when on their trading 

expeditions." l5 These diplornatic initiatives were reciprocated. Ln the mid 1840s when in 

Zanzibar the Arnet-ican anthropologist Chartes Pickering leamed from a well-uavellrd 

l 3  From the above the importance of Mpwapwa is clear. although none of Burton. Speke. Grant, or earlier 
compilers of iuneraries, mention Mpwapwa. The disuict probably only became important during the second 
half of the century, when most caravan uaffic shifted away from the Ruaha-Isanga routes. 

l 4  Sissons, .'Eçonornic Rosperity", 73. 

l 5  "Letters from Mr. Burgess, dated Sept. 11th. 1839. Probable opening for missionvies at ZanzibY'. . . . . . . issioury Herald o the U F o r f o r  ApApril, 1840, 118-121, 
reprinted in Achim Gottberg, Unvamwesi. Ge$- (Berlin, 1971 ), 96; John M. Gray, 
"Trading Expeditions from the Coast to Lakes Tanganyika and Victoria Before 1857,  m, 49 (19571,231. 
For the advantages to both the Nyarnwezi and coastal traders of the establishment of trading centres in 
Unyamwezi see Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 50-51; Alfred C. Unomah, '~conornic Expansion and Political 
Change in Unyanyembe. c. 1830-1900" (PhD. Thesis, University of Ibadan, 1972); Sheriff, Slaves. S~iccs and 
Ivory, 179; Allied C. Unomah and J. B. Webster, "East Africa: the Expansion of Commerce", in John E. Flint. 
ed., The Cambrid~e Historv of Africê (London, 1976), V, 277,306-9. 



Swahili informant "that the Imaum has some sort of patnarchal influence with the 

Monomoisy myamwezi], and that the great caravans which corne to Kilwa and to the coast 

opposite Zanzibar 'bring him a present and look to him for protection dunng their stay."'16 

In about 1852 the permanent setiiement at Kazeh (Tabora), in the important Nyamwezi 

chiefdom of Unyanyembe, was founded, and the main routes were subsequently reoriented to 

pass through the entrepôt. l7 But Unyarnwezi had been a major centre of the longdistance 

trading system before the establishment of Kazeh, not only because it was the home of the 

major traders from the interior. Coastal caravan leaders had established stations in other 

parts of this vast country, including the one at Kigandu near Puge to the north of 

Unyanyembe, Msene in southem Usumbwa and others. We get a glimpse of the repuution 

of Unyarnwezi before the founding of Kazeh in the writings of three missionary visitors CO 

the coast, Ebenezer Burgess, J. Rebmann and J. L. Krapf, and the Frenchman, Charles 

Guillain. In 1839 Burgess heard that 'The Manomoisies are the rirhest and most enterprising 

tribe in that part of Africa-"18 Guillain who, during the late 1840s carne to know the East 

Ahcm coast well, heard similar reports of the Nyarnwezi. T h i s  vibe passes," he wrote, 

"for one of the richest and most populous in die intenor of Africa; one praised for ils mild 

and hospitable customs." Rebrnann's three joumeys in 1848 and 1849 to "Jagga". the home 

of the Chagga people of Mount Kilimanjaro. were primarily inspired by the desire to scck 

information about Unyarnwezi and routes to that country. The missionaries believed that 

routes ro and from the West and east coasts of the continent conveqed in Unyarnwezi. 1Y 

- - 

l 6  Charles Pickering. -es of m a n e u  C e w a l  D m  * - .  (London, 1850), 202. 

' Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade". 50- 1 .  

l 8  Burgess. in Gottberg. Unvamwesi, 96: Charles Guillain, Documents sur l'histoire. la eeoeraphic er le 
commerce de 1' Afriaue Orientale (Paris, 1856). II, 380. 

l9 1. Rebmann, ..Narrative of a Joumey to Jagga, the Snow Country of Eastern Africal*. Church Missionarv 
Intelligencer, 1,  1 (1849), 12-23; J.  Rebmann, "Narrative of  a Joumey to Madjarne", CMI, 1 ,  12-14, 16 ( 1  85O), 
272-76, 307- 12, 327-30,376-81. See also h e  various letters from Krapf and Rebmann in QbU, 1849-50, 
passim . 



In fact numerous major routes did converge in Unyamwezi. From the Nyamwe~ 

perspective, three main branches radiated out from Kazeh. The first headed in a no&-west 

direction to the kingdom of Karagwe and on to Buganda The second connected 

Unyanyembe with the south end of Lake Victoria, and the third ran south-west to the south 

end of Lake Tanganyika and beyond. These will be described in a later section. The main 

line c o n ~ u e d  from Tabora across the rolling countryside of Unyarnwezi, with iu altemating 

suetches of woodland, swarnps, and cultivation, into Uvinza and Ukmnga, to reach Ujiji on 

Lzke Tanganyika. 

For coastal caravans the arriva1 at Ujiji represented the climax of a journey of 

probably four to six months. Here porters rested, recouped their strength after the hardships 

of the road, and enjoyed the local market and other attractions. Although the site of the town 

had probably long been occupied by local fisherfolk and lake traders, and it had been used as 

a t emporq  base by coastal ivory traders since the 1840s at the latest, it only became 

important as a permanent station after about 1860.2O 

Mbwamaji: A Forgotten Caravan Terminus 

Coastd and up-country caravan stops and market centres were integral parts of the 

route networks. Yet the study of urban history in Tanzania has barely begun. Catherine 

Coquery-Vidrovitch outlines the problem in her survey of the history and historiography of 

urbanization in Africa: 

An accelerated urbanization process surely occurred, fostered by new trends of commerce and of 
political issucs produced from, arnong other things, the ernergence of the Zanzibar-Oman Sultanatt. and 
from the increased interna1 uade in slaves, ivory, and guns. Pons like Kilwa, Mombasa, Dar es Salaam 
or Bagamoyo, market-places like Tabora and Ujiji ... could but develop and enlarge under the impact 
of an increasing international incentive .... In fact, little is known about thss urban history, not because 
it did not exist, but because we lack scholarly information. What do we know about the military camps 
of Msin ... of Mirarnbo or Tippu-Tib ... except some scarce descriptions by early uavellers or 
missionaries, which have not as yet really k e n  compiled and compared to other (oral, archaeologicril) 
evidence? 21 

Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivory , 185-6. 

21 Catherine Coquery-Vidmvitch, "The Process of Urbanization in Af?ica (From the ûrigins to the Beginning 
of Independence)", African Studies Review, 34, 1 (1991), 31. Some recent advances have been made for 



1 have left an analysis of how caravan porters lived and worked in some of the new "urban 

centres" of the interior, particularly Mpwapwa. to a later chapter which deals with the work 

process. There is, however, one urban centre to which I wish to draw attention here. This is 

the coastal village of Mbwamaji, which was, after Pangani and Kilwa Kivinje, the most 

important of the Swahili entrepôts sending and receiving caravans dunng the first half of the 

nineteenth century. The history of Mbwarnaji is still unknown, but 1 have coilected together 

the few references to this ancient town which are available to me. 

During the first half of the nineteenth century or1 the central and southern Mrima 

caravans departed from and arrived at any of a number of small ports between Saadani in the 

north and Mbwamaji to the south. These villages were linked by dhow or mtepe, Swahili 

coasting vessels, to Zanzibar, the centre of the '%ornmercial empire." Mbwarnaji, just south 

of modem Dar es Salaam. was the most important caravan terminus on this section of the 

Coast Burton described it as "the great centre of the Mrima traffic,"u but unfonunately its 

early trading history is lost from view.23 Nevertheless, we know that as Zanzibar started its 

rise to prosperity during the late eighteenth century, the villages on the nearby mainland, 

especially Bagamoyo, Buyuni. and Mbwarnaji, shared in the expansion of commerce. They 

. -- 

Eastern Zaire and centrai Kenya in this respect. See Francois Renault, Tip. Un potentat arabe i n  Afriauç 
Centrale au 

. .  . 
(Paris, 19871,225-239 (Kisangani, Kasongo, Ngandu); Charles H. Ambler, 

. . Communities (New Haven and London, 19881, 39-43.69-70, 100-1 15. 137-14 1. So 
far for Tanzania there is little to add to the earlier work by Walter and Beverly Brown on Bagamoyo and Ujiji: 
WaIter Thaddeus Brown, "Bagamoyo. An Historical Inuoduction", Tanzania Notes m o r d s ,  71 (1970), 69- 
83; idem, "A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo: Aspects of the Growth of an East African Coastal Town" 
(PhD. Dissertation, Boston University, 1971); Beverly Brown, "Muslim Influence on Trade and Politics in the 
Lake Tanganyika Region". African Historical Studies, IV, 3 (1971 ), 617-629; idem, "Ujiji: the History of a 
Lakeside Town c. 1800-1914" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Boston University, 1973); and their article, "East African 
Towns: a Shared Growth", in W. Arens, ed., A Centurv of Change i n  East Africa (Geneva, 1976), 183-200. The 
major exceptions are coastal towns. See, for exampte, Glassman's work on the northern Mrima and David 
Anthony's on Dar es Saiaam: Glassman, "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culture"; David Amhony, "Culture and 
Society in a town in Transition: a Peoples' History of Dar es Salaam 1865-1939" (Ph-D. Dissertation, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1980). Juhani Koponen, w e  and Pr~duct~on ln & P r e c o l u  . . 

(Jyviskylii, 1988), 345-359, has a useful discussion of settlement patterns in 
nineteenth cen tury Tanzania. 

22 Burton, *'Lake Regions", 45. 

23 But see John M. Gray, "Zanzibar and the Coastal Belt, 1840-84". in Roland Oliver and Grmase Mathew, 
eds., Historv of East Africâ (Oxford, 1963), 1,222. 



were able to tap into both the coasting and caravan trades. h n u a l  ivory exports from these 

three towns combined from the late 1840s were estirnated at 4.000 - 5,000 f r a F i 1 ~ ~ ~  of the 

"best quality." and other commodities from the interior such as rhinoceros homs and gum 

copd were also important. This is the same range which was given for ivory exports from 

Kilwa Kivinje, the single most important town at rhis time on the mainland? Mbwamaji 

must have contributed a large proportion of the total, given that Bagamoyo was still a 

relatively insignificant place. Burton tells us that in 1859 Mbwamaji (Mburomaji, Boromaji), 

"the Little port-village with jungle roiLing up to the walls, and anchorage defended by the 

Sinda Islets", was ' a  favourite entrante" to the intenor.26 Its importance, as well as its place 

in the network of roads running inland frorn the Mrirna coast, c m  also be deduced from the 

following: 

A multitude of roads, whose point of departure is the coast, form a triangle and converge at the 
'rnakutaniro,' or junction-place, in Central Uzaramo. The route [taken by Burton and Speke l . . .  1s onc 
of the main lines running bom Kaole and Bagarnoyo, in a general southwest direction, till it falls into 
the great trunk-road which leads directiy west from M u a  maji. 27 

At some point in time a few years either side of the visit of Burton and Speke the patricians 

of the town built a mosque which has been commented upon by more than one h i s t ~ r i a n . ~ ~  

This would have been a time of relative prospenty, and the heyday of the town as a busy 

terminus for the caravan route, and the mosque no doubt represented the good fortune uf 

local benefactors, probably Arabs of the Nabahani family. 

24 Afrasila is 35 pounds weight. 

25 The estimates (probably understateci) are from Ihe reports of the French sailors Loarer and Guillain who . . . . sailed along the coast between 1846 and 1849. See C. S. Nicholls, The SwahilIi Coast: Pokcs.  Diolum&v and 
Qn the A f w  1 7 9 8 - r n  (New York, 197 1 ), 86,374, and table opposi te. 

26 Richard F. Burton. Zanzibar. C-d C o w  (London, 1872). 11,334; François Bontinck, trans. and 
cd.. 9 den ben ei -Mirr_iebi~ T u  1 81840-1 905) . . *  (Bruxelles, 1974). 1 8 1, 
11-16. 

27 Richard P. Burton, The Lake Reeions of Central Africa (New York. 1860. repub. 1971),87. 

28 Neville Chittick, "The Moque at Mbuamaji and the Nabahani", Azanig 4 (19691, 159-160. Chittick corrects 
the earlier view of Freeman-Grenville and others that the mosque dates from the early seventeenth century. G. 
S. P. Freeman-Grenville". "The Coast, 1498-1840, in Oliver & Mathew, History of East Africa, 144, 137. 164. 



Mbwamaji is first mentioned as an embarkation point for caravans in Lief bin Said's 

account of his journey to the far interior in 183 1. His caravan was about five hundred strong 

and included seventy of his own followers, the rest being "Manmoises" (Nyamwrzi) 

returning to their homeland. The caravan or safari mustered at "Boramy [Mbwamaji], on the 

African main, situated a Little to the southward of the south end of ~ ~ i b a r . ' ' ~ ~  The numbers 

indicate that many Nyamwezi trading parties must have made it their destination. Guillain 

gives further evidence. He wrote that 'The most important caravans which arrive on the 

Mnma coast are thosr of the ... Nyarnwezi; they mos t often proceed towards B~uramaghi . "~~  

Mbwamaji was also the departure point given in an itinerary from the early 1840s published 

by the geographer W. D. Cooley.31 A decade or so Iater, just before the arriva1 of Bunon and 

Speke on the coast, the rnissionary James Erhardt wrote of the central route b a t  it extended 

from "Mboa Maji to Ujigi, a town of Uniamesi [Unyamwezi]." It was "travelled leisurely by 

numerous caravms, with horses. donkeys, &c.. for slaves, ivory, and copper ore."32 

Although we hear of Mbwamaji and the road from there sporadically through the 

rniddle decades of the century, especially in the autobiography of Tippu Tip,33 the routcs 

from Bagarnoyo and its neighbour Kaole, and later Saadani further north, were to become 

much more travelled for reasons oulined in the next section. The result was a decline into 

obscurity for Mbwamaji, a process which was more or less complete after two decades of 

29 James MacQueen, "Visit of Lief Ben Saeid to the Great Alrican Lake". Journal of the Roval Gcographical 
Society, 15 (1843, 3714. See Appendix 1, below. 

30 Guillain. Documents sur l'histoire. la -radie et le commerce de 1' Afriaue orientale. 11, 380. 

31 W. D. Cooley, "Geography of N'yassi". JRGS, 15, part 2 (1845). 206-8. See Appendix 1. 

32 James Erhardt. "Reports Respecting Centrai Africa as Collected in Mambara and on the East Coast. with a 
new Map of the Country", PRGL 1, 1 (1 855-6). 9. 

33 Several of Tippu Tip's trading confrères were €rom Mbwamaji. See Hamid bin Muhammed (Tippu Tip). 
. . ed bin -el . . - uan. and ed. W. H. Whitely (Nairobi, Kampala, 

Dar es Salaam, 1974)' 13 9 3.21 5 16.31 5 35. In September 1857 Burton and Speke met Said bin Mohammed. 
a trader from Mbwamaji and a relative of Tippu Tip. In 1858 they encountered a "coast Arab" h m  Mbwamaji 
cailed Salim bin Salih at his settlement at irora in the district of Mfuto in western Unyamwezi. See Burton, 
Lake Re~ions ,  184; idem, "Lake Regions", 186. 



German rule. In 1907 the German govemor, Rechenberg, reported after a tour of the coast 

from Pangani to the Rufiji, that "A whole List of medium-sized places ... have practicdly lost 

ail importance. Such places are Mkwaja, Winde, Mbweni, Mbwamaji, Kisiju, Kiumangao, 

Nyamsate, Msindaji, and others. Ruins of many Stone houses bear testimony to the former 

flourishing condition of these places."34 

Porters, Provisions and Production in Ukimbu and Ugogo 

The ultimate concem of any caravan leader was the success of his or her35 caravan 

joumey, whatever the purpose in travelling. Given the fact diat porters, usually numbering 

hundreds, and sornetimes even thousands, in a single caravan. had to be fed every day or rlsr 

carry their rations36, the routes chosen had to be able to support the large scde migrations 

which are represented by the dozens or even hundreds of caravans on the march at any one 

time along the central routes. Speke puts the issue succinctiy: "we must remember that the 

caravan route usually takes the more fertile and populous tracks ..."37 The availability of 

food supplies was always a major consideration in the strategy of caravan leaders, who 

usually chose one route over another in consultation with their headmrn and guides. There 

was a shift from the Ruaha-Isanga route to those through Ugogo sometime during the eÿrly 

1840s, although both routes had been used since the beginning of the century, if not carlier, 

and there were occasional, but temporary. blockages in Ugogo. There were clearly severai 

factors at work contributing to the selection of the central (Ugogo) routes by most canvans 

34 Quoted by John Iliffe. T h e  Age of Improvement and Differentiation (190745)". in 1. N. Kimambo and A. J. 
Temu. eds., A Historv of Tanzania (Nairobi, 1969). 134. 

35 The only female caravan leader known to me is the American, May French-Sheldon. See May French- 
Sheidon, Sultan to Sultan (London, 1892). 

36 Usually porters would only be able to carry enough food for five or six days in addition to their regular loads. 
The more food they carrieci the lighter their loads, and the iess profit that could be made by themselves or their 
employer fiom theu work. 

37 John Hanning Speke, What Led to the Discoverv of the Source of the Nile (Edinburgh and London. 1864). 
327. 



after about 1850. The primary causes were the increasing inability of the people along the 

Ruaha-Isanga route to support the rapidly rising caravan traffic at the sarne time that they had 

to cope with Sangu incursions, and to compound this situation, a severe famine around 1839. 

At the same time the Ugogo option offered advantages to travellers which will be explained 

below. 

To a certain degree topographical variations along the routes were considered by 

some caravan leaders when deciding their itineraries. Sheriff suggests that the Ruaha or 

Isanga route was easier to traverse than the Ugogo one, and that this was a primaiy reason 

why it was at fint preferred by the coastal traders. His argument is that there were no 

"overwhelming" naturai barriers since the broken country of Usagara was bypassed by 

following the Great Ruaha river, and Ugogo, believed by many later traveilers (and modem 

scholars) to be a barren and drought-prone land, was av0ided.3~ It must be pointed out that 

the Ruaha-Isanga route necessitated climbing the Mabruki Pass, the highest regularly 

travelled pass over the coastal ranges. Caravans with donkeys and perhaps other animals 

preferred the Mukondokwa road into Ugogo "on account of the seventy of the passes on the 

Kiringawana road."39 Most of the Kiringawana [or Kilangabana] road followed a section of 

the Ruaha-Isanga route. Therefore for some caravans the Mukondokwa route was the easier 

option, not the Ruaha-Isanga one, contrary to Sheriff's view. 

Another possible explanation for the shift northward of preferred routes is chat thc 

Ruaha-Isanga route became unsafe du@ the 1830s and 1840s due to Sangu incursions, and 

coastal traders preferred to travei through Ugogo from that tirneb40 But it is possible that 

most modem scholars, relying on Burton, have overemphasized the Sangu argument. It is 

38 Sheriff, Slaves. m d  Ivory, 176. 

39 Burton, "Lake Regions". 123. For these two options see Appendix 2. 

40 Roberts. "Nyamwezi Trade". 50: C. St. John. "Kazembe and the Tanganyika-Nyasa Corridor, 1800-1890". in 
Richard Gray and David Birmingham, eds., Pre-Colonial African Trade (London, 1970),214; Shoner, 
Chiefshi~ in Western Tamania, 228; Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivory, 177. Glassman blames the Ngoni 
invasions: "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culture", 90. 



known that the Sangu at fust had good relations with coastal traders and were the first group 

in the interior to be armed by them.41 More important than this explanation, about 1839 a 

devastating famine in Ukimbu depopulated the already thinly spread settlemenü, maiung the 

provisioning of caravans impossible. In addition, the recent research of Carol Sissons has 

shown that the image of Ugogo as a parched and unproductive country has been much 

overstated.42 It is clear that the Nyarnwezi, who were by far the most numerous of the 

travellers using the cenual routes, usually preferred the Ugogo option dunng the second h d f  

of the nineteenth century. The reasons for the shift in caravan traffic from the Ruaha-Isanga 

route to Ugogo therefore require reevaluation. It was not so much natural barriers or Sangu 

hostilities which were the arbitors of the routes taken by large caravans, but as Kjekshus has 

reminded us, the availability of food supplies. It is quite likely that as caravan traffic 

increased during the 1 840s and 1 850s the relatively sparsely populated Ruaha-Isanga linr 

with its lirnited agricultural production was not able to continudly support thousands of 

porters. Despite its later reputation Ugogo was well able to support a considerable 

population, and also provide a surplus to feed hungry porters. 

Ugogo has unbl recently been a region much misunderstood by modem scholars. 

Virtually without exception they have presented Ugogo as  being drought and famine prone 

and unproductive, an arid country hardly able to support its own population let alonr the 

thousands of caravan porters who were forced to cross it. This distorted image is shattered in 

Carol Sisson's careful work on the economic history of Ugogo during the late nincternth 

century. She presents for the first time an analysis of the relationships between Gogo 

agricultural and pastoral production, caravan uaffic, famine, and population.J3 Sissons' 

arguments are crucial to understanding the economic links which produced what she terms 

4i Shoner, Cniefshin in Wes-, 246-7. This is not mentioned by Wright in her discussion. See 
Marcia Wright, "Chief Merere and the Germans", N, 69 (1 968), 42-3. 

42 Sissons, "Economic Rosperity in Ugogo". 

43 Sissons, %.conomic Rosperity". passim. Some of Sissons' arguments are inffuençed by lhose of Kjekshus. 
but she pays more careful attention to her evidence. Her thesis is not listed in Koponen's bibliography. 



"economic prosperity" in Ugogo up to the coliapse of the system under the stress of 

rinderpest during the 1890s. For my purposes her data on the feeding of caravan porters and 

the "balance of power" between caravans and the Gogo people is relevant. Here it 

contributes to my overail argument conceming shifts in preferred long-distance trade routes. 

The iiicidence of famine remained a crucial variable. There were indeed Famines in U g o g ~ ,  

but they have been much worse in this century than in the second half of the nineteenth 

~ e n n i r y . ~  According to Sissons, "between 1857 and 1889 uaveilers' accounts indicate only 

two penods of serious famine and one period of more localized famine conditions." This is a 

better record than the prevailing view would suggest. In addition, the worst consequences of 

most famines could be avoided by careful travellen. In centrai Tanzania most droughts were 

localized due to erratic rainfail distribution, and hence could be avoided by caravans.45 

I will now consider the Sangu (sometimes known as the "Warori") and the more 

logical "food supply" arguments in greater detafi. The Sangu themselves occasionally raided 

caravans between the early 1830s and 1860 or so, although there is also evidence that they 

welcorned thern. For instance, in 1858 the large caravan of the coastal traders Suliman bin 

Râshid el Riami and Mohammed bin Gharib, which had run into difficulties, was made 

welcome by Munyigumba, the Sangu chief, at his base near the Ruaha, and porters were 

supplied free of charge. These traveilers h d  tried to avoid the Sangu because of the war 

between hem and the Bena. Burton was informed by them that Munyigumba "would no[ 

have permitted merchants to p a s  on to his enernies,"46 but this was a normal practice 

everywhere in h e s  of hostilities. In addition the Sangu were said to have charged 

"exorbitant black-mail" (hongo), which deterred caravans, and had killed two traders from 

See Sissons. "Economic Rosperity". chapter 4, in  particular Chan IV: Famines in Ugogo and Ukagwu. 136. 
There is very little data available for famines before 1850 or so. 

45 Sissons. "Econornic Rosperity", 145-7. quote, 145; Eric Ten Raa, "Bush Foraging and Agncultwal 
Development: a History of Sandiiwe Famines", TNR, 69 (1968), 35. 

46 Burton, Lake Reeions, 4534. 



Mbwamaji in about 1852.47 Long-distance trade, however, was often a dangerous business' 

and similar incidents occurred in many parts of East and central Africa frequented by 

caravans. More at risk from the Sangu were the o r d i n q  people of Llkimbu, which was 

never heavily populated, and thus food production was disr~pted.~8 The Sangu invasions 

began about 1835.49 Burton informs us of the consequences for caravan traffic passing 

Presently the Waron became uoublesome, and Ugogo whose reai or tancied perils had impeiled 
merchants to make a long detour, was safely uaversed; the stream of commerce then tlowed in a direct 
line and Usanga flsanga] and Usenga [Isenga] were deserted. The incursions of ttw Warori fruw 
caused a chronic famine Ni the l a d  which deters caravans from vrnturing into 

The Sangu even raided as far as south-west Usagara, around Rudi and Malolo, where there 

was a smali Hehe population. In 1858 Burton found that, 'The Wahehe of these districts 

have a lasting terror of the Warori, and the war-cry is often raised at the approach of a 

caravan, Iiowever peaceable. Provisions are consequently scarce and expen~ ive . "~~  The 

conclusion is that Sangu raids did cause a diversion of caravan traffic, but this was mostly 

because of damage to food production in CTkirnbu rather than the threat of attack by Sangu 

war bands. 

We know from Aylward Shorter's research in Ukimbu that the mos t devastaling 

famine on record there occurred during the late 1830s or early 1840s. It did not result frrorn 

drought or crop failure, or destabilization caused by Sangu raiding, as Burton suggests, but 

from some kind of fungus infestation which rotted the grain after harvest. The fact that it 

coincided with the expansion of the Sangu has overshadowed the fact lhat it was a naturai 

48 For Sangu caravan raiding see Burton, "Lake Regions", 298-305; Burton. Lake, 453-5; Alison 
Redmayne, "Mkwawa and the Hehe Wars", m, IX. 3 (1968), 412; Shorter, Chiefshir, i n  Western T a n z m ,  
245-9. 

49 Shoner. Chiefship in  Western Tanzania, 246. 

50 Burton. "Lake Regions", 300. Also quoted in Shorter. Chiefshi~ in Western Tanzani~ 245. The cmphasis is 
mine. 

Burton, "Lake Regions", 129. For funher comments in a similar vein see && 137-8. 



occurrence. Called by the Kirnbu IIogo, the famine affected a huge area, as it is remembered 

in different parts of this vast country.52 Shorter says that "It was a point of no return in the 

decline of the Kimbu," and that it "came near to wiping out the entire popuIati~n."~3 n i e  

Ilogo famine in Ukimbu is probably to be differentiated from the two evliest known famines 

in Ugogo, designated in Kigogo Mpingarnu ("hinderance"), irnplying inadequate rainfdl, 

which occurred sometime before 1850, and Chonya-Magulu ("hobble"), which occurred 

about 1850, and was aiso attnbuted to drought? 

Population densities dong the stretch of the route from Malolo, across the northem 

bend of the Great Ruaha, through eastern LTkimbu. to Unyangwila, a distance of about 400 

kilornetres, have historically been very Low. This is suggested by al1 the itineraiies iuid maps 

available to me? This line is no& of the comparatively heavily populated highlands of 

Uhehe. From Unyangwila to the Ugalla in the West population densities also appear ro have 

been relatively light during the nineteenth century, as they still are. This impression is 

supported by evidence provided by Shorter who, throughout his book, refers to the low 

population density in ükimbu. He wrires 'The Kimbu have always bren few in number, 

52 Shoner. Chiefshi~ in  W e s m  249-225. The Ilogo famine is the best doçumented of any ulihe 
major tamines in Tanzania before 1850. For a general discussion of nineteenth ccntury t'amines see Koponen. 
People Production, 126-39. 

53 Shomr. in Western -, 249. 

54 Clarke Brooke, T h e  Heritage of Famine in Central Tanzania". W. 67 (June 1967),20. Tahle 1: Acute 
Shortages of Food in the Dodoma, Mpwapwa, and Manyoni districts of Tanzania. The Gogo historian Mathias 
E. Mnyampala associates Chonya-Magulu with the Al-Milisho age-grade: The Gono: History. Custorns and 
Traditions uans. & intro. Gregory Maddox (New York, 199S), 102. Peter Rigby dates Chonya-Magultr to about 
1860: Cattle and Kinshi~ am on^ the G o g ~  (Ithica and London, f 969), 21. See also Ten Raa "Bush Foraging". 
for famines in norchern Ugogo. 

55 See the itineraries in Appendix 1 which specify very few place names between Malolo and Unyangwila 
(183 1 and early 1840s); the map in Rochus Schmidt, Geschichte des Araberaustandes in Ost-Afri ka (Frankfurt 
a. Oder, 1892); the map of west-cenual Tanzania showing nineteenth and twentieth century place names in 
Shoner, Chi- in W- T a n a ,  xxviii; the Shell Map of Tanzania (1973). It may be argued that thc 
distribution of place names does not reflect population density because many peoples did not live in larpc 
villages or other concentrated settlements but were scattered in tembe homesteads or harnlets across the 
countryside. See Koponen, Producm,  52,240-1, 345-359, especially 353,364-5. It should also be 
pointed out that modern maps are misleading in part because the creation of the Ruaha National Park no doubt 
involved the movement of some people outside the park boundaries. 



living in a very extensive forest area. Traditionally their preferred means of Iiveiihood has 

been hunting and collecting rather than agriculture," and, "Kimbu population has not 

expanded appreciably. Depopulation rather than expansion has been the experience of the 

Kimbu. Animal husbandry and large-scale agriculture are impossible in Ukim bu." In a third 

passage he writes "in the nineteenth century the country became drastically depopulated as a 

result of famine and emigration."56 The reality of famine so impressed itself on Kimbu 

consciousness that it was expressed in the traditionai lunar calendar.57 

In cornparison, Sissons shows that Ugogo may have had considerable attractions for 

travellers in the dry season when most caravans were on the road.58 In Bunon's description 

of the central plateau, including the Marenga Mkali, Ugogo, and the Mgunda Mkali, there is 

a hint of some of these: "The heart of the region is Ugogo, the most populous and the bes t 

cultivated country, divided into a number of small and carefully cultivated clearings by tracts 

of dense bush and timberless woods ..."59 The advantages to caravans of the Ugogo rour  

were as follows. Caravans passing through Ugogo had to pay hongo, taxes or tolls, which 

cumulatively totalled approximately 1-2% of the trade goods carried. In the case of ciiravans 

bound for the interior hongo w u  paid in the usud trade goods such as mrrikani (unbleachecl 

cotton sheeting manufactured in New England), kaniki (plain cotton sheeting of Lndian 

origin), satini, (a thin, light, English product which appears to have entered circulation in the 

intenor after 1860), "cloths with nmies" (coloured cloths of various types), coils of copper, 

brass, and iron wire known as  masongo, and beads of many types. Downward Nyarnwezi 

56 Shoner. ChiefshiD in W- xxiv, 39. 97. On page 40 Shoner qualifies the fint statement by 
saying chat "hunting and collecting ... are the preferred occupations of Kimbu men ." (My emphasis.) For an 
analysis of the Kimbu subsistence economy see pp. 40-58. 

57 Shoner. Chiet'shio in Western Tanzanik 44-5. 

58 What follows is taken from Sissons, *'Economic Rospenty". chaps. 3.5.6, and 7. She sumrnanzes her 
arguments in chapter 7. It shodd be noted that Sissons does not argue that the benefits derived from caravans 
were the soie reason for Gogo prosperity, but that they were in addition to the strong base provided by mixed 
fiiiming and locd uade. There were also some negative results of increased contact with caravans, but these 
were not very disr~ptive (245-254). 

59 Burton, "Lake Regions", 139-40. 



caravans often paid in iron hoes. * Hongo was levied in each of the districts crossed by the 

caravans. 61 Ugogo was not the only region in which hongo was charged - there are many 

examples from Uzaramo, Uvinza and Usukuma - but it seemed to be levied on a more 

systematic and orderly basis there. Despite cornpiaints about hongo from Nyamwezi and 

coastal traders, as well as European travellers, caravan personnel received considerable 

benefits in retum.62 They were guaranteed access during the dry season to water from wells 

and pits guarded by the Gogo, they received the benefits of surplus foodstuffs produced by 

the Gogo for the market provided by thousands of porters, and if the porters were wcll- 

behaved they had no secunty problems while uaversing the districts in which hongo had 

been paid. Caravans were subject to the protection of the local chef or mterni. This also 

prevented ~ h e f t . ~ ~  

The system worked to the advantage of both sides. The Gogo were able to respond to 

market opportunities by raising production and seliing a surplus. As the terms of vade 

through the second half of the nineteenth century increasingly favoured exponers of ivory, 

some of the larger quantities of cloth and other goods can-ied into the interior rnded up in 

their hands either via hongo payments or the purchase of provisions. These goods could then 

be "banked" by investment in cattie, slaves, and other forms of wedth. Thus there was an 

incentive for the Gogo to respond favourably to the passage of canvans through their 

temtory. In addition, although Ugogo was subject to severe droughts every five or ten years. 

the Gogo were able to ride them out due to their "savings". As Sissons notes, if people 

60 Bwton, -'Lake Regions". 397; Burton, LakeReeions, 181.427: Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade". 52-3; 
Mnyampala, The Qgg., 45. 

61 Sissons devotes nearly 60 pages to her analysis of hongo in chapter 3. 

62 For a reasonably sympathetic discussion see Burton, "Lake Regions", 148-1 51. 

63 For the last two points see Sissons. 'Zconomic Rosperity", 91. It should be noted that penalties could bc 
severe for caravans who failed to meet their hongo obligations. Food sales would be cut off and porters who 
attempted to drink at weIIs without paying might expect a beating. Nyamwezi caravans rnight be held up and 
the porters forced to spend time hoeing fields during the sowing season. Ail of lhese exactions and penalties 
were imposed at Khokho which Burton regarded as "a district now considered the nucleus of difficulties in 
Ugogo." See "Lake Regions", 154. 



starved or died of thirst in Ugogo, it was not the local people, but caravan porters unabk to 

pay their way. The long term result up uniil the 1890s was that population density in Ugogo 

increased and more land was brought under prod~ction.6~ These factors combined with othrr 

aspects of the Gogo economic system less related to caravms, and with the relative political 

stability in Ugogo, (there was no invasion by outsiders as in the case of the Sangu in Ukimbu, 

or consoiidation of a state by conquest, as in Uhehe), to fix the importance of the region for 

travellers. 

For most of the second half of the nineteenth century the route through Ugogo could 

hardly be avoided by caravans leaving the Coast opposite Zanzibar. This was partly becauss 

Maasailand to the north was considered too dangerous due to the martial qualities of thüt 

nation. Perhaps more important than the danger of attack was the inability of the Maasai to 

provide adequate provisions for hungry porters. 65 To travel through the country of the Hehe. 

to the south. was aiso a risky venture because of continuing instability. 66 But it WU m l y  

with the consolidation of the Hehe polity under Munyigumba - not to be confused with the 

Sangu chief of the same name - during the third quarier of the century, that the Hehe 

becarne a major threat to caravan ~aveilers.6~ The danger to caravans was particularly acutc 

during the 1880s and early 1890s during the rule of Mkwawa. when the Mukondokwa route 

was made unsafe by constant raids from the Hehe bases of Wota, north of the Ruaha. ruid 

Ulaya, just south of Kilosx68 

64 AS well as naturd increase the Gogo population grew due to the absorption of runaway porters and the 
purchase OC slaves with ivory. This extra source of labour may also have boosted a ~ c u l t u r d  and pastoral 
production. 

65 C. F. Hoimes. -'Zanzibari Influence at the Southem End of Lake Victoria: the Lake Route'.. 
toncal Stsrdies. 4, 3 (1 97 1 1,482, gives some support to this argument. 

67 Alison Redmayne, T h e  Hehe", in Roberts, 19ûQ, 37-58. 

68 Redmay ne. .'Mkwawa and rhe Hehe Wars", 41 S-6.320,43 1. Redmayne writes (4 16): "... in the late 1880s 
the whole area d o n g  the caravan route from Mpwapwa to Mukondoa [the Hehe name for Ulaya, not to be 
confused with Kondoa, the trading settlement south-east of Kilosa, mentioned in Appendix 21 appears CO have 
suffered so severely from the Hehe raids that most of the inhabitants fled, abandoning their fields and thcir huts. 



Just as there was a northwards shift from the Ruaha-Isanga route to Ugogo, for the 

reasons outlined above, the northem roads within Ugogo were increasingly favoured. There 

were three main roads traversing Ugogo with many branch connections, but at most times it 

seems that one route was more in use than the others. At the beginning of the period for 

which we have documentation the southern road was the most used. This was the one taken 

by Burton and Speke in 1857. Subsequently the middle road was more popular, and by the 

1880s the northem carried most traffic. But at most tirnes, as long as food was readily 

available, caravan leaders could choose their route. The deciding factor might then be the 

relative size of the hongo in the various chiefdoms.@ Once again the question of food 

supplies rnay have been crucial in the decisions of travellers to take the more nonherly roads, 

although hard evidence is lacking. Sissons suggests that a period of decreased rainfail 

towards the end of the century may have been a factor contributing to changes in itineraries 

as well as alterations in settlement disuibution. The Gogo were very mobile in terms of 

residential patterns as an adaptation to drought and famine. South-central Ugogo was an area 

particularly prone to low rainfall, and the important settlement of Kanyenye on the southem 

route disappeared completely during the twentieth century. 

Obstacles 

Natural obstacles dong the cenual routes, although not the most important 

consideration in the strategy of caravan leaders. presented special diffïculties. Mountain 

many of which had been bwnt by the Hehe. Travellers in Usagara, eastern Ugogo and Ukagum gencrally 
blamed the Masai as well as the Hehe for this devastation ..." 

69 Sissons, "Economic Rosperity", 73. For details on the routes taken by various European travellers and 
comments about their respective advantages and disadvantages, as well as information on individual chiet'dorns, 
see Sissons, bLEconornic Rosperity". 75-85. There is a map (77). 

Sissons. .'Econornic Prosperity", 256; Rigby, 6 . 
. 

, 20. It should be pointed 
our that almost al1 of the place names along the northem as well as the southem roads on Sissons' map of 
nineteenth-century caravan routes are not on the Shell Map of Tanzania, which is reasonabIy detailed. There 
are al1 kinds of reasons why settlements rnight disappear, such as twentieth century famines, inroads of tsetse 
fly, the impact of modern transportation, and so on. 



ranges, floodplains, deserts, and rivers ail tested the strength and endurance of porters, 

slowed caravans down, and therefore caused a drain on caravan resources. 1 have already 

discussed the coastal ranges. The next major obstacle was the floodplain of the Mkata river, 

then, following the crossing of Ugogo, the semi-desert of the Mgunda Mkali. The Mgunda 

Mkali comprises a special case because the relative difficulty in travershg it depended on 

poiitical, economic and ecological conditions in the area. The oùier significant natural 

obstacles were the Malagarasi river and Lake Tanganyika. 

Whether the way forward Iay through Usagara or ükutu, once the caravans passed the 

first mouniain range they had to cross the Mkata floodplain - a wilderness of river, swamp, 

and grassland, aboundiag with game - which presented a senous challenge dunng the rainy 

seasons. In the dry season of 1857 Burton and Speke traversed the plain without much 

difficulty, although Burton noted that "the approach to the kraal is denoted by a dead Ievel of 

dry caked and crxked mud, showing the effects of extensive in~ndation."~l Travellers had a 

rather different experience during the m i k a  or long rains of April and May. In April 187 1 

Stanley's caravan crossed the waterlogged Mkata plain on the way to Ujiji, and the 

difficulties expenenced in plunging through miles of mire, swamp, and inundated 

countryside, caused the journalist to devote eleven pages of his famous book to this episode 

alone. -The slushy mire of the savannahs rendered marching a work of great difficulty:" he 

wrote,"its tenacious hold of the feet told terribly on men and animals. A ten-mile m u c h  

required ten hours .. ."72 

The Mgunda Mkali, often translated "fiery field," is a "du11 uniform bush" or "thin 

forest," which had to be crossed before the goal of most caravans, Unyanyembe, or some 

othcr Nyamwezi chiefdom, was reached. 73 The starting point was 

71 Bunon, "Lake Regions", 1 1 1 .  

72 Henry Morton Stanley, HQ- I - i w l g u m  . . (London, 1872). 1 10-120. 

Mdaburu, the Ugogo 

The quote is from p. 1 1 1. 

73 On this translation, which he believes is mistaken. Francis Nolan writes: "Mgunda Mgali is usually wrirren 
Mgunda Mkali and uanslated as fiery fieId, burning plain, or some synonymous phrase. mgunda bring the 
Kinyamwezi for shomba or field and mkali the Swahili for fiery or buming. It seemed an appropriate name to 
coastal traveIlers in view of the discomforts of the forced marches with Little water. In fact, the proper 

35 



frontier village, where provisions for a march of eight days were collected "with difficulty" 

in Burton's Once again we turn to Burton for a description of the "great desert and 

elephant-ground": 

Like Marenga Mk'hali, it is a desert, because it contains no running water nor wells, excepc after rain 
... its iii-lame rests rather upon tradition than actuality; in fact, its dimensions are rapidly shrinking 
before the torch and axe. About fifteen yexs ago it contained twelve long stages, and several tirikeza 
[an aftemoon forced march necessitated by Iack of water]; now it is spanned in eight marches .... The 
uaveler, though invariably threatened with drought and the death of cattle, will undergo little hardship 
beyond the fatigue of the Fust three forced marches ... 

Burton estimated the "diagonal breadth" of the Mgunda Mkali to be 140 miles east to West. 75 

The colonization of the "fiery field" was being undertaken by the Kimbu. whose homeland 

lay to the south and east of Unyamwezi, and the Tatum, neighbours to the north-east. Even 

in the near desert conditions a few small cornmunities, such as Mgongo Tembo, or 

"Elephant's Back," named after the rocky outcrop nearby, were able to survive by selling 

their produce to passing caravans. 76 The process of colonization continued through the 

1 860s7 despite the instability in the area resulting from the internecine conflicü among the 

Nyanyembe Nyamwezi during that period. In July 1873 V. L. Cameron remarked that 

"things are much changed for the better" in cornparison with the tirne of Burton and Speke. 

The Kimbu had continued their war on the jungle, found water sources, and cleared -'large 

spaces" which they were ~ul t iva t ing .~~ Passing through one of their settlements, Jiwe la 

Singay Cameron observed that "The road was across a clearing, extending as far as the çye 

could reach, and which boasted of many herds of cattle, populous, stockaded villages and 

Kinyamwezi name is Mgunda Mgali, mgali meaning broad. The narne really rneans broad tield. or, by analogy, 
broad stretch of bush." Francis Patrick Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi 1878-1928" (Ph.D. Dissertation, 
University of Cambridge, 1977). 38, f.n. 49. The other phrases are Burton's, 

74 Burton, '&Lake Regions", 155: Aylward Shoner, Nynm-ya-Mawe: leaders hi^ in Nineteenth Century 
Tamania (Nairobi, 19691, 15,20-1,233. For comments on Mdabum as it was in 1873 see Verney Lovctt 
Cameron, Across Africa (Loridon, l877), II, 12 1-2. 

75 Burton, "Lake Regions", 155-6; Burton. Lake Reeions 198. 199. 

76 For m e r  details see Bunon, Lake Reaons. 199-204; John Hanning Speke, Journal of the Discoverv of the 
Source of the Nile (New York, 1864), 74-5; Shorter, Chiefshi~ in Western Tanzani& 245,248-9. 

77 Cameron. Across Alric~.  1, 127. For more details see 128-133. 



much cultivation." The colony was prosperous enough to serve as a base for some Swahili 

traders from Bagam~yo.~* Indeed, the "desert" was being transformed. By 188 1 only six 

stages were necessary to traverse the stretch of remaining wi ldernes~ .~~  

Despite this image, there is evidence that the wilderness was not to be tamed so 

easily, although perhaps it was Nyamwezi poiitics which were the ultimate arbiter. In parts 

of Unyamwezi and surrounding districts, such as the Mgunda Mkali and the road between 

Tabora and Kahama to the north, a process of depopulation occurred dunng the last decdes 

of the nineteenth century. The cause was probably migration to the bases of powerful chiefs 

for protection. The pattern of local warfare had changed and intensified, partiy because of 

the increased stakes in the era of long distance trade, and partly because of the introduction of 

large numbers of firearms. Numerous villages in eastern Unyamwezi and the Mgunda Mkdi 

were destroyed during the fighting between the contenders for the Nyanyem be c hiefs hi p. 

Mnywa Sere and Mkasiwa, in the years after Burton and Speke's visit, and others were 

ravaged during the conflict between Unyanyembe and Mirambo dunng the 1870s and early 

1880s.80 The other factor was environmental - the presence of the tsetse fly discouraged 

permanent seulement. In 1871 at an abandoned village in the Mgunda Mkali, 'The rsetsc or 

chufwa-fly ... stung us dreadfully," Stanley noted. Because of the tsetse fly the wilderness 

was still a major obstacle for caravans in 1878. Walter Hutley of the London Missionary 

Society wrote: 

We passed one village soon &ter leaving the camp then entered the forest again passing through a 
counuy that must have been very rtiickly inhabited at one time, from the look of the ground .... The 
greater part of the pon [wilderness or bush country] is now passed, and at present it seems an almost 
hopeless case for the bringing in of oxen as the fly (tsetse) exists in greater numbers here than 1 have 
seen at any other place in the r ~ a d . ~ ~  

78 Cameron. A f r i u ,  1, 133, 134. 

79 Nolan. "Ciuistianity in Unyamwezi", 38-9. 

Nolan, "Chstianity in Unyamwezi", 3 9 4 .  

Stanley, How 1 Found Livinestone, 178; James B. Wolf. ed., The Cenual Afican Diaries of Walter Hutlev 
1877-1 88 1 (Boston, 1976), 41, 16 July, 1878. 



Thirteen years later another missionary described a struggle with swarming tsetse flies in the 

Mgunda Mkali. 82 

The resulting picture, then, is rather mixed. On one hand there is evidence of 

progressive settlement and an easier journey through the remaining wilderness uact. On the 

other hand there is the incontestable evidence of abandoned villages and depopulation, which 

certainly made caravan travel more difficult. Part of this contradiction can no doubt be 

explained by the nomai pattern of changes in settlement patterns as a result of shifting 

cuItivation.83 It d s o  seems that most of the damage caused by war occurred in eÿstern 

Unyamwezi proper rather than in the relatively uninhabited wilderness.84 Finally, perhaps it  

is a matter of perspective, with the image presented in the contemporary record depending, to 

some extent, on the particular road through the Mgunda Mkali taken by nineteenth century 

observers. Whatever the reai situation, it is important to remember thüt the distance between 

settiernents and water supplies was the crucial variable for caravans marching through 

inhospitable country. If food and water were not procurable then porters had to c m y  their 

own supplies in addition to their loads, or undergo exhausting double marches, which 

sometimrs killed the weak or sick. The Mgunda Mkali remained an inhospitable wasteland 

for caravan porters, although not a bmier  to their progress. Even now, under its modem 

appellation, the "Itigi thicket" is largely an empty landscape. 

The logistics of crossing large rivers, especially when in flood d u ~ g  the rainy 

season, presented a challenge to large caravans. Perhaps the largest river on the central 

" Robert Pickering Ashe. -s of U u  (London, 1971,Ist ed. 1894). 28-3 1. Nolan has a persuasive 
critique of the ideas of Ford and Kjekshus conceming settlement patterns and tsetse fly in Unyarnwezi. Set. 
Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 45-7. Kjekshus argues that it was only in the twentieth century that the 
"reign of the tsetse fly" became a gready inhibiting factor on economic development, and this was connectcd to 
the breakdown of the more benign ecological system described by some early travellers, wiuch was rnanaged by 
people for their own benefit and allowed for considerable productivity. Kjekshus ignores much evidencc to the: 
conuary. His Iarger argument is expressed in -d Fx-c Develo~ment. 5. For another 
critique of Kjekshus' views on the impact of the tsetse fly see Koponen, Production, 21, 156-7,248- 
50.366. 

Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi". 47-8. 

84 Nolan. "Chnstianity in Unyarnwezi". 39. 



routes was the Malagarasi, which lies just beyond western Unyamwezi (Ugalaganza). Burton 

judged the Malagarasi to be unfordable due to the canoes dmwn up at every village dong its 

course, and perhaps because of "the multitude and the daring of the crocodiles."85 The usual 

crossing point was at Ugaga, in Vinza temtory, close to the modem railway bridge. The 

ferrymen operated numerous small mi~mbo-bark~ canoes, capable of carrying only two or 

three people. Large caravans might therefore spend two or three days over the crossing: 

The boatman, standing amidships or in the fore, poles or paddles according to the depth of the s u e m .  
He is skilhl in rnanaging his craft, and he threads without difficulty the narrow, gras-grown, and 
winding veins of deep water which ramify frorn the main uunk over the swampy and m h y  plains on 
both sides .... Merchandise ... is rarely lost or much injured, though tnfling accidents sometimes occur 
as the canoe bumps against the landing-places ... The ferrymen show considerable decision in 
rnaintaining their claims. On the appearance of opposition they pole off to a distance, and sit quietiy to 
await the effect of their manoeuvre. 87 

Major tributaries of the Malagarasi could sometimes be crossed without need for a ferry. In 

February 1874 Cameron's caravan walked across the Sindi river "on a mass of floating 

vegetation," three feet thick and a hundred yards wide, forming an island. Caravans 

occasionally attempted to p a s  over such naturai bridges when decay had weakened the plant 

matting, and several were known to have disappeared into the river.s8 

If it is believed that the caravan routes were selected on the ba i s  of the easiest path 

avoiding natural obstacles, as Sheriff suggcsts, then one would expect that Lake Tanganyika 

would be a barrier irnposing formidable difficulties for large caravans. This is especidly so 

if the limited marine technology available on the lake is considered. Up until 1858 there was 

only one dhow in use.89 Al1 other communication on the lake was by dugout canoes. In 

8s Burton. "Lake Regions", 208. 

86 Miornbo (Brachysreigu) woodland covers rnuch of western Tanzania. 

87 Burton. -'Lake Regions", 208-9. Compare with the power of ferrymen at Rabba on the Niger river, described 
in Gabriel Ogundeji Ogunremi, Countine the Camels: The Economics of Trans~ortation in Pre-Indusvia1 
Nigeria (New York London. Lagos, Enugu, 1982), 57-8. 

88 Carneron, Across Africê, 1,222-3; Norman R. Bennett, ed., Stanlev's Desyuches to the New York Herald 
(Boston, 1970), 79. For a discussion of these floating islands known as fikarika see David Livingstone, 
Last foumals of David Livingstone ed. H. Waller (New York, 1875), 314, 14 Jan., 1870. 

89 For the first dhows on the lake see Gray, "Trading Expeditions from the Coast", 235-6; Sheriff, Slavest 
S~ices  and Ivorv, 186. 



addition, violent storms were often a hazard to sailors. But we know that caravans from 

Unyamwezi and the coast had been crossing the lake for at least four decades before the visit 

of Burton and Speke. The lake was no great obstacle to the extension of the cenual route into 

Uguha, Urua, Manyema, and other countries in eastem Zaire. According to Speke, who 

made the voyage, Kabogo Point was the "usual crossing-pointyT for boaü making for the 

western shore from Ujiji. The large dugout canoes of the lijigo typically skirted the east 

coast, and paddled south from Ujiji, crossing the mouth of the Mûlagarasi, until Kabogo 

Point was reached. Then the canoes would strike out for one of the islands close to the 

westem shore, such as Kivira or Kasenge. Speke writes: 

This line is selected for canoes to cross at, from containing the least expanse of water between the two 
shores between Ujiji and the south endg1 ... Kabogo ... is ... the haif-way station from Ujiji to Kasenge 
[islandl, two places on opposite sides of the lake. whicher the Arab merchants go in search of ivoryP2 

Just a few hundred metres away on the westem shore of the lake lay the village of Mtowa, 

€rom which caravans set off for the "El Dorado" of the ivory and slave nch regions of eastern 

Zaire -93 

The Branch Routes 

Probably the oldest of the three clusters of branch routes radiating out from 

Unyamwezi was the one into the northern interlacustrine region via Usumbwa, Buzinza, 

90 Speke's was hilly loaded with 26 people and a few loads. Later. when he voyaged to Uvira with Burton. one 
of the canoes was rnanned by 40 paddlers. 

9 i  Of course Speke is not quite correct here. The lake is slightly nmower fwther south al Luagala Point. 

92 Speke, What Led ,222. This is not the fust description we have of the lake crossing. A slightly garbled 
account which mentions "a mountainous island, Kavogo", coUected from "caravan leaders, Arabs, Suahelis, 
ivory-rnerchants, and slave dealers", is in Erhardt, "Reports Respecting Central Africa", 8-9. An even earlier 
account cornes fkom three "Monomoisy" (Nyamwezi) met by Pickering in Zanzibar in the mid 1840s. They 
stated "two days are required to cross the Lake, sleeping at night on an island." One of the informants said he 
had travelled the whoIe lengrh of the lake by canoe, a voyage of two months. See Pickering, The Races of M a  
203. 

93 For the caravan uaffic of Mtowa as it was in the late 1870s see Waiter Hutley. "Uguha and its People" 
(manuscript), no date, London Missronary Society Archive, School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 
3/3/B. The phrase is from Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivory, 185. 



Rusubi (Usui), Karagwe, Buddu, (the southern province of Buganda), and then Buganda 

itself. The most important state through which these routes passed was Kangwe, not so 

much because of its resources, but because of its role as "gatekeeper" to the more powerful 

northern kingdoms. It appears that the Sumbwa and Nyamwezi had pioneered the route,94 

probably late in the eighteenth cenniry, and by the 1840s it was being used by coastal 

traders.95 The two most important stations established by the Sumbwa and Nyamwezi, and 

later used by coastal caravans, were at Kafuro near the Karagwe capital, and Kitangole south 

of the Kagera river and the border with Buganda. 

The second road from KazehIïabora ran northwards to Kagei at the south end of Lake 

Victoria just east of Mwanza, from where canoes embarked for Buganda, skining the lake 

shores. But the lake route rernained unpopular until a comparatively late date due to the long 

voyage to Buganda. It only became more important from the late 1870s because the land 

route through Karagwe was threatened by political instability and was eventually closed by 

Mirarnbo. Most coastal traders became concemed about security problems dong the 

Karagwe route, which had previously canied most traffic. In addition the lake route was 

given a boost because of the difficulty of establishing a direct line frorn the coast through 

Maasailand. Nevertheless, some problems remained for caravans. Despite the general 

availability of provisions through populous Usukuma, there remained the risk in northern 

Unyarnwezi and Usumbwa between the 1850s and the 1890s of raids by marauding Ngoni, 

known as the Watuta, and bands of brigands were often encountered in the southem 

Shinyanga area. In addition, the powerful chiefdoms of Nera and Busumabu imposed what 

95 For the relationships between the rulers of the cenualized States of the region and foreign traders, activities of 
coastal traders, and the ivory trade of the region, see Sheriff, Slaves. S~ i ce s  and Ivow, 183-5. A more general 
discussion of regional trade is John Tosh, "The Northem Interlacusvine Region", in Gray & Birmingham, & 
Colonial Ahican Trade, 103-1 18. 



many European travellers considered outrageous hongo and, as C. F. Holmes suggests, Arab 

and Swahili caravans would have been equally subjecr96 

The third branch road from Tabora, favoured by Nyamwezi caravans heading to 

Katanga, ran south-west to UgaUa, then south through Ukonongo, Mpimbwe, and Ufipa to 

the south end of Lake Tanganyika. From there caravans could pass through the comdor 

between Lakes Tanganyika and Malawi into Urungu, Bemba country, Kazembe's, and 

Katanga, in modem Zambia and southem Zaire. Much of the country between Ugalla and 

Ufipa was sparsely peopled. But from about 1865 the capital of the Nyamwezi chief known 

as Simba or Nshimba, who had carved out astate in Ukonongo, and was the brother of 

Mnywa Sere, chef of Unyanyembe, became an important station on the road. However, 

supplying caravans remained a major headache. Tippu Tip took this route in about 1870 

while on his third joumey and remembered the difficulties: 

If you leave Ugalla to go to Ukonongo, to Simba's place, there are no villages dong the road .... On 
arriva1 at Riova's [in Ugaila], we decided to buy food, enough to give the men rations for seven to 
eight days. since food was expensive even at ~ i m b a ' s . ~ ~  

In September 1872 David Livingstone's men had to carry rations for ten days on the journey 

south towards Simba's.98 As always, caravans had numerous optioas. During the middlc of 

the century alternative southern roads from Tabora ran south to Kiwele or Nkokolo in central 

ükimbu and then to Ufipa, Usangu, or Ubungu, south-east of Lake Rukwa, and an imponan~ 

source of ivory.99 

96 This paragraph is based on Holmes. 'Zmzibari Influence at the Southern End of Lake Victoria". 480.482-3, 
488. 

Tippu Tip. Maisha bin -, 43 9 54-5. Roy Willis in his study of pre-colonial Utïpa. A 
the Making. Mv- Sand-on 1 n Pre-c- . . (Bloornington, 1981 1, 

mistakenly gives 1863 as the date of this journey by Tippu Tip through Ufipa (p. 88). This would place it 
during Tippu Tip's second j o m e y  as an independent trader. In fact i t  was earIy in his third journey, which 
lasted from 1870 to 1882. See Bontinck, L'autobioera~hie de Hamed ben Mohammed, 21. 

98 Livingstone. Last loumals. 456, 1 Sept.. 1872. 



Caravans heading for Katanga or other parts of south-eastem Zaire could shorten the 

long joumey around the southem tip of Lake Tanganyika by crossing from the Fipa port of 

Kirando to Moliro islet at the south-west corner. Livingstone noted that Moliro, "is the 

crossing-place of Banyamwezi when bound for Casembe's country ... The Lake is about 

twelve or fifteen miles broad [here] ... It takes about 3 hours to cross at The 

pioneers of the iake crossing were probably the Bisa of northern Zarnbia. According to 

Burton, writing fifteen years earlier, 'Travelers from Unyamwezi to K'hokoro [Nkokolo in 

southem UEurnbu] meet near Ufipa caravans of the Northem Wabisa en route to Kilwa," and 

many caravans from Unyanyembe had taken the route dl the way to Kazernbe's.lol 

The Pangani Valley and Kilwa Routes 

The other two dusters of caravan routes lay iar to the north and south of the two 

central lines. The fiist of these ran north-west up the vaiiey of the Pangani river, dong the 

eastem slopes of the Pare mountains to Taveta, then on to Kilimanjaro, Anisha, and beyond. 

Sometime before 18 1 1 traders had reached Kilimanjaro, l m  and by mid-century, if not earlier, 

travellers from the coastal entrepôts of Pangani and Tanga had passed through Screngeti and 

reached the eastern shores of Lake Victoria. From there it was sometimes possible to round 

the lake through Busoga and thus knock on the gates of Buganda. lo3 The main dispersai 

Iûû Livingstone, Last  journal^, 46428  Oct., 1872. The crossing is described by the Swahili trader Selemani 
bin Mwenye Chande in Lyndon Harries, ed. & tran. Swahili Prose Texts (London and Nairobi, 1965), 244-6. 

lo i  Burton, Lake Re~iong, 374. For the Bisa sre below. Kirando. on the eastem shore, was under the 
jurisdiction of Nkansi, the most important of the divisions of Ufipa, and the d e r  made considerable protits by 
charging tolls when boaunen ferried caravans across the lake. At Kirando ttiere was an important market, and in 
1881, when visited by Hore of the London Missionary Society, the country around the port was under intense 
cultivation. No doubt much of this produce was sold to passing caravans. Marcia Wright, "East Africa. 1870- 
1905", in J. D. Fage and RoIand Oliver, eds., of (Cambridge. 1985). VI, 559; Willis. A 

the M W .  96-7. Unfortunately Willis has nothing to say about the trade route through Uîïpa except 
that there were close relations between Unyanyembe and Nkansi during the second half of the nineteenth 
century, especially during the upheavals of the 1860s. He suggests that the main interest of Unyanyembe was ta 
keep the route through Ufipa and Urungu ta Katanga open. 

lo2 Sheriff, Slaves. S~ices .  and Ivory, 172. 

Iû3 Speke, What Led to the d iscoverv of the Sou rce of the Nile 169-70; Sheriff, Slaves. Sp-ces I and Ivon, , 174. 



point or junction was Taveta, east of Kilimanjaro; from there caravans branched out to 

Maasailand north and south of the mountain. I W  However, the pioneers of the Pangani valley 

routes were not from the coast, or from the Shambaa kingdom of the mountain. north of the 

river, but were probably the Kamba and then other people of the plains, such as the Digo and 

Zigua, who occupied a middleman role in the early regional trading networks. A struggle 

evolved during the middle decades of the century over who was to maintain conuol over 

long-distance uade - the plains people, the Shambaa, or the coastd eli tes. C o u d  interests 

were to emerge as the dominant force. los 

During the first half of the century the coastal traders from Pangani and its 

neighbourhood had also been able to tap into the business of the central routes. Another set 

of routes had passed southwest through Uzigua to Nguru where the connection to the main 

line was made. But in the 1840s the Zigua big men who themselves wished to mdr directly 

with Zanzibar prevented the Pangani Swahili from crossing their temtory. Over the 

foilowing decades the coastal traders of the northern Mrima were forced to concenuatc on the 

sources of ivory in the Kilimanjaro and Maasai countries. 106 The ubiquitous Nyamwezi were 

reported to be using the Pangani routes during the 1840s to take ivory to the coast, probably 

dong the routes just described, but this option became impractical due to Zigua intolerançc. 

Caravans using the Pangani Valley routes had considerable difficulties to contend 

with, the most important being connected with the Maasai. The problem was probably not so 

much the aiieged fierceness of the muran or warriors, or a lack of interest in uade on the 

part of the Maasai. These two iong-held myths have been largely refuted in the work of 

James Christie, Çholera E~idemics in East Afnca (London, I876), 221-3; Glassrnan, "Social Rebellion and 
Swahili Culture". 1 15-6. 

Kimarnbo, A Political History of the Pare. 145-191; Feierman, The Shambaa Kingdom, 124-35; Sheriff, 
Slaves. S ~ i c e s  and Ivoru, 173-4; GIassman, "Social Rebellion", 83-88; Giblin, The Politics of Environmental 
Conuol in Northeastern Tanzania, 45-59. 

lû6 Glassrnan, *'Social Rebellion", 110-1 11; Giblin, The Politics of Environmental Conuol. 



Bernuen and Waller. 107 In addition, Glassman points to the close relations between Maa 

speakers, in particular Baraguyu, and Swahili traders at Taveta and on the coast, although he 

also notes the reality of the perception of danger, which was reflected in high interest charges 

by Indian caravan fmanciers, and the occasional difficulty in the enlistment of porters. Io8 

Probably much more significant was the problem of obtaining adequate provisions during the 

long marches across Maasailand. 

The southern cluster of routes leading into the intenor frorn Kilwa Kivinje and other 

ports was much older in ongin than the others and, as Shenff points out, the hinterland of 

Kilwa was in many repects a "distinct sector" of the Zanzibari commerciai empire due to the 

specialization of the southern coast in the export of slaves. Ivory was for a long period very 

important as well.109 The Kilwa coast also seems ro have been less subject to direct 

influence from Zanzibar than the Mnma. However, the long-distance routes of this region 

did share the comrnon feature with the central routes of a work force dominated by people 

from the intenor, in this case the Yaos, the Bisa of northem Zambia, and other groups 

including the Balowoka and Maravi. This differentiates the southern and central route 

clusters from the Pangani Valley network in the north, which came to be die preserve oT 

coastal traders and porters, as descnbed above. 

The link between ffilwa Kisiwani and Zambesia to the south-west is ancient and we1l 

known through the journey in 1616 of the Portuguese traveller Bocarro h m  Tetc on rhe 

. . 
lo7 John L. Berntsen. T h e  Maasai and their Neighbours: Variables of Interaction". BfOcan Fc-, . - 
2 (1976), 1-1 1; Richard Waller, "Economic and Social Relations in the Centrai Rift Vailey: the Maa-speakers 
and their Neighbours in the Nineteenth Century", in Bethwell A. Ogot, ai.. Kenva in the Nineteenth Centurv. 
Hadith, 8 (Nairobi, 1985). 83-15 1, but especially 88 and 105. 

las Glassman. "Social Rebellion". 1 16-7, 124-7. For an example of the di lficulties caravan leaders sometimes 
had recruiting porters for journeys into Maasai country see Richard Thornton to George (Thornton'!). Zanzibar. 
22 May, 1861, Thornton Papers, Rhodes House MSS.Afr.s.27: "The Baron [von der Decken, the Ausuian 
explorer] has failed in procuring men here, at one time he was nearly ready to start but his head man took tiight 
and broke off al1 agreements, they refused to go unless he would take at least 200 men al1 armed". Sce also 
Thomson to Bates, Zanzibar, 26 Feb.. 1883, Joseph Thomson, Corr. 188 1-19 10, Royal Geographical Society 
Archives. 

los Sheriff. Slaves. Spices and Ivory, 158. 



Zambezi to the Kilwa coast. Perhaps by the end of the seventeenth century and crrtainly by 

the 1740s the Yao of the country on the south-east side of Lake Malawi were recognized to 

be the main traders to Kilwa and Mozambique Island in Portuguese temt0ry.l l0 However 

direct penetration from the coast as far as Lake Malawi was occurring by the 1770s. When 

the French slave-trader Morice visited Kilwa Swahili traders had reached at least as Car as the 

lake, no doubt the "sweet sea" of his report. Edward Alpers believes Swahili traders had 

probably traversed the continent to reach Angola by the 1780s. I l 1  During the next several 

decades A n b  and Swahili traders were fanning out to both the northern and southem ends of 

the lake and beyond. In the middle of the nineteenth century they entered the Portugucse 

sphere of influence south through Tete and even reached the Caprivi suip in modem 

Namibia. 1 12 

During the first decades of the nineteenth century Kilwa Kisiwani - Kilwa on the 

island - was graduaily superseded by Kilwa Kivinje, on the mainland, due to the more 

convenient location of the Iatter for the caravan made of the interior.l13 One historian of 

Kilwa, David Home, writes: 

The most significant geographical advantage Kivinje had in cornparison [to Kisiwanil wris its closeness 
to the Matandu River valley. This access provided 'better supplies of food and water for caravans 
proceeding to and from the interior than did any of the srnall sueams tlowing into the harbour of Krlwa 
Kisiwani.' l4 

Once again we c m  see the significance of food and water supplies. 

l Io Aipers, Ivorv and S l a v ~ ~  64.76. 132. 

' Aipers. [ v o n  yid Slaveg, 16 1-3. 

l2 For a more detailed discussion of the commercial development of rhe Kilwa routes see Sheriff. Slaves, 
S ~ i c e s  and Ivory, 158-164. For Arab and Swahili operations in north-east Zambia see Hamy W. Langworthy, 
"Swahili Intluence in the Area Between Lake Malawi and the Luangwa River", AHS, IV, 3 (1971 ), 575-602; 
Marcia Wright and Peter Lary, "Swahili Settlements in Northern Zambia and Maiawi?', m. IV. 3 (1971). 547 - 
573; Andrew Roberts, A History of Z a m k  (London, 1976), 120-1 22. 

l3  For a surnmary of the process see Sheriff, Slaves. S ~ i c e s  and Ivorv, 162-3. 

l4 Home. "Mode of Production in the Social and Economic History of Kilwa". 124. His quote is from John 
M. Gray, "History of Kilwa: Part II", TNR, 32 (1952). 33-4. 



The main routes West from Kilwa Kivinje to Lake Malawi, which Alpers says 

numbered three, passed through the temtory of the Ngindo, Matumbi, and Yao peoples. The 

exact routes are difficult to trace now, although the one preferred by the Yao to the south was 

well known. Alpers wntes that one of the three crossing points was at the northem end of the 

lake and Linked Mwelya temtory with the Ngonde. The middle crossing was perhaps 

between Manda on the east shore to somewhere between Deep Bay and Mwamlowe. But the 

original transshipment points were at the southern tip. 115 Once caravans reached the lake 

they exchanged their vade goods for ivory and slaves coming from areas funher West, 

brought to the crossing points near the south end by the Bisa, who were the link with 

Kazernbe and Katanga further north and West On reaching the lake the Bisa had to rmbark 

on canoes and s pend three days on the crossing, and at night camp on the islands which 

do tted the lake. l l 

Several itineraries from the south Coast to Lake Malawi and other parts of the interior 

are known from the nineteenth century. From Kilwa Kivinje there were numerous options 

available for traveliers. One set of roads ran through Ngindo and Kichi country to Ubena. 

Another to the same destination passed through the countries of the Ngindo, the 

"Wagwangwara," l 7  and the "Maviti" to "Wabena." l l 8  Shorter dates the opening of this line 

Alpers, Ivorv and Slaves, 163. 

l6 For more details on the caravan uade of the Bisa see Alpers. Ivorv and Slaves, 178-9; Roberts, A History of 
Zuribia, 109-1 1, 120- 1 ; "P. A. Cole-King, "Transport and Communication in Malawi to 189 1, with a Summary 
CO 1918", in Bridglal Pachai, ed.. The Earlv History of Malawi (London, 1972), 73. 

l l7 *'Wagwangwara" was the Yao naine for the Ngoni. probably in this case referring specifically to thc 
Mbunga, a group of Ndendeuii and Ngoni origin. See Elzear Ebner, The History of the Wangoni (Ndanda- 
Peramiho, 1987), 154,70-72. For another use of the terrn refemng to one of the Ngoni factions of Songea see 
Abdul Sheriff, "Tanzanian Societies at the Time of Partition", in M. H. Y. Kanih, ed., -r Coloniat 
BuLe (London, 1979), 334. The Mbunga have also been equated with the "Maviti" (Ebner, 70-72). a name also 
used less specifically by later writers for the Ngoni and related peoples. See for exarnple G. S. P. Freeman - 

- .  Grenville, ''The German Sphere 1884-98", i n  Roland Oliver and Gervase Mathew. eds., &tory of East Atrica 
(Oxford, l963), 1,440. 

Il8 Keith Jolinston, *'Native Routes in East Africa from Dar-es-Salaam towards Lake Nyassa", PRGS. N.S. 1. 7 
(1879). 421. There is a brief discussion of this route in Aipers, "The Coast and the Development of the Caravan 
Trade", 52. 



to the last quarter of the eighteenth century at the latest, but it was still weli known in the 

1870s. ünfonunately it is very difficult to trace this route and many others in this part of 

Tanzania on modem maps because of the disappearance of most nineteenth-century 

settlements, and perhaps namc changes. No doubt this is a result of depopulation and 

migrations during the period of widespread raiding by the Ngoni and related peoples in the 

second h d f  of the nineteenth century, the calarnity of the Maji Maji rebeilion ( 1905-7), and 

Tinally the dispiacement of people caused by the gradua1 extension of the Selous Game 

Reserve. However, the Ranga river of the itinerary c m  be identified with the Ulanga river, 

and is mentioned as being in "Wagwangwara" country. "Myenyemg um bi'sT' (the capital 

of the Hehe chief Munyigumba), and then "Unyakanyaka7' - the country of the "bad people" 

- are included in "WabenaT7 country, which extended much further to the north and east thm 

is shown on most maps. I2 l  The final destination was "Nangwila" probably meaning 

Unyangwila in north-east Ukirnbu. The indication is, then, that the route was in a westerly 

direction to Mbunga country before turning north-west. It probably equates to the route West 

from Kilwa Kivinje indicated on Schmidt's map of 1892. ' ~ 2  Even more suggestive, the Shell 

map shows strztches of foot-tracks extending from Kilwa Kivinje, across the Selous Gamc 

Reserve to Mahenge, which rnay be remnants of the old route. Both these routes from Kilwü 

Kivinje to the north end of the lake probably connectrd to the most northedy of die three iAe 

crossings, or via the Ruhuhu river valley to the Manda crossingl23. 

' l9 Shoner, Chi- in W m ,  246; Alpen. "The Coast and the Development of the Caravan 
Trade", 52; Johnston, 'Native Routes". 

120 Johnston, "Native Routes", 418,421. 

I2l For the designation "Nyaka-Nyaka," a Ngoni tem. see William Percival Johnson, "Seven Years Travel in 
the Region East of Lake Nyassa", PRGS, N.S., 6 (1884), 524,525; idem, My African Reminiscences 1875-1 895 
(Westport Conn., 1970, 1st ed., London, 1924), 102; Ebner, Histoi-y of the Neoni, 91, 92. 

122 See Ln. 55 above. 

123 For the Ruhuhu river-Manda route see Alpers, Ivorv and  slave^, 164. 



The main roads to the south end of Lake Malawi favoured by the Yaos, and 

increasingly also travellen from the coast, are easier to trace. Two are indicated in the 

documentary sources, once again indicating that travellers always had a choice. One was the 

road that Baron von der Decken took in 1860 to the junction at Nasoro before taking a 

westward branch to "Wagwangwara" country. Von der Decken only reached Mesule, 

however, a few days put Nasoro. 124 The second was the path slightly to the east taken in 

1884 by the British vice-consul at Kilwa, Stewart Smith. The two tracks crossed at Kiangara, 

just before Nasoro. Smith provides a detailed itinerary for this section of the route.125 This 

joumcy was taken well alter the heyday of the Yao caravans, and it was not until near the 

banks of the Rovuma that the vice-consul noted that "the first cultivation we have seen for 

250 miles begins." 126 Alpers gives the general Iine of these routes as follows: south south- 

West to near the confluence of the Mbwemburu and Nakiu nvers, then south-west and 

roughly parailel with the Mbwemburu and beyond to pass near Tunduru and on to cross the 

Ruvuma river. From there the paths continued through the centre of Yao country to the 

various trading centres near the south end of the lake such as Mp0nda~s.12~ From Lindi and 

Mikindani Bay a set of routes ran through the Mwera, Makonde and Ndonde counuies to the 

south end of the lake or up the Lugenda river, which enters the Ruvuma from the south about 

260 kilometres from its mouth. 128 Another taken by Livingstone in 1866 led from Mikindani 

up the Rovuma river to Mataka's, the headquarters of the important Yao chief.129 

124 Car1 Claus von der Decken. Reisen Ost-Al- den J h e n  1859 bis W . . ed. Otto Kersten (Graz, 1978, 

1st ed. 1869), Band 1 ,  161-177. Thanks to Uta Venemen for translating sections of this source. Translated 
extram are in the Mackinnon Papers, Box 77, File 60, School of Oriental and African Studies, London. 

125 Stewart Smith. "Explorations in Zanzibar Dominions". in Royal Geographical Society, &pplementarv 
Paneiz, 3 (18891, 101-1 18. Von der Decken returned to the coast on this path. 

126 Smith. b'Explorations in Zanzibar dominions", 114. 

l n  Alpers, Ivory and Slaves 165. 

Livingstone mentions the Lugenda route. but mistakenly identifies its terminus as Kilwa. See Gary W. 
Clendennen, ed., David Livinrtstonc's Shire Journal. 186 1-1 864 (Aberdeen, 1992),43. 

Livingstone. Last Journalg 



Chapter Three 

The Pioneers: Long-Distance Porterage Before 1857 

Little is known about the history of the fust generations of caravan porters who 

worked the long-distance trade routes. It is almost certain that we will never be able to 

recover the details of life and work on the caravans during the pioneering phase of the first 

three decades or so of the nineteenth century. Our sources are not much better for the 

subsequent quarter century when die long-distance trading system reached some sort of 

maturity. In contrat to the dearth of materid on caravans and porterage, there is a relative 

abundance of information on local and regional trade and the integration of these sepante 

networks to create long-distance trading systerns linking the Coast with the far interior, thanks 

to the p i o n e e ~ g  work of Andrew Roberts, Edward Alpers, Abdul Sheriff, and othzrs.l But 

here and there we are given glimpses of the organization of the caravans, the origins of the 

See among others Menick Posnansky, .'Connections between the Lacusuine Peoples and the Coast". in H. 
Neville Chittick and Robert 1. Rotberg, eds., East Africa and the Orient (New York, 19751,216-225; G. S. P. 
Freeman-Grenville, ed.. The East African Coast: Select Documents From the First t~ the Earlier Nineteenth 
Century (Oxford, 1962); the various articles by J. M. Gray in Taneanvika Notes and Records and Uganda 
Journal; Edward A. Alpers, "The Coast and the Development of the Caravan Trade", in 1. N. Kimambo and A. 
J. Temu, eds., A History of Tanzania (Nairobi, 1969), 35-56; Edward A. Alpers, 1voi-y and Slaves in East 
Central Atiica (Berkeley, 1975); Yohanna B. Abdallah, The Yaos ed. & tram. Meredith Sanderson (London, 
1973, 1st ed., Zomba, 1919); Norman R. Bennett, Mirambo of Tanzania. l840?-1884 (New York, 197 1); 
Andrew Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade". in Richard Gray and David Birmingham, eds., Pre-Col onial African 
Trade (London, 1970), 39-74; John Lamphear, 'The Kamba and the Northem Mrima Coast". in Gray & 
Binnngham, Pre-Colonial African Trade, 75-1OI ; Christopher S t. John, "Kazembe and the Tanganyika-Nyasa 
Corridor, 1800-1890, in Gray & Birmingham, Pre-Colonial African Tradg, 202-230; C. F. Holmes, "Zanzibari 
Intluence at the Southem End of Lake Victoria: the Lake Route", AHS, 4,3 (1971). 477-503, A. C. Unomah. 
"Economic Expansion and Political Change in Unyanyembe, c. 1840 - 1900" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of 
Ibadan, 1972); A. C. Unomah and J. B. Webster, "East Africa: the Expansion of Commerce", in J. D. Fage and 
Roland Oliver, eds., The C- of , (Cambridge, 1 976), V, 270-3 18; Aylward Shorter, . . tn Western T n  A Po- of the Ki& (Oxford, 1972); Buluda A. Itandala, "A 
History of the Babinza of Usukuma Tanzania, to 1890" (PhD. Thesis, Dalhousie University, 1983); Carol Jane 
Sissons, L%conornic Prosperity ir, Ugogo, East Africa, 1860-1 890" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of Toronto, 1983 ); 
Abdul Sheriff, "Ivory and Commercial Expansion in East Atnca in the Nineteenth Century", in S. Liesegang, H. 
Pasch, & A. Jones, eds., Fipuring African Trade (Berlin, 1986), 415-449; Abdul Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and 
Ivoy.in Zanzibar (London, Nairobi, Dar es Saiaam, Athens Ohio, 1987); Juhani Koponen, Peo~le and 
Production in Late Precolonial Tanzania (Jyviiskylii, 1988); Jonathon Glassman, "Social Rebellion and Swahili 
Culture: the Response to German Conquest of the Northern MiimaPT (PhD. Thesis, University of Wisconsin - 
Madison, 1988); William Gervase Clarence-Smith, ed., The Economics of the Indian Ocean Slave Trade in the 
Nineteenth Century (London, 1989). 



porters who worked on them, and the routes they took. It is only with the publication of 

detailed accounts of caravan life in the works of Burton, Speke, and Grant, beginning in 

1859, that a clearer picture is available. But by this time porterage on the central routes was 

already undergoing change, with trends towards professionalization, specialization, and 

proletarianization. 

There are two s p e ~ ~ c  reasons why the year 1857 is chosen as the closing date for Ihe 

pioneering period. First, it marks the beginning of direct European participation in the 

caravan system. and the commencement of impenalist activities in the intenor of East Afnca. 

Towards the end of the century two of the consequences of this intrusion were significant 

changes in the organization of caravan labour, and in the conditions of work for caravan 

porters. These will be detailed in chapters six and eight. Second, the mid- 1850s mark the 

beginning of a surge in ivory exports from East Af..ca to Great Britain, at first via India, and 

then directly from Zanzibar? The long boom of the 1850s and 1860s contributed to an 

expansion of the elephant hunting frontier, a greater demand for caravan labour, and changes 

in the organization of porterage. The consequences for porters are explored in chapter five. 

Only certain peoples took to the work of porterage. This was because of factors 

related to their domestic econorny, extemal trading relations, geographical location, political 

and historicai expenence, and culture. The Yaos of the south-east Lake Malawi region. the 

Nyamwezi and Sumbwa of the western plateau of Tanganyika, and the Swahili of Zanzibar 

and the coast, ail operated caravans and worked voluntarily as porters. I include among the 

Swahili the Islamicized slaves and freed slave porters of the coast acculturated into Swahili 

society and known as the W a u n g w a ~ .  Their origins were varied, but most came frorn the 

heavily siaved Lake Malawi region and southem Tamania. In this chapter these ethnic 

See Sherifi, SI a v es. Suices and Ivorv. 

For a good definition and discussion of the Waungwana see Glassman, "Social Rebellion and Swahili 
Culture", 97-101; idem, Feasts and Riot: Revelrv. Rebellion, and Pouular Consciousness on the Swahili Coast, 
1856- 1888 (Portsmouth NH, London, Nairobi, Dar es Salâam, 1995). 61 -2. There is a similar contemporary 
explanation in C. T. Wilson and R. W. Felkin, Qanda and the Epptian Soudan (London, 18821.1, 14. 



groups are lreated separately. Although they ail canïed for the ivory uade, the ongins of 

long-distance porterage in each case are local and regional. The second reason is that it was 

ody  during the second half of the nineteenth century that an ethnically mixed caravan work 

force was the nom, at least on the central routes, and hence affected the character of caravan 

labour. The most important of these groups prior ro 1857 were those from the interior. The 

m e  pioneers were not from the coast, although coastal traders and their followers ultimately 

advanced further than Yao, Nyamwezi, and Sumbwa adventurers and traders. 

The Fust sections of this chapter consist of brief accounts of the early histoq of Yao, 

Nyamwezi and Sumbwa, and Swahili travellers and long-distance porters. This serves as n 

background to the final section of the chapter: a discussion of the characteristics of caravans 

and porterage suggested by the extremely limited data surviving from the period prior to 

1857. In general terms, this account of the characteristics of porterage prior to 1857 should 

serve as a benchmark for the more detailed analyses of subsequent changes and continuities 

during the period 1857 to approximately 1890 presented in the rest of the thesis. 

The Yao 

The first "professional" porters of the mainland of Tanzania were the Yao. Thanks to 

Alpers' research we know that the Yao of northern Mozambique were the major players on 

the long-distance routes to Kilwa perhaps as early as the fust quarter of the seventeenth 

century. It was only during the mid-nineteenth century that many Yao migrated north and 

established their homes in Tunduru district in southern Tanzania? although srnaller groups of 

Yao settlers established themselves in other parts of southern Tanzania in earlier times. As in 

the cases of other long-distance traders and porters from the interior, the Yao began as local 

and regional traders: it was local vade in iron and related goods which led thrm to travel 

further afield.5 Eventualiy they made contact with a second localized trading system centred 

Alpers, 'The Coast and the Development of the Caravan Trade", 43. 

Alpers. Abdallah. The Yaos, 26-8. 



on the immediate hinterland of Kilwa. Alpers believes that this connection had already 

occurred by the time of Bocarro's journey in 16 16. The evidence bears hun out. Cloth from 

"the coast of Melinde", specificaliy Kilwa, was reaching Muzura's temtory north of the 

Zambezi via Bocarro's route? A demand for imported products such as salt, cloth, beads, 

and other goods then developed in the Yao homeland and Ied to the integration of the two 

systems as the Yao began regular travel to the coast? During the second half of the 

eighteenth century the Yao, and other peoples from the interior such as the Makua and 

Ngindo, controlled an inter-connected series of regional trading systems which delivered 

slaves and ivory to the coast. Sometirne in the late eighteenth century a colony of "Nyasa" 

- Masaninga Yaos - had established themselves at Kilwa K i ~ i n j e , ~  no doubt conuibuting 

to the rise of the town by attracting Yao caravans there in preference to Kilwa Kisiwani. By 

the 1840s, if not earlier, about forty "large" caravans arrived at Kilwa Kivinje each year from 

the Yao, Maravi, Nyasa, and Nyamwezi countries, carrying ivory, rhino horns, tobacco, 

Maravi iron ware, and other goods.9 Around this tirne the Yao canying trade to Kilwa was 

increasingly falling into the hands of the Bisa who camed their goods the whule distance to 

the coast and undercut their cornpetitors. l But by the 1860s the Bisa lost their advantage 

, - . . 
A. Bocarro, *'Ciaspar Bocarros's louniey from Tete to Kilwa in 1616". in Freernan-Grenville. The E'ibt A t r i c a ~  

Celect Documents, 167. 

' Alpers. T h e  Coast and the Development of the Caravan Trade", 44; Abdallah, me Y a a ,  26-28. 

Anon., .'Some Notes on Kilwa". m. 2 (1936). 94-5: Neville Chittick. T h e  Early History of Kilwa Kivinje". 
A m ,  4 (1969), 153-9; David Lawrence Horne, "Mode of Production in the Social and Economic History of  
Kilwa to 1884" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles. 1984). 138-140, 146-7. 

Horne. *'Mode of Production". 156; Sheriff, Slaves. Saces. md Ivory, 162-3. 

I o  For instance, "There are reports of the Beshu misa] uibe near Kilwa with 3 0  frs msila]  ivory." Ward io 
Shepard, Zanzibar, 26 January, 1849, in Norman R. Bennett and George E. Brooks, eds., New Eneland 

(Boston, 1965), 437. A few days Iater Ward conf i ec i  the arriva1 of the Bisa caravan with 
"3000 ps" (pieces) of ivory. This quaritity represents a huge caravan. On the Bisa see also Richard F. Burton. 
The Lake Reeions of Central Africp (New York, 1860, reprinted 1971), 374-5; David Livingstone, The Last 
lournals of David Livinestone ed. H, Walier (New York, 1875), 101,24 Sept., 1866; E. D. Young, The Search 
After Livingstone (London, 1868), 184; Harry H. Johnston, British Central Africa (London, l897), 62; Andrew 
D. Roberts, A Historv of the Bembâ (London, 1973), passim; Roland Oliver, The African Ex~erience (London, 
1991), 130. 



due to greater cornpetition from coastal traders and pressure on their homeland from the 

Bemba and Ngoni, while Yao fortunes also improved during the last decades of the century. 

Large Yao caravans of up to a thousand members were reported to anive annually at the 

coast near Quelimane in Mozambique during the 1 890s. l l 

Expenenced Yao traders and travellers were held in high esteem by their cornpatriots, 

while the "pounders of beans"l2 received scmt praise. Several Yao songs celebrated the 

roving life of the trader and porter. One Song went: 

See the traveller retming! 
'No mcre short rations', thinks he; 
But loaded plate, and tasty bit. 
And others at beck and call. 

h o  ther wen t: 

A-travelling 1 wouid go, 
If it were not for this grain! 
If 1 stay winnowing semsem here 
How can 1 fortune gain?13 

The Yao trader or porter represented the quintessence of Yao manhood. 

The Nyamwezi 

We are radier better served when it cornes to a considention of how the Nyamwezi 

came to be the dominant group working the central routes, as well as an important prescnce 

in surrounding countries such as Buganda, Usukurna, Manyema, Katanga, and Urungu. First 

i t  is necessary to bnefly deal with the complex question of Nyamwezi identity. The country 

of the Nyamwezi - Unyamwezi - occupies a vast expanse of western Tanzania, beginning 

in the east at Tura, the first chiefdom caravans entered after crossing the Mgunda Mkali, and 

extending in the west to Usaguzi, abutting the Malagarasi river. To the north Unyamwezi 

Alpers, Ivorv and Slaves, 243-253; Andrew Roberts, A History of Zambia (London. 1976). 120-1 2 1; 
Abdallah, The Yaos, 30-34. 

l 2  The phrase is quoted in Alpers, lvory and Slaves 22. 

l 3  Both songs quoted in Abdallah, The Yaos. 28-9. For commenrs and another example see Alpers. lvorv and 
Slaves. 22. 



included Kahama and Bukune, and to the south, Ugunda and Ugdla The Nyarnwezi, or 

"people of the moon", i.e. the people from the West, are a heterogenous collection of peoples 

of diffenng origins speaking variants of KinyamweP.14 The main divisions are between the 

Galaganza of the Ugalla river basin in the south-west, the Sagali of the temtory dong the 

Gombe river in the north-west and centre of Unyamwezi, the Kahama of the north, and the 

Iguiwibi of the south. These sub-sections of the Nyamwezi were never united into one 

political unit before the time of Mirambo, the famous Nyamwezi empire builder, but rathrr 

fomed a series of chiefdoms.lj Closely related peoples including the Sumbwa in the nonh- 

West and the Konongo in the south south-west are sometimes included among the Nyarnwezi. 

The name "Nyamwezi" is of foreign origin and was never used by the people themselves. 

The Gogo, their neighbours to the east, called the Nyarnwezi and al1 tnvellers passing 

through their country "Wakonongo" - "the uncirc~mcized."~~ 

The arriva1 of Sagara migrants in western Tanzania over the course of the cighteenth 

century with their knowledge of the coast region indirectly stimulated Nyamwezi and 

Sumbwa traders to go down to the coast with ivory and other goods. As Shorter puts it, "The 

coming of the Nyitumba from Usagara was an event of the first importance, for they opened 

up a route linking the interior to the hinterland of the coast, and ultimately drew the proples 

of the intenor to the coast in search of the new objecü of value they had brought ..." l 7  

Despite the importance of this event (or rather series of events), the Nyamwezi had long been 

l4 There is quite a large literature deding with rhe ethnography and some aspects of rhe history of the 
Nyarnwezi. Some of this will be introduced in the next chapter which deals specitically with the Nyamwezi. 
Much of this Iiterature is only available to readers of German. Virnially nottiing new has been published in  any 
language on this very important ethnic group since the 1970s. 

l 5  The best sources for the political history of the Nyamwezi are R. G. Abrahams, The Proples of Greaier 
Unvamwezi. Tanzania (London, 1967); R. G. Abrahams, The Political Chnanization of Un~arnwezi 
(Cambridge. 1967); Bennett, Mirambo; Shorter, Chicfshio in Western Tanzaniâ; Unomah, "Economic 
Expansion and Political Change in Unyanyembe"; I. B. Kabeya, Kinn Mirambo (Nairobi. Kampala, Dar es 
Salaam, 1976); A. C. Unomah, Mirambo of Tanzania (London, Nairobi, badan, Lusaka, 1977). 

l 6  Burton, "Lake Regions", 161; Shoner. Chiefshio in Western Tanzania 242-3; Mathias E. Mnyampala. 
GQgQ: Historv. Customs and Traditions rrans. & inuo. Gregory Maddox (New York, 1995), 45. 

l7 Shoner, Chiefshio in Western Tanzania, 225. 



operating caravans over shorter distances as part of local and regional trade in items such as 

salt and iron.18 It was this expenence which enabled them to take advantage of the 

opportunity opened up to them by the Sagara migrations. 

The Fust great joumeys of the Nyamwezi and Sumbwa to the coast are usually dated 

to about 1800. Nevertheless the Nyamwezi and Sumbwa were aiready expenenced long- 

distance traders, probably working routes from their own countnes to Buganda and Lake 

Tanganyika. Ganda traditions Say that the powerful state of Buganda was indirectly 

receiving goods from the east coast as early as the 1780s. Several historians have sugges ted 

that the Nyarnwezi may have been involved in the transportation of these goods at l e m  pan 

of the distance to the lacustrine kingdom.19 Between 1806 and 18 10 Galaganza cmvans had 

reached Kazembe's according to reports from two Angolan pornbeiros.20 In 1809 while at 

Mesuril in Portuguese temtory Henry Salt met some "Monjou" (Yao?) traders from the 

interior. He writes "They told me themselves that they were acquainted with other traders 

called Eveezi and Maravi, who had travelled far enough iniand to see large waters. white 

people ... and horses." Alpers identifies these "Eveezi" with the Nyarnwezi. This must not 

be accepted conclusively, because as stated above the Nyamwezi did not refer to themsrlves 

as such. But as Alpers notes. given the central location of Kazembe's and its links between 

the trading networks of the east and West coasts, it is quite possible that sorne East Mricans 

had crossed the continent. 21 

Certainly Nyamwezi travellers had reached Katanga not long after 1820. In April 

1872 Livingstone wrote while at Kwihara, Unyanyembe. that he "saw the chief of aii the 

l8  J. E. G. Sutton and Andrew D. Roberts. "Uvinza and its Sait Industry". Bwnia 3 (1968). 45-86; Roberts. 
"Nyarnwezi Trade", 44-47. 

l9 John M. Gray, 'Trading Expeditions from the Coast to Lakes Tanganyika and Victoria beiore 1857". 
Tannanvika Notes and Record&, 49 (19571,227; G. S. P. Freeman-Grenville, "The Coast, 1498-1840. in 
Roland Oliver and Gervase Mathew, eds., History of East Africa (Oxford, 1963), 1. 153; Roberts, "Nyamwezi 
Trade", 47-8; Bennett, Mirambo, 17. 

Alpers. lvory and S l a v a  180. Roberts is less convinced by the evidence. See "Nyamwezi Trade", 56. 

21 Henry Salt A Vovaee to Ab~ssinia (London. 1814). 32-3; also quoted in Alpers, Ivow and Slaves, 180. 



Banyamwezi (around whose borna it is), about sixty years old, and p d d l y  paralytic. He 

told me that he had gone as far as Katanga by the same Fipa route 1 now propose to take, 

when a litlle boy foiiowing his father, who was a great trader."22 If the "Little boy" was ten 

years old then the journey would have been made about 1822. Nyamwezi and Kimbu 

caravans were certainly trading in Urungu, at the south end of Lake Tanganyika, during the 

early 1840s. It is interesting that the sources of this statement gave their home district as 

'Tengasha" whose "king" was Kiswagara. They also said that "Wutumbara. a large town. 

and the principal one of the Monomoisy myamwezi] nation. is five days7 journey from 

hem."= "Wutumbara" probably refers to Itumba, while the meaning of "Kiswagara" has 

perhaps been misinterpreted, and refers instead to the district of Iswangala in central Wkimbu. 

Both of these districts were on the old Ruaha-Isanga-Unyamwezi route. 

The first literary mention of Nyamwezi people reaching the coast dates from 18 1 1, 

when it was reported that Nyamwezi slaves were the most numerous of the peoplcs of 

various "tribes" sold in the Zanzibar market? It is not clear whether they were brought 

down by Nyarnwezi caravans or perhaps through a senes of intermediaries. But the s m e  

source tells us  that Nyamweziland, "at three months' distance, abounds in elephants' teeth", 

indicating that there was already a considerable trade to the coast in ivory. 

The identity of the pionerrs is shrouded in mystery. It is only in the cases of somc of 

the more famous of their second and third generation successors of the 1820s and 1830s that 

some mernories have been preserved in Nyamwezi and Sumbwa texts, and in a handful of 

22 Livingstone, J o u u ,  418. See Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade". 54-7, for a discussion of the early 
Nyamwezi and Surnbwa copper uade with Katanga: also Unomah. .'Eonomic Expansion and Political changev. 
47-8. 

23 Charles Pickering, The R u s  of M-r G- e - .  (London, l8SO), 202. 

24 Captain T. Smee, "Observations During a Voyage of Research on the East Coast of Africa from Cape 
Guardrtfui South to the Island of Zanzibar, in H. C.'s Cruisers Ternate (Capt. T. Srnee). and Sylph Schooner 
(Lieutenant Hardy)", in Richard F. Burton, Zanzibar. Citv. Island and C o u  (London, 1872). II. 510; d s o  
mentioned in Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 49, and Alpers, Ivory and Slaves, 235. 



written sources. * A c1ea.r case is that of Lief bin Said, whose itinerary from his second 

journey into the intenor is given in appendix one. He was "bom in Zanzibar, of the 

Manmoise [Nyamwezi] tribe," yet we know noihing of his parents, except b a t  his fiither was 

also a Muslim.26 Among the Sumbwa the caravan leaders Kafuku and Kasanga, both from 

chiefly families, have been remembered. The story of the death of Kafuku in Ugogo wÿs told 

to Burton in 1857 or 1858, and is worth repeating in full: 

Within the memory of man one Kafuko, of Unyarnwezi, a great merchant, and a Mtongi or caravan 
leader, when uaversing Ugogo with some thousands of foiiowers, became involved in a quarrel about 
paying for water. After fifteen days of sicirmishing the leader was slain and the party was dispersed. 
The effect on both tribes has lasted to the present day. After the death of KaSuko no rain fell for some 
years - a phenornenon atuibuted by the Wagogo to his powers of magic;- and the land was almost 
depopuiated. The Wanyamwezi, on the other hand, have never from that tirne crossed the country 
without fear and ~ e r n b l i n ~ . ~ ~  

The great drought referred to no doubt resulted in the Mpingnma famine mentioned in 

chapter two' which occurred sometime before 1850. This would tie in with Burton's 

statement that the events described occurred a generation before his own arriva1 in Ugogo. 

Thus w r  c m  approximately date both the famine and the death of Kafuku to sometime 

betwern 1830 and 1840.28 Roberrs says that according to the traditions of the Surnbwa of 

Ushirombo, Kafuku was the fust of their people to reach the coast, so he had made at l e s t  

one earlier journey, but it is difficult to Say how accurate the tradition is when it describes 

him as the trailblazer. Other cases show that the names of the m e  pioneers have orten bren 

forgotten. A few years earlier umamed Sumbwa traders founded the Songo chiefdoms of 

'j Sheriff makes h s  point. See Slaves.Spices. and Ivory, 177. Unomah ignores the evidence of Nyamwezi 
trade to the coast before the Arabs moved up country to Isanga and then Tabora. His discussion of the ivory 
trade begins with the 1830s. and he sees Arabs and other coastal merchants as k ing  the initiators. See 
"Economic Expansion", 77-9 and passim. 

26 lames Macqueen, Tis i t  of Lief Ben Saeid to the Great AFrican Lake". JRGS, 15 (1 845). 37 1. For the last 
point see Sheri ff, ,'laves. 177. 

27 Burton, ?Lake Regions". 161. See also Shorter. in  W m ,  233; Sheriff, &es. Spices 
aad Ivory, 177. 

28 Sheriff suggests that Kafuku's death was "probably not before 1830". Shoner suggests a datc of 
approximately 1825, which seems too early. See ''A Note by Dr. Aylward Shorter", in Gray & Birmingham. 
Pre-Colonial African Trade, 230. 



northem Unyamwezi while en route to the coast. A traditional history of the Songo tells us 

that the Sumbwa caravan leaders established camps which by about 1830 became 

permanently setded villages with their own chiefs. The routes followed by the Sumbwa 

traders to the Mrima would have passed through Iramba and U g ~ g o . ~ ~  

The Galaganza branch of the Nyamwezi have also kept dive traditions of caravan 

leaders such as Mpalangombe and Ngogomi who, fading to secure the chiefship of Usaguzi, 

set off for the coast30 Roberts dates these joumeys to some time before 1830. The journeys 

of another trader from Usaguzi, Kiringawana or Kilangabana, whose narne was given to une 

of the routes through Usagara931 can be dated to the same period. In 1858 Burton and Speke 

met Kiringawana, chief of Kisanga, a district in Usagara on the road to the Ruaha river and 

Isanga, who was the son or grandson of the origind Galaganza elephant hunter and trader of 

the sarne name who had established his rule over the local Sagara? The first Kilingabana 

(spelled "Keringawarha") is mentioned in Lief bin Said's itinerary as "an usurpei' at 

"Kesunga."33 As MacQueen dates Lief bin Said's journey to 183 1 the obvious conclusion is 

that Kilingabana was well established as a powerful man before that, and had probably lrd 

caravans to the coast. Another example from the 1820s or 1830s cornes from Kimbu 

traditions, which tell the story of how the Galla trader Kuti founded the Nyipito chirfdoms of 

Ipito and Nkololo in southem Ukimbu while attempùng a joumey to the Mwera coast. 

"Nyipito" literally means "traveller." At least one later chief of Ipito continued to ssnd 

caravans to the coast on a regular b a ~ i s . 3 ~  The Galaganza and Galla traders preferred the old 

29 Shorter. Ctu&&lp in W e s f a n z a n i a .  233-4. 

30 For the tradition and a discussion see Roberts. "Nyarnwezi Trade", 48-9. See also Sherilf, . .,. 

Ivory, 177. 

l See chapter 2. 

32 Bunon. *'Lake regions", 126; Roberts. *'Nyarnwezi Trade", 67; Shorter, chiefship in Western Tanzanin, 235. 

33 Macqueen, "Visit of Lief Ben Saeid". 372. 

34 Shorter, Chiefshi~ in Western Tanzanig 235-9. 



route through Ukimbu and along the Ruaha before striking north-est to Mbwamaji or other 

towns as far north as Saadani. Alternatively they branched off at Isanga and Isenga to the 

southem road passing through Usangu, Ubena, and the Ulanga valley to Kilwa.j5 

Through the 1840s and early 1850s there is an occasional glimpse of Nyamwezi 

activity along the central routes. Large caravans regularly arrived at the coast, as Nyamwezi 

traders took full advantage of the then friendly relations between their home countnes and the 

Sultanate of Zanzibar. For instance, in October 1842 Richard P. Waters, an Arnerican 

merchant at Zanzibar, was told by J a i m  bin Sewji, the customs master, that "ail my Brass 

wire would go soon ... as they had received news that three thousand frasillas of Ivory was on 

its way down to the coast."36 The caravans almost certainly were using the central routes 

because Jairrarn also indicated that little ivory - but many slaves - was available at ffilwa. 

One month later the news was received that three dhows had arrived at Zanzibar "with large 

lots of ivory," about 1.000 frasilas , belonging mostly to Arab traders who had "sent their 

people into the interior eighteen months since ..." n ie  entry concludes, "It is said that the 

great Manamoise caravan will be down in two or three months' time with much ivory," 

presurnably the remaining 2,ûûûji-asilas.37 A few years later the arriva1 at Mbwamaji of a 

great caravan, 2,000 strong. was recorded.38 Such canvans probably represented the 

corn bined num bers of many smaller enterprises. 

The scanty evidence available to us supgests that from an early date Nyamwezi 

caravans were travelling down to the coast according to a fairly regular pattern. For instance. 

in 1845 Cooley wrote that, 

35 Shoner, Chiefshio in  Western Tanzanig 235. But see Alpers; Ivoq and Slaves, 180, and Sherift Slaves. 
S~ices and Ivory, 162-3, who point to the probable use of a branch road off the central routes to reach Kilwa. 
Burton notes ttiat "many" Nyamwezi caravans had visited Kilwa: Lake Renions, 45 1. 

36 Afrasila was a mesure of weight of 35 pounds. 

37 Diary of Richard P. Waters, 18 October, 1842, November 18, 1842, in Bennett and Brooks, New Eneland 
Merchana 253,254. 

38 Bennett and Brooks. New Eneiand Merchants 254. En. 5; ben net^ Mirambo, 26. 



'The ... Monomoezi ... descend annually in large numbers to Zanzibar. The joumey to the coast and 
back again takes 9 or 10 months, including the delay of awaiting the proper season for returning. It 
would appear that they start on the journey down in March or April, probably at the end of the heavy 
rains, and return in September." 

Guillain made an alrnost identicai observation. According to Burton "a crowd" of Nyamwezi 

descended upon the coast and Zanzibar twice a year, in the rnonths of January-Febmary and 

My-August, to hire themselves out to "native traders" as pagazi.39 Arrival at the coast in 

July or August would roughly correspond with Cooley's estimate of departure from 

Unyarnwezi in March or April, given that the joumey took about three months. The months 

of January and February correspond to a break in the rainy season in the coastal regions, 

while July and August are in the middle of the long dry season. More details on the pattern 

of caravan uavel are provided by Grant: 

Natives are often obliged to travei at al1 seasons, but will not readily do so at the desire of a master; 
they prefer to uavel during certain months, such as March and April, when the crops and wild fruits are 
about to ripen, and when they can help thernselves as they pass the tields or go through the forest; or 
they prefer to start in August, after their crops have been gathered and they have had a kast on the new 
grain. At this time of the year they begin to burn down the tail g ras ,  which might conceal wild 
animals. The seasons they naniralIy object to travel in are when the country is parched by heat in lune 
and July, or tlooded by water in December and January: in these tirnes food has to be purchased, as the 
harvesü have been gathered. and travellers suffer in heaith from hunger. heat. cold and ryn."O 

Caravans staning from the coast followed a similar pattern, with depanures either bchre or 

after the rainy seasons. D u ~ g  the rains the Ruvu (Kingani) river near Bagamoyo often 

flooded the surrounding countryside and became irnpassable. 4i  

As this information indicates, the main factor affecting the timing of journeys from 

the interior to the coast and back was the seasonal cycle. In Unyarnwezi the rainy season or 

masika begins in late October or early Novernber and lasts until May, after which there is 

almost no rain until the following October. Thus there are six months of dry weather and six 

months with fairly regular - although not constant - min. Precipitation during the rainy 

39 W. D. Cooley, "Geography of N'yassi". JRGS, 15. part 2 (1845). 2 13; Charles Guillain. Documents sur 
l'histoire, la rre~graohie et le commerce de 1'  Afriaue Orientale (Paris. 18561, II, 380; Burton, Zanzibar, 1. 343. 

40 1. A. Grant. "Summary of Observations on the Geogaphy, CLimaie, and Natwal History of the Lake 
Regions", mGS,  42 (1 872), 25 1-2. 

41 James Christie, Cholera Epidemics in East Afrîc;i (London. 1876). 427-8. 



season is usudiy so abundant that low lying areas are extensively flooded. During the dry 

season the flood waters lying on the Lowlands evaporate, according to regional and local 

variations." Three consequences for travellers follow from the seasonal patterns. First, 

because of extensive flooding dong the routes, travel was much easier during the dry months. 

Second. because Nyamwezi porters were stiU attached to the land. they were busy with their 

families in the fields during part of the m i k a  - the agricultural season - especially at 

planting time, and not predisposed to long absences when their labour was needed at home. 

As Burton said of his Nyamwezi pagazi: "porters during the dry, these men become peasants 

in the wet ~ e a t h e r . " ~ ~  Finally, Grant rerninds us once more of the crucial considention of 

the availability of provisions dong the route. Nyamwezi tnvellers (and no doubt al1 caravan 

personnel) preferred to go on safari when adequate food supplies were almost guaranteed by 

the ensuing harvest. There were always exceptions to this general pattern, however, and 

often Nyamwezi porters went on long joumeys which kept them away from home for most of 

the year or even several years. The tendency towards professionalism during the second half 

of the century, employment on Arab and Swahili caravans, and the expansion of the clephant- 

hunting and ivory trading frontier made caravan journeys longer. 

Occasionally unusua.ily heavy rain and extensive flooding, which made travel al1 but 

impossible, intempted the regular amval of caravans at the coast, and hencr the supply of 

ivory to the Zanzibar market. This was the case in the early trading season of 1849. The 

Nyamwezi had been "kept back" according to Charles Ward, another Amencm merchant in 

42 For a detailed account of the climate of Unyamwezi and rainfall statistics collected during 1879-80 at 
Urambo see E. Southon, "The History, Cowitry and People of Unyamwezi," II (manuscript), May 1880. LMS 
3/4/c. 

43 Burton, -, II, 298. See also Roberts, 'Hyamwezi Trade", 61,656; Francis Patrick Nolan. 
"Christianity in Unyamwezi 1878-1928" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1977), 36; Sissons. 
"Economic Prosperity". 187. The impact of continuing attachment to the land wiil be explored in a future 
chapter. 



Zanzibar, because "Afrïca a little ways inland has been completely inundated. There has 

been more rain than before for 10 y e a r ~ . " ~ ~  

The Swahili and Arabs 

Although the Bisa and the Yao, the Sumbwa and the Nyamwezi. were the me 

pioneers of long-distance vade and porterage, the Swahili and Arabs of the coast were 

venturing into the hinterland of Kilwa by the late eighteenth century. Funher north, on the 

Mrima, the Swahili were reinforced by Omani Arabs from Zanzibar, as well as a few Indian 

entrepreneurs, and by about 1820 some had penetrated to the fu western interior of Tanzania, 

and had even crossed Lake Tanganyika. It is likely that coast based caravans were dready 

travelling as  far as the mountain chain beyond the coastal nyika we11 before this. The Lndian 

Khoja Musa "Mzuri" - "the Handsorne" - played a signifïcant role. He was one of the 

pioneers of the Ruaha-Isanga route during the early 1820s, played a prominent role dong the 

route to Karagwe and Buganda dunng the 1840s and 1 S O S ,  and was a founder of Kazeh in 

about 1852. The Arab Saif bin Said al-Muamari led the way through Ugogo." In 1828 an 

Arnencan visitor to Zanzibar wrote in a letter that he had "frequently seen the elephant 

hunrers return from thirty days' joumey into the interior and the governor of Zanzibar 

occasionaiiy sends presents to negro kings a long distance inland .. ."46 B y 183 1 cmvans  

from the coast were regularly travelling to Ujiji or places nearby. Lief bin Said was Familia. 

with the main goods uaded in the countries to the West of Lake Tanganyika.47 Sornetime 

44 Ward to Webb, Zanzibar, 14 lune, 1849. in Bennett and Brooks, New F u  Mer-. 444. Sre also 
Ward to Shepard, Zanzibar, May 2, 1849, in Bennett and Brooks, 441. 

45 Bunon, ''Lake Region$"' 181; Lake 423-4; Gray. "Trading Expeditions from the Coast". 228; 
Shen ff, Slaves. mmIvarv, 175-7. 

46 Edmund Roberts, quoted in Gray, "Trading Expeditions", 228. 

47 Macqueen, 'Visit of Lief Ben Saeid to the Great African Lake". 373. 



during the 1830s Tippu Tip's paternal grandfather visited Uyowa in western Unyamwezi, and 

in the 1840s his father m d e d  uito the mling family of Unyanyembe.48 

The Sultan of Zanzibar, Seyyid bin Said, continued to take a close interest in the 

caravan trade of the interior during the 1830s and 1840s. Ln June 1839 we hear thrit a caravan 

of two hundred of the Sultan's men had started for the intenor to trade on his behdf, and 

were expected to be gone about one year. Guiilain wrote of the 1840s that "The Swahili and 

the Arabs of Zanzibar often join these myamwezi] expeditions to negotiate in the countries 

that they cross; and 1 am assured that several of them have remained two and three years in 

the home of the Wanyamwezi.'"@ In 1844, an Amencan visitor reported that "His Highness 

every year sends 1 0  men into the interior to explore and obtain what ivory and produce of 

the country ... they can ..." The survivors told of having seen "a race of whites similar to die 

Europeans, and having vessels which are represented as k i n g  very fine and sailing on ... 

large and very beautiful lakes."5* Such stories were not uncornmon, as Norman Bennett and 

George Brooks note, and in fact were heard on the Coast much earlier. Hardy heard similar 

vague assertions while in Zanzibar in 18 1 1, and reported that "Everybody 1 have conversed 

with in h z i b a r  on this subject agree in their assertions of its [Zanzibar's trade] going to the 

other side of Africa, where they say Slaves are bought and sold the same as on this side."" 

Although it is quite possible that Swahili traders had indeed crossed the continent, the "othcr 

side" referred to may well have been the shores of either Lake Malawi or Lake Tanganyika. 

When in Kilwa Kivinje in March 1850 the missionary and explorer J. L. Krapf was told by 

48 Harnid bin Muhammed (Tippu Tip). Maisha va Hamed bin Muhammed el Murjehi ~ a a n i  Tippu T ~ D  uan. and 
cd. W. H. Whitely (Nairobi, Kampala, Dar es Salaam, 1974). 99 130, 13 5 2; Roberts, "Nyamwezi uade". 50. 

49 J o m d  of Richard P. Waters, 24 June. 1839, in Bennett and Brooks. New-- 21 1; Guillain, 
ie et le co-ce de 1 qfaOue On- 7 . II, 380. Waters dso  noted that 

he had met "a very respectable man who has been five times far into the interior", indicating that by this tirne 
there were professional caravan leaders among the coastal traders. 

50 -'A Visit to Zanzibar, 1844: Michael W. Shepard's Accounr", in Bennett and Brooks. New hg,h,nd 
Mer- 263. 

Hardy is quoted in Walter Thaddeus Brown, "A Re-Colonial History of Bagamoyo: Aspects of the Growrh 
of an East African Coastal Town" (PhD. Dissertation, Boston University, 197 1 ), 1 15. 



the governor of the city "of a Suahili, who had joumeyed from Kiloa to the lake Niassa, and 

thence to Loango on the western Coast of Africa."j2 There is at l e s t  one case in which there 

is cIear proof that coast based caravan leaders were crossing the continent and returning to 

tell their story. In early 1845 a large "Arab" caravan "under the protection of a great force" 

left Bagamoyo for the far interior. By the time it crossed Lake Tanganyika it consisted of 

several Arabs and Swahilis and "two hundred m e d  slaves", no doubt Waungwana. One of 

these Arabs was Said bin Habib of Zanzibar. Seven years later a section of this great 

expedition under the leadership of Said bin Habib arrived at Benguela on the West corist of 

the continent. Francois Bontinck, the historian of this epic story, writes of the climax, "The 

&val at Benguela, on April3 1852, of three 'Moors' of Zanzibar, leading a caravan of forty 

porters, was without doubt a sensational event for the inhabitants of that important port 2 5 3  

Said bin Habib continued his slave and ivory trading business in the interior for severai more 

years, at Kazernbe's, Katanga, and the Zambezi Valley, among other places, visiting Luanda 

three times in the process. In 1860 he anived back in Zanzibar, completing a double crossing 

of the continent which had taken sixteen years.54 

As the sources hint, many of these unknown pioneers were Waungwana, slaves, 

originally from the interior, who had adopted aspects of Swahili culture. In conuast to the 

exploits of Said bin Habib and his followers, it w u  much more common for the Swahili and 

Waungwana of the coastal towns to combine vade and porterage over shoner distances with 

more prosaic activities such as farrning. A good example cornes frorn the traditional history 

of Sudi, a smalt town near the Ruvuma river. The people of Sudi operated plantations 

52 l. L. Krapf, Travels. R e T s  D-teen Years i n  E a  
- .  

(London, 1968, 1st Eng. ed. 1860), 330. 

53 François Bontinck. "La double traversée de l'Afrique par trois 'Arabes' de Zanzibar ( 1  845- 1860)". 
7 -  - - .  . 

-, VI (19741, 8. 

54 For the full story see Bontinck. "La double traversee de l'Afriquew and the sources mentioned Ihere. Therc is 
a brief discussion in Sheriff, Slaves. S~ices and Ivoiy, 186-7. Said bin Habib's own account is in "Narrative of 
Said bin Habeeb, an Arab Inhabitant of Zanzibar", Transactions of the Bombav Geoera~hical Societv 15 (1860), 
46-8. 



worked, at least in part, by slave labour. Some of the surplus food was sold to buy more 

slaves. Another of their occupations was to hunt elephants for ivory. The townspeople, says 

'mie History of Sudi." also used to borrow trade goods from merchants and travei "fo thrir 

fonner homes" where they traded for ivory and slaves.55 Their "former homes" were 

probably in the Lake Malawi region which was a major source of slaves, or perhaps nearer to 

Sudi in Makonde or Makua country. 

From about the fourth decade of the century coastal traders were competing 

successfully on the central routes with upcountry caravan operators. Nevertheless, in the late 

1850s caravans originating in the interior far outnumbered those setting out from the coast. 

Long distance trade was still very much in the hands of the Nyamwezi and other upcountry 

peopies, who used products from their own countries to buy the sought dter ivory.j6 But 

caravans from the coast were entering new countries, and expanding the elephant hunting and 

ivory trading frontier through Karagwe into regions norrh and West of Lake Victoria, and 

across Lake Tanganyika into eastem Zaire.S7 

Other Long-Distance Porters 

A few of the other peoples of the interior joined caravans as volunteer porters. For 

instance, the Digo and the Segeju of the Mijikenda group just inland from the nordiem coast 

regularly hired themselves out as  porters for the Maasai routes,58 as did dieir Ciriama and 

Nyika neighbours a Little further north in modem Kenya. Sometime during the mid- 1840s a 

Ginarna informant told an American traveller in Zanzibar that "the Wanika [Nyika] 

FreemanGrenville. A f n m  C o a s t :  D ~ o c m ,  23 1; Alpers. T h e  Coast and thc 
DeveIopment of the Caravan Trade", 48-9. My emphasis. 

56 Roberts. Wyamwezi Trade". 5 1 .  

57 John M. Gray, "Ahmed bin ibrahim - the Fust Arab to reach Buganda". u n d a  Journal, 1 1 .  1 (1947). 80- 
97; Gray, "Trading Expeditions"; Sheriff, Slaves. S ~ i c e s  and Ivory, 183-190 and the sources Iisted there. 

Burton, Zanzibar, II. 1 1  1-2. 



sometirnes rnake visits to the country of the Chaga," i.e. kilim an jar^.^^ It appears that 

caravans of mixed ethnicity were not uncommon from an earIy date on the northern routes. 

An ivory trading expedition to Chagga country in the 1840s included Cornonans, Kamba, 

and Swahili among its members, but no Arabs. The leader was a Kamba "who had often 

conducted similar expeditions, and who knew a l l  the languages on the route."60 On the 

central route cluster the Zaramo, whose territory lay inland from Dar es Salaarn and 

Mbwamaji, acted as porters for Arabs "when disposed to be friendly." But. Burton writes, "if 

a man dies his load is at once confiscated by his relatives, who, moreover, insist upon 

receiving his blood-money, as if he had been slain in battle."61 The Zaramo might dso be 

persuaded to work as porters in time of famine, although in a case described by Tippu Tip 

they deserted en masse just before departure, only to suffcr fearful retribution. The trader 

collected an m e d  force, marched to the porters' villages, and seized the elders and porters' 

families. He then captured 800 people from "every part of Zaramu country," put them in 

chahs, and forced them to cany loads to Sangu country north of Lake Malawi. 

Long Distance Porterage before 1857 

Many of the basic characteristics of caravan organization and long distance porterage 

in Tanzania were welI established before the appearance of a significÿnt body of evidcnci' 

useful to modem histonans. The patterns estabiished by the Yaos, Sumbwa and Nyamwezi 

were already old by the time the Fust detailed accounts were written in the late 1850s and 

59 Pickering, Ih&aces of 199. For the trading activiries of the Mijikenda and their partncrs and 
cornpetitors, the Kamba, see Larnphear, "The Kamba and the Northern Mrima coast"; Robert I. Cumrnings, 
"Aspects of Hurnan Porterage with Special Reference to the Akarnba of Kenya: Towards an Economic History. 
1820- 1920" (Ph.D. Dissertation. University of California, Los Angeles, 1975); Sheriff, Slaves. Soices and 
Ivory, 166- 170. 

60 Pickering, The Races of Man, 200. 

Bunon. "Lake Regions". 88. 

62 Tippu Tip. Maisha va Hamed bin Mohammad, 19-21 5 14-15; Heinnch Brode, Tipooo Tih: The Storv of His 
Career in Central Africq tram. H. Havelock (London, 1907), 26-8. 



early 1860s. By the time Burton and Speke brgan their joumey to the central African lakes 

the caravan routes and caravan organization were going through considerable changes, some 

of which have been described above. Further change was taking place which would lead to 

the emergence of a large corps of professional porters. However, some of the characteristics 

of porterage would remain in place until the imposition of colonial rule. In this section the 

organization and work of the porters as glemed from the earliest sources is presented. 

Virtually no evidence from the northem Mrima has survived from this p e r i ~ d , ~ ~  therefore I 

will ded with the workers of the central and southern route clusters only. 

We know very Little about the organization of Yao caravans on the Kilwa routes 

before the second half of the nineteenth century, despite the ancient history of Yao long- 

distance trade. One of the few documentary sources is from the French slaver Morice, who 

visited Kilwa Kisiwani several times dunng the mid 1770s. His description of a caravan 

from the interior is vague, however, and we cannot be sure which ethnic group is bcing 

refe rred to, although there are dues in the hair styles. 

The Afrîcans corne to the Coast of the mainland from the interior with their slaves carrying ivory for 
sale. ïhey are naked, with only their genitais and nunp covered with a skin or a piece of goat-skin 
dried without being tanned. Their hair is three or four inches long, and is waxed into two or thtee Iittlr 
clustcrs as large as pipe-stems. They are armed with knives, or with poor iron spears. By chance 1 tèll 
in with a band of eighty to a hundred who had corne with their slaves ... 64 

There is some evidence relating to the operation of Yao caravans further south in 

Mozambique. The dispatching of caravans was subject to the authority of the chiefs and 

headmen of villages. Considerable attention was paid to the preservation of society whilc the 

traders and porters were absent. To this end wives of the travellers were not to engage in 

adulterous behaviour: the belief that unfaithfulness would imperil the lives of the travellers 

helped ensure stability at home. In addition, prophylactic medicines were used and ntud 

63 Glassman deals only with the period after 1857. See "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culture". 130- 139. 

64 'LQuestions Asked of Monsieur Morice about the East Coast of Africa", n. d. (1777?), in G .  S. P. Freeman- 
Grenville, The French at Kilwa Island (Oxford, 1965), 118-9. It is possible that it is the Bisa rather chan the 
Yaos who are being referred Co. Burton notes the distinctive "crest of hair" as an identifying feature of the Bisa. 
See Lake Regions, 375. 



bathing practised to ensure a safe joumey.65 A French wnter commenting on the slave vade 

as it was in the 1840s described the caravans as "usuaiiy composed of twenty or thirty 

persons, without counting the captives who are often as numerous as their masters, but who 

rarely seek to regain their liberty by force." But because of the risk of caravan members 

being kidnapped whiIe on the road, most traders combined with others and thus uavelled in 

formidable force.66 

We know from the earliest sources that Nyarnwezi caravans made similar 

arrangements. For instance, Kafuku's "thousands of followers" probably represented 

numerous smaUer ventures which, when passing through Ugogo, cornbined for security 

reasons and to save on hongo payments. An Arab trader retuming to the coast from 

Unyarnwezi sometime during the early 1840s travelled in a caravan seven hundred suong. 67 

Krapf provides another example. In February 1850, while on a voyage down the coast, his 

dhow stopped at the Sinda Islands close to the coast at Mbwamaji. There, he recorded in his 

journal, "we met ... with many trading people from Uniarnesi who build littie huts on thc 

strand, and stay in them until they retum homeward." Of their caravans, he wrote, they 

consist generally of from three to four thousand men, that they may be $Kong enough tu detend 
themsefves on the way from the attacks of hostile uibes. These people had been here for severai 
months; for they leave Uniarnesi mnyamwezi] in  September, and arrive in December at the cortst; and 
rerurn home again in  March and April. 

On the same voyage Krapf encountered a Kimbu caravan, which had arrived at the village of 

Mtotam. on the Mrima coast south of the Pangani river. He writes: 

These people who came with their wives and children f?om the interior and lived in srna11 huts by the 
seashore, told me that they spent three months on the joumey; and had brought slaves and ivory .... 

Alpes. IVON and Slaves 19. Similar proscriptions and rituals were associated with elephant hunters. 

66 Alpers. Ivory and Slaves 230. 

67 Pickering, The Races of Man, 201. 

68 Krapf, Travels. Researches and Mission- Labours, 421. journal enuy 14 Feb.. 1850; Roberts, .'Nyarnwezi 
Trade", 52, f-n. 1. See also f-ns. 34 and 35 above. 



One of them said ihat he had been in Sofala, and brought copper thence; and b e y  sesm also Co be 
acquainred with the West coast of ~ f r i c a . ~ ~  

When we combine this information about the Kimbu with that above it is clear that the 

Kimbu were full participants with the Nyamwezi in long-distance caravan porterage. 

In the quotes from Krapf we see recognizable aspects of the trading activitirs and 

joumeys of the Nyamwezi and related peoples such as the Kimbu. But an additional fxtor is 

present. Nyamwezi and Kirnbu caravan porters included women and children among dieir 

numbers. Indeed, there seem to be no grounds to say that the men were porters and their 

families were not. As we shall see in a later chapter, on many caravans the work of porterage 

was shared out between the sexes and among different age groups. 

This leads us to the observation made by severai contemporary travellers and modem 

historians that one feature of Nyamwezi caravans was the relatively egalitarian nature of 

relations between caravan personnel and their leaders or employers. This is sometimes 

compared with labour relations in the caravans of coastal and Zanzibari traders, particularly 

Arabs, and those led by Europeans, where there was a more obvious h i e r a r ~ h y . ~ ~  The image 

of a rough egalitarianism among the Nyamwezi is probably more true for the first few 

decades of long-distance trade. We hear, for instance, that the sons of Nyamwezi chiefs 

sometimes worked as ivory carriers. An exmple is Fundikira, the son of Swetu of 

Unyanyembe. Burton was ~old the story of how Fundikira leamed of his accession to the 

chiefship in the early 1840s. He 

was travelling towuds the coast as a porter in a caravan, when he heard of his tàther's death: htl at 
once stacked his load and prepared to return home and rule. The rest of the gang, before allowing him 
tu depart, taunted him severely, exclaiming, paniy in jest, partly in earnest 'Ah! now thou art still our 
comrade. hut presently thou wilt t o m e  and slay, fine and flog us.'71 

69 Krap f, Travels. . . 
420, 13 Feb., 1850. A slightly dit'ferent version is given 

by Colonel Sykes, quoting Krapf s journal, in 'Notes on the Possessions of the Imaun of Muskat, on the 
Climate and Productions of Zanzibar, and on the Prospects of African Discovery from Mornbas". JRGS, 23 
(1853), 117. 

70 E.g. Burton. "Lake Regions", 408-41 1; Burton, Lake Renions. 237-9. Caravan organization will bc dcali 
with in more detail in chapters 5 ,6 ,  and 7. 

71 Burton, Lake Renionp, 300. Also quoted in Andrzw Roberts "The Nyamwezi", in Andrew Roberts. ed.. 
Tanzania Before 1900 (Nairobi, 1968), 128. 



Another possible example is Mirambo who, it is suggested, may have worked as a poner for 

Arab traders in his youth.72 But there is no evidence from later periods that members of the 

aristocracy personally carried loads. A more usual role among the Nyamwezi was for die 

sons of chiefs to lead caravans and act as commercial agents for thcir fathers, although this 

meant that they mixed freely with commoners.73 From about the middle of the century there 

is plenty of evidence for the nse of a Nyamwezi merchant class or  "bourgeoisie", the 

vbandevba, of mixed aristocratie and cornmoner origin, who took profit making seriously. 

The process is described in detail by Unomah, and is one of the main themes of his thesis. 74 

The result was the emergence of greater class divisions within Nyamwezi society, which 

were represen ted in the caravans. 

We also know that the Nyamwezi used donkeys as beasts of burden, although never 

in sufficient numbers to replace human carriers. For one thing they were not suited CO 

carrying ivory, but instead were used to cany other vade goods and probably provisions. In 

183 1 Lief bin Said noted the numerous asses in Unyamwezi and in 1845 Cooley had written 

of the use of donkeys by the Nyarnwezi as beasts of b~rden.~5 Numerous later writers 

commented on the use of donkeys in Nyamwezi caravans.76 But Roberts believes that 

Nyarnwezi donkeys were less used towards the end of the century. These a n i d s  were quite 

smali compared with the prized white Muscat donkeys ridden by some Arab traders, and 

apparently hard to manage, but they were very useful having acquired a degree of irnmunity 

to trypanosorniasis. 

72 Unomah, Mirambo, 13. 

73 Unomah, M m ,  14. 

74 Unomîh. .'Economic Expansion". 86- 12 1. See also Sheriff. 180- 1. 193-4. 

75 Macqueen, Vis i t  of Lief Ben Saeid", 373; Cooley. "The Geography of N' yassi". 213. 

7 6 - ~ e e  the sources mentioned in Roberts. "Nyamwezi Trade", 58, and in Kjekshus, Ecolopv Conuol and 
Economic Develo~ment, 119. 



At the coast by mid-ccntury there was a considerable demand for porters to make up 

caravans for the far intenor. In the Swahili "History of former Urnes in Bagamoyo" there is a 

clear statement of the recognized vaiue of going on safari, as opposed to staying at home. 

The period referred to is after the abolition, sometime during the reign of Sultan Majid (1856- 

70), of the tax known as the kanda la Pari or hongo la Pazi, paid by the madiwan (headrnen) 

of Bagamoyo and Dar es Salaam to ihe Zaramo? The text reads, 'The strongest men went 

on safaris up-country, while the fools occupied themselves washing their clothes and 

swaggering about the town - with no food in their h~mes."~"e good economic sense of 

going on safari, (whether this be through profit making in trade or the earning of wages is 

unclear), is emphasized. Profiteering from the organization of caravans and porterage was of 

interest to al1 levels of society, as a more detailed account from Burton tells us: 

The coast Arabs and the WamrimA have, besides deceiving caravans [Le. Nyarnwezi caravans]. another 
.. . escape fiom poverty. The lower classcs hire themselves to merchants as poners into the interior; 
they receive daily rations of grain, and a total hire of 10 dols., half of which is paid in advance ... 
Respectable men, by prornising usurious interest to the Banyans, can always borrow capital enough to 
muster a few loads, and then they combine to f o m  one large caravan. The wealthier have houses, 
wives. and families in Unyarnwezi as well as upon the coast ...79 

The question as to whether caravan porters were primarily traders, or workers 

employed by others. or slaves, or some combination. is a complex one. The organization of 

casavan labour was closely connected to the relations of production in the home society of 

the porters, and differed on each of the main route clusters. Glassman makes a similar point, 

although he narrowly descnbes the contrast in tems of struggles over culture. and iden tity 

politics in the coastai termini of the main routes.80 It is my contention that as economic, 

77 For the origins of  this tax see Brown, "Bagarnoyo: an Historical Introduction". 72; Walter T. Brown. *.The 
Politics of Business: Relations between Zanzibar and Bagamoyo in the Late Nineteenth century", African 
Historical Studieci, IV, 3 (1971), 635-6; David Henry Anthony, "Culture and Society in a town in Transition: a 
People's History of Dar es SaIaam, 1865-1939" (PhD. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 19831, 
33-4. A slightly different version is given in  Alpers, "The Coast and the Development of the Caravan Trade", 
49-50. UnfortunateIy, irs abolition cannot be securely dated. 

79 Burton. .'Lake Regions". 58. 

Glassman, "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culture'', chapter 2. 



social and poiiticd change occurred in the intenor and at the coast, the terms of cxavan 

labour aiso changed, but within a framework which was already well established by the 

middle of the century. These changes will be explored in the course of the thesis. Culture 

was just as much a part of this framework as economics. society and politics, but not in the 

way that Glassman has depicted i t  Glassman argues that the Swahili culture of the northem 

Mrima dominated up-country porters at the coast, who were either passive receptors or 

frustrated repudiators of it. In conuast, the culture that 1 will descnbe below (chapters six. 

seven and eight) was the caravan culture of the central routes, a culture which influenced the 

coast as well as other regions. In other words the spread of cultural influences was a two way 

Street. Caravan culture, which was basicaily Nyamwezi in origin, influenced people from the 

coast, just as much as up-country porters were exposed to the values of ustmrabu or 

uungwana (coastal civilization). Returning to the issue which introduced this pangraph, at 

this point I wiii only ded  with the evidence for the penod before L857. Later change in the 

oganization of caravan labour is dealt with in chapters three, four and six. 

The caravan system was, of course, a trading system. Although the Sagara migrations 

provided the opportunity, the motor was demand and therefore profit. Regional uade in both 

western and eastern Tanzania was extended to form the buis for long-distance trade, as local 

and regional economies were connected with the international economic system. This was 

tme in two senses. Spatially, the regional routes connected together formed the long-distancc 

routes. Secondly, the two trading networks interacted, with "regional trade providing the 

capital. as it were, for long-distance enterprise, while long-distance trade provided new 

incentives for more intensive regional production and exchange." Even before the advent of 

the long distance tnde in ivory and slaves in western Tanzania, people were travelling great 

distances to meet their own needs for basic products such as salt and iron. 



Several wnters have argued that in these enterprises, as well as those involving long 

distance trade, Nyamwezi traders and porters were often the sarne person. For instance 

Roberts writes, 

A young man often used the wages earned on safari (which were usudly paid in cloth) to begin trading 
on his own account. On his second or third expedition he rnight carry two small tusks of his own; with 
experience, he might become a caravan guide (kiongozi) and thus earn much more ~ 1 0 t h  for 
invesunent. and eventually he might become rich enough to fit out a caravan of his o ~ n . * ~  

This view is tme to a point .  However, the porter described by Roberts may not be at al1 

typical. There are three problems. First of dl, the example does not take into account 

changes in the status of caravan porters over the nineteenth century. Second, the quote 

suggests that it might be normal for a Nyamwezi porter to vade "on his own account" instead 

of, as 1 suggest. as pan of a "firm." Aithough the individual trader surely was cornmon, and 

there is plenty of evidence suggesting ttiis, there is also considerable material showing that 

the smaller Nyamwezi traders-cum-porters often worked on behalf of a corporate group 

whose members were the family or lineage.83 What might have appeared to casuai observers 

as "individual" trading activities rnay or rnay not have been so. Finaily, the image portrayed 

does not account for increasing proletananization of porters on the cenual routes, despite 

continuing attachment to the land.84 Thus, the image portrayed by Roberts may well be at 

least panially m e  for the early and middle decades of the c e n t u r y ,  but is rather less Likely to 

be accurate for the last three or four decades. 

82 Roberis. "Nyamwezi Trade". 67. 

83 This question will be dealt with in chapter five. 

84 Cwnmings. Iliffe, Sheriff, and Glassman al1 point to a process ofprolelananization. Doubters include Nolan 
and Koponen. Their views will be critiqued in chapters 5,6  and 9, where 1 will discuss more fully porters as 
workers. 



Chapter Four 

The Nyamwezi: People, Production and Porterage 

Driven out by poverty one man goes to hoe, 
The other is like dust blown away to the coast 
As porter. 
For me my medicines are the coast. 
1 sitting at home am myself the whiriwind. 
You the medicines may make foolish. but not me.' 

(Old Nyamwezi song. 

The Nyamweù and related peoples dominated long-distance porterage dong the 

central routes throughout the nineteenth century. They were also well represented in 

caravans travelling the northern and southem routes. The main factor underlying Nyarnwezi 

porterage, and ultimately extensive involvement in rnigrmt labour during the early colonial 

period, was the nature of the Nyamwezi economy and the development of a system of 

production and social relations peculiar to the Nyamwezi. Most other peoples of nineteenth 

century Tanzartia were unable to make or were not interested in making the same choices for 

reasons related to their Local environments, histories, economies and social development. 

Where they did take part in the caravan vade and porterage, as the Swahili and Yao did, 

different local factors came into play. My aim in this chapter is to isolate the underlying 

structures of Nyamwezi society which helped make the adaptations to porterage and migrant 

labour possible prior to the imposition of the colonial political economy. 

The key to the ability of the Nyarnwezi to combine long distance vade and cÿnvan 

porterage with adequate agricultural production Iay in the organization of the social relations 

of production. As explained in chapter three, most Nyamwezi porters were still attached to 

the land. Between joumeys they retumed to their family homesteads, and after retirement 

from porterage they continued to work as farmers. A major influence on the ability of 

Nyamwezi men to leave home was the rhythm of the agricultural cycle. Most Nyamwezi 

Hans Koritschoner. "Some East African Native Songs". TNR, 4 (Oct., 1937). 56. 
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porters preferred to go on safan only after planting was cornplete and during the dry season. 

Given that the agricultural cycle was a key factor, we need an analysis of production and of 

the management strategies that freed many Nyamwezi men, and also wornen, for iong- 

distance porterage? Agriculture was important in another sense. Food production was vital 

for the social reproduction of labour power in the househoid and village. 

This chapter will concentrate on the division of labour, particularly the role of 

women. Changes in the labour supply wiii be addressed. In the Fust section 1 will discuss 

explanations of the predilection of the Nyamwezi for caravan work. Structural forces can be 

divided into those which stress political conditions, environmental causes, or cultural factors. 

Individual motives, including personal economic gain, wiil be dealt with in the next chapter. 

As Sharon Stichter points out, there is no reason why a choice needs to be made between 

analysis at a structural or individual level. Both are u s e f ~ l . ~  The second and third sections 

introduce the environment of Unyamwezi and Nyamwezi agriculturai production, specifically 

the main crops and productive techniques. As Alfred Unomah wrote over wenty years ago, 

the agricultural history of Unyamwezi has yet to be written. This is still the case, despite the 

historical importance of the region. The fourth, fifth and sixth sections discuss the structures 

and practices within Nyamwezi society, particularly those related to the organization of the 

social relations of production and labour supply, which enabled and facilitated long absences 

from home of a large proportion of young adults. These are the sexual division of labour, the 

immigration of Tutsi cattie herders, and the importation of slaves. The local mixed farming 

See Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy. The Workers of Trade in Recolonial Africa". in 
idem, eds., The Workers of African Tradg (Beverly Hills, 1985), 13-14, for the close relationship betweeii vade 
workers and the domestic economy of their home society. For an excellent analysis of the similar relationship 
between twentieth century migrant labour and the domestic economy see Sharon B. Stichter, -orers 
(Cambridge, 1985). 

For a discussion of biological and social reproduction in nineteenth century Tanzania see Juhani Koponen. 
Pro- Precol- . . (Jyvaskyl2, 1988), 308-332. The Nyarnwezi are includd. 

Sharon Stichter. T h e  Migration of Women in Colonial Central Aîï-ica: Some Notes Towards an Approach". 
in Bruce Fetter, ed., Derno~ra~hv From Scantv Evidence: Centrai Africa in the Colonial Era (Boulder & 
London, 1990), 208. 



economy was changing due to increased commercial oppominities and the availability of new 

sources of labour. Female expertise and labour becarne increasingly important for the 

management of agncultural production. Tutsi herders from neighbouring Buha and Burundi 

took over the care of most Livestock, and increasing numbers of slaves were utilized as 

cultivators. In addition, it seems possible that as agriculture became more commerciaiized 

and porters brought home wages, shortfalls in production which in earlier rimes were made 

up by dipping into grain reserves could be overcome by purchasing grain on the market. A 

clear understanding of the last point would necessitate a study of markets and prices, which is 

beyond the scope of diis study.5 These innovations made it easier for porters to be absent for 

longer penods as the ivory frontier expanded. 

Modem scholars studying the pre-colonial and early colonial Nyarnwezi must rely on 

early ethnographic and economic works. Because of the prominence of the Nyarnwezi as 

first, traders and porters, then. dunng the early twentieth century, as migrant railwiiy 

construction and plantation workers. agriculturai producers, and members of the 

Schutztrüppe, a substantial body of Literature on h e m  was produced by missionaries, 

explorers, scientists, early colonial officiais, and educated Africa.ns.6 Most of this is in 

German, but the earliest reports are in English. Detailed first-hand accounts begin with the 

works of Burton, Speke, and Grant.7 As missionaries and oiher European travellers becamc 

An indication of the development of the market for foodstutTs aiong the central route. no doubt applying 
particularly to Unyamwezi, is given by Speke: "The Zanzibar route to Ujiji is now so constantly uavelled over 
... that the people, seeing the caravans approach, erect ternporary markets, or corne hawking ihings for sde, and 
the prices are adapted to the abilities of the pwchasers [i.e the principles of suppiy and demand applied] ... It is 
aiso to be observed that where things are brought for sale, they are invariably cheaper than in those places where 
one has to seek and ask for them; for in the one instance a livelihood is the consequence of uade, whereas in the 
otfier a chance purchaser is treated as a windfall to be made the most of." John Hanning Speke, 
Biscovery of the Source of the Nile (Edinburgh and London, 1864), 357. See also Alfred C. Unomah and J. B. 
Webster, "East Abica: the Expansion of Commerce", in John Flint, ed., 3ae C- of A frica 
(London, 1976). V, 296. 

Political reports and accounts of journeys in Unyamwezi are excluded, except for the early and important 
publications of Burton. Speke, and Grant. 

Richard F. Burton, "The Lake Regions of Cenual Equatorîal Africa"; JRGS .29 (1859). 1464; Richard F. 
Burton, The Lake Recrions of Centrai Africa (New York, 1860); J. A. Grant, A Waik Across Africâ (London, 
1864); lames Augustus Grant, ''Summary of Observations on the Geography, Climate, and Natural History of 



familiar with the Nyamwezi and their homeland m e r  accounts were published during the 

1 870s and early 1880s. 8 With the onset of the Geman conquests in the mid- 1880s the 

increasing demand for information about the interior of the new colony of Deutsch Ostafrika 

led to the writing of numerous studies and reports for specialist joumds and officiai files? ln 

the meantirne, work had begun on setting down the grammar and vocabulary of the various 

Nyamwezi dialects. I o  Scholars began to take a professional interest in the preparation of 

ethnographie and economic matend. 1 1  Further material was collected and published by 

the Lake Region of Equatorial Afnca, made by the Speke and Grant Expedition, 1860-63", JRGS, 42 (1872), 
243-342; John Hanning Speke, -overy of -ce of the Nik (New York, 1864). 

. . 
Phillipe Broyon. "Note sur 'Ouniamou&i". -de de deo- de M W ,  1 1877). 254- 

263; Phillipe Broyon-Mirambo, "Description of Unyamwesi, the Territory of King Mirambo, and the Best 
Route Thither from the East Coast", PRGS, XXII (1878-9), 28-36; Ebenezer Southon, "The History, Country 
and People of Unyamwezi" (1880), 4 parts, MSS, London Missionary Society Archives Box 3, File 3, lacket C. 

Paul Reichard, "Die Wanjarnuesi", Zeiischnft der G m  für B J ,  24 (1889). 246-260. 
. . 304-331; idem, ''Die Wanjamwesi", Deutsch (1890), 228-30,239-241.262-65.276-78; 

Leutnant Sigl, "Bericht über den Handelsverkehr von Tabora", Deutsches III (1 892), 144- 166; 
. - -.. Schweinitz und H. von Krain. "Wanyamwesi, Wassukuma, Wasiba und Wakara", m t t  tur E- 25 

(1893), 377-484; Puder, Hauptmann und Starionschef von Tabora. "Beantwortung des Fragebogens zur 
Erforsc hung der Rechtsverhaltnisse der Naturvol ker (der Wanyamwesi ) von Professor J. Kohlcr". Tabora 1 899. 
Auswartiges Amr, Kol. Abtlg. Bd. 4990, BI. 66-78, reprinted in Achim Gottberg, Unvamwesi. 
Ouellensammlune und Geschichte (Berlin, 1971). 234-245; M. H. Lobner, Missionar, Usoke, Bezirk Tabura 
"Fragebogen-Beantwortung für ganz Wanyamwezi durch Missionar M. H. Lobner." 1 March, 19 10. 
Auswartiges Arnt, Bd. 4997, BI. 432-466, reprinted in Gottberg, Unvarnwesi, 126-175; A. Seibt. Missionar. 
Kilimani-Urarnbo, Bezirk Tabora, 19 10, "Beantwortung des Fragebogens über die Rechte der Eingeborenen in  
den deutschen Kolonien", Ausw. Arnt, Bd. 4997, BI. 467-486, reprinted in Gottberg, I Jn~arnw&, 176-208; C. 
Hermann, "Uber Salzgewinnung in Unyamwezi" Deutsches X E  (1908). 21; J. M. M. van der 
Burgt, "Zur entvolkemngsfrage Unjamwesis und Ussumbwas", Koloniale (1913), 705-728. 

'O E. Steere. Collecrions of the N v w e z i  1- (London, 1885); August Seidel. 
"Grundriss des Kinyamwezi", in W. Werther, m e n  H o a e r  des nordlichen O .* . stafnka (Berlin. 1898), 
456-489; Franz Müller, 

. . (Salzburg, 1904); R. Stern, "Eine 
Kinyamwczigrammati k", Mitteiluneendesfi firr mSDrachen, 9, II1 (1 906), 129-258; 
Bernhard Struck "Diaiekt-Karte von Unjamwesi nach Mitteilungen von Missionssuperintendent R. Stern und 
anderen Quellen. Begleitworte zur Diaiektkarte von Unjamwesi", Mitteiluneen de- 
w b i e t e n ,  23 (1 glO), 101 -1 10; Edmund Dahl, - 1 - W d m  - .  (Hamburg, 1915). Otfier 
contemporary sources are listed in the bibliography in Clement Maganga and Thilo C. Schadeberg, 

Texts. V o c w  (Koln, 1992). 

l Seminar fiir Orientalischen Sprachen, 'lieder und Sangesweisen und Geschichten der Wanyanwezi". 
Mittheilunnen des Seminars für Chiçntalische S~rachen ni Berlin, 4, ïII (1901), 45-62; K. Wolfel, "Viehhalrung 
im Tabora Bezirk", Der Pflanzer, VTI (191 l), 77-85; Dr, Schaele, "Die Rinder des Muansa-und Tabora 
Bezirkes", Der Pflanzer, IX (1 91 3), 1 17-1 30; Fritz Spellig, "Die Wanjamwesi", Zeitschn ft fur Ethnologie, 59 
(1927),202-252. 



rnissionaries and mission educated Africans. 12 In the 1930s a major three volume work was 

published under mission auspices. 13 After the First World War and the establishment of 

British rule colonial officiais and others undeaook new researches, mostly of a more 

specialized nature. l4 

Why the Nyamwezi? 

The Nyamwezi and related groups (the Sumbwa and Kimbu) were donc among the 

peoples of the interior to take advantage of the opportunities presented by the Sagara 

migrations of the early eighteenth century. 15 No other group utilized in the same way the 

new direct connection between the western interior and the coast. What was it about the 

Nyamwezi which was different, which encouraged them to organize and participate in 

caravans to the coast and the furthest parts of east and central Mrica? 

One factor which may have encouraged the early development of local and regional 

vade in Unyamwezi, and ultimately long-distance travel and carav~m porterage, was the 

prevailing condition of peace and stability.16 There is no evidence for attacks by outsiders 

until the middle of the nineteenth century, when parts of Ukirnbu, Unyarnwezi, and 

Usumbwa were attacked by the migrating Ngoni, known as the Watuta .17 Pnor to this, 

l 2  R. Stern, .'&erlieferungen der-Nyarnwezi über die eisengewinnung". in Franz Stuhlmann. b d w e r k  und 
e Betr- (Harnburg, 19 10). 152-16 1 ; M. H. Lobner, "Zw 

Entvolkenrngsfrage Unyamwesis", Koloniale ((19141,267-270; F. Bosch, m w e z i  
(Munster, 1930); Ambrosius Kaseka "La musique chez les Banyamwezi", Grand 55 (1 939) 169- 175. 

l 3  Wiihelrn Blohm. Die N m w e z i ,  3 vols. (Hamburg. 1931. 1933). The excellent bibliography contains many 
more references to the German literature. 

l4 C. I. Bagenal, 19 19 Tour Report, Tabora Districf File 255 1. British Secretariat Records, Tanzania National 
Archives; N. V. Rounce, ''The Banyarnwezi at Home", n.d. Rhodes House MSS.Afr.s.424; N. V. Rounce, 
"Ingereza Ng'wana Sweya: His Own Story and His Agricultural Fractices", The East African A~ricultural 
Journa1 (Nov. 1939), 21 1-215; F. G. Carnochan and Hans Christian Adarnson, The E m ~ i r e  of the Snake 
(London, 1935); F. G. Carnochan and Hans Christian Adamson. Dut of Africâ (London, 1937). 

I s  See chapter two. 

l6 This idea is bonowed from Alfred C. Unomah. Mirambo of Tamania (London. 1977), 7. 

l 7  Elzear Ebner. The Histon, of the Wangoni (Ndanda-Perarniho. 1987). 59-61; Aylward Shorter. Chiehhin i n  
Western Tanzania. A Political History of the Kimbu (Oxford, 19721,255-261; Abdul M. H. Sherift; "Tan~anian 



conflict was lirnited to occasional small-scale raiding of one Nyamwezi chiefdom by another. 

In contrast, mmy peoples to the east, such as the Gogo and Sagara, were subject to raiding by 

the Nyaturu and Maasai, and in the Sagara case, the Swahili. The Nyamwezi were relatively 

immune because of their srnaller cattle herds. To the West the Ha had to accept Tutsi 

overlordship, but the Nyamwezi were left alone. In the interlacustrine area to Lhe no&-west 

there was constant fighting, especialiy between the powerful kingdoms of Buganda and 

Bunyoro-Kitara. To the south and south-west related peoples such as the Konongo and 

Kimbu were no threat. Stability and peace meant relative security for merchants and 

travellen of ail kinds. By the time of the Unyanyembe civil war in the 1860s and the conflict 

between Unyanyernbe and its Arab allies and Mirambo in the 1870s and 1880s, the 

Nyarnwezi caravan system was long established. 

A long period of peace enabled the Nyamwezi to utilize other advantages which they 

possessed. Several writers have pointed to the distribution of natural resources in westem 

Tanzania and the central position of the Nyamwezi in the regional trading system. l 8  The 

Nyamwezi were essentially cultivators, producing among other crops various grains, pulses. 

potatoes, purnpkins and tobacco. But because Unyamwezi is a little more torested than 

neighbouring temtories. they were able to exploit forest products such as honey, makr 

baskets, wooden utensils, and bark cloth, and hunt wildlife. Lacking iron ore and good 

quality salt. the Nyarnwezi had to exchange their products for Sumbwa and Konongo i o n ,  

and salt from the Uvinza pans. Other neighbours, especially the Gogo, Sukuma, and Ha, k r p ~  

large cattle herds. The Nyamwezi exchanged their grain, bark cloth, honey, and other 

products for the cattle and hides of the herders. The position of the Nyarnwezi in the centre 

of the regional trading system of westem Tanzania, between the producers of salt and iron in 

societiçs at the urne of the Partition", in M. H. Y. Kaniki, ed., Tanzania Under Cofonial Rule (London, 19801, 
33. 

l 8  1. E. G. Sucton and Andrew D. Roberts, "Uvinza and its Salt Industry". Azania, 10 (1968). 45-86; Andrew 
Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", in Richard Gray & David Birmingham, eds., Pre-Coionial African Trade (London, 
1970); Unornah & Webster, Tast Airica: the Expansion of Commerce", 273; Unomah, Mirambo, 7-8. 



the West, and the consumers of iron to the east and south, made them ided intermediaries. 

The organization of the sexual division of labour, the absence at fust of large herds of cattle, 

and the uulization of immigrant and slave labour, left them free to travel during the dry 

season when there was little work in the fields. In contrast, the nature of the local economies 

of other peoples in central and western Tanzania made it impossible for large numbers to be 

absent at any one time. 

The geographical location of Unyamwezi became even more important when the 

main routes to and from the Coast shifted from the Ruaha river line to the central route 

network through Ugogo and Unyanyembe. 19 Location is not adequate in itself to explain the 

centrai role of the Nyamwezi, but other trading peoples including the Yao. Swahili and, 

further north, the Kamba, were al1 based in strategic positions for the caravan trade. 

Some scholars believe that an important reason for the emergence of travel and 

porterage as major features of Nyamwezi society was "the recurrent severe famines in 

Unyamwezi," which made it necessary for the Nyamwezi to find additional means of 

supponing thernselves beyond their traditionai agncultural and pastoral a~tivities.2~ On the 

surface this is a reasonable argument. There is considerable circumstantial evidence that 

famine in the homeland of another irnpomnt East African group - the K m b n  of Kenya - 

encouraged them to travel and work as long-distance traders and porters from the latr 

eighteenth century21 At the end of the nineteenth century famine in cenual Kenya 

contributed, arnong other factors, to a flood of Kamba seeking work as porters. A British 

colonial official reponed that: 

l 9  See chapter 2. 

20 R. G. Abrahams, Ihe Pol- of l Jnvmweri . . . . . (London, 1967). 9-10; Norman R. Bennett. 

o of T m  1840? f 884 (New York, 1977), 10. The phrase is Bennett's. 

21 D. A. Low. "The Northern Interior, 1840-84". in Roland Oliver and Gervase Mathew. eds.. H.lst0r-y of EU 
Afnca (London, 1963). I,3 14; Robert J. Curnmings, "Aspects of Human Porterage with Special Reference to 
the Akarnba of Kenya: Towards an Economic History, 1820-1920 (PbD. Dissertation. University of 
California. Los Angeles, 1975),48. 103-4, 108-9. 



During the last six monchs the Wakamba of Mumoni (Kicui district) have engaged in thousands, in 
consequence of the famine, for -sport from Raiihead to Machakos and Kikuyu ... Iùlly 10,000 loads 
have beea carriai up-country by these Wakamba in connection with the Uganda relief expedition and 
rheir passage up and down through Kikuyu and Ulu has b e n  a great suain on o w  food resources. 22 

In the case of the Amatonga of southem Mozambique famine combined with war and disease 

helped prompt young men to travel and seek work in Natal during the early 1 8 6 0 s . ~  But 

despite local shortages, Unyamwezi is less prone to drought and famine than many other 

parts of Tanzania, including regions dong the central routes. The numerous swamps or 

rnbuga (Kinyamwezi) provide reservoirs of water not present to the same degree in, for 

instance, Uzaramo, Usagara, or Ugogo.24 If famine was the main reason the Nyamwezi 

tumed to long-distance trade and porterage in such numbers then it has to be wondered why 

other groups did not do so. Ali of these peoples are closer to the Coast than the Nyamwezi, 

and were affected by famine at various times in their history. In the case of the Gogo it was 

the nature of their economy, with its heavy emphasis on both livestock rearïng and the 

cultivation of millet, sorghum. maize, watermelons, pumpkins, and other crops, which made 

porterage unattractive. There was too much work at home throughout the year for the Gogo 

to be absent for rnonths at a time. Sissons tell us that 'There was no way of integrating a 

travelling occupation, such as long distance trade during dry season months, with the 

demands of the agriculturd cycle. Few men travellrd outside U g o g ~ . " ~  

In Unyarnwezi the demands of local economies both impelled people towards 

porterage and detained them at home for part of the year. As porterage as a way of life 

becarne imbedded in Nyamwezi culture, as among some other travelling peoplcs, it included 

rewards fcr those who joumeyed, which were expressed as a mark of Nyamwezi 

22 Report of Sir. A. Hardinge for the Yeu 1897-98, flpySe of Cpmmp~l~ Par- P w I  C.9125. m.i. 
105.547-548.26- 

23 Patrick Hamies, Work. C c a .  c. 1860- . . 

19Ur (Portsmouth NH, London, Johannesburg, 1995). 10-13. 

24 See beiow. 

25 Carol Iane Sissons. "Ecooomic Rosperity in Ugogo, East Afnca 1860-1890" (Ph.D. Thesis. Universiiy of 
Toronto, 1984). 177. 



distinctiveness. Over a period the success of Nyamwezi trading initiatives, which brought 

wealth and the taste for adventrire, ensured an important place for travel among Nyamwezi 

cultural icons. Society's values encouraged the young to vavel as traders or porters. These 

outward expressions suggested themselves to numerous nineteenth century writers who 

proposed a cultural explanation for the Nyamwezi predilection for porterage. One described 

the Nyarnwezi as 

the professional transport-agents of the East Coast. Not one of h e m  was allowed to rnarry betore he 
had cmied a load of ivory to the coast, and brought back one of calico or brass-wire. It was the tribal 
stamp of me manhood, at once making him a citizen and w a r r i ~ r . ~ ~  

Nyarnwezi porters miving at Zanzibar told Edward Steere that they considered any of their 

compauiots who never undertook a joumey to the coast as a "millaop." To reflect their 

heightened status in their own society, Nyarnwezi men who had reached the coast would 

often change their names to mark the significance of their visit. 27 Other Europeans who 

visited Unyamwezi noted that youths would copy the experienced men by waiking around 

with mock 1 0 a d s . ~ ~  These outward signs have sornetimes been picked up by modem writrrs. 

For instance, one distinguished histonan has written, "Every enterprising Nyamwezi 

considered himself bound to set forth on a long and usuaily dangerous joumey to distant 

markets, especiaily to those of the very different world of the Arab-influenced coast ..." 

Other historians have pointed out that porterage became a test of manliness among the 

Nyarnwezi. The most extreme version of this view is expressed by Jonathon Glassman, who 

has recently written, "[Nyarnwezi] cuavan labor was seen not as a way to earn a living, but 

as a way to prove one's m a n h ~ o d . " ~ ~  

26 Alfieci J .  Swann. Fi~hunrr the Slave Hunters in Cenual Africa (London, 1969. 1st ed.. 1910). 58. Sec also 
Burton, Lake Regions, 235; Roberts, 'Nyarnwezi Trade", 66. 

27 Bennett, MiramboS 12. His source is Edward Steere. "On East African Tribes and Languages". The Jownal 
of the Anthro~olonical Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 1871, cl; C. T. Wilson and R. W. Felhn, U~anda 
and the Egyutian Sudan (London, 1882), I ,43.  

Reichard, "Die Wanjamuesi", 259; Bennett. Miramho. 12. 

29 Bennett, Mirambo, 12: Unomah & Webster, "East Aûica: the Expansion of Commerce", 284; Ionathon 
Glassman, Feasts and Riot. Revely. Rebellion. and Po~ular Consciousness on the Swahili Coast. 1856-1888 
(Portsmouth NH, London, Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, 1995), 59. 



This discussion and what follows should help clear up the confusion in discussions of 

causal explanations between outward manifestations of migrant labour such as cultural 

expressions or the personal search for gain, and the underlying socio-economic causes. This 

important distinction was made long ago in a classic article by J. Clyde Mitchell? The 

explmation for the uniqueness of Nyamwezi long-distance trading activities, porterage. and 

attraction to migrant labour has a lot more to do with local economics and social dynamics 

than culture, political history, or geography. It is unlikely that journeys to the coast could 

have had much cultural significance before they became the nom. The Nyamwezi were only 

able to utilize the advantages they possessed, described above. because of certain 

characteristics in the social and economic structure of their homeland. As Kjekshus has 

pointed out, we must look to local factors as weil as extemal forces when considering the 

expansion of the caravan vade and p ~ r t e r a g e . ~ ~  

The Nyamwezi and Their Environment 

Before the issues relating to agricultural labour are dealt with an O verwew ot some 

aspects of the Nyamwezi farming economy and environment is necessary. As in othçr parts 

of East Afnca the management of the often harsh environment was essentid for successful 

cultivation and livestock keeping. Nyamwezi farmers made the most of their natural and 

human resources, and their success is frequently attested to in early sources. Many truvellrrs. 

missionaries, and colonial offïcials praised the industriousness and productivity of Nyamwezi 

farmers. Probably the first non-African to visit the country of the Nyamwezi was Musa 

Mzun, who in about 1825 began a long association with his Nyamwezi hosts. Unyamwezi 

30 J. Clyde Mitchell. "The Causes of Labour Migration", reprinted in Abebe Zegeye and Shubi Ishemo. eds.. - .  
our and of Mov- W m  A m  

. . (London, Munich, New York, 1989), 25-54. 
1 wiIl return to this issue again in chapter nine in the guise of a theoretical discussion of migrant labour in pre - 
colonial Tanzania. There it will be seen that long-distance porterage was a specitïc kind of migrant labour, 
although one with important differences f?om the more farniliar migrant labour systems of the colonial period. 

31  Helge Kjekshus, Ecolo~y Conuol and Economic Develooment in East Afncan Historv (London. 1977). 1 11 - 
125. See also Koponen, Peoule and Production, 81. 



was at that time "richly cultivated," he told Burton in 1858, when the wealth of the country 

was stiil evident. Burton, in a frequentiy quoted passage, forms an image of a satisfied 

peasantry, well provided for from their fields and herds. 

The Land of the Moon, which is the garden of Central Intertropical Africa, presents an aspect of 
peaceful nird beauty which soothes the eye like a medicine after the red glare of barren Ugogo, and 
the dark monotonous verdure of the western provinces. The inhabitants are comparatively numerous in 
the villages, which rise at short intmals above their impervious walls of the lustrous green rniIk-bush, 
with its coral-shaped arrns. variegating the well-hoed plains; while in the pasture-lands frequent herds 
of many-colored cattle, plump, round-barreled, and high-humped, like the Indian breeds, and mingled 
with flocks of goats and sheep dispersed over the landscape, suggest ideas of barbarous comfort and 
p~enty.32 

Burton also provides glimpses of the productivity of localities dong the road. Passing 

through eastern Unyarnwezi in November 1857, he found that the chiefdom of Rubuga was 

"celebrated for its milk and meat, ghee and honey." A little further on the expedition walked 

through another cultivated sketch, in hilly Ukona, "where the cannabis and the datura ... 

disputed the ground with brinjalls and castor-plants, holcus and panicum: tobacco grew 

luxuriantly, and cotton-plots, carefully hedged round against the cattle, afforded materid for 

the loom." The country on the east side of Unyanyembe he described as "prepossessing," 

with its "surrounding rice fields," "golden stubble" and "weli-hoed" ground. Usaguzi, in the 

far West of Unyamwezi, the recipient of higher rainfall than the eastem sids was, he said, 

"laid out in alternate searns of grassy plains. dense jungle, and fei-tiie field. The soil is a dark 

vegetable humus, which bears luxuriant crops of grain, vegetables, and tobacco: honey-logs 

hang upon every large tree, [and] cattle are sold to travelers."33 In nearby Msene, in southern 

Usumbwa, Burton, who was no doubt influenced by prevailing images in Europe of tropical 

bountifulness and fert i l i t~,3~ waxed lyrical on the agricultunl productivity of the locality: 

Fenilized by a wet monsoon, whose floods from the middle of October to May are interrupted only by 
bursts of fervent heat. the fat, black soil ... reproduces abundantly anything committed to it .... Rice of 
the red quality - the white is rare and dear - grows with a density and a rapidity unknown in Eastern 
Unyamwezi. Holcus and millet, maize and manioc, are plentiful enough to be exported. Mapificent 

32 Burton, Lake Reeion~, 285; also quoted in Kjekshus, Ecoloy Control and Economic Development ,62. 

33 Burton, ILake Regions", 191 -2; Lake Reeion~, 423, 222,225,275. Ii should be noted thar Burton's 
experience of Unyamwezi was during the wet season. 

34 See Philip Cunin. The Imwe of Africa (Madison, l964), chapter 3. 



paimyras, bauhinias and sycamores, piantains and papaws, and a host of wild fruit-uees. especidly the 
tamarind, which is extensively usecl, adorn the land. The other productions are onions, sweèt potatoes, 
and egg-plants, which are cultivated; turmeric, brought from the vicinity, tomatoes and bird-peppcr, 
which grow wild; pulse, beans, pumpkins, watermelons, excellent mushrooms, and edible Eungi. Milk, 
pouluy. honey. and tobacco are cheap and pientiful.35 

Nonhem Unyamwezi was just as productive. In Iuly 1858, eady in the dry season and soon 

after harvest time, Speke was in Unyambewa, north of Unyanyembe. Here there were 

numerous villages, "and," he wrote, "the country, after passing through the forest, is highly 

cultivated." In Ukarnba, a little to the north. be found that "the counuy here ... abounds in 

flesh. mik, eggs, and vegetables in every ~ a r i e t y . " ~ ~  

Later uavellers provide sirnilar accounts. Annie Hore tells us of the countryside 

crossed on the six days march through eastem Unyamwezi to Tabora in 1884: 'The way w u  

through an alrnost continuous senes of gardens, surrounding the numerous villages, some of 

which were ... formed by a very large ternbe, enclosing within its area many fine conical- 

roofed huts ..." The districts around Unyanyembe were even wealthier. The chiefs were 

"well-to-do," and provided milk and fruit to the Hom, while there was plenry of food for the 

porters to buy. Of western Unyarnwezi between Tabora and Iselamagazi. Minmbo's capital. 

she writes T h e  whole distance of this march, as indeed were several in Unyamwezi, was 

over cultivated ground." Ln 1893 Urambo was described as "thickly strewn with villages." 

Southern Unyamwezi was said in 1880 to be "a succession of well cultivated plains, some of 

which are wooded? The trader Phillipe Broyon wrote more generally that 'The 

Wanyamwesi, although they are uavellers and traders, generally remain at home at seed-time 

and harvest; they are for the most part good agnculturists, and for this reason provisions are 

aiways abundant in their counuy."3* 

35 Burton. *'Lake Regions". 189; Lake Renions, 270. For corroboration see John Hanning Speke. What Led ro 
fie Discovey of the Source of the Nile (Edinburgh & London, 1864). 201. 

36 Speke, What Led to the Discovery of the Source of the Nile 272. 

37 Southon, T h e  History, Country and People oFUnyarnwezi", II, 2, LMS 3/4/C; Annie Hore, Te Lake 
T a n n a n y i  ka in a Bath Chair (London, 1886), 129-130, 136-7; Lionel Decle, Three Years i n  Savaee A f r i q  
(London, 1898). 336. 

38 Broyon-Mirambo, b'Description of Unyamwesi", 36. 



Unyamwezi is part of the central plateau of Tanzania, with most land lying at an 

altitude of a Little above or below 4,000 feet.39 The rolling country is in places broken by 

high granite outcrops, but more usualiy consists of a succession of low ranges, shailow 

vatleys, and broad plains. Beyond densely populated central Unyamwezj' settled areas 

alternated with strips of woodland or forest from five to twenty kilometres or more wide. 

During the rainy season the valleys are flooded for months at a time, creating extensive 

marshlands. The mbuga have been a mixed blessing for the Nyamwezi. Extensive flooding 

hinders movement during the wet season and provides suitable breeding grounds Sor 

mosquitoes. Untd the second quarter of the nineteenth century the swampland was not 

utilized for agriculture. But settlements were sited near mbuga because of their usefulness ÿs 

water supplies during the long dry season. Perennial streams are rare in Unyamwezi, hence 

proximity to slowly evaporating surface water was the foundation of survival. Wells were 

dug in the dry mbrrga beds. In addition, mbuga were sources of small numbers of fish, poor 

quality salt, and clay for pottery. But with the introduction of Asian nce, access to mbrrgu 

becarne much more important for Nyamwezi cultivaton. In the process the total area of 

cultivable land was significantly increased. Rice was particularly suited to mbuga cultivation 

due to the more or Iess regular flooding during the rainy season. Rice of excellent quality 

eventually becarne one of the most important crops of the region. 

In Unyamwezi the rains, or marika, begin in November and continue uiitil April or 

May. From that Ume there is almost no rain until October or November. Average 

prccipitation in the west of the region is about 40 inches, and in the east 25 to 30 inches, wiih 

the bulk of it failing between December and March. During the dry season the rivers and 

swamps evaporate, and the vegetation tums brown. But at Ieast one resident believed that 

)%is and the lollowing paragraph are Iargely based on Bunon, "Lake Regions", 170; -, 286; 
Alfred C. Unomah, 'Zconornic Expansion and Politicai Change in Unyanyembe, c. 1840-1900" (Ph.D. Thesis, 
University of Ibadan, 1972), 2-8; Francis Patrick NoIan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi, 1878- 1928" (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1977),24-5; Kjekshus, Ecologv ConuoI, 43. 



evaporation is slower in Unyamwezi than in regions with a lower altitude because dry szason 

temperatures are comparatively moderate.4 The main problem from the f'ers' point of 

view is the irregularity of rainfall, both in terms of total precipitation from year to year, and 

distribution within a particulas year. Thus droughts have been common through Nyarnwezi 

history, but because they were localized, districts with a grain surplus could assist those with 

a def i~ i t .~ '  

The soils of Unyamwezi are typically of a light sandy type or, in mbugas, a sandy 

clay. Others of red fossil, hard-pan, or alluvial types are found locally. 42 Most soils are 

relatively poor, however, and even virgin forest soils, especially in rniombo (brachystegia) 

woodland, are often very infertile when cultivated for the first rime. This is partly due to a 

shortage of nitrogen, which is rnonopolized by bactena breaking down the plant residue. 

Partial compensation comes from the buming of remaining bush before culuvation begins. J3 

Nyamwezi farmers are well aware of the characteristics of the various soils. According to 

N.V. Rounce, Senior Agricultural Officer in the British colonial administration, the soi1 

nomenclature of the Nyamwezi is "very comprehensive, and far better than the English one 

of sand-loam-clay and the intermediate types."" 

From early times the Nyamwezi have responded in several ways to the challenge of a 

difficult environment and sometirnes insecure conditions for cultivation. These strategies for 

managing nsk and maintaining productivity can be categorized in terms of the rituai, social, 

and technical." Adherence to rituals and customs by the warerni, Nyamwezi chefs with a 

Decle, mree Years in S- Afrira, 350; Sourhon, -'The History, Country and People of  Unyamwezi". 11. 3. 

41 Blohrn. Die N v w  1. 126; Koponen. and Production, 135. Nyamwezi farmers even took lhcir 
produce through the Mgunda Mkali to Ugogo during times o f  shortage there, as durinp the severe 1884 famine. 
See Hore, To  1 .- 120. 

. . 
42 N. V. Rounce, - ~ m  of the C-pe of the J.&. W-al Provinces (Cap: 
Town, 1949). 99. 

43 Rounce, The A~riculture of the CultivaUon S t e p ~ ,  9. 

a Rounce. 'The Banyarnwezi at Home", 302. 

J5 My discussion of ritual and social protections is largely b a s 4  on Unomah. "Economic expansion". 1-6. 



svong ntud function.46 guarded against the possibility of inadequate rainfali. It was the 

responsibility of the mtemi and his or her officials to maintain a good relationship with the 

chiefly ancestral spirits. In this way droughts or epidemics sent by offended ancestors 

responding to the failure of rulers to f u l f i  their obligations might be avoided. 

Food security was also assisted by the poiitical and social organization of Nyamwezi 

chiefdoms, which enabled communities to store generaily adequate grain reserves obtained 

through taxation. Unomah shows how in Unyanyembe al1 adult males with their own farms 

paid a tax in grain or livestock to the mtemi. The chiefs maintained a central grain store 

(musongoru) administered by their officials. From this store the food requirements of the 

state were drawn, and often grain was redistributed to the poor, elderly and sick who 

requested assistance. A second reserve of food stocks under the control of subordinate chicfs 

was the mtemi's farm, or shamba lva mtemi, which existed in each locality. This "royal 

reserve" (hungugu) could be broached in times of shortage or reallocated from unaffected 

areas to those suffering famine. According to Unomah, the hungugu was an effective 

insurance sys tem which limited the impact of famines in Unyanyembe until ir was abolished 

during the early colonial penod. A third reserve. the product of each family's fields. was the 

household granary consisting of bark boxes. often of bbenormous sizr," such as those 

descnbed by Cameron in Ugunda, southem Unyamwezi, in 1873.47 Lf famine did occur on r: 

local scale, people had the further option of travelling to neighbourhoods less affectcd to buy 

food. When the party bearing Livingstone's body to Bagarnoyo passed through famine 

afflicted Ngum, south east Unyamwezi, in December 1873, Jacob Wainwright recorded Lhat 

"many travel to Ugunda to buy seed corn for domestic use?* 

46 See Ralph Austen. "Ntemiship, Trade and State Building: Political Development Arnong the Western Baniu 
m .  of Tanzania", in Daniel McCall, Norman R. Bennett, Jeffrey Butler, eds., E.;ast Atriçan YLStQq! (New York. 

l969), 133-147; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 50-54. 

47 Verney Lovett Cameron. Across Africp (London, 1877). 1. 19 1 ; also Burton. Lake Reeions, 255. 

48 (Jacob Wainwright), Tagebuch von Jacob Wainnght über den Transport von Dr. Livingstone's Leiche. 4. 
Mai 1873-18. Februar 187V, Petermann's Mittheilun~en, 20 ( 1  8741, 192. Wainwright was mission eduçated 
and wrote the fust safari journal by an East Afrîcan. 



The Techniques of Agricultural Production 

The most popular grain crops in nineteenth century Unyamwezi were pennisetum 

(bulmsh millet, m w e l e :  Kiswahili) and the numerous varieties of sorghum ("Guinea corn". 

marna : Kiswahili), both of African origin. Pennisetum has the enorrnous advantage of 

producing a good crop in soils too poor for any other grain. Sorghum was preferred in areas 

of heavier soils, such as the mbugas. Although not as  resistant to pests and disease as 

pennisetum. it was more reliable than maize, which was nevertheless entenng many parts of 

western Tanzania from the Coast during the nineteenth century. Maize had the advantage of 

higher yields than the African grains, and was suitable as an early crop and for intercropping 

with p e ~ i s e t u m  or sorghum. According to most sources it rernained a minor crop in this 

penod. although in 1880 Southon gave it third ranking in importance after millet and 

sorghum-Jg Another grain of foreign origin was white rice, which was of increasing 

importance after its introduction, partiy because it was canied by poriers as rations. In the 

1840s Pickering heard from his Kimbu informants that the "Monomoisy cultivate 'paddy' or 

rice. also peas ... beans. pen-nuts ... sweet potatoes. cassada [cassaval and 'Hindi' corn 

[maize]." It is generaily assumed that nce was brought into the interior by coastd uaders, 

but given this early date it seems just as likely that Nyamwezi trader-porters introducrd the 

crop to their homeland. This is Kjekshus' view, and is supported by his evidence that the 

main rice growing areas around 1900 were in western Unyarnwezi (Urambo, Ubagwe. 

Umakamndi. Ugunda) localities where coastai influence was not as great as in Unyanyembe. 

but weii connected to the central routes. However, it is not clear whether red or white ricc is 

referred to, and dunng the late 1850s it seems that outside Unyanyembe the white variety was 

49 Rounce. -e of u v a u o n  St- . . ,47-52; Koponen, -, 225; Southon. 
'The History, Country and People of Unyamwezi", II, 16; Reichard, 'Die Wanjarnuesi", 320- 1. For an accoun t 
of the introduction and spread of m&ze into East Africa using the tools of historical linguistics see Christopher 
Ehrec, "East African Words and Things: Agricultural Aspects of Economic Transformation", in Bethwell A. 
Ogot. ed., Kenva in  the Nineteenth Cçntuq: Hadith 8 (Nairobi, 1985). 159-163. 



still a minor crop.50 This question needs further research. Ceriainly nce was planted in the 

wet lands by villagers on the western edge of Unyanyernbe in 1872. A few years later 

Broyon noted that "much rice" was cultivated in Unyarnwezi. He was probably referring to 

Unyanyembe and Urarnbo. In 1878 a missionary observed that "the great plateau of the 

Interior between Ugogo and the Lakes is so much of a swamp that fields of rice are 

frequently to be found many acres in extent." Production was such that prices in 

Unyanyembe, Uyui, and Urambo were cornpetitive with other grains, although elsewhere it 

was more expensive. In the same year LMS rnissionaries bought rice flour at Ikonongo in 

Urarnbo. In 1880 Southon, who lived in Urarnbo, wrote that "In every damp vailey and 

rnllrshy place. large fields of Rice are seen. It ... seems to be gaining favour with the 

Wanyamwezi."sl About the same time the CMS missionary at Uyui was feeding mission 

employees with local nce. The significance of nce was that it provided a high yield crop 

which, because it was cultivated according to traditionai ridge techniques, did not entail 

significant extra labour.52 Thus the introduction of white rice must have had the cffect of 

reducing overall agricultural labour inputs. Other significant food crops included cassava, 

sweet poatoes, beans of various types, and groundnuts, as well as several kinds of bananas, 

j0 The quote is from Charles Pickering. The Races of Man and Their Geoeraohiçal Distribution (London. 
1850). 203 (italics in original). Kjekshus. Ecolo~v Conuol, 43. Dissenters might argue ba t  Pickering's Kimbu 
were referring to red rice, but, given the reference to "paddy", we c m  assume he was rekmng to the white 
variety. For a discussion of the uaditionai view of the introduction of white rice see Roberts, "Nyamwezi 
Trade", 62-3; Ehret, "East African Words and Things", 157-9; Koponen, Peonle Production, 238. For rice 
cultivation during the early colonial period see Rounce, Annculture, 56-62. For comments suggesting a relative 
scarcity cf white fice outside Unyanyembe see Burton, ''Lake Regions", 189; Lake R e m ,  270, quoted abovc; 
Speke, M a t  37 1 ; Speke, 1 16. The reports of travellers are perhaps iess reiiable than those of 
long-term residents such as missionaries. 

David Livingstone. The Lastavumalsd 1-1- 
, . .  ed. H. Waller (New York, 1875), 409, 13 Fcb.. 

1872; Broyon-Mirambo, 'Description of Unyarnwesi", 36; Mackay to Wright, Kagei, 28 luly. 1878. CMS 
CA61016; Copplestone to Hutchinson, Uyui, 22 Mar., 188 1, CMS G3A6101; James B. Wolf, ed., The Central 

ot W-v 1877-1 881 (Boston, 1976),47,5 Aug., 1878; Southon. 'The History, Counuy 
and People of Unyamwezi", 11, 17. 

52 Rounce, Amiculture 56.49.53 for cornparison of yields per acre of rice and other grains during the 1930s 
and 1940s. 



pumpkins, marrows, cucumbers and tomatoes.53 Tobacco and cannabis were also grown 

throughout Unyamwezi and traded over a wide area. 54 

The Nyamwezi, dong with the neighbouruig peoples of the "cultivation steppe." 

traditionally used grain growing techniques well suited to their environment Among thrse 

were the practices of shifting cultivation with a crop rotation, intercropping, ridging, and 

green manuring. Shifting cultivation or "slash-and-burn" agriculture was widespread in the 

miombo woodlands of western and southern Tanzania. Shifting cultivation has many 

variants, and in Tanzania it was not the single widespread system assumed by rnost rarly 

European travellers.55 In Unyarnwezi the preferred fallow was just two or three years 

because fallow land, often used for grazing stock, if left longer becarne eroded as the animals 

wore down tracks around the resurgent bush. A short fallow had special advantages in the 

more heavily populated areas of central Unymwezi where more extensive types of shifting 

cultivation were not practical. The alternative was a very long fallow, protected from cattle. 

to allow the soil to recovcr. The basic limitation was the declining fertility of the soil, and 

crops were rotated according to the soil's condition. "This method," Rounce writes of 

shifting cultivation in the miombo woodlands, "is in fact, a type of rotation, as the reversion 

to weed, grass and bush c m  be compared with the grass fallow in the European ~ y s t e r n . " ~ ~  A 

typical rotation might be cassava, sweet potatoes and Iegumes in the first year, the l u t  

mentioned important for their role in maintaining nitrogen in the soil, followed by 

53 Southon. The History. Country and People of Unyarnwezi", 11, 16- 17; Decle, m e c  Y e m ,  349. For the 
introduction of foreign crops see Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 62-3; Ehret, "East African Words and Things". 
passim ; Koponen, B o  le and Production, 238-9. For information on the cultivation of groundnuts, other 
legumes, cassava and sweet potatoes see Rounce, Amiculture, 63-66,67-70,77-80.81-2. 

54 Southon. The History, Country and People oFUnyarnwezi", 11, 18; Blohm. Die N~amwezi, 1. 134-6; Ehret. 
"East African Words and Things", 165-9; Koponen, Pea~te  and Production, 226. 

Koponen, People and Roduction, 222. 

Koponen, People and Production. 228; the quoie is Eiom Rounce. Aericulrwe, 10. For funher details and 
variations s t x  pp. 9-1 1 .  



penniseturn or sorghum in the second. When the soil was exhausted it was left fallow for 

grazing. 57 

The second technique practised by Nyamwezi farmers was intercropping, described 

as "universal" during the early colonial period. The aim was to maximize the harvest 

produced from a given soil and to minunize labour expended on tilling and weeding. A 

typical example wouid be a combination of certain grain crops, such as rnaize. with cassava 

and legumes, the taller crop protecùng the smaller frorn strong winds and heavy rains, and 

also reducing soil erosion.58 In northern Unyamwezi in 186 1 Grant saw sesamr intercropped 

with sorghum.59 The combination of a weiI managed crop rotation and intercropping helped 

ensure maximum productivity from poor soils. 

The most conspicuous technique for grain cultivation practised by the Nyarnwezi. 

and one attracting a great deal of praise from foreign travellers and residents, was the ridging 

of fields. Pater Müller of the White Fathers wrote that "the Nyamwezi clear their lands most 

carefully and then dig furrows so deep, as even a normal plough is not able to. These are on 

average 50 cm. deep, however 1 have also seen such in potato fields which had a depth of 

almost 1 rnetre."60 Each year before planting, the soil on the sides of the ridges was tumed 

over so that trenches replaced hem,  new ridges being built up in the process. Ridging 

resulted in several benefits for farmers. The light soils were aerated and weeded without too 

much disturbance, and the heavy digging necessary if f m i n g  on the flat was much reducrd. 

Ridges acted as drains during heavy rains and retained water at other tirnes, because of the 

greater surface exposed to the rain. Where the top soi1 is shallow ndges also had the 

advantage of deepening the layer of good soil. And when farmers threw up the ridges they 

57 Decle. Three Years. 350: Rounce. A ~ c u l m q ,  9-10. 

j8 Decle. Three Yem, 349; Rounce. Agricultur~ 10. See also Koponen. People and Production, 227. 

59 Grant. A Walk Across Africa, 60. 

60 Pater Müller, from Deutschû Kolonialblatt XVI(1905). 190-191. quoted in Gottberg. Unvamwesi , 103. 



green-manured the soi1 by digging in weeds at the same time. 6 1  There is also some rvidence 

that Nyamwezi h e r s  tried to ensure constant seed quality by renewing their seed supplies 

every few years. Seeds were naded from far afield, such as from Ugogo or Lake 

Tanganyika, and high-yielding varieties available locally were sought Agricultural 

tools were basic, the hoe and axe serving most purposes. According to some authorities the 

most significant technical weakness of Nyarnwezi agriculture was the failure to 

systematically use catîle manure to improve fertility, although ashes from bush clelirings and 

stubble were applied.63 This can perhaps be explained by the relatively short penod during 

which cattle had been an important part of the Nyamwezi productive system prior to the 

German conquest. In precolonial times it was usually Tutsi cattle herders who alonr cared 

for Nyamwezi cattle. These points will be dealt with below. 

The Farming Community and the Management of Labour 

The division of labour in African agricultural societies is a subject to which scholars 

have only recently given much attention." Analyses of the work of rural women are usually 

presented either in the conrext of the study of problems of economic development, ur as 

contributions highlighting the position of women in society.65 But most of these worlis ded 

6 1  Cameron. Across AT-. 1, 133; Rounce. Amicullure. 12.37; Koponen. and@-, 2234. 

6 2  Koponen. ProduEilan, 104. 

. . 
63 Rounce, m e  - o f . ,  5-6. 10.25-35; Nolan. "Christianity in Unyamwezi-'. 47. 
Ln. 90. 

64 A pioneering work is Hermann Baumann. 'The Division of Work According 10 Sex in Akcan Hoc Culiun.". 
Africa, 1 ,3  (1 928), 289-3 1 9. 

65 Examples of some studies with an historical dimension include Ester Boserup. Woman's Role in Economic 
Develo~menl (London, 1989); Jane 1. Guyer, 'The Food Economy and French Colonial Rule in Central 
Cameroun", IAH. 29,4 (1978), 577-97; Jane 1. Guyer, "Fernale Farming and the Evolution of Food Production 
Patterns Amongst the Beti of South-Central Cameroun". Africa, 50.4 (1980). 341-356; Maud Shimwaayi 
Munternba, "Women and Agricuitural Change in the Railway Region of Zambia: Dispossession and Counter- 
Strategies, 1930-1979", in Edna G. Bay, ed., Women and Work in Africâ (Boulder, 1982); Jeanne K. Hcnn, 
"Wornen in the Rural Economy: Past, Present, and Future", in Margaret Jean Hay and Sharon Stichter, eds., 
African Women South of the Sahara (Harlow, 1984), 1-18; Megan Vaughan, "Food Production and Farnily 
Labour in Southern Malawi: the Shire Highlands and Upper Shire Vailey in the Early Colonial Period", JAH, 
23,3 (1982). 351-364; Megan Vaughan, The Story of an African Famine: Gender and Famine in  Twenticth 



with the colonial or post-colonial periods; there are as yet few studies which deal with 

women's agricultural work in the late precolonial period. 66 Articles by Elizabeth Eldredge 

and Elias Mandala, discussed below, show that it is dangerous to project backwards 

knowledge of agricultural labour as it was in the colonial period. Almost no original research 

has bren carrïed out on the history of women's agricultural labour in T a n ~ a n i a . ~ ~  

The few available studies of female labour during the nineteenth century indicate chat 

dthough there were similarities in each case, there were also considerable differences in thc 

organization of household labour from region to region in eastem and southem Africa. Even 

in the examples given below there are gaps in our knowledge. This is partiy explained by the 

extrerne paucity of data and the d i f f e ~ g  aims of researchers. The variations in labour 

organization are the result of different patterns of economic developmcnt in different regions, 

different histoncal experiences, and the emergence of manifold variations in social relations 

and ideology. 1 will briefly consider the work of Carolyn Clark on the Kikuyu, Elias 

Mandala on the Mang'anja, and Elizabeth Eldredge on the Sotho, before discussing 

agricultural labour in nineteenth century Unyarnwezi.68 

Century Malawi (Cambridge, 1982); Henrietta L. Moore and Megan Vaughan, Cuttine Down Trees: Gender, 
Nutrition. and Amicultural Chanee in the Northern Province of Zarnbia. 1899-199Q (Portsmouth NH, London, 
Lusaka, 1994); Jean Davison, Amiculture. Women. and Land: The African Exgerience (Boulder and London. 
1988). 

cifi A major exception is rhe recent work of Elizabeth Eldredge. "Women in Production: the Economic Role of 
Women in 19th Century Lesotho", sims, 16.4 (1991), 707-732; EIizabeth Eldredge, A South African 
Kinedom: The Pursuit of Securitv in Nineteenth Centurv Lesotho (Cambridge, 1993). See also Simi Afonjo. 
"Changing Modes of Production and the Sexual Division of Labour among the Yoruba", W. 7,2 (1983). 
299-3 13; Carolyn Clark, "Land and Food, Women and Power in Nineteenth Ccntury Kikuyu", Aiiim, 50,4 
(1980). 357-70; Margaret Kinsman, '"Beasts of Burden': the Subordination of Southern Tswana Women. ca. 
l8OO-l84O, Journal of S o u e n  Ah-, IO, 1 (1983),39-54; Sherilynn Young, "Fenility and Famine: 
Women's Agricultural History in Southern Mozambique". in Robin Palmer and Neil Parsons, eds., The Roots of 

al Poverty in C-d So- (London, 1977). 66-81. More general studies include Elias 
Mandala, "Capitalism, Kinship, and Gender in the Lower Tchiri (Shire) Valley of Malawi, 1 860- 1 960: an - .  
Aiternative Theoretical Framework, Atncan Fxono-, 13 (1984). 137-169; Lidwien Kapteijns, 
"Islamic Rationales for the Changing Social Roles of Women in the Western Sudan", in M.W. Daly, ed., . . .  

o d v  (New York, 1985), 57-72. 

67 But see Deborah Fahy Bryceson and Marjorie Mbiliny. ' n i e  Changing Role of Tanzanian Women in 
Production", in A. O. Anacleti, ed., J i ~ e r n o ~ o  2 (Uppsala 1980), 85-1 26. 

68 Clark, "Land and Food. Women and Power in Nineteenth Century Kikuyu"; Mandala, Tapitalism. Kinship. 
and Gender in the Lower Tchiri (Shire) Valley of Malawi, 1860-1960: an alternative theoretical framework"; 



The work of Clark and Mandala concerns rather broader issues than the division of 

labour or female productive work. They both suggest that it is necessary to look beyond the 

household to the community to assess women's contribution to the economy and society. 

Clark, using a political economy approach, shows the political significance of femalc 

agricultural work in nineteenth century Kikuyu, particularly on the expanding Kikuyu 

frontier. She shows how the social relations of production "generate" or at l e s t  significantly 

influence political relations, and thus the status of women. She argues that it is "analytically 

false" to separate the "subsistence" (cultivation, processing, and distribution of food) from 

the "prestige" (Iong-distance made) economies. These sectors were necessarily and 

ineluctably linked. Kikuyu women were partners - albeit unequal ones - with their 

husbands in the total political economy. Women did not have community-wide political 

roles. although a limited dual sex systern operated. The organization of subsistence labour 

was most significant for women's status given their iimited formal power. Through the 

production of food and beer by wives, husbands were able to provide hospitality, thus 

increasing their prestige and influence and thus that of the household. 69 Beyond the femde 

sphere power came from vade in the products women produced. For instance, grain grown 

by women was traded by hem to the Maasai in exchange for cattle which increased the 

wealth of the household. Fernale productivity developed the political econorny of die 

household and community, giving women an indirect politicaI voice through negotiütion. 

The weakness of Clark's study from the historian's point of view is diat although her 

conceptions are theoreticdly useful, the lack of an analysis of historical change makes 

cornparisons with other societies difficult. Mandala, on the other hand, deals with successive 

hstorical phases between 1860 and 1960. He argues for the matrilineal Mang'anja of the 

Eldredge, "Women in Production: the Economic Role of Women in 19th Century Lesotho". Zeleza discusses 
the articles by Mandala and Eldredge in his section on the gender division of labour. See Tiyambe Zcleza, A 
Modern Economic Historv of Africa. Vol. 1 .  The Nineleenth Centurv (Dakar, I993), 145-154. 

69 Keletso Atkins highiights this aspect of women's influence in nineteenth century Zulu society: The Moon 1s 
Dead! Give Us Our Monev!: The Cultwai ûrieins of an African Work Ethic (Portsmouth. N.H, London, 1993). 



lower Tchiri valley during the period of the slave trade that because agriculturd work was 

shared on a roughly equal basis, gender status denved from non-agricultural production and 

local exchange where women had great influence. Women participated equally with men in 

salt production and trade. Women in each household were autonomous because uncles only 

had power over sisters' children, not sisters themselves. In addition, Mang'anja women had 

formal political representation on the village council, and controlled the most important 

religious institutions. Thus high female status rested in the community beyond the 

household. This was upset by slave-raiding and then intervention by the Kololo and 

missionaries who estabiished îhemseIves after 1860 as protectors. Because Mang'anja men 

lacked guns, women tumed to the missionaries and Kololo for protection from slave raiders. 

Elite wornen lost their communal roles as Kololo big men cenualized control. Salt 

production and uade by free women was replaced by slave Iabour. But ordinary women 

continued as agricultural producers dong with their men. fïrst growing food crops and, from 

the late 1870s, sesame as a cash crop. Thus, Mandala argues, peasant women sustained thcir 

autonomy from and equality with men until the colonial penod. 

Women were no less important to production and the accumulation of wealth in 

Lesotho in the nineteenth century. "Women were the pnmary agents of accumulation and 

growth" in Basotho society, Eldredge wntes.70 They were the most important force in 

agricultural expansion, and they were willing to innovate. In addition they were signifiant 

producers OF other goods and services. Eldredge's focus is the household rather than the 

community. She limits her study to women's productive activities. choosing to exclude 

matenal relating to kinship, religion and politics. Nevertheless, she reaches broad 

conclusions about the "subordination" of Basotho women, suggesting that although the 

household is not the only site of female inequality, it remains important when considenng 

female status, and also because most decisions about production and consumption in Lesotho 

were made at the household level. Men controlled the allocation of most household 

Eldredge, "Women in Production", 708. 



resources including land. but women negotiated access according to their own interests. 

Because they were relatively powerless and vulnerable d u ~ g  h e s  of scarcity it was in the 

interests of women that they Lived in a prosperous household. Thus as a gender they had a 

vested interest in increasing production to ensure the security of themselves and their 

children. 

Women's productive work included gathering wild roots and vegetables, caring for 

pigs and poultry, hoe cultivation (men cleared virgin land), watering the fields, bird-scaring, 

harvesting, and threshing (although over tirne young men took on this work, with die women 

preparing food and beer for work parties). When the ox-drawn plough was introduced in the 

rniddle of the century men became responsible for dl field preparation. However the use of 

ploughs led to a great expansion in cultivation, and as  women were responsible for al1 olher 

a g n c u l t d  work their work load increased drarnatically. Cash cropping came late ro 

Lesotho and men never replaced women as the primary agricultural producers. Eldredge 

shows that women made important direct economic contributions to the household dunng the 

nineteenth century. The rnost important was through grain sales in exchange for iivestock. 

Men could increase their cattle herds as a consequence of their wives' labour. Surplus grain 

was also used to buy tools and other goods and senrices. Indirect economic contributions 

were ülso made by women through food preparation and other work. Wornen providrd and 

prepared food for male work gangs who cleared land for planting. 

The introduction of the plough led to some reailocation of tasks as male work gangs 

took over some female work in weeding, harvesting and threshing, and men took up growing 

winter wheat in response to the demand from the mines. With the growth of male migrant 

labour in the 1890s and early 1900s women's productive labour becarne even more important 

for household survival. 

Eldredge concludes that because men prcvented women from gaining access to 

material resources in order to conuol female productive and reproductive powers, with the 

aim of ensuring fernale dependence, women sought to advance their position as much as  



possible through their agncultural labour. ' n i e  primary role of women's labor in cultivation 

therefore empowered BaSotho women, albeit in a very limited way, because thry benefited 

directly from the fruits of their own labor - thereby exercising some control over their own 

fates.'' Men remained dominant, however, because women's rights were realized only 

through their male relations. 71 

It c m  be concluded from these examples that where women lacked formai religious 

or political positions in the cornmunity, their major productive contribution guaranteed them 

a certain degree of "reserve" power through benefits deriving from their own labour. and 

from negotiation with their male kin. Where they had recognized community-wide roles, 

these added to their reserve power. We c m  utilize insights gained from the work of Clark. 

Mandala, and Eldredge for a study of women's position and work in nineteenth century 

Unyamwezi, and the implications of this for porterage. For this study the question of the 

relative autonorny of Nyamwezi women is crucial in two respects. First, it signifies to what 

extent Nyamwezi women could manage their households in the absence of their men. Or to 

put it another way ir will suggest how long male absences on safari were made possible by 

fernale labour. Second, it indicates to what extent women who accompanicd caravans with or 

without male relatives were acting as autonomous agents, or as partners of their husbands or 

lovers or other kin, rather than the manipulated objects of patnarchal male porters, as implicd 

by Glassman.72 

No studies have bcen made of the history of the Nyamwezi household over the 

nineteenth century. Nevertheless, we have some knowledge of Nyamwezi cornmunity 

organization and the division of labour. During the nineteenth century the typical 

Mnyarnwezi lived in a small cornmunity known as a kaya ( plural makaya).73 This is not to 

71 Eldredge. "Women in Roduction". 729. 

'2 Glassman. Feasü and Riot, 59. Female porters will be considered in chapter 7. 

73 This and the following paragraph are largely based on R. G. Abrahams, The Peo~les of Greater Unvamwezi. 
Tanzaniâ (London, l967), 4 1;  Unomah, LEconomic Expansion", 434; Nolôn, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 
21 1-213. 



Say that there were no changes in residential patterns over the century - there ~ e r e . ' ~  The 

major commercial developments from mid-century and the introduction of large numbers of 

firems led to the concentration of much of the population in larger defensible capital 

villages. But probably most people continued to live in makaya except when there was a 

senous rnilitary threat. The numerous makaya in a chiefdom were under the jurisdiction of 

the mtemi, based at his or her capital or ikuh. A typical kaya consisted of numerous 

extended family units, although unrelated people were also often resident, living in either 

square flat roofed fembe or round thatched huts. The population might be between twenty 

and one hundred people. The founder or mzenga h y a  was the senior resident, and had some 

judicial functions but was not an appointee of the mtemi. If the mzenga k q a  was succcssful 

and weil liked then people were attracted and the kaya population increased, othenvise 

people could leave for another kuya or establish their own. Surrounding the k a ~ a  was land 

divided into family plots which was worked according to the regirne of shifting cultivalion 

descnbed in the previous section. 

Before the extension of commercial relations led to a great expansion in the ivory, 

cloth and slave trades, family members probably supplied most labour power. Family labour 

could be supplemented by bride service if a son-in-law was not able to pay bride-weaith in 

full. In polygynous families new wives were manied during the dry season so they would bc 

able to participate fully in farm labour during the next niny season. Sometimes a household 

head would request assistance from neighbours, especially if the fields were not prepared in 

time for the rains. But only the better-off households with adequate grain reserves could 

afford this because the work gang had to be well provided with food and beer (pornbe). A 

degree of occupational specialization is indicated by the payment of tribute by part-time 

74 The spatial organization of Urambo at the peak of Mirambo's power is described in Southon to LMS. 
Urambo, 8 Sept., 2879, LMS Z2/A and Southon to Whitehouse, Urambo, 1 Nov., 1879, LMS 2/2/C. See also 
Unomah, "Economic Expansion", 232-3; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyarnwezi", 42-8; Koponen, Peonle and 
Production, 172-3, 178, 341-2,344,349, 353-6,359. 



fishemen and wax collectors in the form of fish or wax? Not aU labour services were 

necessarily supplied by kaya members, however. Specialist craft skiils were held by 

outsiders in the locality who bartered their products such as bark boxes, baskets, pots, stools, 

mortars and pesdes from village to village. Smiths practised their calling: diviners (mafurnu), 

medical priictioners ( m g a n g a ) ,  experts in initiation rites and twin birth cerernonies, 

porcupine hunters, and others perforrned special services. 

The earliest direct docurnentary evidence concerning the division of labour in 

Nyarnwezi society cornes from the reports of Burton, Speke and Grant. Although imprecise, 

the evidence is suggestive. En the middle of the nineteenth century, according to Burton, 

women conuolled grain and vegetable production. Each gender grew their own tobacco. 

Refemng to the northern Nyarnwezi Grant noted that the harvesters of the rice crop werc 

women and girls. In another passage he wrote "The women slaves are the first to nse in the 

early morning and they work al1 day, gnnding corn with a Stone upon a slab." They worked 

hard the rest of the day harvesting grain which they carried in from the fields, cooking, and 

preparing food and pombe. Some women accornpanied Coast bound caravans, taking Lhcir 

babies, and a few hired themselves out as porters." Unfortunately it is unclear from the 

context whether Grant was descnbing the work of all women, or just those hr belirved were 

slaves. 

The brewing of pombe was an important task. and one which Speke described as "the 

chief occupation of the women." This was perhaps the case at the particular time of year 

(August, the dry season) of Speke's visit to the village of Mgogua, near modem Kahama in 

northem Unyarnwezi. Twenty years later Reichard found t h a ~  brewing depended 

"completely on the good wiil of the women," who had to "prepare meal in great quantiries for 

it" before beginning a batch. Pombe brewing was an efficient way of extracting the 

75 Blohm. Die Nvarnwezi, II, 54; 0. F. Raum, "Geman b s t  Africa: Changes in African Tribal Life under 
Geman Administration, 1892-1914" in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds., Historv of East Africa 
(Oxford, 1965), II. 197. 

76 Burton. Lake Reeions, 296; Grant, A Walk Across Africa 61; Grant, "Summary of Observations". 249-50. 



maximum nuiritional value from surplus grain which could not easily be stored for long 

periods. '"Zhis fermented beverage ... is said to be so palatable and satisfying - for the dregs 

and all are dmnk together - that many entirely subsist upon it," Speke writes. 77 

Illustrations in Speke's published journal show women harvesting sorghum, 

separating the grain from the chaff with a large wooden mortar and pestle, and then grinding 

the grain on a Stone slab. There is a description of the harvest in Ukune, matching the 

illustrations: 

The women on the 3rd lune were clipping with a knife the tops of the sorghum, putting them into 
baskets, and canying the whole on their heads to the village, where the grain, after being thorougNy 
sun-dned. was thrashed out by Iines of men with long-handed rackets ..,They sang and beat ùie grain to 
a chorus, winnowed it in the S. E. breeze, divided it into shares, and by the 1st of July al1 was housed 
for the year ... After the harvest, the poorer people were ailowed to glean the potato, ground-nut. and 
grain fields, glad to have some refuse ... 

In Unyanyembe in 1861 Grant noticed women walking through the fields with smail 

implements, weeding and aenting the soiL7* In December 1873 (the early rainy season) in 

Ugunda Carneron found that the whole population except the old women, the young children, 

the chief and a few elders went out to work in the fields every morning. Numerous other 

observers commented on the long hard work of women preparing food.79 Women also 

practised crafts such as ponery, and making baskets and mats, and did some construction 

work such as collecting udongo or clay for plastering buildings. 

Speke, What I.ed to the W o v e r y  of the S o w e  of the Nile 354-5; Reichard, "Die Wanjnjarnuesi". 323-4. 
Grant, A Walk Acrws&&a 85: Pater Müller, in -. XVI, ig, 1905, 190-9 1. quoted in 
Gottberg, m w e s i ,  103; Unomah, "Economic Expansion", 43. There is a good discussion of pornbe and its 
utility in Koponen, E ) e o D l c i ~ ,  295-7. 

78 Speke, LPlioial of the U o v e r v  of rhe S o m  Me. 129; Grant. A WalkBMSs A l r h  46. 

79 For instance Livingstone, b r  J o u m ,  433, 19 lune, 1872, describing women husking rice and preparing 
maize at Kwihara Unyanyembe. In a later account, from the early 1880s. Reichard describes women's work in 
food preparation including grinding grain, drawing and carrying water, and cooking: Reichard, "Die 
Wanjamuesi", 3 16-320. 

Cameron, Across Africa, 1. 190; Gran4 A Walk Across Africp. 88; Blohm, Die N~arnwezi, 1. 154. 145-50; 
WoIf, Central African Diaries, 281,6 Sept., 188 1. 



Men were responsible, Burton writes, for livestock including cattle, goats, sheep and 

poultry. 81 Grant reported that they cared for cattle, 82 milked cows, hoed the fields in 

preparation for planting, took part in military duties, and in the case of sorne, long disrance 

trade. In areas where Cotton cloth was made, men manufactured this on simple looms. 

Perhaps surprisingly, Grant includes as men's work the carrying in of firewood from forest 

areas.83 In illustrations men are depicted threshing sorghum with long rackets, as described 

in the quote above. Men are also shown working iron, specifically operating beiiows and 

smithing, although it seems most likely that women collected the ore and were involved in 

other preparations.84 A few male tasks were carried out communaüy. We have seen that this 

was the case for the threshing of sorghum, as it was for house building and guard d u t i e ~ . ~ ~  

Children also had responsibilities. Girls assisted their rnothers in much of the work of 

food preparation and household maintenance. Boys and girls cultivated the fields dong with 

their elders. In Urambo in the wet season of 1881-82 Southon saw boys planting, hoeing, 

and guarding the fields. Boys also cared for goats and other l i v e s t ~ c k . ~ ~  

There are further descriptions of the division of labour in agriculture trom the carly 

colonial period. In 1905 a White Fathers missionary based at Ndala, north of Tabora, 

described Nyamwezi agricultural Iabour in the foilowing terms, which despite the 

8 i  Burton. Lake Reeions, 296. 

82 In most pans of Unyamwezi Tutsi men looked after cattle. See below. 

Burton, me Re-. 480; Grant, ,4 W w  Af- 88. In one Nyarnwezi/Sukuma creation myth the 
male creator, Kilya Matunda. leaves his hut to collect fuel, indicating that this had been a male task for many 
generations. See Hans Cory, "Religious Beliefs and Practices of the Sukurna/Nyarnwezi Tribal Group", TNR, 
54 (March 1960). 15. 

84 Grant. "Summary of Observations". 249-50. Speke. 9 . l Z l .  
103. The illustration of men thrashing sorghum is reproduced on the Gont cover of Koponen's -le and 

oduction. For a description of the processing of sorghum, inciuding threshing (men's work). and poundinp in 
a mortar and grinding between Stones (women's work) see Cameron, 1, 193. On probable fernale 
involvement in ironworking see Koponen, 284-7. 

8j Unomah, 'Zconornic Expansion", 43. 

86 Southon to Thompson. Urarnho. 30 January 1882. LMS 4/4/A; Reichard, 'Die Wanjarnuesi". 305; Koponen. 
Peo~le and Production, 289. 



ethnocentric tone, gives us an indication of the care which Nyamwezi farmers took in their 

work: 

Generatly the NyamweY work very carefuliy, and if one wanders through the open fields after 
fieldwork is completed, not a blade of grass is found on the ground. Everything is neatIy and tidily 
cleared or dug under the earth. 1 believe the work of a Mnyamwezi cannot be distinguished frorn that 
of a European, except that the furrows could be dug somewhat more regularly. This fieldwork is 
shared by the men and the women. The men pile up the f'ümows, the women scatter the seeds and 
cover thern with earth, 87 

Female labour was probably increasing during this penod as Nyamwezi men were 

increasingly involved in migrant wage labour as porters, railway consmction labourers on 

the central line and plantation workers in north-east German East AfnCa.88 Sometimes 

descriptions of fernale drudgery reflected stereotypes about the "lazy African male" who, of 

course, would be "taught" to work under the colonial system. Nevertheless, the following 

quote refemng to western Unyamwezi does suggest the consequences of a trend which had 

been underway for haif' a cenuiry or more, and was exacerbated under colonial rule: 

While the men prefer to travel about as porters, especially in the dry season, and the adult men who 
have not seen the Coast do not enjoy a good reptation, the wumen have to do the ivork of the 
household. Of course the man usually heips at the commencement of field tilling, if he is there. as he 
also fells and sets up poles when a house is built and then rooved. But the main work ... remains thc 
business of the woman. She has to till and clean the fields ... reap, grind and cook, she has to do thc 
ciay work for house building, etc., i.e. al1 work that is not done by other workers, like tailoring 
smitiiing, weaving, etc. While the man has many opportunities to receive new impressions through his 
travels, the woman is and remains a w o r k h ~ r s e . ~ ~  

Much labour was also expended on hunting and collecting in the forests of 

Unyamwezi. Materials for house building and wickerwork were coliected by men and 

women, and men felled trees for timber.gO Hunting and honey production have long been 

87 Miiller in Gottberg, Unynwesi, 103. A description of planting in Urambo in  1893 shows once again thai 
rhis was women's work: Decle, Three Years, 349. 

On Nyamwezi labour during the Geman p e n d  see John Iliffe. Tanganyika Under German Rule. 1905-1 9 12 
(London, 1969); John IIiffe, A Modern History of Tanganyika (Cambridge. 1979). 15 1 - 163. For Nyamwezi 
construction workers see Clement Gillman, Tanganyika Diaries, 1905-14, Rhodes House, Oxford. 

89 M. H. Lobner, "Fragebogen-Beantwortwig für ganz Wanyamwezi", 458. in Gottberg, Ynyamwesi. 128. 
Emphasis in original. As has been seen women often travelled with caravans during the earlier part of the 
century, and they continued to do so into the 1880s. but opportunities for fernale participation declined as thc 
caravan workforce came under closer European control. Thus the last sentence in the quote from Lobner 
retlects a consquence of colonization. 

The various timber types and their uses are discussed in detail in Southon, "The History. Country and People 
of Unyamwezi", II, LMS 3/4/C. See also Blohm, Die Nyamwezi, 1,65-91, 138-145. 



important activities of Nyamwezi men. Specialist honey coilectors hung their bark or wood 

hives - which could number in the hundreds - from marked brachystegia trees, or 

distributed them on a territorial basis. During the dry season the honey collectors would set 

up camp in the forest for four to eight weeks and extract the honey and wax from the hives." 

Hunting for meat had always been important, but during the nineteenth century elephant 

hunting became a specialist occupation, with its own secret societies and rituals, requinng a 

high degree of ski11 and courage.92 Women gathered mushrooms in the bush near their 

villages, as weU as the leaves of various wild plants. This was a rainy season activity. üs well 

as a response to famine. Jacob Wainwnght noted in December 1873 that in Nguru where "... 

famine prevailed ... wornen and chiidren go into the forest to search around for wild fruit to 

eke out their lives ..." Termites and other edible insects were collected.93 Some writers have 

envisaged male forest pursuits before the commercial expansion of the mid-nineteenth 

century fulfilling a similar role to porterage in the sense that men took part in non- 

agricultural production during the dry season. But this argument is overstated. Most 

traditional hunting and gathenng took place during relatively short trips; there was no wagc 

component and few of the multiplier effects denving from long-distance uade, wage labour, 

and exposure to the international economy. Most Tanzanian peoples hunted and gathered for 

part of their subsistence needs, but few took to portenge or migrant labour on a large scalr 

before the colonial penod. The hunting of elephanü and hippopotami for their tusks and 

9i Burton. w, 222.466-7; Reichard, "Die Wanjamuesi". 325; Blohrn. Die Nvamwed 1.94-7; 
Unornah, "Economic Expansion". 9-10. See Shorter, Chiefshio, 46-58, for the forest pursuits, including honey 
collection, of Kirnbu men. 

92 Burton. Lake R e w ,  472-4: Blohm. Die Nv-. 1.97-101; Roberts, "Nyarnwezi Trade". 68-9: C. F. 
Holrnes, "Zanzibari Influence at the Southern End of Lake Victoria: the Lake Route", Am, 4.3  (1971 ), 380; 
Unomah, "Econornic Expansion", 10-1 1.85-9, 305-6; Unomah and Webster, "East Africa: the Expansion of 
Commerce". 180-2. 

93 Blohm. Die Nvamwezi; 1. 93-4; Abrahams, The Peoples of Greater Unvarnwezi, 33; Wainwrighr Tagebuch 
von Jacob Wainright", 192. Grant describes mushrooms and the heads of a wild g r a s  as foods of "the poorer 
classes": A Wal k Across Africa, 47. 



teeth must be considered a special case because this was not part of traditional hunting and 

gathering. 

A combined calendar of the agricultural cycle and the workload of women and men is 

a useful method of comparing female and male participation in the economy.94 It also shows 

how the orgmization of the gender division of labour dlowed for the absence of large 

numbea of men for much of the year. 

94 1 have adapted the format used in Eldredge, .'Wornen in Production". 719. For the Nyamwezi agricultural 
caiendar see Grant, "Summary of Observations", 252-53; Decle, Three Years 349-50; Blohm, Die Nvamwezi, 
1, 122. An agricultural caiendar for the Sukuma, neighbours to the north, is in Buluda A. Itandala, "A History of 
the Babinza of Usukuma, Tanzania, to 1890 (PhD. Thesis, Dalhousie University, 1983), 208. Note that thcre 
would have been geographical variations according to the number of cattle in local economies, whether a 
particular locality produced rice, the accessibility of large forest tracts and good hunting grounds, the degrce ot' 
cornmercialization and involvement in porterage, and other factors. 



Jan Feb Mar Apr Msiy Jun Jul Aug Sep Od Nov Dec 

Agriculture : 
Field clearing m 4  
Hoeing wmbg --4 wmbg - 
Planting wwb - 1 ww-f 
Weeding WI 
Crop protecting b 1 I 
Harvesting w I 
Threshing m d  
Brewing w------4 
S ta1 k removal w--4 

Livestock: 
Cattie 
Goats/sheep 
PouItry 
Dairying 

Other : 
Traddporterage 
Hunting/fishing 
Gatheting 
Building 
Thatching 
Collecting ore 
Smel tinghithing 
Making pots 
Fuel collecting 
Food preparing 
Home 

maintenance 

Tutsi m I 
b 1 
W I 
Tutsi w 1 

wwg I 

m = men's labour 
w = women's Iabour 

b = boy's labour 
g = girl's labour 

Table 1 The annual Iabour cycle. 

In the 1950s the division of labour remained largely the sarne, except that women had taken 

over full responsibility for the ridging of fields, perhaps a change which had taken place 

much earlier as suggested above, and the shelling of ground-nuts, which by this tirne had 



become an important cash crop. Men appear to have become responsible for al1 building 

work except the final mud plastering.95 In the nineteenth century women were reported to 

have been responsible for thatching. 

In addition to the crucial productive work of Nyamwezi women, in the nineteenth 

century they had numerous community-wide roles which tended to boost their status, 

increase their relative autonorny, and add to their reserve power. Women could belong to 

secret societies, common among the Nyamwezi, such as the Bagota and Babasana, which 

were comected to the birth of twins. The membership of these secret societies was 

geographically widespread, and brought women together. Diviners were sometimes fernale. 

ELite women had numerous opportunities to gain political influence or power. Among the 

important officiais in each chiefdom were the chief s main wives, who had roles in some of 

the royal rituals, and were usually installed at the same tirne that the chief acceded to the 

chisfship? Another important position aiways held by a woman was the nina wa rnrrrni, 

litenlly "mother of the chief." She was usually the mtemi's biological mother, and held the 

right to advise him or her.97 In many areas the nature of chiefship changed over the 

nineteenth century from ritual control to military overlordship based on control of guns and 

trade, and hence the nature of the above positions may also have been subject to change.Y8 

For instance, it is likely that the influence of the senior wife of a mtemi was greater eulier in 

the nineteenth century than later. This is the implication in Tippu Tip's discussion of his 

95 Abrahams charts the sexual division of labour as it was in the 1950s in The Peoples of Greaizr Unvamwezi. 
51. His information shows women and men both bringing in tirewood, the men for brewing, the women for 
cookinp. 

96 Decie, Three Years 342-3; Abrahams. The Peoples of Greater Unvamwezi, 56.58. 

97 Abrahams. The Political Oreanization of Un~amwezi, 35. Cameron mentions an unnamed fernale chief. **the 
mother of Mrima Ngombe," d e r  of Ugunda in 1873. See Across Africa, 1. 197. 

98 For changes in the characterisucs of memiship see Abrahams, The Political Oreanization of Unvamwezi, 38- 
9; Andrew Roberts, 'The Nyarnwezi", in idem, ed., Tanzania Before I90Q (Nairobi, 19681, 13 1 -110; Unomah, 
"Econornic Expansion", 86-96, 104-1 16; Unomah, M i r a m b ~  22; Abdul Sheriff, Slaves. S_nices and Ivory in  
Zanzibar: Intepration of an East African Commercial Em~ire into the WorId Econornv 1770-1873 (London, 
1987), 180-1. 



father's maniage to Karunde, daughter of Fundikira of Unyanyembe from his "firsst and chief 

wife," sometime after 1840: "... the chief wife at that t h e  in Unyamwezi held power 

comparable with the chief, so that my father was gready respected."w Nevertheless, 

numerous female watemi are known from the late nineteenth century. The rntemi of the 

important chiefdom of Ugunda from 1882 was a woman named Ndisha, also known as 

Kumiloa. In the 1890s the chief of Ndala, a smdl  chiefdom north east of Tabora, w u  a 

woman. Unyanyembe, the most important Nyarnwezi chiefdom, had two female chiefs in 

succession after the death of Isike in 1893. These were Nyaso (ruled 1893- 1899), and 

Karunde (ruled 1899- 19 17). 1" More examples could be mentioned. Finally, women could 

also be important .'headmen," especially in divisions not bordering enemy territory. 

Although it would be difficult to clairn that women had absolute equality with men in 

nineteenth cenhiry Nyamwezi society, loi  there is plenty of evidence to show that they had a 

considerable degree of power and influence. Their productive and reproductive labour and 

economic independence without question made them a considerable force which could not be 

ignored. Combined with their political and ritual powers. this gave them a high degree of 

autonomy. In addition some women could accumulate property such as houses, cattle and 

rights to land, starting with an inheritance if widowed. i02 Unlike the practice in rnany 

99 Hamid bin Muhammed (Tippu Tip), Maisha bin n 1 1  T i  . . . . 
van. and 

ed. W. H. Whi tely (Nairobi, Kampala, Dar es Salaam, 1974), 13 5 2. 

lm Reichard to Bismarck Berlin. 10 Iune 1889; Reichard to Bismarck, Berlin. 12 January, 1890, prined in  
Gottberg, Unvamwesi, 274-5.279-85; Decle. Three Years, 342, 353, 357; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 
197; A. J. Temu, ''Tanzanian Societies and Colonial Invasion 1875-1907". in M. H. Y. Kanih, ed., Tanzania 
Under Colonial Rule ((London, 1980). 107 (for a discussion of Nyaso); Puder, Hauptmann und Stationschef von 
Tabora, "Beantwortung des Fragebogens zur Erforschung der Rechtsverhaltnisse der Naturvolker (dcr 
Wanymwesi)", in Gottberg, SJnvamwesi, 242; Bagenal, 1919 Tour Report, 8-9. There may have been 
consecutive female chiefs in Ndala. In 1893 Decle met chief Utao. In 1895 the chief was named Ntabo or 
Matolu. 

loi A degree of gender inequality is suggested by the observation in the early 1880s that in southern 
Unyamwezi women were forbidden to eat m m .  This was a region relatively poor in  cattle and other sources of 
protein. See Reichard, "Die Wanjamuesi", 32 1. 

l m  Bunon. Lake Regiong, 296. 



surrounding societies Nyarnwezi women were not circumcised. '03 And although polygyny 

was not uncomrnon, most men had only one wife.104 

New Sources of Labour: The Tutsi 

If many wornen were well positioned to rnaintaùi production and assen themselves in 

the absence of their porter and trader husbands, or to make free choices as to whether or not 

they should accompany their men on caravan safaris, the commercialization of aspects of the 

regional economy in the rniddle decades of the century made their task easier. New sources 

of labour becarne available, in particular frorn Tutsi immigrants who cared for livestock, and 

slaves, who could be put to work in the productive sectors. The introduction of these 

outsiders into Nyamwezi society and its implications has in neither case been researched. 

Detailed investigations are beyond the scope of this thesis. According to Unomah and 

Koponen. cattle were not significant in the Nyamwezi economy before the second quartcr of 

the nineteenth century, except perhaps in the north. los The social adaptations and skills 

necessaq for cattle herding were not present in most parts of Unyamwezi. Nyarnwezi men 

had neither the inclination nor the skiils to specialize in cattle herding. Tutsi pastoralists 

were only üttracted to Unyamwezi after the commercial expansion w u  underway because i t  

was only then that wealth from the ivory made and other sources was available Tor investment 

in cattle. The result was that Tutsi immigrants, attracted by the new opportunities, camc to 

an arrangement with their hosts to care for the latters' cattle. This relationship enabled 

successful Nyarnwezi traders and porters to continue to operate caravans and at the same time 

invest in cattle. 

l m  Bunon, Lake Repions, 295; Koponen. People and Production. 322. 

Reichard, 'Die Wanjamuesi", 254-5; Blohm. Die Nvamwezi, II, 7. 9,26. An important aim in having more 
than one wife was to increase the capacity of the household for work. There is a good discussion of maniage 
and various aspects of reproduction and production in several Tanzanian societies in Koponen, People and 
Production, 309-332. 

l M  Unomah. "Economic Expansion". 106; Koponen, People and Production. 247. 



During the fist decades of the nineteenth century in Unyanyembe the population was 

low, there were few cattle, and cattle herding was relatively insignificant for overall 

production. in his discussion of the early nineteenth century economy Unomah mentions as 

livestock ''a few goats, sheep and poultry." Only when migrants from Unyangwila and 

elsewhere settled the area and cut down much of the tsetse infested bush was the human 

population able to increase. Success in agricultural production and commercial activity 

related to the ivory uade, combined with a reduction of tsetse infestation, then made 

investrnent in cattle possible, with the Nyamwezi elite and Arab traders running big herds. 'O6 

A similar situation almost certainiy existed in the western districts of Unyamwezi inhabited 

by the Galaganza. In 1878 Broyon wrote "The Wagaraganza originally possessed no cattle: 

and this is shown by the repugnance which they exhibit to take charge of those they now 

possess, for they leave them, as a rule, to the care of the Watussi." 107 The Galaganza 

obtained their cattle, Broyon believed, by raiding the Sukurna. More likely they uaded for 

them. In Clkimbu there were originally very few cattle, alîhough there may have becn morc 

by mid-century. They never became numerous except in one or two localities. lo8 

Reports such as these and evidence collected from informants by modem rescarchers 

suggest that cattle rnay have been more numerous during the middle decades of the 

nineteenth century in central and southern Unyamwezi than in earlier and later times. This 

argument should be contrasted with that put forward by Kjekshus, who instead contends that 

cattle were always important in western Tanzania until the onset of coloniwtion. He givrs 

numerous examples from the middle and late decades of the nineteenth century of the 

presence of cattle in Unyanyembe, Msalala to the north, and western Unyamwezi, but 

presents none from earlier periods. 109 Further citations for the period 1830 to 1880 can bc 

Unomah, "Econornic Expansion". 7-8.42. 106. 

Broyon-Mirarnbo. "Description of Unyamwesi". 30. 

lûû Shoner. Chiefshin . 66. 

See Kjekshus. Ecolow Control, 624.  



made, supporting rny argument Lief bin Said reportcd "bullocks four for one dollar" in 

southem Unyamwezi in 183 1. The Arab travellers who left Bagamoyo in 1845 and reached 

Benguella in 1852 noticed much livestock in UgaUa. Burton commented that in 1858 the 

niler of Rubuga in eastem Unyamwezi, "Sultan Maula or Maura ... was celebrated for his 

wealth in cattle: the herds appeared peculiarly fat and weil-grown." The people of Tura, the 

first district in Unyamwezi possessed "numerous herds," while die large village of Hanga, on 

the eastern border of Unyanyembe, was "nch in cattle." Just north of Tabora Speke noted the 

"small and short-homed" cows of Ulikumpura, and said the country between Tabora, at 5" 

south, and the equator "teems with cattle and g o a t ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Cattle were also presenr in western 

Unyamwezi. I have referred to the Galaganza In 1858 Ulyankulu, later one of die two 

chiefdoms together known as Urmbo, the core of Mirambo's empire, was "a highly 

cultivated flat, peculiarly rich in black cattle." Twenty years later Southon found two kinds 

of cattle in Urambo, one humped, dong with sheep, goats, asses, geese, ducks, pigeons and 

poultry. Of the cattle he writes, 'The oxen thrive fairly well in certain localities, but the 

presence of the Tsetse fly al1 over the country is not favorable to them ... King Mirambo has 

many large herds which in the vicinity of Urambo do remarkably well, but the cows never 

give large quantities of mdk."lll From the 1860s the number of cade fell in somc parts of 

Unyamwezi, particularly in the east. The reason was probably increased infections from 

sleeping sickness, and then in the 1880s and 1890s, nnderpest. which killed approximately 

90% of al1 cattle in mmy parts of Tanzania. The argument for the spread of sleeping 

lloJames Macqueen, "Visit of Lief Ben Saeid to the Great African Lake". JRGS, 15 (1845). 372; Franqois 
Bontinck, ' l a  double traversée de L'Afrique par trois 'Arabes' de Zanzibar", Etudes d'histoire A fricai ne, VI 
(1974), 10; Burton, "Lake Regions", 159, 178-9; Speke, What Lcd to the Discovery, 269; 1. H. Speke, "On thc 
Commerce of Central Africa", Transactions of the Bombav Geqgra~hical Societv, 15 (1860). 140-1. 

Burton. "Lake Regions", 187; Southon. "The History, Country and People of Unyamweii", 111, 17. 
Mirambo told another missionary that "the oxen round here give very little milk on account of a particular kind 
of fly which attacks the teats." Wolf, Cenrral Afnrani- 

. - 
,44,29 July, 1878. Hutley also commented on the 

prevalence of rsetse in western Unyamwezi at this time. See ibid, 42,47: entries for 22 luiy and 6 Aupst  1878. 
Given the information from Southon, Roberts seems to have exaggerated the situation when he wrote "in Usokc 
and around Mirambo's capital, there were no cattle by 1878, due to warfare, raiding, concentration of 
settlements, and the spread of tsetse." See "Nyamwezi Trade", 58, f.n 5 and sources cited. 



sickness rests on the considerable evidence that some districts were abandoned during the 

conflicts of the 1860s and 1870s, hence aIlowing the spread of woodland, wildlife and tsrtse 

fies where there had been cultivated land. I l 2  Rinderpest has been well discussed by 

Kjekshus, who ignores the earlier spread of the tsetse fly, and Koponen. The latter also raises 

the question of East Coast fever. i l 3  

Dating the amival in Unyamwezi of Tutsi cattle herders is difficult given that vinudly 

no research has been undertaken on the Tutsi of this pan  of Tanzania. The history of the 

Tutsi of neighbouring Buha is better understood, however, thanks to the work of G.  C .  K. 

Gwassa and J. F. Mbwiliza. 114 Given what we know about the arriva1 of Tutsi immigrants in 

Buha it is possible to extrapolate and make some tentative suggestions for Unyamwezi. 

From about the middle of the seventeenth century land feuds in the well watered Buha 

highlands became common. This was the situation when Tutsi immigrants from Ruanda luid 

Burundi entered Buha and established themselves through their control over cattle, formerly 

scarce in this region. Ovcr tirne the Tutsi, dong with wealthier sections of the Ha 

agricuituralists, emerged as a superior social class. Tutsi immigration increased during the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries as a result of wars of succession in Burundi, 

Ruanda and Kangwe, land shortages, and penodic famine. At the sarne time the existing 

population of Buha grew, shifting cultivation became less viable, and disputes over land 

increased. Tutsi immigration exacerbated the problems of access to good highland land. A 

complex situation emerged with changes in the division uf labour and class structure, Ieading 

See chapter 2. An example of the negative evidence which gives some support to the argument is that in  
July 1873 when in the district of Ngulu east of Unyanyembe Cameron noted that the people kept pigeons, fowls 
and sheep. He made no mention of cattle. Sec Cameron, m, 1, 142. 

' l 3  Kjekshus. UV C m  126-132: Koponen. -, 168-170. For nonh easrern 
Tanzania see James L. Gibiin, "Trypanosorniasis Conuol in African History: an Evaded Issue?', JAH, 3 1, 1 
(1990),59-80; dm, "East Coast Fever in Socio-Historical Context: a Case Study from Tanzania", U J J .  23. 3 
(1990), 401-421. 

l4 G. C. K. Gwassa and I. F. Mbwiliza, "Social Production. Symbolism and Ritual in Buha: 1750-1900". TNR. 
79 & 80 (1976). 13-21; J. F. Mbwiliza. "The Hoe and the Stick: a Political Economy of the Hem Kingdom c 
1750-1900", in La Civiiisation Ancienne des Peudes de Grands Lacs (Paris & Bujumbura, 1981 ), 100-1 14. 



ultimately to the emergence of what Gwassa and Mbwiliza term "feudai relations." They 

stress, however, that the Tutsi came in smaU numbers and were accepted by the 

agriculturalists because of the productive possibilities which they brought with hem through 

their cade. 115 These included manuring of peasant lands, the agriculturalists needing to 

in tensify their land use and hence its fertility. Mbwiliza descnbes the economic relationship 

betwecn the pastoralists and the agriculturalists: 

Whether the exchange of cattle was through brideweaith, ugabire [the tèudal reIationship between 
Tutsi cartle owners and those without cattle] or ukubitsa [a transaction in which cattle are temporarily 
loaned], these were more than [a] redistributive mechanism in bat  they ultimately served as 
mechanisms through which the donors had access to the labour of the c l i e n d  l6 

During the first decades of the nineteenth century there was interna1 conflict and the main 

kingdoms splintered. From this time the Tutsi Iooked for further support from the Ha 

agnculturalists, cattie were redistributed to non-Tutsi cultivators, and a greater degree of 

mixing between Ha and Tutsi occurred. i l 7  

Given the above, we c m  imagine that a trickle of Tutsi migrants entered the western 

and northern chiefdoms of Unyamwezi, which borders Buha, dunng the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries- With the break-up of the Hem kingdom, instability in Buha, and a 

loosening of Ha dependence on the Tutsi through their trading activities and increased accrss 

to cattle, many Tutsi probably took advantage of better opportunities in the successful trading 

chiefdoms of Unyamwezi. Another possibility is that cattleless Tutsi or those owning just a 

few beasts, probably from Buha, offered their services to Nyamwezi cattle owners or were 

invited into Nyamwezi chiefdoms to care for cattle obtained from other sources, perhaps 

Usukuma I l 8  It is known from later in the century that Sukurna caravans periodically 

brought c a d e  to Tabora for sale-119 Arnbitious but poor Tutsi would then have had the 

l5 Gwassa and Mbwiliza, "Social Production". 14, 17, 19-20; Mbwiliza, ' n i e  Hoe and the Stick". 101. 105-6. 

l6 Mbwiliza,'The hoe and the Stick". 101, 1 1 1. 

l l7 Gwassa and Mbwiliza. "Social Production", 21. 

I l 8  C f .  Unomah and Webster who suggest that the Tuüi came "with large herds of cattle": "East Ahca". 297. 

l9 Livingstone. Last lournals. 435.25 lune. 1872. 



opporainity to build up herds of their own, as weli as care for the cattie of Nyamwezi chiefs, 

traders and porters. There is a hint of such a situation in southem Unyamwezi in the early 

1880s: "Humpbacked cattle are never kept by the Mnyarnwezi ... but only by the immigrant 

Watusi," Reichard writes. ''The cattle owning Mnyamwezi always hands over his anirnals to 

a Mtusi. who only pussesses a few of his own cattle." Southon wntes more genrrally: 'The 

Watusi are scattered al1 over Unyamwezi and though occasionally owning a few head of 

cattle, they are generally found in the capacity of herdsmen to chiefs who own ~ a t t l e . " ~ ~ ~  

Other Tutsi entered Unyamwezi from the kingdoms further to the north-west, such as Ruanda 

or Karagwe. The numbers were never great, however. Figures from the 1957 ccnsus, 

dthough far removed in time, may have some validity because the Tutsi rarely intermarried 

with the Nyarnwezi. At that time 7% of the population of Tabora district were Tutsi. ZR of 

Nzega district, and 2% of Kahama district. No doubt a proportion of these figures represents 

immigration during the periods of German and British colonial rule. l2 '  

Tutsi herders were certainly present in Unyanyembe and Msene in 1858. In Ihe latter 

place there was "a large floating population of ... Watosi, and fugitives from Uhha." In both 

places they lived, according to Burton, by selling cattle, milk, and butter. n2 But their 

relalionship with local Nyamwezi and Sumbwa must have been more complex than this. As 

Koponen says, the nature of the symbiosis between the Tutsi, the Nyamwezi dite, and the 

ordinary Nyamwezi cultivators and porters is not properly understood.123 although clearly it 

was of an entirely different nature than the situation in Buha. The buswrzi possession cult 

had been brought by the herders from the north-west to Unyamwezi. Tutsi diviners played a 

120 Reichard, .'Die Wanjamuesi", 321 (emphasis added); Southon, "History, Country and Pcople of 
Unyamwezi", IV, 5. Koponen, &ode and Production , 248, also quotes Reichard. 

I2l  Abrahams. The Peoples of Greaier Unvarnwezi, 19; Abrahams, The Political Oreanization of Unvamwezi, 
3 4 -  

1" Bunon. .'Lake Regions", 188,288; &m. Lake Reeion~, 269. 

lZ, Koponen. Peo~le and Production, 245. 



signifcant role in Nyamwezi Me, and had a reputation for skili in senling disputes. u4 Such 

roles may have been part of the equation. But it is most unWrely that the Tutsi in Unyamwezi 

ever formed a significant element of the ruling class, let alone a dominant one, despite some 

daims to the contrary.lz The kinds of feudal relationships based on tribute and cattle 

redistribution usual in Buha could not develop in Unyamwezi, especially in Unyanyembe, 

where a rising class of Nyamwezi and Arab trading elites and estate holders, the vbundrvba, 

backed by followers anned with muskets, was establishing itself. In Unyanyembe any 

chance of Tutsi power was snuffed out when chief Mnywa Sele had some killed and odien 

dnven out of the chiefdom in about 1859. 

Despite Mnywa Sele's ruthless actions, the Tutsi remained well established in 

Unyanyembe from the middle of the century. In 186 1 Musa Mzuri employed Tutsi 

cattleherders from Karagwe who kept half the milk produced by his herd. Livingstone in 

1872 noted 'The Batusi are the cattle-herds of al1 this Unyanyembe region." The following 

year they were a notable presence. In Tabora the big Arab traders were said to have given 

over their cattle to the Tutsi who then returned "half the prod~ce."~* In northrm 

Unyarnwezi numerous Tutsi were in ükune in 186 1, and there was a Tutsi settlement in Uyui 

in 188 1. They were living in southern Unyamwezi during the early 1880s. The Tutsi 

'24 liiffe. A M-, 3 1; Noian, "Christianity in Unyarnwezi". 57-8. 

lx The daim is made by Nolan, Thristiaoity in  Unyarnwezi". 57-8, and disputed by Abrahams. me P c o m  b a 

Greater Unymwezi, 25. 

IZ6 A rnissionary lamiliar with conditions in Urarnbo wrote in 1881: .'... the greatness of a man here consisü in  
his property especiaily in  his dwelling place." Williams to Thompson, Urambo, 10 August, 188 1, LMS - W C .  
On the rise of the vbandevba see Unomah, "Economic Expansion", 86-96, IO4- 16, 15 1, 155- 179; S heriff, 
SIaves. Soices and h o c ,  180-1. 

l n  Unomah, "Eccnomic Expansion", 161-3; Nolan. "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 57-8. In 1877 Broyon wrote 
chat before the rise of Mirambo the Tutsi had "tyrannised over al1 the vibes of Unyarnwesi." The situation was 
reversed once Mirambo unified central Unyamwezi: "the Watussi, from being masters here, have become the 
servants ..." See Broyon-Mirambo, "Description of Unyamwesi", 30,31. There is no evidence t'or this version 
of Tutsi history in Unyarnwezi. 

I t s  Grant, A Walk Across Africa, 51-2; White Fathers, A 'Assaut des Pavs Negres: Journal des Missionaires 
d'Alger dans lTAfriaue Eauatoriale (Paris, 18841,290, quoted in Koponen, Peo~le and Production, 248; 
Livingstone, Last Journais, 414-21 March, 1872; Cameron, Across Africq, 1. 195. 



presence was also significant in western Unyamwezi, as already noted, an area strongly 

involved in the caravan trade. In Uyowa Hutley noticed Tutsi bornas close to the cattle 

enclosures and separate from Nyarnwezi villages. The large herds of cattle at Mirambo's 

ihzrlu or capital, the spoils of war, were in the care of Tutsi herdsmen whose leader was 

Mkaiya. lZ9 During the German penod there were still "a lot" of Tutsi, originally from Buha, 

in Urambo and especially nearby Usoke. They were described by Lobner as "carde breeders" 

and did not mix much with the Nyarnwezi population, mahtaining their own language and 

customs. In 1890 Tutsi cared for the cattle in Unyanyembe. In 189 1 there was a Tutsi 

senlement outside the capital village of one of the chiefdoms of eastem U n y a m ~ e z i . ~ ~ ~  

New Sources of Labour: Slaves 

An even bigger blank in the literature is the question of slavery and pawnship in 

Unyarnwezi and western Tanzania. 13i This should be compared with the extensive resrarch 

undertaken on coastal slavery and important works on eastem Zaire. 132 Both regions were 
- - - - - - - 

129 Grant, A Walk Across Africa, 78-94, 105; Copplestone to Hutchinson, Uyui, 22 Mar.. 1881. CMS 
G3A6101; Reichard, "Unjarnuesi", 321, also in Koponen, P e o ~ l e  and Production, 348; Wolf, Ccnual Africrin 
Diaria, 47, 5 August, 1878; J. B. Kabeya, K i m  Mirambo (Nairobi, 1976), 67. 
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Stories From W C e m  (New York, London, 1993). See also Gerald W. Hartwig, "Changing Forms 

. . .  
of Servitude among the Kerebe of TanzaniaTT, in Suzanne Miers and Igor Kopytoff, eds., S . e -  i n  A t r i c ~  . . 

and -al Perspectiva (Madison, 1977), 261-285, 

132 For the Tanzanian coast and Zanzibar the obvious examples are G. A Akinola, "Slavery and Slavc Rcvolis . . . . 
i n  the Sultanare of Zanzibar in the Nineteenth Century", Jounial of -cal UV of Ni m, 6, 2 
(1972), 225-228; Frederick Cooper, -ery on C o w  of (New Haven, Conn., 1977); 
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(Ncw Haven, Conn., 1980); Edward A. Aipers, "The Story of Swema: Female Vulnerability in Nineteenth- 
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William Gervase Clarence-Smith, ed., The Economics of the Indian Ocean Slave Trade (London, 19891, 131- 
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integrally c o ~ e c t e d  in the same ivory and slave trading system. So far we only have bnef 

accounü of the slave trade and slavery in western and central Tanzania. 133 Even less 

attention is given to the question of slave and pawn labour for productive purposes. n4 One 

reason for our ignorance is that most slaves retained by the Nyarnwezi were probably 

Cemale, 135 and therefore were rarely noticed or commented upon by observers. The issue, 

however, cannot be avoided. Slave labour, in addition to that of Nyarnwezi women and Tutsi 

pastoralists, made possible the professionalization of porterage for tens of thousands of 

Nyarnwezi men, in addition to supporting the increasing numbers of young men employed as 

rrrga-rrrga or professional warriors by Nyamwezi chiefs and warlords. In contrast most 

pawns would have corne from within Nyamwezi society and therefore cannot be considered a 

new source of labour, although they were probably important for accumulation. '36 

Germari East Afica, 1885- I9S2", IIAHS. 26-3 (1 993), 481 -51 1. For eastem Zaire there is David Northrup, 
flevond the Bend i n  rhehver: A f n c a n m  i n a e  . 1865-1 94Q (Athens, Ohio, 1988); idem, '"Iht: 
Ending of Slavery in Eastern Zaire", in Suzanne Miers and Richard Roberts, eds., a 
(Madison, 1988). 362-482; François Renault, "The Structures of the Slave Trade in Centrai .4frica in ihc 19th 
Century", in Clarence-Smith, m e  F m s  of the rndian Oceu Slave TraQe 146-165. 

133 Abrahams. Jhe Peoples of Creater U-, 68-9; Roberts, 'Nyamwezi Trade". 59-62; Unomali. 
"Economic Expansion", 107-1 14; Beverly Brown & Walter T. Brown, "East African towns: a Shared Growth", 
in W. Arens, ed., A C w  of C u  in E a  (Geneva, 1976). 289-190; Nolan. "Chris~ianity in 
Unyamwezi". 49-50; Koponen, EeppIe and Pro-, 91-3.96.98-9; 333-7. 

134 There are a iew sentences in Roberts' account. 

135 Koponen, Peo~ le  and Production, 336. According to Unomah the illegal and underground slave uade in 
Unyamwezi known as vbungi-vbungi targeted women and children: "Economic Expansion", 108. Apart froni 
the role of femaie slaves in production, another reason for the probable preference for fernale slaves can be 
deduced from the tollowing: "The Wanyarnwezi have adopted the curious practice of leaving property to their 
... children by slave-girls or concubines, to the exclusion of their issue by wives; they justi fy it by the tact of the 
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u, 295. In most respects the Nyarnwezi were patrilineai. The change in  inheritance norms was perhaps ri 
retlecuon of the trend towards the accumulation of wealth which could be kept by suçh practices from being 
dissipated by distribution among kin. 

136 Toyin Faiola and Paul E. Lovejoy. "Pawnship in Histoncal Perspective". in Toyin Faiola and Paul E. 
Lovejoy, eds., Pawnshi~ in Africa: Debt B o n d w  in Historical Perswctive (Boulder, San Francisco, Oxford, 
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The two main outleu for slaves in Tanzania were the expon trade and plantations on 

the coast or on Zanzibar and Pemba or, towards the end of the century, in other centres of 

plantation agriculture in the interior, such as Tabora and Ujiji. But Koponen argues that 

throughout the nineteenth century numbers of slaves were employed in smaller productive 

units such as Afncan households and other domesuc groups. B y the 1870s this became rnuch 

more common because fewer slaves than before reached the coast, despite the continued 

"production" of slaves in the intenor. The main reason was probably the increased risk 

involved in moving and dealing in slaves in coastal regions in the face of the legal 

restrictions imposed by the British/Zanzibari treaty of 1873. The result was a surplus of 

slaves in the interior which made it much easier for the Gogo and Nyarnwezi among olhers to 

purchase servile labour. n7 

It has long been believed that the Nyamwezi were not greally involved in the capture 

and selling of slaves in their own country, but were net importers of servile labour.138 In 

1839 it was reported in Zanzibar that the Nyamwezi had many slaves, some owning as rnany 

as 400 or 500. 139 In 1858 the main sources of slaves used by the Nyamwezi were the regions 

around Ujiji, the south-east shores of Lake Tanganyika, Ufipa, Ugalla, and the interlacustrine 

kingdoms of Bunyoro, Buganda, and Karagwe. A much m e r  source was the sale of 

convicted ~nrn ina1s . l~~  During times of famine in Unyaturu, to the north-east, the Nyamwezi 

travelied there to buy children. 14' Later, dunng Mirambo's wars, many Fipa. Sukuma and 

. . 
137 Norman R. Bennett, "Mwinyi Kheri", in Norman R. Bennett, ed.. in  Fasm A I m  (Boston. 
1968). 146-7; NoIan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 26 1-2; Koponen, m d  Production. 98-99; Sheri ff. 
"Localisation and Social Composition of the East Afncan Slave Trade". 133. 

i38 Burton. Lake Reoiong, 299,301; Roberts. "Nyamwezi Trade", 59; Unomah. "Economic Expansion". 107-8; 
Unomah & Webster, "East Africa". 285,299-300; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 49. In 1382 Hutley 
took a contrary view. See Walter Hutley, "Central Ahca - The Slave Trade", The Times, 30 May 1882. 
reprinted in Woif, Central AFrican Diaries, 290-1. 

139 Burgess in Gottberg. Unyamwai, 96; Robens, "Nyamwezi Trade". 59. 

l m  Burton. Lake Regiong, 301; Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade". 59. An exarnple ofrhe Iast point is in Grant. 
Wal k .48. 

I4l H. Schneider. The Wahi Wanyatum (Chicago, 1970). 8; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi". 49. 



other peoples were enslaved by his ruga-ruga.142 The numbers of slaves in the general 

population of Unyarnwezi varied greatly from chiefdom to chiefdom, and locality to locality, 

according to the level of commercialization. In the small chiefdom of Ndala estimates of the 

proportion of the population in the late nineteenth c e n t q ,  the majority of whom were 

immigrants, who were of servile status, range from 5% to 208. This was becausr 

invoivement in long-distance trade was less the n o m  here compared with some neighbouring 

chiefdoms. On the other hand, in cornmercially orientated Ushirombo the majority of the 

population were slaves, according to one of Nolan's informants. 143 Unyanyembe was a 

heavy importer of slaves, both the Nyamwezi and coastal tnders importing large numbers. 

Coastal traders active in eastern Zaire supplied thousands of Manyema captives to the Tabora 

market, with an estimated 1,000 arriving annually in Unyanyembe. lu In 1900 two thirds of 

the populations of Tabora town and Tabora district, which were estimated by one scholür at 

about 35,000 and L00,Oûû inhabitants respectively, were said to be s1aves.l" But the t o d  

population given for the district appears much too low. 146 Another contemporary source 

suggests 235,000 slaves for Tabora district in 1898/1900. This sits well with the estirnate by 

the Tabora district authorities in 1900 of a slave population of two thirds of the total 

142 Kabeya, -, 49, 55-7; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi". 49. 

143 Nolan. Thristianity in Unyamwezi". 205.49. 

la Hutley in The T j j ,  reprinted in Wolf, - .  
,293; Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 59-60; 

Unomah, "Economic Expansion", 110, 1124; Nolan, "Christianity in  Unyamwezi", 261-2; Koponen, &Q& 
Pr-, 93. For evidence of slave caravans travelling from Ujiji to Tabora see Griffith to Whitehousc, 

Uguha 19 May, 1880, LMS 3/UA. 

145 F. Weidner. Die Haussklaverei in Ostafrika (Jena. 1915), 38-9.41; Raum, "German East Africa.', 168. This 
estirnate, and a slave population of 70,000 in Tabora district, was thought in 192 1-2 [O be "exaggerated," 
according to a source quoced by Nolan. But the demography of Tabora was considerably altered during the 
First World War. For the citation see Nolan, "Christianity in Unyarnwezi", 49, f-n. 95. For various estimatcs of 
the population of Tabora town between 1872 and the early 1920s see Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 259. 

146 It should not be forgotten that population statistics for the German period were based on mere guesswork. 
See fuhani Koponen, "Population: A Dependent Variable", in Gregory Maddox, James Giblin & Isaria N. 
Kimambo, eds., Çustodians of the Land: Ecolog v and Culture in  the History of Tanzania (London, Dar es 
Salaam, Nairobi, Athens Ohio, 1996), 19-42; Gregory Maddox, "Environment and Population Growth in 
Ugogo, Central Tanzania", in Maddox, Giblin & Kimambo, Custodians of the Land, 43-65. 



population of roughly 350,000.147 Whatever the real number, many of these were slaves of 

coastal traders resident in Tabora, but tens of thousands must have been owned by Nyamwezi 

traders and farmers, particularly members of the entrepreneurid elite, the vbandrvba. A 

large slave population also existed in Urambo from the time of Mirambo's conquests during 

the 1870s and early 1880s. By 1910, when rnissionary Lobner wrote his report for the 

colonial authorities, these people, "from various counuies", were "completely absorbed into 

the population.""@ 

A large slave population was established in those districts of Unyamwezi which 

contributed large numbers of free porters to caravans. There is considerable evidence of the 

employment of slaves in the households, m i e s ,  caravans and entourages of the Nyamwezi 

elite and Arab and other coastal traders in Unyanyembe.149 But because of the lack of 

research it is difficult to show that many of the slaves were ernployed in agricultural 

production in the Nyamwezi makaya and villages. Nevertheless, Roberts, Unomah ÿnd 

Webster, and Sheriff believe that many slaves were put to work on Nyamwezi farms, 

releasing labour and perhaps leading to increases in food production to meet the nrw market 

opportunities provided by the caravans. 1" It is suggestive that in Urarnbo in 1893 Decle 

found that the average bndeprice valued at forty to fifty doti could be paid in slaves. doth. or 

'47 Quoted in Jan-Georg Deutsch, W h a t  Happened to Al1 the Slaves? Colonial Policy, Ernancipation. and the 
Transformation of Slave Societies in Gerrnan and British East Atiica (Tanganyika), c.1890-1930, iinpublished 
paper prcsented at the 38th Annual Meeung, African Studies Association, Orlando, Florida, November, 1995, 7; 
Juhani Koponen, Develo~ment For Ex~loitation: German Colonial Policies in Mainland Tanzania. 1884-1 913 
(Helsinki, Hamburg, 1994), 332, f.n. 44. 

148 Lobner in Gottberg, Unvamwesi, 129. Robens srares thar Muambo also exponed slaves to the coast and in 
the direction of the Nile valley. As he suggests, the source of these slaves (and probably also the others 
incorporated into society in and around Urambo) was most likely the territory he conquered between Lakcs 
Rukwa and Victoria. See Roberts, "Nyarnwezi Trade", 59. It should not be forgotten, however, that Mirrimbo's 
caravans uaded far and wide and slaves may have corne from territories beyond his empire. 

149 Grant. A Walk, 48, 50; Cameron, Across Africa 1, 164; Roberts. "Nyamwezi Trade". 60-1; Unomah. 
"Economic Expansion", 107-8, 1 12-4, 141 ; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 260- 1 ; Shen Tt; Slaves. S~ices 
and Ivory , 180. 

I5O Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 59; Unomah. "Econornic Expansion", 99, 113; Unomah and Webster. ..E~sI 
Africa", 297; Sheriff, Slaves. S ~ i c e s  and Ivorv, 181. 



copper. 151 But it is not yet clear how slaves were integrated and what the implications were 

for female labour. The sparse literature suggests treatment was "generally humane." and 

slaves frequendy cohabited and ate with their owners. When delayed for nearly 4 months in 

Ukune Grant found that "The slaves of the Wazees are very weii dressed, and treated with 

great kindness ..." Many were able to work for themselves as weil as for their owners and of 

these a number accumulated their own property in livestock and slaves. 152 

151 Decle, Three Years, 347 

IS2 Grant, A Walk Across Africâ. 78. For f i e r  details on ueatment see Livingstone. Lat Journals, 1934, 23 
Oct., 1867; Abrahams, The Peoples of Greater Unvarnwezi, 68; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi". 201-2. 



Chapter Five 

The Emergence of the Protessionals 

Kagulu isabo idako ilaiizya. 

Legs are a great asset, but one's boitom is only for sitting. l 

Mzigo mzito mpe Mnyamwezi. 

Give a heavy load to a ~ n ~ a m w e z i . ~  

By the second half of the nineteenth century long-distance caravan porters exhibited 

al1 of the characteris tics, and others besides, which we comrnonly associate with wage 

labourers in areas penetrated by merchant capital. Many porters made a long term 

cornmitment and worked on a professional or semi-professional basis developing specialized 

skills and a pride in their work. A panicular caravan culture evolved, highly influenced by 

Nyarnwezi cultural noms, which regulated caravan organization, working hours and 

routines, conditions, and to some degree discipline. Porters bargained for their wages and 

rations (Kiswahili: posho), developed their own techniques of persuasion. and resisted 

vigorously when norms were violated. A high degree of consciousness is at tirnes indicated 

by collective action including "go-slows", mass desertions. and strikes. Al1 of the above w u  

mediated and made possible by the extension of the common caravan culture dl along the 

central routes between the coast and Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika. The way porters arranged 

their working and domestic lives suggests that they can be compared with migrant labourers 

in other places and times. 

In this chapter 1 will consider the emergence of a large corps of specialist caravan 

porters, dominated by the Nyamwezi in both numencal terrns and in the organization and 

Nyamwezi proverb. N. V. Rounce, "The Banyamwezi at Home". n.d. Rhodes House MSS.Afr.s.424. 297. 

* Swahili saying. In other words. a person carrying a heavy load is compared to a Mnyamwezi. Thanks to 
Selina Mushr. 



culture of the caravans. The forrns of caravan organization which they invented and working 

noms which they established becarne the standards which were accepted by others until the 

dismption of colonial penetration. In the fint section 1 discuss the dynamics of labour 

supply and demand. The increase in the numbers of wage earning professiond porters from 

the 1860s was due less to the pauperization of formerly independent Nyamwezi caravan 

operators, as has been argued by Abdul Sheriff, than to the expansion of the ivory tnde and 

European acitivities in East Africa, which in turn led to an increased demand for labour. At 

the same time small groups of "trader-porters7' continued to operate their own caravans, as 

they had from the beginning of die century. The "puii" factor influencing the labour market 

- increasing demand for porters - worked in combination with the "push" of ùicreased 

demand in Unyamwezi for imported commodities. This is discussed in the second section. 

The third section continues in more detail the discussion of Nyamwezi caravans begun in 

chapter three. In the fourth section 1 define the characteristics of semi-professional or 

professiond porters. 

The Development of the Labour Market 

There are two ways to look at the question of caravan labour supply. These are in 

terms of either supply or dernand. So far only the supply side of the equation has been 

considered. The result is an inadequate understanding of the dynamics of the emrrging 

labour market dong the central routes. 

The limited evidence we have from the first half of the century suggests that many, 

perhaps most, caravan porters travehng on the centrai caravan routes between the Mrima 

coast and Unyamwezi and beyond were small entrepreneurs, perhaps carrying for a master or 

larger trader, but at the same time profiting from the sale of their own stocks of goods. or 

those of their household or lineage. For the intenor peoples such as the Nyarnwezi and dic 

Sumbwa, who had taken to long distance trade in large numbers, the predominant pattern was 

dry season travel, with the demands of the agncultural cycle exerting a homeward pull the 



rest of the year.3 This tradition continued to the end of the century and into early colonial 

times. But alongside it from about the middle of the century a large body of caravan porters 

emerged who traveiled year in and year out, often moving from one caravan to another, and 

who after ending a journey were open to other engagements in exchange for wages and 

rations. From this point on a large part of the labour requirements of caravans travelling the 

central route was met by specialist porters. Many Nymwezi, atuacted to the travelling life 

and a steady income, joined the caravans of coastal traders. Even before the founding of 

Tabora by entrepreneurs from the coast in 1852, their Nyamwezi counterpam travelled "in 

large numbers" to the Arab depot of Isanga in Ukimbu to do business, and Nyamwezi youths 

foilowed them and offered to work as porters for the Arabs and carry loads to the coÿst or to 

Unyanyembe. 4 There is plenty of evidence from the late 1850s that Nyamwezi porters were 

working for coastal traders. in September 1857 Burton and Speke met a large caravan of 400 

Nyamwezi porters, apparently employees of four Arab traders, when encarnped in the Inense 

basin under the Rubeho Range. They encountered another in eastern Ugogo in Octobcr of 

the same year about 1,000 strong, under the command of four slaves of Salim bin Rashid, an 

Arab trader based at Unyanyembe.s Fifteen years later, when Tippu Tip travelled to Urua in 

eastem Zaire, he took with him about 800 Nyamwezi porters, and Nyamwezi porters 

continued to work for him dong the Lualaba river. Other coastal traders openting West of 

See chapter 3. 

Burton dated the innovation of Nymwezi porters hiring themselves out io coastal traders travelling the cenual 
route to "a few years ago", i.e. a few years M o r e  1857-58. Prior to then "servile gangs" hired at the coast or 
Zanzibar had been used, and were stili employai on the routes leading from the northern Mnma to the Maasai 
country and beyond, and the southern roads to Lake Nyassa. See Richard F. Burton, The Lake Reeions of 
Central Afnka (New York, 18W, repub. Michigan, 1971), 235; Alfred Chukwudi Unomah, "Economic 
Expansion and Political Change in Unyanyembe (ca. 1840-1900)" (PhD. Thesis, University of Ibadan, 1972), 
77. 

Burton, Lake Re-, 153; 186. It is possible that many mernben of these caravans were independeni traders 
who had joined the larger group for security. 



Lake Tanganyika in the 1870s, such as Jumah Merikani, ako employed gangs of Nyamwezi 

on a permanent basis.6 

The trend toward the hiring of porters accelerated during the 1860s. This was the 

period during which massive ivory exports to the United Kingdom from East Africa began, in 

addition to the existing large uade in Indian re-exports from East Afnca, and expom to the 

United States and elsewhere.7 In addition, some Nyamwezi trader-porters may have found 

that the discnminatory duties on ivory levied at the coast by the Zanzibari Sultanate from 

ress to 1864, and the greater advantages accruing to the coast traders because of easier ac- 

capitai and market information, hindered their own trading activities.8 Given the establishsd 

and rising demand for cloth, guns and other goods in the interior, many Nyamwezi took up 

regular wage work as hired caravan porters. Thus, from about 1850 to 1890, the expansion 

of trade in both quantitative and spatial terms had as one of its consequences the enlargement 

of the caravan porter workforce. 

For much of this penod, it is clear that Africans from the interior such as the 

Nyamwezi, and further south the Yao, remained cornpetitive caravan operators, as well as 

working for others on a wage labour basis. Their caravans carrying ivory, cloth, beads, wirc. 

and other goods, dominated the trade routes for most of the remaining decades of the 

nineteenth century. Burton believed that a "far greatet' number of caravans of up-country 

traders than Arabs plied the central routes. During a visit to Bagarnoyo in 1866 a French 

missionary noted that Nyamwezi porters worked both for costal  traders and organized their 

own caravans. Nyamwezi caravans were probably more numerous dian those of coasral 

fi Hamid bin Muhammed (Tippu Tip), Maisha va Hamed bin Muhammed el Muriebi vaani Tippu Tin rd. and 
uans. W. H. Whitely (Nairobi, Kampala, Dar es Salaam, 1974), 53 5 68,75 5 100, 77 5 103; Henry Morton 
Stanley, Throuyh the Dark Continent (Toronto, London, 1988, oiig. pub. London, 18991, II, 100, and passirri ; 
Verney Lovett Cameron, Across Africê (London, 1877),I, 299. 

Abdul Sheriff, Slaves. Soices and Ivory in Zanzibar (London. 1987). Appendir C. "Ivory Impons into the 
United Kingdom, l792-187S'. 257-8. 

Sheri ff, Slaves. Snices Ivory, 122-6. These points will be discussed below. 

Burton. Lake, 237; Jonathon Glassman, "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culture: the Response to 
Gennan Conquest of the Northern Mrima" (PhD. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1988), 92-3. 



traders until at least 1880, later than has been realized. In June and July 1876 when LMS 

missionary Roger Price travelled from Saadani to Mpwapwa his party met almost daily "a 

goodly number" of ivory caravans bound for Whinde and Bagamoyo, and presumably 

Saadani. He emphasized the dominance of Nyarnwezi and other caravans from the interior: 

'These were ail purely native caravans." In 1878 another rnissionary travelling up-country 

met numerous Nyamwezi caravans en route over a two month penod. In the s m e  period he 

noted just one large Arab led caravan, and its porters were also Nyamwezi. I o  

This evidence should be compared with that presented by Abdul Sheriff. l Sheriff 

argues that the ability of the Nyamwezi to compete against coastai traders was undermined 

by the early 1870s, and hence they were forced to work for others. This led to a reduction in 

the number of Nyarnwezi caravans and an enlargement of the available labour force. By the 

1890s, he States, "The Nyamwezi had becorne a nation of porters, and their country a labour 

reserve, a foretaste of the colonial situation."lz There are several problems with this 

hypothesis. In the fust place it does not account for the many Nyamwezi who worked un a 

wage basis for other Nyamwezi. Second, the direct evidence which Sheriff cites for the 

reduction in Nyamwezi caravans comes from Cameron's account of his journey in 1873-4. 

But Carneron was travelling during the period of hostilities between Mirarnbo and 

Unyanyembe (1871-75), and caravan traffic from West of Unyanyernbe was greatly 

disrupted, as British Consul Kirk noted in March 1873: "On enquiry 1 satisfied myself that 

I o  Roger h c e .  Report of the Rev. R. Price of His Visit ro Zanzibar and the Coast of Eastern Alriça (London. 
1876). 23, 39; lames B. Wolf, ed., The Central African Diaries of Walter Hutlev 1877-1881 (Boston, 1976). 25- 
6 (5 May), 30 (30 May), 34 (16 & 17 June), 35 (18 June), 37 (24 June). l'le fus[ of these was not an ivory 
caravan but one of work seekers. In another enuy Hutley notes that at the Kidete river, on the road to 
Mpwapwa, "sevaai caravans ... passed during the day, some going in and others corning out." There is no . . 
indication here whcther these were Nyamwezi or SwahWArab caravans. WoIf, Central Af-, 19-20. 
7 April. 1878. Note that Price and Hutley used the same route from Saadani to Mpwapwa. The situation may 
have been di fferent on the Usagara road. See also Francis Nolan. "Chnstianity in Unyarnwezi 1878-1928" 
(Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1977), 59. 

l Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivory, 181-2. 1 am a great admirer of Sheriffs work, but on this occasion hr hss 
made an influential argument relating to the interior based on very limited evidence. 

l 2  Sheriff, Slaves., 182; aiso quoted in Jonathon Glassman, Rot :  Revelrv. 
. - 

and P w  C3- on the S w w  C o u  1856-1888 (Portsmouth NH, London, Nairobi. Dar 
es Salaam, 1995). 59. 



this year it is quite impossible to obtain a large number of Unyamwezi 'pagazi' or porters, 

few having corne down owing to the interruption of the Ivory Irade? K r k  was refening to 

the situation at the Coast, but conditions were much the same at Tabora. Early in 1874 

Murphy, Cameron's cornpanion, reported that "In October last we were ... unable to move 

from want of porters, the whole surrounding country being filed, if not with Mirarnbo's men, 

with at l e u t  irnaginary robbers and allies of his, which prevented the Wanyarnwezi frorn 

offering themselves." Carneron himself found that "not a sou1 would follow me" when he 

attempted to pass through to Ujiji on the direct road from Unyanyernbe. l4 The situation had 

been the same during 1871 and 1872. Durùig the months July to September 1871 Stanley 

was not able to advance beyond Unyanyembe in his quest for Livingstone due to the w u .  

Few caravans were moving, Nyamwezi porters were not procurable and it was only by hiring 

diirty Waungwuna at triple rates that the expedition could continue. In June 1872 

Livingstone also cited war as the cause of dificulty in hiring porters.15 Thus there may well 

have been fewer Nyamwezi caravans on the road at this time, but this was not necessarily 

decline of the 

labour pool. The 

typicai. 

In addition Sheriff presents several circumstantial arguments for the 

Nyamwezi merchant class (vbandevba), which contributed to a larger wage 

l 3  Kirk to Major E. Smith, Private Secretary ro Sir Bartie Frere, Zanzibar, 10 March, 1873, Cameron Papers, 
VLC 6/1, Royal Geographicai Society. See also Murphy to Kirk, Bagamoyo Camp, 19 April, 1873. Camcron 
Papers, VLC 3/4, RGS, and Walter Thaddeus Brown, "A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo: Aspects of the 
Growtti of an East Afkican Coastal Town" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Boston University, 1971), 158. Murphy 
believed that there were, in fact, sufficient Nyarnwezi porters in Bagamoyo for the expedition. but chat they 
were demanding excessive wages and the entire amount in advance. rather than just the usual installment. In 
addition the porters h e  succeeded in hiring quickiy deserted, and orhers were seized by Arabs because rhcy wcre 
'Mirambo's' men. It is probable that these conditions reflected the great insecurity of the rime. 

l 4  Murphy to Sir B. Frere, Zanzibar. 7 March, 1871, VLC 3/4, RGS; Cameron, Across Afrisê, 1. 175-6. On 
numerous occasions Carneron points to the disruption of trade and thc difficulties and dangers of travelling in  
western Unyamwezi as a consequence of the war. For instance, of Ugunda in January 1874 he wrotc. "In 
consequence of the disturbances between Mirambo and the Arabs, trade had suffered much and the wholç 
country was very unsettled". See rbid., 77, 15 1, 16 1-2, 163, 175-6,201,2 12. The quote is tiom 20 1. 

l 5  Norman R. Bennett, ed., W e v ' s  D w  to h e  New York U (Boston, 1970). 26; Donald Simpson. 
D X ~  c-e A ~ ~ U I  c o n t r i b u u - o n -  of- 

. . 
. . .  (London, 1975),79; 

David Livingstone, The- of Da\nd Lw- ed. H. Waller (New York, 1875), 430, 10 June, 
1872. The war continued on through the dry season: ibid., 434,436.21 & 28 June; 449, 17 July. 



first (and best) concerns the differential tariff structure at the coast which discriminated 

against ivory carried down by Nyamwezi caravans.16 But Sheriff does not give figures for 

the proportion of ivory registered at customs subject to the various levels of duty, so it is 

difficult to Say that this policy in fact put Nyamwezi caravans out of business. His second 

argument - that coastal entrepreneurs had much greater access to credit and capital chan 

their Nyamwezi counterparts - is overstated. This must have been partly offset by the lower 

cosis of the latter.17 Sheriff s third argument is that there was a drop in ivory exports from 

Tanganyika because of the destruction of elephant herds. This is based on a comment by an 

Amencan trader at Zanzibar concerning ivory from Unyamwezi, and figures for ivory 

exports from Zanzibar and then German East Africa. There may have been a reduction in 

ivory produced in Unyamwezi, but in the second half of the century Nyamwezi ivory trüders 

no longer relied on sources from their own country. Sheriff quotes export figures from 

Zanzibar showing an annual average during the 1860s of 24,000 tusks weighing over five 

pounds. with a drop to an annuai average of 15 .00  tusks exported from German East Africa 

during the early 1890s. '8 The problem with this evidence is that like is not compared with 

like. As Shenff shows so well, a large proportion of Zanzibar's exports in the 1860s came 

from beyond the borders of the future German East Afnca. One would expect that the sxport 

figures from GEA would show a reduction compared with exports from Zanzibar in the 

1860s because of the smaller temtory available for exploitation. Some ivory sold by 

Nyamwezi traders must have passed through British temtory, or rvrn down the Congo, and 

that should be taken into account. 

I 6  Sheriff, &ves. mes and Ivory, 18 1, 122-3, 125. 

I7 Charles Stokes gave Smith. Mackenzie and Co. of Zanzibar a quote of M E 3 0  prr load to transport goods to 
Msalala in northern Unyamwezi for the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. The quote was based on the cost of 
hiring Nyamwezi porters. The usual charge using coastal porters was MT$40. See Smith, Mackenzie and Co. 
to Gray, Dawes and Co., Zanzibar, 7 Oct. 1887, Box 83, Mackinnon Papers, Schooi of Oriental and Afncan 
Studies, London. The difference is partly explained by the heavier loads carried by the Nyamwezi, and perhaps 
by Stokes' speciai relationship with thern, which was equivalent to that of a large Nyamwezi trader. 

l 8  Sheriff, Slaves., 18181, 198 n. 59. 



There are difficulties with Sheriff's other arguments, including his chronology. He 

suggests that Nyamwezi traders responded to their declining position in three ways: by 

engaging in commercial agriculture, by migrating to distant regions to establish new polities 

or aid existing nilers, or by turning to porterage on a professional wage earning basis. The 

first option can be seen as a symptom of success rather than Mure .  As Sheriff himself notes, 

numerous successful coastal traders including Tippu Tip also invested in plantations rither at 

the coast or around Tabora. 19 The second, migration, often occurred during early periods of 

successful trading activity. The exarnples given in chapter three are clear evidence. The 

vbandevba were undermined, but this occurred later and was more closely related to colonial 

conditions than those suggested by Sheriff. 2o 

In contrast, my argument is that the Nyamwezi elite and smaller traders continued to 

operate their own caravans well into the 1890s, and provided employment at the samr timr 

that many young Nyarnwezi men were working for coastal traders and Europeans. During 

the late 1880s and 1890s there were still many caravans of the Nyamwezi and Sukuma (ri 

rclated people) visiting the coast. In 1888 at the start of the coastal uprising against the 

Gerrnans Nyarnwezi caravans were in Bagamoyo, and another "large Nyamwezi caravmin" 

was diverted to Dar es Saiaarn with its ivory. Even during the tlghting a large Sukuma 

caravan with great quantities of ivory, cattle and goats entered Bagamoyo in Septernber 

1889.21 In October 1889 the survivors of Stanley's Emin Pasha expedition met a Nyarnwczi 

caravan 1,500 strong at Ikungu, on the eastern edge on Unyamwezi. in June, 1890, a G e m m  

traveller returning to the coast encountered a large Nyarnwezi caravan numbering about 

1,200 in Ugogo, then another "great Wanjarnwesi caravan" under the Geman flag, Sollowed 

l 9  Sheriff, Slaves. S~ices and Ivory . 108. 

2o 1 make some suggestions in chapter 6. 

l Rochus Schmidt. C l e s c m  de Arwaufstandes in O s t - w  (Frankfun a. Oder, 1892). 29,78: Brown, ..A 
Re-Colonial History of Bagamoyo". 282; Walter Thaddeus Brown, "Bagamoyo: An Historical Introduction", 
ïlW, LXXI (1970), 82. Brown's source is H. F. von Behr, r d  in De& 
Ostafrika (Leipzig, 1892), 138. See also Glassman, Feast andot, 203,213-4. 



by severai others in the Marenga Mkali.22 Another European traveller wrote of the 

Nyamwezi from his experience in 189 1-2: 

The energies of the peopie [the Nyamwezij are ... absorbed in travel, and they uade in ivory, copper 
wire, salt. honey, and so forth, over the whoIe of central Africa, frequently journeying in Large 
caravans, and being absent from home for two years or more. These expeditions are generalfy 
commandeci by Arabs ... But very frequently voluntary associations are foned  every spring, a 
drummer beating up re~niits tiom village to village. which journey down to the coast or into the 
interior. 23 

And in Iune 1893 a rnissionary bound for the coast met in the Mgunda Mkali "a huge native 

caravan - fully a thousand people ... al1 canying up to what seemed their utmost capacity." 

The description of their loads suggests a Nyamwezi or Sukuma caravan.Z4 Hundreds of 

smaller Nyamwezi and Sukuma caravans arrived at the coast during these years? 

There is other evidence which is ambiguous, in the sense that it is not clear whether 

the caravans in question were led by Nyarnwezi or, perhaps, Swahili or Arab traders. 

Travelling up-country in M y ,  189 1, Stairs, the commander of the Belgian caravan to 

Katanga, mentions in his diary huge quantities of ivory being carried to the coast. At 

Mbuyuni, four days frorn Bagamoyo, he wrote, "Considerable quantities of very fine ivory 

tusks are now on their way towards the coast, coming from Unyamwezi ... This moming, we 

saw almost fifteen hundred ivories fie past which will net the Germans 14,200 [MT] dollars 

thanks to export duty." At Morogoro, eleven days later, he wrote: "A huge caravan 

overburdened with ivory prissed through Our camp ..." It is probable that the porters werc 

Nyamwezi and Sukuma because earlier, when at Bagamoyo, Stairs had comrnented on the 

"numerous close columns of Wanyamwezi" which arrived virtualiy every day? The issue 

. - . . 
l2 A. J. Mounteney lephson. The A. A.. M o ~ e d o h s a n : E r n i n m n  1887- 1889 
d. Dorothy Middieton (Cambridge, 1969), 409, 17 Oct., 1889; Car1 Peters, New I.@t- . . 

* tran. H. 
W. Dulcken (London, 1891) 531,533,535. 

23 J. A. Moloney. Wirh C m -  (London. 1893), 57. 

24  robe^ Pickering Ashe. -of 1Jm (London. 1971. 1st ed. 1894). 439. 

" See examples in William G. Stairs. "De Zanzibar au Katanga: Journal du Capitaine Stairs (1890-189 1 Y"' k 
2 (1893). 47.29 July, 189 1; Janina M. Konczacki, ed., Vict- The A t n w  Diaries - .  . . 

- . -  of (&f,iun WI-&~IJJ G. Stairs 2887-1 @2 (Halifax N.S., 1994). 201-2, 3 1 July, 1891; and the discussion in 
Brown, "A Pre-colonial History of Bagamoyo", 282-6; Brown, "Bagarnoyo: An Historical introduction". 82. 

26 Konczacki. Vic-, 193.8 July, 1891. 197. 19 July. 189 1, 190.2 July, 1891. 



was complicated because by this tirne Nyamwezi caravans camed the German flag, 

confusing the evidence. 27 

A closer look at the local level iliustrates the vitality of both big and small N y m w e z i  

traders during the late 1880s and early 1890s. During the early 1880s in northem 

Unyamwezi the insecure political conditions in the region between Uyui and Msalda 

chiefdoms persuaded many Nyamwezi caravan operators from the Kahama and Shinyanga 

areas to move east to new bases in Usiha, e s t  of modem Shinyanga in Sukuma territory. As 

well as relative stability Usiha had the advantage of its location on the route from northrm 

Unyamwezi to the coast and that to Mwanza and Kagei on Lake Victoria. Philip Stiggrr 

describes the initiative as an apparent "generai movement of independent Nyamwezi uaders" 

who included well established entrepreneurs such as Ndekeja Holo of Kahama and Mlabu of 

Lohumbo.28 Eastern Usiha quickly became an important centre sending many caravans to 

the coast. From 1885 numerous srnalier operatos including the sons of chiefs becamr 

associated with Ndekeja. and local Sukuma attached their caravans to those of the powerful 

trader. One of Stigger's informants travelled with Ndekeja's great caravan to the coast in 

about 1893: 

He Ieti Mwadui with two casuated goats and nine cornpanions who had cattie, sheep and goats. They 
met Ndekeja, a tail, thin, rather dark man who wore nothing on his head but was dressed i n  a rich, 
multi-cùloured. fringed cloth. at the assembly point. By the time the caravan leA, it contained a 
thousand or more people, escorted by mgamga, thirty of whom were armed with muskets. 

27 Konczacki. Vit- 202. 1 Aug., 1891. Stairs' cornpanion Moloney noted .'severai large 
caravans, under Gerrnan comrnand" near the Ruvu crossing just out of Bagamoyo. Were these perhaps 
Nyamwezi caravans under the German ff ag, given that he does not mention specific Geman caravan leaders'! 
See Moloney, With Ca~tain Stain, 36. 

28 Philip Stigger. " ïhe  Lare 19th. Cenniry Caravan Trade and Some of its Modem Implications: the Shinyanga 
Example", unpublished paper, (Simon Fraser University, n-d.), 3-9. Compare with the account of political 
instability in Usiha itself in C. F. Holmes and R. A. Austen, ''The Re-Colonial Sukuma", Journal of WorId 
khS~ry,  MV, 2 (1972), 392, 394. HoImes and Austen discuss Shinyanga and western Usiha but the main 
caravanserai was in Negezi in eastem Usiha. For the Lake Victoria route see chapter 2. 



The route lay eastwards through Usiha then south south-eut through the modem Singida 

district to Kilirnatinde, on the main route to the coast.29 A contemporary of Ndekeja and 

another important caravan leader operating from Usiha was Telekeza.30 

The crucial factor driving the expansion or the labour market was the high demand for 

labour, rather than surplus supply originating from impovenshrnent of interior peoples. As 

rade boomed there was a parallel massive increase through the century in the demand for 

carriers. As the ivory frontier was pushed back into the furthest parts of the intenor the 

routes Iengthened, caravans spent more tirne on the march, and caravan joumeys became 

more protracted affairs. More and more regions and peoples were drawn into the orbit of the 

Zanzibari "commercial empire."31 In addition, the second half of the nineteenth century was 

the age of European expansion in East Africa. The demand for porters further increased from 

the early 1870s as numerous expeditions and caravans of European explorers and 

missionaries competed with local traders and each other for labour. During peak prriods 

expenenced porters could pick and choose among the numerous caravans leaving the coast. 

In many years coastal and interior towns were almost cleared of porters as demand 

outstripped supply. In March, 1879, porters were reported to be "scarce" in Tabora becausc 

of the large number of caravans on the road.32 The labour market at Bagamoyo in the dry 

season of 1882 was described in the following terms by the agent for the trading house 

Boustead, Ridley and Co.: "Although an immense number of Wanyamwezi have corne to the 

coast this season, they have d l  been hired at high rates, some very large caravans of uaders 

l9 Stigger. The Late 19th. Century Caravan Trade", 9-10. According CO Holmes and Austen. Stokes' Sukuma 
name was Ndokeji, suspiciously sirnilar CO Ndekeja. It is possible that the two caravan leaders have becn 
confused in uadition. See Hotmes and Austen, "The Re-Colonial Sukuma", 391. 1 accept Stigger's account 
given his extensive research in Usiha. 

See Schmidt, &, 101, 153; Peters, New 1.- 50250 Graf von 
Schweinitz, "Das Tragerpersonal der Karawanen", . . 2 (18941,SO; Franz Stuhlmann. 

von Afrika (Berlin, 1894), 754-5. 

The description is Sheriff S. 

32 W O I ~ ,  *ai . . 
, 86, 7 Mar., 1879. 



having been dispatched."33 In Zanzibar h e  situation was often the same. A European 

traveller descnbes the state of the labour market as i t  was in early 1883: 

The African Association on the Congo had drained off the very b a t  porters in the town. Several large 
caravans, missionary and otherwise, had just lefi for the interior, so that there was hardly a good poner 
to be had .... To cap the situation, two large caravans were about to be organized for the interior, one 
for Victoria Nyanza, and another for Karema. 34 

These comments d o  not take into account the demand for labour created by Arab caravans. 

Again, in Iune  189 1, Stairs heard "of a great dearth of men" in Zanzibar resulting from the 

large number of caravans leaving for the intenor. Around the sarne time another traveller 

was told "there were no porters to be had, even at  Zanzibar, so many caravans had been 

equipped for the Germans a s  weU as for the I.B.E.A.Co., and for some private exprditions 

that had combined to drain the country of available porters."35 Thus. in many years, demand 

far outstripped supply. On much rarer occasions there was a surplus of porters at  Bagamoyo. 

beyond the demands of the various caravans leaving the town. This was the case late in the 

dry season of 1878. PagaU were unusuaily cheap and plentiful. "Sorne men," wrote a 

missionary, "have even despaired of  getting work and are building and planting and will stay 

hcre till next ~ e a s o n . " ~ ~  

The workers who took to porterage as a way of life increasingly carne frorn diverse 

groups, but as outlined in chapter three a few in particular dominated. The Nyamwezi 

remained the most important. T h e  Sumbwa travelled in great numbers to the coast to tind 

ernployment as porters for caravans travelling up-country. One missionary wrote, "OCten 

ihey stay where they can get work for  three o r  four years together; they wiil then gather up 

33 Muxworthy to Thompson. Zanzibar, 14 July, 1882, LMS 4/5/D. 

34 Joseph Thomson. Throunh Masai Land (London, 1968. 1st ed. 1885). 23. For similar comments see dso 
Henry Morton Stanley, How 1 Found Livinrrstone (London, 1872), 49; Norman R. Bennett, ed., From Zanzihar 
10 U-jiii: The Journal of Arthur W. Dodgshun 1877-1879 (Boston, 1969), 56-7,26 Jan. 1878; Mackay to Wright 
(?), Uzigua, 9 Dec., 1877, CMS CA6/016; O'Flaherty to Hutchinson. Mpwapwa, 20 Oct., 1880, CMS G3A6IOI; 
Hore to Thompson, Zanzibar, 23 June, 1882. LMS 4/4/C; Hore to Thornpson. LMS Camp, Makwui. 17 July, 
1882, LMS 414D; Wolf, . . 270,21 June, 188 1. 

35 Konczacki. 188. 13 June. 1891; May French-Sheldon. to Sulm (London. 1892). 
85. 

36 ben net^ tto U U .  79, 17 Aug.. 1878. 



their goods, spend their emings in cloth and other necessaries, and retum home.TT37 The 

Yao, who had long worked the southem routes to Kilwa and other coastal towns, also became 

professional can-iers. Many others were from Swahili society dong the coast, increasingly 

including the Wawtgwana. In the 1 s t  decades of the century the Sukuma from the south end 

of Lake Victoria and Manyema from the eastem Congo basin becme caravan porters in large 

nurnbers.3" 

Personal Motives 

For many porters the desire to obtain a gun was the most important motive impelling 

them to seek work. This w u  particularly the case during periods of political upherivai such 

as during the Nyanyembe civil war (186 1-4), the numerous wars instigated by Mirambds 

invasions (late 1860s- L 884), and those in north-west Unyamwezi ( 1870s-early 1880s). 39 

Refemng to the last area Stigger writes "The priority ... was firstly a musket and secondly 

cloth, which only becarne the objective of a visit to the coast once the gun had been obtained 

and probably involved an additional journey."40 From the 1870s poners were sometimes 

paid part of their wages with a musket as firearms poured into the interior, and might uade ri 

gun for ivory.41 

37 J. T. Last, û r i e w  
- - (London, l885), 21. 

38 A. Buluda Itmdala, .'A History of die Babinza of Usukuma Tanzania. ro 1890 (Ph-D. Thesis. Dalhousie 
University, 1983); C. F. Holmes, "A History of the Bakwimba of Usukuma, Tanzania, tiom Earliest Times to 
1945" (Ph.D. Dissertation. Boston University, 1969); Raiph Austen, Northwest Tanzania Under German and 
British Rule (New Haven, 1968); Melvin E. Page, "The Manyema Hordes of Tippu Tip: A Case Study in Social 
Stratification and the Slave Trade in Eastern Africa", UAHS, 7, 1 (1974), 69-84. 

39 Mackay to Hutchinson, Uyui. I l  lune, 1880; Mackay to Wright, Kagei. 23 Aug., 1880. CMS CA6/016: 
Roberts, "Nyarnwezi Trade", 5 1.71; Norman R. Bennett, Mirambo of Tanzania 1 MO?-1 884 (New York 197 1 ). 
32; Stigger, 'The Late 19h. Century Caravan Trade", 5-8. For firearrns in generd in nineteenth ccntury East 
Africa see R. W. Beachey, "The Arrns Trade in East Africa", JAH, III, 3 (19621,45 1-46'; John Ili ffc. A 
Modern Histurv of Tanunvi ka (Cambridge, 1979), 51-2. 

40 Stigger, ' m e  Late 19th. Century Caravan Trade", 7-8. See also John Roscoe, Twentv-Five Years in  East 
Africa (Cambridge, 192 1 ), 54. 

Mackay to Wright, Mpwapwa, 14 Oct., 1876. CMS CA6/016; Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 7 1 ; Nicholas 
Harman, Stokesion~fncan (London, l986), 190. Beachey in 'The Arms Trade in East 
Africa", 467, suggests there were one million fuearms and four million pounds of powder imported into 
German and British East Africa in the period 1885-1 902. 



Imported cloth was the second commodity sought by the Nyamwezi porters, although 

cotton and bark cloth was manufactured in Unymwezi.42 Nolan sees the high demand for 

cloth as the leading motivation for long distance trade to the coast. "It represented a 

universdy acceptable form of currency and was a convenient form of storable wealth. It was 

a means of paying wages and gave social recognition to work values. If bestowed elegance, 

modesry and prestige on the wearer. A store of cotton cloth was an invaluable political asset 

to a çhief."43 At first mass produced cloth was wom more by women than men. Speke 

describes as "their national costume" the cloth wound under the arrns and over the breast. 

According to Grant the women of central and northern Unyamwezi were better dressed than 

the men: "dl of them Wear a cotton cloth from the waist to above the ankles ..." Femde dress 

was augmented by bead necklaces, brass and copper wire annlets, the raw materials for 

which were imported or, in the case of copper, traded from Katanga, and thin bands h o w n  as 

sambo, made of the taii hairs of giraffes bound with fine iron or copper wire. Men usudly 

wore loin cloths while at home, but while travelling often wore just a goat skin hanging from 

their shoulders "in a rather indecorous mariner." Their ornaments were similar to those of the 

women, except that the long wire coils on the a m  were replaced by thick copper or brass 

bracelets, and might be augmented by heavy ivory bracelets. For special occasions somc 

wore ornamental monkey or ocelot skins and a zebra mane or ox tail head dress, or a plume 

of ostrich, Crane or jay feathers.44 Two decades later many Nyamwezi men were wearing 

"fine clothes, the produce of India, as under-garments, with long Kanzus ... over dl." By this 

time vinually d l  the men wore some iund of cloth, while the women wore "fine coluured 

42 Roscoe, TwentyFive Years in East Africa. 54; Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade". 64-5.67.71; Nolui. 
"Christiani ty in Unyamwezi", 26-8; Stigger, "The Late 19th. Cenniry Caravan Trade", 7-8, 9, 15- 17. 

43 Nolan. "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 27. 

@ John Hanning Speke, "On the Commerce of Central Ahca", TBGS, XV (1860). 1 4 ;  idem, Journal of Ihe 
Piscugp of the Source of the Nile (New York, 1864), 99; James Augustus Grant. "Summary of Observations 
on the Geography, Climate, and Natufal History of the Lake Region of Equatorial Africa, Made by the Speke 
and Grant Expedition, 1860-63", IRGS. 42 (1872). 250; Burton, LakeRenrons, 242. 



handkerchiefs, PMU, blue or white calico." Only in remote villages did anyone stiil Wear 

skins. 45 

For porters the acquisition of cloth and other foniign goods was, of course, a means to 

very varied ends, the details of which are beyond the scope of this study. As the previous 

paragnph makes clear domestic consurnption was important. For many young men a prime 

aim was to eam sufficient wages to pay bride price. One rnissionary reported that the young 

men of his caravan worked to obtain enough cloth "to buy a ~ i f e . ? ' ~ 6  Porters from northern 

Unyarnwezi and Usukuma used cloth from the Coast to genente wealth in cattle and perhaps 

enter the stock trade.47 Some ambitious men aimed at establishing themselves as 

independent ivory traders, and used their wages to buy trade goods. Others of smailer means 

invested part of their wages on a small quantity of goods to made on the side, which thry 

carried over and above their employen' cloth or ivory. One such worked in the caravan of a 

European traveller in 1886, who wrote, 

Rumoago, one of my carriers, who had asked me to reduce his load, was found to have tied this to one 
end of a bamboo stick, with another private load of sali tied to the other. It was not becriusc of the 
weight he had asked to have a smaller load. but because he wanted to speculate in salt." 

Some porters bought slaves with their wages, either to sel1 elsewhere or to work their 

msharnba .49 Slave porters could use their wages to buy their freedom. The best known case 

45 Walter Hutlry, .*Mohammadanism in Central Afnca. Its Influence". manuscript paper. in  Hutley to 
Thompson, Urarnbo, Aug., 1881, LMS 4/2/D; also quoted i n  Bennett, M m ,  32. 

6.  T. Wilson and R. W. Felkin, (London, 1882). 1.43; Stigger. T h e  Latc 
19th. century Caravan Trade", 27-8 and following. 

Stigger. T h e  Late 19th. Century Caravan Trade", 13-14. 15-17: Itandala, "A History of the Babinïa". 229; 
Koponen, Peo~ le  and Production, 124-5. 

48 Per Hassing and Norman Bennett, "A Jowney Across Tanganyika in 1886 (translated and edited exuacts 
from the journal of Edvard Gleerup)", ïNR 58 & 59 (1962). 133. 

Burton. Lake Repions, 326.384; Lionel Decle, Three Years in Savage Africê (London. 1898). 319. In boih 
these cases the sIaves were bought in Ujiji, in 1858 and 1893 respectively, and taken eastwards, probably into 
Unyamwezi. 



is Rashid bin Hassani.s* For specialist porters often it was only the wages and adventure 

which attracted thern to the occupation, as they made the safari a way of Me. 

Nyamwezi Caravans 

Because the peoples of the western interior pioneered the caravan system, and 

because the majority of porters and caravans working the central routes were Nyamwezi. it 

was Nyamwezi social and cultural noms which prevailed. Nyamwezi caravans had 

characteristics which infiuenced other groups such as the Swahili and coastal Anbs,jl 

although in some respects coastai caravans may have been more hierarchical. As h e  role of 

coastal caravan leaders and European employen increased towards the end of the nineteenth 

century , Nyamwezi influence on the culture of caravan travel dirninishecLs2 

There was no single pattern of Nyamwezi porterage, or of caravan organization. For 

porters a range of options existed between occasional joumeys and full tirne specialization. 

Nyamwezi caravans could be small scale ventures of a dozen or so traders and porters, or 

massive undertalungs of a thousand or more people, as the case of Ndekeja shows. Many 

Nyamwezi rulers were entrepreneurs, but lesser citizens, such as subordinate chicfs, hunters. 

medicine men and ordinary people dso operated trading caravans. Often the caravÿns were 

formed by individuals carrying their own vade goods, and small employers who hired just a 

50 'The Story of Rashid bin Hassani of the Bisa uibe. Northem RhodesiaT'. in Margery Perham. ed.. a 
Africans (Evanston, 1963). See also Robert Cumrnings, "A Note on the History of Caravan Porters in East 
Aiiica", Kenva II, 2 (1 973), 112-3; T. O. Beidelman, "The Ofganization and Maintenance of 
Caravans by the Church Missionary Society in Tanzania in the Nineteenth Centilry", IJAHS, 15,4 ( 1  982), 6 13. 
For a general discussion of porter motivations see Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy. "The 
Workers of Trade in frecolonial Africa". in Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, eds.. The Workers of African 
Trade (Bevcrly Hills, 1983, 17-18. 

5 1  Glassrnan notes this point, but in the context of his argument conceming the defence of Nyamwezi autonomy 
against Swahili domination of the uade routes. See Glassrnan, Feasts and mot, 59-60. 1 would argue thrit 
Nyamwezi cultural dominance in caravans working the central routes predated coastal economic domination. 

j2 See MOW 



few porters each. These numerous petty traders banded together for protection, and selected 

from among themselves a caravan leader? 

Nevertheless, some common characteristics of caravan organization and the division 

of labour among caravan workers cm be identified. Some of these were outlined in chapter 

three. The pattern for many porters of dry season mvel with agriculture being the prionty 

during the wet season survived. The reluctance of rnost Nyamwezi porters hired at the c o u  t 

to travel beyond their home countries on the retum joumey remained typical. These points 

were much commented upon by European travellers. Burton and Speke were held up for n 

month at Kazeh, the former writing "Our gang was paid off and another was not easily 

coIlected: porters during the dry, these men become peasants in wet weather." Carneron, 

when in Ugunda in November, 1873, found it "impossible to obtain any pagazi ... as diey 

would not leave home during the sowing season." In 1876 a CMS caravan was on its way to 

Lake Victoria. In December at Hambu, near Nguru, the Nyarnwezi porters left the 

missionaries, having met the terms of their contract New porters had to be engaged. but "it 

was useless to attempt it, for, the first rains having failen, the whole population was 

employed in preparing the ground for sowing, and until al1 the seed was sown no men would 

engage as porters." After the task was finished a few weeks later, "several gangs" of men 

signed up. Another missionary reported that it was difficult to recruit porters in Novembcr 

1883 in Tabora. The men of Unyanyembe preferred to remain in their villages and preparc 

their fields for the coming rains. h contrast, volunteers were numerous in February? 

The pattern of small-scale enterprise remained common throughout the century. In 

smail chiefdoms such as Ndaia, where there were no indigenous traders as rich as those in 

53 Burton, Lake Renions, 237; Wolf, Central African Diarie, 36,22 lune. 1878; R. G.  Abrahams. The Peonles 
QF Greater Unvarnwezi. Tanzania (London, 1967). 38; Unomah and Webster, "East Africa: the Expansion of 
Commerce", 285; Iliffe, A Modern History of Tangan~ika 44. 

54 Richard F. Bunon, Zanzibar. Citv. Island. and Cow (London, 1872). II, 298; Cameron, Across Africa, 1. 
183; Wilson and Felkin, m d ~  I,76-7; François Coulbois, Dix années au Tangan~ka (Limoges, 1901 ), 48. 
SimiIar comments are in Mackay to Wright, Uyui, 25 May 1878, CMS CA61016; Broyon to McGregor, 
Zanzibar, 1 Oct., 1879, LMS î/3iD. 



Usumbwa, Unyanyembe or Urarnbo, caravans remained till the end of the century 

cooperative S a i n  of several small traders. A few wecks before hanest, in April, a drummer 

would tour the villages broadcasting the news that a caravan would soon depart. Porters 

would then gather at the appointed place. Some would have their own goods, or perhaps 

those of their family, to trade at the coast or elsewhere.55 Sheriff suggests it was probably 

such smail bands which used the Pangani Valley route during the 1840s and perhaps eulier. 

taking their ivory down to the coast at various times during the year. The northem 

Nyamwezi and Sukuma made similar journeys to Pangani in the 1850s. During the 1870s 

and 1880s they took their ivory instead to Sadani and Whinde.56 The survival of this 

tradition of small bands of tnder-porters showing the security problems they faced when not 

combined into larger caravans, is suggested in a missionary's account of a meeting with a 

Nyamwezi caravan in the Marenga Mkali in August 189 1: 

About midday a nurnber of Wanyarnwezi travellers came into our camp looking exuernely excited. and 
told us a sad tale of murder and robbery. They said that shortly before .,. they had been attacked by a 
number of predatory Wahehe ... who had killed their leader, and carried ofi two tusks of ivory and 
between thirty and forty goats which they had been taking to the c o d 7  

This caravan, given the circumstances and the small quantity of stolen goods, probably only 

consisted of a dozen or so individuals. There were aiso porters who were hired by some of 

the bigger Nyamwezi traders, or worked for them as a personal service. A third category 

included those who took nothing to the coast but joined a party hoping to find paid work in ;i 

retuming caravan.58 An account from Usarn biro in northern Unyamwezi in 1 89 1 highlights 

j5 Nolan, "Chnstianity in Unyamwezi". 36. 201-2. See Koponen, Peoole and Roduction, 114. 116. Sugger. 
'The Late 19th. Cenhuy Caravan Trade", 1 1- 17, has accounts of small scale vade in norrhern Unyamwezi and 
Usukuma Ieading to participation in caravans to the coast. 

56 Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivory, 174; Glassman, "Social Rebellion", 104; John Hanning Speke, What Led 
JO the Discoverv of the Source of the Nil% (Edinburgh and London, 1864). 350. Mackay reported meeting 
"many smali caravans" bound for the coast in rnid 1876: Mackay to Wright, Zanzibar, 12 Dec., 1876, CMS 
CA6/O 16. 

s8 Bennett, From to 
.. .. ,64,2-8 May, 1878; Nolan, "Chnstianity in Unyamwezi", 36, 201 -2. 



the attraction for up-country porters of wage eaniing in caravans leaving the coast. Although 

the context was recmitrnent for a rnissionary caravan the traditional method was used: 

A drum was sent out into al1 the villages round about, in order that by its 'safari' beat the people might 
know that there was a caravan going to the coast .... The drummer, on such occasions, would usually 
return with a crowd of foilowers - some anxious to cany Lods to the coast - others wishful simply 
to follow in the ... train, as a protection .... The men who did no work paid their own way down-counuy 
by selling tobacco or spades Focs] of their own manufacture, which they carried with them. The main 
object of porters and followers alike was to get ro the coast and to carry back a load for which usually 
good wages were paid.59 

A Swahili view of the arrival of a Nyamwezi caravan at the coast during the 1 s t  

decades of the nineteenth century is given by Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, the notrd scholar: 

When the Nyamwezi come down tkom upcounuy they bring cattle and goats and ivory, hippo and 
osuich teeth. And a Nyamwezi does not come to the coast unless he has a friend in the town, a chicf or 
a young man of the town. He sends him word, '1 have reached Usako, get my house ready, ruid put a 
lot of beer (ready - ed.)! His friend will rem a house for him. for his headmen and for the porters. On 
arrival in  the town he goes into his house, and the ivory is sent to the customs, and for six or sevcn 
days he skys  drunk. The Indians go back and fore to ask the headman of the caravan, 'Men  will you 
do business for your ivory?' And when the porters arrive they se11 the things they have brought ... And 
they buy presents to fasten up ready to take to their kinsfol k up-country. 

After lengthy negotiations with the Indian merchant, through a Swahili go-between, a deal 

would be suuck for the ivory. 

After the business is over the Nyamwezi go to the bush-country to cut cords. ïhese are long suips tor 
tymg up the bales. Then they get their payment for returning up-country. They buy what they want .... 
And if (a porter - ed.) has bought a lot of rubbish, he must still carry a bale [for the truongi], and hs 
own things he fastens round his waiste60 

Dunng the period from about 1840 to 1890 the Nyamwezi also operaird much Iuger 

caravans, represenring the commercial status of the members of the trading dite of 

Unyanyembe and other large chiefdoms. Burton descnbes the formation of such a caravan: 

In coilecting a caravan the first step is to 'make,' as the people Say, a 'khambi,' or kraal. The mtongi, 
or proprietor of the goods, announces, by pitching his tent in the open, and by planting his tlag, that he 
is ready to travel; ttiis is done because arnong the Wanyamwezi a porter who persuades others to enlist 
does it under pain of prosecution and fine-paying if a death or an accident ensue. Petty chiefs, 
however, and their kinsrnen, will bring with them in hope of promotion a number of recruits, 
sometimes al1 the male adults of a village, who then recognize them as headmen. 

59 Alfred R. Tucker. E i p h t e e n s  in U- (London, 191 1). 57. 

60 Lynden Harris, uans. and ed., S w R o s e  Te- . . (London and Nairobi, 19651, 180-1. This acçount agrccs 
in its essentials (but not tone), with an ear1ier one by Burton, LakeReerons, 46-7. 



Once the porters were assembled and a i l  was ready the mtongi oversaw the allocation of 

loads (Kiswahili: rnizigo ). 61 The more powerful chefs, as members of the vbandevba . CO uld 

mobilize a huge work force, drawing on their status as chief, nch trader, and warlord. In 

1882 Mirambo sent a caravan to the Coast in the charge of his uncle and chief commercial 

agent Mwana Sena which numbered some 1,300 porters. They carried 3 14 large tusks to buy 

doth, guns and powder, and another 20 "fine" tusks as a present for Sultan Barghash (which 

was declined). Soon after the retum of this caravan Mirambo despatched trading caravans 

for ivory to Buganda, Karagwe, Usukuma, Katanga, Manyema and other places, indicating 

his large resources of vade goods and manpower. In September he still had sufficient pomn 

available to send a "large" ivory caravan under Mwana Kapisi to Unyanyembe and the 

c o a ~ t . ~ ~  Such large caravans of Nyarnwezi porters were alrnost certainly organized according 

to the mode1 adopted by the Irish caravan leader and trader Charles Stokes, who successfuIly 

rnanaged columns of 2,500-3,000 porters dunng the 1880s and early 1890s. Stokcs was 

unique arnong Europeans in East Africa in the ease with which he could attract porters, 

largely because he learnt and applied the methods of the Nyarnwezi and Sukuma. Arnong the 

northern Nyamwezi and Sukuma he gained a good reputation, p d y  through his mamage to 

Limi, cousin of Mtinginyi of Usongo, and partly brcause of his dernonstrated belief in non- 

violent caravan management and racial equality. Thus he was able to gain access to the 

labour resources of Usongo, "a land of porters," and other parts of northern Unyamwe~i .~~  

The future Bishop of Uganda encountered Stokes' canvan at Saadani in July 1890. His 

'' Burton. Lake, 1 1 1-2; Richard F. Burton. "The Lake Regions of Central Equatorial Afriça"; LBçâ. 
29 (1859), 41 1-12; Cummings, "A Note on the History of Caravan Porters", 1 14. 

7 LMS 62 Sourhon to Thornpson, Urambo, 17 April 1882, LMS 4/4/8; Griffith to ïhompson, Uguha 1 July 188,. 
4/4/C; Copplestone to Thompson, Uyui, 2 Sept. 1882, LMS 4/5/A; Roberts, "Nyamwezi Trade", 65, th. 5. 
Mwana Kapisi's caravan only got as far as Uyui. For more on Mwana Seria see Stokes to Lang, Uyui, 18 Dec. 
1884. CMS G3A6/02. 

63 Anne Luck, -es S t o k  in A m  (Nairobi, 1972). 59,63-5,68,85, 157-8, 163. 203; Harman, 
-, 23-34-47, 54-6; Blackburn to Lang, Uyui, 2 July, 1885, CMS G3A6102 (quote). Stokes wrote soon 
after his fust wife's death, thankful to be on safari, that he was "quite at home" with his '"wild boys."' Stokes 
to Lang, Kuletii camp, 26 July, 1884, CMS G3A6101; Lu& -, 59. See also Hman.  
Stokesi. 



description is worth quoting in full for the details it provides of Nyamwezi porters and 

caravan organization: 

... away from the sea ... some 2,500 Wanyamwezi porters were encamped. These men had come down 
to the coast. under the leadership of Stokes, and would each carry back a load weighing some seventy 
pounds. They were mostly fine, stalwart-looking men. Some had brought their wives, who cooked 
and carrieci the cooking utensils and food - often no light burden .... Many [of the porters] were 
swaggering about in ... a few yards of white caiico tloating in the wind as they walked .... Others had 
doth ... wrapped about their heads as a turban or folded round their waists as a loin-cloth. Orhers. 
again, were simply clad in skins. Al1 apparently were armed with spears, bows and arrows, or 
antiquateci muzzle Ioaders ... 

These 2,500 porters ... were divided into fifteen camps and cornpanies. For instance, there 
had k e n  assigned to us for the ponerage of our loads some 300 Wasukurna. These men were in [thel 
charge of a 'nyampara,' or head-man, named Simba ... Under him were tive or six subordinates who 
had charge of companies. Four or five, or a Iarger number ... messed together. These smailer 
companies also had each its head. It was each man's duty in hm to cook for his fellows, draw water. 
and fetch firewood. 

Thus ihe whole caravan was organized . ..64 

Apart from the merchants the most important caravan officers were the 

wanyampara6S (literaily "grandfathers"). The origins of the name and function clearly lie in 

the political structure of Nyamwezi, Kimbu, and Sukuma chiefdoms. Northem Unyamwczi 

and Usukuma, according to the missionary C. T. Wilson, were divided into numerous 

districts, each ruled by a chef  or "monungwa." Under the "monungwa" were several "lesser 

chiefs" or "banyampara": "... it is under these niamparas", he wrote, "that the porters or 

pagazi go down to the coast to engage in caravans going up into the i n t e r i ~ r . " ~ ~  Wilson w u  

actually descnbing sub-districts of chiefdoms govemed by batemi. Npmpara is most 

correctly descnbed as '4elder."67 We have accounts from central Unyamwezi and Ukimbu of 

the role of wanyampara  as rnembers of chiefs' councils. 68 Despite Wilson's view, it is 

bl Tuckcr, Ei~hteen Yearg 26-7. Tucker irnplies that it was Stokes who had crested this system. In tact. as will 
be seen in chapter 7. this ordered arrangement was typical of most caravans. whether Nyamwezi. Sukuma. or 
coastai. The cloth noticed by Tucker was probably a portion of the porters' advance wages. 

65 1 use the Swahiliized wanyampara. In the original political context in Usukuma, for example. the corrcci 
tenn is banumhala. 

66 C. T. Wilson, "A Journey from Kagei to Tabora and Back". PRGS, N. S.. II (1880), 619; also quotcd in  
Achim Gottberg, Un~amwesi. Ouellensammlunn und Geschrchte (Berlin, 1971 1, 120. 

67 Holrnes & Austen in "The Pre-Colonial Sukuma", 3û4, state that a barnhala was "an advisory council of 
village elders," subject to the authonty of ng 'wanongwa (pl. banangwa), who was subject to the rrtletni. 

68 Copplestone to Hutchinson, Uyui, 22 March 1881, CMS G3A6101; "Beantwortung des Fragebogens nir 
Erforschung der Rechtsverhdtnisse der Naturvol k a  (der Wanyamwesi) von Professor J. Kohler", Tabora, 1899, 
Dcutsches Zentralarchiv Potsdam, Auswartiges Ami, Kol. Abtlg. Bd. 4990. BI. 66-78, publishcd in Gottbcrg, 



unlikely that it was the same individuals sitting on chiefs' councils who regularly went on 

safari, as they are described as "elders" or "elderly," and presurnably were needed nt home to 

exercise their goveming functions. Rather it seems that the title and authority was transferred 

to influentid caravan headmen, (who may later have become council members). The tille 

was also used in caravans of coast-based porters, so it was therefore accepted in a rnulti- 

ethnic environment, where its original meaning was lost. This is the implication of Raum's 

statement that "the leaders of the porters, the wanyarnpara, were self-made men of great 

physical strength endowed with moral stamina and a sense of justice. Famous leaders spent 

their best years on the caravan paths, passing from one expedition to another."69 

Another important caravan official was the mgunga, or traditional doctor and diviner, 

present in almost every caravan, and who acted as advisor and provided ritual protection 

against the dangers of the road. Important diviners were sometimes also ivory rnerchants, 

and organized their own ~aravans.~O Waganga advised unsuccessful itinerant traders to cany 

out the "gourd of travel" ritual to improve their fortune? Apart from protecting caravan 

personnel the mganga also ritually cared for the ivory. Ivory tusks were ensured safe arrivai 

at the coast after they had been ritually rnarked with spots, lines and figures. The mgunga 

cmied only a light load "in view of his ~all ing."~2 

The fourth important caravan func tionary was the kirangozi73 (pl. virangozi). the 

euide or leader on the march. The kirangozi was usually elected by the porters. He wu not * 

-. 242-4. The author, apparently the Tabora Stationschef, wrote that the position was only open tc, 
senior males, and that a mnyarnpara had "several villages under him." In Ukimbu the elders making up the 
council of the chiefdoms were known as ivanyaampala. In Usumbwa they were banymnpara. See Shorter, 
Chiefship in  Western Tanzania, 24, 120-2. 

69 0. F. Raum. "German East Africa: changes in African tribal life under German administration. 1882- l9l1". 
in  Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds., History of East Africâ (Oxford, 1965), II, 169. 

70 Speke. Journai, 125; Nolan. "Christianity in Unyarnwezi". 53; Sheriff, Slaves. Spices and Ivory. 181. 

7i  F. J .  Lake, .'The Organisation of Ancestor Worship". 1-2, Nzega District Book, Tanzania National Archives. 
See Glassman, "Social Rebellion", 138, for a brief discussion of religious ritual on caravans worhng the 
northern routes. 

72 Burton, Lake, 509-5 lO,N 1. 

73 Also kilangozi or kiongozi, flom -ongozu. Kiswahili: to drive forward. carry on vigorously, l e d .  



necessarily from a special rank or section of society.74 Any individual with experience and 

some standing among the porters, and with good knowledge of the road, could be chosen. 

The kirangozi had no substantial power; the position was more a matter of honour and status, 

with a few more opportunities for personai gain than were available to regular porters. 

According to Burton he had to "pay his followers to acknowledge his supremacy," and 

purchase "charms and prophylactics" from his mganga. W M e  on the march the kirangozi 

preceded the porters, who would be fmed if they stepped ahead of him. His work was to lead 

the caravan along the correct route, and at the sarne Ume to mark off the paths which 

stmgglers were not to take. This was done by blocking off the path to avoid with leaves or 

sticks or drawing a line across it. Sometimes porters were lost who "walked on 

mechanically, never noticing these signs, and were only brought to their senses by miving at 

a strange village many miles out of their way." He might also negotiate hongo with chiefs 

along the route. Despite his responsibilities the kirangozi was the butt of abuse "for losing 

the way, for marching too far or not far enough, for not halting at the proper place, and For 

not setting out at the nght time." His perquisites included better rations, a Iighter Ioad, and 

sometimes the attendance of a sIave.'5 At the beginning of joumey the kirongozi was cntitled 

to a goat "to make the joumey prosperous," and perhaps other presents. 76 According to 

Unomah the office was similar to that of the flag bearer of the Unyanyembe army, rspecially 

in the use of ritual implements. including a small d n i m . 7 7  This is another example of the way 

74 Although on one journey Southon described his kirangozi as a 'Wanyamwezi chief" and Wilson believed hc 
was usually chosen from among the wanyarnpara. Southon to Whitehouse, Laguia, Ugogo, 6 Aug. 1879. LMS 
2/1/D; Wilson & Felkin, I,43.  

75 Burton. Lake Re 1 12; Wilson & Felkin, f,43; Alfred J .  Swann. - a v e - H m  . . 
Central (London, 1969, 1st ed. 1910), 41. For the election of a kirangozi see Burton, Lake 43 1 - 
2. For the sornewhat different functions of virmgozi in coastal caravans see chapters 6 and 7; Glassman. 
"Social Rebellion", 93. 

76 Speke. Journal, 50. Burton is incorrect when he says that a present was optional at the end of a journey. His 
evidence on wages and customary payments is unreliable given his own failwe to pay his porters according to 
their agreement with the British consul in Zanzibar. 

77 Unomah. "Economic Expansion". 262-3. 



Nyamwezi cultural fonns were incorporated into caravan culture. A kirmgozi at the head of 

a caravan made a powerful statement Accompanied by a porter pouding a large drum, he 

himself camied the red flag of the Zanzibari Sultanate if the caravan belonged to an Arab or 

Swahili. In Burton's words: 

The d i g n i q  is robed in the splendor of scarlet broadcloth ... with a central aperture for the neck, and 
with sorne streamers dangiing before and behind: he also wears some wonderhl head-dress, h e  spoils 
of a white and black 'tippet-monkey,' [colobus monkey?] or the barred skin of a wildcat, crowning the 
head, bound around the throat, hanging over the shoulders, or the gorgeous plumes of the crested Crane. 
His insignia of office are the kipungo or fly-flapper, the tail ofsome beast, which he affixes CO his 
person as if it were a natural growth, the kome, or hooked iron spit, decorated wirh a cenual sausage of  
parti-colored beads, and a variety of oily little gourds containing snuff, simples, and 'medicine' L'or the 
road, strapped amund his waist?* 

The Professionals 

The earliest European travellers into the far interior found that porters could readily 

be hired at the coast for an agreed wage, although there were variations in supply according 

to the the extent of dernand, the season, the political situation in the intenor, epidemics, and 

other factors. This was not only the case at entrepôts such as Bagamoyo, Pangani. and 

Saadani, where caravans initiated and terminated their joumeys, but ar many of the more 

important market centres and caravan stops dong the central routes. In the numerous 

descriptions of caravan travel published from the 1860s the tenn "professional" crops up timc 

and tirne again. This does not contradict the ample evidence of the conhuation of the older 

tradition of dry season travel practised by small up-country traders and porters. a distinction 

f i n t  noted by Cummings among modem hi~torians.~9 However, many historians consider 

only the latter, and neglect or discount the appearance of a large corps of professional wage 

e m i n p  caravan leaders, headmen and p0rters.8~ But others have recognized that the role of 
- 

78 Burton, Lake Re~ions ,  240. 

79 See .'A Note on the History of Caravan Porters in East Africa". Kenva Historical Review, 1. 2 (1973). 1 13 
and especidly f.n. 24. John Iliffe takes a similar view: "Some porters were lifetime professionals, but most 
were occasional migrants". See his "Wage Labour and Urbanisation" in M. H. Y. Kaniki, ai., Tan;iania Undcl: 
Colonial (London, 1980), 279. Sheriff also uses the label "professionai porters": Sheriff, U y e s .  S- 
apd Ivorv, 103. 

Roberts. ''Nyamwezi Trade", 65, writes "The carriage of ivory to the coast becarne a most important leature 
of Nyamwezi Me, but it was not essentially a specialist activity." Given the limitations imposed by his topic 



speciaiisü was an innovation with important consequences, including the beginnings of 

regular migrant labour, and the transfer of capitalist ideas, a s  well as other cultural 

consequences.81 On an occupational Ievel the profession was marked by a distinct way of 

life and the development of professional status and pride. Specialist porters showed a long 

term cornmitment to porterage, lemed the skills necessary for success and sometirnes 

survival, and proved their endurance and strength. None of these characteristics were greatly 

affected by the continuing partiai attachment of most porters to the land. A distinct "'caravan 

culture" which crossed ethnic Iines was aiso created, 82 

The earliest mention in the contemporary literature of "professional' carriers dates 

from 1860. when Burton wnting of his expenence in 1857-9 descnbed the Nyarnweïi as *'the 

only professional porters of East Africa."83 Sometimes the meriu of specialists were lrss 

directly stated. In 186 1 Speke was told by Musa Mzuri, an Iridian trader at Kazeh, that using 

his own slaves as porters was "more trouble than profit"; hired porters were "more ~ a f e . " ~ ~  

In 1879 a missionary wrote: "Wanyarnwezi take more care of their loads than Zanzibar men. 

this concIusion is not surprising. A more exueme position is taken by Nolan, who attempts to argue that 
Nyarnwezi porters cannot be considered to be specialists or wage workers before the colonial period. See his 
"Christianity in Unyamwezi", 72-3. Juhani Koponen provides in many respects the most balanced account of 
economic and social organization in nineteenth century Tanganyika, but writes "... the impression created by 
some latcr historians that porterage was wage labour comparable to colonial migrant labour does not seem 
particularly well-founded. Rather, 1 should like to argue chat arnong porters more important distinctions than 
those between slaves and free labourers were, first, between what might be cailed 'trader-porters' ruid 'workcr- 
porters' and. second, between those who worked on their own and those who acted as commercial agents for 
thcu political leaders." See andodu-, 113-4. Differing with Koponen 1 argue that "worker- 
porters" did share many characteristics with colonial migrant labourers. From the point of labour history i t  is 
the tiequency or rate of migration or Ievel of speciaiization which is important, ris well as the experience of the 
labour process. In addition, Koponen's reformulation of categories does not cIarify matters. There werc, in 
t à c ~  no hard and fast divisions, but considerable overlap. These questions will be deait with in chapter 9. 

81 Iliffe, A Modem History of Tangan~ikp, 45, 77; Terence O. Ranger, T h e  Movement of Ideas". in 1. N. 
Kimambo and A. J. Temu, eds., A Historv of Tamania (Nairobi, 1969), 161-188. 

82 Caravan culture had an impact beyond the caravans themselves. This topic will br: further discussed i n  
chapters 6 - 7  and 8. 

Burton. LakeReeions, 299. Speke agreed, describing the Nyamwezi as '~rofessionaily voluntary porters" 
Sec James Macqueen, "Observations on the Geography of Central Africa (With cornments by Captain Spckc, 
just returned fkom East Africa)", PRGSJ III, IV (1859), 210. 

84 Speke, 108. 



The former are professional pagazi [porters], the latter seldom ..."85 But in time coastd 

porters were aiso designated professionals. The former British Consul at Zanzibar, F. 

Holmwood, had this to say concerning coastal slave porters in 1893: 

1 notice, in the account of a recent anti-slavery deputation to Lord Rosebery, that a statement 
was made in regard to the employment of slaves by European travellers and by the British East Africa 
Company, which was calculated entirely to mislead the public as to the m e  nawe of such 
ernployment ... 

It is m e  that a large proportion of the porters, guides and guards of al1 expeditions kom 
Zanzibar to the interior is composed of slaves, in a technical sense. Whilst representing England at 
Zanzibar, 1 engaged, both for the Company, for Mr. Stanley, and for other uavellers, more han a 
thousand of such porters. 

These men are professiorurl rravellers whose livelihood is gained by such work, and the tact 
of theu being slaves or otherwise has no bearing on their engagement, for no master can compel a 
slave to uavel, and, pracucaiiy, the moment he is outside the Coast region he can desert and settle ris a 
tiee man in the inter i~r .*~ 

May French Sheldon noted "the muscular development" of Nyamwezi porters' shoulders 

through their long experience carrying loads. A rnissionary wrote that the Nyamwezi were 

"the professional transport-agents of the East Coast." In 1905 a German anthropologist 

described almost ail his Nyamwezi men as  "Professional carriers. sturdy fellows with 

tremendous chest-measurement, broad shoulders and splendidly developed upper-arm 

muscles."87 Nevertheless, by this time the day of the "trained professional porter" was 

almost over. In later years, according to one experienced traveller, those who intermittentiy 

worked as porters rarely had the physical attributes "of the old type who made it their life's 

The long term cornmitment of specialized porters is readily evident. Many worked 

the caravan routes for a number of years before returning home. In 186 1 Speke succeeded in 

A. W. Dodgshun, Tenual  African Expedition: Rev. A. W. Dodgshun. Lists of Requirements" (manuscript). 
11, LMS 2/1/B. On the question of care of loads, other travellers made similar comrnents. 

86 Zanzibar and East Africa Gazette. 26 Apnl 1893, 10. (Repcinted from The T imed. The italics are mine. 
Holmwood's assertion that slave status had little impact on the professiondism of caravan porters is borne out 
by the case of slave porters in the Merina kingdom of Madagascar, where a large corps was continualIy 
employed on the transport routes. See Gwyn Campbell, "Labour and the Transport Problem in Imperiaf 
Madagascar, 1810-1895", U, 21 (1980). 341-356. 

87 French-Sheldon, Sultan to S u h ,  121 ; Swann, -ve= 58; Karl Weule, Native 1 1 le in 
. -  . 

Fast A f u  tran. Alice Werner (Westport, Conn., 1970, 1st Eng. ed., London, 1909), 40. 

C. W. Hobley. -a. F r m v  to Crown Colpay (London, 1929). 200. 



a c q u i ~ g  the services of a specialist kirangozi or caravan leader named Ungurue: "He had 

several times taken caïavans to Karague, and knew al1 the laquages well ..." At Lumeresi's 

in Buzinza, south of Lake Victoria, Speke met an old acquaintance called Saim, a porter in a 

caravan arriving from Karagwe: "Saim told me he had Lived ten years in Uganda, had crossed 

the Nile, and had traded eastward as far as the Masai country .... Kiganda, he also said, he 

knew as well as his own tongue; and as 1 wanted an interpreter, he would gladly take service 

with rne."89 Saim was a trader, but also a professional porter, perhaps carrying his own 

goods at times, but otherwise prepared to hire himself out to others. Many porters made 

severai long safaris with the aim of accumulating enough wealth to invest in their farms or 

slaves, or buy ivory to sell at the coast In 1876 Mackay of the CMS noted that one of his 

men had travelled five times to Ukerewe island in Lake Victoria from the coast town of 

Wanga.90 In his study of the history of Unyanyernbe, Alfred Unomah interviewed several 

old men who had made numerous journeys to the coast during the late nineteenth or early 

twentieth century. One, Mwana Kakulukulu of Kazima in Unyanyembe, was over 100 years 

old at the tirne of the interview in 1968. He had travelled to the coast seven times; &er the 

fourth safari he had enough capital to establish his cattle business.91 Men such as Mwana 

Kakulukulu were not very different from the migrant labourers of the colonial period. Others 

made porterage a Metirne's work. One German writer met some elderly Nyamwezi who had 

walked to the coast more than twenty t ime~ .~2  

Specialist caravan leaders and porters also worked the northem and Kenya routes. A 

leader of the thousand strong caravan from Pangani to Laikipia in 1868 had traveiled to 

blaasailand fifteen times. May French-Sheldon found that many of her men had previously 

worked for European travellers and big game hunters. The kirangozi in Oscar Baumann's 

89 Speke, Journai, 128. 162-3. 

Mackay to Wright, Zanzibar, 12 Da.. 1876. CMS CA61016. 

9i Unomah. "Economic Expansion", 399. Unomah also gives another slighlly different version of Mwana 
Kakulukulu's story, 89, Ln. 23. See 386-389,391,399, for other exampIes. 



expedition of 189 1-2 was Mkamba, a slave, who "roamed uninhibited through Massailand 

year in year out." Baumann recognized in him "the typical 'msafari' (caravan man) of 

Pangani. He returns from Lake Rudolph only a few days later to set out again for Kavirondo; 

in one caravan his poor wages are counted out to him and in the other he narnes his advance 

for the next j0umey."~3 Like other experienced European travellers Baumann admired the 

cornpetence of such experts as Mkamba, his headman Mzimba bin Ornari, and other 

specialis t caravan operators and porters. During the 1890s Waungwona or 4'Zanzibaris" 

tramped the central routes through German temtory or from Mombasa to Uganda in the 

British sphere. In 1892, a few days after the r e m  to Zanzibar of W. G. Stairs' Katanga 

expedition, numerous headmen and porters, "unwarned by experience," signed on to a 

Uganda bound caravan.g4 Many of their fnends had starved to death in the famine associaied 

with the collapse of Msiri's empire in Katanga, partly a consequence of the aggression of 

their employers. Another veteran w u  missionary A. B. Lloyd's cook, who had travelled 

"several times" to Uganda prior to the disastrous joumey through German East Mnca of the 

CMS caravan of 1894-5. 95 

When Protestant and Catholic mission socie ties established stations up-country from 

1876 rnany porters found regular work for a number of years on supply caravans and 

caravans taking up missionary reinforcements, as well as on mail services. The expansion ol' 

demand for experienced caravan personnel caused by European activities meant that m m y  

porters could move from one European caravan to another, as they were requiredag6 in 1880 

one LMS missionary travelling to Ujiji noted that the caravan had "a very good chief, Ulia 

- - 

93 James Christie, Cholem E~idemics in East Airka (London, 1876). 222; French-Sheldon. Sultan [O  Sultan, 
105; Oscar Baumann, Durch Massaiiand mr Nilauelle (Berlin, 1894), 4-5 (my translation). This was 
Baumann's third caravan journey, so he speaks with some authority. 

94 Moloney. Bith  C u  Stairs to m, 277. 

95 A. B.  Lloyd. Ln Dwarf J .and C o w  (London. 1900). 35. 

96 Beidelman, "The Organization and Maintenance of Caravans", 6 1 1-6 12. 



[Ulayaj" who had worked some years before for another LMS man.97 In the meantirne Ulaya 

had been employed by the French uaveller, the Abbe Debaize. Other porters in the caravan 

had been with earlier LMS expeditions? Mandara, a porter with Stairs' Katanga expedition, 

had previously worked for Joseph Thomson, Fredenck Jackson, and Bishop Hannington. 

Bega and Mirabo Ngumba had survived Stanley's Emin Pasha Relief Expedition? Mission 

societies and impenalist expeditions thus represented part of the expansion of opportunity for 

specialist caravan porters. Many must have worked for Arab, Swahili and Nyarnwezi 

caravans in addition. 

Age and expenence were respected virnies among porters. Youths looked up to 

"gray-beards": "... the older men, who have leamed to husband their strength, fare better than 

their juniors, and the Africans, like the Arabs, object to a party which does not contain 

veterans in beard, age, and expenence."'~ Such depth of experience was a resource which 

could be drawn on in difficult times. During the long months at Fort Bodo in the eastern 

Congo rainforest, the porters of the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition vented their frustrations in 

cornparisons between their current predicament and the "suffari ya zamani," former caravan 

journeys, during which there was "more food and fiercer natives, more cattie, longer 

marches, and bigger men." loi Experience often showed that conditions did not live up to 

those on previous safaris. The result, as we will see below. was individual or collective 

resistance. 

97 Ulia is the sarne as Ulaya. meaning Europe. 

98 Wookey to Whitehouse. Maguhika. 23 June 1880; Southon to Whitehouse. Urambo. 6 Iuly 1880. LMS 
3EIB. For short accounts of the careers of other professional caravan headmen in  East Aft-ica sec Konczacki. 
Victorian Ex~lorer, 192; HobIey, Kenva 200-201. 

99 Moloney, Wih  Captain Stairs, 264. S e e  the 'Who's Who of Africans" in  Simpson, 191- 
8, for a iist of many of the better known porters and headmen who worked for European travellers in East 
Afnca. 

lm Burton. LakeReerons, 112; Cummings. "A Note on the History of Caravan Porters". 113. 

loi W. G. Stairs, "Shut up in the African Forest9*. B N i n e w  C e o l ~ y ,  29, CLXVII (1891). 55. 



The work of a professional caravan porter tequired considerable skill and endurance. 

One experienced European traveller wrote in praise of Nyamwezi professionals: "These 

Wanyamwezi are really marvellous people .... It is hard to imagine anything more admirable 

than the skili with which they manage to meet al1 d i î f i c ~ l t i e s . " ~ ~ ~  But beyond bdd 

statements such as that of Andrew Roberts - that ivory porterage was "a skilled and arduous 

task best performed by fit and experienced young men; undisciplined and demoralized 

captives would have been of very little use"l03 - we have no analysis of what these skills 

were. Certainly, familiarity with the caravan routes must have been essentid for the 

professional porter.104 Weule found that some of his carriers were so knowledgeable of the 

main caravan routes that they were able to reproduce them in rough but extremely accurate 

maps covering the central route to Tabora and beyond, and branches to the north and 

s o ~ t h . ~ ~ ~  Perhaps one of the most important skills leamed on the job would have been some 

knowledge of the various languages of the road and the peoples whose countnes werc 

traversed. This meant some ability with Kiswahili and Kinyamwezi, as well as. for example, 

Kikuguru, and Kigogo. Porters on the northern routes found Kizigula, Maa, and other 

languages spoken in northern Tanzania and Kenya valuable.lo6 A third type of skill w u  the 

ability to acquire a fund of knowledge for survival on the road and in far off countries. Such 

knowledge included familiarity with practical survival techniques for copine with 

provisioning problems and food shortages. bad weather, and other hardships of the road. 

Poners necded hunting skills and a knowledge of edible plants and insects.1O7 niey also had 

Iû2 Konczacki, Vict- 206. 10 Aug.. 1891. 

'"J Ro bens, *Nyamwezi Trade", 6 1 ; Koponen, and R o d m  1 13. 

l W  S. T. m e n ,  The (London, 1986. 1st ed. 1891), 175. 

'@ Weule. Native J-i&,  373-5: 9 (map). 

IDS For an interesting discussion of the necessity for multilingualism at the commercial cenue of Mazinde in 
north east Tanzania see Steven Feierman, w m :  A (Madison, 1974), 199-200. 

lû7 Grant, an experienced hunter, admired the resourcefulness and hunting and survival skills of his and 
Speke's Nyamwezi porters: James Augustus Grant, A Wu Acr- (Edinburgh, 1864). 42-3. 



to understand inter-ethnic cultural support networks including utani or joking relationships 

ihrough which aid could be provided in times of need. 108 For trader-porters some 

commercial knowledge of the long distance trading systems would have been essential. 

Other useful practical skills would have included facility with food processing and 

knowledge of traditionai medicine. 

Great stamina was another mark of specialist porters. Stanley believed the Nyarnwezi 

to be superior to the Waungwma on account of their greater ability to resist disease, their 

enormous strength and endurance, and "The pride they take in their profession." By the early 

1900s Nyam wezi porters were "famous for their almost incredible powers of endurance." log 

Joseph Thomson wrote of his 150 "Zanzibari" porters' toughness when climbing the 

Uchungwe mountains West of Mahenge in 1879: 

The power of Iung and muscle displayed by the Zanzibari porter is certainly remarkable. With a load 
of frorn sixty to seventy pounds on the head or shoulder, and a gun in the one hand.- the other being 
occupied steadying the hale,- he will patiently toi1 up a precipitous mountain by the hour together 
without stopping to resf and probably shouting or singing al1 the time. l *O 

J. A. Moloney wrote of the mwungwana or Zanzibari, "His powers of endurance are 

marvellous: they defy alike hunger, cold. rain. swarnps, and malaria." Moloney put bis 

down to "the easy fatalism" of the "patient and cheerful" coast porter.1l1 A less ambiguous 

endorsement of Yao professionals highlights their toughness. Joseph Thomson brlieved that 

'The Wahyao are perhaps ... the most industrious and energetic people to be found in East 

Africa ... The best coast porters have been originally brought as slaves from the Yao country. 

Nearly al1 my best men ... are Wahyao, and the experience of many other travellers has been 

the same." W. P. Johnson of the Universities Mission to Central Africa endorsed these 

Iû8 Very littie has been published on the important topic of utani, but considerable research was carried out ai 
the University of Dar es S a l a m  by Stephen A. Lucas and his students during the 1970s. 

Stanley, T h r o m  Dark C m .  1,Jl; Weule, Native J .&, 40. 

' I o  Joseph Thomson. (London, 1968, 1st ed. 1881). 1.201 -2. 

' ' ' Moloney, WiihCantîin 223. Thcre is m e r  praise of 'Vie Zanzibari as a marvel of starnina". 163 - 
4. 



views: "A trained Yao will carry a load, keep up with any European [who of course did not 

carry a load], and when he has built the latter his booth to rest in, will go off to look for 

honey. or if the halt be in a village, will dance ail  night, and come up smiling nexr 

morning." 112 

Beyond description, perhaps the best measure of endurance is the time taken to walk 

(or jog) routes commonly traversed. LMS mailmen are a case in point. AIthough not 

caravan porters in the usual sense because of their light loads and relative freedom to set their 

own pace, they sometimes made long joumeys dong the central caravan route in rernarkable 

time. Southon of the LMS Urambo station, about 1,250 kilometres march from the coast, 

reported that he had received letters from Zanzibar in just thirty three days.' l3  A trading 

Company at Zanzibar reported a letter from Ujiji, over 1,500 kdometres by foot, arriving in 

45 days. Another from Unyanyembe took 39 days for a journey of perhaps 1,100 kilometres. 

Such Urnes were quite normal and numerous other exampies could be cited.l14 The LMS 

mailmen were mostly Waungwana. But the Nyamwezi were generally considered to be the 

strongest and most robust messcngers and porters. According to Southon, 

Twenty tive to thirty miles a day for ten consecutive days would be considered good walking 
for rhe average Mnyamwezi. Their Pace is generaily about four miles an hour. 

Men who are practised runners & habituaiiy employed in carrying messages, are capable of 
trotting long distances. and often make short joumeys in an incredibly shon space of tirne. Forty to 
tifty miles are often made in one day by such men. Mirambo once told me that some of his men had 
made the journey from Urambo to Ujiji in six days. To do this they must have averaged about 30 miles 
a day. 'Runners' are almost always shod with hide sandals and are seldom loaded with a gun or orhcr 
heavy weapon. A spear or bow & arrows, are generally carried, & as tfie runner is not uoubled with 
rnuch clothing, he jogs dong during the greater pan of the day, and seem dike insensible to h m ,  
hunger or fatigue.] l5 

l2 Quoteci by W. P. Johnson in an extract from The Nvasa New& reprinted in the Zanzibar and East Africa 
Gazette, 3 1 Jan. 1894,9; Johnson, ibid" 10. When the origins of the "Zanzibaris" of Thomson's t'irst caravan 
(1879-80) are considered, the largest group were Yaos: Simpson, Dark Com~anions, 145. 

Southon to Whitehouse, Urambo, 24 Dec. 1879, LMS 213lB. 

Muxworthy pp. Boustead Ridley & Co. to Thompson, Zanzibar. 5 Apnl 1881. LMS 4/3/8; idem to ideni. 
Zanzibar, 2 June 1881, LMS 413lC; idem to idem, Zanzibar, 22 Sept. 1881, LMS 413lC; idem to idem, Zanzibar, 
17 Nov. 1882, LMS 413lC; Wolf, -, 226, 13 Nov., 1880. 

l5 E. Southon, "The History . Country and People of Unyamwezi", V. 10, LMS 314lC (my italics). 
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Large caravans with heavily laden porters were of course much slower. The LMS 

caravan of 1879 from Saadani to Ujiji took 100 days. This good time was facilitated by the 

few desertions and little property loss. Even better time was made by the expenenced porters 

of the LMS caravan managed by Juma, which reached Urambo from the coast in 72 days.[l6 

One of the quickest journeys on record must be that of Bishop Tucker and his caravan who 

marched from Nasa, Usukuma to Zanzibar during the dry season of 1893. The journey took 

just 44 days including the passage to Zanzibar, but this was only possible because there were 

at least two porters for each load. Il7 When a LMS caravan arrïved at Saadani from Ujiji with 

70 half loaded porters, the journey had been completed in 62 days, making an average day's 

march of 24 kilometres. But when the 12 rest days are excluded the average daily march was 

30 kilometres. I l 8  Clearly such arduous joumeys could not be undenaken successfully by 

amateurs. 

Nyamwezi, Swahili, and Arab caravans, however, usually travelled at a more 

leisurely pace. First, their purpose was trade, not just conveyance of the stores of explorers 

or missionaries, Second, Nyamwezi caravans to the coast often included herds of goats and 

cattle, the latter sometimes acquired from the Gogo, which necessarily slowed the march. I l 9  

Third, up-country porters often had to spend more tirne finding provisions on the march. 

given the more limited quantities of barter goods available to them compared with porters 

workùig for coastal traders and Europeans. Finally, Nyamwezi porters had their own work 

culture which differed from the more regularized pattern preferred by European caravan 

leaders. 

l6  Wolf, Çenual A f r i c m  . . 
, 282, 17 Sept., 1881; Southon to Whitehouse, Ujiji, 29 Sept. 1879. LMS 

m. 

I l 7  Tucker. Eighieen Years, 134-5. 

I l 8  Hore to Thompson. S.SJava. 20 Jan. 1881. LMS 411lA; Beidelman. 'The Organization and Maintenance of 
Caravans", 610. 

l i 9  Livingstone, Last loumals, 348. 10 Dec., 1870; Harries. Swahili Rose Tex&, 180; Robem. "Nyamwezi 
Trade", 58 and sources there; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 201; Stigger, 'The Late 19th. Century 
Caravan Trade". 10. 



On a more personal level many porters celebrated their strength and endurance. 

When Southon discussed the weight of some large tusks with Mirambo, he casually said, "1 

suppose these large tusks will be carried by two men?" Mirarnbo laughed and said "No, we 

have plenty of men who can carry much larger ivories than these. and one man to each is 

plenty, in fact, some men would carry two of the smdl ones." "But," said Southon, "no 

ordinary pagazj [porter] could cany so heavy a load for any distance." "That is me", the 

chief replied, "but many Wanyamwezi men take a pride in canying heavy weights, but then 

they cannot make a very long journey. Some men will carry a heavy bale but cannot cürry a 

tusk, whilst others c m  cany a large tusk but are unable [toj carry a bale. It all depends upon 

what a man has been used to." Livingstone saw one such herculean porter, who carried 

six frasilas or 2 10 pounds of ivory from Unyanyembe to the coast Sometimes when loads 

were apportioned, especially the heaviest and most awkward, the strongest of the experienced 

porters were reminded of their previous deeds and were urged by their headmen to set a good 

example. These veteran carriers had considerable pride which would not allow them to ~akr 

the lightest burden. This was the case with Songoro, one of the porters who worked for thc 

French explorer, Giraud. Songoro told Giraud that he h d  gone with Stanley "from Zanzibar 

to the second sea" (the Atlantic Ocean) carrying a section of his boat. Working for Stanley in 

the Congo, he claimed to have carried no less than 25 boat sections from the Atlantic cout  to 

Stanley Pool. 122 Another remarkable porter was the Mnyamwezi B u n d u l d ~ ,  who habitudly 

marched near the head of missionary S. T. Pruen's caravan. He had lost his right hand years 

120 Southon. T h e  History. Country and People of Unyamwezi", V. 8. Southon's emphasis. ïhe  8 tusks in 
question averaged 78 Ibs. Five were over 90 Ibs. and the other 3 were below 601bs. There are many exarnples 
in the literature of porters making long journeys carrying such loads. 

121 Livingstone. Last Joumals, 418.23 April. 1872. For other examples of porters of excepuonai srrengrti see 
Burton, Lake Re~ions, 1 12; Lloyd, In Dwarf Land, 37; Marius Fonie, B lack and Beautiful (London, 2938). 57- 
8. 

lU Victor Giraud. Les Lacs d e  L'Afrique huatonale  (Paris. 1890). 43. For other headmen and porters with 
Congo experience see Harry H. Johnston, The Kilima-Niwo Ex~edition (London, 1886), 60-63. One of Nolan's 
informants, interviewed in the 1970s. Peuo Kapunga of Ndono in Unyamwezi, kept letrers of recommendation 
from caravan leaders he had worked for at the tuni of the century: NoIan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi", 15. 

lZ, Perhaps "Bunduki" or "gun" in Kiswahili. 



earlier in a gun accident, and "yet managed to cany his madaia load (two loads lied on at 

opposite ends of a pole), and to tie it up most skilfuily every moming, not withstanding this 

defect." 124 

Specialist caravan porters were proud of their occupation and their skilis and 

endurance. They were men of the world who had travelled far and expenenced life to the 

fullest. A code of honour developed at least as early as mid-century, and particularly among 

Nyamwezi porters. Its most obvious expression, commonly noted by traveliers, was the 

predilection of Nyamwezi porters when deserting to leave their loads and sometimes their 

advance pay behind rather than damage their collective reptation. 'The porters." Burton 

wrote. "hold it a point of honor not to steal their packs; but if allowed to straggle fonvard, or 

to loiter behind, they will readily attempt the recovery of their goods by opening their 

burdens. which they aftenvard abandon upon the road." 125 A decade later a French observer 

echoed Burton. Nyarnwezi porters. he wrote, were "of a proverbial honesty and exemplary 

docility. However there would be danger in treating them harshly," he warned, "not because 

they revolt against bad treatrnent, but because they Save themselves by abandoning their 

loads intxt,"126 

There are many exarnples. On the very f i s t  day of Speke and Grant's joumey to 

Unyanyembe, in Septernber 1860. eleven of the porters disappeared. including ten of Lhe 

freed slaves provided by Sultan Majid of Zanzibar, and one Nyamwezi pagazi. Only the 

Mnyarnwezi "deposited his pay upon the ground." Later, near Zungomero, Lhree more 

Nyamwezi porters deserted, leaving their loads on the path. At Kanyenye in Ugogo right o i  

the Nyamwezi absconded. Although they took a part of rheir burdens with them. this 

probably represented what they considered to be wages owed to that point. n7 In 1893 the 

125 Burton. LakeReeions, 198; also ibié, 236. For exarnples see W, 195-6.384 

126 Ch. De Vienne. 'me Zanzibar il L'Oukami", de la S ~ i e t é  de G-, 6e Senes. 4 (1 872). 359. 

127 Speke. LQucnaL 4564.75. In conuast the less expenenced Grant wrote that bey "had no daim to honour 
or honesty - 2 13 of thern. although handsomeIy paid, desertcd us. carrying away a considerabte quantity of 



tradition was still alive. A Nyamwezi porter deserted the caravan of Lionel Decle on the 

Unyanyembe border, ieaving his gun, m u n i t i o n ,  and the 49 rupees which was owed hirn in 

wages. lB 

In general terms the Nyamwezi had a good reputation for honesty whether they 

deserted or not. Livingstone spoke highly of "Banyamwezi" porters who "as usual" carried 

goods "honestly to Unyanyembe" in advance of himseif. Stanley had an equdly good 

experience in this regard on his first expedition, not losing any goods from the srnall caravans 

sent ahead of his own party to Unyanyembe. "The Wanyamwezi as a rule are honest people 

they will not open a ioad & take anything out," wrote one missionaiy.129 But the Nyamwezi 

were not the only porters to have a code of honour. One of Cameron's Waungwana went so 

far as to find a replacement to c a q  his load to Unyanyembe when he deserted in the Mgunda 

Mkali in July 1873.130 Southon's Waungwana and coastal porters showed pride in their work 

on the joumey up-country in 1879 by taking extreme care of the goods entrusted to them, 

with not f 1 in loss, darnage or rheft by the mid-way point. The missionary wrote that 'They 

are very faithful in al1 things & honest beyond mesure, so that 1 never trouble about lockng 

things up ..." Dunng 1879 and 1880 Thomson had the same experience with his Ziuizibaris 

who "... never once presumed to put forth their hands unlawfully to take whüt was not theirs 

..."131 Deserting porters did not dways show such scruples, however. In A p d  1873 one of 

property." Grant, A Walk Açross Africa 43. The large number of desenions was mainly due to the food 
shortage in Ugogo and Mgunda Mkali. See Speke. Journal, 73-95; Grant, A Walk 32. 

l 3  Decle, Three Years in Savage Africa, 355. For other examples see Murphy to Kirk, Bagamoyo. 19 Apr., 
1873, VLC 3/4 RGS; J. F. Elton, Travels and Researches Arnong the Lakes and Mountains of Eastern and 
Central Africa (London, 1968. 1st ed. l879), 370,27 Nov., 1877. 

129 Livingstone to Lord Stanley, Bamberre, Manyema countq. 15 Nov.. 1870, House of Comrnona 
Parliamentwy Paliers, C.598, m l .  78.621; Bennett, Stanlev's Desoatches, 5-6.; Henry to Wright, Mpwapwa, 1 
Oct. 1878, CMS CA6/012. See also Konczacki, Victorian Explorer, 201,31 Juiy, 1891. Reichard generaliy 
belittled the Nyamwezi, but in some respects praised their smpuiousness: "Porters only use the part of their 
wages advanced to them if they are completely sure that they are to go on the journey ..." P. Reichard, "Die 
Wanjamuesei", 7eitschrift der Gess- Für B e r b ,  XXIV (1889), 308. 

130 Carneron, A f r h .  1, 135. 

. . 
I3 l  Southon to Whitehouse. Lagula, Ugogo. 6 Aug. 1879, LMS 2/1/D; Thomson, 9 
II, 205-6. See also Pruen, The, 97-8, for a lengthy testimonial of the honesty of Zanzibari 
porters. Sir Philip Mitchel1 recorded similar experiences in British East Africa: of 10,000 odd loads carried 



Cameron7s Wawtgwana named Uledi disappeared with his load near the Mkata swamp. 

When returned by chief Kisabengo he was flogged "as an example." The porters "agreed bat  

the punishment was well deserved, for on this part of the road, although it was not thought 

any disgrace to desert, yet it was considered a point of honour thar a man should never run 

away with his load." 132 What is notable about this case is that collectively porters were just 

as interested in maintaining their reptations as employers were in enforcing discipline. 

Collective pnde was expressed in other ways. Porters insisted on being well dressrd 

when departing on a long j o m e y  or arriving at major caravan termini. In contrast they often 

wore old rags while on the march. 133 Nyamwezi porters took pnde in their tradition that 

once on the road from the last camp stop. they would not backtrack. n4 Besmirching the 

honour of porters could have serious consequences for ernployers. Ln one case in 1879 near 

Mahenge mass desertion was almost the result of an unintentional smear by Joseph Thomson 

on his Wawtgwana porters' honour. Descnbing the incident the youthful explorer wrote: 

Seeing a porter offering beads of a kind suspiciously like my own to a wornan to pound rice for him. 1 
asked Chuma bis  headman] where tfie man got them. The latter, who heard what I said, immdiately 
went off arnong the men. telting hem 1 was accusing them of stealing beads. A dreadful row was at 
once raised, the drums were beat frantically, and the horns blown to cd1  al1 the men together. From al1 
sides they came rushing, bnnging their guns, etc. These hey laid down at my ket  with the air of 
injured innocence. They had never been accused of stealing before! 'Hcre are our parcels,' cned they; 
'look and see i f  we have anything beionging to you. Now give us our tickets of discharge, that we may 
go back to the coast, for we cannot go with you to be looked upon as thieves!' Every one was in the 
uunost excitement . Personal articles were packed, and preparation t'or a general return madc. as i f  an 
unpardonable aspersion had been cast upon their unsullied honour, which as immaculate men they 
were bound to resent. 

each year tiom 1905 to 1908, including trade goods, such as cloth, beads, paraffin, and knives, virtually none 
were lost for any reason, and pilfering was hardly known. See S. C. Lamden, "Some Aspects of Porterage in 
East Afnca", m, 60 (1 963), 157. Hobley describes the code of honour of coast porters which he observcd 
during the 1890s in terms of ethics: the porter "mut never abandon his load ... uavellers of the older generation 
... could recail incidents i n  which an exhausted porter has stuck to his Ioad even to the point of death, when hc 
only had to abandon it to gain certain safety. It was considered a disgraceN thing to pilfer from a load during a 
march, and it rarely occurred. No mean vimes these! As al1 over Afnca food and water musc if  need arose, be 
shared with a cornrade." Hobley, AFrica 199. 

132 Cameron, Across Africa, 1.59-60. This raises the question of the extension of a code of honow to ideas 
about justice. This will be examined in chapter 9. 

133 For discussion see chapter 7. 



Thomson was forced to back down and a p o l o g i ~ e . ~ ~ ~  

Another way to view specialist porters is a comparison with amateurs. The latter had 

less discipline and motivation, could not or would not cany heavy loads, had no pride in the 

work (often considering carrying the work of slaves or wornen), marched erratically, and 

would not travel far. 136 Explorer Frederick Elton was struck by the prodigious svength of 

professional porters working the central routes in cornparison with his earlier expenence of 

porters in Usangu, Ubena and Uhehe: 

After our experiences of Wasango and Wachungu carriers, the immense Ioaûs undertaken by these ... 
porters of Zanzibar and Uniamwesi @Jnyamwezi] astonished us. Some of these fellows are 
magnificent developments of the human animal, with herculean frarnes; but even the smailer ... possess 
a capacity for endurance , as welf as a muscular suength, that makes us Europeans feel very poor 
creatures. 1 have seen them slide and stagger dong a path, which a diminutive torrent has wom into a 
narrow deep winding groove, with slippery sides, or over a marsh, ankle-deep and knee-deep in biack 
tenacious mu& for six and eight houn at a tirne. without once taking their loads off their heads. 13' 

Expenenced carriers themselves differentiated between their own abilities and those of 

amateurs. In 1883 Johnson travelled to the country of the Konde at the north end of Lake 

Nyassa, and reported his porters' view of its inhabitants: 

They have, 1 have been told, the poorest reputation as carriers, and 1 have heard my own porters 
compare a caravan of them to a string of a m ,  each ant canying a very ;iny bit. Any little joke likt: this 
is kept up and mbbed in, as it helps the carriers of larger loads to forget the suain on their own 
muscles. 138 

Thus there were good practical reasons for regular porters to take pnde in dieir work. 

135 Thomson. To the Ce- 1, 195-6. 

136 See for examples, Elton, m v e l s  and 324-5,33 1 (Chungu or Bena, north of Lake Malawt ): 
Frederick L. Maitland Moir, "Eastern Route to Central AfricaYT, n e  S c o w  Geo-al W. 1, IV . . (1885), 107 (Lake Maiawi-Tanganyika comdor); Johnston, m e  -O E x ~ e m .  43-3.5 1-2 (Nyika 
and Rabai); Last, v a n  Orientalis, 18 (Sangu); Alison Redmayne, "Mkwawa and the Hehe Wars". 
&L IX, 3 (1968), 428 (Hehe); Konczacki, Vict-, 201 (Sagara); Moloney, With Cmtain S h , n ,  
13 1-2 (Tabwa?). 

13* William Percival Johnson. My Af- . . 75-1895 (Westport, Conn., 1970, 1st ed. London, 
1924), 100. For similar comments on the aid to morale and discipline provided by shared jokes see Edward 
Coode Hore, Eleven Yeus in Cefltrai 4friça (London. 1892). 35-5. 



Chapter Six 

Recniitxnent, Bargaining, Wages and Power: Who Called the Shots? 

Culture was an important agent shaping the way porters worked and caravans 

operated. To a large extent this was a development of early patterns of work in the ivory 

trade. Expericnce over the years and noms and conditions which were rouiinely expected 

solidified into "custom." But structures and institutions also played a major role. Old 

institutions such as chiefship were adapted to aid in recruitment. Increasingly the caravan 

trade and changes in economy and society dong the routes encouraged specialization, so that 

in the end recruitment "agencies" emerged with considerable power to influence the labour 

market. The market itself was a structural factor which shaped porters' and employers' 

behaviour. But porters retained considerable bargaining power, especially in larger canvans, 

which they used to ensure their mobility, maintain their customary rights and, where 

possible, increase their wages. 

With increasing European intervention from the late 1870s came new ideas about 

work. But attempts to impose on porters employed by Europeans definitions and patterns of 

work derived from European (and sometimes Indian) conditions and stereotypes about 

Africans were contested, and sometimes rejected. From the point of view of porters, 

innovations and regulations were acceptable if they Iargely coincided with custom, or oilkred 

some improvements. But if this coincidence of interest was missing custorn prevailed. On a 

formal level the result in British caravans was a compromise which was reflected in contracts 

and the earliest labour legislation. 

The chapter begins with an outline of the development of recruitrnent practices. The 

nature of the hiring context influenced the degree to which porters were able to defend their 

basic demands, and played a role in the development of caravan culture and the 

consciousness of experienced p a g a i .  Regularized procedures and practices were known and 

utilized by those "in the business." They include organized recruitrnent methods with 

variants operated by Africans, Asians, and eventually, Europeans. In the second section 1 
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consider changes in the negotiation of agreements. Bargainhg was often collective in nature, 

and porters readily exploited the increasing demand for their labour. In order to maintain 

pressure on employers porters engaged in the typical stratagems and tactics of wage workers 

wherever merchant capital was a powerful presence: suikes, go-slows, desertions. theft. 

Towards the end of the period written employment contracts were the nom on European led 

caravans. There was some loss of freedom for porters as  contracts were interpreted more 

rigidly by European employers, and in thne contracts came to represent attempü to impose 

new ideas about work. But many porters were able to safeguard basic claims, particularly the 

principles of advance payment and payment by the month. These non-negotiablr "rights" 

were ernbedded in the earliest colonial labour legislation enacted by the Zanzibar Protectorate 

govemment, 

Of equal importance to porters were rations and wages, the subjecis of the final two 

sections. Life was hard in nineteenth century East Africa, and a porter's Me was harder than 

most. Adequate rations went a long way towards guaranteeing survival, and many worked 

for a full stomach. A standard ration became a condition of employment in most caravans. 

Payment of rations in barter goods sometimes gave porters an entry into petty irade. In either 

case claims were defended. 

The average porter, as a wage labourer, demanded fair remuneration. Wages rose at 

crucial junctures during the second half of the century as porters pressed their temporary 

advantage in the labour market, but tended to fall after several years of German imperid 

govemment. Downward pressures were exened by economic changes, colonial regulaiion of 

Afncan caravans, and the use by the colonizers of state power. Porters were paid either for 

the anticipated journey or by the month. Nyamweù porters were well placed within the 

labour market because of their high reputation and the structural advantages of their position 

within the caravan system. 

l These will be deait with in detaii in chapter 9. 



Recruitment 

Structural and institutional aspects of the caravan business indicate increasing 

specialization and an elaboration of the division of labour during the second half of the 

nineteenth century. The first of these is the tendency towards regularization of recniitment 

practices at the main terrnini, so that ernployers could hire porters without a long search. 

Recruitment "agencies" emerged at the coast, a tendency which matched specialization in 

other aspects of the caravan business. This was particularly the case at Bagamoyo: 'The 

whole and sole occupation here is preparation for journeys to the interior," wrote a 

missionary in 1878. "Everywhere the signs of a large pagazi business are apparent."? 

Porters were able to find work easily either individually or through a popular headman by 

registering with recognized recruitment agents. In Unyamwezi the important chiefs regulated 

access by outsiders to porters. Nonc of these patterns of recniitment displaced the old 

Nyarnwezi style described in the previous chapter. 

The important role of Indian entrepreneurs in the coastal towns, especially 

Bagamoyo, is the most notable and commented upon feature of the enlisment of caravan 

porters in the late nineteenth century. From the earliest journeys of Europeans into the 

interior Indian merchants were involved in outfitting caravans and recruiting porters. 

Burton's headman Said bin Salim was assisted by the "Cutch banyan" Rarnji when the first 

gang of porters was hired at Bagamoyo. Ladha Damji, the Zanzibar customs master, sent a 

caravan of Nyamwezi porters to Kazeh with Speke and Grant. Jemadnr Isa bin Kunari of 

Bagarnoyo, according to the historian of the town, "very quickly realized the monetary 

Norman R. Bennett, ed.. From Zanzibar to Uiiji: The Journal of Arthur W. Dod~shun 1877-1 879 (Boston. 
1969), 77, 11 Aug., 1878; T. O. Beidelman, 'The Organization and Maintenance of Caravans by the Church 
Missionary Society in  Tanzania in the Nineteenth century", IJAHS, 15.4 (1982), 610. 

Nevenheless. we are still in need of an detailed account of the activities of Indian capital on the coast during 
the nineteenth century. For earlier times we have Edward A. Alpers, "Gujarat and the Trade of East Afriça c. 
1500-1800, IJAHS, 9, 1 (1976). 22-44. The basic account for the nineteenth century is Abdul Sheriff,  slave^ 

Ivorv i- (London, 1987), 82-87; 202-208 and passim. Martha Spencer Honey, "A History 
of Indian Merchant Capital and CIass Formation in Tanganyika c. 1840-1940" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of Dar 
es Salaam. 1982) is unfortunately disappointing on the rnid-nineteenth cennuy, but sec 5 following, 102-4. See 
also Robert G. Gregory, So-90 . . . . 

-1 98Q (Boulder, 
1993), 44-5. 



rewards of becoming involved in the caravan trade," and by the 1870s was closely concerned 

with the hiring of porters, making the most of the position of his headquarters just behind the 

customs house. In 1873 another Bagamoyo resident, the local customs master "Soorghy," by 

hard bargainhg frustrated the atternpts of Murphy of Cameron's expedition to find  porter^.^ 

Indian recruiters were active in other coastal towns. In Saadani in 1884 an Indian "merchant" 

found porters for LMS missionaries. The Indian trader, Harnis Tarrier of Zanzibar, is 

mentioned as being able to recruit porters, although he did not satisfy the CMS missionary 

requesting them. Recruitment of porters for the southern routes was also handled on 

occasion by Indian traders, as Livingstone found at Mikindani in 1866.5 

Ail of these traders and officiais had significant business interests aside from enlisting 

and hiring out porters. It is only when we consider the weli organized recruiting methods of 

Sewa Haji of Bagamoyo chat a fully developed systern is apparent. Sewa Haji's n m e  is weli 

known to scholars of the Mrima coast, and I do not propose to recount his career here.6 But a 

few comments are in order. Starting off in his father's general store in Zanzibar in the 1860s, 

Sewa Haji moved to Bagamoyo and into the business of supplying caravans with their 

trading goods and purchasing the ivory, rhino hom and hippo teeth which they carried down 

to the coast. At the same rime he expanded into the recmitment and supply of pagazi, a role 

fusi apparent for Stanley in January 187 1, as well as operating transportation services md 

"chard F. Burton, The of C w  A h  (New York, 1860. repub. Michigan, 197 1 ). 26; John 
Hanning Speke, D i s c m  of & S o w e  of @ Nile (New York 1864), 41; Waiter Thaddçus 
Brown, "A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo: Aspects of the Growth of an East Atncan Coastal Town" (Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Boston University, 1971)- 262-3, 158; Murphy to Kirk, Bagamoyo, 19 April. 1873, Cameron 
Prtpers, VLC 314, RGS. 

Annie Hore, To Lake Tannan~ika in a Bath Chair (London, 1886). 634 ;  Henry to Wrigh~  Zanzibar. 25 luly. 
1878, CMS CA6/012; David Livingstone, The L a t  Jownals of David Livinrrstone ed. Horace Waller (New 
York, 1875)- 26, 25 March, 1866. Other Indian traders involved in the suppIy of porters are mentioned bur with 
few deuils. See C. T. Wilson and R. W. Felkin, Upênda and the E-an Sudan (London, 1882). 1.29-30, 
for an unnamed "Hindu" recruiter at Bagamoyo. and A. M. Mackay, D i q ,  3 Jan. 1877, CMS CA6/016 
(unnamed "Hindi" in Tanga). 

Short accounü are John A. P. Kieran. ''The Holy Ghost Fathers in East Africa 1863-1914". (Ph.D. Thesis, 
University of London, 1966), 355-356; A. T. Matson, "Sewa Haji: a Note", ïNR, 65 (March, 1966), 91-94. A 
more detailed biography is in Brown, "A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo", 185-199. Some of my material 
on Sewa Haji is from this source. 



financing caravans of Arab and Swahili traders. Thus, as Brown comments, he becarne 

involved "in virtually every phase of long distance trade."7 But by the early 1890s, 

according to Baumann, Sewa Haji was to be disthguished from wholesalers such as Taria 

Topan,  and had largely given up trading deals: "His fm is now a 'staff placement'  bureau in 

the greatest style, he is a carrier and worker agent ..? Some historians have stated that Sewa 

Haji was frequently able to monopolize al1 the porters in Bagamoyo, so that canvan leaders 

had to accept his terrns. That he had achieved this level of dominance is disputed by Brown, 

the historian of Bagamoyo.9 Nevertheless, Sewa aimed at monopoly, and was successful in 

rnanipulating debt: l 0  

Sewa Haji recruits porters for all, for Germans, British, French and for the Congo State .... Whereas he 
gives even to the coastrnan at the most 10 Rps. per month, to the Mnyarnwezi and Msango only a few 
yards of cloth, the European [employer] must pay 15-20 Rps. monthly. Through smail sums which 
Sewa advances to the Blacks in their teisure time, and then extortionately charges interest on. he knows 
that there will always be people on hand. He wins intluential caravan leaders by high payments, for 
which the others' hard earned wages are so much reduced. in addition to the advances, which increase 
with interest and compound interest to infmity, still more 'charges' are subtracted from them. 
particularly if it is a question of dealing with naive interior pe0~1e.l l 

Henry Morton Stanley, How I Found Livingstone (London, 1872), 49.51-55: Norman R. Bennett, rd. . 
Stanley's Desnatches to the New York Herald (Boston, 1970), 11-12; Dondd Simpson, Dark Companions: The 
African Contnbutio - .  

n to the Euro~ean Ex~ioration of East Africa (London, 1975),76; Mwworthy to Hore. 
Zanzibar, 17 Nov., 1879, LMS 2/3/D; Muxworthy to Southon, Zanzibar, 10 Dec., 1879, LMS 2/3/D; 
Muxworihy to Hore, Zanzibar, 13 Oct., 1880, LMS 3/4/E; Muxworthy to Thompson, Zanzibar, 14 luly, 1882, 
LMS 4/5/D; Hore to Thornpson, LMS Camp, Makwui, 17 July, 1882, LMS 4/4/D; Brown, "A Pre-Colonial 
History of Bagamoyo", 186. 

* Oscar Baumann. Purch (Berlin. 1894). 3. T h e  is evidence, however, that Sewa 
was still heavily involved in vade in the Lake Victoria region. See Brown, "A Pre-Colonial History of 
Bagamoyo", 190-1. 
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Response to Geman Conquest of the Northem Mrima" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 19881, 95; 
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(Portsmouth NH, London, Nairobi, Dar es Salam, 1995), 60; Brown, "A Re-Colonial History of Bagamoyo'*. 
189. 

'O See Glasman, "Social Rebellion", 94-7, for a generai discussion of debt relations and caravan porters at 
Bagamoyo. According to Glassman ("Social Rebellion", 95) by the late 1880s Sewa Haji was "skimming off 
half the cash advance typicalIy given to Nyamwezi porters." But Gtassman gives no specitic evidence for this. 
He also suggests that 'Tree Nyamwezi porters rhus gave up to Sewa Haji the same proportion of their wages as 
slave-porters gave to their masters" (note 13). The fust problern here is that if the Fust statement is not proven, 
then the second is only supposition. Even if me, the cornparison is invdid. The wage subject to deduction was 
only the advance wage in the case of free Nyamwezi porters, but ail of slave porters' wages. For the latter case 
see "The story of Rashid bin Hassani of the Bisa tribe, Northern Rhodesia", in Margery Perham, ed., Ten 
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Thus on the coast new f o m s  of labour extraction were developed to rneet demand and 

impose new working conditions. However, the situation described by Baumann represents a 

new penod in labour relations, one in which the conditions of imperialism and early colonial 

rule played a part. 

Sewa Haji was frequently cnticized by European travellers, as Brown notes. l 2  But he 

was (and is) judged unjustiy when it came to his treaunent of porters. For instance a 

condition of the connact under which he suppiied "good" porters to the German Friedrich 

Kallenberg in 189 1 was that flogging of porters would be prohibited. Kallenberg was proud 

of his record in keeping to the agreement. Sewa Haji established the first hospital in 

Bagamoyo and a hospice for sick porters, operated by the Holy Ghost Fathers, as well as 

making other major charitable contributions. Arnong these were donations for hospitals in 

Zanzibar and Dar es Sdaam.i3 His continuing concem for Nyamwezi porters, without whom 

his business would have been nothuig, was reflected in his will. In it provision was made for 

the future care of "sick Wanyamwezi and poor persons" in the Sewa Haji Hospital (Dar es 

S alaam). 14 

At the coast entrepôts serving the central routes porters for Swahili and Arab caravans 

were recruited locdly through patron-client, slave, or pawnship relationships or through the 

recognized agents.'s Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari tells us that "If an Indian or an Arab wanted 

l 2  Brown, "A Re-Colonial History of Bagamoyo", 186-7, and sources there. For example, Stokes accused him 
of cheating his porters: Stokes to Lang, Uyui, 18 DE., 1884, CMS G3A6/02. But a few years later Stokes 
himself was making business deals with Sewa Haji. See Matson, "Sewa Haji", 91. 

I 3  Friedrich Kallenberg, A u f e  F K n e P s n f a d h  Ddie~assai:ch-0- . - .- . - .  

(München. 1892),45; Kieran. 'The Holy Ghost Fathers". 356; Brown, "A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo", 
193. Flogging was routine in most caravans, especially during the 1890s. and Sewa Haji was in advance of 
European opinion. Thanks to Harald Sippel for the reference from Kallenberg. 

l4 Quoted in Brown. "A Re-Colonial History of Bagamoyo", 197. 

l5 For a fictional account in which pawnship serves as one type of recniitment mechanism see Abdulrazak 
Gurnah, Paradise (London, 1994). For the northern routes from Pangani and Tanga see Glassman, "Social 
Rebellion", 130-139; idem, m, 74-8. Here the situation was rather different than at Bagamoyo and 
dong the centrai route. Most porters working the northern routes were either slaves, and worked for their owner 
or another entrepreneur and, at the same time. perhaps themselves, or were free Swahili recruited through 
patron-client relationships. 



porters, die person who suppiied them ... was given a rupee for each porter as the jumbe7s 

due. This levy was not all sent to one jumbe, but to the jumbe to whom the caravan had 

come."i6 The suggestion is that anyone with suficient contacts could coilect porters as  long 

as the local jumbe (chie0 received the recruitment tax. Altematively, and it seems rspeciaiiy 

in the middle decades of the century, when demand for labour was increasing but coastd 

recniitment facilities were not yet weli established, porters were hired directly from arnong 

the thousands of Nyamwezi and other up-country porters who arrived each year. Even rhis 

was not enough to ensure sufficient porters for coastal entrepreneurs and madiwan (public 

officiais) seduced by the tempting opportunities in the far intenor. The result was that 

procurers or "touts" were sent up to 250 kilometres or more inland to persuade downward 

Nyamwezi caravans to divert to their particular village, both to secure porters and to profit 

from the visitors' ivory sales and purchases of cloth, beads, and other goods. "When they 

[porters] are rare," Burton wrote, "quarrels take place among the severd settlernents. each 

attempting a monopoly of enlistment to the detriment of iü neighbours, and a little blood is 

sometimes let." 17 

Europeans on the Coast requiring porters at first relied on Indian agents, but soon 

developed their own recruiunent systems. Some travellers relied on their headmen to enlist 

carriers. Southon believed that this was the best method because "He [the headman] will 

know the capacity of the men and their trustworthiness better than anyone else." l 8  

l 6  Mtoro bin Mwinyi B a h ,  The Customs of the Swahili People ed. and Iran. J. W. T. Allen (Berkeley. Los 
Angeles, London, 198 1 ), 154. 

l7 John Hanning Speke, "On the Commerce of Central Afkica", TBGS, XV (1860). 141; Speke. Journal. 62.23 
Oct., 1860; Richard F. Burton, "The Lake Regions of Central Equatonal Africa"; JRGS 29 (1859), 57,80; 
idem, Lake Regions, 82, 119-20, 236. For similar activities by "couriers" in the Kilwa Kivinje area see David 
Lawrence Horne, "Mode of Roduction in the Social and Economic History of Kilwa to 1883" (Ph.D. Thcsis, 
UCLA, 1984), 156. For a discussion of the activities and role of agents of coastal merchants ("touts") see James 
L. Giblin, P o p  No- 194Q - * - (Philadelphia, l992), 36 - 
8. 

l 8  Southon to Whitehouse, Urambo, 18 Dec., 1879, LMS 2B/A. See also Veniey Lovett Cameron. ACTQSS 
Abka (London, 1877)- 1, 1 1; Bennett, W v ' s  DesDatches, 158-9; Last to Whiting, Mamboya, 4 Oct., 1881, 
Ashe to Lang, Msalala, 10 Feb., 1883, CMS G3A6/01; Muxworthy to Thompson, Zanzibar, 24 May, 1882, 
LMS 4/5/D; Beidelman, 'The Organization and Maintenance of Caravans", 610. From his expencnce in thc 
1890s Hobley wrote: "Having selected his principal M n i a u ~  [myampara 1, the leader, if wise, left the 
selection of the junior headrnan in his hands, and each of the juniors then collected his own squad of porters. 



Sometimes in these cases a kind of sub-contracting system operated. This was a forerunner 

of the systern of anonymous hiring of Mombasa dochworkers, described by Frederic k 

Cooper, which lasted into the 1930s. Workers were hired by intermediaries who then 

presented an entire gang to the stevedoring, shipping and warehousing companies of the 

port.19 Europeans with considerable safari experience sornetimes found their own porters. 

The best known case is thnt of Stokes. Stokes also found porters for other European 

travellers, especiaily CMS missionaries. z0 In 1892 Baumann, after two previous safaris, 

preferred to find his own men in various coastal towns, making sure that each had a known 

guarantor who was contracted to pay back the porter's advance in the case of desertion. 

Slave porters were usuaiiy guaranteed by their master? 

Increasing European interesü in Zanzibar led to the establishment of alternative 

recmiunent services with greater European control. From the late 1870s trading firms such 

as Smith, Mackenzie and Co. and Boustead, Ridley and Co. were active in fitting out 

caravans and hiring porters on behalf of the British Protestant mission societies, the Congo 

Free State, the imperial British East Africa Company, and others. In 1886, for instance, 

Smith, Mackenzie and Co. recruited 620 porters for Stanley's Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. 

In June 189 1 the Company assisted in procuring porters for Stairs' expedition io Kaianga. ?' 

subject to the approval of his chief': C. W. Hobley, Kenya. From Chartmed Company to Crown Colonv 
(London, l929), 198. 

l9 For an example of a porter list in which ooly the headman's narne plus the number of men in his gang is 
given see MacKenzie to Jackson, 10 Nov., 1888. Mackinnon Papers, Box 63, IBEA Co. FiIe 1 A, 1888-9; 
Frederick Cooper, Qn the A twan  W a m  - .  

(New Haven and London, 1987), 30,36-40. See also Stephen 
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22 Smith, Mackenzie and Co.. CD- . . (London, 1938), 27; 
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Rashid bin Hassani, a slave of Bisa ongins, telis how he was recruited in Zanzibar by Smith, 

Mackenzie and Co. and introduced to a porter's Life: 

... I saw one day an amazing sight. There were Goan shops that sold wines and cognac and this day 1 
saw Swahilis spilhng money and throwing about rupees. We asked where they got their money and 
were told 'You are al1 fools hue; you will only get women; go abroad and you will get money. We 
went with a European from Smith Mackenzie's. Have a drink first a d  then we wiil go dong.' We sat 
and drank two or three days and were given money; these men were like Europeans. Eventually we 
went and saw three Europeans at a table; one had no left hand. Some of u s  were written on for a safari 
to rhe mainland. We were to get 10 cupees a month: hall we drew and haif was paid to o w  m a ~ t e r s . ~  

Often much of this work was sub-conuacted out to hdian traders." Another example of the 

comrnon interest in porter recruiaent linking European irnperialists and Indian merchants 

was the paruiership in 1880 between Sewa Haji and the Frenchman Ernile Segère. Their aim 

was to establish a caravan business, including transport services and supply depots, which 

would be utilized by travellers in the interior. The caravans were to be operated by a 

permanent carrier work force. The partnership quickly folded, but Sewa Haji continued on 

his own? In the fïst  years of colonial rule the state established bureaux for the recruitment 

and registration of porters. This was the case in Zanzibar, where there was a persistent 

demand for porters to serve on the mainland into the 1890s? 

In the intenor the role of chiefs was paramount. In Unyanyembe Tippu Tip's hther 

married the daughter of Chief Fundikira sometime in the early 1850s, and from then on was 

23 "The Story of Rashid bin Hassani", 99-100. 

24 Especiaily at Bagamoyo and Saadani. E.g. Baxter to Lang, Zanzibar, 4 Aug., 1884, CMS G3A6/Ol. 

. - -> N o m m  Roben Bennett, &J& V e r v  War ~arn N i n e t e e n t h - C w  Fast Central 
(New York, l986), 1 10-1, and references therein. 

26 The editon of the -bar C m  included the following information in the edition of 21 November, 1894. 
as part of a rebuttal of criticism from the London papa m e  F r e a  on the handling of the slave vade by the 
Protectorate government: "A tax of ten rupees per head ... has been levied for some years past upon every poncr 
engaged in Zanzibar for caravan work, whether the said porter be a slave or a free man. The object of this tax is 
chiefly to cover the expenses incurred by the Zanzibar Government in keeping up a bureau for recruiting and 
registering porters, an institution established for the welfare of the porters themselves ..." Unfortunately 1 have 
no further information on this bureau. However, given the increasing demand for labour, an argument can be 
made that the formalization of recruitment practices during the early colonial period was also for the purpose of 
controlling labour and limiting opportunities for negotiation, Le. for controlling costs. This can be seên in the 
legislation regulating porterage which was decreed in most of the East Afncan colonies in the fust téw years of 
colonial rule. 



able to gain access to many Nyamwezi followers. 2' The policy of Mkasiwa ( 186 1-77) 

towards the caravan system was generaily one of laissez faire. But his successor Isike ( 1877- 

93) becarne more interventionkt as the position of the Arabs in Unyanyernbe weakened from 

the middle of his reign, and major rivals in other parts of Unyamwezi and western Tanzania 

- Mirambo, Nyungu ya Mawe, and Msimba - died. Arab traders had to pay high 

recruiting fees and a tax on caravans. They were subject to a new labour law airned at 

protecting porten. servants and slaves frorn indiscriminate summary justice meted out b y 

Arab and Nyamwezi masters and employers. Isike utilized this law when he imprisoned and 

heavily fined several Arabs when two Nyanyembe slave porters were murdered in 1884. He 

then suspended Arab recruitment of Nyamwezi porters to ensure cornpliance and no doubt 

submission. Isike's power was such that again in 1887, 1889, and 1892 he was abk to 

prevent the recruitment of porters by Arabs for months at a tirne and, therefore, the 

rnovement of many coast bound caravans. The Arabs demurred because their business w u  

reliant on the good wiil of the Nyamwezi. These conditions lasted until his death resisting 

the Germans in 1893. Unomah believes that Isike's commercial and labour policies were a 

significant pan of his overall programme of building up royal power and reigning in potential 

opposition forces in Unyanyembe, including the vbandevba -28 From 1893 new realities 

intruded. The Germans were now the paramount power in Unyanyembe. Under the rems of 

27 Burton. Lake reg ion^, 184; François Bontinck, uans. and ed., L'autobiogrmhie de Hmed ben Mohammed 
çI-Mwiebi T ~ D D O  T ~ D  (ca. 1840-1905) (Bruxelles, 1974), 22,41. Tippu Tip said, "Whatever he [his iatherl 
wrtnted in and around Tabora he got ... at this time he was as though chief in the Nyamwezi manner, having 
much property and many followers ..." Hamid bin Muharnmed (Tippu Tip), Maishê Y L ~  Hamed bin Muhammed 
el Muriebi yaani T~DDU Tir, tran. & ed. W. H. Whitely (Nairobi, Kampala, Dar es Salaam, 19741, 13 $ 2 .  

28 Norman R. Bennett., "The Arab impact", in B. A. Ogot. ed., Zamani: A Survev of East African Historv 
(Nairobi, 1973), 218; idem, "Isike, Ntemi olUnyanyembe", in Mark Karp, ed., African Dimensions (Boston, 
1975), 6 1 ; Alfred Chukwudi Unomah, "onomic Expansion and Political Change in Unyanyembe (ca. 1840- 
1900)" (PhD. Thcsis, University of Ibadan, 1972), chapter 6, esp. 286-8; Francis Nolan, "Christianity in 
Unyamwezi 1878- 1928" (PhD. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1977). 58-9; A. J. Temu, 'Tanzanian 
Societies and Colonial Invasion 1875-190T', in M. H. Y. Kaniki, ed., -Under (London, 
1980), 105. For a second hand account of the negative consequences for the International African Association 
expedition of Betgians Burdo and Roger when they attempted to avoid Isike's prerogatives when recruiting 
porters see Joseph Thomson, To the Central African Lakes and Back (London, 1968,lst ed. 1881 1, U, 240-3. 



a treaty of submission imposed by imperîal representatives Nyaso, Isike's successor, was 

bound to "assist European caravans with agents, [and] assist them with porters."29 

Elsewhere in Unyamwezi other chiefs including Mirarnbo in Urambo and Mtinginyi 

in Usongo played a sirnilar role in porter recruitment.30 In other parts of the interior chiefs 

supplied porters to traveliers, often for a fee.31 In at least one case porters were supplied as 

part of tnbute payments. The southem Kirnbu chiefs sent porters to Mnywa Sele of 

Unyanyembe from his accession in 1859 until his deposiûon in 186 1 .32 Thus, in the intenor. 

existing institutions largely met the labour demands of merchant c a p i ~ l ,  as Coquery - 

Vidrovitch and Lovejoy note for Sub-Sahara Afnca generally.33 

In Ujiji recruitment was in the hands of the Arab and Swahili elite of the town. who 

utilized various sources. These included their slave and client retainers, N yamwezi, local Jiji 

and Guha (Holoholo) and, increasingly during the 1870s to 1890s, Manyerna from eastem 

Z a i ~ - e . ~ ~  As at the coast and Tabora political conditions had a great impact on the availability 

of porters. In June 188 1 Hutley found it very difficult to find porters due to the war 

" A translation of die "contract" is in Unomah. b'Econornic Expansion and Politicd Change". 357. In an culier 
treaty signed by Isike and Dr. Schwesinger, Tabora Stationschef on 2 October 1892, Isike committed himsclf to 
cancel the ban on porters signing up with the Germans. The text is in Achirn Gottberg, Unvarnwesi. 
Ouellensammlune und Geschichte (Berlin, 1971). 351. See also O. F. Raum, "Gerrnan East Africa: Changcs in 
.4îï-ican Tribal Life Under Germa Adrninisuation, 1882-1914". in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chlvcr, eds., 
Histoy of East Afica (Oxford, 1965), II, 176-7; Temu, "Tanzanian Societies and Colonid Invasion 1875- 
1907", 107. 

30 Norman R. Bennett, Mirambo of $MO?-1884 (New York 1971). 83.87. 152; A. 1. Mountenry 
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conducted by the coastal traders against neighbouring Urundi and Uviraa35 By the 1880s the 

power of Tippu Tip and Rumaliza, the greatest Arab traders, was such that European 

travellers frequently tumed to them for help with labour. When missionary Francois 

Coulbois left Zanzibar for Ujiji in July 1883 his 406 porters were provided by Tippu Tip. 

The porters of Congo Free State official Edvard Gleerup for his journey from Stanley Falls to 

Zanzibar in 1885-6 were supplied by Tippu Tip and Rumaliza in tum, and in 1886 the 

explorer Wilhelm Junker had to turn to Tippu Tip for very expensive carriers when the trader 

was at Tabora with his ivory ~ a r a v a n . ~ ~  

Collective Bargaining and Contracts 

Porters dong the central caravan route found that their labour and skills were in high 

demand, and that they held considerable negotiating power. As an occupational group they 

were similar to migrant wage workers in other occupations, times and places. There is 

considerable evidence over several decades that they collectively bargained with their 

employers over wages, rations and conditions, went on suike, and adopted other negotiating 

tactics and forms of resistance, such as desertion and go-slows. Whatever the identity or 

consciousness of the porters. al1 of rhese characteristics indicate to some degree that there 

wu an understanding of a common interest which was separate from that of the employer. 

Professional or semi-professional porters acted in defence of themselves, their fellows and 

cheir profession. They did so according to their own ideas about work, according to dicir 

own "work ethic," in Keletso Atkins' words. Porters, especially the Nyamwezi, defined the 

working routines of die caravans and created the caravan culture of the central routes long 

before Arabs and Europeans made a significant impact in the interior. 

35 Wolf, Central Afriçan Diaries, 270,21 June 1881. 

36 François Coulbois, -6s- (Limoges. 1901). 15; Per Hassing and Noman Benneli. "A 
Journey Across Tanganyika in 1886 (Traaslated and edited exuacts from the j o m d  of Edvard Gleemp)", 'lT\IR, 
58-9 ( I  962), 129, 132; Wilhelm Junker, nave ls  in the Years 1882- 1886 (London, 1892, reprinted 
1971 ), 559-562. 



European travellers constantly ran up against the facts of caravan life. For decades 

they had no choice but to accept most aspects o f  the system, rail as they might against the 

frustrations set in their path by an apparently uncomprehending workforce. Outsiders 

requinng a cooperative workforce had to adapt, as Arab traders did, hence it is not surprising 

that the most successfui European caravan leaders, such as Stokes, were the most flexible. 

Others less adaptable in their ideas about work, especially rnissionaries, stmggled to impose a 

regular weekiy work regime, with, for instance, no marching on S ~ n d a y s . ~ ~  But from the lare 

1880s the onset of colonization and increasingly harsh discipline in European-led caravans 

made collective action a riskier business for porters. While African traders were eventually 

undermined by increased penetration up-country of foreign traders, the construction of the 

railway in British East Afnca, the fdl of ivory prices, and the gradua1 imposition of 

restrictive regulations on their caravans by the German authorities on the mainland and the 

British on Zanzibar, European employers were increasingly able to utdize the coercive 

authonty of the new colonial state. 38 During the late 1880s and 1890s European power was 

most concentrated in and around the coastal entrepôts and dong the caravan routes, exactly 

where porters were when not on the march. The first military posts were established in 

coastd caravan terrnini such as Bagamoyo, Dar es Salaam, Tanga, Pangani, Saadani and 

Kilwa. Once the Germans were strong enough to support pennanent military stations in the 

interior they built in 1889 a b o m  or fort at Mpwapwa, the most important junction town, 

another in 1890 at Tabora, the biggest market centre, and a third in 1891 at Kilosa. Other 

bumas were constructed dong the central routes at Kiiimatinde (1895) and Ujiji ( 1  896). and 

37 Charles Stewart Smith. 'Explorations in Zanzibar Dominions", in Royal Geographical Society 
u ~ l e m e n t a r y  Paners, II (18891, 107. 

38 In German territory Gom the late 1890s Africans needed pemits to take caravans to the Coast. Further 
restrictions on elephant hunting, trading and fireanns acquisition were imposed in the early years of the 
twentieth century. See Philip Stigger, "The Late 19th. Century Caravan uade and Some of its Modern 
Implications", unpublished paper (Simon Fraser University. n.d.),18-19. Enforcement of fuearm regulations 
wu probably spotty until after Maji Maji. See Iuhani Koponen, Deveio~rnent For Ex~loitation: German 
Colonial Policies in Mainland Tanzania. 18841914 (Helsinki and Harnburg, 19941, 541. 



along the northem route at Mazinde and Moshi.39 These centres of power were useful to 

employers because German authorities along the routes could punish rebeilious porters with 

irnprisonment, forced labour or whippings. Meanwhile, the British in Zanzibar held sirnilar 

powers, and imprisonment in the old Portuguese fort was sometimes used to control and 

punish disputatious porters.40 

Another useful weapon for controlling Afncan workea, including porters, was the 

imposition of contracts and colonial decrees and ordinances backed up by the force of die 

incipient sute. This c m  be seen as part of the process of developing - as imperiaiists saw it 

- a more efficient exploition of labour, with the aim of secunng Afncan resources. Since 

porters were the first group of African labourers encountered by impenai representativcs on 

the East African mainland, and for many years the most important, it was logicd that they 

shouid be the iarget of early attempts to "reform" African labour practices. These factors - 

economic changes, the projection of European military power. regulation, and the use of 

contracts - suggest a diminution of the bargaining power of porters. In reality, as will be 

shown later in the thesis, the clash of ideas about caravan work could go either way. C ÿ n v m  

culture remained an effective protection until the deskilling of the early 1900s. During the 

1880s and 1890s porters maintained their power of veto through desertion, as m m y  travellcrs 

discovered. 

A few exarnples of the bargaining process point to the power of the porters and in 

some cases their collective solidarity. Burton, with Speke the first European in the Far 

interior, tells us that 'The porter will bargain over his engagement to the utmost bead, saying 

that all men are bound to rnake the best conditions for them~elves.'~4* In early 186 1, Speke 

39 Koponen, Development For Ex~ioitation, 114-5. 

40 See below for an early case. 

41 Bill Freund. The Ahican Worker (Cambridge. 1988). 11-12. 

42 Burton continues, "yet, after two or three months of hard labor, if he chance upon a caravan returning to his 
home, a word frorn a friend ... will prevail upon him to sacrifice by desertion al1 the fruits of his toil." This did 
not diminish the intensity with which porters bargained for the best wages and conditions. There wiil be morc 
on the apparent contradiction here in chapter 9. 



and Grant were in Unyamwezi trying to recruit porters to continue their joumey to Buganda. 

Grant wrote this account of the expenence: 

Men were in abundance in the country. and if a solitaq one ran away, he coutd always be replaced 
.... But to collect one or two hundred we found a most difficult task: they are as tickle as the wind .... 
They higgle pertinaciously about their hire; and after tficy have k e n  induced to accept double wages, 
they suddenly change their minds, think you'vé got the b a t  of it, and ask for more, or more comrnonly 
disappear. 43 

This was a time of upheaval and disturbance in the western intenor of Tanzania, with civil 

war in and around Unyanyembe. To the north Mpangalala's Ngoni ("Watuta") were "on the 

wing" and people were loath to leave home in the service of unknown ct.azungu. Even 

"double wages" might seem insufficient inducement to take the risk. Here the prime issue 

was security - an issue always at the forefront given the high risks which caravan portcrs 

often faced - nther than wages. Sorne months later, when the kirangozi was asked why ii 

was so difficult to persuade porters to join the expedition, the answer was that rnmy were 

harvesting (it was late May - the end of the rainy season) while others were concerned 

about the Watuta menace." In 1873 Cameron found bargaining with his pagazi "most 

dreadful work."fi The FolIowing year S m l e y  found porters at the coast taking a tough 

negotiating position: 

In 187 1 and 1 872 1 employed Wanyamwezi and Wanguana [sic at the rate of $2.50 per month cac h 
man; the same class of persons now obtain $5 per month, and with some people 1 have had great 
difficulty to procure them at this pay, for they held out bravely for a week for S7 and S8 per month. 

In addition, the porters, dong with other caravan personnel including servants and uskari. 

dcmanded four months pay in advance according to " c ~ s t o r n . " ~ ~  in  early 1883 Thomson w u  

- - - - - - 

43 James Augustus Grant, A W W s s  Afr ia  (Edinburgh, 1861). 76-77. 
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looking for porters for his expedition to Maasailand. "So great is the fear inspired by the 

Masai," he wrote, "that 1 was not able to get a single man to volunteer to go for the 

custornary #5 [sic] per month and it was only when 1 promised a dollar extra per month to be 

given as a present on their retum if they proved good men that they began to tum  p."^^ One 

wonders whether the fear of the Maasai was exaggerated by the porters to create an upward 

pressure on wages. 

Porters also bargained over their ration allowance. Dodgshun described in his diary a 

dispute with his porters over the quantity of cloth issued to buy provisions: 

(Dec. 28, 1877) At Pamagornbe al1 day on account of the wet. The men reluse a shukka [a cloth two 
yards long] for 8 [porters] and want one for 6. Al1 day the dispute goes on, but neither side gives way. 
We offered the medium 7, but they retiised. 
(Dec. 29, 1877) Up to 2 olcIock. in spite of various confabs, the revolt continued and we consequently 
lost the day's work. Then Waidingugu [a headman j came to Say they agreed to a shukka a day for 7 
men. So we served out the cloth and gor al1 arranged in messes of 7.48 

In this case the porters were clearly taking collective action forcing negotiations. with ü strike 

the consequence of non-cornpliance. The porters had a spokesman who represented their 

case to the rnissionaries. The end result was a partial victory for the porters, but to their 

employers this outcome was also acceptable. It was a compromise which allowed the 

caravan to resume the journey to Ujiji. 

Apart from basic questions of wages and rations, porters were particularly concemed 

to rnaintain control over both the Pace of work and their mobility - their freedom to movc 

from one caravan to another if conditions so demanded. This was reflected in their 

bargainhg suategies. Up until colonial times coast-based porters were able to defend the 

twin pnnciples of advance payment and payment by the month. They had several 

motivations for retaining the bbcustom" of advances. First, advance payment made it casier 

for thern to secure payment than if the full amount was to be paid at the end of the joumey. 

Second, losses were minimized if desertion became preferable to tolerating unduly arduous 

47 Thomson to Bates, Zanzibar, 26 Feb., 1883. Thomson Corr., RGS. 

48 Bennett, From Zanzibar to UI .- .. 
111, 51-52. For a similar case see Victor Giraud, Les lacs de 1' Afriaue 

uatoriale (Paris, f 89O), 58-9. 



conditions. In fact advance payment made desertion easier, as both porters and caravan 

leaders well knew. If a porter successfully deserted during the first months covered by an 

advance payment then he rnight possibly end up with a net gain. Third, if porters had to waii 

until the end of the joumey for payment, they could be more easily coerced by the caravan 

leader. 

The size of advance payments varied, but for joumrys dong the central routes two or 

diree months' pay was typical. In Zanzibar in June 189 1 a missionary travelling to Uganda 

found that he had no choice but to accept taking men on with a three month advance. When 

he objected to these ternis "They d l  simply walked off." He was forccd to back down and 

hire "on their own terms" those who had not joined other caravans.49 For unusually long 

joumeys, or when the route was off the well trodden roads, larger advances were demanded. 

Porters hired for the Royal Geographical Society expedition to Lakes Nyasa and Tanganyika 

in 1879 demanded four months' advance before agreeing terms because the route was not 

well known. The men of Stairs' Katanga expedition also received four months' wages in 

advance.50 

Many porters preferred a month by month arrangement to a contract for a wholc 

joumey which would take an unspecified period of tirne. Under the "piece work" system 

whereby they were paid per journey or to go a panicular distance porters were subjec~ io 3 

faster pace of work, Le. they had to walk further with fewer stops. This was because if they 

went at a more leisurely pace they would be spending more time on the road for the s m c  

wage. Payment by the month removed this possibility and allowed more leisurely joumeys. 

"Porters were never in a h u q  to accompiish a joumey," a missionary observed. "They 

received their daily rations, and were happy to remain on the road as long as possible, 

because they were paid by the month. Hence their wages accumulated ..."51 Nyamwezi 
-- - 

49 Robert Pickering Ashe. Çhronides of Uganda (London, 1971, 1st ed. 1894), 10- 1 1.39. 
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porters retuTning from the coast to their homeland had a different perspective. They h d  less 

reason to dawdle on the way, and hence were frequently happy to accept payment for the 

whole journey when hired by travellers and traders bound for the interior. Payment by the 

month was considered so important to porters that they bargained hard to retain it, even at the 

cost of a reduction in overall wages. This is the logic of another dispute, this time in 

Zanzibar. recorded by Dodgshun: "Early today a number of pagazi came for engagement. but 

we could not corne to terms. We wished to give so much for the whole journey; they can't 

understand it and want to be hired by the month." The next day the porters retumed and 

agreed to the rate of $5 per month, "less than we really offered at first," wrote the bernused 

Dodgshun. Once the deal was smck more porters made themselves a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ ~  

From the 1860s in European led caravans, negotiated agreements were commonly 

formalized in written contracts which were potentially enforceable at the coast. Usually 

contracts were made with the porters and registered with the appropriate consul, thus 

increasing powers of enforcement. 53 But there may have been precedents. There is recison to 

suggest that wntten contracts or at least records of employment terms may have been used by 

Arab, Indian and Swahili traders and merchants as weli. Some business documents writtèn in 

Arabic, Gujarati, or Swahili have survived from the nineteenth century.54 Coastal tradcrs 

52 Dodgshun. From 7- to .& 
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were usually brought up in the Koranic tradition and were literate. Many coastal (and Yao) 

caravans employed a secretary, nomindy a Muslim missionary, during the last decades of 

Lhe nineteenth century.55 

By the 1890s labour contracts had become an important tool used by the state in its 

goal of imposing the rule of law in the interests of colonial capitalisrn. As Frederick Cooper 

puts it, writing of the coastd plantation sector, 'The contract system [on the plantations1 ... 

put the exercise of labor discipline under the mbnc of generalized niles and enforcement by 

courts of law." However, although contracts were far-reaching in their implications. in the 

rural plantation areas they were ultimately unenforceable.56 On caravans the situation w u  

somewhat different given that poners and caravan leaders were always in close proximi~y 

except in cases of desertion. And far from contracts representing a disinterested rule of law 

appiied by a neutral authority, as the colonial state wished itself to be r e c o g n i ~ e d , ~ ~  they 

represented the specific interests of European caravan leaders and European imperialism. 

But caravans subject to coastal authority, whether of the Sultan, consular offïcials, or the 

early colonial state, were very much removed from officialdom when in the far intenor. The 

reality was that authority was often arbitrary, and poners responded accordingly (as will be 

seen in chapter 9). 

j5 Sze William Percival Johnson. &lv Af-ces 1875 . - 
-1 895 (Westport, Conn., 1970, 1st cd. . . London, 1924). 11 1; Harry Hamilton Johnston, (London, 1886), 61; Edward A. 
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Ibadan, 1972). 187; B. G. Martin. 'The Qadiri and Shadhili Brotherhoods in East Africa 1880-1910" in idem , 

Br- in  N- Af . * ~ (Cambridge, 1976). 158. For a discussion of nineteenth 
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The ongins of British consular attemprs to exert conuol over porters when ùiere were 

disputes between them and caravans of imperial subjects lie well before there were any 

British caravans travelling on the mainland. The 1839 commercial veaty between Great 

Britain and the Omani Sultanate inciuded a terrn (Article 5) defining the extra-temtorial 

judicial rights typically demanded by Europeans for their citizens living in "backward" 

countries. A dispute between one of the Sultan's subjects and a British subject was to br 

decided by the British consul if the cornplainant was the first mentioned. If the cornplainant 

was the British subject then the dispute was to be judged by the Sultan or his nominee. In 

this case the Consul or his deputy should be present at the hearing.58 Growing British 

influence during the second half of the century must have made the Sultan's decisions very 

susceptible to British pressure when consular representatives could attend the sultan's court. 

The earliest surviving contract is from Speke and Grant's expedition to Lake Victoria' 

Buganda, and ultimately EgyptSg Its terms were formalized by Speke and the permanent 

employees of the expedition on the 8th of September, 1860, at the British Consulate in 

Zanzibar.60 The presence of the consul in this and other cases was to bring dignity and 

formality to the proceedings and impress the porters. creating an element of theaue. and more 

practically, to act as a deterrent against desertion. It reads as follows: 

These men al1 severally agreed, before Colonel Rigby, Sheikh Said. Bombay, and myself. ro serve as 
my servants on the following r e m ,  as registered in the office-books at the British Consulate. Zanzibar. 
on the 8th of September, 1860: 
Supposing 1 gave Sheikh Said $500 - Bombay, Baraka, and Rahan $60 each - the Wanguana $25 
each - and Sultan Majid's Watuma [slave] gardeners $7 each, in ready money down, and promised to 
give them as much more on arrivd in Egypt, as weii as free clothes aud rations on the journey, and a 
free passage back from Egypt to Zanzibar, then they bound themselves to follow me wherever 1 chose 

R. Coupland, East Africa and Its Invaders: Frorn the Earliest Times to the Death of Seyyid Szid in 1856 
(Oxford, 1938, reprinted 1961), 480-2. 
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to lead them in Afnca, and do any kind of duty, without hesitauon, that men in such positions, while 
iraveling with caravans, might reasonably be expected to do. 

Then foUows a "List of men engaged at Zanzibar - their Pay, their Appointments, and how 

disposed of." 

Another early survival is from Livingstone's last journey. The British Consul in the 

Comoros Islands, William Sunley, recruited on the 9th of March, 1866, ten "Johanna men" 

who were to "serve ... as porters, boatmen or in any other capacity ..." They were to serve 

twenty months at MT$7 per month and received two rnonths' advance pay. Musa, lheir 

headman, was paid MT$ IO per month. 61 

A third example, from Stanley's second expedition of 1874- 1876, was made with 237 

Waungwma. Nyarnwezi and coastd pugazi and d u r i  in the presence of their friends and 

relatives, and witnessed and registered by the Arnerican Consul. Note that there is no 

statement refemng to an obligation to provide rations in the formal contract, although 

Stanley elsewhere refers to a further agreement in which he promises to provide rations. 

The undersigned, natives of Zanzibar, hearby [sic] pledge themselves to serve Henry Morton Stanley, 
Special Commssioner of the London Daily Telegraph and the New York Herald in  the capacity of 
porters, servants, and Soldiers faithfully and loyally for two years, or until such time as he may requirc 
h e m  for wages as maybe ptaced opposite their name below. They promise to accompany him to any 
part of Africa he may require to do his bidding cheerfully and promptly. Ming which rfiey agree to 
abide the consequences, torfeit their pay, and such other punishrnent he may intlict on them. Their 
employment is to begin from this day, at the rate of Fïve dollars per month dependent on good 
behaviour. November 15th 1874. 62 

Then follows a list of porters, the name of their "referee," the monthly wage paid to each, and 

their advance. Stanley elaborated further terms and conditions in his published account of 

the exprdition.63 Whether these were mutually agreed with the porters and askari is not 

clear. According to Stanley the porters and escort promised (in the explorer's words) "that 

they would do their duty like men, would honour and respect rny instructions, giving me their 

united support and e n d e a v o u ~ g  to the best of their ability to be faithful servants, and would 

6 1  Simpson. Dark C- 57. 

62 See the photograph of the oiiginai in Depage, "Note au sujet de documents inedits relatifs A deux expeditiuns 
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never desert me in the hour of need." Wages varied from MT$2 to MT$10 per month. Adult 

porters received MT$5 and youths MTs2.50 per rnonth, with four months in advance. 

Stanley promised to supply them cloths for clothing "at reasonable pnces"; to "treat them 

kindly, and be patient with them"; to provide medicine and the best rations available, and if 

patients could not walk, to ensure that they would be left at a safe and convenient place with 

adequate cloth or beads to pay for support and a "native practitioner"; to ensure impartial 

justice in the case of disputes among the men and prevent bullying; to ac t as "father and 

mothef' to them, and to do his best to protect them from "savage natives" and "lawless 

In contrast to the last example, the contract made between Keith Johnston, leader of 

the RGS expedition of 1879-1880, and the expedition's porters, includes a promise by 

Johns ton to supply rations and arms. The "Draft of agreement with porters at Zanzibar - 

Apnl l7th," made before Dr. Kirk, the British Consul, reads: 

1. Keith Johnston representing the Royal Geographicai Society, on the one part, and the under narned 
men in the other part hereby agree as fo1lows:- 
1, Keih Johnston will pay the undernamed men wages at the rates hereinafter noted, and will provide 
them with daily rations, and arms for defence, during the journey which it is proposed to make from 
Dar-es-Salaam to Lakes Nyassa & Tanganyika & other parts of the interior of Africa. 
The under narned men, in consideration of the above payments wiIl follow Mr. Keith Johnston, or 
other leader appointed in his place, during the journey indicated above, and will serve hini tàithfulIy 
and remain with him till such urne as the journey shalI have been completed. 

Then follows a list of 138 porters detailing names, ethnicity, previous expenence, wage per 

month, and the total advanced. The wage rates varied from MT$4 to MT$ IO, with MT$5 the 

standard rate, and d l  the men received four month's pay in advance? 

It is clear from these contracts and descriptive sources that porters successfully 

defended the principles of advance payment and monthly wages. But on the employers side. 

as Gwyn Campbell explains for porterage in the Merina kingdom in contemporary 

Madagascar, " t h e  was a concerted effort to regulate the conditions of carrier supply. The 

64 Johnston. Con. AA9/10. ZNA; "Royal Geographicai Society's East African Expedition 1879", Johnston. 
Corr. RGS; Rotberg, Joseph Thomson and the Ex~loration of Africa, 307; Thomson, To the Centrai African 
L a k ~ ,  1,65. 



terms of work and pay and the penalties for non-fulfiment of contracts were stipulated." In 

Merina the most careful regulators were the missionary societies.65 

At the coast the willingness of porters to defend their prerogatives, and the intrusive 

power in labour matters of the British Consul, John Kirk, are both clearly seen in a dispute in 

June 1876 between LMS missionary Roger Price and his porters. Price believed thar he had 

arranged with his men to give them one month's pay in advance the day before departure 

from Zanzibar. This was a much smaller advance than usually given. 

When the time came, only a few of the men would adhere to this arrangement, most of them 
demanding two months' and some even three months advance. 1 thought that possibly they might be 
brought to their senses if 1 took them to the British Consulate; this I did, and Dr. Kirk was kind enough 
personally to interrogate them on the subject. Finding that they still held out for two months' advance, 
contrary to the original agreement, he at once ordered one of his soldiers to take away the spokesman 
of the party to the Fort to be there imprisoned. 

The missionary went further. 

Some days previous to this 1 had given, according to custom, to each man four yards of calico as an 
outtit for the road. The agreement having now been broken. 1 requested permission from Dr. Kirk. and 
the service of a soldier, to deprive al1 the men of the cloth which 1 had thus supplied to them, and 
which they had had made up at their own expense. This was very surnmarily done at rhe F o c  wherc 1 
found them in [the] charge of the soldier, and bemoaning the il1 fate of their comrade. 1 had now fairly 
the upper hand of them, and they came one after the other to beg thernselves back into my service, 
willing enough to submit to any terms 1 liked to propose. I took most of them back, rejecùng only 3 
few whom 1 considered to be the ringleaders. Having, by their own obstinate and unreasonablc 
conduct, broken their engagement with me, 1 felt 1 had a perfect right to draw out a fresh one, which 1 
did. dating from that day; and thus they deprived thernselves of about a fonnighi's pay. 66 

In its description of the porters' solidarity, their sense of grievance, the response of the author 

and his appeal to the consular authorities. and the ready involvement of the representative of 

imperial power and capital, this account reads like dozens of other labour disputes. Clearly 

the porters felt that the contract violated "custom," the time honoured and hard won right to 

two to four months' advance payment, and that they could negotiate a compromise. Their 

major mistake was to attempt to do so while still on the island of Zanzibar. They would have 

held considerably more negotiating power on the mainland. Just as clearly, the newcomer 

was prepared to ride roughshod over custom in defence of a somewhat dubious contract. 

65 Gwyn Campbell, "Labow and the Transport Pmblem in imperid Madagascar. 1810-1895". XXI 
( 1980 1,347. 

66 Price, R e ~ o n  of the Rev. R. Ricq, 4-5. Glassman mentions this dispute. See "Social Rebellion", 96. 



The terms of the above c0ntracts6~ may be compared with the first regulations 

conccrning caravans and porters proclairned by the govemment of the new Zanzibar 

Protectorate in October 1894. 68 The regulations were aimed at protecting Zanzibar's labour 

supply and reducing the h m  caused by often hanh conditions in ~aravans-~g According to 

the "Regulations to be observed by caravan leaders and others in the engagement and 

treatment of Ponrrs"70 those hiring porters had to register details of the intended journey and 

the number of porters required with the govemment "Regisuar of Porters," and pay a fee of 

ten rupees for each porter. 71 Cleariy official registration had the same purpose as in earlier 

decades: to make detection and punishment of deserters easier. Wntten contracts were to be 

submitted tu the First Minister for approval, and had to include identifying details of each 

porter, information as to the caravan's destination and length of absence from Zanzibar, an 

agreement that the hirer would pay two months' advance wages and passage to and from the 

mainland, and an agreement that the porters and caravan leader would abide by these 

regulations. Before departure of the porters from Zanzibar a deposit was to be lodged at the 

British Consulate as a guarantee for claims against the expedition. A suit of clothing was to 

b r  provided to porters before they left Zanzibar, and "when practicable" replaced every six 

67 For mention of two more contracts see Konczacki. Victorian Explorer, 188.15 lune. 1891. where Stairs 
writes, refemng to C. S. Smith, the British consul in Zanzibar, -'the contracts must be submitted CO him and 
signed in front of him. I've obtained [H. H.] Johnston's contract and taken it as a model." Johnston had left tor 
Nyasaland, taki ng Zanzi bari porters. 

68 Surprisingly, the regulations are not menuoned in a recent survey of working class history in Zanzibar. Sec 
George Hadjivayanis and Ed Ferguson. "The Development of a Colonial Working Class", in Abdul Sheriff and 
Ed Ferguson, eds.. -r C- (London, Nairobi, Dar es Salaam, 199 1). 188-219. 

69 For background to the issuing of the regulations see L. W. Hollingsworth, IJnder the Forcien Otticc 
. - 

1890- 19 13 (Westport, Conn., 1975, 1 st ed. London, 1953). 88-90. As precipitating factors HolIingsworth points 
to the drain of porters from Zanzibar during the 1880s and early 1890s to serve in British and German East 
Africa and the Congo Free State, thus threatening Zanzibar's labour supply, and the harsh conditions suffered 
by porters, which sometimes led to death. In September 1891, on instructions from the British consul, the 
Sultan had forbidden the recruiunent of porters for service in territories beyond his own dominions, particularly 
the Congo. 

70 '.Regulations to be Observed by Caravan Leaders and Others in the Engagement and Treauneni of Porters". 
AA1219, Consular Records, ZNA; published in -ca Afnca- 17 Oct., 1894,9-IO. 

71 Similar registration procedures were proclaimed by the Imperiai British East Africa Company at Mombasa. 
S e e  =AG, 12 Dec,, 1894,8. 



months. Porters were also to be issued by the government a blanket and sheet every twelve 

months. Each porter had to be given a water botîie and every six porters a cooking pot. 

Medicines were to be taken on the joumey for the porters' use. 

Some of the most important sections regulated rations supplied to porters. These 

were to include a &bu - a measure of about one and a half pounds - of grain and 

vegetables plus four ounces of meat or fish daily per man, and "a sufficient quantity" of 

sak72 Maximum loads including everything a porter had to carry were set at 75 pounds. 

Given the sornetimes extreme punishments meted out to porters, there were provisions to 

curb exceptional bnitaiity by caravan leaders. 73 Lloyd Mathews, the First Minister of hr 

Zanzibar govemment, and formerly commander of the Sultan's army, a man of lengthy 

experience in East Afnca, had heard of cases of caravan leaders ordering 150 lashes for 

rebelLious porters. and considered this extremee74 Corporal punishment was therefore limited 

to 30 strokes and was only to be carried out after proper investigation. Only in "grave 

emergency" was any punishment other than flogging, chaining or a fine to be awardrd. In 

such a case the caravan leader was to f o m  a court of not less than two Europeans or 

Ame~cans  to try and sentence the offender. Finaliy, records were to be maintained of 

distances marched each day, offences by porters and subsequent punishments, as well ris 

deaths, desertions and discharges of porters, and disbursrments of cloth and oiher materiais 

supplied to porters. 

The regulations contained several sections of benefit to porters, specifically the 

recognition of advance and monthly payments (although two months in advance was 

probably the minimum they would accept) and limits on punishment. But given the colonial 

context in 1894 porters were gradually losing the struggle over control of crucial aspects of 

caravm work, including bargaining, control over their own amis, and petty trading, and were 

72 Rations will be discussed beIow. 

73 Compare this with the extreme punishments of up to 3ûû lashes met& out on Stanley's Emin Pasha 
expedition. See Ruth Rempel's forthcoming Ph.D. thesis on this expedition. 

74 Hollingsworth. Zanzibar Under the Foreinn Office. 89-90. 



increasingly subject to foreign ideas about work and justice. The reality of the working 

conditions faced by porters will be discussed in later chapters. 

There was no similar code goveming the recruitment and treatment of porters in 

German territory on the mainland at ths  time, probably because there was no tradition in 

Germany Iike the Master and Servant legislation which was utilized by governments in most 

parts of the British Ernpire75 Regulations issued by the Germans in respect to caravans had 

different aims. In the early years of German colonization "excesses" committed ligainst 

peoples dong the main routes by members of European caravans often led to revenge attacks 

on other caravans. To help prevent such attiicks Govemor von Soden in 1892 decreed that 

foreign caravans could not uavel through Gerrnan East Afnca without permission from the 

colonial authorities and. with exceptions, payment of a deposit which would be used as 

security for indeinnification of African claims against caravan 1eades76 A second decree 

issued by Govemor von Schele in November 1893 had the very limited aim of rnsuring 

govemment access to porters, and gave the administration the power to intentene into private 

agreements and divert porters hired by a private employer to govemment service. There w u  

to be compensation for the employer but none for the porters.77 It was only in 1896 that 

decrees setting standards for labour contracts and the punishment and discipline of Africms 

were issued. But much of this legislation was very short lived; that governing COnKaCÜ was 

amended in 1897 and abolished in 1899.78 

75 See the papers, soon to be published, of the International Conference on Masters and Servants in Hisiury. 
York University, Toronto, April 1996. 

76 2anuba.r Gazmg, 14 Dec., 1892, 6, ZNA. 

77 Verordnung des Gouverneurs, bweffend de Anwerbung von Tragern. Vom 20. November l8<)3." 104. 
20.1 1.93, in Landes-Gesetzeebunn des D W - 0 0  . . 

der i n e n  ries- VeLardnringen usw, (Tanga, Dar es Salaam. 2 .  
Auflage 19 1 1 ), 3 10. Thanks to Harald Sippel for supplying me with a copy of this decree. 

78 Koponen, Development For Exoloitation, 364-5. 



The Importance of Posho 

Whether or not formal contracts existed provisioning was a central concem for both 

caravan leaders and porters. Inadequate attention to provisioning could lead to conflict with 

cornmunities dong the route when porters plundered fields, and easily wreck a caravan. For 

traders the consequences might include bankruptcy. For European travellers it could mean 

the end of an expensive expedition, or worse. Nor could regular employers of large numbers 

of porters afford to gain a reputation for stinginess, as porters always had the option of 

deserting when rations were inadequate.79 For the average porter a poor diet over extended 

periods of backbreaking work sometimes meant death. In Arab, Swahili and Europem 

caravans rations or posho (Kiswahili) were provided in addition to wages, and were at least 

as i r n p ~ r t a n t . ~ ~  However, posho varied considerably in quantity and quality. In Nyamwczi 

caravans various provisioning strategies were employed. 

During the second half of the century three main "systems" of caravan provisioning 

were practised. The Fust was utilized by small parties of Nyamwezi and Sukuma trader- 

porters on their way to the coast, as well as coast-based porters. Maximizing local and 

regional market variations in the value of cattie. ion  hoes, slaves and other goods diey traded 

these "products" in Ugogo and other countries for food for the journey. 'The Wanyarnwezi 

travelling parties." Burton found, "live by their old iron hoes. for which grain is given by the 

people, who hold the metai in request."81 The second, of "ancient custorn," was the kibabu 

79 Burton. LakeReeions. 153; Sissons. "Economic Prosperity in  Ugogo". 184-5. for examples from iwo Arab 
caravans. Some earlier European writers believed that Arab caravan leaders did not usudly provrde poshu. 
preferring to give their Nyarnwezi and Sukuma porters "licence" to plunder villages dong the way. Sce, cg . ,  
W. Robert Foran, African Odvsse~: The Life of Vernev Lovett-Cameron (London, 1937). 200; S. C. Lamden, 
"Some Aspects of Porterage in East Africa", TNR, 61 (1963). 159. This practice certainly occurred at tirnes, 
but is better documented for European caravans than Arab or African. The self-righteous attitudes associatcd 
with imperial advance were partiy responsible for such beliefs. Associated with this was a generd hostility 
towards anything Arab, particularIy in the 1890s. See the discussion in Bennett, Arab Versus Euronean, 
introduction. 

*O Lamden. "Some Aspects of Porterage in East Afnca", 159. Compare with porters in Imerina. who regularly 
reccived ration money known as varsy. See Campbell, "Labour and tfie Transport Problem", 353. 

, 197,246; S. T. Pmen, The Ar- the A t w  - .  Burton. 'Lake Regions", 164; idem, 
(London, 1986, 1 st ed. 189 1 ), 125-6; Hassing & Bennett, "A lourney Across Tanganyika", 14 1 ; Tuc ker, 
Eietiteen Year~, 57; Konczacki, Victorian Ex~lorer, 201,30 July, 1891; Unomab, "Economic Expansion", 99; 
Sissons, "Economic Prosperity". 59-60; Stigger. "The Late 19th. Century Caravan Trade", 1 1. For a discussion 



system, in which rations were measured by the employer at one kibaba of grain per day per 

porter. By the Ume of May French-Sheldon's journey (1 89 1 ), and perhaps much earlier, the 

kibaba had gained official recognition as the standard unit of measure for posho in Zanzibar's 

sphere of interest. She describes it as  "A b r a s  measure, iike a svaight tumbler ... which 

should legitimately bear upon it the official impnnt of the Sultan ..." If grain was not 

available then cassava or sweet potatoes or other food stuffs were substituted. In addition, 

porters expected to share in an occasional present of a bullock or the "spoils of the hum and 

war."8* The kibaba systern was the n o m  in most Swahili, Arab, and many Nyamwezi 

caravans, and was preferred by some European uaveIlers.83 

In most European and many Arab and Swahili caravans the third, sometimes called 

mikono, system operated.a4 Every few days posho was given in so many mikono (or other 

measure) of beadsas or. in the case of cloth, in so many mikono, s h u h  or doti," with which 

of the demand for iron tools in nineteenth century Ugogo see Gregory Maddox, "Environment and Population 
Growth in  Ugogo Cenrral Tanzania", in Gregory Maddox, James Giblin and Isaria N. Kimambo. eds.. 
Custodians of the Land: Ecoiorrv and Culture in the Histop of Tanzania (London, Dar es Salaam. Nairobi. 
Athens Ohio. 1996 ). 45. 

82 Burton. Lake Reeion~. 236; idem. .'Lake Regions", 14; Sissoos, 'Tconomic Rosperity in Ugogo". 1834: 
Thomson, To the Centra1 Afican L a k e  1,294-5; Baurnann, Durch Massailand, 12; May French-Sheldon. 
Sultan to Sultan (London, 1892), 118. 

83 Burton, ..Lake Regions", 14.58; Lake Reeions, 27,236; Ch. De Vienne, "De Zanzibar 3 L'Oukarni". BSG, 
6.3 (1872), 359 (Nyamwezi); Carneron Papers VLC 412, notebook, 3 May, 1873, RGS; Thomson, To the 
Central African Laka,  1, 294-5, Junker, Travels in A f r i c ~  558; French-Sheldon, Sultan to Sultan. L 18; 
Baumann, Durch Massailand, 1 i . 

84 A ~nikonu. similar to the English el]. was the length frorn a man's elbow to the tip of his finger. and was used 
to measure strings of beads or lengths of cloth. 

8s For details of a few of the roughly 400 types of beads used for commercial transactions in the interior of East 
Africa see Burton, LakeReeions. 113-4; Livingstone, 150-1; Sissons, "Economic Prosperity". 
52-6. 

86 A shuko was about two yards of cloth, named after the basic male attire worn around the waist. A doti was 
tour yards of cloth, the requirement for female dress. On the mainland the rnost widely accepted currency was 
the doti merikani, or four yards of American unbleached Cotton. Sissons, the authority on currency in late 
nineteenth century mainland Tanzania, describes h e  doti merikuni as "a complete money in that at various 
tirnes it fulfilled al1 the hinctions of money." But poners were often paid in other types of cloth or other goods. 
Other commonIy used units of measure included the kete. "the penny" of East Africa, a double length of suung 

, 113-4, Sheriff, U v e s .  Spices ;ind beads passing around the thumb to the elbow. See Burton, 
UT xix, 136-7. and especially Sissons, "Economic Prosperity", chapter 2, for rneasures, currencies. and the 
complex relationships among them. 



porters would purchase their rations from pesant farmers dong the routes. Porters could 

then take advantage of low prices where grain was plentifid. Thus in 186 1 Grant's 

Zanzibaris held out for a few days, not accepting their rations, then dernanded a double quota 

to talce advantage of changing pnces. In another case porters would not accept salt to buy 

rations because the caravan was carrying large quantities and the market was saturated. Later 

in the joumey salt was acceptable. 87 The converse of course also applied, and high pnces for 

basic foods could make it extremely difficult for porters to find adequate foodstuffs at a price 

they could afford, often leading to disputes with caravan leaders. An inexperienced or 

careless caravan leader might not adjust the posho dowance in areas where food pices were 

high, thus forcing his porters to make do with less or try to negotiate a better deal or. if al1 

else failed, desert, 

Only a few sources mention the kibaba system, although it was the usual method of 

issuing rations. Baumann describes it in his caravan to Maasailand as follows: 

At 5 o'clock in the afternoon the karnbi [camp]-elders are assembleci by Mzimba and receive 'posho', 
provisions. The rations, either brought or acquired from the natives, have previously been coilected. 
and every eIder is poured onto a spread clotti with the kibaba, a wooden bowl. so much a portion as hc 
represents people.89 

The kibaba system entailed both advantages and disadvantages. For porters the advantage 

was that they did not have to buy their own food. Caravan leaders invariably found it 

cheaper than the mikono system because they could buy in bulk. In areas off the main 

caravan routes where provisions were sometimes unobtainable two to four weeks supply of 

grain had to be carried by the porters. In these cases the kibaba system might be utiiized. 

Alternatively porters would be issued extra cloth to buy provisions in well stocked areas 

before entering the wilderness. Where there was a possibility of friction between porters and 

*' Grant, A m ,  75; Bennett, ~anzihario 
.... ,80,26 Aug., 1878. See also Thomson, To the Central 

Afncan, 1,294-5. 

88 Cameron Papers VLC 4/2, notebook, 3 May, 1873. RGS; Baumann, Purch h4umhmL 1 1-1  2: Sissons. 
"Economic Prosperity in Ugogo", 184. 

89 Baumann. Durch MassailanQ, 1 1 .  For the following discussion see also Thomson. To the Cenual Afncan 
Lakq, 1,294-5. 



local people, the kibaba method lessened the chance of conflict. When porters had to tnmp 

around the nearest villages looking for food to purchase there was always a chance of 

disputes empting. From the caravan leader's perspective there was another significant 

advantage over the mikono system. The further into the interior the higher was the value of 

imported cloth.90 Thus when caravans entered the far interior caravan leaders aimed to 

gradually reduce the quantity of cloth issued as posho when operating the mikono system. 

This was the cause, Baumann observed, of "storms of indignation and not seldom 

desertions," which employers preferred to avoid.91 Finally, if weLl managed, the kibabfc 

system regulated porters' food supply, avoiding the possibility that they might not makr the 

best use of their barter goods and thus be short of food until the next disbursement, which 

itself often led to theft from fields dong the routes or desertion. A regular provisioning 

system was of benefit to the caravan as a whole. Thus we see the rationale for the 

enuenchment of the kibaba system in the Zanzibar Protectorate regdations of 1894.Y2 On 

the negative side and from the caravan leader's point of view, sorne trouble was involved in 

collecting together sufficient rations for the whole caravan.93 From the porters' point of 

view, as they were not given barter goods, they could not profit when food pices wrre low, 

or where cloth had a high value. and a switch mid-joumey from the mikono to kibaba system 

might result in protest. A case in point is from Cameron7s expedition: 'The pagazis c m c  up 

yesterday about the cloih v[ersu]s grain question. but I w[ouljd not give in and then they had 

the cheek to ask for cloth or beads to pay for the Indian corn being pounded."g4 

"On the African Coast the shukkah merkani is worth about 0.25 dollar=ls. O 1/2d., in rhe interior it rises to 
the equivalent of a dollar (4s. 2d.), and even higher": Burton, Lake 115; Sissons. "Economic 
Prosperity". 45-6. 

9i Baurnann, . . 11-12. For an example see Wolf, m a l  A f m ,  57,7 Sept., 1878. 

92 See above. 

94 Notebook. 12 May. 1873. Cameron Papers VLC 4R. RGS. For anorher example see Speke ro Rigby. Kazeh 
(Tabora), 10 March, 1861, printed in Russell, General Ri&, 239. 



The mikono system, favoured by most European travellers, resulted in considenble 

variations in both the quantity of cloth or beads issued to porters, and the quality and quanùty 

of their provisions. But the main factor detemiining what porters were able to buy was local 

prices. Unfortunately Little research has been camied out to document market conditions in 

nineteenth century East Africa Often we have to make do with hinu. In 1849 when 

missionary J. Rebmann visited Chagga country in the foothills of Mount Kilimanjaro he gave 

his Wanyika porters a food aliowance of just "a handfuil of beads" to last them the j~urnry . '~  

This suggests that the beads in question had a high value, although it is clear that dl rhc 

caravans operated by the CMS missionaries from Rabai near modem Mombasa in the 1840s 

and 1850s were very short of barter goods. Another dificulty was that there were local 

preferences for particular types of beads or cloth, and sometimes caravans ran into vouble 

because they had no stocks of the required articles.96 In Ugogo in 1857 the people would 

"rarely barter their sheep, goats, and cows for plain white or blue cottons, and even in 

exchange for milk they demand pink, coral or blue g l a s  beads." The Maasai would only 

accept bead swings of a particular type, and cloth for male dress had to be prepared in an 

acceptable form. 97 

Perhaps the easiest way to compare fluctuations in posho is through presentation in a 

table. Table two shows selected examples from European caravans travelling the ccnuai 

routes of disbursements of barter goods for posho. During the rarly years of German rule 

there was a clear tendency for the substitution of cash payments for barter goods where 

possible. 

95 1. L. Krapf, 7 D-n Y~urmene~iehiçen R e s w c e  in  Eastern . . 

Afnca (London. 1968, 1st Eng. ed. 18601,262. 

96 This indicares how lirnited the development of a single market in mid-nineteenth century Tanganyika was. 
even dong the main caravan routes. 

97 Burton, "Lake Regions". 155. 164 (quote); Joseph Thomson, (London. 1968. 1st ed.. 
1885), 56. 



Y ear Caravan Postto Pe r i  odgs 

SpekelGrant Tabora-Buganda 
Pnce (LMS) Bagamoyo-Mpwapwa 
Mmo/Cam bier (MA) 
Dodgshun (LMS) Zanzibar-Ujiji 
Hore (LMS) Zanzibar-Ujiji 
Mackay (CMS) Saadani-Kagei 
Mackay (CMS) Saadani- Kagei 
Baxter (CMS) 
Hore (LMS) At Ujiji 
Giraud Bagamoyo-Uningu 
Griffith (LMS) Uguha 
Copplestone (CMS)Saadani-Uyui 
Ulaya (LMS) Bagamoyo-Urambo 
Swann/Hore (LMS) Bagamoyo-Ujiji 
Hore (LMS) Saadani-Ujiji 
Watt (CMS) Saadani-Mamboya 

Pruen (CMS) general comment 
Stairs Bagamoyo-Tabora 
Moore Ujiji-Uganda 

I string beads/man 
113 yard calico/man 
1 doti or coloured clotNman 
2 yards calico/man 
2 yards "cheap calico"/man 
2 yardslman (Zanzibaris) 
116 yard/man (Nyamwezi) 
112 yardfman ( N y m  wezi) 
2 yarddman 
2 yardslman 
2 yardslman 
2 yards/man 
5 do ti/man 
2 yards calico/man 
2 yardslman 
2 yards blue & white calico 
or 10 strings of beads/man 
2 yards calicolman 
2 yardslman 
2 yards calico or 112 rupee 
per man or equivalent 

1 day 
1 day 
3 days 
7 days 
7 days 
8 or 10 days 
1 day 
1 day 
14 days 
7 days 
12 days 
7 days 
joumey 
7 days 
7 days 
days 

7 days 
5-6 days 
7 days 

Table 2 Posho : the central routes, 1 860- 1899 

Table three shows that cash payrnenü for posho in pice, a sub-unit of the indian 

nipee,99 which was in widespread circulation in Zanzibar before the colonial penod, were 

often made for the fint few days of travel dong the centrai routes from the coast, and Lhat 

over time there was a gradua1 spread inland of the cash nexus. loo Porters, panicularly coastal 

- 

98 Sources for Table 2: Grant, A Waik, 63; Rice. Report of the Rev. R. Rice, 65; Bennett, R o m  Zanzibar to 

u, 60.63.66; Edward Coode Hore, Tannanvika: Eleven Years in Cenuai Africa (London, 1892),45; Sissons, 
"Econornic Prosperity", 184; Wookey to Whitehouse, Ujiji, 13 Oct., 1880, LMS 3/3/C; Edward C. Hore, 
"Central African Mission: Labour account (Ujiji)", 1879-80, LMS 3/3/C; Giraud, Les lacs, 58; Griffith to 
Thompson, Uguha, 15 Jan., 1882, LMS 4/4/A; Copplestone to Lang, Uyui, 4 March, 1882, CMS G3A6/01; 
Muxworthy to ïhompson, Zanzibar, 3 June, 1882, LMS 4/5/D; Hore, To J.ake T m ,  66; Alfred J. 
Swann, -ve in C a a i  (London, 1969, 1 st ed. London, 19 IO), 25; Rachel Stuart 
Watt, In of Sav- (London, n.d.), 38-9; b e n ,  The Ar-, 164; Konczac ki, . . 

ict- 193,8 July, 1891,195, 13 July, 189 1, 197, 19 M y ,  1891, 199, 24 July, 1891,2ail, 4 Aug., 
1891; J. E. S. Moore, To & Mo- of &Moon (London. 1901). 150. 

99 For the rupee in Zanzibar see Sissons, "Economic Rosperity", 37-9. 

l W  Sissons suggests that pice may have becn acceptable currency in Ugogo in the 1870s: "Econornic 
Prosperity", 38-9. 



porters, were the Fust major occupational group pnor to colonization to become used to cash 

payments. and were important agents of the expansion of the cash economy into the 

interior. l0 l 

Year Caravan Posho Period 

Mackay (CMS) Bagamoyo 
Mackay (CMS) Saadani 
K. Johnston/Thomson (RGS) Pongwe 
Southon (LMS) Saadani & Ndumi 
Wookey (LMS) Saadani 8: Ndumi 
Giraud B agarnoyo-7 days inland 

Hore (LMS) Saadani-"a few days inland" 
Pruen (CMS) Saadani- 10 days inland 
Stanley Zanzibar (Feb. 5) 
Stanley Zanzibar (Feb. 9) 

2 picelman 1 day 
3 picdman 1 day 
- 'pice" 
7 picelman 1 day'? 
5 picehan 1 day 
copper currency of 
Zanzibar 
"Indian coppers" 
5 picdman I day 
8 picdman 4 days 
8 picdman 8 days 

Table 3 Posho : cash payrnents in the Coast region 

The evidence suggests a tendency towards standardization at the rate of two yards of 

Cotton cloth per man every seven days. 103 However, not too much should be read into this. 

as there was so much variation. Extra posho might be issued for long marches. Porters 

responsible for particularly heavy or difficult loads such as large tusks were someumrs given 

double rations.1°4 Headrnen, the kirungozi, and mafundi (artisans) received extra posho, 

ranging from one and a half to as much as four times the standard ration. 1°5 Glassman 

loi Raum, "Geman East Africa", 195. The sarne point has been made for porters in Madagascar. Sec 
Campbell, "Labour and the Transport Problem", 355. 

Mackay. Diary. 1877; Thomson. To the Central African Lakes, 1.90; Southon to Whitehouse. Urambo. 18 
Dec.. 1879, LMS 2/3/A; Wookey to Whitehouse, Zanzibar, 12 June, 1880, LMS 3RB; Giraud. Les lacs, 58; 
Hore, To Lake Taneanvik 66; Pruen, The Arab and the African, 172; Notebook "Stanley's Expedition". 
Zanzibar Museum. 

lm Thus Thomson was wrong when referring to his experience of 1879-80 he stated that *'each man now with 
the European caravans receives two yards for four days' food." Thomson, To the Central Am-, 1.34- 
5. 

'O4 Larnden, "Some Aspeas of Porterage': 159; Sissons, "Economic Rosperity", 18. 

'Os  Burton, bk&egmuReeions. 112; Wilson & Felkin, -, 1.43; Southon to Whitehouse, Urambo. 18 Dec.. 
1879, LMS 2/3/A; Hore, "Central African Mission: Labour account (Ujiji)", 1879-80, LMS 3/3/C; Wookey to 
Whitehouse, Zanzibar, 23 June, 1880, LMS 3/2/B; Griffith to Thompson, Uguha, 15 Jan., 1882, LMS 4/4/A; 



believes that there was a furùier differentiation according to ethnicity, with Nyamwezi 

porters receiving less posho than "contracted slave porters from Zanzibar."106 There is little 

evidence for rhis. Most caravans included porters of various identities or ethnicities, and if 

porters were hired at the coast on the sarne b a i s  they received the same ration, with the 

variations noted above. The difference is rather that, as explained above, Nyamwezi 

caravans tended to use the kiboba system or more ad hoc provisioning arrangements, while in 

most European and some Arab caravans the mikono system was preferred. 

Wage Trends 

Ukirnpa mtu kaW patanani ujira. 

If you give a man work. corne to a o agreement about the wages.lo7 

Wages were just as important as posho to porters working the central routes. As wc 

have seen increasingly in European and probably Arab caravans two key conditions which 

had to be met before coast based porters would work were advance payment and payment by 

the month. It is tme that in large measure the aim was to buttress bargaining suength and 

ensure maximum mobility, but porters also suove to defend and improve wages p u  sr. 

Burton, wirh typical jaundiced eye, was well aware of the realities of caravan uavel: 

portenge, he wrote, "knows but two limits: the intcrest of the employer to disburse as littlé ris 

possible by taking every advantage of the necessities of his employé, and the desire of the 

employé to extract as much as he can by presuming upon the wants of his employer." log 

Unfortunately, a stereotype lives on which suggests that pre-colonial Africans 

voluntarily worked for al1 kinds of reasons, including trading opportunities, but had no 

Hore, To J- 66; Konczicki, Yictcifian F m ,  199, 24 July, 189 1 ; French4 heldon, Sultan to 
w, 118-9. 

lû6 Glassman, "Social Rebellion". 96; idem, vand 60. 

. , 
l m  Swahili saying: W. E. Taylor, Afncan or Saws Sw- (London. 1921, 1st cd. 1891 1. 
122. 

lo8 Bunon, Lake Re~ions, 236. 



interest in wages. These other motivations are usually related to aspects of the social system 

or to cultural imperatives. 109 One reason for such assurnptions is that many writers assume 

that wage labour was non-existent in nineteenth century Africa. I l o  Glassman takes a slightly 

different approach when he argues that "Nyamwezi porters who came down to the coast did 

not perceive of themselves as proletarians, who lived by alienating their Iabor in return for a 

wage. Rathrr, they thought of themselves as autonomous agents ..." I L  Leaving aside the 

question of whether or  not they saw themselves as "autonomous agents," the absence or 

otherwise of a "proletarian" consciousness makes little difference in the end. One could just 

as easily argue that there was no concept of proletarian in eighteenth century rural England, 

although there was a vigorous class struggle, and wage workers aplenty. I l 2  As E. P. 

Thompson noted, "far too much theoretical attention (much of it plainly a-historical) has been 

paid to 'class', and far too Little to 'class struggle."'ll3 It is well recognized now b a t  workers 

in pre-industrial and early industrial settings brought their (usually rural) culture with them, 

and expressed their grievances in its own tems, as well as according to the custom which 

emerged out of the experience of the work process. Together these made up new working 

cultures. I l 4  In pre-industrial societies wage workers almost certainly did not see themselves 

as mernbers of a larger working class, but they certainly engaged in class struggle. Thc 

conclusions which arise from the following analysis are therefore different from those 

los SIX the discussions of Nyamwezi group and penonal motivations in chapters 4 and 5 and the sources 
mentioned there. 

l0 See my own suggestions on how to deal with ihe difficulties inherent in snidying pre-colonial African 
workers in Rockel, "Relocating Labor", 1-8. Of course rhere can be a significant structurai difference i n  the 
position of a "wage worker" and "proIetarian," which is sometimes not understood. 

I Glassman, "Social Rebellion", 96-7. 

. . 
l 2  E. P. Thornpson, "Parrician Society, Plebian Culture". LPucnai of Soc- . . , 7 , 4  (1974), 382-405, and 

"Eighteenth-Century English Society: Class Stmggle Wiihout Class?", Social, 3, 2 (1 9781, 133- 165. 

l3 Thornpson, "Eighteenth-Century English Society". 149. 

I4 Gareth Stedman Jones, of C-h W ~ n p l i s h r ~ ~  1 R V  . . - 1  982 

(Cambridge, 1983). especially the the essay "Rethinking Chartism". A recent work making this point is Keletso 
Atkins, me M D i s D e a d o f a n  Monev!:canoforkF * .  .& (Portsmouth 
NH, London, 1993). 



reached by Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy in their introduction to The Workers of African 

There they write: 

... porters, teamsters, and canoemen remained attached to the working vaiue of their remuneration - 
so attached that they were even able to suike mt to sel1 their work. They did not want to sell their 
work; they wanted to exchange it. This facc is characteristic of societies in transition, where the 
method of exploitation was rooted both in the domestic and capitdist spheres. African societies were 
not exceptional in this sense. Hobsbawm (1964) has observed how long it took before the English 
worker cdcuiated his wages on the basis of market demand rather than on use-value. At the begtnning 
of the indusuial era, workers stiil did not understand the mies of the econornic game; they had to l e m  
to sell their work like r n e r c h a n d i ~ e . ~ ~ ~  

This is too broad a generalization, and it is based on studies which do not provide any 

sustained analysis of worker culture or wage levels. Montldy-paid porters in nineteenth 

century Tanzania were certainly at least partially aware of the "mles of the economic gamr." 

They bargained and struck work over wages, which increased when there was a shortage of 

labour at crucial junctures. They were able to make decisions based on knowledge of the 

labour market, although they did not know how much foreign employers could afford to pay. 

Wages for monthly paid porters were fxed, and they would not work for less than the going 

rate. As will be shown, the doti merikani, with which they were usually paid, was not just a 

"currency of equivalencies," but a "real money." I l 6  It was recognized everywhere along the 

main routes, and had a set value against the Maria Theresa Thaler in which wages were 

calculated. Porters required payment in cloth not so much to avoid proletarianization? but to 

maxirnize the value of wages in the interior, and enter ail markets. 

One of the great difficulties of attempting to measure changes in wage rates or, for 

that matter, any other economic activity along the caravan routes in nineteenth century East 

N i c a ,  is the extremely corn plex currency system in use until the 1 WOs, and the fluctuations 

in the value of its main çomponents: the Maria Theresa ntaler, a widely used currency in 

Zanzibar and on the coast,l l7 the rupee, and the doti merikani. l l 8  The Thaler and the rupec 

l5 Coquery-Vidrovitch & Lovejoy. "The Workers of Trade". 19. Ernphasis in original. The relerençe to 
Hobsbawm is E. J. Hobsbawm, "Custom. Wages and Work-Load in Nineteenth-century Industry", in . . Hobsbawm, Labounne of J .- (London, 1964), 344-370. 

l Coquery-Vidrovitc h & Lovejoy, "The Workers of Trade". 18. 

l7 For the history of the Maria Theresa 7 M e r  see Raymond Gervais. "Pre-Colonial Currencies: a Note on the 
Maria Theresa Thaler", Afri can Economic Histoy, 11 (1982). 147-152; Sissons, "Economic Prosperity", 36-7; 
Sheriff, Slaves. S~ices  and Ivory, 136-7. 



were related in a direct way in that the sub-uni& of both were amas and pice, but the number 

of pice to the Thaler varied according to the supply of the former. "9 In addition the value of 

the Thaler against the mpee fluctuated, being between 2.14 and 2.23 rupees between 1800 

and 1850, and 2.13 and 2.15 in 1857. There were also obvious variations in cloth currency, 

which dong with beads and other forms of currency such as brass wire or masong~,~*~ was 

preferred in the interior. Merikani could be from 32 to 38 inches in width. To further 

complicate the issue there were other cloths of lower quality, such as kaniki and sutini. and 

expensive coloured cloths or "cloths with names," which were also used as currency. 121 But 

the standard remained the doti merikani. 

Despite these complications there is some evidence to suggest that actions by porters 

rnediated through caravan culture or custom, as well as changes in the labour market, led to 

increased wages and better rations until the colonial penod, when progress ceased from the 

1890s. l22 in purely cash ternis wages of porters hired at the Coast increased in leaps at 

crucial junctures. Otherwise they tended to remain steady, with short-term fluctuations, so 

that a graph of cash wages over time would show long plateaux separated by one or two 

steps- This applies particularly when we consider wages paid by the month, but there is also 

evidence for increases in wages paid per journey, as in the case of many Nymwezi porters 

returning to their homes. Burton noted in 1860 that 

l8 For the history of merikani and other types of imponed cloth in East Africa see Burton, Lake Reeirins, 1 14- 
5; Price, Retion of the Rev. R. Price, 59-60; Sissons, "onomic Prospenty", 42-52; SheritT. Slaves, Soices and 
Ivory, 77, 88, 102, 253-6, Appendix B: "Prices of Ivory and Merekani Sheeung, 180213-1873174". 
Unfortunately the figures are not complete. 

l9 The rate varied between about 112 and 140. See Sissons, Tconomic Prosperity", 37. 

lZo For m o n g o  see Burton. Lake Reeions. 154.531; Sissons. 'Tconomic Rosperity". 56-8. 

lZ1 Bunon. m e  Re-. 53 1-534; Sissons, "Economic Rosperity", 46-52. 

lZ2 Unomah and Sheriff make similar arguments but with limited evidence. See Unomah. "Economic 
Expansion", 98; Sheriff, w d  Ivoq~, 182. In lrnerina there was also a noticeable in~rease in 
porters' wages towards the end of the nineteenth century: Campbell, "Labour and the Transport Problem", 353, 
355. 



When the Wanyarnwezi began to carry, ttiey demanded for a journey f3om the coast to their own 
country six to nine dollars' worth of domestics, colored cloths, b ra s  wires, and the pigeon's-cgg bead 
called sungomaji. The rate of porterage then declined; the increase of uaffic, however, has of lace 
years grearly increased it. in 1857 it was 10 dollars, and it aftenvard rose to 12 dollars per poner.123 

In the late 1880s there was a further increase to about MT$15, then a decline as colonid 

oppression forced down wages. 

At the ccast monthly wages increased during the early 1870s. "In consequence of the 

scarcity of porters wages are at the present moment excessively high," Consul Kirk noted in 

March 1873, and in 1874 Stanley complained that porters would not work for Iess than twice 

what he had paid in 187 1 and 1872. 124 But porters were usualiy paid in trade goods, 

especiaily cloth, measured in so many doti according to the wage value in Mana Theresa 

ntalers. For example, a porter paid MT$5 per month would receive MT$5 worth of cloth for 

a month's work. Prices at Zanzibar for merikani gradually decreased into the 1860s as 

Sheriff has shown. 125 But after the initial purchase merikani was recognized to have a 

standard value compared with the dollar. This had a regulating effect on wages when 

cloth wages were exchanged for goods in Zanzibar, where one doti merikani was purchased 

for approximately MT$0.25. But on the mainland the fixed value of the cloth increased in 

stages. On the coast it was MT$0.50, and in Ugogo MT$1.00. l n  Hence a Nyamwrzi porter 

paid a cloth advance at the coast might expect to double its value or more if he exchanged it 

in the interior. These increases in value probably reflected in part the cost of portenge of 

cloth to up-country destinations. So for several reasons the argument for increases in porters' 

123 Burton. Lake Re-. 236. 

Kirk to Smith. Zanzibar. 10 Mar.. 1873. Carneron Papers. VLC 611. RGS; f.n. 45 above. 

125 Sheriff, Slaves. Spices m. 77. 88. 102.253-6. 

126 Sissons. %conomic Rosperity". 45-6. Earlier I hypothesized that increases (or decreases) in Ihe value of 
wages could perhaps also be calculated by an anaiysis of changes in the ratio between the price of cloth receivcd 
by porters and the thaler in which wages were reçkoned. It might have been shown that over tirne porters paid 
on a monthly ba i s  would have received more cloth per month, even if the cash value of the wage stayed the 
same. But a rereading of Sissons has convinced me that this is not a viable approach. See Stephen i. Rockel, 
"Wage Labor and the Culture of Porterage in Nineteenth Century Tanzania: the Central Caravan Routes", 

, 15. 2 (1 995),20. 

Sissons, 'Zconornic Prosperity", 46. 



wages stands. The image presented by Iliffe when he States "Wages for labourers hardly 

increased from Stanley's tirne to the 1930s7''28 is superficially correct, but shouid be 

modified to take into account a longer trend from earlier in the nineteenth century, increases 

in the wages of those Nyarnwezi paid by the journey when travelling to their homeland from 

the Coast, and the theoretical abiiity of Nyamwezi porters to profit from higher cloth pnces in 

the intenor. From the late 1890s colonial poiicies suppressed wages to some extent. During 

die 1890s and early 1900s changes in the political economy of the region and restrictive 

colonial regulations resulted in the gradua1 deskilling of the caravan workforce. Despite a 

further increase in the demand for porters during the early colonial penod as the economy 

expanded and the Germans established their administration, "pacification" resul ted in a 

substitution of forced labour for the semi-professional or professional porter or Triigrr in 

many parts of the colony. A flat rate per journey, or even per day. tended to replace payment 

per month. ~9 

Whether during early colonial or pre-colonial times it is clear that porters collectively 

aimed to maximize their pay. But through experience expressed as custom they also retained 

the idea of a "fair" wage. A wage was fair when it was seen to be the same Tor al1 in a 

particular caravan, with recognized exceptions for certain skills. When employers failed to 

pay fairly, porters made their feelings clear. This w u  even the case when wages may have 

been higher than usual, as in the caravan of Speke and Grant in Uzinza in October 186 1 : 

With at last a sufficiency of porters, we al1 set out together .... Indeed, we ought al1 to have been happy 
together, for al1 my men were paid and rationed uebly - far better than they would have been if they 
had been uaveling with any one else; but 1 had not paid all, as they thought, proportionably, and 
theret'ore there were constant hem-burnings, with suikes and rows every day. It was useless to tell 
them that they were al1 paid according to their own agreements - that al1 shon-service men had a right 
to expect more in proportion to their work than long-service ones; they called it al1 love and partiality, 
and in their envy would think themselves il1 used. 130 

129 Lamden, "Some Aspects of Porterage", 158-9; Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi". 209; Koponen. 
Deveio~ment For Ex~loitation, 377. 

130 Speke, Journal, 174 (emphasis in original). See also ibid., 108. 



The sarne violation of custom is apparent in an episode which occurred in Mvumi. Ugogo, in 

Iune 1873. Carneron's assistant Murphy had hired a gang of Nyamwezi porters in 

Bagamoyo, but payment of their wages was arranged with a Khoja trader, Abdullah Dina. 

The trader gave the porters "such villainous cloth" compared with the "superior material" 

which the other porters in the caravan had received that the gang findly deserted en masse in 

anger, and stole a load of cloth from a smaU caravan accompanying the main Party. 131 

Custorn also rewarded porters with particular skills, such as artisans (Kiswahili: 

mafundi), persona1 servants, and headmen (wanyampara), who received higher wages thÿn 

the average pagazi. For instance, Carneron paid his headman, Born bay , MT$12 and his 

porters MT$5 per month. The RGS expedition to lakes Nyasa and Tanganyika paid the 

headman, Chuma, MT$lO per month and MT$6 to a few particularly expenenced porters. 

LMS missionaries paid MT$ IO for a headman, Juma bin Nasibu, and MT$6 per rnonth for 

mafundi, while regular porters received MT$5 Other specialized caravan personnel such as 

guides and m e d  escort (Kis.: arknri), also received higher pay. 132 Boys, for example Pesa 

and Jacko in Cameron's caravan, were typically paid MT$l to MT$3 less han adult 

porters. '33 

Table 4 shows wages paid to Nyamweù porters for the joumey from die Coast to 

Unyamwezi. Most of my evidence cornes frorn estirnates of wages per porter for cwwan 

travel to Unyamwezi, but wages paid for specific joumeys are indicated. Most porters 

131  Carneron. -, 1.95. Ir was also difficult to hire porters in the intenor if the necrssvy lorm oi  
currency, such as merikani, was unavailabie. For an example see Burton, II, 198. Compare w ~ t h  
Maiagasy porters who were "fastidious in ensuring that they were paid in 'good' money." Campbell, "Labour 
and the Transport Problem", 353. 

132 Cameron's wage book, "Mens AccountsTT, RGS; -'Royal Geographical Society's East Atiican Expedition 
2879", Johnston, Con., RGS; Bennett, From Zanzibar to U I ~  60.25 Feb., 1878; Hore, "Centrai African 
Mission: Labour Account (Ujiji)", LMS 3/3/C; Hore to Whitehouse, Ujiji, 13 Oct., 1880, LMS 3î31B; Grifrith to 
Thompson, Uguha, 15 Jan., 1882, LMS 4/4/A. See aiso Unomah, "Economic Expansion", 98, and many other 
sources. 

133 Copy of Cameron's wage book, "Mens Acco~nts'~, with 2 additional names, in Kirk Papers. 2 1 Sept.. 1876, 
co r .  block 187 1-80, RGS; wage list, "Royai Geographical Society's East African Expedition of 1879". in 
Rotberg, JosePh T ' ,  3 14; "Men Hired for Masai Caravan", nos., 148,227, in notebook "Stanley's 
Expedition", ZM; Griffith to Thompson, Uguha, 15 Jan., 1882, LMS 4/4/A. 



travelling from the coast were Nyarnwezi who had brought down ivory in their own or Arab 

caravans and were then employed by coastal merchants or others travelling up-country. This 

was a continuation of the old pattern under which Nyarnwezi porters earned their way back io 

their homeland. Given the paucity of information pnor to 1857 for the cenval routes. a 

comparison with wages paid on the northern routes is usehi. In 1848 Rebmann paid his 

coastal porters MT$7 for the return journey from Rabai, near Mombasa, to "Jagga," Chagga 

country in the foothills of Mt. Kilimanjaro. In the same year Krapf paid the sarne rate for a 

joumey to Shambaai after a "boisterous demand" from his men to increase dieir wages from 

the original MT$5. In 1850 Krapf leamed that ivory porters employed by Tanga based 

merchants were paid MT$lO for the joumey to Mlozo in Maasailand. "For this, rach bearer 

carries there and back again a heavy load of fdty-four pounds, and is often absent six 

monlhs." 135 In 1857 porters were paid MT$lO for the trip from Pangani or other towns on 

the north coast to Maasailand, Ngum or Chagga, and in 186 1 MT$l2, and even MT$14. h d f  

in advance, indicating a substantiai increase in wages over fourteen years.136 In 1857 Burton 

hired porters at Zungomero on the central route for MT$15 for the retum journey to Ujiji. 

The first leg implied a somewhat longer distance than the coast to Unyanyembe, indicating a 

wage well within the pre- 1857 range. In this and the following year the rate paid to Swahili 

porters on a per joumey buis  to Unyamwezi was MT$IO, half in advance, and thereforc 

similar to that paid to Nyamwezi porters. 137 

Krapf, .'lourney to Wadigo. Washinsi, and Usambara". 155. See also Krapf, TraveLs, Resear-, 230.248. 
258,266. 

136 Bunon. -, II, 11 1-2, 147; Car1 Claus von der Decken. &&LI in O s t - A m  in d w e n  185 . . 9 h& 
1865 ed. Otto Kersten (reprinted Graz, 1978), 1,228,232; Ii, 8; Thornton to George ?, Mombasa. 27 June, 186 1. 
Richard Thornton, letters, Rhodes House MSS.Aû.s.27. 

137 Bunon, Lake reg ion^, 103; idem Yake Regions". 58. 



Year Caravads Rate ~e r lourne~ . Advance 138 

pre- 1857 
1857-58 
1857-58 
1860 
1871 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1878 
1881 
1882 
1882 
1887-89 
1891 

1897-99 

es timate 
es timate 
es tirnate 
Speke and Grant 
estirnate 
Stanley 
estimate 
Cameron 
es timate 
es tirn ate 
various caravans 
various caravans 
One of Mirarnbo's caravans 
Ulaya (LMS) to Uyui 
Ulaya (LMS) to Urambo 
estirnate 
Selemani bin Mwenye 

Kandt 

MT$6-9 
MT$lO- 12 
9-10 shuka mrkni (MT$9-10) 
MT$9.25 (to Tabora) 
MT$7.5- 12.5 
25 doti (MT$l2.5) 
MT$lO 
MT$ll 
50 shillings 
MT$13.5 (to Lake Victoria) 
MT$7 -5- 10 
MT$6.5- 1 1 
2 "pieces of Amerikani" 139 

MT$12 
MT$lO 
MT$15 
6 gorah calico and 5 
coloured clo ths '40 
MT$15 (30 rupees, no posho ) 

Table 4 Wage rates for Nyamwezi porters per journey 1850- l9O: coast to Unyamwèzi 

1 3 ~  Burton. LakeReeions, 236; u; Speke, .'On the commerce of Central Afnca", 142 (note thai Speke's 
esumate in this case is much lower and anomalous compared with other evidence); Speke. Jourrial, 4 1,25 
Sept., 1860; Bennett. -Y'S De- . . 

10; Stanley, &ow 1 F-, 49; de Vienne, "De 
Zanzibar A LTOukami". 359; Murphy to Kirk, Bagamoyo, 19 ApriI, 1873, Carneron Papers, VLC 314, RGS; 
Wilson & Felkin, Uaanda and the Eawtian Sudan 

.. .. 
, 1-43; Mackay to Wright, Zanzibar, 10 Jan., 1877, CMS 

CA6/016; Dodgshun, From Zanzibar to Uji-~, 79, 17 Aug., 1878; Muxworthy to Thompson, Zanzibar. 19 Oct., 
1881, LMS 4/3/C; Muxworthy to Thompson, Zanzibar, 3 June, 1882, LMS 4/5/D; Hore to Whitehouse, 
Zanzibar, 26 Sept., 1882, LMS 4/5/A; Nolan, "Christianity in UnyamweW", 209; Selemani bin Mwenye 
Chande, "Meine Reise ins Innere Ostafrikas bis nrm Tanganyika", in C. Velten, ed. and tran., Schiidenin~cn dcr 
Suaheli (Gottingen, 1901), 1; P. H. Yeo, "Caput Nili - the Travels of Richard Kandt in Gerrnan East Africa". 
TNR, 63 (Sept. 1964), 208. 

139 ïhis  must mean 2 gorah merikani or 15 &ri merikuni, thus cloth worth about MTS7.5 at the coasr. For rhe 
gorah see the next footnote. Given the excellent relations between Mirambo and Southon, this was perhaps a 
discount rate. See Southon :O Thompson, Urambo. 15 Aug., 1881, LMS 412/D. 

140 The gorah or "pieceT' of cloth differed greatly depending whether the cloth in question was rneriliMi or 
kaniki. I f  the former then it was usually about 30 yards long or something over 7.5 dori. If the latter, then it was 
just 2 doti or 8 yards in length. This suggests that the cloth in this case was kuniki, otherwise the wage would 
have bcen extremely high. Sissons estirnates that in Ugogo coloured cloths were worth on average three times 
the doti merikani. If we give the plain cloth a value of MT$6 at the coast then with the coloured cloths the wage 
is still higher than in earlier years, and consistent with Nolan on the late 1880s. See Sissons, "Economic 
Prosperity", 44,46,49-52. 



Wage rates are known for numerous other destinations and journeys. For instance in 1859 

coastal porters in a trading caravan were paid MT$8 to MT$ IO for the long march to Ubena 

and back, half in advance, although porters also had good opportunities to profit from slave 

trading. In 1860 Tippu Tip paid Zaramo carriers MT$ IO for the similar round trip to Uron 

(Usangu). 141 These figures are low, lower than Nyamwezi porters were gening at the same 

time for the march to Unyanyembe, when distance and journey time are compared. In many 

other cases it is difficult to make cornparisons because arrangements were ad hoc and routes 

varied so greatly. 

Table five shows wage rates for mondùy paid porters. The selections are just a 

sample from the hundreds of European caravans travelling the central routes, but are 

probably quite representative. Because of the paucity of information before the 1870s the 

information is skewed towards the last third of the century, and hence partiaiiy masks the 

significant jumps in wages in earlier decades. As a baseline it is useful to compare the rates 

for caravan porters with wages for labourers in Zanzibar. who in 1856 were dmost al1 "negro 

slaves" paid about 12 I l2 cents (pice) per day or MTS2.50 to MT$3.0 per month. Overseers 

rarned MT$7.5 to MT$I0 and mnfundi MT$5 to MT$7 per month. In 1858-9 Burton and 

Speke's slave askari, always more highly paid than Waungwana or Nyamwezi porters, were 

paid MT$5 per month, half for themselves and half for their owner, with an advance of six 

months, the rest pYd at the end of the journey. in 1878 labourers employed by the CMS on 

road construction from Saadani were paid MT$5 per month. 142 

I4l Burton, Lake Regiong. 4534; Tippu Tip, Maisha. 19 5 12; Heinnch Brode. m o o  Tib: The Storv of His 
Career in Cenuai Ahca uan. H. Havelock (London, 1907), 26-7. Whiteley dates this journey to 1863, whercas 
Bontinck argues for 1860. Bontinck's reckoning in L'autobioera~hie, 21, is to be preferred. 

14* Mansfield to M a y ,  Zanzibar, 3 1 Jan., 1856, in Norman R. Bennett and George 5. Brooks. eds.. New 
Eneland Merchants in Africa (Boston, 1965), 50; Speke, What Led to the Discovepr. 194; Simpson, Dark 
Çompanions, 14; Mackay to Wright, Ndumi, 2 Feb.. 1878, CMS CA6/016. 



Year Caravan Ratefmontfi in MT$143 Advance 14j 

Speke and Grant 
Livingstone 
Stanley 
Cameron 
Stanley 
Price (LMS) 
Elton 
Mwana Sera 
Thomson (RGS) 
Stokes (CMS) 
Hore (LMS) 
~ohnson 
Juma bin Nasibu (LMS) 
Thomson 
Johnson 
H.H. Johnston (northern route) 
Smith (southem route) 
Stanley 
IBEAC 
Hore (LMS) 
Baumann (northern route) 
Kandt 
Moore 

5-7 (10-14 rupees) 
2.5 

5 (plus bonus) 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 (10 rupees) 
5 
5 ( 10 rupees) 
5 (10 rupees) 
5 ( 10 rupees) 

12 months 
3 months 

4 rnonths 
4 months 

2 months 
2 rnonths 
4 rnonths 
2 months 

1.5 months 
2 rnonths 
3 month 
2 months 

4 months 
3 rnonths 

1 m o n h  

Table 5 Monthly wage rates in Maria Theresa nialers, 1860- 1900 

A glance at the above tables should dispel the idea that Nyamwezi pagazi were 

somehow super-exploited in cornparison to Swahili and Waungwana porters, a view whic h 

has recently found favour. Glassman, for instance, writes that "Nyamwezi porters soon came 

Where wages are given in rupees 1 have approximated the conversion to Maria Theresa dollars ai 2: 1. 

The wage rates in the table refer to the central routes, with cornparisons from the northern and southern 
routes. Speke, Journal, 552-3; Simpson, Dark Com~anions, 57; Livingstone, Last Journais, 51 ; Bennett, 
Stanlev's Des~atches, 160; Cameron, "Men's Accounts", RGS; Depage, "Note au sujet documents intdits". 
132; Wce, Re~ort of the Rev. R. P r i c ~  65,66; Agency and Consular Accounts 1873-1881, Consular Records, 
ZNA AM/lO (El ton); Hore, Taneanvi ka, 45; Agency and Consular Accounts 1873- 188 1, Consular Records, 
ZNA AA9/1O; Rotberg, u h  Thomson and the Exuloration of Africa 307; OTFlaherty CO Hutchinson, Ndumi, 
9 Aug., 1880, CMS G3A6/01; Hore to Whitehouse, Ujiji, 13 Oct., 1880, LMS 3/'3/B; Mission Diary, UMCA 
Zanzibar, 29 Nov., 1881, Zanzibar National Archive CB115; Muxworthy to Thompson, Zanzibar, 26 July, 1881. 
LMS 4/3/C; Thomson corr. RGS; Mission Diary, LMCA Zanzibar, 7 Mar., 1883, ZNA CB115; Johnston, . . 
-, 60-3; Smith, "Explorations in Zanzibar Dominions", 106; rnemo by Herbert Ward, 
n.d., Mackinnon Papers, box 94, file 56; Porter muster rolls headed "Revised List of Men Engaged for Mr. 
Montague Kerr" and "Men Engaged for Masai Caravan" in notebook "Stanley's Expedition", ZM; 'The Story 
of Rashid bin Hassani", 99-100, 103; Hore, Tannanvika 45; Baumann, Durch Massailand, 7; Yeo, "Caput Nili", 
208; Moore, To the Mountains of the Moon, 150. 



to be regarded as cheap caravan labor, and their pay was regularly lower than bat  given to 

contracted slave porters from Zanzibar," and elsewhere that "... Nyarnwezi porters came to be 

regarded as the cheapest of caravan labor, more abject even than slave poners." 145 In fact, 

wages paid to Nyamwezi on a per joumey basis from the coast were more susceptible to the 

labour market. and therefore fluctuated to a greater extent than wages paid on a monthly 

basis. which only rarely rose above the MT$5 mark. Sornetimes the wages of Nyamwezi 

were below those of monthly paid porters, particularly for downward joumeys which were 

paid at a lower rate, but at other M e s  they were higher, given that the joumey to Tabora took 

between two and three months. The Nyamwezi were recognized as the best poners in East 

Africa, and therefore when there was a labour shortage, their wages rose accordingly. But 

frequently the Nyarnwezi were cheaper than coastal porters from the employer's point of 

view. There were several reasons apart from labour market fluctuations. Firstly, they carried 

heavier loads than coastal porters. '46 Secondly, they had a good reputation for honesty and 

professional prideY7 Thirdly, they were famous for their endurance and, in addition, 

generally made the journey from the coast to Unyamwezi in faster time than monthly paid 

and coastd porters for the reasons explained above. Note also that Christian porters 

sometimes employed by missionaries, such as the former slaves resident at the UMCA 

station at Mbweni, Zanzibar, were not necessarily paid any more han non-Christian 

portenY8 

Apart from provisions and wages porters were occasionally given gifts or bonuses for 

performance of special services, work well done. or as compensation for unusually arduous 

conditions. In rnany caravans porters were given a cloth "outfit" before commrncing a safari 

of one doti. Speke gave his men gifts "for the severe trials they had experienced in the 

-- - 

145 Glassman, "Social Rebellion". 96; idem. - a n d  60. 

See chapter 7. 

147 See  chaprer 5. 

148 See the entnes for Johnson in Table 5. 



wildemess once Tabora was reached," and when in Buganda arranged with Kabaka Mtesa for 

gifts of a smail tusk for each of his Nyamwezi porters retunwig home. Livingstone gave 

each of his porters, except for "defaulters," a bonus of two doti and a handful of beads when 

in Urungu in 1872. The porters of another rnissionary traveller accepted extra payment in 

tobacco or salt for special care in carrying him across fast flowing nvers, and for unusually 

long marches. Staks gave a. MT$2 bonus to porters who worked especially hard during the 

crossing of the Mkata river. '49 Such smaii gifts were customary for porters in Madagascar as 

well. But overwhelmingly it was wages and profit from trade which were the tangible 

rewards for work. Another factor giving flexibility to the wage system was money lending 

within the caravan. Those porters who had used up their posho, or who had no private trade 

goods to buy food or pay gambling debts, might borrow from their fellows or take an 

advance on their final pay. Influentid caravan mem bers such as Bombay and Bila1 wadi 

Umani, headmen of Cameron's expedition, might act as "banker," lending money to needy 

porters and receiving payment at the end of the journey. 151 

14' h c e ,  b o n  n i  the Rev. R. Pricg, 65; Speke, Lpiinial, 108.27 and 28 Jan., 1861.41 1.4 July. 1862; 
Livingstone, Jou-, 469.20-23 Nov., 1872; Coulbois, Dix @ s  au T m ,  276; William G. Stairs, 
"De Zanzibar au Katanga: Journal du Capitaine Stairs (1890-1891)", h m ,  2 (1893). 38,21 July, 

. . 1891. For other examptes see Stanley, Dark Cl-, Il 1 17-8; Thomson, To the Central A t n u  
m. II, 267-70; W. G. Stairs, "Shut Up in  the African Forest", The Nine tem Ce-, 29, CLXVII (189 11, 
54 

lm Campbell. "Labour and the Transport Problem", 353. 

15' See Carneron. "Men's Accounts", RGS. There was a similar practice in the Merina kingdom. See 
Campbell, "Labour and the Transport Problem", 353. 



Chapter Seven 

On Safari: The Culture of Work Along the Central Routes 

We have tired of the ocean, 
We want the safari: 
Marching in the Sun, 
Sleeping when it rains. 
Lift the loads, lift the loads! 
Lifi, lie! 

(Nyamwezi marching song) 

Ndafwe luiknda, nakidaga rnlawo, ndisaya, nsala munda, kunegela wuluile; wandewa kunzila 
kumakakema, nihemelele, nawuka, ndisenge rnisambwa ya rnigongo; mlingi nagawuiila, 
Mwanamumeta, smbula ya wugolole. 

1 will die the death of the bel,  1 Say goodbye in the moming 
I cry, hunger is in my body, it hurts like a sickness 
The vbandevba are on the way to the Coast 
1 shall search for food, 1 set off, 1 will pray to the spirits of the dead 
The singer, Mwanamumeta, 1 give out the fringed cloths to a L 2  

(Nyarnwezi marching song) 

This is the journey we took the year before last. And the trouble we had was considerable. 
Everywhere we went, when we fought we fought, when we paid tribute we paid tribute, when we buiIt 
stockades we built them, when we cultivated the fields we cultivated them, when we died we died. 
Nor did we reach somewhere near, we went far away. A journey has trouble Like sleeping on an empty 
stomach, or spending a day rhirsty; there is no comfort not even once. And if a man has not yet 
journeyed up-country, he h o w s  nothing of the trouble in the world. You will realize each day that 
comfon and peace are in your home, with good clothes, a good bed, and good food. You know 
nothing of the trouble people can have until you go up-country, then you will know for sure that thère 
is trouble up-country. Does it not mean sleeping on the ground, and journeying the whole day long, 
with never any rest? That is the fact about  counu^ nu^.^ 
(A Swahili view in the 1890s of the trials, tribulations and achievements of a fast disappearing way ot' 
li fe. ) 

Marius Fortie, Black and Beaurihi1 (London, 1938), 29. 

Seminar für Onentalischen Sprachen, "Lieder und Sangesweisen und Geschichten der Wanyarnwezi". 
Mittheilun~en des Serninars fiir Orientalische S~rachen ni Berlin, IV, 3 ( l w l ) ,  56 (my translation liom the 
German uanslation of the Kinyamwezi). This travelling song is probably much older than the 1890s. The 
German editor notes that the Song was sung by the caravan leader (merchant). The first lines suggest that it was. 
in fact, sung by the kirangozi, who usually took the lead in marching songs. The bel1 refers to the bells worn by 
the kirangozi or fastened to ivory tusks and the legs of ivory porters (See Richard F. Burton, The l.- 

Central 4fnra (New York, 1860, repub. Michigan, 1971), 242,481). The singer means diat he may die on 
the journey. Mwanarnumeta was a caravan leader from earlier, perhaps pioneering, times. 

Selemani bin Mwenye Chande on his journey in 1891, recorded in Lyndon Harries. van. and ed., Swahili 
Rose Tex& (London and Nairobi, 1965), 92-121, tram. 234-259; idem, "Safari Yangu Ya Barra Afrika", in Car1 
Velten, Safari za Wasuaheli (Gottingen, 1 9O1), 1-50; idem, 'Meine Reise ins Innere Ostafrikas bis zum 
Tanganyika", in Car1 Velten, tran., Schildemnnen der Suaheli (Gottingen, 1901), 1-56. The quote is from 
Hanies, 259. 



Msafiri masikini ajapo kuw a sui tani. 

A uaveller is poor. even if he be a ~u1ta.n.~ 

(Swahili saying) 

The dominant image in the above texts is one of hardship and suffenng, of a 

relrntless smggle for survival, of a constant battle to find food and water along the caravan 

routes. Caravan life was to a large extent unrernitting toil, with survival the number one 

objective. Once this was assured then economic advancement was perhaps possible. But 

there are also notes of optimism and a sense of achievemeni. Amidst the very real harshness 

of the life of the average Nyarnwezi pagazi or Mwungwana there were opportunities to be 

grasped. Porters were at the forefront of change in nineteenth century Tanzania and were 

exposed to new ideas about cultural and economic developments, including capitalist 

relations, which they then tran~mitted.~ As Selernani bin Mwenye Chande put it. '' ... if a 

man has not yet joumeyed up-country, he knows nothing of the trouble of the w ~ r l d . " ~  

In the same way, the work of ponerage was not just endless marching, with littlc 

relief from boredom and monotony. A German uaveller in the late 1890s found that the 

constant walking of the porters produced a mesmerizing effect: "Head somewhat sunkrn, 

eyes on the ground, they pay attention to nothing but the legs of the man in front and the 

narrow path reflecting the glaring Sun ... they set one foot before the other so mechanically 

that eventually the path seems to slide backwards faster than they themselves move 

fo~wards."~ But this gives the wrong impression. As harsh conditions and opportunity wcnt 

". E. Taylor, African Aohorisms or Saws 6om Swahili-Land (London. 1924, 1st ed.. 1891). 70. 

See Terence Ranger, "The Movement of Ideas, 1850-1939", in 1. N. Kimambo and A. I. Temu, eds.. A 
Historv of Tanzania (Nairobi, 1969), 161-188; John Iliffe, A Modern Histocy of Tanrzan~ik  (Cambridge, 1979 1, 
45. 

See f.n. 3. 

Richard Kandf Gout  Nili (2nd ed., Berlin, 1905). 108, quoted in Iliffe. A Modern History, 45-6. 



together. the endless marching must be seen in conjunction with a vigorous social life and 

considerable variety in work. There were good times to be had, adventures to be 

expenenced. Porters relished these and lived life to its fullest, both collectively and 

individually. There were dangers to be faced and crises to resolve. Camp life developed a 

pattern of its own, with songs, dance, storytehg, and recreation with games, drugs and sex. 

But always there were threats, especially from the "three horsemen" of hunger and thirst, 

pestilence, and war, which often anived togetherS8 

Collective experience was the key to both suwival and the reaching of larger goals. It 

was experience of caravan life and the caravan routes when mixed with pre-existing cultural 

noms which created the new working culture of the caravans and, 1 believe, ultirnately 

contributed to the cultural cohesion of twentieth century Tanzania. The roads followed by 

caravans were the skeleton around which formed the territory of modem Tanzania; the 

central route was the back bone. Caravan Life, reoccumng across vast spaces, the intermixing 

of peoples, combined with other associated changes - the spread of Islam and Swahili, the 

slave trade, the acceptmce almost everywhere of utuni relationships - gave body to thc 

emerging nation. 

This and the following chapter are about day to day patterns of work and leisure 

which helped forge "caravan culture," the "custom" which 1 have already introduced in 

previous chapters. Apart from the broad background of eastern African cultures of the Iate 

Iron Age, the first influence on caravan life was interaction with the physical environment, as 

people travelled to hunt, migrate, or trade. Paths went in and out of use and changed their 

shape as the forces of nature conspired against human activity. But economics and culture 

prevailed. During al1 but the most difficult conditions caravans continued to cross East 

Africa, and porters struggled to survive the elements. This is the topic of the f is t  section of 

this chapter. In the second section the basic work of long distance porters - the carrying of 

See chapter 2 and Juhani Koponen, & o ~ i e  and Production in Late Recolonial Tanzania: History and 
Structures (Jyv&kylii, 1988), chapter 4. 



loads - is discussed, dong with the various types of burdens. These ranged from individual 

loads to sections of dismantled steamships. A particularly obnoxious change introduced by 

Europeans was the expectation that porters should sometimes carry human beings. The 

rhythm of the daily march, widi its associated rituals of departure and arrival, is descnbrd in 

the third section. The hard labour of porterage was eased by the unique work songs and 

music of the porters, which bound them together and served to maintain morale. Then 

follows a brief discussion of Yao caravans, which serves to highlight questions dealt with in 

much more detail in this and the following chapter, as weU as  elsewhere in the thesis. The 

chapter ends with an analysis of the work of caravan women and their role as reproducers of 

labour power, which benefitted both male porters and caravan leaders. Caravan women are 

also considered as early female migrant labourers, whose history is othenvise only known 

from the colonial penod. Finally, in this section, the caravan is envisaged in terms of a 

community, with the participation of children, as weli as men and women. 

Porters, Paths, and the Natural Environment 

We have been left wiih numerous descriptions of East African paths or "roads." In 

1857 Burton found that 

The most frequented routes are foot-uacks ... one to two spans broad, uodden down during the 
travelling season by man and beast, and during the rains the path, in African parlance, 'dies,' rhat is tu 
Say. it is overgrown with vegetation. In open and desert places four or tive Iines often run parallel h r  
short distances. In jungIy countries they are mere tunnels in thorns and under branchy uees, which 
fatigue the porter by catching his load. Where fields and villages abound, they arc closed with rough 
hedges, horizontal uee-uunks, and ... mde stockades, to prevent trespassing and pilkrage. Where thc 
land is open, an ailowance of one fifth must be made for winding: in cioser counuies this must be 
increased to two fifths or to one half ..? 

By the late 1880s the main caravan routes differed from paths connecting villages in that they 

were a little wider, much smoother, and less covered with vegetation. l0 The windy, sinuous 

nature of ail paths arose from the peculiarities of the landscape, weathering - especially 

Burton, Lake Reeion~, 233. See also idem, ''The Lake Regions of Central Equatonal Afiica"; JRGS, 29 
(1859), 28-9. 

l0 S. T. Ruen, The Arab and the Afïican (London, 1986. 1st ed.. 1891), 175. 



flooding - and the very h i t e d  t h e  spent in construction and maintenance. A missionary 

observed how new paths came into existence and were continudy undergoing change: 

Wherever the ground is fairly even, and uncovered by bmshwood or thorns, there rhe native makes lus 
path in a direct line towards his goal; but unfortunately this is only occasionally the condition, and he is 
thus driven to make circuitous routes, taking advantage of every furrow and cleared space worn by the 
temporary streams which are originated each rainy season. and, to a larger extent, fotlowing the 
innumerable wild beast tracks which cross and intercross with wonderful complexity ... Thus, withliur 
axe or pick, and wih  only the occasional use of the biiihook, a native will find a pach from any one 
point to any other. Once started, the path, never very straight, soon becomes still more circuitous on 
account of forruitous circumstances. Every suong wind in Africa brïngs down some tree which has 
lived out its allotted span, and some of these will necessarily fafl across the road ... to a native with a 
load, a climb over a uunk not quite touching the ground. or a scramble underneath it, is not so 
expeditious as going round the tree, and round it he goes. 11 

Eventually such detours became part of the permanent way. Diversions were also creatcd by 

new patches ofcultivation started by farmers, and by stretches of heavy mud during the niny 

season. Where many paths crossed, the ones to be avoided were closed off by the caravan 

kirangozi with a branch or a handful of grass, or a line drawn with the foot or spear. Failure 

to mark the route for porters in the rear could lead to much wasted time and the dangerous 

dispersal of the caravan. '2 

Seasonal weather patterns had a marked impact on the condition of the paths - panly 

because of growth and decay of the surrounding vegetation - and hence on the working 

conditions faced by porters. During the rainy season most uavel was suspended. Roads were 

fiooded and huge expanses of country tumed into swampland. Defying the elernents, 

caravans struggling through the water and mud of river valleys and bogs had a panicularly 

trying tirne. One missionary wrote of his porters' experience dunng the rainy season of 

Hours together we waded knee-deep - thigh deep - in mud and water, and in several places the 
whole caravan consisted for a time of a row of heads and shoulders above the surface of the slimy 

'' Ruen, me Ariibnd the A f W ,  175-6. See also J. A. Moloney, With -rs to Katanea (London. 
1893), 31. 

l 2  ~urton,  Lake Reaion~, 234; David Livingstone. The Last Journals of David Livingstone, ed. H. Waller (New 
York, 1875), 135; 1. F. Elton, Travcls and Researches Arnong the Lakes and Mountains of Eastern and Central 
Afnca (London, 1968, 1st ed. 1579), 372; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, The Customs of the Swahili Peo~le tran. 
and ed. J. W. T. Allen (Berkeley. Los Angeles, London, 1981), 160; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari in Hamies, 
Swahili Prose Tex&, 183. 



water. Ar a deep place in the centre of one of these morasses one fine ta11 man stood. and aided, by the 
support of his hands, each man to get across the gap. 

Another missionary asserted that "sornetimes 1 have been carried for the best pan of an hour 

with the water up to the men's chuis."l3 Even unflooded country was tough going: 'The 

roads are very bad being very slippery from the late rains, and where it is net thus slippery 

generaliy there is a thick black mud which is very disagreeable CO pass through," a missionary 

travelling from Saadani to Marnboya in April wrote. He added, "The long, strong grass is 

very trying to the men carrying loads - when standing upnght [it] is ... from 8 CO 12 feet 

high ... when this is broken down by wind & rain across the path it makes il very difficult for 

the men to get dong. This is certainly the woa t  time of the year to rnake a joumey." The 

high g r a s  in this region was like a "dense screen" and porters had CO contend with blows 

from the recoiling reeds and injuries to their feet from sharp broken staiks. I4 

The crossing of swarnps and bogs was always a difficult undertaking for heavily 

laden porters. Apart from the Mkata swamp (discussed in chapter two) some of the worst 

were in Uvinza and Buha. Burton descnbed the paths of western Uvinza as "truly vile, 

combining ail the disadvanlages of bog and swamp, river and rivulet, thom-bush and jungle, 

towering grasses, steep inclines, riddled surface and broken ground." l 5  Another European 

traveller described how a bog extending from the banks of the Mogunja river in Buha 

presentrd a tough problem to porters: 

The natives have built a bridge over it, about 100 yards long, but it does not reach the dry ground on 
either side of the bog, so that to get to it it is necessary to wade for a distance of nearly ten yards 
through liquid mud about three feet deep. It took my caravan three quarters of an hour to get across, 
but my donkey had now to be taken over. He couid not pass over the bridge, consisting of a fcw Iogs 
of wood supported by piles, and he had therefore to be driven through the mud. Ten men had to work 
for three hours before they could succeed in landing hirn safely on the other side. Several urnes one or 

l 3  Edward Coode Hore, Taneanyika: Eleven Years in Central Africâ (London, 18921, 3 3 4 ;  Bishop Hannington. 
Peril and Adventure in Central Africa (London, n-d.), 85. 

l 4  Last to Wright, Mamboya, 16 April. 1879, CMS CA6/014 (quote); Last to Lang, Marnboya, 19 Feb.. 1883. 
CMS G3A6101; Burton, Lake Renion$86. 

l 5  Burton, Lake Reeions, 234. 



two of the men and the donkey disappeared entirely under the mud, and it took the united efforts of al1 
the others to extricate them.I6 

When the Hore's caravan crossed the Luiche river valley near Ujiji, several miles wide, 

covered in bush, reeds and thorns, and very swampy, porters were first knee-deep and then up 

to waistdeep in mud. One mm, Znedi, on being asked what the swamp was like replied, 

"Oh, it is al1 right, but you must feel about, there is a big snake in the mud just here, and if 

you don't rnind, you will f d l  over him as 1 did!"17 

In some places great rivers ran where none existed during the dry season. In Uzlirarno 

in January 1878 LMS missionaies reached a nver one hundred yards wide where fonnerly 

there had only been a "dry ditch" in the midst of a desert waste. "TT0 add to the horror," one 

among them wrote, "the people Say that crocodiles have Iately nabbed two Wanyamwezi here 

and Our men are &raid." The porters refused to cross until a rope was secured to trees on 

either bank. l 8  Caravan members assisted each other when crossing rivers, as Gleerup shows 

when the large caravan he accompanied forded the Ruchugi river in Uvinza: "It was a strange 

sight to see the carriers with theû heavy loads, children and women supponed by thosr who 

... had got their bundles across, goats with homs tied, naked babies c h g i n g  tightly to thcir 

likewise naked mothers, aU splashing in the water and stniggling to prevent themselves being 

carried away by the strong current." l g  

Once the rainy season was over floodplains and rnarshes dried up and were replaced 

by great expanses of dned rnud. These desens presented their own difficulties for caravans 

traversing them. Dunng the rains the mud was cut up in many areas by the hooves of 

l 6  Lionel Decle. mec Y- in S a v w  (London. 1898). 328. 

I7 Annie  Hore, -ath . . (London, 1886), 148-9. 

l 8  Norman R. Bennett, ed.. From to UJJ: The J O U ~  of W W. no- 1877 .. --  - 1  879 (Boston. 

1969), 53-4. 

l9 Per Hassing and Norman Bennett. "A Ioumey Across Tanganyika in 1886" (Translated and edited exuacu 
€rom the journal of Edvard Gleemp). TM, 58-9 (1962). 133. For another vivid account of a river crossing see 
Fortie, Black and Beautiiûl, 92-3. For various techniques for crossing flooded rivers see John Roscoe, Twentv- 
Five Years in East Africa (Cambridge, 1 E l ) ,  8-9. Occasionally rivers were bridged by uees. 



domestic animals and game so that the surface became extremely itregular. Then when the 

rains ceased the Sun baked the ground as hard as Stone. Such rough surfaces were very hard 

on porters with their bare feet.20 The porters of more than one caravan must have had an 

especially painful expenence when the game in question had been elephanü, which left 

footprints perhaps over a foot across and nearly as deep, which then rnight be covered over 

by vegetation making it impossible to avoid falling in hem? Another hazard during the diy 

season were the great stretches of thom jungle, particularly around Mpwapwa and through 

the Marenga Mkali and Ugogo. Annie Hore wrote of the approach to Mpwapwa late in the 

dry season of the famine year of 1884: 'Towards noon the heat was temble, the whole Face 

of the country seemed scorched up, not a green leaf was to be seen for miles. We were shut 

in by thickets, and even in some places by trees, but no leaves, only bare thoms everywhrre 

... and not a bit of shade to be had anywhere." Another missionary travelling through 

nonhem Ugogo complained of "The long tenible thorns [which] tore Our clothes and bags, 

and ripped up the covers of our bdes of cloth."22 Thom bushes were a particular trial for 

porters, dressed, as rhey were, minimaily. Sometimes they made themselves hide sandals to 

protect their f e e ~ ' ~  At any time of year jungle paths presented porters with another 

difficulty. Bushes and the boughs of mes growing close on either side of the path met just 

above head level. Porters who camied their loads on their heads had to stoop to avoid loads 

catching on bra.n~hes.2~ However the dry season presented more advantages than 

Joseph Thomson. To the Central AIiican Lakes and Back (London, 1968. 1st ed. 1881 ). 1. 127; Hore. Ie 
Lake Tanean~ika, 104-5. 

21 E.g. Beardall to Waller, Dar es Saiaam, 27 April, 1879. Mackinnon Papen. box 77. IBEA Co. file 61. 

22 Hore. To Lake Tanpên~ih, 82; O'Haherty to Hutchinson, Uyui. 29 Nov., 1880. CMS G3A6/01. Burton 
wrote o f  thorns which "tenacious as fish-hooks, tore without difficulty the suongest clothing ..." 
177. 

23 Thomson. To Ihe Centrai African Lakes. 1. 128; J. L. Krapf, Travels. Researches and Missionarv Labours 
dur in^ an Ei~hteen Years Residence in m t e m  Africa (London, 1968, 1st Eng. ed. 18F>O), 269: Car1 Claus von 
der Decken, Reisen in  Ost-Afri ka in den Jahren 1859 bis 1865 ed. Otto Kersten (reprinted Graz, 1978). 1,232; 
May French-Sheldon, Sultan to Sultan (London, 1892). 162-3. 



disadvantages in tems  of road conditions. Most of the long grass, "such a terrible 

obstruction to progress," was burnt down, clearing the paths. 25 Bogs shrank and rivers 

reueated to their naturai courses or disappeared aliogether. 

The more direct effects of the climate were just as ravaging. At night, during the dry 

season, temperatures in the mountains and on the savannah plateau could feel exuemely cold 

to scantily clad cariers. Porters ciimbing over the Usagara mountains in August, 1857, were 

exposed to "thick vapours and spitting clouds, and at nights the termorneter ... sinks to 48" 

Fahr.. - a killing temperature in these latitudes to half-naked and houseless men." in the 

same month of 189 1, also in the Usagara mountains, porters of another expedition k~ffe red  

severely from the cold." The open expanses of Ugogo are swept by cold winds off the 

Usagara mountains after sunset, so that extreme changes of temperature were common during 

the dry season. Porters exposed to sudden drops in termperatue had to huddle around their 

Fies, Iosing sleep, and caught chills or became sick from other causes. 26 Conversely, from 

September to Apnl temperatures are often very hot. The effect on porters of the hot sun in 

the mountains of Urungu, south of Lake Tanganyika, is described by Livingstone: 'The Sun 

makes the soi1 so hot that the radiation is as if it came from a furnace. It burns the feet of the 

people, and knocks thern up. Subcutaneous inflammation is frequent in the legs, and makes 

some of my most hardy men useless. We have been compelled to slowness very much 

against my will." One remedy utilized by porters preparing for a lengthy exposure to the 

24 Alfred J. Swann, Finhtinrr the Slave Hunters in Centrai Africa (London, 1969, 1st ed. 1910), 53; Janina M. 
Konczacki, ed., Victorian Ex~lorer: The African Diaries of Caritain William G .  S tairs 1887-1 892 (Halifax, N.S., 
1994), 209, 24 Aug., 1891; Rhodes to Portai, Kampala, 2 ApriI, 1893, enclosure, Reports Relating to Uganda by 
Sir Gerald Portal, House of Comrnons Parliamentary Pa~ers, C.7303, m.f. 100.506. 

25 Hore, To Lake Tannanvib, 61. 

26 Bunon, "Lake Regions". 116 (quote); Moloney, With Captain Stairs, 43; Thomson, TQ the Central Afriçan 
L a k q ,  11. 261-2; William G. Stairs, "De Zanzibar au Katanga: Journal de Capitaine Stairs (1890-1891 )", & 
Congo Illusue, 2 (1893), 46,28 July, 1891; Konczacki, Victorïan Ex~lorer, 21 1,  18 h g . ,  1891. 



burning sun was to cover themselves with a layer of fat or oil. Other options were to make 

short marches early in the morning, or to travel at night. 27 

Loads 

Most loads were managed by one individual, but there were others which required 

two or even four carriers. Special techniques were required to transport these. The types of 

loads varied according to the needs of the employer or, in the case of trader-porters, the 

business at hand. The most hated loads of al1 were human beings. The machila or palanquin 

became a symbol of colonial oppression. 

Porters used three different techniques to carry single loads, varying according to the 

kind of physical environment they were most familiar with, the customary methods which 

they leamed from their elders, and the physical charactenstics of the load. Nyarnwezi and 

Sukuma porters camied loads wpically weighing about thkty two kilos (two frasila) or more 

on their shoulders. 28 Carrying on the shoulder was much easier in wooded or forested 

country than head-loading, as shown above. There were two methods of packing loads h r  

shoulder carriage. Cloth bales were packed so that they were about one and a half rnrtres 

long and between thirty five and sixty centimetres across, and wnpped in tough matting?' 

The bale was then bound to flexible sticks Iashed in a roughly fork-shaped cradle about IWO 

27 Livingstone, -, 466,8 Nov., 1872 (quote). 97- 100, 20 Sept., 1866; T. H. Parke, Mv Personal 
A f m l . i c a l :  Officer of f (London, 189 1 1, 199; 

Charles New, Life. (London, 1971, 1st ed. 1873). 481. Extremes of 
temperature were a particular problem on the route to Uganda through Kenya. See Alfred R. Tucker. &$tew 

in Il- (London, 19 1 1 ), 170-8; C. F. Harford-Battersy, m n  of 
(London. n.d. 1898?), 240. 

28 Compare with the Merina empire where loads were up to 40 kilos or 90 pounds. but frequently between 27 
and 32 kilos. See Gwyn Campbell, 'labour and the Transport Problem in hperial Madagascar, 1810-1895", 
JAH, XXI (1980), 349. 

29 This part of the packing process was often carried out by speciaiist packers at the warehouses of lndian 
merchants in Zanzibar or on the Coast, See Henry Morton Stanley, How 1 Found Livingstone (London, 18721, 
46-7; Norman R. Bennett, ed. , Stanley's Des~atches to the New York Herald (Boston, I970), 10-1 1; C. T. 
Wilson and R. W. Felkin, u n d a  and the Egy~tian Sudan (London, 1882),1,24-5; Thomson, To the Central 
African L a k a ,  1, 37. 



and a half metres long. This had four advantages for the porter. He could keep a good grip, 

the load was kept firm, and it could easily be set down by resting the long end agains~ a tree 

or othrr support, so that the weight of the bale never had to be lifted from the ground. From 

either the porter's or employer's point of view the cradle helped keep the load dry and, by 

keeping it above ground level, protected it from termites and antsg0 Beads in sacks were tied 

to smaller cradles and carried in a similar fashion.31 The second variation w u  to suspend 

two haif loads, such as coils of brass wire or srnall boxes or barrels of gunpowder, from rach 

end of a pole, a coritrivancz known as a madala. This could then be supported on the 

shoulder, which was protected by a grass, leather, or rag pad.32 Some Europeans, including 

Frederick Jackson, later govemor of the Uganda Protectorate, were impressed by the way 

Nyamwezi and Sukurna caniers used verbal cues at the end of the chorus of a marching Song 

to uansfer in unison their heavy loads from one shoulder to the other by "simply ducking the 

head downwards and then, with a sideways sweep, upwards."33 

30 Burton. Lake Region~, 112-3, 241; Ch. de Vienne, "De Zanzibar a L'Oukami", Bulletin de la Societe de 
@oeranhie, 6.4 (1872), 360; "Cenual Afiican Expedition: Rev. A.W. Dodgshun. List of Requirements", LMS 
2/1/B; Ebenezer Southon, "The History, Country and People of Unyamwezi", V, LMS 3/4/C; Hore, To Lake 
Tan~anvikg 23-4; A. B. Lloyd, In Dwarf Land and Cannibal Country (London, 1900), 37; Bennett, Stanley's 
De-matchq, 10-1 1; Paul Reichard, "Vorschlage zu einer Reiseaurüstung für Ost- und Centralafrika", Zeitschrift 
ber Gesellschaft tur Erdkunde zu Berlin, 24 (1 889)- 55; Wilhelm Junker, Travels in Africa Durinrr the Yçars 
1882-1886 uan. A. H. Keane (London, 1971, 1st Eng. ed. 1892), 567 (illustration); French-Sheldon. Sultan to 
Sultan, 123; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, The Customs of the Swahili Peo~le ,  164; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakara in 
Harries, Swahili Prose Texts, 181; KarI Weuie, Native Life i n  East Africa tran. Nice Werner (Westport, Conn.. 
1970, 1st Eng. ed., London, 1909), 104 (illustration). 

Burton, LakeReeions. 113, 115-6; Bennett. u e v ' s  D w  10-1 1. 

32 Burton, LakeRenions. 113.53 1; de Vienne, -'De Zanzibar a L'Oukarni", 360; Bennett, w l e y  . .  r D e w c h t s .  . . 
10-1 1; Mackay to Hutchinson, Zanzibar, 5 March, 1877, CMS CA61016; Henry to Wright, Mpwapwa, 1 Oct., 
1878, CMS CA61012; Thomson, the C w a l  Af-, I, 38; Reichard, "Vorschlage ni einer 
Reiseaurüstung", 56; Pnien, The Ar- the A m ,  179; Fortie, &&a& ande-, 100. See the 
illustration of a load of hoes in John Hanning Speke, Jounial of the Discovery of rhe S o m  of the Nile (New 
York, l864), 103. In the Menna Empire porters also carried loads on their shoulders suspended from barnboo 
poles, as was the nom in East Asia. See Campbell, "Labour and the Transport Problem", 349. Campbell is 
incorrect, however, when he contrasts this technique with that of Atncan porters on the mainland. 

33 Frederick J. Jackson, Earlv D a ~ s  in East Alricp (London. 1969, 1st ed. 1930),80; S. C. Larnden. 5 o m e  
Aspects of Porterage in East Africa", TNR , 6  1 (1 963 ), 156. 



Swahili and Waungwana, on the other hand, preferred to head-load, the second 

technique. This was less efficient than canying on the shoulder, but the difficulties were 

minimized by a good carrying technique, as describeci by May French-Sheldon: 

The Zanzibaris carry rheir loads sometirnes balanced with their hands extended overheard one either 
side of the load but with their bodies and heads perfectly erect, never looking at the immediate 
toorpath, avoiding with deftness the overhanging branches or side projections. They put one foot 
directty in Iine of the other, without tuniing the toes out, rnaking a very nanow uead ... 

They universally carry long stout staffs ... which they tluust ahead of hem, and bear upon 
when ascending or descending mountains. and employ to sound sveams when fording ...34 

A headload had to be lighter, averaging about twenty eight kilos, was difficult to manage in 

forests, and much greater exertion was required to lift it from the ground. To protect 

themselves porters made head pads from cloth or gras and nishes.3s Despite the 

awkwardness of boxes for porters, many European travellers used packing cases for their 

goods.36 In both Nyamwezi and coastal caravans headmen and merchants usually did not 

carry a load, but had to be ready to take over from sick porters, or when desertions threatened 

their property. 37 

The third technique was that utilized by forest peoples such as the Manyema of 

eastem Zaire who. in the last decades of the century, were frequently found in East African 

caravans. They camed loads either on their backs or shoulders, making it easier to p u s  

through the tangles of creepers lying across forest paths. A member of the Emin Pasha Relief 

Expedition noted that caravans of Manyema slaves and foliowers of Arab tnders in eastrm 

Zaire included numbers of women who camed baskets of food and other necessities. " Thèse 

baskets are borne on the back, and suspended from the forehead ... The carriers do not, Like 

34 French-Sheldon, Sultan-, 122. 

35 von der Decken. &&n in O s t - A f w  1,232; Dodgshun. "List of requirements". LMS 2/l/B: Hore. 
23-4; Lloyd, b Dwarfland. 37; Southon to Whitehouse, 29 Nov., 1880, LMS 3/3D.  

36 Tate's sugar cube boxes were of such convenient size that large numbers of them were canied up-counvy 
where they were converted into beehives. Pruen, The Arab and the African, 58. 

37 Burton, Lake R e ~ i o n ~ .  113; von der Decken, Reisen in Osi-Aaih 1.232; Weule, Native Life in East Africa, 
80. For an exception see Lamden. "Some Aspects of Porterage", 259-60. 



Our [Zanzibaril porters, cut their way through the bush, but trail dong the native tracks, 

stooping under the low natural archways 

Exceptionaliy heavy or awkward loads which could not be divided, such as Iarge 

tusks or boxes, often had to be carried by two porters. Heavy boxes were especially detested: 

tusks were easier to manage. Double loads were difficult to manoeuvre up and down hills 

and across swarnps. The usuai carrying technique was to lash the Ioad to a pole supponed by 

two men waiking in single file. This device was known as a mz~iguziga. Sometirnes a slrong 

porter would prefer to bear a very heavy load himself rather dian have the extra problems of 

sharing it with another man. Men of herculean strength were known to carry 120 pound 

tusks. But where double loads were unavoidable Nyamwezi pagazi could cany hravier 

weights than costa l  porters. Gleerup described "sweating figures struggling under the heavy 

burdens of ivory," weighing up to 160 pounds. A large cow bel1,which rang continually 

during the rnarch, was tied to the sharp end of the tusk, which faced foward, while the 

porters' persond property was attached to the barnboo pole of the ~ i g a r i g a . ~ ~  Large tusks 

reaching Zanzibar averaged 80 to 85 pounds, with tuslo weighing 140- 150 pounds being 

common. Of the largest, the Arnerican Consul in Zanzibar had seen several of 175 pounds 

and had one in his own house of 182.5 pounds. "Probably in the interior are many as large, 

perhaps larger," he wrote, "but the negroes will not bring them to the Coast, owing to their 

great weight." 40 

38 Parke, Mv P e r s o n a l  73, 187. See also James B. Wolf, ed., T h e c m  D 
- .  iaries of Walte~  

I877-188L (Boston, 1 976), 276,8 July, 1881; Livingstone, Io- 377.24 May, 187 1 (on thc 
market women of Nyangwe); A. J. Mounteney Jephson, D m  of A. J. M~unteney J e ~ h s j  . . ief E m o n  1887-1 889 ed. Dorothy Middleton (Cambridge, 1969), 178-9. 

39 Burton. Lake, 112,237,241; Wüson and Felkin, 9 
*... 

1 , 44; Bennett, 
-bar to U-', 69,30 May, 1878; Verney Lovett Cameron, Across (London, 1877), 1, 124; W. 
Robert Foran, African O d v s ~ :  W e  of V m e t t - C a m e r o n  (London, 1937),65; Pnien, The Ar- - 179; Jackson, w a v s  in F A f r i c a ,  80; Landen. "Sorne Aspects of Porterage". 157; Hassing 
& Bennett "A Journey Across Tanganyika", 141. See also chapter 5. 

40 Hines to Seward, Zanzibar, 25 Oct.. 1864. in Norman R. Bennett and George E. Brooks. eds., New E w  
in  A h a  (Boston, 1965). 529. On large tusks Burton writes, -, 540) 'The tusk is larger 

at Zanzibar han elsewhere. At Mozambique, for instance, 60 Ibs. would be considered a good average for a lot. 
Monster tusks are spoken of. Specimens of 5 farasilah [sic] are not very rare, and the people have traditions that 
these wonderhl armatures have extended to 227 lbs., and even to 280 lbs. each." 



Caravans led by missionaries and explorers differed considerably in ternis of the type 

of loads carried compared with those of traders. Merchant caravans canied almost 

exclusively trade goods, whereas missionaries and other European travellers employed 

porters to cany personal possessions, provisions, and the equipment and tools necessary to 

construct and run mission stations, or survey and map temtory, as well as the trade goods 

necessary for progress. The list of "ali the property in and pertaining to the English Mission 

House at Ujiji" gives a good idea of the quantity and type of the very functional goods which 

porters employed by the London Missionary Society canied 1,500 kilometres to Lake 

Tanganyika. The complete list is too long to reproduce fuiiy, but included large quantities of 

cloth, beads, and wire, a year's supply of European provisions, clothing, a huge variety of 

implements, machinery, and tools, furniture and household effects, kitchen equipment, an 

assortment of guns and ammunition, books, stationery, a medicine chest, a great variety of 

"miscellaneous stores" such as 26 panes of window glass, canvas, blankets, a saddle, a tent, 

and so on, a set of marine and scientific equipment inciuding an anchor and chains. life- 

buoys. üir, ship's sheathmg metal, nails, navigation aids, etc? CMS missionaries in 

Buganda had three and a half tons of New Testaments carried to the kingdom in one caravan 

in 1894." The porten of Johnston's Kilimanjaro expedition had to cany loads of the usual 

cloth, bead and wire currency, plus other trade goods including sacks of cowry shells, barrels 

of gunpowder. percussion caps, mirrors, knives, bells, mousebaps, and rough musical 

instruments. There were gifts for chiefs such as musical boxes, accordians, good qudity 

guns, playing cards, "f ie snuff," and "gaudy picture books." European food supplies 

included loads of potatoes, onions, preserved goods, and live fowls.43 Arnong more prosaic 

items the goods of Abbé Debaize borne to Ujiji included bizarre things such as "tweIve boxes 

41 The full list is in Hore to Whitethouse. Ujiji. 8 Jan., 1880, LMS 3/1/A. 

42 C. F. Harford-Batiersby. Pilkineton of Upanda (London. n.d. 1898?), 231-2. 

43 Carol Jane Sissons, "Economic Rospenty in Ugogo. East Africa 1860-1890 (PbD. Thesis. University of 
Toronto, 19841, 115; H. H. Johnston, The Kilima-Niaro Ex~edition (London, 1886). 44-6. 



of rockets and fÏireworks, which would require about forty-eight men to cany them, severd 

boxes of dynamite ... two coats of armour, several boxes of brandy, two loads of penny pop- 

guns ... and even a hurdy-gurdy? 

In addition to the employer's load or, in the case of trader-porters. their merchandise, 

p o m n  carried numerous personal effecü and weapons. The necessities of life for a frugal 

Afncan traveller might include a mat, an axe to cut fuewood, a pipe, an earthen cooking pot, 

and a spear for defence.45 In the case of von der Decken's coastal porters a kit for the road 

consisted of 

... a kitorna or squash bottle filled with water, a pack with foodstuff, their bedding, and small rcserves 
of sniff, ' kauris ' and similar things for their own use or in order to acquire this or rhat. which happens 
to catch their eyes during the trip, a pair of leather sandals which they Wear where thorns lie on the 
pafh, a heavy musket, if they have proven cheir authorization, and every fifth or sixth person a coohng 
pot: it is indeed difficult to find a little bit of room for sornething else on the head back, shoulders and 

Many of Hore's men took with them "a Little sleeping mat, a best ... shirt, and a tiny bag 

containing smaller properties ... this, with perhaps two to rhree yards of caiico wom as a 

wrap, and a smail sheath-knife stuck in his girdle, completes the outfit ... of one of thcse 

hard-working adventurous men." A Nyamwezi porter working in British East Africa might 

carry "a thick pad of cloth ... wrapped round his stomach, a couple of coils of brass wire 

dangling from his belt, and a neatly made and sausage-like bag of selected beads also to w r ~ p  

around his waist, or in a leather bag to sling from his shoulders ... to enable him to buy extra 

food."47 Rashid bin Hassani carried two lengths of cloth. a cooking pot. a blanket and a short 

Snider rifle as well as his load to Uganda in the early 1890s.48 Other weapons often carricd 

Thomson. To the Central A frican L a k s  II. 96. 

45 François Coulbois. Dix années au Taneanvkp (Limoges, 1901), 202. This was almost identical to the 10 
pounds of personal baggage allowed to Fortie's porters: Fonie, BIack and BeautihiI, 101. 

46 von der Decken, Reisen in Ost-Afrika I, 232. 

47 Hore, Tan~anvik .  45; Jackson, Earlv davs in East A Wca BO; Lamden, "Sorne aspects of porterage". 158. 
See also Burton, Lake Regions, 237 for a similar list for Nyamwezi porters, but including a three legged stool. 

48 'The Story of Rashid bin Hassani of the Bisa Tnbe, Northem Rhodesia", in Margery Periiam. ed.. a 
Africans (Evanston, 1963), 103. See also Parke, MY Personal E x ~ e r i e n c ~ ,  102. 



included bows and arrows, small battle axes, large knives or s k ;  various types of flintiocks 

and other obsolete muzzle loading fuearms, the occasional pistol and. towards the end of the 

century, modem breech loading rifles.49 Provisions in areas where there was litde food to 

buy added further weight. In 1857 each porter had to cany at least eight days' food to cross 

the Mgunda Mkali, and it was the same in 1882. The Nyarnwezi carried extra food in 

goatskin bags.50 Such accoutrements added twenty or thirty pounds to each carrier's burdrn. 

The result was that a porter's total load might be ninety to one hundred pounds, or rnore.j1 

Increasing European interests in East Afnca led to even greater demands on dieir 

carriers. without whom imperial and mission expansion would have bern impossible. In the 

1870s porters transported the first of many disassembled s t em ships to the central Mr ican  

lakes. The imposition of this new burden began earlier, when well-equipped European 

travellers took collapsible boats as part of their outfit. In 1867 the Livingstone search 

expedition of the Royal Geographical Society took a steel boat for use on the Zambezi and 

Shire rivers and Lake Nyasa which had to be disassembled and camied by Kololo porters up 

and around the Murchison cataracts on the Shire.52 In Tanzania Stanley was the first to make 

49 Burton, Lake Reeions, 242,295,479; Cameron, Across Africê, I,73; Foran, African Odyssey, 59; Last to 
Wright, Mpwapwa, 1 Sept., 1879, CMS CA61014; Thomson, To the Cenual African L a k a  I,81,84; Hore. 
Tanganyika, 87; Muxwonhy to Thompson, Zanzibar, 3 June, 1882. LMS 4/5/D; Car1 Peters, New Light o n  Dark 
Af ica  uan. H. W. Dulcken (London, 1891 ), 75. 

50 Burton, Lake Renions, 242; Sissons, .'Economic Rosperity", 182-3; Rachel Stuart W a t ~  In the Hcart of 
w o m  (London, n.d.), 25; Tucker. Einhteen Years in Unanda and East Afric& 32; Burton. "Lake Regions". 
155; Copplestone to Lang, Uyui. 4 March, 1882, CMS G3A6101; Larnden, "Some Aspects of Porterage", 157; 
Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, ~ . . 161. Porters' food will be discussed in chapter 
8. 

Wilson and Felkin, L[eanda, 1,44; Dodgshun, "List of Requirements", LMS 2IllB; Pillunglon to '!. Saadani. 
14 July, 1890. in Harford-Battersby, of I 83; Watt, In theHeart of 157. 

52 Donald Simpson, W C o c  to the- of Fast AAtnca . . . . 

(London, 1975). 62-3. Discussion of the role of porters in the transportation of the various steamers piaced on 
Lake Nyasa is beyond the scope of this thesis. But see among other sources Frederick L. Maitland Moir, 
Tastern Route to Central Africa", The Scottish Geogra~hical Mmzine,  1.4 (1885), 95; F. L. M. Moir, Aftcr 
Livinastone: An African T ~ d e  Romance (London, nad.), 37; William Percivai Johnson, MY Atiican 
Reminiscences 1875-1 8% (Westport, Conn., 1970, 1 st ed. London, 1924), 205,211 ; Selim bin Abakari, "Safari 
Yangu Ya Nyassa Waqati Bwana Major von Wissman Alipopeleka Stima Katika Juto la Nyassa", in Vclten, 
Safari za Wasuaheli, 50-105; dem, 'Meine Reise nach dem Nyassa mit der Dampferexpedition des Hem Major 
von Wissman", in Velten, Schildenineen der Suaheli, 56-1 15; M. Prager, Die Wissman-Ex~edition (Leipzig, 
1901 1; Rochus Schmidt, "Wissrnanns Kulturelle und Pionierarbeit im zentral afrikanischen Seengcbict", in C. 



use of porters in this way, and in 1874 took a coliapsible boat, the Lady Alice, on the 

expedition across Africa, sailing her on Lakes Victoria and Tanganyika, before abandoning 

her on the lower Congo. Each boat section was the responsibility of four "herculean" porters, 

who altemated in pairs. They were paid higher wages than ail the headmen with the 

exception of Manua Sera, the "chef captain," received double rations, and had "the privilege 

of taking their wives dong with hem." Nevertheless, his was a tembly arduous experience 

for the boat porters, as the occasionai reference to their troubles keeping up with the rest of 

the caravan indicates. When in the Uregga forest on the bank of the Lualaba river Stanley 

wrote in his diary: "Boat came today, people utterly fagged out and di~heartened."~3 In 1878 

Iohnston and Thomson's porters had to manage the dificult load of "a long mahogany 

collapsable boat" whch was carried by "two giants."" The 1882 CMS caravan to Buganda, 

managed by Stokes, included a heavy oak boat carried in sections. The loads gave the 

Nyarnwezi and coastal porters great trouble as some sections had to be carried by two or 

more men. The result was constant tension on the march. Stairs' expedition to Katanga also 

took disrnantled boats. The carriers of the sections "had a most arduous expenencr" in the 

Usagara mountains, "as, in addition to the rocks, the road was frequently obstmcted by fiillen 

~ e e s . " ~ ~  In 1882 the LMS also organized a large caravan with the aim of launching n 32 feet 

-- - - - - - - - 

V. Perbandt er al., eds., Hermann von Wissrnan - Deutschlands ~ro6ter Afnkaner (Berlin, 1906), 387421; 
-'British Central Africa", Zanzibar and East Africa Gazette, 22 Nov., 1893; J. E. S. Moore, To the Mountains of 
the Moon (London, 1901 ), 49-50; W. O. Henderson, "German East Africa, 1884-1 9 1 8 ,  in Vincent Harlow and 
E. M. Chilver, eds., History of East Africa (Oxford, 1965), ii, 132; P. A. Cole-King, 'Transportation and 
Communication in Malawi to 1891 with a Summary to 1918", in Bridglal Pachai, ed., The Eady Histoy of 
Malawi (London, 1972). 77-84; Roland A. Oliver, The Missionary Factor in  East Africê (2nd ed., London. 
1965), 36-7; Simpson, Dark Com~anions, 161; Thomas Geider, "Eariy Swahili Travelogues", in Werner 
Graebner. ed., Sokomoko. Po~ular Culture in East Africa (Amsterdam, Atlanta. 1 992), 33-5. 

53 Bennett Stanlev's Dwatches, 188-9; Simpson, Dark Comuaniong 1 14, 1 16, 1 18-9. 124. 128; Henry M. 
Stanley, Throurrh the Dark Continent (Toronto, London, 1988, orig. pub. London. 1899). I,64-5; R. Stanley and 
A. Nearne, eds., The Exdoration Diaries of H. M. StanIev (London, 1962), 136, 12 Nov., 1876. Stanley's Emin 
Pasha Relief Expedition also had a steel boat, the Advance, carried in tweive sections. See Simpson. Dark 
Com~anions, 179. 

" Thomson, To the Central African Lakes, 1.87; Simpson, Dark Comoanions, 146. 147, 150. 

55 Nicholas Hamian, Bwana Stokesi and his Afncan Conauests (London, 1986). 45; H. B. Thomas, Thurch 
Missionary Society Boats in East Afnca", unanda Joumai, 25, 1 (1 96l), 47: Moloney, With Captain Stairs, 32 



long life boat, the steel plated Mornhg Star, on Lake Tanganyika. Nearly one thousand 

porters were required for the specially designed boat, its fittings, and the usual loads of 

currency, provisions, camping equipment and so on. The six heaviest sections including the 

fore and stem cornpartments were pulled by porters on narrow carts, two men harnessed in 

tandem. But five other very heavy sections weighing 180, 17 1, 150, 12 1 and 1 10 pounds 

were carried in the usud manner, dong with many loads of normal weight. Before departure 

the prevailing opinion in Zanzibar was that it would be "impossible" to get the sections to 

Ujiji. The difficulties encountered included dragging the carts over the steep paths of the 

Usagara mountains, during which one slipped over a steep precipice, dangling by its hamess, 

thereby endangering the lives of the porters puliing it. By the time the caravan reached Uyui 

the porters were 'quite knocked up." On completion of the epic joumey Hore wrote, "We 

only want a newspaper reporter to make it the greatest work yet done in Central Africa."j6 

The first steamship caried up the centrai route to Lake Victoria was the CMS vessel, 

the Doisy. The Zanzibari and Sukuma porters engaged to cany her had great trouble, and the 

Sukuma demanded very favourable terms to cornplete the journey. The boilers and some of 

the machinery fàiled to reach the lake and so the Daisy was launched as a sailing boat. Most 

of the parts of another mission vessel, the James Hannington , reached the lake in 1889, but 

construction was never finished. In 1939 Chasama, the old chief of Uzilima, still 

rememberrd how the porters were struck by the weight of the loads of rivets, despite their 

small b u k .  In 1896 the steamship Ruwenzori was launched at Mwanza after the CMS had 

handed over the project to Boustead, Ridley and Company due to the great cost of porterage 

(quote); Konczacki, Vic- 2202, 1 Aue., 1891. The boat porters received exrra rations. In 1889 
Stokes' porters carried a sailing vesset, the Limi, to Lake Victoria: Harmao, 1 0 .  

Hore, -. 182-1 91, 199-220, 204-5; Swann. -, xi, 25; Hore to Whitehouse. 
Zanzibar, 26 Sept., 1882, LMS 4/5/A; Hore to Whitehouse, Zanzibar, 27 Sept., 1882, LMS 4/5/A; Hore to 
Thompson, Kisokwe, 3 Dec., 1882, LMS 4/5/C; Hore to Whitehouse, Urarnbo, 22 Jan., 1883, LMS 5/Z/A; Horc 
quoted in Hassing & Bennett, "A Jowney Across Tanganyika", 130, f.n. 9; Bennett, From Zanzibar to Uju,  
xxiii. 



from rhe coasts7 The Gemans had their own schemes for launching ships on Lake Victoria, 

and a small steamer was assembled ar the lake in 1892.58 Steamships were also carrird to 

Lake Tanganyika. In 1880 and 1882 caravans of the Belgian branch of the International 

African Association transported a srnail steamer, the Cambier, up the central route to 

Karemas9 Taking a different route the LMS steamer Haban N g e m  ("Good News") was 

carried in 1883 from the north end of Lake Malawi to the south end of Lake Tanganyika. 

One of the greatesi feats by East African porters was the overland transportation of the Nile 

steamer Khedive from Gondokoro to Dufile on Lake Albert (now Lake Mobutu Sese Seko) 

between 1875 and 1879. The Khedive was 85 feet long, weighed 108 tons, and 4,800 porters 

were used, 600 hauling the boilerY 

The most unpopular burdens of d l  were of the hurnan type. The use of the palanquin 

or machila in some parts of East Africa, particularly in Portuguese temtory, has a long 

history.62 But on the mainland of Tanzania they were unknown until the Iate nineteenth 

century. 'The porters of East Africa do not cany persons, but only things," Rebmann wrote 

in 1850. "In these countries people know nothing of carrying persons, but everybody is 

57 Thomâs, Thurch Missionary Society Boats in East AWca". 44-53; Simpson, Dark Cornpanion, 138-9; Wolf. 
Cenual Ariican D i r u i ~ ,  76, f.n 15; (Mackay), A. M. Mackav. Pioneer Missionam of the Church Missionuy 
Society to Urranda, bv his sister (J.W.H.) (London, 1890), 391-2.21 Mar., 1889; S. Napier Bax, 'The Early 
Church Missionary Society Missions of Buzilima and Usambiro in the Mwanza district", TNR, 7 (1939). 46. 

58 "Wissman Darnpfers - Bericht uber Victoria Nyanza", 1891, G6/21. T'NA. Stokes arranged uanspurtation. 
Thanks to Laird Jones for tfie reference. 

59 Wolf, C e n t r a l a I l  D m  . . ,262.7 May, 1881; Jerome Becker, J.a vie en Afrigue. ou trois a n d a u  
Centrale (Paris, 1887); Adolphe Burdo, De 7- au Lac (Brussels, 1886); Norman R. 

Bennett, "Captain Storms in Tanganyika: 1882-1385". m, 54 (1960), 59. 

60 Moir. after i ~JVI- 
- .  76-81. For background see James B. Wolf, "Commerce, Chnstianity, and the 

Creation of the Stevenson road", A&, 4.2 (1971). 363-371; Hore to Whitehouse. Zanzibar, 27 Sept., 1882, 
LMS 4/5/A; Hore to LMS, Mkange, 11 Nov., 1882, LiMS 4/5/8. 

61 See Gaetano Casati, in F-n the- trms. J. Randolph Clay (New 
York, 1969, 1st Eng. ed. London, I891), Ii. 129; John M. Gray, "Acholi History, 1860-1901 - III", m, 16. 1 
(1952), 142-143; J. W. King, "An Historical Note on Nile Transport", U, 30,2 (1966), 21 9. 

62 See the detaiied description of palanquins and their bearers in Mesuril, near Mozambique island. in 1809. in 
Henry Salt, A Vovane to Abvssinia and Travels into the Interior of  that Country (London, 1967, 1st ed. 1814). 
28-9; also Cole-King, "Transportation and Communication". 76. 



required to move on his own feet."63 This remained the pattern until the arriva1 of Europeans 

in the interior. Most preferred to walk, or occasionally ride a donkey where conditions 

permitted. Livingstone was canied "in illness" in a bed-like frarne for the Fust time in his life 

in Ianuary 1869, after a quarter century of African travel.64 But frequent U-health 

encouraged many to rely at times on the strength of their porters for personal Iocornotion. 

Burton found that the six slave porters hired from a Tabora Arab were 

like al1 porters in this part of the world, unable to carry a palanquin. Two men. instead of four, insisted 
upon bearing the hammock; rhus overburdened and wishing to get over the work, they hurried 
themselves tiU out of breath. When one was fagged, the man that should have relieved him was rareiy 
to be found; consequently, two or three stiff uudges knocked them up and made thern desen. 

Another set of six harnmock men were hired "with difficulty" at UsagcW, only to desen eight 

days 1ater.65 When a sick Englishman in another expedition had to be carried, "the Swahili 

men refused the laborious and what they considered menial task of carrying hirn in a 

hammock ..." Other porters had to be found? These travellers' cornments Say more about 

the relative egalitarianism of pre-colonial Tanzanian society than anything else. Nowhere do 

we have reports of chiefs or African traders being canied by machila. Apart from sick 

Europeans the machilu was particularly associated with European women, especially 

missionaries, who began to travel up-country in the 1 s t  two decades of the century. 

European men assumed that European women could not walk long distances. and the womcn 

63 J. Rebmann, -'Narrative of a Iourney CO Madjame, in Kirima, during Aprii. May. and lune. 1849". m, 1, 14 
& 16 (1850), 381. 

64 Livingstone, Last Journais, 286,8 & 9 Jan., 1869. 

65 Burton. Lake reg ion^, 240. 264, 266.275, also 384-5. C.f. attitudes in early nineteenth Yorubaland. 
Ogunremi writes, "When CIapperton reached Ijanna and asked for some hamrnock-men to carry the invalids in 
the Party, he was promptly told that the Oyo people 'could not and would not carry a harnmock - chat a man . . 
was not a horse."' See GabrieI Ogundeji Ogunremi, the C-onomics of Transpmmon ui 

e-Industrial N W  (New York, London, Lagos, Enugu, 1982), 74. For another example 'Deji Ogunremi. 
"Human Porterage in Nigeria in the Nineteenth Century - A Pilla in the Indigenous Economy", Journal of tk 

ocietv of Nigaia, VIII, 1 mec., 1975),42, f.n. 9. Of course horses could not be used for Tanzanian 
travel . 

66 Elton, Travels andResearches. 388, 15 Dec., 1877. It was wishhil ihinking for French-Sheldon to write thai 
'They b e r  porters] have no objections to carrying a mzunga [sic] (white man), but they very much o b j a r  to 
carrying a fellow pagazi (porter)": Sultan to Sultan, 117. See also Southon to Whitehouse, Mpwapwa. 16 July, 
1879, LMS 2/1/D. 



accepted this view, aithough they were prepared to walk some of the time.67 AnMe Hore was 

pushed, pulled and carrieci in "one of Carter's wicker bath chairs. with a broad double wheel 

... and fitted with short poles for lifting the whole affair over dficult places ..." Sixteen men 

were allocated to carry it. May French-Sheldon was often carried in a mach il^.^^ AS the 

century progressed and the use of themachila by European adminstraiors and others became 

cornmonplace, it was even more resented. Tony Woods writes of colonial Maiawi, "... 

machilla uavel was more than a psychologicai affront; it was also a symbol of colonial 

repression."69 But for most porters the difficulties of coping with a human burden did not 

often arise. Into the 1890s and the new century trade goods, expon commodities, and the 

miscellaneous baggage of imperiaiism continued to make up the standard load. 

The Daily Routine 

A s & i  was a serious business. Dangers Lay ahead. A methodical order underlay the 

routine of travel tu help ensure success. Over the decades a work regime was established 

which through experience regulated the customs of professionai porters. A set pattern of 

marching and rest stops emerged. with variations for speciai circumstances. It was not 

dways easy for foreigners to discern the patterns that ensured that a caravan of hundreds of 

porters reached its destination with adequate rest for the reproduction of the porters' labour 

power. Misunderstandings and arrogance led to disputes, with sometimes serious 

consequences. When outsiders tried to alter by force the successful system of the past the 

result was sometirnes the death of hundreds or thousands. A good example is from the British 

East African Protectorate where, in 1898, five thousand Bugandan and Busogan porters, who 

67 See Griffith to Whitehouse. Ujiji, ? Oct., 1879. LMS 2nB. 

68 Hore, 70 1 .-, 8; French-Sheldon. Sultan lo  S W .  16, 103. 12 1.245. 

69 Tony Woods: "Capitaos and Chiefs: Oral Tradition and Colonial Society". m, 23, 2 (1990). 260-1. 
Woods cites the case of a megalomaniac colonial officiai who had his dogs carried in a machila. The 
humiliations of the machila became part of the general view of colonidism remembered by Wood's Malawian 
informants. Sce aiso Cole-King, "Transport and Communications", 82. 



rarely travelled outside the lake region, were conscripted and taken from their own counuies 

as the transport corps for the Indian Regiment, which was being moved from Uganda to the 

Coast. Unaccustomed to the food and conditions of the high plateau, or infected at Kivi, the 

railhead, with a virulent form of dysentery not encountered in the lake region, three quarters 

of them sickened and died.70 In contnst to this disastrous episode, imposed on Africms by 

im penalists ignorant of the consequences, the conclusion reached by the majonty of 

foreigners - Arab or European - was to adopt most aspects of the indigenous caravan 

systems of the Nyarnwezi, Swahili and Yao. 

If the dominant theme while travelling was order, there was a sub-theme of disorder, 

especially associated with departures and arrivais. But here too there were elements of ritual. 

For two or three days prior to departure from any of the main caravanserais, such as in 

Bagamoyo, Tabora, or Ujiji, porters made the most of their remaining time. 'The most 

prudent ask that their advance be given thern in cIoth," Stanley wrote in Bagarnoyo. Those 

who have money require three days to spend it in debauchery and noting, in purchasing [Le. 

paying bride price for] wives, while a few of the staid married men, who have children, will 

provide stores for their fa~nilies."~l Baumann wrote rather more explicitly of the wait in 

Tanga before the safari to Maasailand. Askafi and pagazi indulged in the usual drinking, 

carousing, bnwling and womanizing which preceded long and dangerous journeys. 

Baumann was in continual conflict with the local authonties over his men's behaviour. Thé 

camp was frequently visited by women who had been "seduced," and old people, children, 

and others who had been beaten. Al1 required "Bakschisch." The wali of Tanga, an "Arab 

burgermaster," gravely insulted by a Manyema carrier, was compensated with a bottle of 

70 For more details see C. W. Hobley. Kenva: From Chartered Comoan~ to Crown Colonv, (London. 1929 1. 
103-4. 

l Bennett, Stanley's Desoatcha, 160- 1. 



cognac. Up to this point, however, all was going weil, until a Manyema porter was beaten to 

death for assaulting a woman. 72 

This seems to be an extreme case; more peaceful rituals dso marked the beginning of 

a safari. Before Swahili and European ifluences became strong, that is, before the l89Us, 

the night before departure Nyamwezi couples foIlowed the ritual of mnpara. Plastering their 

faces with flour. the m m  and woman exchanged affronts with the aim of creating a symbolic 

break to make parting easier. An üilixing of flour and a pot was then made at a fork dong 

the pathS73 The kirangozi of Giraud's caravan invoked the blessing of the moon and the stars 

some hours before sunnse on the day before departure from Bagamoyo in order to ensure 

safe travelling. At departure time LMS Waungwana sang a hymn, Kwanza twomba Mungu 

- "First let us pny to God." Other mission Waungwana setting out for Lake Tanganyika, 

"full of spirit and eagemess, shout out their determination to go to Ujiji without stopping: 

others dolefully express their belief that they shail die under their load; others seek to 

encourage themsleves and their cornrades by such cries as  '1 am an as , '  '1 zun an ox and 

want two loads,' '1 am a pagazi,' etc? When departing the coast Nyamwezi porters 

dressed with care to make the maximum impression, as a Swahili observer recorded: 

... a happy feature about the uavelIers is that when (the caravan) is leaving the town b e y  dl get rcd 
suaps to Wear, and some Wear bells on their legs, and as they go the bells jingle. Thc same goes for 
their leader, but he wears a plume made from the feathers of every kind of bird, they (the kathers) ue 
collected and fastened together, and he wean it o n  his head. 75 

In contrast, when on the road the porters wore their "worst attire." The selection of loads 

was a serious business as an unusuaily heavy, hard, or awkward load could mean grave 

72 Oscar Baumann, Durch Massailand zur Nilquelle (Berlin. l894), 7-8. For similar scenes see Stanley, 
Throu~h the Dark Continent, 1, 57-9; Victor Giraud, L es L acs de L'Ahaue huatoriak (Paris, 1890), 45. 
According to von der Decken it was an "old caravan custom" for the caravan leader to slaughter an ox and 
distribute the meat among the porters the day before departure: Reisen in Ost-Afrika, 1,228. 

73 Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, Customs of the Swahili, 165,297 f a .  18. See also Decle, Three Year~ .  345. 

74 Giraud. Les Lacs de L' Afriaue Équatoriale, 45; Wolf, Central African Diaries, 133.22 Oct.. 1879; Hore. 
W n y i k &  47-8. For similar jokes and boasts see Burton, Lake Regions, 240; Hore. Taneanvik~ 35-6. 

75 Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari in Hanies. Swahili Rose Tex&, 181. 



difficulties for a struggiing porter in the interior. Such loads could cause sores on head or 

shoulders, or handicap the c h e r  so that he was forced to lag behind his companions, 

exposing him to dangerous exhaustion or perhaps attacks from robbers waiting for stragglers. 

Making these calculations. porters competed for the cloth baies and other more desirable 

burdens; at the beginning of a joumey there was often a mad dash for the best loads, with the 

headmen stmggling to keep order? When al1 was ready, in the case of a carrivan depaning 

Dar es Salaam: 

The signal was at last given to start. The d m  beat its monotonous hm-tee-t~m. ï h e  plaintive 
pIeasant notes of the barghumi echoed and re-echoed Gom afar. Crack, crack. went gun atier pun tiom 
porter or onIooker. The men with lusty shouts laid hold of their loads as if they were ueasures, and 
then, with a sonorous recitative from the kirangosis, and answering chorus from the men, they 
commenced the t ong 

Caravans marched only a shon distance the first day from the coast or up-country 

trading centres "to deter to the last the evil days of long travel and short rations." There were 

always last minute difficulties. Porters could not be found or had deserted and had to be 

replaced, others delayed joining the main body due to conjugal obligations, some were sick, 

and often additional loads had to be packed. Everyone was out of condition and unused to 

their heavy loads.78 After a few days the regdar routine of East African travel was 

es tablished. Each day's march began at about six and generaliy lasted until late moming, 

with a shon halt at about 8.00 or 9.00 a-m. Twelve to twenty kilometres would be covercd. 

The porters preferred an early start in the moming because dunng the rniddle hours of the day 

paths becarne extremely hot to bare A special strategy to cross waterless counuy 

76 Thomson, To the Central African Lakes. 1.81-2; Swann, Finhting the Slave-Hunter~, 35-6. 

77 Thomson, To the Central African L a k a  I,88. For a similar account see Livingstone, Last Journals, 196.2 
Nov., 1867. A barghumi is made from a kudu horn, and its sound resembles the "sad, sweet music" of a French 
horn. See Burton, Lake reg ion^, 470. 

78 Burton, Lake Reeion~, 53-4 (quote); Murphy to Kirk, "shamba" 3 miles from Bagamoyo. 21 April, 1873; 
Cameron, "Journal", 28 Mar., 1873, VLC 3/1, RGS; Cameron, Across Africa, 1, 156-162, 171-1 77; Last to 
Whiting, Mamboya, 4 Oct., 1881, CMS G3A6/Ol. 

79 Burton, Lake Regions, 239-244 (for a detailed account); de Vienne, "De Zanzibar a 1'Oukarni1'. 359-60; Last 
to Whiting, Mamboya, 4 Oct., 1881, CMS G3A6101; Roscoe, Twentv-Five Y e a ~ ,  8; Moloney, With Ca~tain  
Stairs, 32; Swann, Fiehtin~ the Slave-Hunters, 36. Von der Decken describes a somewhat differenr routine 



necessitated an alteration of the rnarching pattern. A long and exhausting double march 

called a terekezu or telekeza , Literaily in Kiswahiii "cause to put on the fire," took travellers 

on to the next water supply faster than any alternative, as Cameron explains: 

A terekesa is so arranged that by starting in the afternoon from a place where water is found and 
marching until some tirne after dark, leaving again as early as possible on the following morning for 
the wate~g-place in front, a caravan is oniy about twenty hours without water instead of over thirty as 
would be the case if the start were in the morning. And as the men cook their food before moving tiom 
the first camp and after anivd at the second, no water need be camed for that purpose. 80 

The normal rnarching order was the kirangozi at the head, followed by a winding coiurnn up 

to three or four kilometres long in the case of large caravans. Porters carrying ivory, the load 

signifying highest stanis. were in the vanguard. Then came carriers of cloth and beads, 

followed by those of miscellaneous trade goods such as rhinoceros teeth, hides, salt, tobacco, 

brus wire, iron hoes, and camping equipment of the merchants or caravan leaders. h 

separate groups interspersed with the porters marched the askari, women and children, each 

with their baggage, and donkeys and other animals. in the rear were the merchants or other 

ernployers, partly to act as a deterrent against desertion.81 Porters on the march, like Stairs' 

Zanzibaris, tramped "steadily forward, their arms swinging Lke pendulums, except when a 

hand is raised to steady the Ioad for a moment or two."S* 

Music and Song were essential components of caravan culture, whether on the road or 

in carnp.83 Sonorous chanting and singing in cd1 and response patterns led by the kirangori 

dong the northern route of marching with numerous short breaks until an hou  or two before sunsct: Reisen i~ 
Ost-Ahh,  1,232. However, this was not the practice dong the central routes. 

Cameron, Across Afm. 1.83. See also Burton. 'Zake Regions", 118, note; idem, J&e Re-, 150-1. 
Waller and Wolf inconectly describe a terekeza as a "midday halt." See Livingstone, &- 357, Ln.; 
Wolf, . . 

, 37. f a .  

8 i  Burton, LakeRenions. 241. See aiso Cameron. " , 1.75; Bennett, to I Ju, .... 73, 19 
June, 1878; W. G. Stairs, "From the Albert Nyanza to the Indian Ocean", E, 29, CLXXII (1891 1,955-8. 
Cameron beheved that stniggles for the best loads were more to do with the desire for "a dignitïed position in 
the caravan" than a light load. 

82 Moloney. Wirh -T 32. 

83 There is no space here for an analysis of the content of specific songs. Instead, 1 concentrate on the role u l  
songs and other foms  of music. 



helped maintain marching rhythm.84 Burdens felt Lighter, aches and pains were reiieved 

when porters joined in one of the many work songs of their profession. Songs were also a 

vehicle to express sorrow, excitement, frustrations, grievances, social comment, or p r ~ t e s t . ~ ~  

Most importantiy, the Song performance helped create the boundaries of a work-based 

cornmunity, defming membership. 86 To know portersT songs dong with other aspects of 

caravan culture, was to be i ~ t i a t e d  into the profession. Departures and amivals were marked 

by mass singing for maximum effect-87 Hard repetitive work requiring coordination such as 

cutting wood, or passing loads overhead across a deep river, was accompanied by Songg8  

The Nyarnwezi, in particular, were known for their precision timing and harmonious 

recitatives, which delighted foreign li~teners.~g Many of the words of their songs were 

recorded by European travellers and missionaries.90 According to Unomah, writing of early 

84 ~ e n n e t r  From Zanzibar to Uiiii, 64,2-8 May, 1878; Thomson, To fie Central Afncan Lakes, 1.88.201-2; 
French-Sheldon, Sultan to Sultan, 120; Jackson, Earlv Davs in East Africa, 80; Lamden, "Some Aspects of 
Porterage", 159-60. 

85 A example of historical analysis of a work Song is the superb article by Leroy Vail and Landeg White. . . "Paiva: the History of a Song", in Vail & White, Poww W w o e r n :  Soue rn  &&m Volces in 
(CharlottesvilIe, London, 1991), 198-230. See also Keletso E. Atkins, The Moon is Dead! Give Us - .  Our 
The CUlUal- of an &&an Work Ethic (Portsmouth NH and London, 1993), 734. 

86 This argument was tint made by O. F. Raum. "German East Afi-ica: Changes in African Tribal Life Under 
German Administration, 1882-1914". in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver. eds., Historv of I& Afnu - .  

(Oxford, 1 965), II, 169. 

87 Stanley. I b u g h @  Dark Continent, 1, 112-3; Frank McLynn, A~akineot~m Evplorerr 
. . 

(Chelsea, MI, 1990), 306; Thomson, To the Central -, 1, 88; Wolf, m a l  4frii;aD Diaries, 45, 3 
Aug., t 878; Gillman, Diaries, 25 Oct., 1905, Rhodes House MSS. Afr.s. 1 l75(l). 

88 Thomson. To the Central Afncan Lake& 1,97; Jephson. Diarv, 103.2 lune, 1887; Gillman, Diaries. 25 Oct.. 
1905. 

James Augustus Grant, A Walk Across Ahica (Edinburgh, 1864). 42; Stanley. Throueh the Dark Continent, 
I, 112-3, II, 154; McLynn, S tanle~ ,  306; Wolf, Central African Diaries, 45, 3 Aug., 1878; Roscoe, Twenty-Five 
Y e m ,  55; Robert Pickering Ashe, Two Kings of U w d a  or. Life b~ the Shores of the Victoria Nvanzâ 
(London, 1970, 1st ed. 1889), 329; Coulbois, Dix annees, 19-20; Mackay, Journal, 11 Sept., 1883, CMS 
G3A6101. Moloney was so impressed by the beautiful voice of a blind NyarnweU singer that he wrote (Wtr,h 
Ca~tain Stairs, 79) "the whole performance would not have disgraced a London concert-hall." The performer 
was perhaps the famous Kimbu singer and composer Mugonza. See Ili fie, A Modern History of Tanganvika, 
80. 

See the examples quoted above. and others in Stanley, Throueh the Dark Continent, 1, 112-3; Ruen. a 
Arab and the African, 101-3; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, The Customs of the Swahili Peo~le, 165-6; Scminar t-u 



1970s Unyanyembe, "The great safari and war songs composed during the penod [of 19th 

century Nyanyembe power], like Monyumba N w v b a  (1 have Travelled Far and Wide). or 

Vbavba vbalifwnn Nhwani (Father is Reniming from the Coast) are still Sung with great 

emotion and pride. They recall for the vbanymyernbe [the people of Unyanyembe] the 

prospenty and glory of the days gone-bye."gI 

Among a caravan's personnel there was dways room for at least one dmmmer. 

When two or more caravans combined, several dnimmers might precede the main body of 

porters, thumping the safari beat and creating a formidable impression.92 The usual 

Nyamwezi safari beat became so well known dong the routes that it quickly became thc 

tattoo for the prayer drum at the protestant church in B ~ g a n d a . ~ ~  A small band of drummers 

and part-tirne instrumentalists, such as zomari and barghumi players, performed in camp, 

leading dances, and on other appropriate occasions in many caravans.94 In addition, many 

Nyamwezi porters carried a goat's hom, used something Like a bugle.95 Livingstone wrote of 

the emotional impact of the cal1 of the safari drum and barghumi at the start of a rnarch : 

'These sounds seem to awaken a sort of esprit de corps in those who have once been slavcs. 

My attendants now jumped up, and would scarcely aiiow me time to dress when they heÿrd 

Orientalischen Sprachen, "Lieder und Sangesweisen und Geschichten der Wanyarnwezi", 45-62; Weule. Native 
. . LLfe A f h ,  2645,388-92; Fortie, -, 29. The best introduction to Nyamwezi and 

Sukuma songs is Hans Koritschoner, "Some East African Native Songs", TMI, 4 (Oct., 19371,5144. Songs o t  
Sukuma and Swahili porters are in Paul Kollmann, The V x m a  N m  . . uan. H. A. Nesbitt (London, 1899 ), 
264; Walter T. Brown, "Bagarnoyo: An Historical Introduction", m, 71, (1970),69-70. See also (Mackay), 
A. M. Ma&?. Piower rviissianair, . * 57. 

91 Aif7ed Chukwdi Unornah, "Economic Expansion and Political Change in Unyanyembe (ca. 1840-1 900)" 
(PhD. Thesis, University of Ibadan, 1972). 1 15. 

92 Bennett, From Zanzibar to Uiia 73, 19 lune, 1878; Thomson. To die Ceniral African Laka, 1.87; Wolf, 
Cenual Atncan Diaries, 35, 18 June, 1878. 

93 Robert Pickering Ashe, Chronicles of Unanda (London, 1971, 1st ed. 1894). 344, note. 

94 Thomson describes several examples: To the Central African Lake~, 1. 91,306-8. A zotnuri is a wind 
insuurnent in the shape of a clarinet but sounding something like a bag-pipe. See m, 50. 

95 Burton, Lake Re~ions, 294. 



the sounds of their chiidhood, and ail day they were among the forer nos^"^^ When a 

panicularly difficult section of road was in front, the vigorous pounding of the drums and 

cak of the zomuri and barghumi from the van of the caravan, combined with much singing 

and shouting, helped encourage exhausted porters.g7 

After weeks, and perhaps months on the road, porters underwent an almost ritualistic 

transformation when near their goal, usudy one of the major termini such as Tabora or Ujiji. 

Professional pride was at stake, and they had to look iheir besç the more imposing the better, 

as is clear in an account by Thomson of the approach to Kwihara, Tabora, of his caravan in 

March 1880.98 It is worth quoting at length: 

In front marched the giant, bully, and butcher of the East Aiïican Expeditïon, appropiatcly 
named Ngombe (the ox). He was dressed in the usud shirt-like garment of the Wôswahili. Tied round 
his neck, and hanging loosely down his back. he had a large scarlet joho. In front he wore a fine 
leopard-skin. His head was adorned with an immense feather headdress. In one hand he held a huge 
ox-hide übena shield, and in the other an immense Manyema spe ar.... 

Following him came the caravan band, the drumrner, and the zomin player, with thcir faces 
painted and bedaubed. wearing ... headdresses, and black johos tlowing to their heels, and also leoprird 
skins. 

Next in order marched a boy, dressed aiso in a black joho. carrying the tlag which had led us 
so many hundreds of miles. This was guarded by three of my headmen, in European coats and jacket, 
with ... bandera ( r d  stuff) trousers, and voluminous turbans. These had guns slung on their backs, and 
spears in their hands. After these came about ten kiringosis, d l  dressed to some extent like our leader, 
Ngombe, but having various other fantastic appendages in place of the Ieopard-skins. 

The main body of porters came next, attired as if they had newly leti the Coast. 
The rear was brought up by myself ... surrounded by a picturesquely clothed group of 

headmen, in snow-white shirts and wonderful turbansg9 

Appearances were so important that traders took on the responsibility of making sure thai 

their porters were correctly attired when entering their home town. Selemani bin Mwenye 

Chande wrote in advance to his creditor requesùng clothes before his caravan would enccr 

Bagamoyo. loO Before entering Ujiji the Hores' mud-stained porters stopped to rest and 

96 Livingstone. 196, 2 Nov.. 1867. 

97 Thomson, TO -ai ~f- I. 20 1-2. 

98 Toyin Falola notes the sarne care given to appearance when uavellers entered towns in nineteenth century 
Yorubaland: "The Yoruba Caravan System of the Nineteenth Century", IJAHS. 24, 1 (1 99 1 ), 121 -2. 

99 'lhomson. To the C- iI, 247-8. A joho is a long cloak. 

Selemani bin Mwenye Chande, Weine Reise in Innere OstafYikasT1, 48; idem, "Safari yangu ya barra 
Afrika", 54; Geider, LZarly Swahili Travelogues", 48. 



refresh themselves, and "... from carefdy preserved Little bundles, brought forth clean white 

garments, and various array, for the entry into the town." Even the "nearly naked, and 

starving" foliowers of Livingstone, bearing his body, made an attempt to present themselves 

in the usual style of a caravan making a grand entry at the end of a joumey when they 

reached Kwihara. On such occasions the townspeople gathered to welcome the newcorners 

and join in the celebrations, shouting and firing guns. "In the past people fired saiutes dl the 

way to the customs house" Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari wrote of the arriva1 of Swahili carüvms 

back at the coast Very soon after entering the towns many of the porters would be "under 

the influence of liquof' and enjoying themselves to the full; Livingstone's "set of orderly 

foliowers was for several days converted into a drunk and riotous mob." Io' Nymwezi 

women had a special welcome for their long departed menfok: "When the wife h e m  that her 

husband is about to arrive from a joumey to the coast, she dresses herself in a feathered cap 

and in the best costume she possesses, and proceeds with other women in ordinary dress to 

the sultans's, where they sing and dance at the d o ~ r . " ~ O ~  

Yao Caravans on the Road 

A bnef discussion of the work process in Yao caravans shows similarities with bat  in 

Nyamwezi and coastal caravans operating further north; the growing importance of wage 

earning (aithough slave porterage was common in the south); the role of ritual; camp life: the 

problem of food; and the value of women to male porters. Along the southem routes there 

was a resurgence of Yao activity during the last third of the nineteenth century. Yao traders 

and hired porters visited the coast in greater numbers than at any time since the 1840s. Some 

Hore. To Lake Tanganvikg, 152-3; Murphy to Sir B.  Frere, Zanzibar, 7 Mar., 1874, VLC 3/4. RGS; Mtoro 
bin Mwinyi Bakari, The Customs of the Swahili Peo~le, 162. For other sirnilar accounts see Burton, W 
Rerrions, 225-6; Stanley & Nearne, Ex~ioration Diaries, 59-60, 27 Feb., 1875; Wolf, Central African Diaries, 
42, 19 & 21 July, 1878,43-4,27 July, 1878; Thomson, To the Central African L a k ~ ,  II, 204-5; Hore. 
Tanganyika 62-3; Walter Thaddeus Brown, "A Re-Colonial History of Bagarnoyo: Aspects of the Growth of 
an East African Coastal Town", (PhD. Dissertation, Boston University. 1971), 2. 

Grant, A Waik Across Africa, 99. Chiefs were sometimes referred to as "sultans" by travellers. The 
welcome ritual of Sukuma women was slightly different. See Kollmann. The Victoria Nvanzai, 164. 



time near the beginning of this revival, in November 1860, von der Decken encountered 

about a thousand free Yao and Bisa porters, including women, at their camp near Kilwa. lo3 

Alpers tells us that there was a change in Yao caravan organization and hence in the skitus of 

porters compared with earlier times. At Fust most Yao caravan porters hunted for the ivory 

which they then carried to the coast for sale, but by the 1870s many porters were employed 

by traders who, instead of hunting elephants themselves, procured ivory from others. The 

rnissionary W. P. Johnson recorded that "Every man had a great ambition to buy an 

elephant's msk and then to borrow men to carry such tusks to the coast."lW Yao traders now 

cut out the Bisa and coastal middlemen, organized their own caravans, and employed lheir 

own people. "Frorn the time 1 left Kilwa until 1 neared Lindi, 1 saw no Arabs," wrote Vice- 

Consul Smith. who travelled the Tanzanian section of the southem route in 1884. !" Perhaps 

it is this penod that Abdallah refers to when he writes: 

In those days when a man was engaged to côrry a truss of calico, in paying hirn his wages they gave 
him four yards of cloth and half a yard of red cdico; this he would tie round his waist and go home 
preening hirnself, and Say, '1 have been to the coast and look how wealthy I am.' lû6 

As in the cases of Nyamwezi and coastal caravans those of Yao chiefs and "big men" 

were often mixed in composition. A large proportion of "poor honest men," but also "coast 

men" and slaves made up the work-force of one of chief Mataka's caravans in earIy 1880. 

The leader of another taking ivory and slaves to the coast was Ndembo, headman of a ward 

l m  von der Decken, Reisen in Ost-Af& 1, 153. 

IO4 W. P. Johnson, Great W m  (London, 1922). 26, quoted in Edward A. Alpers, I voy  arld Slaves in 
Fast C u a l  A f r i a  (Berkeley, 1975), 19. Elsewhere Johnson says '"The Yao ... barter not for the protit, but as a 
means of communion with other men ..." W. P. Johnson, "Seven Years Travel in the Region East of Lake 
Nyassa", PR 1s. N.S. 6 (18$4), 520. See my comrnents on econornic versus cultural motivations for the 
Nyamwezi in chapter four. 

lo5 Charles Stewart Smith, 'Explorations in Zanzibar DominionsT7, in Royal Geographcal Society 
Sup~lementary Pa~ers,  II (1 889), 105. 

lo6 Yohanna B. Abdallah. The Y a o ~  ed. & maos. Meredith Sanderson (London, 1973, 1st ed. Zomba, 1919), 27. 
Compare with Livingstone's experience in 1866 when he found the Yao unwilling to work for him: 
Livingstone, Last Joumal~, 59,21 June, 1866, 100.2 Sept., 1866. 



of Mataka's capital. 107 Johnson, travelling with this party, paid close attention to the ntual 

associated with departure, the aim of which was presumably to ensure a safe joumey. 

No caravan can go without an elaborately-prepared c h m  calIed a ' tail.' This may bel Iiterally, an 
elephants's tail, and in it are enclosed the ' medicines' careiüily prepared by wise men which make it 
an effective charm. It is always supposed to go first and point out the encampment, but I noticed on 
the journey that very often some disorderly person would ... go tlrst and choose t'or himself. I now 
discovered that there was an elaborate ceremony, akin to baptism, before the caravan staned. A Iarge 
bark canoe was placed near the encampment; this was Elled with water so that a man kneeling in it 
would be nearly covered, and each member of the caravan had to be immersed and to get out at the end 
of the canoe and pass urtder some 'medicine' (charrn); - 1 think it was rhe elephant's tail. IO8 

Once the journey was undeway the caravan would set out each day at dawn and stop at 

about eleven in the rnoming. Then the camp had to be constructed. 

This would be a rough quadrangle, formed of continuous booths; one opening would be leti, and a 
large bundle of thoms was prepared, to close this at night. A number of camp tires were kept blazing. 
As night sertled down and those who had food had eaten it, the headman, Ndembo, harangued the 
people ... dwelling on any topical subject; for instance, the escape of a slave during the day, or whether 
we should have to go far for water in the morning - and exhorting the younger members not to suay 
away from the main party. After this the charrns in the elephant' s tail were canied round the 
encampment and al1 evil influences were adjured not to hurt us. towards the four points of the compas 
in succession. 109 

The ordinary caravan members had litde to eat except maize. The coastal people seemed to 

fare sornewhat better, as Johnson mentions being offered several Urnes somr "delicacy," 

either Clour or roasted sorghum, by one Coast man from the large pot canied by his wifc. I l 0  

This compares with Livingstone's experience when travelling in the Company of a nurnber of 

Yao near Lake Nyasa: "Six handsomely-attired women carried huge pots of beer for their 

husbands, who very liberally invited us to partake." 1 1 1  ClearIy porters travelling with rheir 

wornen were much better equipped for the rigours of the road. 

Io' Johnson, 
. - 

,62,71. Alpers describes the Mataka dynasty as "the most important 
arnong al1 the Yao": Edward A. Alpers, "Towards a History of the Expansion of Islam in East Africa: the 
Matrilineal Peoples of the Southern Interior", in T. O. Ranger and 1. N. Kirnambo. eds., The Histoncal Studv oi' 
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Women and Porterage 

Female participation was a most important feature of the work process dong the 

central routes. When caravan personnel included both men and women there were clcar 

advantages for ail. Although there were rarely as many women as men in a single carwan, a 

kind of partnership is evident in the division of labour. Men provided protection and, when 

paid, access to food and clothing through their wages and p o s b  . Women provided domestic 

and sexual services, cornpanionship, and lightened the men's burdens by carrying loads 

themselves. This was not unique to Tanzania, however. in many parts of sub-Saharan Mnca 

women took on similar roles. The work of women in caravans travelling across East Africa 

suggests that women were migrants or itinerants long before the impact of colonization. 

Children, both slave and free, dso camed loads and assisted in camp chores. Caravans, 

therefore, can be described as mobile communities with the ability to reproduce labour power 

and transmit porter culture to newcomers and down the generations. 

There are numerous exarnples of female porterage in nineteenth century East Afnca. 

In his study of Kamba porters in Kenya, Robert Cumrnings has shown that from the second 

half of the eightecnth century women were parmers with men in the kinship bodies which 

organized local trade. In this early stage farnily groups uavelled about with trade goods or 

acquired foodstuffs, the wives being the carriers. Sometimes the senior wife was the head of 

the small caravan. Later, controi over long distance trade trade fell to warriors and hunters, 

who utilized institutions which cross-cut society beyond clan confines to provide labour and 

supervision, and took more tightly organized caravans to the coast and elsewhere.[l2 Women 

accompanied thern. They had several motivations for leaving home and they filled various 

roles in the caravans. The more privileged went either as smail traders with their own goods 

or as seers or diviners. Others, taking their chiidren, went with their husbands to assist in 

I l 2  Roben Curnrnings, "Aspects of Human Porterage with Special Reference to the Akamba of Kenya: 
Towards an Economic History, 1820-1 920", (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1975 1. 
58-75. The role of marna or elders' counciIs in Kamba caravan organization can be compared in some respects 
with that the nyampara in Unyamwezi. See chapter 5. 



carrying either family or an employer's trade goods, It also seems that barren women joined 

caravans because of community hostility to their presence at home. In another case- 

Mang'anja women of the Tchiri vailey were just as engaged as their husbands in local and 

regional trade, carrying bags of salt into the highlands. The numerous wives of chief 

Kimsusa of the Mang'anga carried Livingstone's loads and provisions for severai days, in 

retum for payment. 114 1 have aiready noted above the female carriers of the Manyema. 1 15 

Nyarnwezi and Sukuma women in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century also took part 

in local and regional trade. Sukuma salt caravans to Lake Eyasi consisted largely of 

unmarried young women. In Uvinza, the major source of salt in western Tanzania, it seems 

that women did not play a direct role in salt production but, according to a Vinza elder, rhey 

carne to the salt camps and cooked For the men. Many Nyamwezi women must have taken 

part in sait caravans judging by the quantity of Nyarnwezi cooking vessels found at the 

springs.l16 No doubt the women worked as carriers as well. These were precursors to 

female participation in long distance porterage into the early 1900s. 

Women in rnany other parts of M i c a  participated in or even led trading caravans. 

Arnong the Bete of the Guinea forest al1 aspects of trade were dominated by women. They 

managed al1 stages of kola production and marketing. The big female merchants controllcd 

large numbers of dependents, including apprentices, female porters. and hired porters. 

Neverthless, males still dominated most aspects of political life. 1 1 7  Nineteenth century 

l 3  Cummings, b6Aspects of Human Ponerage", 192. 194. 

lJ Elias C. Mandala, Work and Conuol in a P- : a &&p of the Lower Tchin Vallev in . . 

wi 1859-1960 (Madison, 1990), 49; Livingstone, Journi&, 106-9.5 Oct. & 8 Oct., 1866. 

l5 See references in Fan. 38. In his discussion of the traditional gender division of labour in Easiern Zaire, 
David Northmp notes that in addition to their other work, women did a "considerable share" of carrying: 
Bevond the Bend in the River: African Labor in Eastern Zaire. 1865- 194Q (Athens Ohio, 19881, 18. See also 
Alfred Sharpe, The Backbone of Afica (London, 1921), 94.96-7, on Regga female carriers. 

H. S. Senior, "Sukuma Salt Caravans to Lake Eyasi", TNR, 6 (1938). 87; J. E. G. Sutton and Andrew D. 
Roberts, "Uvinza and its Salt Industry". Azania 111 (1968). 61, 60. 

Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy, T h e  Workers of Trade in  Precolonial Aïrica". in 
Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, eds., The Workers of Afncan Trade (Beverley Hills, 1985). 16. 



Yoruba caravans were also predominately female affairs. Women dominated trading 

activities, and fernale slaves and members of traders7 households provided most of the 

labour. But these caravans were on the road for just a few weeks in most cases - distances 

travelied were much shorter than in East Afnca 118 In 1829 the explorer H. Clapperton wrote 

of Hausa caravans with up to one thousand members. men and women, and perhaps the same 

number of baggage animals, who travelled the 900 kilometres from Salaga to Kano in 

northem Nigeria: "They c m y  their goods on bullocks, mules, asses, and a number of femdr 

slaves are loaded .... Some of the merchants have no more property than what they c m  load 

on their own heads."Ilg The historian of pre-colonial transportation in Nigeria suggests that 

women dominated in head loading in local trade "probably because when men were armed 

for defense against animals and enemies ready for combat, women followed, loaded with 

their belongings and carrying their offspnng." Other factors may have been tirne consuming 

male agricultural roles in parts of Nigeria, and the tradition of female local trading 

activities.1" These may be partial explanations, but they do not account for the srnicrural 

place of women in trade and caravan operations noted by Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy in 

some regions. 

We have already seen that whole families travelled to the Coast from Unyamwezi and 

Ukimbu during the late 1840s and early 1850s.i21 The earliest European travellers into the 

interior in the late 1850s and early 1860s also noted the presence of wornen and children in 

their own and other caravans. Some of Speke and Grant's Nyamwezi porters brought thcir 

wives with thern. They were, Grant thought, 

l8  Falola 'nie Yoruba Caravan System". 114-5. 121. 

' l9 Quoted in Roland Oiiver. The African Ex~enence (London, 1991), 138. For the kola uade betwecn Asante 
in modem Ghana and northem Nigeria see Paul E. Lovejoy. Caravans of KoIa: The Hausa Kola Trade 1700- 
1904 (Zaria, 1980). 

120 Ogunrerni, Çpuntin~ the Camels 73; idem. "Human Porterage in Nigeria". 

I2l in chapter 3. 



quiet, decent. well-conducted, tidy creatwes, generaily carrying a child each on their backs, a small 
stool and et ceceras on their heads, and inveterately smoking during the march. They would prepare 
some savoury dish of herbs for iheir men on getting into camp, where they lived in bell-shaped 
erections made with boughs of trees. 

Nyamwezi women at this time continued to travel to the Coast with caravans, taking their 

infants with them, and occasionally hiring themselves out as porters. lZ1 Speke wrote of the 

"marriages" between Waungwana porters and women in his caravan when in Uzinza, "Many 

of my men had by this time been rnamied, nothwithstanding my prohibition. Baraka, for 

instance, had with him the daughter of Ungurue, chef  of Phunze; Wadimoyo, a woman 

called Manamaka, Sangizo, his wife and sister ..." Later Manamaka was described as the 

"head Myamuezi [sic.] woman" of the caravan. 124 High status women such as Manamaka 

influenced caravan management through their relationships witb headmen and others. When 

Burton and Speke were travelling coastwards from Unyanyembe the caravan mgangu's 

unnarned sister-in-law, "cook and concubine to Seedy Bombay," the headman, played a role 

in negotiations between Burton and the kirangozi Twanigana over the route to the c o a ~ t . I ~ ~  

The tradition of Nyamwezi female travel continued into the late nineteenth century 

and the lasr years of the long distance caravan trade. Cameron's caravan includcd 

"women and slaves" of some of the porters. In Stokes' great caravan in 1890 ihere werr 

rnany women "who cooked and canied the cooking utensils and food." The CMS caravan of 

189 1 to Buganda included femaie porters. A missionary mentions arnong travellers who 

- - 

Grant, A W u  Acrm A f u ,  43. 

123 Speke, j o m ,  18 1.26 Oct., 186 1,356. 14 April, 1862; Burton. m, 204, 24 1,246; Grant. A 
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joined his caravan for protection a couple. The woman carried her baby and a smdl load of 

camp paraphemalia, while her husband carried her regular load dong  with his own. In the 

1890s Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari stated that "Both men and wornen carry loads" in 

Nyarnwezi caravans visiting the c o a s P 7  Large numbers of Sukuma women waiked to the 

Coast with ivory caravans or gangs seeking hire for the return journey. 'The women 

generaiiy carry the cooking pots, corn, and apparatus of the camp," wrote a missionary, "but 

it is no uncommon thing to see wornen carrying a load of cloth or beads nearly as large as the 

men ... carry." Many of Car1 Peters' porters had their wives with them who were responsible 

for their pnvate baggage. 12* 

Wornen were also present in the caravans of coastai traders. The bigger Arab traders 

travelled with their wives and fernale slaves, who walked the full distance in bare feet or 

sandals, often twenty five or thirty kilometres a day "without appearing bothered." When at 

rest the trader's tent was pitched behind a fence, so that a primitive harem was constructed to 

seclude his wives and concubines.l29 Fernales, mostly domestic slaves, made up about 18% 

or 200 out of the 1,300 personnel of Arab caravans encountered by a European traveller 

during one day in August 189 1. He described h e m  as "plump and glossy". They had small 

tents to sleep in and for protection from the hot Sun. 

Cameron. Across Africp. 1.72: Tucker, Eiehteen Years, 26: Ashe, Chronicles of Uganda, 26: Mtoro bin 
Mwinyi Bakari, Customs of the Swahili, 164; Mtoro bin Mwinyi B&ari in Harries, Swahili Prose Texts, 181. 
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The scattered sources telling us about these intrepid caravan women leave us with 

little more than a snapshot. We do not know if the majority of hem were rnanied and 

retumed home with their husbands, or whether they were "caravan wives" and led an 

independent life. Certainly, some were widows, and others were slaves or freed slaves. 

Some were both. No doubt there were others - slave or free - who fled abusive 

husbands. 131 Abused wornen also ran away from caravans. Hutley, a credible witness. 

observed at Mtowa, Uguha, on the western shores of Lake Tanganyika, that slave women 

belonging to a coastai trader fled his caravan at the instigation of his senior wife. indicating a 

degree of female solidarity. 132 

When caravans passed through Ugogo, Unyamwezi and other temtories, it was quitr 

common for local women to visit the camps and hold dances for themselves, which, a 

traveller noted, were "highly relished" by the porters.133 It is not difficult to envisage 

relationships being initiated on these occasions. as well as during longer stops at Bagamoyo, 

Tabora, Ujiji, and other towns. Livingstone's attention was drawn to a "poor woman" from 

Ujiji who had gone with one of Stanley's porters to the coast, only to be "cast off," dong the 

way, and then "taken by another." But this woman was no subservient dependant. She had 

an "excitable" temper, was "a tall, strapping young wornan," and "must have been the pride 

of her pa ren t~ . "~3~  Missionaries and other European travellers often staied their mord 

objections to any "doubtful ferninine," meaning unmarried woman. forming liasons with thçir 

porters. 135 No bride-wealth or in-law obligations resulted from caravan "marriages," and 

I3l Bennetf Stanley's Deqatches, 190-1; Jonathon Glassman. "Social Rebellion and Swahili Culturc: the 
Raponsc to German Conquest of the Northem Mrima" (PhD. Dissertation. University of Wisconsin, 19881, 93. 
Ln. 11; Cameron, Anoss Africa, 1, 200; Thomson, To the Cenual African Lakes, 11,260-1. See especiaily the 
case described in Speke, Journai, 167. 
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relationships were often shon.136 Sometimes fights resulted from disputes about women. n7 

Given that women always had other prospective partners, they were probably able to achieve 

some advantage by attachhg themselves to the higher status males, such as headrnen and 

askari. Caravan women were of "very mixed" ongin - although there must have been large 

nurnbers of Nyamwezi - but by the 1890s at the latest many wore the Swahili kanga, ear 

omaments and hair style. Raum believes they gave up "the inland virtues of diligence and 

humility and the tribal ideal of chiid-bearing." 1 3 ~  This comment probably reflects missionary 

disapproval and ideological preferences as much as anything, but does indicate an 

independence of spirit, and perhaps infenility or the use of methods of birth conuol or 

abortion. Compare Raum's comment with another from a European traveller on the fertility 

of Nyarnwezi women in 1893: 

Families are very small, males predominating; women wirh more than one child are the exception ... 
ïhree children are the most I found beIonging to one wife. h g s  are employed to produce steriIity; 
this and the practice of abortion account largely for the smdl size of the usual W l y .  The doctors 
administer dmgs for this purpose. but they keep them secret ...139 

If this is accurate, then Nyamwezi women clearly Limited their fenility, and perhaps we cm 

see this as part of a strategy to ensure their relative autonomy. 

For women not formally rnarried there were numerous "push" factors encouraging 

them to join caravans. These were, first, the impact of the various wars in westcm Tanzania 

dunng the second half of the nineteenth century which must have created a mobile refugec 

population: second, the consequences of the slave mde  which forced lone women to find 

136 Raurn, *'Gerrnan East Afica", 169; Curnrnings, "Aspects of Human Porterage", 3. CL the temporary 
marriages arranged by Muslim Hausa traders for the duration of their journey. See M. B. Duffill and Paul E. 
Lovejoy, "Merchants, Porters, and Tearnsters in  the Nineteenth-Century Central Sudan", in Coquery-Vidrovitch 
& Lovejoy, The Workers of Af-, 163-4, n. 1. Duffili and Lovejoy give only the perspective of the 
male trader. 

176; Wolf. 13' Quarrels over women are mentionai in Burton, . . , 231 ,27  
Nov., 1880; Thomson, n, II, 76-7. 

13* Raum, "German East Africa", 169. Raum's comments are part of his larger argument concerning 
"detribalization." 



pmtectors; and t h d ,  problems at the household level. For both married and unmarried 

women "pull" factors included the oppominities provided by taking part in clan, farnily and 

perhaps individuai trading activities, wages for the few fernale porters who were paid by an 

employer, and possible freedom for fugitive slaves. But we know very linle about where 

such women came from or where they went after the end of their joumey. 

The work of caravan women has been somewhat obscured in missionary and other 

sources important for this study. One missionary described women caravan mernbers as 

"supemumeraries." Other European travellers wrote almost nothing about women, although 

rnany accompanied their caravans. In Decle's caravan, for instance, there were about forty 

women, but they are hardly mentioned. 141 Fortunately some other European O bservers were 

not quite so obtuse. Stairs, an intelligent and carefd observer of caravan iife, had 

considenble insight into the valuable work of caravan women in European expeditions. and 

is worth quoting at length: 

It is a great mistake to suppose that black women are a hindrance in any way to the rapid marching of a 
caravan in Africa, and that therefore they should be forbidden to follow their husbands from the coast 
to the interior. On the contrary, women are of immense help to the men, and consequently to the leader 
of an expedition. The porter, loaded with his box or bag of sixty pounds, his rifie and ammunition and 
mat, has quite enough to carry through eight hours of marching, and is thoroughly htigued at the end 
of it. His wife then, if allowed to accompany him, carries for him his cooking-pots, and food enough. 
perhaps, to last both of them six or eight days. 

On arriva1 at camp she prepares his evening meal, gets the camp ready, and, if necessary, 
washes his clothes for hirn, and heIps in a hundred ways her tired husband. Besides doing this, the 
women on the march enliven everybody with their pleasant chatter and cheery singing. It adds 
immensely to the comfort and happiness of the men if their wives are allowed to follow thcm into thc 
interior. It is only on very rare occasions that a Zanzibar women is not able to march just as tar and 
just as fast as her husband. More than al1 this, 1 would advocate the enrolrnent of the women on thc 
caravan books, and pay hem so much per month, if only for the reason that to the leader of the 
expedition they act as a smalt provision-uansport corps, and help his men on by dlowing them the Ireè 
use of their limbs to the carrying of their loads and using of their rifles. i have seen a wornan carrying 
tweive days' rations for herself and her husband, as well as the necessary cooking pots. Had this man 

lm For female wlnerability and the slave uade see Marcia Wright. "Women in Peril". BfOcan Sodnl Rexarch. -, . 
20 (1 975), 800-8 19; Edward A. Alpers, 'The Story of Swema: Fernale Vulnerability in Nineteenth-Century East 
Africa", in CIaire C. Robertson and Martin A. Klein, eds.,-ery in A f r h  (Madison, 1983), 185- 
199. For theoreticai issues relating to female migration and the household, see Sharon Stichter, "The Migration 
of Women in Colonial Central Africa: Some Notes Toward an Approach", in Bruce Fetter, ed., DemoeraDhv 
from ka4dhkaEvidence:d Af- . . 

(Boulder and London, 1 WO), 207- 18. 

l4I Mackay to Wright, Wami River, 18 Sept., 1876, CMS CA61016; Mackay to Wright, Magubika, 27 May, 
1877, CMS CA6/016; Bennett, Stanley's Dematches, 86; Decle, Three Y e a ~ ,  320-1. Burton, generalty a mine 
of information, has little to say on caravan women. 



b e n  single. he would probabty have camed only three to five days' provisions, and no pots or utensils 
to cook them in. 142 

Stairs was somewhat in advance of his time in recognizing the central role of women in the 

reproduction of labour power, but his observations were shared by (or shared with) at least 

one other European "man on the spot." In February 1893 Emin Pasha was on the Lualaba 

river near Nyangwe with a column of about 680 African soldiers and porters. In one of his 

1st letters he wrote: 

The health of the men has b a n  splendid. We have several of those who served with Stanley, 
Wissman, and Carneron. They are detighted, as there are very few utcers and oniy ilve cases of 
smallpox. They cannot understand why we have not suffered; but 1 do. Every one of our men has at 
least one woman; every man builds a house every night on the road. The women carry al1 the food and 
prcpare it, so the men are well housed and fed. On the road the men only carry a p n  and 200 
cartridges, and a long knife and a mat. If a man is sick, the women carry even these. in this way we 
made a march of seven days without seeing a living thing or a bit of food, and yet the men hardly 
suffered at ail. Mons. Delcornmene, who has just gone home from the Katanga, lost sixty-rhree men in 
five days' march without food, and the whole expediiion lost eighty-seven per cent of cheir soldiers 
and men. They had no women. 143 

Wornen's role in the reproduction of African labour power is a theme which modem 

historians and social scientists such as Luise White and Jane Parpart have only recently 

begun to investigate, specifically in relation to the "stabilization" of African workers in 

colonial urban centres. lM 

The study of female migration both for labour and other purposes is still at an early 

stage. 145 The work of Janet Bujra and Luise White on migration and prostitution in Kenya 

initiated by the environmental, economic and political catastrophies of the 1890s and euly 

14* Stairs, "Frorn the Albert Nyanza to the Indian Ocean". 958. See ais0 his comments in Konczacki. Victoria 
Errplorec, 202, 1 Aug., 1891.206-7, 10 Aug., 1891. 

143 a, 11 Oct.. 1893. reprinted from The. 

Luise White. "Domestic Labor in  a Colonial City: Prostitution in Nairobi. 1900-1952'T. in Sharon B. Suchter 
and Jane L. Parpart, eds., Patnarchu_ the Winrkforce (Boulder and 
London, 19881, 141-2; idem, ?he of H o m  (Chicago, 1990); Jane L. Parpaa "CIass and Gender on 
the Copperbelt: Women in Northern Rhodesian Copper Mining Communities, 1926-1965", in Claire Robertson 
and Lis Berger, eds., Women C& in (New York, l986), 14 1 - 160. 

145 There is a discussion of various economic and non-economic causes of female migration, some of which are 
also applicable to the pre-colonial period, in Stichter, "The Migration of Women in Colonial Central Africa". 



1900s is important for the colonial period. 146 But Nyamwezi and other women had been 

involved in migrant and itinerant labour for perhaps a hundred years before bat. When the 

construction of the central railway line eroded the importance of the central routes and 

caravan traffic fell, many Nyarnwezi men tumed to railway construction for cmployment. 

Nyamwezi women went independently or with their men to the construction camps, ÿs thcy 

had earlier to the caravans. This pattern of migration was the continuation of an old tradition, 

not the beginning of a new one, and was not necessarily connected to rnvironmentd disaster 

as iii Kenya. As for migrant labour in generd we should pay more attention to the pre- 

colonial era. 

Another way to envisage caravans is as mobile communities, with a distinctive 

culture shared by travellers. Aspects of caravan culture spred beyond the caravans, dong 

the routes and among the peoples providing porters. The customs of the road becamr 

familiar to more than one people, region or town. Caravan culture and the horizontal links it 

ernbodied were reproduced within the community of the caravan, which rnight involve m o s t  

al1 of the adults in a locale. As Raum and Cummings have pointed out, women had a 

major impact in the formation of caravan culture. But cultural and social reproduction were 

possible in part because children, as well as women and men, were socialized by the 

experience of porterage. Thus, a traveller in Northern Rhodesia described his long column ris 

"a twisting, travelling town ... more than one hundred men, wornen and boys wnggling almg 

Lhrough the ta11 g r a s  ..."149 The caravan community might exist on a much larger scale. 

IJ6 Janet M. Bujra, - 
ofT chapter 2. 

"Women 'Entrepreneurs' of Early Nairobi", in Colin Sumner, ed., Crime. J w c e  and 
(London, 1982), 125-29; White, "Domestic Labor in a Colonial City"; idem, The Cornfm 

147 For the railway camps see Gillman, Diaries, RH. enuies for 6 Dec.. 1905, 16 Dec.. 1905, 19 Dec.. 1905.20 
Jan., 1906. 

Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy, "The Workers of Trade in AMca". 14-15. 

149 D. Crawford quoted in Lamden, "Some Aspects of Porterage". 161. 



When Tippu Tip retumed to the coast in 188 1 &ter a long stay in Manyema he was 

accompanied by about 3,000 men carrying 2,000 tusks, and by women and children. 150 

Children are even more invisible than women in the sources. Yet many porters were 

themselves scarcely adults. In the small caravans of Nyamwezi trader-porters orgsnized by 

individual kaya, numbers of young boys, hardly in iheir teens, gained training by 

parricipating in journeys to the coast They carrieci loads such as cooking pots and took over 

the loads of tired porters for short penods. They learned to hunt and to use weapons. 151 

"Boys," paid lower wages than adult porters, are mentioned in several porter Lsts of 

European travellers. 152 In southem Tanmia UMCA mission porters were sometimes 

extremely young. Johnson's porters were laughed at by Ngoni warriors because of their 

youth.lS3 The most farnous East African boy traveiier to Victonan readers was Kalulu. 

Stanley's young cornpanion for several years, who was immortaiized in the title of the book, 

MY Kalulu. Kine and Slave.154 Child slaves commonly assisted inaders and porters, their 

masters, by carrying cooking equiprnent, sleeping mats, and other items. Burton mentions 

the purchase by some of his porters in Ujiji of slave children, including one who, "apparently 

under six years, trotted manfully alongside the porters, bearing his burden OC hide-bed and 

water-gourd upon his tiny shoulder." There were fourteen slave children in Declc's carwan 

( 1 893). There were slave children, the property of porters, in the 1894 CMS caravan to 

150 Norman R. Bennett, Mirarnbo of Tanzania l84O?-l884 (New York, 1971 ), 146. 

151 Francis Nolan, "Christianity in Unyamwezi 1878-1928" (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Cambridge. 
1977). 227; Coulbois, Dix années, 41. 

15* Copy of Carneron's wage book. "Men's Accounts". in Kirk Papers. 21 Sept., 1876. corr. block 1871-80. 
RGS, entries for Jacko and Pesa; wage list "Royal Geographical Society's East African Expedition of 1879". in 
Robert 1 Rotberg, -on a d  the F m  of (London, 197 1 ), 3 14; "Men engaged for 
Masai Caravan", nos. 148. 227, in notebook "Stanley's Expedition", 2M. 

153 Johnson. "Seven Years Travei", 524. For mentions of children see Mackay to Wright, Wami river. 18 Sept.. 
1876, CMS CA61016; Hore, To Lake Tanwvika 84; Majerus. 4'Extracts from a History of Karema Mission"; 
Stairs, "From the Albert Nyanza to the lndian Ocean", 957-8. 



Buganda. '3 A slave boy taken in by the UMCA mission school at Kiungani, Zanzibar, had 

uavelled to Unyamwezi, his job being to c a ry  calabashes. an iron cooking pot, and a bag.lj6 

Another, from Bunyoro, gave details of his life on the road from Buganda to Unyanyembe in 

the caravan of his Swahili owner: 

When we left Kiswele, and went to the country of Nyambo, I was badly treated, and made to carry a 
great many things. 1 carried my master's mats ... an eight days' march. We stayed for a rime. and rhen 
left, and i was very well treated then, and many others were treated well too, but some badly. From the 
time we left Nyambo to Surnbua [Sumbwa] 1 was sometimes treated well and sometimes badly, and i t  
was the same with the others. But master and slave al1 fared alike as to food.I5' 

A little girl - it is not specified whether slave or free - is mentioned canying a water 

container on her head in the caravan bearing Livingstone's remains to the toast? 

The caravan as community did not just exist through the socialization of chiidren and 

outsiders. Despite a low rate of reproduction, women sometimes gave birth on caravan 

joumeys. A CMS caravan stopped for a day when the wife of a mganga had a son. The 

couple had joined the mvellers for protection. Both the woman and the baby died the next 

day.159 Usually the mother would have to begin the march again aiter one day's rest, and 

therefore in a weakened condition. In another case, described in rather casud terms by a 

missionary, a woman marched right up until the time of delivery, gave birth to the baby, then 

w u  ready to go on after a delay of "an hour or two." Another European traveller wrote 

rhat one of the women in his caravan "... dropped to the ground, declaring that she could go 

lS5 Burton. LakeReeions. 384; Decle, 3 19, 322; Lloyd. 10 Dwarf T . a n d m i b a l  C o u .  Y 1- 
2. 

lS6 A. C. Madan, uan. and ed., w: or Stary and from Central (London. 1887). 78. 

lS8 Livingstone. JO-, 139. 

Is9 Clark to Wright, Mpwapwa, 27 Sept., 1876. CMS CA6/07. 

Roscoe, Twenty-Five Yearg 5 1. This type of description might Say more about the attitude of some 
missionaries to African (or any) women than the event itself. 



no further. 1 left her in charge of another woman and an Arab: later in the evening she 

walked into camp carrying a newly-boni baby, and looking very littie the woee for it." 

161 Decle, m e  Y e a ,  320. See also Jephson, The D m  of A. J. m e v  Jephsao, 410, for wornen 
dropping out of the column and giving birth during the jouney from Lake Albert to Bagamoyo of the survivors 
of the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition. This is an exceptional case given that most of the women were Emin's 
people and therefore refugees. For more on the women among Emin Pasha's followers and their work sec 
Jephson, Diary ,343 ,6  April, 1889; Parke, Mv Persona1 Ex~eriences, 454, 12 July, 1889. 



Chapter Eight 

On Safari: The Culture of Leisure and Food 

In this chapter further questions related to every day experience are inuoduced. 

Danger from robbers, wild anirnals and insects, and from fi, was always close by. Penods 

of political instability in certain regions added to the danger. Attacks on caravans and the 

closing of routes against cornpetitors were part of the armoury of chiefs and big men. But 

most contact between porters and peoples along the routes occurred more or less peacefully 

at road junctions, market centres and caravan stops. Mpwapwa was one of the most 

important of these centres. In the second section I briefly summarize its history and discuss 

its role for caravans and porters. The third section is a discussion of camp stops, and the 

social and cultural life of porters in their more leisured moments on the road. The rest of the 

chapter retums to the theme of provisions, to consider what porters ate and drank, and how 

they obtained food and water. The section ends with a brief discussion of the 1884-85 

famine, its impact on porters, and how they responded. 

Excitement and Danger 

The pleasures of cornmunity Iife added variety but also a measure of secuiity to the 

work of porters. But going on safan was always an uncertain and hazardous undertaking. 

The routine of marching and setting up camp could be suddenly broken. There were 

numerous sources of insecunty, and death was cornmonplace. Famine and disease were the 

big kiIIers.1 Othenvise the biggest threat came from hostile strangers. Conflicts with 

villagers along the routes over hongo, food supplies, women, and other causes were common. 

In times of war caravans of opposing sides were frequentiy threatened.2 Beyond settied areas 

See below for famine. 

See Alfred Chukwudi Unomah, "Economic Expansion and Political Change in Unyanyembe (ca. 1840-190)" 
(PhD. Thesis, University of Ibadan, 1972), 217, for attacks on caravans during the war between Unyanyernbe 
and Urambo. For the threat to a CMS caravan caused by the war between rhe Germans and the coast Arabs sec 
S. T. Pnien, The Arab and the African (London, 1986, 1st ed., 1891). 95-7; Robert Pickering Ashe, 



there were always robbers who lay in wait for the unwary. Periods of instability in regions 

svaddling main routes gave them free reign. There were also encounters with wild animals 

which provided considerable excitement and occasionally led to casualties. Insect pests 

could reduce a caravan to chaos if not avoided in time. Finally, camp f ies  sometimes got out 

of conuol and threatened caravan personnel and goods. 

Robber bands operated in three ways. Attacks most commonly came from smdl  

groups who watched caravans from a distance and, when the time was right, am bushed 

struggling porters who had become separated from the column, often killing them and 

s teahg  their loads. This could happen alrnost anywhere, but the greatest risk areas were 

Ugogo and the Mgunda Mkali. In these regions travellers at all times up until the mid 1890s 

were in danger. An alternative was theft by stealth. In Ugogo a garne called mgugumbaro 

involved competition by young men who would enter the protective thon fence of a caravan 

camp to steal cloth. The contest was won by whoever s~cceeded .~  The third strategy was a 

direct assault on a weak point of a caravan by bandit gangs. 

Numerous travellers recorded ambushes by robbers who cut off stragglers. While 

marching through the forest between Kigwa and Unyanyembe an old porter of Burton and 

Speke's caravan, lagging in the rear, was beaten by three robbers who stole his load. One of 

the attackers was captured by chief Kitambi of Uyui and executed. A straggling porter of a 

missionas, caravan was attacked and robbed at Muhalala, just before entering the Mgunda 

Mkali. The local chief retumed some of the lost goods to the rnis~ionaries.~ Another case 

shows in more detail how many Nyamwezi chefs tried to protect traders and caravan porters 

. . . 

bv - - n a  Nvanza 
, . (London, 1970, 1st ed., 18891,274-283. in these cases 

political motivations seem to have been more important than mere robbery. 
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Hore, To Lake Tanganvika in  a Bath Chair (London, 18861, 116-7. 



from bandits. The chief was mtemi of Uyui and a successor of Kitambi. A CMS missionary 

wrote: 

1 don't think any one can accuse Magembe Gana of having a ravaging spirit. There are individuals 
who are thus disposed but bey dare not cany out their pranks in his country or anywhsre else. Only a 
few days ago some of his people knowing thac some natives of Magingali had taken some Ivory to 
Tabora to sell, got to know when they wouid be returning and way-laid them in the Pori [the forestl 
and succeeded in getting over one hundred cloths. For this they suffered the extreme penalty of the 
Unyamwezi [sic] law, and 1 saw them k i n g  led by my place to execution. They are generally 
~ ~ e a r e d . ~  

As these examples show, local authorhies struggled to maintain o r d ~ r , ~  and several other 

cases are noted of robbers who attacked porters being captured and executed or othenvise 

punished by chiefs, who also endeavoured to return stolen goods and warn traveilers of 

thieves.' But justice was often too late or not available. A porter from an Arab caravan was 

killed by a "Ruga-Ruga" a few days east of Tabora while walking with some cornpanions io 

a village to buy food with some hoes. In 1890 near Kisokwe a CMS porter was speared in 

the back and his load of cloth taken. D u ~ g  the same joumey three more porters were 

attacked and robbed in the Mgunda Mkali. Two of these were killed by their a~sailants.~ 

Direct assaults by robbers on the main body of a caravan were almost as common, 

especially in times of endemic warfare. Large bands capable of frontal assaults operated 

throughout the centrai and western regions. A missionary describes an encounter with 

bandits in Ugogo in 189 1 : 

5 Copplestone ro Hutchinson, Uyui, 22 Mar., 1881, CMS G3A6101. 

See Burton, Lake Reaions, 512, on the diplornatic, military, and other powers of chiefs with reference to 
uavellers. 
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Toronto, 1984), 91. 
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A nurnber of these gentry suddenly rushed out upon the caravan from h e  thicket, on both sides of the 
path, uttering shrill war cries, and brandishing their spezs  in the faces of the fiightened porters, some 
of whom were women. The boxes and baies went down ... dropped in sudden panic by the terrifieci 
porters, who scattercd right and left, The robbers whipped up four loads ... and vanished with h e m  ..- 
as q u i ~  kl y as they had corne. 

S m g e l y ,  given other recent attacks, the porters had not been issued with ammunition, hencr 

were relatively defenceless. But one porter sat on his load detrrmined to Save it, and warded 

off his assailants with his empty gun.9 In 1878 a caravan of the Catholic White Fathers was 

attacked in the Magunda Mkali with the loss of two porters kilIed and twenty loads lost. 

Selemani bin Mwenye Chande experienced numerous struggles dunng his travels, including 

a battle with robbers in the Mgunda Mkali in which three of his men were killed. lo Periods 

of instability, for instance in western Buha and Uvinza dunng late 188 1 and 1882, gave 

marauders carte blanche. The war between Tippu Tip and the Vinza made the paths between 

Urarnbo and Ujiji unsafe. As a result of the disturbances other peoples in the region 

including the Tongwe, Karanga, and Ha were up in arms, attacking al1 who travelled dong 

the main routes. For a time in 1882 it was unsafe to go far outside Ujiji unless with a well 

m e d  escort because of the danger of being robbed or enslaved. Among other incidents 

twenty of Mirambo's men were attacked on their way to Ujiji by Ha marauders and tcn loads 

were stolen. Some of the robbers were killed. Mission mailmen were at considerable iisk, 

and several were killed or injured during this period.11 One robber band. mostly Sagara. 

operated from Ikombo near Mpwapwa during the early 1880s. Although not especially 

powerful they made numerous attacks on Arab caravans. l 2  But resolute action by porters 

Robert Pickering Ashe, Chronicles of U g a h  (London, 1971, 1st ed. 1894), 26-7. For earlier incidents in 
Ugogo involving "Wahumba." "Watatum" and Maasai see Southon to Whitehouse, Urambo, 4 May, 1880. 
LMS 3/1/D. An attack by Hehe on a Nyamwezi party in the Marenga Mkali is recorded in Ashe, Chronicles of 
m d k  22. For other cases see Roscoe, Twentv-Five Years in East Afncâ, 48-50; Stokes to Lang, Uyui, 6 
Oct., 1884, CMS G3A6/02. 

I o  Hore to Mullens, Kawele, 25 Feb., 1879, LMS 2111A; Selemani bin Mwenye Chande in Lyndon Harrics. cd. 
and uan., Swahili Prose Texts (London and Nairobi), 235. 

' Griffith to Thompson, Uguha, 15 Jan., 1882, LMS 4/4/A; Southon to Thompson. Urambo. 30 Jan., 1882, 
LMS 414lA; Griffith to Thompson, Uguha, 13 Mar., 1882, LMS 414lA; Southon to Thompson, Urambo, 17 
April. 1882, LMS 4/4/B; Southon to Thompson, Urambo, 12 June, 1882, LMS 4/4/B; Griffith to Thompson, 
Ujiji, 16 Oct., 1882, LMS 4/5/B. 

l 2  Price to Lang. Mpwapwa. 5 Aug., 1884, CMS G3A6101. 



might frighten off assailants. When thieves tried to rob a Nyamwezi caravan at night east of 

Mpwapwa the porters fired off their guns and forced a retreat. 13 

In Unyamwezi robber gangs were often r e f e n d  to by European travellers as  

rugamgn .14 This is a misnomer. More correctly nrgancga were the standing m i e s  of 

Nyamwezi chiefs, consisting of Young, unmarried warriors. 1s A few legitimate chiefs 

resorted to highway robbery, nevertheless, robber bands were usuaily under the control of big 

men out to increase their power by accumulating firearms, cloth, and other goods, which 

enabled them to attract foliowers. 16 They thrived during penods of instability. and were 

sometimes strong enough to rnake direct assaults on caravans, ofkn with great loss of life. 

Even less predictable were encounters with wild animals, a staple of European trwel 

accounts, yet no less real for al1 that. 17 The possibility of expenencing the exciternent and 

fear of meeting a rhinoceros, lion or other beast on the road was part of the safari experience 

for porters and employers alike. Just a few days from Bagamoyo lions killed two porters in 

one night dunng Selemani bin Mwenye Chande's joumey to Manyema, despite the building 

of a stockade.18 The threat was often present even if not redized, as Southon reported: 

One night a lion entered our camp near the Gornbe River and after leisureIy walking round my tent & 
pausing within six îëet of where I was sleeping, he went off and at a distance ... gave vent to his 

l 3  Baxter to Hutchinson. Kadali. 7 Sept., 1880, CMS CA6/05. 

l4 Cameron, Across Africa. 1, 145; Henry M. Stanley. Through the Dark Continent (Toronto. London. 1988. 
or@. pub. London, 1899). 1,383,385,397; O'Fiaheny to Hutchinson, Uyui, 29 Nov., 1880. CMS G3A6/01; 
Hutley to Thompson, Uguha, 10 May, 1881, LMS 412lA; Hassing & Bennett, "A Jouniey Across Tanganyika", 
137; Ashe, Chroniçles of UOaaQa. 22. 

l 5  Aylward Shorter, -a - - Mawe: 1.- Ce- 
. -  . (Nairobi, 1969), 1 1-14; 

idem, "Nyungu ya Mawe and the Empire of the Ruga-Ruga", 9 (1968). 235-259; Unornah, "Economic 
Expansion", 255-64; J. B. Kabeya Kine (Kampala Nairobi, Dar es Salaarn, 1976). 

Burton, & Re-, 224. 

l7 One only needs to read British district reports from the 1920s under the heading "Game" to realize thai lions. 
buffalo, elephants, and crocodiles were responsible for sometimes hundreds of deaths in a single districr in one 
year. But that was after Africans had been effectively disarrned. 

Seiemani bin Mwenye Chande in Harries, Swahili Prose Tex&. 235. On the borders of Kenya's Athi plains a 
pride of 27 lions attacked a caravan in 1894. See Decle, Three Year~, 482-3, and 477-8.496; May French- 
Sheldon. Sultan to Sultan (London, 1892). 182-3, for separate incidents. 



dissatisfaction [sic] in a few load rom.  This roused the men who put more wood on the fires and soon 
made everything light as day. Shortly gter when the €ires had bumt Iow, the lion came again and 
stood for a short tirne between my tent and the sleeping fonns of the men who were a short distance 
away. 1 couid distinctiy hear his Ioud breathing but could not see the outline of his form nor could 1 
€ire at him for fear of injuring the men beyond. 1, however, fmd into the air wliich had the effect of 
causing him to give vent to a loud roar and to bound rapidly away. 

The missionary asked his men why none of them sleeping in the open had been carried off. 

The answer was that ail the porters slept in a row under a tarpaulin, and none was isolated 

from his cornpanions. l9 

Hyenas and leopards were almost as dangerous as lions, especially at night, and were 

known to kill or maim. A porter was kiiled by a hyena at Dodoma in Ugogo. Another had 

his nose bitten off while he slept  A hyena. attracted by drying goat meat, peneuated into a 

camp site in the Pare mountains and bit a porter on the heel. A woman was carried off by a 

leopard from a camp site in the Kagera river valley.20 f inoceroses were rare dong the 

central routes, but in the late nineteenth century were stili cornmon in the northem parts of 

Tanzania. The Swahili saying "Ukiona pera. ukiona mti - kwea" (If you meet a rhino, and 

you see a tree - climb it) govemed the correct response to an encounter with a rhinocrros." 

Crocodiles were an ever present threat in the rivers, including several crossed dong the 

central routes. Stanley's donkey was dragged under by Malagarazi river  crocodile^.^ 

Snakes were more rareiy seen, but the deadly rnamba certainly killed, and according to 

l 9  Ebenczer Southon, 'The History, Country and People of Unyamwezi". In. LMS 3/4/C. 8, 

R. Stanley and A. Neame, eds., The Exoloratton~ianesof M. S u  . . 
. - (London, 196 l), 34,24 Dec., 1874; 

Selemani bin Mwenye Chande in Harries, Swahili R n ,  235; Oscar Baumann, eyCch -d zw 
Nilauelle (Berlin, 1894), 15; Gaetano Casati, vears in P a  thean. Mrs. 
J. R. Clay (New York, 1969,lst Eng. ed. London, 1891), II, 281. 

2i  Charles New, Me. W- in F m  (London, 1971. 1st ed. 1873). 346. 1 have 
slightiy altered New's rendering of the Swahili. See C. Delm&Radcliffe, "Exuacts from Lt. Col. C. DelmC- 
Radcliffe's Typescript Diary Report on the Delimitation of the Anglo-German Boundary", u, 1 1, 1 (1947),28. 
t'or an incident involving porters and rhinos. 

22 Henry Monon Stanley, How 1 Found Livingstone (London, 1872). 383; Frank McLynn, Stanley The Makinq 
gf an African Ex~lorer (Chelsea MI, 1990), 143-4. For incidents in which crocodiles in Lake Victoria and the 
Malagarazi river killed porters see Car1 Peters, New Lieht on Dark Africa uan. H. W. Dulcken (London, 1891 ). 
490; Marius Fortie, Black and Beautiful (London, 1938), 127. 



unnamed Arabs was "known to oppose the passage of a caravan ... Twisting its tail round a 

branch, ii will strike one man after another in the head with fatai ~er t a in ty . "~  

Perhaps more devastating in their effects on caravan mernbers were insect s w m s  of 

various kinds, including tsetse flies, mosquitoes, ticks, fleas, bees, scorpions, termites and 

ants. The most commented upon were biting ants of various species, including those known 

as si@ and maji moto or "hot water." Ant invasions caused considerable consternation 

arnong porters. When swarming over camp sites they could only be delerred by fire cr 

boiling water, and frequently drove travellers to abandon their chosen resting places." 

Scorpions were a pest around camp sites in Ugogo. A European traveller described them as 

"great black fellows, six inches in length. At night they swarm out of the ground, and flock 

to the camp-fires, or take refuge from the min in one's tents and baggage."25 

Camp sites were dangerous places in another respect. Fires, once out of control, 

could quickly sweep through the concentrations of stick and grass huts erected by porters. 

The huts were especiaily susceptible to accidents of this kind, a missionary wrote after a Tire 

destroyed his caravan's camp, "... as the men sleep ... with only a small hole to creep out of,  

making a roaring fire just near to it ..."26 The danger came not just from the tlames, but [rom 

the stores of gunpowder and ammunition usually placed at the centre of the camp. When a 

fue broke out at a camp site at Misogwere d u ~ g  Thomson's first expedition, twelve kegs of 

gunpowder were inside the ring of buming huts, and explosions of porters' loaded muskets 

and powder-horns threatened everyone trying to Save the caravan's goods. In this case the 

23 Waller in David Livingstone. J o r n  of David 1-ivinoypne 
. . .  

, ed. H. Waller (New York. 1875), 539. 
A marnba bit and killed a young girl in Susi and C'huma's p m y  bearing Livingstone's body to the Coast. 

24 Burton, Re-, 140; kabel Bunon. LLfe of çaniain Sir. B.~urm . . .  (London, 1893), 1,283; 

Joseph Thomson, Tg the C c  (London, 1968, 1 st ed. 188 1 ), 1,58; I. F. Elton, 
Travels and of F i a n d  Mount ed. Hed. B. CotteriIl 
(London. 1968, 1st ed. 1879), 409-10; Rachel Stuart Watt, In of Sa- (London, n.d.1, 32; A. B .  
Lloyd, In Dwarf J . a n d a l  C o u  (London, 1900), 46-7. 

25 Elton, -, 394. For termites, t s e w  flies, and bees see Burton, Lake, 140. 149- 
50, 178-9; Murphy to Kirk, Tonda, 25 April, 1873, VCC 314, RGS; Decle, mec Y e n ,  358-60. 

26 Clark to Wright. Mpwapwa, 27 Sept., 1876. CMS CA6f07. 



gunpowder was quickly removed from the danger and the baies of cloth and other goods 

were saved. The porters were lucky, no deaths or serious injuries resulting, although many 

lost a l l  their personai effects.27 During the dry season bush fires could cut routes. forcing 

caravans to take detours. Decle recorded an incident in July 1893 near the Muserere river 

e u t  of Ujiji in which an Arab caravan 500 strong lost three men "bumt to death" in a bush 

tire. 28 

Mpwapwa: Caravan Stop and Market Town 

The dangers of the road were offset to a large degree by the pleasures of the major 

caravan termini and trading towns dong the roads. Here porters had a chance to relax, 

refresh themselves, collect provisions, and meet old friends. Men could enjoy the pleasures 

of female companionship if this was not available in their caravan. Merchants could engage 

in trade or, if en route, reorganize their goods and hire fresh porters. The best known of these 

towns are Bagamoyo, Tabora, and Ujiji.29 But there were numerous others dong the central 

routes. In the east in Ukutu there was Zungomero before its decline from the 1860s, although 

it was still on a route descnbed to Livingstone by a coastal trader in 1870, and Beardall 

mentioned it in early 188 1 as a place to buy food? In the far W e s t  in Burton's time there 

l7 Thomson, Ce- 1.299-302. For other similar incidents see Roger hce .  b s  
na1 ot the Rev. Roggr P r i a  (London, 1878), 50-1.2 Aug., 1877; Elton, Travels and 362-3. 

Fires were almost as much a danger in viIlages, the larger of which were often trading bases. Sce Livingstone. 
Last Journal& 181,24 Jufy, 1867, 191.23 Sept., 1867; Burton, Lake Regions, 447. 

28 Decle, Three Years, 3 19. 

29 For an overview see Beverly and Walter T. Brown, "East African Trade Towns: A Shared Growth". in W. 
Arens, ed., A Cennirv of Change in East Afnca (Geneva, 1976), 183-200. See aiso the works cited in chapter 
tWO. 

Burton, T h e  Lake Regions of Cenval Equatorial Africa"; JRGS, 29 (1859). 78-81; idem, Lake Regions 450; 
Speke, Journal, 61, 23 Oct., 1860; Livingstone, Last Journal& 335, 10 Oct., 1870; William Beardall, 
LcExploration of the Rufiji River Under the Orders of the SuItan of Zanzibar", PRJS. N.S. 3, 11 (1881). 656, 1 1 
Feb., 1881. In 1878 Johnston believed Zungornero to be "minous and abandoneci" but he mentions nearby 
"Kisake." By 1884 Kisaki was the base of Mbunga raiders from Mahenge who threatened the Bagamoyo routes 
to the north. See Keith Johnston, "Native Routes in East Afica from Dar es Salaam towards Lake Nyassa". 
m, N.S., 1.7 (18791,419; L. E. Larson, "A History of the Mbunga Confederacy Ca. 1860- 1907". mR, 81 
& 82 (1977),38. Given Beardall's statement there was probably some confusion about the two scttlernents. 



was Msene in southem Usumbwa;31 in the late L880s and 1890s Usongo when Stokes was 

based there32 and, during the 1870s and 1 alOs, Mirambo's capitals at Ikonongo and 

Iselemagazi,33 arnong other places. 

One of the most important caravan stops was Mpwapwa, "the great junction for the 

trade routes" where, by the 187Os, dmost aii the roads from Whinde, Saadani, Bagamoyo 

and Dar es Salaam merged.34 Mpwapwa is situated in a region of cultural intermixing and 

overlapping, where people of Gogo, Sagara, Kaguru, Maasai and Hehe origins intermarrird 

and Lived alongside one another.35 There is no mention of the district in the wntings of 

Burton and Speke. Further south Ugogi, "nch" in cattle and grain, partly fulfiued 

Mpwapwa's role at that time.36 But with the northward shift of the main caravan routes 

Mpwapwa must have risen in significance. Its importance can be judged from severai 

estimates of the number of caravan personnel passing through each year during the late 1880s 

and early 1890s, ranging from one hundred thousand to one hundred and sïxty thousand, 

counting retum j0urneys.3~ Annie Hore. who passed through in 1884, describes i i s  role: 

31  Burton. "Lake Regions". 190; idem, Lake Region& 269-72. 

32 Blackburn to Lang, Uyui, 2 M y ,  1885, CMS G3A6102; Ashe, Chronicles of U~anda,  33; Peters. New Light, 
500-1; Anne Luck, Çharles Stokes in Africa (Nairobi, 1972), 158-9. 

33 Wolf, Central African Diarieg, 43-4.27 July, 1878,277, 22 July. 1881, 280-1.6 Sepi., 188 1 : Hore, To Lake 
Tanganvika, 136; Decle, Three Ycars, 348-9; Norman R. Bennett, Mirambo of Tanzania 18407-1884 (New 
York, 1971), 101; Alfred C. Unomah, Mirarnho ofTanzania (London, Nairobi, Ibadan, Lusaka, 1977), 15 
(sketch of Iselemagazi), 16.30; Kabeya, Kine Miramb~, 23-5. 

34 Roger Rice, Repon of the Rev. R. Price of his Visit to Zanzibar and the Coast of Eastern Africa (London. 
1876), 37; Edwin W. Smith, "The Earliest Ox-wagons in Tanganyika - An Experiment Which Failed", m, 
40 (1955), 8; h e n ,  The Arab and the African, 13 (quote). 

35 On the heterogeneous orîgins of the people ofeastern Ugogo see Peter Rigby, Cattle and Kinship Among the 
(Ithica & London, 1969), 12. On Mpwapwa and more especially neighbouring Ukagm see T. O. 

Beidelman, "A History of Ukaguni: 1857-1916", TNR, 58 & 59 (1962). 11-39. 

36 Burton, "Lake Regions". 123; idem, Lake Renions, 174-5. 

37 Beidelman, "A History of Ukaguru", 12. Beidelman's sources include Franz Stuhlmann. Mit Emin Pacha 
ins Herz von Afrika (Berlin, 1894), 16; Wilhelm Arning, Deutsch Ostafiika w t e r n  und heute (Berlin, 1942). 
317; Rochus Schmidt, Geschichte des Araber-Aufstandes in Ost-Afrika (Frankfurt a. Oder, 1892). 185. See also 
Sissons, "Econornic Prosperity", 188-9; Norman Robert Bennett, Arab Venus Euro~ean: Dinlomacv and War in 
Nineteenth-Centw East Central Africa (New York & London, 1986)- 32. 



Mpwapwa has always k e n  a place of importance, although nothing much in itself. It is a ... point 
where many roads meet, and a tenninus of a stage on the road for ail uaveilers, wherher kom the 
interior or the Coast. To the first it is a welcome resting-place after the vexations of the uibute- 
demanding people of Ugogo, and the heat and hunger of the desert between that country and 
Mpwapwa; to the others it is a place to hait, consider. recruit, and prepare, before entering upon the 
desen and the anxieties of ugogo. 38 

Like most "towns" in the Tanzanian interior Mpwapwa was really a concentration of many 

villages, each one consisting of a large tembe. These villages were "widely scattered," and in 

1880 the number was about 40. In the lace 1880s Pruen, a resident missionary for several 

years, estimated its population at about 2,000. At this time Mpwapwa consisted of "a 

collection of about a hundred tembks, scattered over an area about two miles by one, each 

ternb6 sheltering three or four families, usuaily people related to one an0ther."~9 Given that 

the number of inhabitants of each tembe in Mpwapwa averaged about 40, Pruen's figure is 

probably too low.40 For caravans, Mpwapwa was far more important than its modest s i x  

suggests, being the last place to buy provisions before the Marenga Mkali. Just as 

significant, the Mpamvwa river cutting across the plain was as near to a perennial stream as 

exists in central Tanzania, and thus a diable  source of water for parched porters. Along its 

banks were fine tamarind, sycarnore, cottonwood and baobab uees which provided welcome 

 had de.^] In May 187 1 Stanley and Arab traders such as Sheikh Thani and Abdullah bin 

Nasib found food cheap and plentiful, including eggs, milk, honey, mutton, beef, ghee, 

matama, mawele (bullrush millet), sweet potatoes, nuts and beans. When Cameron's caravan 

entered Mpwapwa in June 1873 at the end of a scorching terekeza from Ugombo it was like 

arriving at a desert oasis: "The sight of fresh green trees and fields of maize, matama and 

38 Hore. v, 87. 

39 Stanley, lluugh& Dark C o n w ,  1,77; Clark in (Sept., 1879). 530-1; O'Flaherty to Hutchinson. 
Mpwapwa, 20 Oct., 1880, CMS G3A6/01; Pruen, The 

. . 
, 107. Sec Stanley, HOW 1 Found 

Liv_lnnstone, 135, for an earlier description o f  Mpwapwa and its surroundings. 

40 See the discussion on tembe size in Mpwapwa in Sissons, "Economic Rosperity in Ugogo", 207. 

41 Last to CMS, Mpwapwa, 24 Dec., 1878, CMS CA6fO14; Stanley, Dark Co-, 1.77; Hore, 
To 1.- 85,88; Konczacki, YictonanExDlorer, 204,4 Aug., 1891. Last and Stanley both supgcst 
the suearn was perenniai. Pnce and O'Neill differ, but state that water could always be obtained by digging i n  
the sandy bed. See Price, R e ~ o r t  of the Rev. R. Rice, 36; O'Neill in CMI (Sept., 1879). 531. 



sweet potatoes, and streams of beautiful crystal water running in threads hrough a broad 

sandy course ... gladdened our eyes."4* 

Given Mpwapwa's location on the marches of the temtories of several peoples, its 

nearness to the different ecological zones of plain and mountain, and its status as a junction 

town on East Afnca's most important caravan routes, it is not surprising that the population 

was very mixed. In 1878 CMS missionary Last recognized Mpwapwa as "an intermediste 

place between at least 5 places, or districts, and to belong to none of them. The people pride 

thernselves on the name Wagogo, but very few indeed are really Wagogo. There is here a 

mixture of al1 the tribes round about & also a number from very distant places."J3 The great 

number of caravans passing through Mpwapwa contributed to the heterogeneous nature of 

the population. a characteristic which lasted weli into the twentieth century. The "dl- 

pervading Wanyamwezi" were present "in considerable numbers" in 1876.4 Almost eigh ty 

years later the community was descnbed as 

of diverse stock, which includes clans from other areas of Ugogo as welI as people who are, hy origin. 
Kuguru. Tumba, Sagara and 'wetiliko' (half-bred Hehe-Gogo), to say nothing of Iittle pockcrs of aliens 
such as the descendants of Nyamwezi porters and of the 'wanyekulu'. ninaways from the Arab 
çaravans who sought protection at the c o w  of the Gogo ~ h i e f s . ~ ~  

Numerous traders were based there. During the 1870s ivory traders from the coast were 

resident, and the Swiss Phillipe Broyon Lived there for some tirne, undercutting the Swahili 

and Arabs through his access to cheap cloth.46 Recognizing the importance of the location. 

in 1876 the CMS established temporary quarters near chief Lukole's residence, and thcn a 

permanent station at Kisimando, on the slopes east of M p ~ a p w a . ~ ~  in 1887 the Grsrllschufi 

42 Stanley, How I F o m  J - i v e  . . 
, 130-2; Cameron, A c r o m ,  I,85. In December 1874 conditions 

were very different: "... provisions were extremely scarce, and at famine prices. Even the natives joumeyed far 
to purchase food for goats and cattle." Stanley & Neame, Ex~loration Diarie$, 31, 13 Dec., 1874. 

43 Last to CMS. Mpwapwa. 21 Dec., 1878, CMS CA6/014; Price. Report of the Rev. R. R i c ~ .  36-7. 

44 Price, Renort of the Rev. R. Price, 37. 

" W. J. CarneIl. "Sympalhetic Magic Arnong the Gogo oiMpwapwa District", TM(, 39 (June. 1955). 25-38. 

46 Rice, Report of the Rev. R. Ricc, 33.37; Murphy to Frere. Zanzibar. 7 Mar.. 1874. VLC 314. RGS. 

47 O'Neill in (Sept., 1879). 531; T. Griffith-Jones. "Some Notes on Stanley's First and Second 
Expeditions through Mpwapwa", Dodoma Provincial Book, 1, TNA. GriffithJones aiso provides information 



für Deutsche Kolonisation set up a station in the town which, &ter being sacked during 

Bushiri's rebellion, was converted to a military post for irnperial troops. By August, 189 1. 

the district was in a state of temporary decline due to rinderpest - which had vinually wiped 

out the herd of six thousand cattle - the consequent poverty of its people, and the effects of 

continual Getman raiding in the a ~ e a . ~ ~  

Despite the histone events taking place in and around Mpwapwa its function for 

porters rernained much the sarne until the construction of the centrai railway. An accounr of 

the arrivd and stay of a two mile long column of porters in the late 1880s would equally 

apply to rnuch earlier tirnes: 

... the large caravan ... had arrived; and ... it had taken up its quarters down by the river bed, amongst 
the shade of the stately fig-sycamores. The leaders ... were contemplating a prolongai stay O C  twr, 
days, for the purpose of drying their bales of caiico, which had b e n  scraked by the unexpectedl y heavy 
rains of the previous few days. Two or three miles of this materid lay on the bushes around. drying in 
the tropical Sun, giving the camp the appearance of an enormous laundry establishment. 

During the afternoon the porters ... carne up into the village to barter their goods for fowls and 
grain. For this purpose they brought with them doth, wire, tobacco, and Little supplies of gunpowder. 
perhaps half an ounce, wrapped up in dirty pieces of rag. With these they purchased the fowls and 
grain they required, pounded the latter in the monar, lent by the seller, some of the more energetic also 
gnnding it on his Stones ...49 

The next day a cow was slaughtered to seil in srnall pieces to some of the porters, for which 

the owner received calico, coloured cloths, gunpowder, percussion caps, tobacco, beads, 

wire, cheap knives, and hoes. 50 

Relationships between porters and the local people were not always so mumdly 

beneficial and, as eisewhere dong the main routes, disputes were common. The great 

volume of traffic placed pressure on limited resources, both foodstuffs in lean years. and the 

good will of Mpwapwa's inhabitants. When nurnerous caravans descended on the distric~, 

draining food supplies and leading to high prices, tempers were often short. Fights between 

on topographicai aspects of early Mpwapwa. On Lukole see aiso Price to Lang, Mpwapwa, 5 Aug., 1884, CMS 
G3A6/01. For the early history of the Mpwapwa mission sec Bennett, &ab V v ,  95-8. 

48 Moloney, -, 434;  Konczacki. 2 2 0 4  Aug., 1891; Beidelman, *'History 
of Ukagum", I9,24,27. Beidelman covers the history of the German period in some detail. 

49 Ruen, The Arab and the African, 116-7. 

50 Ruen, The Arab and the African , 125-6. 



porters and residents commonly broke oui over food supplies, thefts, women, and abuse of 

local people. A missionary resident reported an incident in which some Nyamwezi porters 

"... stole wood from [a] tembe and began pulling down [the] chiers house." The inevitable 

consequence was that the local people sounded the war cry and gathered in large numbers, 

but did not commence hostilities because of encroaching darkness, and perhaps because of 

the presence of missionaries? in October, 1876, there was an unusual incident. The CMS 

caravan of Clark and O'Neill had been joined by that of Wilson and Robertson. The porters 

had in the meantirne been employed building a mission house. On the 5th of October. 

according to Clark's journal, 

... al1 the men some 240 marched out of camp without their loads intending to desen - the people of 
Mpwapwa thinking of this, went afler them and a great fight took place on the great plain below us 
lasting some hours ... In the end the Mpwa got them so that they couid not proceed, and the tight 
ended. 

The casualties were not high. The next day the pagazi left without their loads again. but wcre 

persuaded to re t~rn .5~ One could speculate on the causes of this fracas - was it really that 

the people of Mpwapwa were concerned for CMS interests, or was there some feud between 

the two sides? There was conflict on another occasion when Arab caravans robbed by the 

bandits of Ikombo, close to Mpwapwa. retaiiated by attacking their molesters.53 

Environmental degradation was a cause for cornplaint. By the 1880s the great tig-sycamores 

dong the river where porters camped were gradually being destroyed by the fires built at 

their base, and this a l m e d  residents, fostering resentment? 

j1 Baxter to Wright. Mpwapwa. 9 Aug., 1878. CMS CA6105. See Shergold Smith to Kirk. Pembireh 
Nyambwa, 7 Nov., 1876, CMS CA61012, for a dispute which led to the death of one mission porter and thc 
wounding of another. The cause is not quite clear, but Shergold Smith had directed some porters to cut g r a s  ior 
thatching, apparently without permission from local authorities. The porters reacted by preparing to desert. 
when the "Gogo" attacked them. For another dispute over the theft of some goats from an Arab caravan sec 
Price, Report of the Rev. R. Rice, 38. Many other such incidents could be cited for other places dong the 
routs. 

52 Clark to Wcighg Mpwapwa. 27 Sep., 1876, CMS CA6/07. The letter is a copy of Clark's journal. hcnçe the 
dates progress. 

53 Rice to Lang, Mpwapwa, 5 Aug., 1884, CMS G3A6101. 

54 h e n ,  The Arab and the African, 135. 



As the Browns point  ou^ there was a degree of inevitability to social unrest in 

caravan towns such as Bagamoyo, Tabora and Ujiji: 'The food of immigrant settlers and 

transient porters ... created explosive pressures that could not be contained by polillcal deals 

between a new and old elite."s5 This was panly true for Mpwapwa as well. If the pressures 

of congestion were not such a factor as in the major entrepôts, there was sull the continuai 

rub of Nyamwezi and coastai porters against local tolerance cornpiicated by a heavy intake of 

pombe and bangi (cannabis or marijuana), and general cornpetition for resources. Over time 

this diaiectic contributed to and was mediated by aspects of caravan culture including urani 

or joking relationships and the spread of the Swahili Ianguage. From the porters' point of 

view, leisure in the towns and camp stops becarne inseparable from work life. Each w u  part 

of the whole of the safari experience. 

Caravan Culture: Camp and Social Life 

Nothing was more centrai to the working lives of caravan porters and to the shaping 

and expression of caravan culture han the collective familiarity of the camp stops or 

maknmbi (sing.: kambi)? If no accommodation was available in villages dong the way, and 

it was often not for security r e a ~ o n s ? ~  each march would end at a recognized camping site, or 

a new kambi would quickly be erected by the porters out of materials at hand. At the same 

time food was bought from local peasants and meals were prepared. When food was 

plentiful, feasting could last for hours. The late aftemoon and evening were available for rcst 

and recreation, a temporary respite before the labours of the next moming. A vigorous social 

life revolved around music, Song and dance. Smder  groups engaged in games sometimes 

involving gambling; some consumed intoxicating beverages or bangi. Sexuai activity w u  

55 Brown and Brown, "East African Trade Towns", 196. 

The same word was used universaily the whole length of the central routes between the Coast and Ujiji: 
Bunon, "Lake Regions", 64, Ln. 

S7 See Burton. ' l a k e  Regions", 159. idem. Lake 167.244-5; Hassing & Bennett. *'A Iourney Across 
Tanganyi kaT', 134-5; Sissons, "Economic Prospen ty", 1 17. 



another way to relax, and it is most iikely that both heterosexual and homosexual 

relationships were engaged in, although the sources are almost silent on this aspect of 

caravan Life.5Wuring the hours of darkness porters huddled around camp fires and swapped 

stories. Although camp Life was organized around srnall groups of five or six porters - also 

cdled makambisg - who supported each other by dividing their labour when carrying out 

camp chores, and who shared a camp f i ,  it was a collective experience, and bonded people 

from different ethnicities and regions, aiding the creation of a horizontal consciousness. This 

collective consciousness could then be mobilized when disputes arose with caravan leaders. 

The essential factors governing the site of a kumbi were, first, that it was as near as 

possible to a normal day's march beyond the previous camping site; second. if near some 

obstacle such as a river or mountain p a s  or occupied clearing it was on the far side accordin: 

to the direction of march, third, that it had water. Thus, most mkambi were on or near river 

banks, lake shores, or wells, and, if at an obstacle such as a river, were situated so Lhat poners 

did not have to begin the next day's march with the hard labour of a river crossing, which 

may become more difficult if rain fell over night. In such places camp sites were in pairs. on 

either side of the obsuuction.60 

As soon as Bagamoyo's sphere of influence was behind, when leaving the coÿst, 

caravans utilized large makrunbi, constmcted by porters. "In this region," Burton wrote, 

they assumed the form of round huts and long sheds or boothies of straw or grass, supponed by a 
tiamework of rough sticks firmly planted in the ground and lashed together with bark strips. The 
whole was surrounded with a deep circle of thorns which - the entrance or entrances being carelully 
closed at nightfall, not to reopen until dawn - formed a complete defense against bare leet and naked 
legs. 1 

Long huts were erected by Swahili porters, round peaked ones by Nyarnwezi pagazi. Several 

European uavellers noted the "good taste" or "good thatch-work" shown in hut construction, 

58 But see Thomson. To the Central African Lake~. U, 217. on visits by women to his porters' camp ai night. 
Abdulrazak Gumah's novel Paradise is quite explicit about sexual activity on caravan journeys. 

59 Burton. "Lake Regions", 64, f.n.; Joseph Thomson, Throueh Masai Land (London. 1968. 1st ed. 1885). 57. 

60 Burton, 'Zake Regions". 11 1; idem. Lake Re~ions. 137,2434,245; Moloney. With Captain Staiq, 32-3. 

61 Burton, Lake Regions, 55-6. 



even though they were built in very short time, and materials sometimes had to be collected 

from a distance? Such huts gave reasonable protection from the rain, and often lasted for 

months, so that the porters of many caravans in succession could benefit from therne63 Where 

good building material was absent, as in the Mgunda Mkali, rough lean-tos were made of dry 

stalks and grass, and surrounded with a thom fence. In heavily treed regions during the rainy 

season, for instance in Uvinza, the best huts were made of bark sheets. Where there was no 

cleared space for hut building porters might cut out the heart of a bush, making a kind of nest 

for protection from the e1ements.M By the 1890s many porters slept in small tents, and there 

were other indications of a slight improvement in material weii-being for sorne. 'These 

people travel very peacefuiiy and comfortably. AU the elders have their tents, their wivrs, 

and their cooks," Stain wrote of the 500 Nyamwezi porters travelling with h s  caravan for 

protection.65 Swahili and Wawigwana made tents utilizing their cloth head pads. But the 

traditional boothy remained popular. Towards the end of the German period tents were to be 

provided by law, but cornpliance was patchy.66 Aiways, camp sites were spatially ordered. 

In the middle were the tents of the caravan leaders: merchants or European travellers. Beside 

them were stacked the Ioads in huge piles. The porters erected their huts, or arranged 

existing ones, around the tents and goods. Beyond the huts, when required to keep out 

thieves or wild animals, a thom or brush borna fence ringed aW7 Arab traders travelling in 

62 Burton. "Lake Regions", 159; Price, Pnvate M. 126. 18 Oct.. 1877; Last to Wright. Zanzibar. 14 June, 
1878, CMS CA6f014; Hassing & Bennett, "A Journey Across Tanganyika", 133. 

63 Hassing & Bennett, "A Iourney Across Tanganyika*', 134; Moloney. With CaotainStarrs. 54. 

64 Burton. "Lake Regions", 13940.209; idem. LakeRaetons, 244. 245; Thomson. To the C& A i r t c a  
. . 

La&, 1,287. 

66 Moloney, Yi th C- 33; French-Sheldon, v, 1 15; Lloyd. 1-î 44; E. E. 
Hassforther, "An Account of a Journey through N. W. German East Africa in 1913-14", m, 61 (Sept., 1963), 
210. 

67 Burton. Lake reg ion^, 55-6.245, Price. Private Journal, 126-7. 18 Oct.. 1877; Decle, Ttuee Years, 321; 
Charles Stewart Smith, "Explorations in Zanzibar Dominions", in Royal Geographical Society, Su~~lementarv 
Papeq. II (1889), 107. 



large caravans with their women set up camp siightly differently. Each trader and his wivcs 

had a tent surrounded by a s h d o w  drain, and shielded by cloth screens or g r a s  enclosures, 

like a private compound, ensuring a degree of protection from prying eye@ 

Aithough porters were experts at efficient camp construction, sanitary facilities were 

non-existent and, at regularly used makambi, where up to two thousand or more people might 

be crowded together at one time,69 conditions quickly deteriorated. The heavily used camp 

site at Mvumi was, wrote Hore, "not uniike a dirty bare common in England," and was 

"horrible with the filth and refuse and ashes of many caravans." Stairs descnbed the 

Mpwapwa camp site as "dirty and na~seat ing."~~ Accumulated excrement and rubbish in old 

camps contributed to outbreaks of disease such as smallpox, dysentery, cholera, and tick 

borne fever. The threat of disease as weii as the general füth and srneil led some European 

caravan leaders to avoid hem,  or to minirnize their stay to twenty four hours or  les^.^' When 

conditions became intolerable after a few months of use, the remedy was to destroy the 

camps by fire. Travellers noted the charred remains of huts and borna fences at camp sites 

dong the roads, although often this was the unintentional consequence of fires left burning 

after a caravan's departure, or perhaps accidents. 72 

Porters organized themselves so that an efficient division of labour minimized the 

tirne and effort required for camp chores. Thomson's Waungwana quickiy establishrd ordrr 

at camp sites where no huts were available: 

In half m hour an entire village was run up with surprising dexterity. The men had aiready separatcd 
themselves into messes, for mutual convenience and cornfort, and by the division and organization of 

Burton, LakeRenions. 184; Cameron, m, 1- 47, 108; Moloney. v, 54. 

69 Hassing and Bennett, "A Jomey  Across Tanganyika", 141. 

70 Sissons, "Economic Rosperity". 1 16, quoting James B. Wolf. ed., Mission- to Tan~anvi ka. 1877-1 888 
(London, 1971). 36; Konczacki, Victorian Ex~lorer, 204,4 Aug., 189 1. See also Price, Private Journal, 86, 9 
Sept., 1877; French-Sheldon, Sultan to Sultan, t 80, 190. 

71 Ruen. The Arab and the African , 18 1 (referring to Stokes); French-Sheldon, Sultan to Sultan, 148; Roscoc. 
Twen tv-Five Years, 14. Stairs also noted how porters sometimes inadvertend y poltuted water supplies from 
cistems. See Konczacki, Victorian Ex~lorer, 208, IO Aug., 1891. 

72 Burton, Lake Reeions, 241,245, 167 ; Cameron, Across Africa, 1, 138. 



their labours the most remarkabte resuits were achieved. On arriving in camp each man in  a particular 
mess or 'khambi' knew exactiy what to do. One as cook got out his pot, made a fire, and commenced 
boiling water for the rice or other cereal; a second went foraging for the food; others, again ... 
commenced building a hut or shed. Of these, one man would prepare the ground; a second bring poles; 
a ttiird g r a s  for thatching; while numbers four and five wodd do the building. The g r a s  for beds 
would then be hid in. By the time this was finished the mess meal was ready, and they could sit down 
under cover and enjoy it in defiance of wiad and rain. The rapidity with which a whole camp was run 
up was really rnarve~lous.~~ 

A M e r  advanrage of such cooperation was that each kambi (in its second sense: mess, or 

"kitchen association," in Keletso Atkins' phrase) had access to a greater variety of foodstuffs 

shared among its members than if each individual porter, perhaps with his wife, was 

responsible for his own purchashg and cooking arrangernenr~.~~ Another account of the 

cooperative division of labour, frorn the northem route. highiights advantages for cooking: 

After a suitable place has been found for the night ... the porters put their msigo Poads] down in thc 
middle of i t  and go out, some to find firewood, others to get water in pots and pails and somc to 
prepare for cooking, Le. three Stones are put together for a hearth on to which is put a thick-walled 
earthen cooking pot. After the others group themselves around a f re  the five to six man suong 
cooking club receives their rations comrnunally. While the food is cooking, a banana is eatcn. a piece 
of sugar-cane is chewed ... or a cob of corn is roasted in the fire. 75 

When women were present they carried out much of this labour. They pounded or ground 

grain, cooked meals, cut wood, and attended to numerous other camp chores such as washing 

clothes, while their tired men recovered from the march. 76 

The cornmon small group expenence of work and play, eating and sleeping, ruid 

sometimes strikes and desertions, made for very close bonds among porters in a kumbi. It is 

iikely that in each group porters were tied by family relationships, ongin in the same village. 

or pnor experience travelling together. Speke came to this conclusion when he tried to 

integrate Sultan Majid's slave gardeners (supplied as porters) with his professional 

- .  
73 Thomson. To the C m a l  Ahjcan 1 .- 1.95. For si milar accounts see Burton. Lêke Reeipns. 244; 
Cameron, Across Afriw I,38; Pruen, The Arab a& the-, 1734; Decle, mec Y=, 321 ; Lloyd. h 
Dwarf Land, 44; Konczacki. Vic- 207. 

74 Watt, oe S~V-, 39. 

75 Car1 Claus von der Decken. Reisen in d m 9  bis 1865 - .  ed. Otto Kersten (Graz. 1978, 
1st cd., 1869), 1.232. 

76 Burton, LakeReeions, 246; James Augustus Grant, A Walk A c r A f n c a  (Edinbwgh. 1864),43; 
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Waungwana by rearranging the various kambi of his caravan. The effort was a failure. The 

Wawgwuna insisted on keeping the mnknmbi intact.77 Just as important as pre-existing 

relationships was the camaraderie of the safari experience and the karnbi, a point noted by 

Atkins for the very different context of the "kitchen associations" of Zulu migrant workers in 

NataL78 Real obligations to work-mates and deep friendships resulted from shared cooking, 

eating, and socializing in the fire side circle of the kambi and, as  in the urban cenues of 

Natal, any efforts by employers to disrupt these v o l u n t q  associations would be resisted. 

The work culture of the central routes was reinforced across the numerous ethnic 

groups involved in porterage by observance of and participation in artistic performance. 

Music and dance were central to camp life and, dong with story telling, expressed and 

transmitted the experiences and interests of portersm79 The history of music and dance in 

Tanunia, Iliffe writes, "illustrates ... the mingling of people~."~* For porters the k h i  was 

the focus of social life and cultural Me. "When camp is reached, not the public shelter. not 

the chief s compound, not the white man's tent, but the campfire becomes the point toward 

which al1 converge ..."SI In the evening small groups of porters sat around their fires, 

conversing, singing and telling tales. A few had simple stringed instruments with which thcy 

accompanied themselves in Song. Moloney even heard some of his porters singing tunes 

such as 'The Bay of Biscay", "Home, Sweet Home", and "God Save the Queen," which thcy 

77 Speke. Journal, 52. 

78 Atkins writes of ZUIU migrant "kitchen associations": "...these interpersonal relations united the differen~ 
parties in the duties of friendship, brotherhood, and matters of social import. Masters [employers] who held this 
custom in iittle account, or who attempted to deprive African workers of the deep emotional satisfaction as wetl 
as the sociai support it provided, encouncered spiriteù resistance." Keletso E. Atkins, The Moon is Dead! Give 
t Is Our m e v ! :  The CULlllfal Oneins Work Ethic . . (Portsmouth NH & London, 1993 ), 122. 

79 Dance has played a major role in Tanzania's history, acting as a unifying force. but expressing social change 
and regional cultural innovation. For some of this history see N. V. Rounce, "The Banyamwezi at Home". n.d.. 
RH MSS .Afr.s.424, 300-1; R. de 2. Hall, "The Dance Societies of the Wasukuma as seen in the Maswa 
District", TNR, 1 (March 1936), 94-6; Terence O. Ranger, 'The Movement of Ideas, 1850-1 939", i n  1. N. 
Kimambo and A. J. Temu, eds., A History of Tanzania (Nairobi, 1 969), 167-8:idem, Dance and Societv in  
Eastern Africa 1890-1970: the Beni 'Neorna' (London, 1975); Iliffe. A Modern History of Tanganyika, passim. 

80 John Iliffe. A Modem H ~ S ~ O N  of Tangpnvika (Carnbtidge. 1979). 35. 
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had picked up while serving on British ships in the Indian 0 c e a - 1 . ~ ~  Examples such as bis 

show how porous cultural boundaries were. Garnes were popular. Many Nyamwezi were 

avid gamblers, either playing bao or "heads and tails." Zanzibaris on Stanley's Emin Pasha 

expedition played a game "very like draughts," no doubt bao. In another caravan some 

porters even played cards.83 When the camp was situated in the wildemess, with just a 

roughly built thom or log enclosure to keep wild anirnals out, few moved away from the t k .  

T h e  more timid become like Scheherazade's sister in The Arabian Nights. They keep 

asking for stones and more stones to take their rninds frorn the howling and whining shapes 

that flit through the darkness outside," Fortie wrote. Johnson described his porters as 

"interminable story-tellers." The performance involved audience participation. with the 

listeners helping out the less gifted. The subjects rnight include earlier safaris, perilous 

adventures with wild animals or hostile villagers, the fate of old cornrades, or accounts of the 

character and mannensms of employers. One missionary found that a good way to please his 

men was to read them a Swahili tale? 

Always, porters found extra energy, "the astonishing resilience of Africans," and held 

vigorous dances, sornetimes in larger groups.85 On the bigger occasions young men and 

women from nearby villages might attend. The Waiîngwana of one RGS expedition were 

dedicated dancers, and "danced themselves to sleep" most nights. 86 Nyarnwezi pagazi, a l - i r  

82 Burton. LakeReeions. 249; Roscoe. -, 55: François Coulbois. w é e s  au T m  . . (Limoges, 190 l), 19-20; Tucker, E-en Years, 28-9; Thomson, To the Cewal Atnfa&&& 1, 166; 
Moloney, -, 105. 

83 Burton, 
* - 

,462; T. H. Parke, M y  Pers-ces in  F- as M e b a l  Ot ticer of 
fie E m i n  (London, 189 11,327.6 Dec., 1888; Rice, Private loucnal, 127, 18 Oct., 1877. 
For Tanzanian card games see M. M. Hartnoll, "Some African Pastimes", 'I'NR, 5 (Apt31 1938), 32-3. 

84 Fortie. . . 
, 30; WiIliam Percival Johnson, MY -es 1875- 1895 (Westpon 

Conn., 1970, 1st ed. London, 1924), 94; Watt, In, 159-60; Last to Whiting, Mamboya, 4 Oct., 1881, 
CMS G3 A6fOl. 

The phrase is Ililfe's, in A Modern Historv, 250. 

86 Burton, Lake Regions, 248; Johnston <O Kirk Liwela, 25 May. 1879, Johnston Corr., RGS. For descriptions 
see Thomson, To the Centrai African Lakes, 1,95-6. 178-9; II, 206-7. 



long and exhausting marches, revived themselves and danced into the night, keeping the 

rhythm by drum beat, clapping and stamping.87 Along with Song, the catharsis of dance was 

central to the celebration of important occasions. such as amival at a long sought destination, 

or the fareweil of a caravan on a long wilderness joumey.88 Minstrels and itinerant dancers 

some times visited caravan campsites, providing high calibre entertainmen t for deligh ted 

porters.89 

The other major social activity was the consumption of psychoactive substances, or 

"'dmgs" in modem western usage? These included tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and, more 

rarely, d a t ~ r a . ~ l  The use of the first three was widespread in many Tanzanian societies 

during the nineteenth century. Tobacco was traded along the central routes, the major region 

of production being ükutu.92 In the interior alcohol usually came in the form of pombr, 

which was locally produced.93 

Here 1 wiU discuss cannabis 0nly.9~ In East Africa Arabs and Africans smoked il in 

large water pipes, the former with tobacco, and the latter without.95 Among other peoples, 

87 John Hanning Speke, w - e d  to the Discovery of the Source of the Nile (Edinburgh and London. 1864). 
269-70; Burton, -, 248-9. 

- .  
88 Stanley & Neame, 7, 145.27 DE.. 1876; Thomson. Po the Central Atman 1 . a k  1.90; 11. 
206-7. 

89 Moloney, Wiih Cap- 89-90. 
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92 Hore, To Lake Taneanvih, 102; Andrew Roberts, 'Nyarnwezi Trade", in Richard Gray and David 
Birmingham, eds.. Pre-Colonial Afi-ican Trade (London, 1970), 57-8. 

93 For pornbe see chaprer 4. For porters and pombe see Burton, Lake Reeionâ 81; Thomson, To the Cenual 
African L a k a ,  1,256; Wolf, Central African Diaries, 247; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, Custorns of the Swahili 
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Kilwa. S e e  Andrew Sherratt, "Alcohol and its Alternatives: Symbol and Substance in Pre-Indusuial Cultures", 



the Nyarnwezi were regular users of bangi. In Nyarnwezi society bangi use was a signficmt 

part of male bonding, and for the same reason porters regularly smoked together. The 

wamiors of rugaruga regiments smoked bangi to enhance combativeness and ferocity in 

battle.96 Ordinary Nyamwezi men - there is no mention of women smoking anything 

except tobacco - smoked bungi in their village iwmza or men's club.g7 There is ample 

evidence that porters smoked cannabis while on safari, often expressed in tenns of m o r d  

condemnation. Bunon noted they might smoke bangi or tobacco when having breaks during 

the march, and between meals when in camp. Stanley wrote of his porters on the 1874-6 

expedition, "They smoke bmghy und  they literaily fali down half smothered." Such escape 

was hardly surprising given the terrible conditions the explorer's style of travel exposed hem 

to. Dunng the return of Stanley's Emin Pasha Relief expedition, Nyarnwezi porters ground 

cannabis (leaves?) to a powder and then took it as a snuff, or chewed it "half roasted," as wcll 

as smoking the leaf in large pipes. Casati believed that the Nyamwezi learned the use of "the 

fatal hasheesh from Zanzibar Arabs. This is ahnost certainly incorrect, and not only because 

hashish as opposed to marijuana was unknown in Tanzania. Stokes' great canvan in 1890 

included many "wretched bhang smoker[sjl' among the porters. Stairs believed the "craze for 

smoking hemp" contributed to illness among his porters during the fist weeks of travrl 

before they became conditioned.g8 Clearly cannabis use seen in this light divened atiention 

in Goodman, Lovejoy & Shenatt, -; Burton, LakeReeions, 81 (quote), 323, 343,456; idem. 
"Lake Regions", 224; Smith, '-Explorations in Zanzibar Dominions", f 1 I . 
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from the real causes of illness. During the first days of Reichard7s joumey up-country he  wÿs 

frequently surprised by the cries of ecstatic hernp smokers: 

The smoker quickly draws three to four puffs one &ter the ofher through the gwgling water and, when 
he has expelled the ... smoke with raw ... coughs, he begins to utter his own special cry in the suangest 
falsetto tone: one a cry like a child, another sings a phrase such as 'njamera matimanumda timonumda 
njemu," which means roughly, 'hemp smoking is beautifid.' The third barks in talsetto like a jackal 
*woa' woa", another utters his war or vavel narne, always in f a l ~ e t t o . ~ ~  

When a missionary commented to a Nyamweù bmgi smoker that he was "making a great 

noise over it," the reply included a cultural defence: "God told them to smoke Bhang." An 

old Sukuma Song aSSeN the superiority of bangi over tobacco. and bmgi users over casud 

smokers: 

1 put Indian hemp in my pipe, 
Because 1 like to smoke it. 
Tobacco is not to be compared with it. 
My friends, mix it with the cmst 
Inside the cooking pot and we will srnoke. 
The tobacco smokers will fa11 down. 
If you tell h e m  before, 'It is suong,' 
They do not Men.  
They smoke and sleep with open eyes.loO 

Food, Water, and Famine 

One of the themes of this study concems the most basic of human concems: how to 

ensure some degree of food security, and how to obtain adequate provisions and water in the 

short tenn. This was a central question for both caravan leaders and porters. A careful 

selection of routes, and the use of the provisioning systems ouùined in chapter six, were 

usuaiiy adequate in normal years to ensure basic provisions for caravan personnel over the 

course of a joumey. Even when famine on a local level prevailed porters. being mobile, wcre 

usually able to march on to a district with a surplus. The same applied for water shortages. 

Last 465, 3 Nov., 1872; and Palmer to Whitehouse, 12 Sept,, 1880, LMS 3/3/A, for an accident 
involving a porter "intoxicated by bhang." 

Reichard, "Die Wanjamuesi", 328. For other descriptions of smoking practices see Copplestone to Wigram. 
Uyui, 22 May, 1881, CMS G3A6/01; Burton, LakeReerons, 81; Casati, Ten Y-, II, 297-8; 
Raymond, "Native Materia Medica", 74. 
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In October, 1876 there was no food for sale in Mpwapwa "except at very great distances and 

at extraordinary prices." The demand of porters, therefore, was to move on. In October, 

1880, when H o d s  caravan ran into difficulties in the Mgunda Mkali because two water 

holes had unexpectedly dried up, they were able to survive by making a series of forced 

marches. 101 During the infrequent years of major famine these strategies were not enough to 

meet the food needs of porters, who were therefore forced to resort to extreme measures, or 

starve. And starve they sometimes did. Porters on the road were among the most vulnerable 

when famine struck because as strangers they lacked deep access to local resources. Their 

local support networks such as utani were not strong enough to guarantee aid when people 

along the routes were themselves starving. This was the case during the 1884-5 famine in 

Usagara and Ugogo. An obvious option was not to travel at such times. When famine was 

widespread caravan traffic was considerably reduced. But travelling was often necessary if 

famine conditions prevailed over a large region. Travelling could not be avoided when a 

caravan might be two or more years away from home. This was the achilles heel of the long 

distance caravan system. 

When porters had to find their own provisions, they had three options. They could 

buy food with their posho allowance from peasants who brought their produce to recognized 

markets or caravan stops. Second, they could visit neighbouring or more distant settlements 

in order to buy food, or forage in the countryside around their camp sites, taking whatever 

they could find from fields, drawing the risk of retaliation from aggrieved farmers. The third 

option was to hunt game, collect edible wild plants, and fish in the rivers and lakes along the 

routes. The section begins with a discussion of food and drinking water during normal timcs 

- what porters ate and drank along the road, and how they obtained it. I then consider the 

options available when harsh conditions prevailed. The section concludes with a brief look at 

the 1884-5 famine. 

lol  Mackay to Wright. Mpwapwa. 14 Oct., 1876. CMS CA61016: Clark to Wright, Mpwapwa, 4 Nov., 1876. 
CMS CA6107; Edward Coode Hore, m v i k a :  Eleven Years in Central Africa (London, 1892). 173. 



A porter's diet was monotonous, although there were occasional treats. Despite 

preferences according to place of origin, religion, and customary taboos, survival and hralth 

depended on adaptability. Preferences and taboos were ignored when necessq.  When 

marching porters ate only one or two meah per d q ,  but on rest days they ate as frequently 

and as much as possible. Porters aniving at a well stocked village after a march through 

desert or famine stricken country were able to consume enormous quantities of grain, 

vegetables, meat, honey and other foodsniffs. '02 As descnbed above. the meal was prepared 

and eaten in a small group of five to ten porters. The normal daily ration under the kibaba 

system was one kibaba (one and a half pounds) of grain. The stapie food for most was uguli, 

a stiff pomdge of flour and water, with a Little salt added. Meat, fish or vegetables 

supplemented it if available. When porters were too exhausted or hungry to pound or grind 

grain, they boiied it whole. This filled the stomach, but was difficult to digest, and perhaps 

limited in nutritional value.1°3 The Nyamwezi preferred ugali made with sorghum flour, 

alrhough millet or maize were acceptable, and sometimes they ate rice. 1" Swahili porters aie 

a basic diet of maize and beans, bean stew with meat once or twice a week, or rice. 

Waungwana ate mostiy nce, with meat or dried fish when possible.lO5 Rice for a whole 

caravan was packed in sixty pound makanda (Swahili, sing.: kanda), long matting bags, and, 

l m  Burton, Lake, 246; Thomson, To t h e a n  JLakes. 1,208-9; Watt, 10 die Hem, 157; . . . . 
Moloney, With Cl- Stab,  33; Stanley & Neame, E m o n  D u ,  55. 
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in French-Sheldon's caravan, enough for the first eight or nine days was carried. When 

Zungornero was an important stop, it was the last place before Unymwezi where rice could 

be purchased. I M  Thus the evidence agrees with Ehret's conclusion based on the linguistic 

context regarding the introduction of rice into the East African interior, that it must have been 

"a very important element in caravan provi~ioning."1~~ Porters also consumed grain in the 

f o m  of pombe when this was available at camp stops and in the towns, according to the 

common practice in the interior. 108 

The other basic food was cassava. However, the root had a major disadvantage for 

travellers. Several references to cassava poisoning in the nineteenth century show bat  some 

porters were unfamiliar with preparation of the more toxic bitter varieties, or took chances 

with their lives due to Iack of t h e  for the long soaking process necessary to make toxic bitter 

cassava safe. The result was cyanide poisoning which caused attacks of the epidemic 

paralytic disease known as konzo .log If properly prepared cassava was safe. Decle's porters 

bought cassava flour en route between Ujiji and Tabora, which they ate without il1 effects. l l0 

But about 1870 the 4,000 suong combined caravan of Tippu Tip and his associates was 

devastated by the effects of cassava poisoning from a bitter variety after passing through 

rnountainous and famine svicken Urungu at the south end of Lake Tanganyika. This variety 

required soaking for six or seven days before fermentation and then drying, after which the 

lo7 C. Ehret, bbEast AWcan Words and Things: Agriculturai Aspects of Economic Transformation in the 
Nineteenth Century", in B. A. Ogot, ed.. a Cen- (Nairobi, 1983, 158. 

- .  . . - .  Burton. Lake, 81; ïhomson. Tp the C- 1.256; Wolf, -, . - 247; Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari, 114. 

See the recent research on konzo and other diseases related to the consumption of cyanide from improperly . . 
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P. Howlett, G. Brubaker, N. Mlingi, and H. Rosiing, "A Geographical Cluster of Konzo in Tanzania", lsuadd 

Geo-al Neurolopy, 2 (1992),102-108; Mayambu Banea, Nigel H. Poulter, and Hans 
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Bulletin. 14.2 (1992), 137-143; N. V. Mlingi, V. D. Assay, A. B. M. Swai, D. G. McLarty, H. Karlen and H. 
Rosling, "Determinants of Cyanide Exposure from Cassava in a Konzo- affected Population in Northern 
Tanzania", International Journal of Food Sciences and Nutrition 44 (1993), 137-144. 
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cassava could be safely consumed. But starving Nyamwezi and slave porters chewed the 

roots raw, or roasted them unsoaked. The next moming hundreds of porten were stricken 

with vomiting and diarrhoea Forty porters died. Many others were saved, Tippu Tip 

believed, by eating a broth of peppers, ginger, and goat meat. A second reported case 

occurred when the survivors of the Emin Pasha expedition were in Karagwe in August, 1889. 

Two young porters, ravenous and impatient, died in agony after eating raw roots purchased 

locally, despite several earlier warnings from their more expenenced cornrades. Waungwunn 

porters of the same expedition had earlier become dl with cassava poisoninp when travelling 

up the Congo river. In a third case, in one day in December, 1894, eight starving porters of 

the CMS Uganda caravan died in Irarnba country after eating "a poisonous root." alrnost 

cenainly bitter cassava. Numerous others were very sick. AU of these cases occurred in 

contexts of hunger and almost certainly a low protein intake, both associated with konzo .' 
Porters added whatever vegetables, sweet potatoes, nuts and other foods they could 

obtain to eat with the high bulk staple. Posho went further with the addition of edible herbs 

and roots collected in the vicinity of camps. During the rainy season uavellers could collect 

mushrooms in the pori or bush country. When locust swarms appeared Nyamwezi and 

Sukuma porters aie the insects. Hungry porters ate wild fruits and termites as famine food. 

But the most sought after addition to the pot was meat. For some people the opportunitirs for 

meat consumption dong the road were better than at home, according to Burton, and this was 

one inducement to work as a porter.113 There were two sources: domestic animais and wild 

animals. From the first category, goat meat was popular. Although too expensive for the 

Tippu Tip. 49-51.8 62-3: Heinnch Brode, Tjppoo Tb:  of his Car= i n  Central A t n u  
- .  

own A c c o w  tran. H. Havelock (London, 1907), 64; Casati, II. 286; 
Parke, My Pers-, 494; Lloyd, mwarfba, 96. Bontinck quotes Didderich and Delcornmune 
on deaths of porters from cassava poisoning during the Belgian expedition to Katanga in 1891 and 1892. See 
François Bontinck, trans. and ed., L'autobi~gra~hie de Hamed ben Mohammed el-Murjebi T i ~ p o  T ~ D  k a .  1840- 
19051 (Bruxelles, 1974)- 22 1, n. 198. 

l2  Burton. Lake Regionp, 495; Copplestone to Lang, Uyui, 4 Mar., 1882. CMS G3A6/01; Mtoro bin Mwinyi 
Bakxi, Customs of the Swahili, 140; Speke, Jorn& 88, 15-20 Dec., 1860. 

1 1 3  Burton, Lake Remons, 463. 



average carrier, headmen occasionally bought a goat and divided i t  Fowls were 

considered taboo by the Nyamwezi, but they were known to break the custom and eat them 

on journeys. Waungwana poners ate them regularly. 115 On special occasions, such as the 

day before departure or on arriva1 at a destination, and after especially hard marches, the 

caravan leader would slaughter an ox and distribute the meat among the porters- At market 

rowns porters might be able to buy pieces of beef from a local herder. When Baumann's 

caravan defeated the Mbugwe in March, 1892, the 250 captured cattle kept his porters and 

askari in meat for months. Elton's cornpanion Cotterill captures the seriousness with 

which hard working porters dealt with the carcass of a young bullock: 

Nothing could better describe han certain well-known passages in Homer the busy scene of slaughter 
and skinning and cutting up, and roasting entrails and titbits, suung upon spi ts with ai ternate laycrs of 
fat. Libations and meat ofierings are wanting in the African cerernony. The final scene is alike in both 
cases. Until 'dl love of meat and drink is Iost' they feast and make meny through the livelong night, 
cramming down their ttiroats huge lumps of haif-baked flesh, until the whole beast - be it cow. or 
zebra, or rhinoceros - has vanished. except a few cracked. marrowless, blackened bones. l7 

Success in hunting led to the same activities. When Gleerup shot a giraffe near 

Kondoa in Usagara, towards the end of a long journey to the coast, "al l e  carriers came 

running with their knives ready and shouting their gratitude ..." Hundreds of porters quickly 

gathered around to compete for pieces of meat. The Watts' poners devoured a zebra in an 

evening after a senes of hard marches on short rations. A successful buffalo hunt in Ugalla 

by some of Cameron's porters forced a delay to the journey until al1 the meat was brought to 

camp and divided.118 The shooting of an elephant might mean two or three days and nights 

spent drying the meat in hot ashes, or smoking it on a platform over a slow fire, to carry on 

l4 Baumann. Plllch 15; Pmen, The and A m ,  173. 

Ashe. I w o  Kugs oiUgju&, 303; Parke. Mv Personal-. 469. 14 Aug.. 1889. 

l6 von der Decken. û s t - A m ,  1.228. ïï. 9; Elton. Travels and 395; Ruen, The Asah 
andthe 125; Baumann, Durch 25-6. 

l7 Elton. Travels and. 395. A similar scene is described in von der Decken, b n  in Ost-Afrh.  
[I. 9. 

. . l 8  Hassing & Bennett, "A Journey Anoss Tanganyika". 145; Watt, I n l W h t L  lhe 1151; Cameron. a A t m .  
1, 214. 



the journey. Three of four pounds of smoked meat, an unobjectionable addition to the load, 

would then be carried on long sticks "like gigantic kababs." I lg  When Stanley shot 

successively a giraffe, an antelope, five zebra, a buffalo and a wildebeest after a period of 

short rations, some of his Nyamwezi porters added nearly 35 pounds of dned meat to rheir 

Loads.l*O For the Muslim Swahili and Wawigwma certain game presented religious 

difficulties. Wild boar, warthogs and hippopotami were considered unclean, and so were 

norrnally left to Nyamwezi caravan members. None of Carneron's men would bring in a wild 

boar shot near the Ugalla river. "Only the faithful are down on their luck," Elton wrote after 

a successful buffalo hunt Despite "almost starving" the Muslim members of the party would 

not eat the meat because "no me believer was present to 'halal' either beast. They are alr~ id  

of each other's t0ngues."~21 But dunng hard times on the road pnnciples of pollution were 

often suspended out of necessity. lu  The same applied to the eating of carrion. The 

Nyarnwezi were known to eat lion kills and putrid meai others would not touch, despite the 

possible consequences. Reichard considered the practice the enjoyment of "racy" behaviour. 

More likely it was a cultural adaptation to drcades of safari expenence.123 Less commonly, 

nver pools provided fish, which were smoked in large quantities to provide food for the road. 

The Sukuma made full use of this option, many living close to Lake Victoria and thus being 

-- 

l9 F. L. M. Moir, After Livingstone: An Afncan Trade Romance (London, rd.) ,  103. The same process for a 
buffalo took a complete day: EIton, Travels and Researcha, 375, 2 Dec., 1577. Various techniques for smoking 
and drying meat are described in Burton, Lake Reeions, 463. 

12* Stanley, Throueh the Dark Continent. 1. 104. 

121 Cameron, Across Aftica, 1,204; Elton, Travels and researches, 375. 2 Dec., 1877. 

lZ2 For examples of "backsliding" see Stanley & Neame. Ex~loration Diaries, 44. 1 1  Jan., 1875 (wild boar); 
Moloney, With Ca~tain Stairs, 96-7 (hippopotarnus). 

l 3  For discussion and examples see James Christie, Çholera Eoidernics in East Africa &ondon, 1876), 3 1 1 ;  
Wolf, Centra1 African Diaries, 41, 18 July, 1878; Reichard, 'Die Wanjarnuesi", 322. 



used to a fish diet  Up caravans frorn the Coast sometimes cmied dried shark into the interior 

for use as a side dish. '24 

Although gathering, hunting and fishing met some food needs, porters relied heavily 

on being able to purchase foodstuffs frorn the surplus of peasants dong the routes. The 

marketing system in nineteenth century Tanganyika was relatively undeveloped comprired 

with, for instance, that in much of North or West Africa. Nevertheless, most peoples of 

Tanganyika were familiar with permanent or temporary markets. l* The most developed 

markets were in the north-east region and dong the established caravan routes, where 

commercial activities were most pronounced, and market values were relatively standardized, 

although subject to great variations according to supply and demand. 126 Porters found 

markets of some sort where food stuffs were available at rnost of the bigger villages and 

towns dong the central routes. In these places, such as Zungomero, Mdolo, Mpwapwa, 

Tura, Tabora, Msene, Ujiji, and rnany other places, there was littie problem obtaining food 

during normal times, except perhaps at the end of the dry season, although prices could 

fluctuate greatly.12' Much of this is known in outline to histonans, although no srrious study 

of nineteenth century markets or market response exists for the central routes, with the 

exception of Carol Sissons' work on the Gogo and Beverly Brown's on Ujiji. lts Elsewherc 

Burton, "Lake Regions7*, 178; idem, Lake Renions, 221; Ashe. Chronicles of Ueanda, 137-8; Ruen. B 
Arab and the Afican , 150-1; William G. Stairs, 'De  Zanzibar au Katanga: Journal du Capitaine Stairs (1890- 
1891)", Le Conno Illustre, 2 (1893), 71. 

O. F. Raurn, "German East Afiica: Changes in Anican Tribal Life Under German Administration. 1882- 
1914", in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver. eds., History of East Africa (Oxford, 1965). II, 196-7, for 
introductory cornrnents. 

126 For north-east Tanzania and the northern route see sumar i e s  in Helge Kjekshus, Ecoloev Convol and 
Eçanomic Develo~ment in East African Historv (London, Ibadan, Nairobi, Lusaka, 1977). I l  1-16; Juhani 
Koponen, Peo~le and Production in Late Precolonial Tanzania: History and Structures (JyvSkyl2, 1988), 1033. 
118-9; Isaria N. Kimarnbo, 'Environmental Control and Hunger i n  the Mountains and Plains of Nineteenth- 
Century Northeastern Tanzania", in Gregory Maddox, James Giblin & Isaria N. Kimambo, eds., Custobns of 
fie J.& E c o l w  Cu- of Historv (London, 1996), 71-95. 

ln Sm. for instance, Cameron, Across 1, 122. on the difference in prices in Ugogo in 1873 cornparcd 
with Burton's tirne. 
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1800- 1913" (Ph.D. Dissertation, Boston University, 1973). See my comments in chapter four. There is a bricf 
discussion of the demand for foodstuffs created by the caravan vade and farmer response in Unyamwezi in 



in populated districts peasants commonly brought their surplus produce to the camp sites to 

seli to caravan mernbers.129 In 1857 the thriving peasant economy of Rumuma and orher 

places along the routes in the Usagara and Rubeho mountains supplied caravans with k i r  

needs, after leaner days on the rnarch from the Coast. "Here, for the Fist the , "  Burton wrote, 

"the country people descended in crowds from the W s ,  b ~ g i n g  fowls, hauling along small 

... goats, lank sheep, and fine bullocks - the latter worth twelve cloths - and carrying on 

their heads basket-platters full of voiandzeia, bajri, beans, and the Aruchis hypogoea ..."130 

The same applied in much of Ugogo. At Ziwa, the oasis on the eastem fringe of Ugogo, and 

the first major provisioning place after the Marenga Mkali, porters could buy builocks, sheep, 

goats, pouluy, watermelons, pumpkins, honey, buttermilk. whey, curded rnilk, and flour. l 3 '  

Twenty years later Hutley wrote of Mvumi, ' W e  had not arrived in camp long before it was 

thronged with people anxious to sel1 food, some with meal others with nuts, goats. sheep, Fit, 

etc.," and soon after, in Mstumbuyu: 'The camp at an early hour was thronged by the natives 

anxious to sel1 their goods, of which they brought a great variety"132 In many places 

peasants continued to respond in the same way dunng the early years of colonial rule. In 

1893 near the village of Unyonga, in south-west Buha, villagers approached Decle's caravan 

to s e l  potatoes and cassava flour. Nearby, in the Muserere river valley, a market was held on 

the path, with salted meat, potatoes, millet. bananas and other produce for sale to passing 

porters. '33 

- - -  

Alfred C. Unomah and J. B. Webster, "East Africa: the Expansion of Commerce", in  John E. Flint, ed.. & 
o p  of A f m  (London, 1976), V, 296-7. 

29 See the discussion of peasant response to the demand for foodsmffs created by caravans and British 
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I3I  Bunon. Lake reg ion^, 182. See also && 81-2, 153.445. 166-7.448.449. 

132 Wolf* Central African Diaria, 34, 17 June, 1878.36.20 June, 1878. For sirnilar accounts from Ugogo sre 
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When peasants did not bring their surplus to the porters, and in Urnes of shonage, 

when there was Little surplus to be had, porters had to tramp around villages, hamlets and 

homesteads in the neighbourhood of camp sites to find food to buy, or forage across the 

countryside and dong the marguis of fields, coliecting edibles or steaLing whatever they 

could get away with. If there had been earlier altercations between porters and peasants then 

a chief might forbid his or her people to visit camp sites, forcing porters to "send about the 

country" to obtain provisions.13s In any case, porters visited villagers who provided services, 

such as gnnding grain, for a small fee. Inevitably there were disagreements, and sometirnrs 

violence, when hungry porters plundered local food supplies, or carried a high hand, or were 

themselves abused or insulted. Caravan personnel were vulnerable in these circumstances, 

scattered across the countryside in smali groups.136 The potential for senous conîlict is 

evident in cases such as when Tippu Tip's immense caravan, three thousand strong, reached 

the village of Mtowa, in December 188 1. A missionary observed 

Of course in such a collection ... there are a great many ruffians & plundering of the natives 
consequently is very cornmon, in which matter the Arabs themselves are not blame-less for the rations 
they disuibute to their men are far from being sufficient. On account of this they have very nearly 
corne in coIiision with the Waguha & should it occur it would be a terrible disaster. The whole of the 
councry would rise against their oppressors like one man 

The follawing example shows how a relatively trivial incident could precipitate a serious 

conflict. During Tippu Tip's third great journey to eastem Zaire circa 1870, when in Ugalla, 

the Nyarnwezi and Waungwana carriers in his small advance caravan spread out to get their 

millet pounded for the seven day trek across the uninhabited country stretching to Simba's in 

Ukonongo. One man, a slave from the Coast, complained of being attacked without 

provocation in Riova's village &ter some grain was spilled. A confrontation resulted. with 

l M  Mackay to Wright, Mpwapwa, 14 Oct.. 1876. CMS CA61016; Moloney. With C-, 33: Baumann. 
Durch Maâsailand. 15. 

135 Carneron, pcross Afm, I,95; Sissons. b'Economic Prosperity". 93. 

As Gleerup noted of porters passing Lhrough Uvinza, who were in great risk of being killed if thefts (rom 
tields occurred. See "A Journey Across Tanganyika", 134-5. For an example of Gogo villagers beating porters 
who had probably stolen food from them, see Konczacki, Vic- 21 1, 20 Aug., 1891. 

137 Griffith to Whitehouse. Uguha, 24 Jan.. 1881. LMS 411lA. 



numerous deaths on both sides. It appeared that Tippu Tip and his people would al1 be killed. 

Then another of his caravans arrived, and the village was captured. But at least seven more 

porters were killed in the nearest villages, and sixty Nyamwezi porters and some of the 

trader's slaves deserted, hearing of the fight, and retumed to Unyanyernbe. After a few days 

the remaining members of the two caravans were attacked by a large force of Galla and 

Konongo warriors under chief Taka, brother of Riova. This tirne the victory of the traders 

with their slaves and porters was complete. i38 The outcome of such incidents very much 

depended on the diplomatic skills of caravan leaders and local chiefs, 139 and on the balance 

of power which - with the exception of very well armed and led caravans - usually lay 

with the peoples of the intenor. 

When negotiations broke down death stared porters in the face. Belligerency on both 

sides, or failure to compensate vdlagers for thefts by porters, could lead to the partial or 

complete destruction of a caravan and the massacre of its work-force. A large Arab caravan 

from Tanga, trading in the region e s t  of Lake Victoria, and armed with 400 to 500 guns. wÿs 

destroyed by the Maasai in the early 1850s - the consequence of a dispute over the burning 

over of some grazing land.140 Twenty two members of Stanley's caravan were killcd in 

running battles in Ituru, nonh east of Unyarnwezi. The dispute ostensibly arose over stlirvin_e 

porters' thefts of rnilk and grain. 141 In 1890 the Gogo "almost utterly destroyed" an Arab 

caravan numbenng about 500 porters - men, women and children. The cause of the 

138 Tippu Tip. 43-9 5 55-61. 

139 For examples where chiefs or elders negotiated an end to conflicts wiih caravans see Hore, Tu Lake 
Tannanvrka. 69-70; Wolf, . . . . 

2 7 5 , 7  July, 1881; Stanley & Neame, E- D i a m ,  
44-5, 13 Jan., 1875; Stanley, Throunh Dark C-, 1-89; Lloyd, Ln Dw-, 95-6. In another case a 
porter accidentally stabbed a villager in Ukinga and was set upon by local men. The dispute was resolved with 
the payment of compensation to the injwed Party. See Thomson, To the Central African Lakes, 1,3734. 

140 Burton, Lake Reeion~, 416. The Shashi of this region were aiso known to have massacred caravans. Sec 
Paul Kollman, The Victoria Nvanw tran. H. A. Nesbitt (London, I899), 177. 

l41 Compare the accounts in Stanley & Neame, Exploration Diari=, 48-51,23-25 Jan.. 1875; Stanley, Throuph 
$hc Dark Continent, I,96-101. 



bloodshed is not stated, but it must have been related to a dispute over food or water.142 As 

late as 1891 chief Makangi of Kilimandini (Kilirnatinde?) in Ugogo was strong enough to 

hanss a strong Belgian expedition and destroy an ivory caravan. 143 According to a vague 

report current in 1890-9 1, the members of a Swahili caravan had earlier been massacred in 

Urnbugwe, near Lake Manyara, tunllng this region into a virtual no-go area. Less 

catastrophic but still fatal collisions were cornmon. Esring Baumann's visit to Umbugwe in 

March 1892, eight of his porters were killed while out buying provisions. lu Towards the 

end of 1894 twenty two porters of a CMS caravan were killed in Irangi when they plundered 

villages for food. 145 

Despite the continuing strength of many of the societies of the interior, by the late 

1880s and 1890s the balance of power was shifting in favour of caravans. By this tirne sorne 

porters and askan were armed with breech loading rifles, and Europeans had repeaters.146 in 

areas near German stations caravan leaders could caiI in the Schufttruppe to queiI 

disturbances if they felt aggrieved. In addition, the volume of traffic was so high along the 

main routes, and demands on peasanü so insistent, that in places homesteaders near the paths 

abandoned their settlements and retreated two or three miles into the bush. In 189 1 the 

countryside along the road from Bagamoyo extending three days inland was devoid of its 

142 Harford-Battersby. m o n  of U u ,  94-5. This was probably the massacre at Makengi, mentioncd by 
Stairs, in which 300 Nyamwezi porters were said to have k e n  killed. See Konczacki, VictrrciaaEzrplaret, 210. 
17 Aug., 1891. 

t43 Moloney, Wirh C-, 63-5. 

14* Lloyd, Dwarf I d ,  81 -8. Perhaps the best known case in East Africa of the annihilation of an entire 
çaravan occurred in the Kedong Valley in Kenya in November, 1895. In response to abuse and thetis the 
Maasai killed 646 members of a trading caravan including 85 Swahili and 540 Kikuyu porters. For a discussion 
of the evidence see Robert Maxon and David Javersak, 'The Kedong Massacre and the Dick Affair: A Problem 
in the Early Colonial Historiography of East Africa", HA, 8 (1981). 261-9. 

In 1890 the German East Africa Company introduced reguiations forbidding Afican ownership of breech 
loaders, and African caravans were forbidden to carry more than one pound of gun powder per man. 
Registration of al1 arms was made compulsory. But Africans could use breech loaders when working for 
Europeans, and there seems to have been Little effort to enforce reguiations beyond licensing and registration. 
See R. W. Beachey, "The Anns Trade in East Africa", JAH, III, 3 (1962). 456-7. 



former inhabitants They feared harassrnent from passing caravans, and the result was that it 

was impossible to buy provisions. 147 For the same reason porters in many areas were denied 

access to stockaded villages.'" Villagers and homesteaders remairhg near the main lines of 

traffic were always insecure. In 1883 the chef of Kisokwe, near Mpwapwa, asked the local 

CMS missionaries for a flag for his village. The reason given was that large caravans of 

Nyamwezi working for an Arab were about to p u s  through, and it was feared they would 

devour everything in the fields. If the flag of the Mzungu was over the village then the 

Nyamwezi would be less likely to touch the crops.149 When disputes arose dong the routes a 

few European traveuers, bent on "pacifying" Africans, directed their men in mthless acts of 

destruction and pillage, or allowed their hungry porters free reign to loot. Arab and Swahili 

caravan leaders were guilty of similar behaviour. Is0 Bellicose Europeans, aiming to stamp 

out the practice of hongo collection by Gogo chiefs, "let them have lead" instead of 

payment-151 In A p d  1892 at Ipuli village in Unyanyernbe, thefts from the maize fields of 

one of Chef Isike's sons by members of a Geman column precipitated the conflict which 

ultimately led to the end of Nyamwezi independence. lS2 Other, Less aggressive, caravan 

leaders found it difficult to maintain order when their hungry porters raidcd villages and 

14' Konczacki. Alrican Explorer, 192. 7 luly, 1891, 195, 15 July, 1891. See aiso Karl Weule, Native Life in 
Easr AtTica van. Nice Werner (Westport, Conn., 1970, 1st Eng. ed., London, 1909). 52, for a similar situauon 
i n  southern Tanzania. 

la Livingstone, Last Jounial~, 218. 16 Jan.. 1868. for an example from no& east Zambia. 

149 Henrietta Cole to Lang, Kisokwe, 3 July. 1883, CMS G3A6/Ol. 

Examples are in A. J. Mounteney Jephson, The Di- of A. J. Mountenev je~hson: Emin Pasha Relief 
Ex~edition 1887-1889 ed. Dorothy Middleton (Cambridge, 1969), 343-6.10-26 April, 1889,402-5, 18-21 Sept.. 
1889 andpassim; Casati, Ten Yews in Eguatoria. 294-5; F. W. Kolmin and C. Whybrow, ''Not Only Nazis", 
unpublished manuscript, file 10829, Vol. VI. British Secretariat Records, Tanzania National Archives; C. F. 
Holrnes, "A History of the Bakwimba of Usukuma, Tanzania from Earliest Times to 1945" (Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Boston University, 1969), 177-80. The same practices occurred at this time in cenual Kenya. Sec Arnbier, 

Communities. 113. 
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homesteads. lS In 1 89 1 when S tairs' caravan approached Nyangara village, near Mambo ya, 

the inhabitants all fied. His porters irnmediately started pillaging their huts, stealing dozens 

of goats and chickens, bows and arrows. The next day Stairs retuned everything he could 

f i d  to the rightful owners, and for the rest, paid an indemnity which was to be subtracted 

from h s  porters' wages. Later, he gave seven lashes each to porters caught stealing from 

villagers.1" The balance of power seems to have tipped in the years 1892- 1893. In 1892 at 

least three large African ivory caravans were wrecked in East Africa due to the instability in 

the interior accompanying colonial conquest and famine. In 1893 no such cases were 

reported. 155 By 1897 the change in conditions was such that the German traveller Richard 

Kandt professed to be taking oskari with him more to protect homesteaders from his porters 

than the reverse. Caravans in the colonial context were seen as "a necessary cancer," 

stripping small and poverty stncken communities of the necessities of life. 

"And in the vast bush while the Sun burns down there is much trouble about water," 

Mtoro bin Myinyi Bakari wrote of the safari e~perience.15~ Water, or lack of it, was indeed a 

source of great difficulty dunng the dry season, when caravan traffic was at its peak. During 

the dry season in regions such as Ugogo, the wells consisted of pits fifteen to thiny feet deep, 

which gave poor, slimy water, or shafts, which could be covered over by brush to prevent 

üccess and evaporation. In the Usagara mountains deep pits were dug in Stream beds which 

153 See the discussion in chapter six of the German decree crearing an indemnity hind for villagers plundered 
by caravans. The existence of the decree is itself evidence that such behaviour was routinely rissociared with 
colonization. 

154 S t k ,  .'De Zanzibar au Katanga", 47,29 & 30 July, 1891; Konczacki, Vit- ExDlorer.O2? 1 Aug.. 
189 1,209, 14 Aug., 1891; Moloney, With C- 40-1. The CMS missionary Ashe, uiivelling at the 
same time, also paid compensation for "damage" caused by his men in Mamboya. 

lS5 w, 27 Dec., 1893.6. 

lS6 P. H. Yeo, "Caput Nili - the Travels of Richard Kandt in German East Africa", m, 63 (Sept. 1964). 209. 

lS7 In Hanies. swahili Prose T w  - .  
, 183. The translation in Bakari, Customs of & Swahili, 160, is slightly 

di fferen t . 



gave good water.158 Control over weUs was the source of Gogo power in the dry centre of 

Tanzania, power which al1 caravans had to corne to terms with.159 There were numerous 

tales current of caravans led to destruction over water disputes. The case of Kafuku's death 

in Ugogo has been recounted. Burton also mentions a (different?) Nyamwezi caravan 

which was wiped out by the Gogo as a result of a dispute over access to water. In 1886 an 

Arab trader known as Kambi Mbaya (Bad Camp) was Uled in Usukuma with al1 his slaves 

and porters. According to one account the dispute arose when his men tried to take water for 

themselves ahead of Sukuma herders who wished to water their cattle. "Angry words arose, 

blows were struck, the natives coliected in force, and in vain the Arab endeavoured to 

restrain his followers." Another version had it that his men had thrown the corpse of a porter 

into a well used by the Sukuma. 162 Pruen tells the story of how an Arab caravan refused to 

pay hongo when passing through Ugogo to the coast, tmsting on their strength. The Gogo 

did not respond with force of amis, but closed ail the wells dong the route, themselves using 

others unknown to the travellers. Except for a handful of survivors who reached the coast, 

rveryone in the caravan died of thirst. 163 Less catastrophic but still fatal consequences of 

disputes over water were common. 164 

Even when general access to wells was assured, the huge numbers of peopie 

travelling in combined caravans sometimes led to stniggles as individuals competed for the 

scarce liquid. The strongest came first. To ensure that his porters were not denied water by 

the more than 1.700 members of two Nyamwezi caravans accompanying his expedition, 

Ij8 Bunon. LakeReeions. 180. 18 1. 167; Hore, v, 1106; Konczach. VicronanExolorer, 208, 
10 Aug., 1891. 

159 Se, Sissons. 'Zconomic Rospenty". chapter 3. 

160 In chapter three. 

161 Burton, Lake Reeion~, 181. 

162 Ashe, Two Kinas, 241-2. 

163 k e n ,  The Arah and the African, 184. 

IM Speke, J o r n &  107.25-6 Jan., 186 1; Burton. "Lake Regions", 154; idem, Lake Re~ions, 18 1 .  



Siairs had his &ri stationed around one water hole in Ugogo.1" The Tutuni wells in the 

middle of the Mgunda Mkali were the site of tragic events on more than one occasion. In late 

September, 1890, Stokes' huge caravan arrived at the site. Tucker of the CMS describes the 

scene: 

These wells are narrow and the shafts deep - some seventy feet. According to our custom, we [the 
missionaries] arrivd first at the camping-ground, and were able, with the assistance of our tent-ropes. 
to get sufficient water for our use before the arriva1 of the huge caravan itself. The scene on its arrivai 
is one that will never fade from my memory. There were three welIs to supply 2,500 men [and 
women]. 

The stniggle for the water was terrible, not that the men fought - they did not do that. But 
the crowding the weil-tops and the eager pressing into vacant places almost arnounted to a tierce 
suuggle, terrible to witness. In the course of the day three lives were lost by men losing their foothold, 
and falling headlong down the well. GU night long the crowding continued, and when morning 
dawned there were yet men with their thirst ~ n ~ u e n c h e d . ~ ~ ~  

When strategic water sources such as the brackish springs of the Marenga Mkali dried up, as 

they sometimes did at the height of the hot season, then thirst resulted in death for careless 

porters.167 In the dry season of 189 1 the shortage of water dong this stretch of the route 

made for parùcularly hard rnarching, and caused great worry to travellers. Stairs' diary is îüll 

of his concem about the lack of water for his porters. At one camp there was no water 

"except what the Europeans had." Later, he wrote, '7 doubt whether one can find a gloomier. 

more desolate spot than the Marenga Kali or 'bitter waters' this month, seeing that for the last 

forty-two days no rain has fallen and that, curiously enough, even dew does not settk 

ovemight." One of his porters died of "thirst and fatigue" in this desert. 

Options did exist to deal with water shortages. The tefekeza march was a strategic 

response. 169 When marches were unexpectedly tough and long, and foot sore stragglers 

remained behind without food or water, the first to reach new supplies might retum with aid 

165 Moloney, with C-, 53. 

Tucker, Elphoen 33. Another missionary reported seeing the bodies of porters who had died of 
thrst within reach of the wells, and on one occasion a body in the water inside a well shaft: Roscoe, Twenty: 
Eive, 52. 

16' Burton. *'Lake Regions". 147: idem, LakeReeions. 177-8. 

168 Sec Konczacki, Yictonan 220, 4 Aug.. 1891,205.6 Aug., l89l,2O6.7.8,9 & 10 Aug. 189 1. 

169 See chapter 7. 



for their cornrades. As an alternative, when the Pace was forced to reach emergency supplies 

of food or water, loads could be abandoned dong the road to be retrieved die following day. 

This option was forced on Swann's LMS caravan during a severe eight day march through 

the Mgunda Mkali. A thbd possibility was to march at night during the period of great heat 

before the rainy season, carrying as much water as possible. 170 When al1 else failed sick and 

exhausted porters were known to offer a month's pay for a gourd of water, and on at least one 

occasion a porter offered hirnself as a slave to a headman in exchange for water. l7I 

Much drinking water was barely fit for human consumption. Traversing Buzinza in 

late August, 1889, the height of the dry season, the Emin Pasha expedition were forced to 

make do with water from stagnant pools frequented by c a d e  and other animais, or liquid 

obtainrd from swamps and their outlets of "pomdgy consistence," due to suspended rnud and 

organic matter. Hannington wrote that drinking water found dong the road, " ... when not 

absent altogether ... was often so thick and black that it is scarce an exaggeration to say thal 

one looked at it and wondered whether it came under the category of meat or drink." 

Cameron's porters' thoughts ran in the same direction. Dunng the crossing of the Mgunda 

Mka1.i in laie July, 1873, the drinking water was so thick with suspended matter tiiat the 

pagazi scornfuliy d l e d  it pombe. Another missionary provides further local colour on East 

Afncan water supplies. Drinking water was "... at best, muddy and disagreeable in flavour, 

and of al1 shades of colour, from the light brown of weak tea to the deeper shades of coffee or 

chocolate, while in a few cases one meeu with it white and milky."l72 

170 Livingstone. Last Joumafg 70, 13 M y ,  1866; Roscoe, Twentv-Five Years, 52; Alfred J .  Swann. 
the Slave Huniers in Central Africa (London, 1969, 1st ed. London, 1910), 56-7; R. 1. Wilfred Westgate, 
Maureen (Westgate) Carter & Dorothy (Westgate) Leach, T.B.R. Wesme:  A Canadian Mission* on Thrce 
Continents (Boston, 1987),52-3. 

171 Roscoe. Twentv-Five Years, 52. Water brought by Gogo villagers cost porters two yards of cloth per gourd 
in December 1874. See Stanley and Nearne, Exgloration Diarie, 32. 

172 Parke, My Personal Exoerience~, 476,30 Aug., 1889; Hannington. Ped and Adventure, 234;  Cameron, 
&QS Africa, 1, 138; Watt, In the H a ,  33. For similar accounts of dry season water supplies see Thomson, 
To the Centraf African Lakes, 1,127; Hore, Tannanyika 35-6. 



The 1884-85 Drought and Famine 

Widespread famine in eastem and central Tanzania occurred much less often during 

the forty year period from 1850 to 189 1 than in the five decades from 189 1 to 1941, roughly 

coinciding with the early colonial period. In her analysis of famine in cenual Tanzania 

between the years 1860 and 1890, Sissons identifies only two periods in which rhere was 

much loss of life among f m e r s ,  1860- 1 and 1884-5.173 But famines or even shortages could 

be much more devastating for caravan porters who, as short term visitors and marginal 

outsiders, with little daim on extremely scarce local resources, and often having only their 

posho disbursements to pay for food selling at pnces beyond their means, were the first to 

stanre.174 One of the worst famines on record was the great famine of 1884-1885, caused by 

drought, in eastem and central Tanzania. 175 Several countries straddling the cenual routes. 

including Uzaramo. Uzigua, Ukaguru, Usagara and Ugogo, were especially hard hit. By 

1884 the CMS mission stations at Mamboya in Ukaguru and Mpwapwa were well 

established, and at dus time several Europeans were travelling to other parts of the interior. 

passing through the affected regions. So a useful, if limited, documentary record rxists, 

enough for a discussion of the impact of the famine on porters. 

The rains were late in the growing season of 1883- 1884, and the crops failed. By 

February, 1884 the shortage of rain in the Mpwapwa area portended the approach of famine. 

By July and early August famine conditions were apparent almg central and eastern sections 

of the central rouies. Ugogo was struck early. In the east, at Mpwapwa and in Usagara, thrre 

was still a little food, and many Gogo left their homes for these places. This is consistent 

with the Gogo name for the famine, Chilemu, meaning migration. But by November most 

people in Mamboya were "on the verge of starvation" and some were dying. A little to die 

north, in the Ngum mountains. and in oudying areas of Uzigua, nearer the Coast, through thc 

l n  Sissons. Tconomic Rosperity", chapter 4. 

174 Sissons. "Econornic Prosperity". 8. 

175 See the short account in Sissons. "Economic Rosperity". 143-4. 



famine years rnany poor famers were forced to turn as supplicants to big men and chiefs, and 

lost their independence. Others had no choice but to pawn or enslave themscfves or family 

members. Everywhere Maasai, Baraguyu and Gogo herders had great trouble finding 

pasturage and water for their catrle. in the west, Unyamwezi was relatively unaffected, and 

when famine conditions continued into 1885, some Gogo went to Unyanyembe for relief. 

The hawest was good, and small groups of Nyamwezi carried surplus grain through the 

Mgunda Mkali to seli in famine suicken Ugogo and to caravans. '76 At the coast, porters 

from Unyamwezi and Usukuma anived on their last legs. In July, 1884, Stokes was in 

Saadani and then Bagamoyo. organiùng his caravan to Uyui. He had to feed his up-country 

pomrs for fifteen days beforc they were fit to carry loads. "A more miserable set of 

skeletons you could not see," he wrote. At Bagamoyo the death rate was enormous; porters 

who arrived from the interior in bad condition were left to starve. Missionaries of the Holy 

Ghost Fathers did what they could, "having sornething Wre 200 at a tirne in a dying state." A 

few porters recovered, but most were too far gone. 177 

The scarcity of food earlier in the year and the irnpossibility of obtaining adequate 

provisions affected the labour supply at the coast. Few porters were available cornpared with 

normal years. Thousands of Nyamwezi and Sukuma on their way to Bagamoyo and other 

towns tumed back. Stokes believed thousands died along the roads. The Indian "touts" who 

normally found men for travellen "had not a man to sell." The most powerful merchants of 

the interior, such as chief Mirambo, had to leave large quantities of goods at the coast 

because there was no one to carry them. 178 Stokes eventually found enough porters, partly 

because he was able to get al1 the surviving Nyamwezi from Uyui and most of the Sukurna to 

176 Price io Lang. Mpwapwa, 5 Feb., 1884, CMS G3A6/0l; Price to Lang, Mpwapwa, 5 Aug., 1884. CMS 
G3A6101; Stokes to Lang, Uyui, 6 Oct., 1884, CMS G3A6/02; Sissons, "Economic Prosperity", 136, 143-4; 
Clarke Brooke, "The Heritage of Famine in Central Tanzania", m, 67(1967), 20; Roscoe to Wigram, . . Mamboya, 1 Nov., 1884. CMS G3A6/01; James L. GibIin, The of Fnvir- 
No-rn 1840-1 940 (PhiladeIphia, 1992). 1214; Hore, To Lake 120. 125, 127. 

Stokes to Lang. Kuiehi camp. 26 July, 18û4. C M S  G3A6/01. 

178 Stokes LO Lang, Kulehi camp, 26 Jul y. 1884, CMS G3A6101; Baxter to Lang, Zanzibar. 4 h g . .  1884. CMS 
G3A6101; ? to Wigrarn, Mpwapwa. 17 Jan., 1885, CMS G3A6102; Sissons, "Econornic Prosperity", 143. 



corne to him, as they had travelled down to the Coast with his headmen, and partly by hiring 

Waungwana from Zanzibar. The labour cnsis also affected Zanzibar slave owners. Acting 

through the European consuls, Sultan Barghash ensured that caravan leaders did nor hire 

slave porters without their rnaster's consent. 179 

In late July, Stokes' caravan left for Uyui. Only one of the Ugogo routes was 

passable, with food for sale. The joumey was marked by extreme hunger and many cases of 

dysentery among his porters. Forty to fifty sick porters had to be left at various points dong 

the road. Many others died, and others again deserted. At Mvumi the caravan was attacked 

in its camp by robbers in collusion with the chief, whose defence was that "The devil had 

entered his people." Two porters were killed and others wounded. The consequences would 

have been much worse but for Stokes' mild response and payment of a large h o n g ~ . ~ ~ ~  in 

early October the LMS caravan of the Hores set off from Saadani for Ujiji. At Kondoa near 

the eastern entrance to the Mukondokwa valley the porters were able to buy food. They 

reached K i m a  in the Usagara mountains towards the end of the month. There they heard of 

hard times ahead in Ugogo, of caravans broken up or forced to retum due to the grim 

conditions. 1 8 1  Marching on, the caravan passed through the dry region on the east side of 

Mpwapwa. Lake Gombo was a dry basin. Annie Hore, on her second attempt to remh Ujiji 

with her husband wrote, "Every now and then I saw curious dark objects lying on, or besids 

the path, and shortly afterwards became aware that they were the dead bodies of helpless 

laggards from the various hungry caravans that had passed that way. The heat and drought 

had been so great, that these bodies were perfectly hardened and preserved. It was a terrible 

sight ..." lg2 In Ugogo the famine was at its height. At Msanga and elsewhere the people 

were eating husks and, in a reversal of normal conditions, came to the camp to uy to 

179 Stokes to Lang. Kulehi camp. 26 Juiy, 1884, C M S  G3A6101. 

Ig0 Stokes to Lang, Uyui. 6 Oct.. 1884, CMS G3A6102; Stokes to Siock. Uyui. n-d.. CMS G3A6102. 

l a i  Hore. To Lake Tanganvikp, 76, 77. 

lg2 Hore. To Lake Taneanvika. 80-1. 



purchase food from the caravan. By the tirne the caravan reached Mpara, mmy of the porters 

had finished their rations, and were in despair on being told that there was no water. Sorne 

were obviously starving and sick. Others, perhaps more careful, or with pnvate resources. 

were able to manage with less hardship. A little muddy water was bought with tobacco and 

cloth. 183 The condition of the porters deteriorated the rest of the way through Ugogo, despite 

being issued with extra cloth. The oniy food procurable was sheep and goat meat, which 

caused dysentery for the weakest. Some had to be left behind with a Little cloth for 

maintenance. 184 One wonders what became of them in their extremity. During this joumey 

the Hores lost eighty porters out of 200, fifty by desertion, and several deaths. 18j 

There was vinuaily nothing for travellers to eat dong the 250 kilornetre route 

between Kwarnamba near Morogoro and Bagamoyo. In Mamboya between December, 1884 

and March, 1885 hunger killed many of the poor and elderly, who could not survive on a diet 

of grasses and wild fruits. In January, 1885, a European traveller reported that the people 

between the coast and Mpwapwa existed on "poisonous roots," probably toxic varieties of 

cassava, "for which diey scour the jungles." The porters of one missionary searched the 

countryside for food for up to two days at a time, sometimes retuming to camp with their 

cloth empty handed. They survived by buying plantain uees "which they cut down and ate 

for lack of anything better."186 In this region famine strengthened slavery; a reversal seen by 

a missionary "as though satan was making another struggle against the kingdom of God." 

People were "carried off by night," women disappeared while working their fields, and 

clients' children were sold by their chiefly patrons. I g  In parts of Ugogo famine conditions 

prevaiied through much of 1885, not so much through continuing lack of rain, but because of 

Hom. JO la-, 97-8, 100-2. 

lg4 Hore, 110-6. 
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the earlier consumption of seed, and debility. in the dry season of that year most Gogo 

seerned to be able to survive, partly by migration to more favourable areas, although they had 

very little to sel1 to caravans. Ig8 

lûû Sissons, "Economic Prosperity". 144. 
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a breach of contract when it suited them.3 Foreign attitudes towards work and workers in 

East Afnca were expressed in other ways. European employers brought with them the class 

as well as the racial biases of their own societies, and sometimes made direct compatisons 

between what they believed were characteristics of porters and their equivalent among the 

Victorian working class. One explorer, for instance, wrote of the typical porter that "Despite 

his best interests, he will indulge the mania for desertion caused by that mischievous love of 

change and whimsical desire for novelty that characterize the European sailor." Another. 

commenùng on an argument which he observed between a Nyamwezi porter and his wife 

described the scene as "amusingly reminiscent of an East End r ~ w . " ~  

Similarities with European workers went beyond supeficial stereotypes. Travellers' 

accounts are full of reports of porter resistance and protest, which took many forms, 

including suikes, go slows, and more individualistic or "hidden" forms. The most commonly 

mentioned protest action was desertion. Desertion was alrnost universal in that virtually no 

criravans were unaffected. It could range from the secretive disappearance of one or two 

individuals to the open desertion of a whole work force, perhaps hundreds of porters. 

Desertion was the response to a whole range of threats and problems - from the "modem" 

issues of wages, conditions, etc., to fear of known or unknown dangers ahead. Suikes were 

also frequent occurrences, and often occurred in conjunction with mass desertions. Porters 

had considerable leverage over employers, and if they were united could effectively defend 

their autonomy and customary patterns of work, remuneration, and discipline. 

Al1 of this applies to the late pre-colonial period, but with the imposition of colonial 

nile a new trend becomes apparent. The graduai changes in patterns of authonty and protcst 

For an example referring to Stanley's caravan in December, 1876. see Harnid bin Muhammed (Tippu Tip). 
Maisha va Hamed bin Muharnmed el Mur-bi ~aan i  T~DDU T~D ed. and trms. W. H. Whitely (Nairobi. Kampala. 
Dar es Salam, 1974). 89 5 117-8; Frank McLynn, Stanle~: The Making of an African Explorer (Chelsea MI, 
1990), 304; and especially rhe discussion in François Bontinck, tram. & ed., L'autobiQgra~hie de Harned ben 
Mohammed el-Muriebi T~DDO T~D ka .  1840-1905) (Bruxelles, 1974), 250-1, notes 320 & 321. 

Richard F. Burton, The Lake Renions of Central Afncp (New York. 1860. repub. Michigan. 1971). 491; J .  A. 
Moloney, With Ca~tain Stairs to Ka tana  (London, 1893), 33, 54-5. 



originating in increasing commercialization and foreign interest in East Afnca were 

profoundly altered by the realities of Gerrnan and British colonialism. Bargaining power 

diminished as Africans were disarmed, their caravans regulated, and their autonorny 

undermined. Porters were s u  necessary but their protest became restricted to the more 

hidden foms, and especiaily desertion, as discipline was imposed much more systematically 

than in the past Punishments, always applied ruthlessly, became systernaticaily brutal. 

The thesis concludes with a short discussion of portenge and pre-colonial migrant 

labour. It is argued that porters had much in common with colonial migrant labourers,  bu^ 

that the nature of pre-colonial social and economic relations was more importani for the 

emergence of large scale migrant wage labour than extemal forces. 

The Lanpage of Authority: Paternalists, Authoritarians, Discipline and Punishrnent 

Bill Freund points out that there are rewards for paying close attention to, rather than 

assuming, the nature of authority at work, the way in which employers establish culturd and 

political control, and how workers relate to each other.5 This section discusses the languagr 

of aurhority and the reality of caravan discipline and punishrnents during the period of 

European imperialist activity. First, the attitudes of porters themselves towards aulhority and 

justice are outlined. 

In small Nyamwezi caravans organized at the kayu level, the control of labour 

probably rested to a large degree on the hierarchies of domestic or kin relationships, with due 

deference given to age, experience and social position. This parailels in part the argument 

offered by Coquery-Vidrovitch and Lovejoy for sub-Saharan Africa in general: 

The sons. nephews, and other dependents recntited for commercial journeys on a regular bass by thcir 
elders, lineage heads, and chief merchants were certainly exploited. That is to Say, only a part of the 

Bill Freund, The African Worker (Cambridge, 1988). 46-7. Freund wrote of the colonial contexl. but the 
comment is just as relevant to nineteenth century East African caravans. 



surplus as well as the product went to these dependents. They were ... conscious of this situation .... 
[But] social consuaints and the obligation of submission counted for a lot ...6 

Discipline was maintained in part by the authority and status of the mtongi, the w m y a m p a r a ,  

and other officials7 In larger caravans famous headmen and caravan leaders such as 

K'shimba, one of Stokes' right hand men, commanded obedience through great personal 

prestige. K'shimba was known as a fearless mafari and an autocratic caravan manager, who 

led caravans rnany tirnes between Lake Victoria and the coast8 In 1894 the missionary 

Albert Lloyd travelled with a large caravan commanded by the Mnyamwezi to Lake Victoria. 

His authority and the respect which porters accorded him were ciearly evident when he 

addressed the caravan on the first night of the journey: 

As we looked on ... a sudden hush falls upon the men, and silence reigns as K'shimba mounts a little 
rising in the middle of the camp, and, stretching out his hands, begins to deliver a great oration. His 
eloquence is wonderful, judging from his gesture and rapid flow of language. We, of course, could not 
understand his words, as he spoke in the Wanyamwezi lingo; but our cooks told us that he was 
exhorting his men to be faîthful to him as chief, and to the Europeans as 'great white masters'; bidding 
them neither to steal their loads, nor raid any of the villages through which they might p a s .  A k r  he 
had continued some time in this suain, he changed his tone a little, and to a kind of chant he said, 'Will 
you obey K'shimba' and then al1 the men repIied in the same tone, 'We obey you Kshimba.' This was 
repeated over and over again, and them suddenly K'shimba stepped down from his elevated position. 
and walked with great state into his temg 

It is not surprising that porters had ideas of their own about matters of aurhority, 

discipline and justice, given the vigour of caravan culture, and the strong bargaining position 

they held in relation to employers, especially foreigners. "They have a keen sense of unjust 

chastisement and strongly m e n t  it," wrote a missionary. l0  If a porter's behaviour was a 

significant transgression of the code of honour and customs of professional carriers, then 

independent collective action might be taken by his fellows to rectify the matter. Theft of 

Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy. "The Workers of Trade in Recolonial Africa". in  
Catherine Coquery-Vidrovitch and Paul E. Lovejoy, eds., n e  W o m  of &an TraQe (Beveriy Hills, 1985 1. 
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propexty from either a work-mate or employer could result in punishment and the restitution 

of the stolen goods. In one case, the kirangozi and the cook of a LMS caravan informed one 

of the missionaries that a poxter, Nasibu, had stolen some tobacco which was mission 

property: "... they said he ought to be flogged. So the fellow was tied up and thrashed ..." 

Not only was such a theft convary to the ethics of professional porters, but it could cast 

suspicion on aii members of the caravan if not detected and punished. Later in the joumey, a 

young porter removed a piece of merikani from his ioad. On being discovered, he gave the 

excuse that his load was too heavy. Despite this, he was "rather severely handled" by his 

comrades, to the point that he agreed to divulge where the cloth was hidden. 1 l A rnissionary 

describes a similar incident in another caravan of 150 Nyarnwezi porters: 

One night 1 heard a noise in the camp & 1 jumped up to see what was tfie matter. 1 saw about 50 men 
surrounding one, & on enquiry 1 found he had been caught in the act of taiang away one of the loads of 
~10th. They asked me what the[y] should do with him, (he was a Swahili & not of the porters). I told 
them to tie hirn & watch him during the night. Next morning as we were about to start 1 rold anothcr 
Swahili to give him a few lashes. This is a lesson io al1 in the caravan. l 2  

Porter justice could be harsh. When the cook in Carneron's caravan was accidentdly 

shot and slightly wounded by the explorer's servant Mohammed Malim, a number of porters 

dernanded that Mohammed be put in chahs, "othewise they would shoot him." Cmeron's 

reaction to "this gross piece of impertinence" was to instead chah "the insolent ruffians." I 3  

There was to be no collective decision making in this caravan! This attitude must have 

conuibuted to the constant disputes between Cameron and his porters, and desertions from 

the caravan. Annie Hore believed punishments approved by porters to be harsher than thosr 

preferred by her husband in their LMS caravan. "The porters always unanimously adjudge 

more punishment than Edward would be satisfied with, so that by simply taking no part, but 

James B. Wolf. ed., The Centrai African Diaries of Walter Hullev 1877-1881 (Boston. 1976). 10. 29 Sept.. 
1877, 34, 15 June. 1878; Norman R. Bennett, ed., From Zanzibar to Ur - i - i .  1 . ~h e Jou mal of Arthur W. Dodeshun 
1877- 1879 (Boston, 1969). 35,28 Sep., 1877. See also David Livingstone, The Last Joumals of David 
Livin~stonc, ed. H. Waller (New York, 1875). 35-6,23 Apr., 1866. 

l 2  Henry to Wright, Mpwapwa, 1 Oct.. 1878, CMS CA6/012. 

l 3  Verney Lovett Carneron, Across Africa (London, 1877). 1, 112-3: also ibid- 155-6. 



to lessen it on the plea of mercy, or the weakness of the culpnt, the community is satisfied by 

being permitted to carry out their own customs ..."14 The rough collective justice of 

Nyamwezi porters prevailed in their own caravans, however. Another traveller reported. 

"Some Unyamwezi [sic] men who had been in the same part of the camp as 1, but who had 

started earlier in the moming, had flogged or choked a big, strong man to death. The naked 

corpse lay just beside the footpath tied to a tree with a bark rope around the neck." The 

nature of the man's crime is not stated. ' 5  Such punishments often carne after a shüirri or 

meeting of the interested parties and senior caravan members had heard from witnesses, 

ralked the matter over, and decided on a penalty, rather than instantaneously in the heat of the 

moment.16 Justice in Nyamwezi caravans was not always a collective decision, however. 

The vbmdevba, the commercial "bourgeoisie" of Unyanyembe, had the legal power of life 

and death over porters until some time in the early 1880s. It was only then that Isike forbade 

the k i l h g  of servants, slaves, and porters by the vbandevba.17 It is not clear how often this 

practice took place. 

European caravan leaders can be broadly divided into two groups when considering 

the issue of authority. On one hand, there were those who preferred a paternalistic approach 

and, on the other. those who imposed discipline arbitrarily with great violence. The former 

l4 Annie Hore, To La- in a B n  * .  - (London, 1886j, 121. 

l 5  Per Hassing and Norman R. Bennett, "A Joumey Across Tanganyika in 1886". (uanslated and rditrd extracts 
from the journal of Edvard Gleerup), TNR, 58-9 (1 962), L 33-4. 

l 6  A good description from a different context is in C. Gillman. Diaries, 7 Jan., 1906. Rt! MSS Afr.s.1175(1). .- .. For a more problematic exarnple see Bennett, From Zanzibar to Uni, 30 Sep., 1877. Stanley was very tond of 
sirauris with his leading men. See Henry M. Stanley, Throueh the Dark Continen~ (Toronto, London, 1988, 
orig. pub. London, 1899), 1, 209; R. Stanley and A. Neame, eds., The Ex~loration Diaries of W. M. Srrinlçy 
(London, 1961), 55,6 Feb., 1875. Mounteney Jephson, a rnember of the Emin Pasha Expedition, noted that 
shauris always ended "by everyone being brought around to Stanley's way of thinking." Quoted in DonaId . . Simpson, The A f n c a n m n  to the (London, 
1975), 183. 

l 7  See the discussion in chapter 6; Alfred Chukwudi Unomah, 'Zconomic Expansion and Political Change in  
Unyanyembe (ca. 1840-1900)" (Ph.D. Thesis, University of ibadan, 1972), 286-8; A. J. Temu, "Tanzanian 
Societies and Coloniai Invasion 1875-1907", in M. H. Y. Kaniki, ed.. Tanzania Under Coloniai Rule (London, 
1980), 105. 



group were more prepared to negotiate with their porters, and sometimes took advice from 

those especiaily trusted. The more humane among the missionaries and explorers preferred 

Lighter punishments than was normal in the caravan system. A tiny minority - Stokes was 

one - treated Africans more or less as equals. A few Europeans straddled both "camps," for 

example, Stanley who, in his writings, cultivated an image of concern for his porters, but 

nevertheless treated them brutaiiy at times. l8  It is clear that sorne explorers, missionaries, 

and colonial agents were extremely brutal to their porters, and often suffered the 

consequences. Probably most European caravan leaders, however, fitted the "paterndist" 

label. 1 shall now investigate in more detail how the "patemalists" and the "authoritarians" 

txied to set the tone on their caravans and what some of their views were on the question of 

disciplining porters. It should be noted that almost without exception caravan leaders - 

African, Arab, and European - used violence to a greater or lesser extent to impose 

discipline. 

The paternalistic approach is exemplified in the wntings of E. C. Hore of the LMS. 

On the opinion of one "African authonty" that porters were "black villains" and "the despair 

of every traveller," he wrote: 

f I ]  had already learnt so to depend upon and love some of our much-abused followers as to be 
confident in undertaking an enterprise on which even the sakty of rny wife and child would depend, in  
great measure, on their kindness and failhhilness ... and was not disappointed. l9 

Hore wûs refemng to the carrying of his wife, Annie, and their young child the 1.500 

kilornetres from Saadani to Lake However, Hore's good relations with his 

porters were coloured by his general views on Africans. Writing of the "various interior 

natives" of the Lake Tanganyika region, he described hem as "infantile:" "They are adult 
--- - 

For an expression of ihis contradiction see Stanley's instructions to his European officers in the Emin Pasha 
Relief Expedition. These emphasize the hardships that porters endure, with due dlowance to be made for them, 
but at the same time prescribe "for uiviai offences a slight corporai punishment." See T. H. Parke, MY Pcrsonal 
Ex~eriences in Eauatorial Africa as Medical Officer of the Emin Pasha Relief Ex~editian (London, 1891), 21. 
More generally for the contradictions in Stanley's character see McLynn, Stanle~, passim. 

l9 Edward Coode Hore, Tannanvi ka: Eleven Years in Central Africp (London, 1892). 247-8. 

20 For some episodes from the journey see chapter 8. 



neither in wisdom nor in wickedness, but will becorne so as they are trained."2* Dodgshun 

held similar views, aithough his expenence in Africa was to be much shorter than Horek2' 

During the first stages of his journey he reportai that the Afncans were "dl more or less out 

of sorts" (as were the European members of the caravan). He felt that by adopting a better 

attitude, they would be l e s  affected and therefore less "lazy." Thus, when the next day, '-Mr. 

Pnce conducted the p.m. and gave the Kafirs a rousing address on the subject of their nrglect 

of their health in yielding to every feeling of lassitude," the Africans "... took the hint and 

greatly improved in buoyancy and liveliness ..." or so Dodgshun thought. On another 

occasion nearly a year later he expressed his views as to how the Swahili porters and Soudi 

African tearnsters rnanaging the few rernaining ox arts were best managed: "1 find that to be 

willing to help them in bad places and to m a t  them kindly makes them willing to try and try 

again."23 Southon found that a caravan leader could make himself popular with his porters 

by knowing each one's name, and by paying attention to each individual, "perhaps making a 

joke at his expense - jokes are generally weii received and Wangwana rather like being 

made the subject of one - or inquiry as to his heaith &c."Z4 In Southon's view the "the 

facetious Leader will always be popular even though he be a strict disciplinarian." The bcst 

way to deal with Swahili porters was with kindness: "... if you punish, they will run away if 

they cm,  but be careful to cultivate every means for their comfort and you are their friends 

for e ~ e r . " ~  These t h e  LMS rnissionaries presented a relatively humanr approach to 

21 Hore, Tanganyik. 163-4. 

22 Dodgshun died at Ujiji soon after arriving in early 1879. 

23 Bennett, From Zanzibar to Ujiÿ. 26-7, 18-19 Aug., 1877.64.2-8 May, 1878. A number of South Afncans 
were ernployed by the rnissionaries. 

24 Southon to Whitehouse, Urarnbo, 18 Dec., 1879, "Hints for Missionaries Roceeding to Central Africa". 
LMS 2/3/A. Other uavellers also found maintaining discipline less of a problem if they shared jokes and light 
banter with their porters. See Hore, -, 35-6; Charles Stewart Smith, "Explorations in Zanzibar 
Dominions", in Royai Geographicai Society, SuDr>lementarv P-, II (1889), 107. 

Southon to Whitehouse, Urambo. 18 Dec., 1879. "Hints for Missionaries Roceeding to Central Africa". 
LMS 2/3/A. Southon uses the labels Waungwana and SwahiIi interchangeably. Compare Southon's approach 
with the dmost ritual quality of the mutual "boosting" session when Thomson reached Lake Tanganyika with 



caravan discipline, despite the paternalistic language, condescension and stereotyping. Such 

paternalism rested to a large degree on the common endeavour shared by Europeans and 

Africans on long joumeys, as others, including Livingstone, recognized: "Our sympathies are 

drawn out toward Our humble hardy cornpanions by a community of interests, and it rnay be 

perils, which make us di friends." But as with other paternalists, Livingstone did not admit 

any equality between Europeans and Africans, speaking of the "infenority" of his porters. 

He later wrote "... it is immense conceit in mere boys to equal themselves to Another 

missionary, highly expenenced, held similar views on the treatment of porters: 

The stocks one so often hears of African uavellers having perpetual rows with their caravan, of the 
carriers throwing down their Ioads and deserting, are probably in most cases due to the inexperience or 
fault of the uaveller himself. If you mat  your men like human beings, and not like beasts of burden, 
show a little tact in dealing with them, assaing your authority when there is really need of doing so, 
and using common sense when difficulties do arise, you can get on quite well even in long journeys of 
hundreds of rni~es.*~ 

Many European travellers found that by foliowing Hine's advice they received 

service above the ordinary, as well as respect from their porters. Hine himself had no trouble 

with his Likoma porters during his short safari in September 1893, nor did he on his long 

journey to Masasi in 1901 when his porters were Unangu Christians.28 In 1876 when Wilson 

of the CMS discharged his Nyamwezi porters at Hambu, he writes that ihey bid the 

missionaries a "most affectionate adieux." Later, some of the sarne porters were met in ü 

grain caravan going to the Coast, and "... stopped and shook hands with us, and scemed much 

pleased to see us." Discipline does not seem to have been much of a problem; at least Wilson 

does not mention any major incidents. Of the brave "human donkeys" who pulled the car& 

loaded with steel boat sections to Lake Tanganyika for the LMS, not one had deserted when 

his RGS caravan of 150 porters. He took the roll, gave a speech praising his men, and shook the hand of each of 
his 150 porters "wiùi many pleasing and encouraging words." Joseph Thomson, To the Cenual African Lakes 
md Back (London, 1968, 1st ed. 1881), 1,309-10. 

26 Livingstone, Last lournalg, 26,26 Mar.. 1866, 160, 16 Feb.. 1867. 

27 John E. Hine, Davs Gone Bv (London, 1924). 275. 

28 Hine, Davs Gone By, 130, 175. 



the caravan finaiiy arrived at Ujiji. CMS missionary Mrs. Watt tells more than one story of 

how her husband's Me was saved by their porters, and how she wept over the death of one of 

their men. 29 

A harsher attitude, evident in both words and action, was probably more typical of 

European caravan leaders. When new to East Africa in 1876, the CMS "hero" Mackay 

wrote, 'To  be every day at the mercy of a few hundred half savage porters, who are 

absolutely self wilied, and whom one can control in no other way except occasionally 

through their stomachs - is the real difficulty of Afncan travel." Eleven years later his 

approach to deaiing with porters had not changed much. When departing Bagamoyo in 1887 

he dealt with demands for more pay from his porters by making "violent threatsW3O Those 

who professed a preference for more gentle methods still frequently resorted to violence. 

Even the companûvely gentle Dodgshun was not exempt. At Kirasa in September, 1878, he 

used his stick and shot through the roof of a hut to get his men out to work. From then on he 

found himself in disputes with the pagazi "almost daily." Swann of the LMS assaulted a 

dmnk porter whom he believed had insulted his wife, the justification being that an example 

h d  to be made for its deterrence effect. In general he was not averse to such methods to 

control porters whom he considered were not sufficiently respectful towards Europeans. 

French-S heldon acted the paternalistic "master" with her porters after m early "mutiny" was 

suppressed at gun-point. Standing on a box, she heard cases from porters who brought up 

grievances. But flogging was stiil imposed as she thought necessary.32 

29 Wilson & Felkin, Unandam, 1,774.78-9; Alfred I. Swann, the Slave H u n t e r ~  
A m  (London, 1969, 1st ed. London, 1910). 73; Rachel Stuart Watt, In the H e m  of Savan- 

(London, n.d.), 75-6,92. 

Mackay to Wright, Mpwapwa. 14 Oct.. 1876. CMS CA61016; Mackay, Diary, 19 Apr.. 1887. Bagamoyo. 
CMS CA6/016. 

3 1  Bennett, From Zanzibar to Uji& 82-3, 16 & 29 Sept., 1878; Swann. riohtiny the Slave Hunters. 152-3. 

32 May French-Sheldon. Sultan to Sultan (London, 1892); Dorothy Middleton, Victoria Ladv Travellers 
(London, 1965). 96-7. 



A lengthy analysis of what she considered to be the correct method for dealing with 

porters, in which violence had its place, is given by Mrs. Watt? It was her opinion that very 

few European travellers who journeyed into the interior of Africa with "a native caravan" 

were not "greatly uied, at times by the insubordination of their porters." She considered the 

issue of discipline and how to deal with "an agressive spirit of disobedience" to be an 

important matter. Effective discipline would, she felt, only be estabfished through the use of 

measures which would, in the event of the iikelihood of rebellion, "nip it in the bud." One 

example of a missionary caravan leader who she considered adopted an entirety reasonable 

standard in this matter was Bishop Hannington, who, she wrote, "... found it necessary ... to 

snatch firebrands from the camp firc and hurl them at the recalcitrant porters, who obstinarrly 

refused to take up their loads and move out of camp ..." Another example was the (unnamed) 

missionary, "much Liked by the porters," who "often nised his toe to propel a native towards 

the task which he had refused to perform." Mrs. Watt believed, &ter witnessing one such 

incident, that the two porters involved "evidentiy considered that the chastisement was just, 

and the administration of it ... quite nat~ral ."3~ 

She then quotes an interesting (uncited) document to support her case that the 

occasional use of violence against porters was perfectly acceptable. This was "a prinred 

lediet of recommendations to Missionaries" distnbuted by the CMS in the early 1880s to 

those about to work in Africa, which contained suggestions on how to act towards "the 

natives" in different circumstances. One heading in the leaflet was "Punishments." In this 

section was wntten: "Stopping men's pay is not much good as the negro does not look 

fonvard. Stopping their 'posho' ... when not actually on the march, and flogging in extreme 

cases are best? According to Mrs. Watt these recornmendations were only "temporarily 

adopted." As an old African hand of twenty-five years she reaiized that you could not stop 

33 Watt, In the Hean, 96-102. 

34 Watt, In the H e a ~ ,  96-9. 

35 Quoted in Watt, In the Hean, 99. 



rations for the porters on whom your own life and property depended? Besides, it was a 

"heartless and cruei" suggestion. Nor was fiogging recommended by her, despite its 

popularity among many European traveilers in East Africa as a means of maintaining 

discipline while on a journey. Mrs. Watt believed that flogging had "an obdurating and 

degrading effect upon the character of the native, making him more sullen, revengeful and 

ueacherous ..." (not to mention the degrading effect on the European who ordered it!). 

Instead, she recommended, 'The short, sharp, though somewhat blustering punishment ... 

which cornes momentariiy and expectedly in the very nick of tirne." Such a punishment had 

"a telling effect upon the offender," whereas flogging would destroy the traveller's reputation 

among the Africans and not improve hem, e i t l ~ e r . ~ ~  From the missionary point of view, it 

was Mrs. Watt's belief that: 'The man who can administer a brisk and righteous reprimand to 

a native one minute, and be just the s m e  cheery, joyful master, father and friend the next, is 

the man who has an ever open door into the heart of the African s a ~ a g e . " ~ ~  

No doubt Mrs. Watt would have supported Thomson who, in an account reading likc 

a story from Bovs' Own, in which the great white explorer suppresses single handedly a 

potential rebellion, describes his "conquest" of his Waungwcina porters. This srory csn bç 

sren in the context of the "conditioning" of European readers of African wvel accounts to 

"accepr a particular kind of relationship between the two sets of peoples," meaning Africans 

and Europeans.39 There are often distortions in such accounts, meant as attempts to meet thc 

prevailing patriotic, racial and class attitudes of the nineteenth century readership. For the 

labour hstorian, the play to such attitudes may indicate a rnisrepresentation of real power 

Most other European uavellers came to the sarne conclusion. See Wolt Central African Diaries. 117, 11 
July. 1879. Exceptions were Burton and CMS missionary Gordon. See Burton, Lake Regions of Cenval 
Africa, 432; Gordon to Lang, Msalala, 5 Nov., 1883, CMS G3A6iOl. 

37 Watt, In the Heaq, 100-1. 

38 Watt, In the Hem,  102. 

39 See Roy C. Bridges. "Nineteenth-century East African Travel Records. with an Appendix on 'Amichair 
Geographers' and Cartography", Paideuma, 33 (1987), 189. 



relationships between European traveiiers and their porters. It might aiso represent merely an 

exaggeration of the actual laquage of authority. When in Manda, Uguha, in Januaiy, 1880, 

Thomson was faced with a svike organized the previous night by al1 29 porters over his 

decision to uavel into what they believed was camibd c o u n q  near the Luaiaba river. 

According to Thomson, he unbuckled his belt and, without warning, stnick left, nght and 

centre at the sleeping men, and drove [hem out of camp with their 1oads.m A few days later, 

at Makalurnbi, six days down the Lukuga river, there were more protes&. The explorer 

wrote, "... my men came in a body, headed by Makatubu, [a headman] and declared that bey 

were determined not to go any further - that 1 was just forcing hem dong iike donkeys to 

the Manyema, who would murder and eat them. In this determination they were fim, and 

neither threats not promises could move them from the position they had taken ~ p . " ~ l  After a 

series of quarrels a compromise was reached in which the explorer gave up his plan to reach 

the Lualaba, and the porters agreed to take a shorter route through Urua and then south e s t  to 

Iendwe on the south West side of Lake Tanganyika to rejoin the main body of the expediûon. 

When the local chief placed obstacles in the way of departun: and failed to provide a guide. 

the porters again protested.42 Thomson refused to listen: 

... 1 was now roused to such as state of excitement that 1 vowed I would compel them to march though 1 
had to shoot one of them as an example. 1 therefore ordered the men out, and told them to pick up thcir 
loads. No one stirred. 1 un buckled my belt, and waiking up to one 1 pointed to his load. Nobody 
spoke, and he did not move. With ail the suength in me I brought the belt down upon his bare back. 
This made him wince, but it required another of the same before he obeyed me. 1 did not rquire to 
repeat the cure with the orhers. They shouIdered their burdens, ruid in a sullen procession moved off 
towards the river.43 

'O Thomson. To the Central African Lake% II, 104-5. For m e r  go-slows and protests on this section of the 
jomey see && 106-8. 

41 Thomson, To the Central African Lakes, II. 114. 

42 Thomson. To the Central African Lakes, II. 1 14-5. 

43 Thomson, To the Central African Lakes. II. 115-6. More physical confrontations occurred belore Thomson's 
"conquest" was complete. See 1 16-8. 



This was an extreme case: Thomson was one of the more humane European caravan leaders 

in East Africa, and was most critical of those who used excessive force? He w u  successful 

in preventing desertions throughout the RGS expedition, and there was only one death of a 

porter, a remarkably low figure. Nevertheless, his reliance on "the short, sharp, though 

somewhat blustering punishment" recommended by Mrs. Watt is clear. 45 

Mrs. Watt tells us quite a lot about the attitudes of the patemalists on the question of 

discipline. Karl Weule, who was perhaps a Little more enlightened than the average German 

soldier or colonial officia1 in 1905, would probably have agreed with her to some extent, 

although he started off holding different views. "One thing ... which 1 absolutely fail ro 

understand is the furious fits of rage to which every white man who has lived long in the 

country appears to be subject," he wrote soon after arriving in Gennan East Afnca. Then he 

qualified this statement, saying, "1 cannot judge for the present whether life is really 

impossible without thrashing people - but 1 hope it is not the case."46 After some tirne in 

the colony he decided that a little corporal punishment was not such a bad thing after dl. 

One of the majority of the white men prone to "funous fits of rage" was Edvard Gleerup. In 

April 1886 his small party was travelling alone from Urambo towards the Coast - the large 

ivory caravan which they had accompanied had left before them. He ordered his poners ro 

keep close together because of the danger from bandits. But his people ignored him and 

some went ahead. He wrote: 

Sick and nervous as I was, 1 was seized by an unconuollable anger, A big, unpleasant cmier ... threw 
his Ioad to the ground and fled. 1 seized a heavy club from one of the other carriers and fhrew it afwr 
him with al1 the power at my command, but he bent over; the club whistled just above his hcad and 
fortunatel y did not hi him." 

" E-g.. Thomson, 70 the Cenual A-. II, 19 1.  

45 See also Thomson, Torhe 1,280; Joseph Thomson, Masai Land (London. 
1968, 1st ed. 1885), 73-99. 

46 Karl Weule, Native Life in East A i n u  uan. Aiice Werner (London, 1909. reprinted Westport. Conn.. 1970), 
41-2. 

47 Hassing & Bennett. "A lourney Across Tanganyika", 137. See also Hamy Hamilton lohnston. The Kilims: 
Njaro Expedition (London, I886), 48-50. 



Judging from the words of travellers such as Weule and Gleerup, there was some 

ambivalence about the use of violence as a means of imposing discipline. But those in what 1 

cal1 the "authoritarian school" had no qualrns whatsoever about using violence to impose 

thsir wili on their porters. Decle wrote of his rnarch from Ujiji to Tabora in mid 1893: "... it 

is a pleasure to look back and remember that 1 was obeyed to the letter. My Wangwana sovn 

learnt that they had to obey as well as the others. Of course 1 had to commence by using 

'kiboko'; but after a short time this was unnecessary, and 1 had only to give an ordrr for it to 

be obeyed at once."48 More extrerne were the views of Carl Peters, who aimed to "... carry 

out a thorough physical authority over the porter element ..." using his Somali askari as his 

agents." He continues: "Such African masses of men can only be kept in control by a 

determination uncompromisingly to cany  out one's will in the teeth of al1 o p p o ~ i t i o n . " ~ ~  

Ewart Grogan was of a sirnilar mind. He declared himself "a great believer in the Germans' 

African methods." which were, he thought, "not restricted by the ignorant babblings of the 

professional philanthropist," as he believed British officiais in South East Afnca were? 

Like Peters, Grogan did not just theorize, but put his beliefs into daily action. One example 

should suffice here. While in the Rwanda area in 1898, Grogan and Sharp's Manyerna 

porten were continuing to resist, des pite the hanh punishrnents meted out. After two of the 

men were flogged for a petty theft in the presence of some of the local Tutsi, about thiny of 

the porters attempted to desen. The response of the two British was to threaten them with 

loaded weapons, and then to attempt to murder the "ringleader" as he disappeared. The 

Lionel Decle. Three Yean in Savaee Africa (London. 1898). 32 1 .  Decle's clear approval of çorporal 
punishment for Afrîcans is expresseci in Three Years, 203. A kiboko is a hippopotamus hide whip. For its 
tiquent use during the German colonial period see Juhani Koponen, Deveio~meni Far Ex~loitation: German 
Colonial Policies in Mainland Tanzania 1884-1914 (Helsinki and Harnburg, 1994), 360-6. 

49 Carl Peters, New L i ~ h t  on Dark Africa uan. H. W. Dulcken (London, 1891), 58. 

50 Peters, New Lieht 58. 

Ewart S. Grogan and Arthur H. Sharp, From the Cape io Cairo: The First Traverse of Afica From South io 
North (London, 1900), 101. This book contains a litany of racist invective and accounts of bnitality well 
beyond even the contemporary standards of the decades of high imperialism. 



porters were then brought back to camp dong with their leader, who was luckily unharmed, 

the bullet going through his fez? 

The murder of resisting porters by European caravan leaders may have been more 

comrnon than the evidence suggests. WhiIe in Usagara Mackay shot at his porters, wounding 

four of them, as they were deserting after a prouacted dispute. He then defended himself 

from a summons issued by Consul Kirk after the porters lodged a cornplaint in Zanzibar on 

the grounds that he had no choice given the "mutiny" of his men and the possible loss of 

CMS property, and that Kirk was overstepping his consular authority. The charges were 

eventually dropped on payment of MTf200 compensation to the wounded porters by the 

CMS agent in Zanzibar, Smith MacKenzie and Co? Stanley had two porters executed for 

desertion during the Emin Pasha Expedition. Others were sentenced to death but their lives 

were spared? The British scientist J. E. S. Moore regarded desertion as a capiial offence. 

and when some of his porters disappeared near Lake Kivu, he requested the local chief to 

"catch or kill" any of them found in the district. The tone of his writings suggest he would 

not have considered such an attitude unusual or extreme; he even found it hard to understand 

why the English were reputed to be kali sana (very fierce) as employers in Ujiji, and found it  

so difficult to recruit porters there.55 Peters on one occasion ordered the murder of two 

52 Grogan & Sharp, From the Cao& 122-3. In April. 1888. near Ihe Ituri river, Stanley shot at rwo Waungivanu 
porters "as they were not working as well as they might," grazing the heel of one man. See A. J. Mounteney 
Jephson. p 1 887 

. . 
-1 889 ed. Dororhy 

Middleton (Cambridge, 1969), 235, 12 Apr., 1888. 

53 See Mackay to Wright, Mkindo (Mkundi?) River, 22 Mar.. 1878, CMS CA6/016; Robb to Mackay. Zanzibar. 
11 Apr.. 1878, CMS CA61016; Mackay to Wright, Uyui, 24 May, 1878. CMS CA6/016; Smith to Hutchinson, 
Zanzibar, 24 June, 1878, CMS CA6103. The incident is not mentioned in the almost hagiographic A. M. 
Mackav. Pioneer Missionarv of the Church Missionary Societv to Ueanda. B v  His Sister (London, 1890). For 
comrnents by a fellow missionary sympathetic to Mackay see Robert Pickering Ashe, Chronicles of Urranda 
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54 Parke, MY Personal Experience~, L 1 1.20 & 21 Sep.. 1887.41 8-9,2 May, 1889; William Hoffman, With 
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55 J. E. S. Moore, To the Mountains of the Moon (London. 1901 ), 140, 161-2, 169. Thiny three porters 
deserted between Ujiji and the south end of Lake Kivu. 



deserten, whose bodies were to be thrown into the Tana river and on another, abandoned a 

porter unable to carry his load because of tuberculosis. Writing afterwards the German 

commented that the unusually load roaring of lions on the night in question, "lcft no doubt as 

to the poor fellows fate."56 

Many caravan leaders availed themselves of insurance agaùist uoublesome porters in 

the form of askari who, during the early colonial period, were sometimes supplied by the 

German authonties. This change in the use of &ri from a defensive to coercive police 

force paralleled the change in the balance of power between caravans and communities dong 

the routes, outlined in chapter eight. As mentioned above, Peters relied on his Somali uskari 

to discipline his porters. Once at Ujiji, Grogan and Sharp were provided with soldiers by the 

Gerrnans 'Io avoid any trouble with the men." Authority in Fortie's caravan of 1902 was 

backed up by "guards m e d  with long muzzle-loaders." Their function was clearly 

demonstrated when one of them shot and lcilled a porter deserting with a box of copper coins. 

The porters themselves were unarmed. Weule's caravan similarly included ashri, although 

in this case protection from attack was a major consideration as he was travelling in areas 

very recentiy disturbed during the Maji Maji rebellion.S7 

Floggings or summary beatings were resoned to by aimost al1 European caravan 

leaders, whether paternaiist or authontarian in outlook, as well as Arab and Afiican traders.j8 

Stokes appears to have been an exception. Burton "cooled" arguing porters with a "long 

pole," and on another occasion had "disorderly" porters "surnmarily flogged." Speke wrote 

"... 1 often had occasion to award 100 and even 150 Iashes to my men for stealing ..." During 

the joumey of the caravan of Bishop Steere of the UMCA from Lindi to Masasi in 1876 a 

56 Peten. N m  105,210; Lamden. "Sorne Aspects of Porterage*'. 16 1. 

" Grogan & Sharp. From the Ca. 95; Marius Fonie. (London. 1938), 27-8.52. 101; 
Weule, Fative J.ife rn F-. . . 

The paternalists do not mention flogging in their writings as oRen as the authorirarians. Whether this was 
because of a reluctance to discuss the subject, or because in reaiity corporal punishment was not often used by 
them to impose discipline, is difficult to decide. 1 suspect a little of both. For evidence of Arabs who t'logged 
their porters see Decle, Three Yeu& 3 14. 



Zanzibari porter was convicted of stealing and sentenced to a flogging, "fastened to the wheel 

of the cart."sg Other floggers included Vice-consul Smith who, travelling on the Kilwa route, 

punished a porter wishing to break his contract with "fify blows with a stick," adrninistered 

by Smith's cook. In 1878 LMS missionaries gave "the usual ten strokes" for petty thefts in 

their caravan. CMS missionaries in the 1894 caravan to Buganda resorted to public floggings 

to punish and prevent thefts. Peters habitually had resisting porters chained and flogged. 

Grogan and Sharp imposed discipline with a hippo whip, while Fortie resorted to corporal 

punishment on 0ccasion.6~ 

Stanley was an ardent flogger, with ideas on discipline and punishment probably 

beyond custornary views and practice, as well as contemporary European standards. He 

acted accordingly throughout his African career. In one incidenl in A p d ,  187 1, he had his 

cook so  severely flogged for pilfering that the man's companions, alarmed by the harshness 

of the punishment, aided his desertion. In July, 1875, a porter was murdered by a fellow, 

Fundi Rehani. Rather than have Fundi Rehani executed according to the recommendation of 

the "court" set up to judge the matter, Stanley decided that he should be given 200 lashes, 

then be chained until he could be delivered to the Sultan in Zanzibar. Others involved in the 

Aght which led to the murder were given 100 lashes each. 61 During the Emin Pasha 

Expedition's m a c h  from Matadi to Leopoldville in A p d ,  1887 "a few examples" were made 

%y whipping in incorrigible loiterers." This set the tone for the next two ycars and èight 

j9 Haman. Bwana Stokesi. 23; Burton, Lake Renions, 183,432; John Hanning Speke. Journal of the Disçovery 
gf the Source of the Nile (New York, 1864). 265, dso 416; William Percival Johnson, Mv African 
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months of the expedition, in which "wholesale flogging" was the nom. Examples are 

scattered through the accounts of European expedition memben. In one case s w i n g  porters 

received 180 lashes for being absent searching for food, in another personal servants were 

given up to €ity lashes for stealing rnaize from a tent. At Fort Bodo senuies caught sleeping 

were sentenced to twenty five lashes. A second offence was punished with up to fity lashes 

and extra duties, while fines of MT$5 or MT$10, in addition, were imposed for third 

offences. 62  

It is possible to compare European attitudes and willingness to flog in late pre- 

colonid and early colonial East Africa and contemporary standards in the British army and in 

colonial contexts elsewhere.63 In the British West Indies a Colonial Office Order in Council 

of 1824 limited the number of lashes pemitted in the Slave Law for work place discipline to 

thirty nine la~hes .6~  This was modelled on the "biblical limit" of thirty nine strokes (Deut. 

25: 2-3: 2 Cor. 11: 24), which was also apparently observed in the plantations in the Decp 

South and in British India. In Hong Kong the Magistrates Ordinance of 1862 gave 

magistrates the power to order up to two public or private whippings in the case of male 

offenders. Each whipping was to be a maximum of thirty six blows of the rattan cane. No 

racial distinction was made in the law, but in practice only Chinese and other Asians were 

tlogged. At the Supreme Court level an ordinance of 1865 gave the court the powers to 

sentence persons convicted of crimes involving offensive weapons to up to threc whippings 

(in addition to the prison sentence) of up to fifty strokes each. This was restricted to male 

62 Parke, Mv Personal Exoeriences, 38-9; lephson. Dim, 170.20 Oct.. 1887. 13 1, 1 Aug.. 1887. 167-8. 18 
Oct., 1887; William G. Stairs, "Shut Up in the African Forest", The Nineteenth Century 29, CLXVII (Jan., 
1891 ), 59. Parke defends Stanley in MY Personai Exnerience, 513. Stanley did not go beyond contemporary 
African standards when he sentenced porters to capital punishment. My comment refers more ro his regular 
resort to flogging. 

63 See David Killingray. '"nie 'Rod of Empire': The Debate Over Corporal Ruiishment in rhe British Afriçan 
Colonial Forces, 1888-1946", JoYnial of 35,2 (1994), 202, and passim, for European 
justification for the flogging of offending AfYicans. 

64 Mary Tunier, Paper presented at the Lnternationai Conference on Masters and Servants in History, York 
University, Toronto, April 1996. 



offenders. There was no racial distinction in law, but when in 1866 the Court started to 

sentence Europeans to whipping there was a major outcry in the colonial community. Before 

the 1860s, flogging with the rattan cane had been the main punishment in the magistrate's 

court, with sentences of up to 100 strokes. This was often compared with the practice in 

China, in which people sometimes received up to 800 strokes. 65 In the British army the 

number of lashes of the cat-0'-nine-tails was set at f i  in 1847, following the death of a 

pnvate soidier after he received 150 lashes. In 187 1 the maximum was reduced to 25, and in 

188 1 flogging was abolished in the army except in military prisord6 In African colonial 

m i e s  flogging was retained for much longer, was used frequently and harshly dunng the 

1890s and early 1900s, and survived u n d  the Second World War. The number of lashes 

permitted by military regulation in the West M i c a  Frontier Force during the late 1890s was 

limited to 36 for stealing and a lesser number for other offences. The same maximum was 

legislated for the WAFF by an Ordinance of the Gold Coast Government in 1900. In practice 

corporal punishment was meted out more often and more severely than rnandated.67 In East 

Africa during the late pre-colonial penod and first years of colonial rule floggings were only 

meted out to Africans and most floggings of porters appear to have been in the order of ten to 

thirty lashes, which would not have been considered excessive in British colonies. The 

Germans were noted, however, for the frequency with which they resorted to corporal 

punishment, and a legal limitation on corporal punishrnent to twenty five strokes on one 

occasion was not introduced u n d  1896.68 As noted in chapter six, legislation in Zanzibar in 

1894 limited the number of lashes to thirty. 69 But bruiality far beyond these standards was 

not uncommon. 

65 Personal communication from Chris Munn. 

66 Killingray, "The Rod of Empire", 203. 

67 Killingray. "The Rod oCEmpire". 203. 
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At least one European traveiier believed thal porters themselves preferred flogging to 

other forms of punishment, such as fines.70 Thomson writes that he tried to get fines 

subs tituted for flogging when misdemeanours occurred. His Waungwana argued agains t i t, 

saying that fiogging was a punistunent they were used to, whereas fines were an unknown 

thing to them. A flogging was over in a minute, but fines would mean they would travel for 

months only to retum without wages, which would be fmed away. A strike, precipitated in 

part by fining, during which a mass desertion was planned and then rehearsed as a bargaining 

counter, caused Thomson to back down. It was only when he promised to drop his insistence 

on fines as a form of punishment, and reintroduce corporal punishment, that the porters 

relented. They quickly and "triumphantiy" retumed to camp, picked up their abandoned 

loads, and set off on the rnarch again.71 We can see in this dispute once again the successful 

defence of customary working conditions and wages, both so centrai to Tanzanian porters. 

Other punishments were imposed by some. Smith preferred to humiliate rathrr than 

flog quarrelling porters by making "one of the two to corne and sit close to myself till his 

temper was cooled ..." Other offending porters were punished by making hem carry the 

heaviest load - Smith's t e n ~ ~ 2  Stanley used one room of his house at Kwihara as a jail in 

1872, confining his "incomgibles" without food for 40 hours when he deemed it necrssary. ' 3  

Many travellers and traders whether African or foreign used slave chains to discipline ruid 

rnake exarnples of deserters and other recalcitrant porters.74 The slave chain was one of 

70 Killingray, 'The Rod of Empire", 207, notes that some evidence exists for a preference by Africans for 
tlogging instead of fines and extra duties in colonial armies. 

71 Thomson, To the Central African Lakes, 1,221-5. 

72 Smith, "Explorations in Zanzibar Dominions". 106. 

73 Bennett, Stanlev's Despatches, 40. 
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1892 (Halifax, 1994), l92,6  July, 189 1; Rashid bin Hassani, "The Story of Rashid bi n Hassani of the B isa Tri bc 
Northem Rhodesia", recorded by W. F. Baldock in Margery Perham, ed., Ten Africans (Evanston, 1963). 100; 
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Stanley's tools throughout his African career. He was so pleased with the effectiveness of 

chaining recalcitrant porters during his first joumey that he wrote that he would "never travel 

in Africa again without a good long ~ h a i n . " ~ 5  Deserters arrested at the coast were often 

handed over to the Sultan and imprisoned, o r  sentenced to labour in a c h a h  gang for short 

periods and fined.76 Colonial conquest and the establishment of German stations in the 

interior in the 1890s, with their local police forces, meant that European caravan leaders still 

up-country could hand over deserters to colonial officiais for three to six rnonths hard labour 

on a chain gang. 77 Grogan and Sharp were particularly sadis tic. These two uavellers 

continuaily had difficulties due to the passive resistance of their porters. The latter often 

lagged behind the Europeans, delaying their arriva1 at camp until two or  three hours dter 

their employers had reached it, thereby, according to the two Britons, hoping to avoid 

carnpsite duties. Grogan and Sharp devised the following punishment to deal with such 

incidents: 

We allowcd them half-an-hour's margin, and every one who arrived after that, without having obtaineci 
permission in the moming for sickness or some valid reason, was made to stand with his load on bis 
head in the middle of the camp until sunset. or as long as was deemed sufficient t'or his particular case. 
We found this rnust more effectua1 as a punishment than tïogging or fines ...78 

One only needs to remember that the porters' loads were at least sixty pounds, that they 

would probably be standing in the hot sun for several hours, and that they had already 

completed a long day's rnarch. No wonder Grogan and Sharp found this torture effective. 

75 Bennett, m e v ' s  D- . . ,61,62,63 (quote), 64; Stanley, How I F-, 1 16. Stanley did, 
in fact, c h a h  porters on his next expedition. See StanIey & Nearne, -G, 37.30 Dec., 1874,50. 
24 Jan., 1875.55.6 Feb., 1875, 86-7,4 & 5 July, 1875; Stanley, Dark Cqntinent 1,209; MçLynn. 
-, 137. 

76 Muxwonhy to Southon, Zanzibar, 6 Jan.. 1880; Muxwonhy to Southon. Zanzibar. 28 June, 1880. LMS 
3/4/E; Muxworthy to Wookey. Zanzibar, 15 Oct., 1880, LMS 3/4/E. 
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Whatever the style of caravan management adopted by European, African or Arab 

travellers and traders, an experienced, efficient and cooperative headman was essential if 

porters were to be controlled, disciphed and productive. Many headmen made names for 

themselves during the years of colonial conquest. One was the Zanzibari, Omari bin Omari 

who possessed, from his British employer's point of view, ail the nght qualifications: 

In Zanzibar he was a person of some importance; the men respected his direct speech and his big 
imposing form, and 1 never saw a porter or any of the men disobey or question an order from him ... in 
the more remote interior, African uave1 depends as largely upon the head man as does an army upon its 
sargeants. It is the native head man, and the native head man only, who can tell you the real condition 
of the porters ... whether they have food and shelter, and anythmg else it may be necessary CO know. It 
is the head man who can work the whole caravan into good humour towards the European leaders ... it 
is only the head man who cm explain the necessities of the case from a native point of view. and get 
the natives themselves to believe that the Europeans are neither fools nor playthings.79 

It is not surprising that authority was imposed more effectively during the early 

co:onial penod than before. Prior to colonial d e  porters had more options which they 

frequenùy exercised, and the balance of power was not so tiited towards imperidist interests. 

But whatever the options available to them, porters as workers and then as colonized 

Africans resisted, and used what power and opportunities rhey had. 

Hidden and Individual Forms of Resistance 

Porters struggled to maintain control over the work process and defended themsclves 

against dangerous working conditions, abusive authority, and violations of custom, the 

working noms which were embedded in caravan culture. Protest took several h s  which 

can be categorized as "hidden," as well as more open collective expressions such as  suikes 

and go-slows. Some types of porter resistance relate strongly to those descnbed by Charles 

79 Moore, To the Mo- 116-7. 

For hidden forms of resistance see Robin Cohen, "Resistance and Hidden Forms of Consciousness Among 
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van Onselen in his work on migrant labourers in the Rhodesian gold mines during the early 

decades of this cen t~ ry .~ l  In Freund's words: 

ï h e  migrant workers to the Rhodesian gold fields in van Onselen's study are involved in a Iiuge range 
of activities that he considers to be resistant to capital, including desertion, slacking and destruction of 
tools, disguised forms of strikes (as weii as sorne actual ones) and shrewd ability to operate between 
different empl oyers. 

Such worker resistance in fact reflects a kind of worker consciousness.82 In addition to sornc 

of the activities Listed by Freund, particularly desertion, slacking, and strikes, porters resisted 

by creating a work culture with aspects of resistance within it, feigning illness to protest 

against impossible conditions, manipulating employer confusion over individual porter 

identities, stealing from the caravan, and using drugs and alcohol. This section deais with 

hidden and individual fonns of protest, particuiarly fraud and theft. Because desertion was so 

pervasive 1 shaii treat it separately. 

Resistance often took the form of a continual smiggle to assert autonomy against the 

will of the caravan leader. Nyamwezi porters hired by Burton to carry his machila on the 

retum joumey from Ujiji to Unyanyembe at first "worked well, then ... fell off." Assrrting 

their independence and using a repertoire of tactics to conuol the work process they held the 

upper hand until the explorer threatened force: 

In the mornings when rheir names were cailed they hid themselves in the huts, or rhey squatted 
pertinaciously near the camp-çires, or they nished ahead of the Party. On the road they hurried 
forward, recklessly dashing-the manchil, without pity or remor&, against stock and stone. A man 
allowed to lag behind never appeared again on that march, and more than once they attempicd to place 
the hamrnock on the ground and to strike for increase of wages, till brought to a scnse of their duty by ri 

sword-point applied to their ribs. Thcy would halt for an hour to boiI their sweet potatoes, but i f  1 
required the delay of Cive minutes, or the advance of hve yards. they became half mad with fidgctiness 
.. . 83 

Grant descnbed his Nyamwezi porters (who eventually deserted) as 

... hank and amiable on frrst acquaintance ... but soon uying to get the upper hand, retiising to make 
the ring-knce round camp, showing sulks, making halts, or going short marches, ueating with perfect 
contempt any message sent them even to si t apan from your tent ... 

- - - - - - - 

Charles van Onselen. Chibaro: African Gold Mine Labour i n  Southern Rhodesia (Nottingham, 1976). 
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According to one missionary, Wawtguona porters on the rnarch were "always ~ i n g  to shirk 

their w o r k  and "perpetually concocting dodges" to gain increased rations. 85 On Hore's 

joumey to Mpwapwa in 1878 the 150 porters expressed their b'discontent" several times, with 

demands for more food and shorter marches. The missionary, however, was understanding 

of their protests, given "their endurance and wonderful spirits." and their "rough. faithfulness 

and loydty to their work," and in consideration of the extremely difficult working 

conditions. 

One stratagem attempted by some of Peters' carriers to avoid harsh conditions was to 

disappear at the beginning of the day, and reappear at the next camp without their loads. It 

was discovered that the loads had been left behind at the previous camp. These porters did 

not desert, but instead protested by not carrying the loads allocated to them. In effect this 

was a suike. Peters responded by having some of the offending porters chained and flogged. 

He informed the porters that there was now in effect a scale of punishments for those caught 

deserting or throwing down their loads, some of which were camied out on the spot. He also 

instituted a system of discipline to ensure early s t m  each day and record-keeping to match 

men with their burdens.g7 

Another tactic was to feign illness. An exarnple was noted by Grogan in 1898: 

One of our boys ... announced [on the march north of Ujiji) b a t  he had smallpox; this was rrither 
alarming, so 1 had him stripped, but could find no signs of the disease. As we did not want to give our 
boys any excuse for bolting or grumbling, a medical board of tiuee headmen sat on the case, and 
having unanimously agreed that he was Iying, we subjected him to the hippo-whip cure; next day he 
and his mate were nor forthcoming ...88 

Presumably, this means that the men concemed deserted. so Grogan's attempt to avoid this 

outcorne failed. 

85 Wilson & Felkin, manda 1. 15-16. 

86 Hore, Taneanvi ka, 34-5. 
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Another fom of deception occurred when Wlurngwano porters fraudulently attempted 

to collect wages at the coast In October, 1879, one Fundi Athman arrived at the Zanzibar 

office of Boustead, Ridley and Co., agent for the LMS, bearing a letter from CMS missionary 

Last. According to the letter, Fundi informed Last bat he had arrived in Mpwapwa after 

having been robbed while serving as a mailman for the LMS, after earlier service in a 

caravan to Ujiji. His three cornpanions were killed and his package of letters and pay note 

had been los4 but he claimed fourteen months pay. While investigations were undeway in 

Zanzibar Fundi disappeared. It was discovered that he had never, in fact, been associated 

with the LMS." Another case was more easily detected by Boustead Ridley and Co., as 

explained in a letter to Southon: 

We may mention that Swedi holds the pay tickets of several men who have apparently stayed at 
Urambo and elsewherc. It is however, said that the men were in Zanzibar, and as we always prefcr to 
pay the men personally ... we told him to produce the men, and as he brought two dit'ferent sets of men 
who had probably never been out of Zanzibar and did not know the names on their tickets - we told 
him we should put him under the gun if he tned to cheat us again. He now waits unul the right men 
arrive in Zanzibarg0 

A more sophisticated dodge attempted by dishonest porters was to claim a wage ticket from 

missionaries at two different stations, each missionary unaware of the other's actions, then to 

give one ticket to another man who would at the coast pretend to be the porter in question. 

and with it claim outstanding wages. The ruse would succeed when the real porter 

subsequently appeared at the coast with his ticket to daim his wages. In the face of a 

zenuine ticket and correct identity the employer would have no choice but to pay up for a 

second time, unless a comection between the two men could be established.91 Perhaps the 

most common method of false representation with the aim of secunng uneamed wages 

occurred before depanure of a caravan, when porters presented thernselves two or more times 

89 Last to MacGregor, Mpwapwa, 9 Sep., 1879. Muxworthy to Whitehouse. Zanzibar. 25 Oct.. 1879. Lsst to 
MacGregor, Mpwapwa, 27 Oct,, 1879, Muxworthy to Whitehouse, Zanzibar, 23 Nov., 1879, LMS 2/3/D. For a 
similar case see Muxworthy to Southon, Zanzibar, 28 June, 1880, LMS 3/4/E. 

Muxworthy to Southon, Zanzibar, 6 Jan., 1880, LMS 3/4/D. 

91 For cxamples see Boustead Ridley & Co. to Southon, Zanzibar. 6 Feb., 1880, LMS 3141D. 



for their advance pay, playing on the naivete of newly anived Europeans. This was the 

expenence of Moloney who wrote: 'Thanks to rny ignorance of Suahili, several pagazi 

presented themselves at least twice for their pay, and when taxed for the offence, took refuge 

in a number of aliases that a London pickpocket would have envied."92 The more seasoned 

Stairs believed that "A great nurnber of carriers have no other vade except to sign up in order 

to get their advance pay, then ... go and hide in the swarming hovels of Bagamoyo."93 

Theft was another form of hidden resistance which occurred from time to time, 

although it conflicted with the code of honour of professional porters, both Nyamwezi and 

Wawtg~~mo.gJ Nevertheless, Mtoro bin Mwinyi Bakari wrote: "The leader of the caravan 

must keep careful watch on his porters, or they will steal people's goods without the owners' 

permission."95 If porters stole from their caravan it was often because they were starving, as 

was the case when Speke and Grant's caravan crossed Ugogo. Food shortages caused the 

porters to cornplain and resist: 

The spirit of our men sank. and a deep, gloomy silence hung over camp, when we had no grain. and 
continuous days of bad spon with our rifles. Not a man would obey orders; they retùsed to rnarch. and 
discipline had to be upheld in several instances by inflicting corporal punishment for the crime of 
stealing cloth to buy food. 96 

More systematic pilfering occurred in some caravans, particularly of beads, which could be 

taken in quantities srnall enough to evade detection. One European traveller lost sixteçn 

loads of beads in this fashion, and another two loads out of thiny.g7 Sometimes deserters 

stole caravan goods. A porter deserted from a CMS caravan taking a load of cloth and a gun. 

escaping into g r a s  three metres high. Mrs. Watt mentions the case of a Kamba porter who 

92 Moloney, With Ca~tain Stairs 26. 

93 Konczacki, Victorian Ex~lorer, 191.5 July, 1891. For another case see Decle. Three Yeaq, 314. 

94 Sec chapter 5.  
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deserted after fading to break open a box. When forty inexpenenced Zanzibari porters 

deserted from another caravan seventeen loads were lost.98 A more sophisticaied variant was 

the propensity of some Manyema carriers "when in a country of thieves ... to conceal a load 

of cloth during the night; in the morning they arrive in great distress and Say that a load ha 

been stolen."99 During the early colonial period the response of many caravan leaders to the 

possibility of theft of caravan goods was to pack loads in boxes which were chained togedirr. 

This had the added advantage of deterring desertion while on the march. loO 

Desertion 

Desenion should be considered a speciai category of resistance because it was by far the 

most common expression of protest throughout the period under discussion. The caravan 

which mived at its destination with the sarne porters that it left with was a very rare one. 

Desertion was usually a continuous trickle, especially in the vicinity of the porters' homes. 

Waungwana and Swahili porters were more likely to desert within easy range of the coast' so 

that caravan leaders had to be particularly vigilant d u ~ g  the first week or two on journeys 

inland. Sore muscles and sometimes unaccustomed hard work were added incentives, as a 

traveller wrote in his diary after recording sixteen desertions during the first week out of 

Bagarnoyo: 

The most dangerous moment for a caravan is this: stiIl unused to theu loads, the men become stiif. 
theu morde is affected, and they desert. It takes not l e s  than a fortnightTs march for the carriers' 
muscles to become supple while remaining F I .  But it's a thaniciess task to draw this agility out of 
them. 1 exhaust every means in my power trying to coax things dong. I've stnctly forbidden that tht: 

98 Blackburn to Lang, Marnboya, 5 Jdy,  1883, CMS G3A6/01; Watt. In the Heart. 3934; Pilkington to '?. Taro. 
20 Apr., 1890, in C. F. Harford-Battersby, Pilkinaton of Unanda (London, n.d. 1898?), 71. 

99 Grogan and Sharp, From the C m ,  120-1. However, the possibility remains (hat the carriers were spçaking 
the tnrth: Grogan does not Say whether the missing loads were recovered. For a sirnilar case see Declc. Threc 
Years, 474. Other cases of theft by porters from their employers are mentioned in Wolf, Central Atncan 
Diaria, 189-90.2 June, 1880, 193,6 July, 1880; Griffith to Thompson, Ujiji, 21 Oct., 1882, LMS 3/5/l3; Decle, 
Three Year~, 483. 

Fortie, Black and Beauufùl ,27. For a Nyamwezi painted gourd depicting porters with chained loads see 
Wilhelm Blohm, Die Nvamwezi: GeselIschaft und Weltbild (Hamburg, 1933), Tafèl X, Abbild 142. 



men should be beaten, harsh words are prohibited, our stages are short, and I'm generous in h e  
distribution of cloth. 1 hope. in chis way. to advance slowly for ten more stages. IO1 

Porters most often disappeared in ones, twos, and threes - but there were many cases of 

mass desertions of most or the whole of a caravan's labour force. Porters quit for a variety of 

reasons, not d l  directly related to wages and conditions. Sometimes it was for political or 

religious reasons - the failure of the caravan leader to propitiate an important chef or local 

cuit, for example. Porters saw such failures as a direct threat to their own well being further 

down the road. Other cases resulted from obvious dangers ahead - perhaps war, famine. or 

disease. Desertion was one of the easiest ways for porters to protect themselves, and at the 

sarne time force canvan leaders to meet customary standards of rationing, rest days. work 

load, payment, discipline and other matters. As Hanies writes of Mozambican migrant 

labourers in South Afrka, "What was considered desertion by employers was a traditional 

mechanism of survival to men ... brought up to see mobility as a traditional means of copine 

with a d ~ e r s i t y . ' ' ~ ~ ~  Harries' Amatonga trarnped from work site to work site. taking 
*. 

advantage of their mobility to defend fair labour practices and improve working 

conditions. Porters in Tanzania were even better equipped to use their mobility as a 

collective bargaining iool, as great mobility was the very essence of their work. Both porters 

and employers were well aware of the bargaining strength of the former, hence the mere 

threat of mass desertion, whether intended or not, could have the desired effect. 

Tales of desertion occur in virtually al1 accounts of East Afncan travel. Thomson's 

safari to Lake Tanganyika is a notable exception. 104 Burton wrote that on both expeditions in 

'O1 Konczacki. V i c t a u h p l o r e t ,  191,5 July. 1891,1934. 10 July. 1891 (quote). 

Iû2 Patrick Hames. Work C c a r s  in Mo- S O U  Arnca. c. 1860- 
- .  

J 91Q (Portsmouth N.H., London, Johannesburg, 1994), 42. Stichter writes more generally, "Too orien ttie 
schoiariy work on labor migration has ignored the dimension of labor protest, while the work on labor protest 
has had diffïculty in corning to grips with the impact of migration or temporary proletarianization ... entering or 
leaving the labor market can be in itself one of the main responses workers have to the terms and conditions of 
theu cmployment." See Sharon Stichter, Miarant Laborers (Cambridge, 1985), 3-4. 

l m  Harries. Work. Culture. and Identitv. 42-5. 

Thomson. To the Central Afncan L a k ~  1, vii-viii. 309-10. 



Tanzania during the years 1857 to 1859 "we found ... an unmitigated evil in the universal 

practice of desertion." On the f is t  expedition Y.. there was not, in the party of 80, an 

individual who did not at some tirne or other desert or attempt to desert us." And on the 

second expedition, which "fared not a whit better: we find in it 123 desertions duly 

chronicled." 105 Coastal merchants also suffered from this problem: they "complain loudly 

of the 'Pagazi' ... these porters are prepaid $10 for the trip, and the proprietor congntulates 

himself if, after payment, only 15 per cent abscond." 1" Porters in Speke and G r ~ i t ' s  

caravan were very quick to perceive the dangers of famine in Ugogo in 1860, and many 

decided the effort of marching on short rations to Unyanyembe was too much. lo7 Stanley did 

not have this experience of mass desertion during his first joumey. but there was a steady Ioss 

of porters in Ugogo and between Kwihara in Unyanyembe and Ujiji. During his second 

joumey about f i ty  porters out of 347 deserted during the twenty five days7 march to 

Mpwapwa, and eighty nine by the tirne U r h i  was reached, a month later. in Apnl and 

May, 1873, Cameron's caravan lost thirty eight porters during the first 250 kilometres' march 

from the coast, and there were more individual desenions while passing through Ugogo. 

Many more porters abandoned the caravan between Kwihara and Ujiji later that yesr. A 

large Arab caravan met a few days from the coast was having similar difficulties. 1°) The 

French Geographical Society's caravan led by Victor Giraud had a similar record. On the 

fourth or fifth day of the joumey in 1882 five Ganda porters deserted, 

" Richard F. Burton, Zanzibar. Co= (London, 1872). ii, 294-5. 
as 3mdisciplinable," while the slaves and ex-slaves were "apt to abscond." 

taking with them their 

He rekrs to the tiee porters 

106 Burton, Zanzibar, II, 147. 

Speke, Journal, 64, 27 Oct., 1860. 75.27 Nov., 1860, 80.5 Dec.. 1860, 86. 10 Dec., 1860. For a full list of 
the caravan's losses to Unyanyembe including the desertions of 25 Zanzibari slaves and 98 Nyarnwezi porters 
see 97-23 Jan., 186 1 .  

'O8 Bennett, Stanley's D e s ~ a t c h e ~  19.50.61; Simpson, Dark Cornpanion& 116; Sianley & Neame. Exploration 
Diarie, 46, 16 Jan., 1875. 

l W  Cameron to Kirk, Masuwa, 10 Apr., 1873, VLC 3/2, RGS; Cameron, Across Africa, 1.47.72.75, 122. 138. 
139, 179; W. Robert Foran, African Odvssev: The Life of Vernev Lovett-meron (London, 1937), 66.9 14 .  



advance wages and their guns.110 From then on labour disputes recurred with regularity. 

Finally, in May, 1884, after a long journey to Lakes Bangweulu and Mweru, the carzvan's 

Zanzibar porters rebelled for the last time, leavuig the Frenchman at Mpala on the west coast 

of Lake Tanganyika, and returned to Zanzibar. During the f i s t  years of Geman rule at 

Tanga it was a standing joke amongst Europeans that any Geman led caravan leaving for the 

intenor would have to retum to the coast the day iifter deparuire, the reason being the 

disappearance of three quarters of its porters. 1 l2 

It is not always possible to ascertain the reasons for particular desertions. Frrquently, 

however, desertions occurred because of porters' well founded fears, based on experience. In 

luly, 1857, nine porters hired at Dutumi deserted Burton and Speke's caravan in dread of 

being carried into slavery, an idea suggested to them by the Arab Sayf bin Salim. l 3  In 186 1 

Speke and Grant's 'Wezee" (Nyamwezi) porters deserted in Ugogo because they feared 

being attacked, so Grant believed, after a Gogo chef made direats if he was not satisfied widi 

hongo payments. This happened again in the country north of Ukune on the road to 

Karagwe. Grant writes, "We no sooner heard ... the war-drum to collect the natives, and to 

intimidate our party into the settiement of the tax, than Our porters would desert; and when 

the drums beat a 'receipt' ... and we were free to move ... Our Wezee porters would get up a 

row with us, and demand more cloth ..." 114 Sixty of Tippu Tip's Nyamwezi porters 

disappeared when other porters of the caravan were attacked and killed in Riova's, near 

ükonongo. They had deserted and renimed to Tabora out of fear.lt5 In January. 1879, 

' ' O  Victor Giraud. Les lacs de LAfriaue Équatoriale (Paris. 1890). 51. Giraud writes b a t  the Ganda looked 
down on the carrying of loads, claiming that they should be askari inscead. 

' Giraud, Les lacs. 474-8.509-5 19. 

' l 2  Oscar Baumann, &ch Massailand zur Nilauelle: Reisen und Forschuneen der Massai-Expedition des 
deutschen Anti-sklaverei Komites in den Jahren 1891-1 893 (Berlin, l894), 8. 

l3  Burton, Lake Renions, 100-103. 

l l4 Grant. A Walk, 22-3,42, 121. 

l5 Tippu Tip. Maishh 43-9 5 55-61. See the account in chapter 8. 



Dodgshun and the trader, Broyon, hired porters to go to Mirambo's. The porters of both 

Europeans deserted before the destination was reached, perhaps out of fear of the warriors of 

the powerful Nyamwezi chief, Nyungu ya  Mawe, or because their preferred destination was 

Uyui. l L 6  Von Wissman had sixteen of his thirty caniers desert south east of Lake 

Tanganyika. They had received h d f  their wages in advance. New carriers were hired, but 

these too ran off after abandoning their loads, the cause being the proximity of a village with 

which they were in dispute.117 According to the Swahili trader Selemani bin Mwenye 

Chande, seven Nyamwezi porters deserted from his caravan in Usauwira (Usawira) beyond 

Ugala countq. The reason was that Simba, the powerful local chief, had played his drums as 

the caravan arrived, frightening the porters who abandoned their loads. l l 8  Porters were 

always terrified of marauding bands of Baraguyu ("Hurnba") or Maasai warriors. Mrs. Watt 

reports one case in which her caravan came across the site of a previous Maasai attack on 

another caravan, the evidence being many hurnan bones and the rernains of the massacred 

travellers' weapons. The next night twelve porters deserted with their rifles, although rhey 

were later brought back by Stuart Watt and six loyal men. '19 

The war between Mirambo and the vbandevba of Unyanyembe caused many porters 

to have great concerns for their secunty. The difficulty Cmeron had in 1873 persuading his 

porters to advance West of Unyanyembe into temtory disputed during the war has been 

discussed in chapter five. Cameron wrote "the pagazi declare they are afraid," and that thry 

"deserted at every opportunity" during this stage of the joumey. They had good reason. A 

Bugandan caravan of seventy-five was blocked by Mirambo's forces as they rried to leave 

l6  Dodgshun to Muilens, Uyui. 8 Jan., 1879. LMS 2/1/A; Bennett. From Zanzibar to U1 .* .- u, 114; Norman R. 
Bennett, Mirambo of Tanzania 1840?-1884 (New York, 197 1). 89-90. 

l7 Herman von Wissman. MY Second Journev Throu~h w o r i a i  Africa uan. Minna J. A. Bergman (London. 
1891 ), 267-8. 

l la Hanies, Swahili Prose Tex&. 239. 

1 19 Wait, In the Heaa. 152-6. 



Unyanyembe dong a northem route. Only one man escaped to return to Unyanyernbe. 120 

Waungwana porters, CO-religionists with the Unyanyembe Arabs, and frequently their slaves 

or clients - which placed hem in opposition to Mirambo - were often in an awkward 

position when their rnissionary employers visited his temtory, and consequently deserted in 

droves. "When my men heard 1 was going up Mirambos [sic] road to the lake [Lake 

Victoria], there was fear and trembling, for none of the men knew the road, and Mirambo is 

dreaded." Stokes wrote. "1 however stuck to my purpose of trying the new road up through 

Msalala. I named my day for starting, and just as 1 thought the evening of starting, 1 found 

about sixty of my porters deserted."121 Desertions also occurred for the opposite reason, as 

many porters originated from Urambo or ailied chiefdoms. Broyon's porters, "natives of 

Mirambo," deserted because the Swiss trader "would not pass through their c ~ u n t r y . " ~ ~ ~  in 

another case, in August, 1878, the first White Fathers' caravan into the interior reached the 

eastem borders of Unyamwezi. In the evening, as was usual, the kirangozi addressed the 

assembled porters. He said: 'Tomorrow, at Tura, we reach two roads: one goes to Tabora, 

the other to Uyui. The wazungu wish to take the first; we shalI take the second. (Loud 

cheers). Each of you rnust throw down the white man's load and follow me." The hilowing 

moning  the porters took the wages owed to them from their loads and left the remaining 

goods - 250 loads - beside the path. In their ignorance and inexpenence the missionuies 

had hired porters who were from chiefdoms allied with Mirambo and thus could not sddy 

enter Unyanyembe. Their employers were left stranded until new poners could be found.123 

lzo Cameron, Across Africp, 1, 156-62, 171-177 (quotes 159. 172); Dillon to ?, 8 Oct., 1873, Unyanyembe. 
VLC 316 RGS. 

I t1  Robert Pickering Ashe, Two K i n ~ s  of Unanda or. Life b~ the Shores of the Victoria Nvanza (London. 1970. 
1st ed., 1889), 26; Stokes to Lang, Bernbiganda (?), Mgunda Mkali, 9 Dec., 1882, CMS G3A6101. Sec aiso 
Hannington to Wigram, Kwandi, 26 Oct., 1882, C M S  G3A6101; Copplestone to Lang, Urambo, 27 Oct.. 1882. 
CMS G3A6/01. 

l 2  Broyon to McGregor, Zanzibar, 1 Oct., 1879, LMS 2/3/D. 

l a  Deniaud Journal. 31 Aug., 1878. Maison Gem5ralice. White Fathen. quoted in Francis Nolan. Thristimity 
in Unyamwezi 1878-1 9 2 8  (PhD. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1977), 7 1. 



Desertion or the threat of desertion were also responses to poor wages, insufficient 

rations, violations of custom, and extreme brutality. The earliest known wage dispute in East 

African uavel occurred in November 1849, during Krapf s journey from the Rabai mission 

station near Mombasa to Ukmbani. The conflict was precipitated by the arduous conditions 

experienced by the porters, their water supplies having run out. The first of the Swahili 

porters to becorne "restive," according to Krapf, belligerently exclairned: "Am 1 to receive 

only eight dollars for this joumey?" Two weeks later the missionary wrote: 

E passed a night of trouble. As my people knew chat to-day we would reach Kivoi and rhat our journey 
was drawing to its close, they asked with the greatest insolence for an increase of pay; and now 
demanded thirteen instead of the eight dollars which had been agreed upon at Rabbai. They said bat  
three dollars had been already consumed by their wives and chiIdren, and had been received in advance 
before leaving Rabbai; and now they insisted on receiving ten dollars more. Besides rhis they 
demanded al1 the ivory which Kivoi might give me in return for my presents. Should I refuse 
cornpliance, they threatened to abandon me forthwith ... 

Krapf promised to yield to the porters "if the demand were recognized as a just one by the 

authorities at the coast;" the porters continued the joumey. 124 Lnsufficient rations or wages 

usually led to a steady Stream of desertions. This was the case with an Arab caravan met by 

Burton and Speke led by Isa bin Hijji, who had insufficient cloth to buy food for porters and 

slaves. 125 In another case, al1 the porters and servants of the French White Father 

missionaries in Ujiji deserted in April, 1879, because they were paid fivr doti per month with 

no p~sho.l'~ A mass desertion hit the first expedition into East Africa of the International 

Afiican Association, representing the interests of Leopold II of Belgium and led by 

Lieu tenant Cam bier. Perpetual labour troubles beginning at Bagamo yo culminated when 300 

porters deserted en masse over an outstanding wage claim. I n  The 1877-9 LMS expedition ro 

Ujiji lost their porters when they deserted en masse at Kirasa in January, 1878. The issue 

124 Krapf, Travels. Research~. 288-9.292-3. 

25 Burton, Lake Regions , 153. 

126 Wolf, Cenval African Diarie, 104, 24 Apr.. 1879. 

l n  Bennett, Mirambo, 86. See also the case discussed in chaprer 6 in which Nyarnwezi porters hired by 
Mwphy for Cameron's expedition deserted "en masse" over the poor quality of their doth wages. 



was that their pay was to be docked for "losses and mutinies." As noted earlier the European 

concept of fining was an infringernent of customary ideas about punishment. The pagazi 

"took offence" and retumed to Zanzibar without rations, with only eleven under one headman 

remaining to continue their employment. By quitting the porters lost the pay owed to thern, 

but they believed that if they stayed their wages would be threatened and their freedom of 

action conscnbed if a system of fines was instituted for misdemeanours.128 Three months 

later the caravan lost several more porters whom Dodgshun descnbed as "the laziest half 

dozen fellows we have experienced." However the rnissionary was at a loss to explain the 

desertion of some "good and trusty fellows" three weeks later, except to mention the 

"difficult work," and "perhaps an inbom tendency to idleness." Racial stereotypes were 

always handy if explanations for porter resistance were not readily available. During the 

remainder of the joumey porters continued to abscond as the expedition struggled on tu 

Ujiji. 129 In 1898, the various gangs of porters employed by Grogan and Sharp showcd their 

dislike of their employers' brutal methods by running away. On one occasion even the (en 

ashri and cook disappeared, which gives some idea of the discipline meted out to Africans 

on this expedition! 130 

AIthough in sorne of the above cases the reason for the desertions is not clcar, it is 

obvious that porters acted collectively as well as individually. The work culture of the 

caravan routes bocnd them together in defence of their common interests. This was despitc 

the fact that carriers in a particular caravan were often of different ethnic origins, spoke 

different laquages (although Kinyamwezi and Kiswahili were both lingua franca) came 

from far flung regions. and had different religious beliefs. 

128 Bennett., From Zanzibar to Uii-u, 57.28 Jan., 1878, Wolf, Central African dia ri^, 14,27 Jan., 1878. 

129 Bennett, From Zanzibar to UÏi& 63. 19-25 Apr., 1878.66, 1 1-1 2 May. 1878.69.28 & 29 May. 1878; 1 14, 
Dodgshun to Mullens, Uyui, 8 Jan., 1879, LMS 2/1/A; WoIf, Central African Diaria 19, 6 Apr., 1878, 27. 11  
May, 1878,30,31 May, 1878. 

130 Grogan & Sharp, From the Cape 65.99. 



Deserters had several options open to thern. Most probably retumed home if it was 

not too far away. Others sought hire with canvans travelling in the region. Sometimes they 

joined private amies such as the rugaruga of Nyungu-ya-Mawe, who had taken up the cause 

of Msabila, the deposed chief of Unyanyembe, alter the latter's death in 1865. l 3  In Ugogo 

deserting porters were encouraged to remain in settlements to increase their population and 

augment their strength, although i t  is not clear how many did so or how they were 

assimilated. This could be a dangerous proposition, however, perhaps Ieading to 

enslavement. Many deserten probably hid in the bush for several days existing on whatever 

food they could find, rather than risking capture when entering a Gogo village. 132 

Employers also had options, and throughout the period used various methods to 

prevent desertions and to punish and at the same tirne make examples of those who were 

caught. As noted above, a favounte device used to restrain recovered runaways in both 

African and European led canvans was the slave chain. Dodgshun wrote refemng to a 

Nyamwezi caravan: 'There were many pagazi, the first 20 in red clothes - nearly al1 had 

guns. 8 runaways were in chains - serve them right."'33 Tippu Tip used similar methods. 

yoking together eight hundred Zaramo men who were rounded up after a mass desertion after 

the original Nyamwezi porters had deserted because of famine dong the r ~ a d . " ~  The porters 

of CMS missionary, J. Morton, deserted before he arrived in Unyanyembe in mid- 1877. He 

though~ it unusual enough to comment that "... instead of my absconding porters having 

l 3  Aylward S horter. 'The Kimbu". in Andrew Roberts. ed., Tanzania 19W . .  . (Nairobi. 1968), 10% 1 IO; 
idem. Nvuneu - ya - m e :  1.e- ln N I  (Nairobi, 1969). 13; Isaria N. Kirnambo. 
'The East African Coast and Hinterland, 1845-80". in J. F. Ade Ajayi. ed.. -CO -ry 01 pltrrr;t 

- - .  

VOL VI. m e  N m t h  C- the 188Qs * .  (Paris, 2984). 248. Nyungu had allies wcll placed to 
attack caravans travelling the central route, especially in the Mgunda Mkali region. The route was twice 
temporarily closed by Nyungu and his ailies, in 1878 and 1880. 

132 Burton. Lake Reeions, 192; Carol Jane Sissons. "Economic Rosperity in Ugogo. East Africa, 1860-1890" 
(Ph.D. Thesis, University of Toronto, 1984). 242,258, 152. 

133 Bennett, From Zanzibar to Um 72, 14 June. 1878. Dodgshun aiso refen to chained deserters in an Arab 
caravan. See Bennett, Fram Zanzibar to Uiik 73, 19 June, 1878. 

l M  Tippu Tip. Maish& 19-21 jj 12-15. 



bolted with my goods - 1 got some cloth, guns etc. of theirs, and on coming here fouiid 6 of 

the ringleaders and put them in chains for 3 days." '35 One missionary wrote that he had 

"even known an Englishrnan send runaway porters up country in slave-chains: the only way 

to oblige them to work out the time of which they had defrauded him." One gang of about 

thirty prepared their escape by investing in files in Zanzibar. One night about fifty miles 

from the Coast they filed Lhrough their chains and had fled the caravan by rn0rning.13~ To 

prevent desertions Peters at one point chained al1 his porters from Larnu and Witu, whether 

deserters or not. 137 

Even more ruthiess rneasures were taken by some caravan leaders, including Peters. 

At Ngao dong the Tana River in 1889 seven porters hired at Dar es Salaarn deserted, 

probably influenced by the news that had been received conceming the famine arnong the 

Pokomo in the country ahed .  Peters' response was to send some of the Somali askari to 

hunt for them among the Gallas who had senled near Ngao. His message to the Gallas, stated 

in the hearing of his pagnzi, was "sirnply to cut ... down" any porters who would not retum. 

Despite this unarnbiguous response more porters (those hired at Witu) disappeared. When 

some of the Manyema porters deserted with their wives from the encampment at Mwina. 

furthtr up the Tana River, two were kiiied by the askari and thrown into the river. 138 Once 

colonial rule was estabfished, travellers were able to cal1 on the Gerrnan authorities to 

discipline recaptured deserters. Thus, in 1898, Grogan and Sharp used the colonial police 

force to track down several deserters in the Ruzizi Valley who had taken a month's pay and 

two months' rations with them. The offenders were flogged and sentenced to three months 

135 Morton to Smith. Unyanyembe. 25 July. 1877. CMS CA6/03. 

i36 S.  T. Pruen. The Arôb and the Alrican (London. l986,lst ed.. 1891 ), 218. 

13' Peters, New Light 94-5. 

138 Peters, New LiphL 84-6. 104-5. B y 1896 Peters had gained such a reputation for bmtality thar hr was 
dismisseci from the Geman coIonial service after being tried for various abuses. See W. O. Henderson, 
"German East Africa 1884-1 9 18,  in Vincent Harlow and E. M. Chilver, eds., Hisrorv of East Africa (Oxford, 
1965). II, 146; Koponen, Deveto~rnent For Ex~loitation, 363. 



on a chah gang. 139 Stairs, determined to hunt down a deserter narned Sudi in order to 

severely punish him as a deterrent to others, sent squads of men thirty miles across the 

countryside and dong the main route and offered a reward of f~ty dollars and five balrs of 

cloth for his capture. Contemplating the death penalty, he decided against it because "in a 

country supposed, like this one, to have a good administration, it could be that 1 haven't the 

right over life and death." 140 

Supporters of authontarian methods believd that bmtal punishments were the best 

way of discouraging unhappy porters from deserting. But most European employers took 

measures of a less extreme nature, such as the one outlined by Southon: 'The chief and brst 

way to prevent desertions is to cultivate such an acquhtance with each individual pagazi 

that he shall have a personal W n g  for every member of the Expedition." If desertions 

occurred near the coast, the caravan should halt for a day while the deserter's headman with 

others were sent to bring him back. 141 Other practical steps were taken by many caravan 

leaders. As mentioned in chapter six, Baumann found guarantors for each of his porters hired 

at the coast In some caravans extra porters were taken frorn Bagamoyo or Zanzibar to dlow 

for desertions. Occasionally porters deserting near the coast were rounded up by local 

authorities and sent back to the departing caravan, as when the merchant Abdallah Dinah sent 

back to Murphy two men caught by Jemadar Saba of Kaole.142 Stanley, expecting desertions 

after Ieaving Bagamoyo on his second expedition, posted a "suong guÿrd at the Kingani 

River after the caravan had crossed to the far bank, as weU as another between Bagamoyo 

and the river. 143 Dunng the first nights of the Maasai expedition Thomson chose camps free 

141 Southon to Whitehouse. Urarnbo, 18 Dec., 1879. "Hints for Missionaries ", LMS ?/3/A. Judging by the low 
number of desertions in Southon's caravan - only three out of 168 porters deserted between Saadani and 
Mpwapwa - his advice was good. See Southon to Whitehouse, Mpwapwa, 16 July, 1879, LMS S/l/D. 

142 Baumann. Durch Massailand, 7; Murphy to Krk, Bagamoyo, 19 Apr., 1873. VLC 314 RGS; John Roscoc. 
Twentv-Five Years in East Africa (Cambridge, 1921). 7; Murphy to Kirk, Tonda, 25 Apr., 1873, VLC 314 RGS. 

143 Bennett, Stanlev's Despatchek 190. He does not mention il the askari intercepted any deserters. 



of bush so that anyone leaving camp could be seen. To drive home the message, "In the 

hearing of the men, bloodthirsty orders were given to the night-guard to shoot down without 

warning any one observed to go outside camp." The head men were to take turns making 

rounds of the camp and report to Thomson or his assistant Martin every two hours. Thomson 

believed such precautions were particularly necessary on this journey given Zanzibar porters' 

fear of the Maasai. l4J Giraud's porters were hired at Zanzibar, and he was womed from the 

outset about the possibility of desertions at the beginning of the tnp. So after ianding on the 

mainland at Dar es Salaarn with his men, he spent only a day there, giving little time for the 

porters to abscond. As a further precaution the French ship which had carried the 120 strong 

caravan to the mainland remained at anchor in Dar es Salaam, causing the poners to believe 

that this was for the purpose of picking up deserters.145 Roscoe writes somewhat 

disingenuously that when his porters were given a month's pay in advance at Zanzibar 

sometime in the 1880s, 

Crowds of people ... awaited these men when they were being paid and made great demands upon thc 
wages they received ... The latter had therefore to be guarded and kept in a locked yard after they wcre 
paid, until they couId be marched to the beach and shipped to the maintand ... If these precautions were 
neglected, the unforninate men were left without money to purchase the numerous small cornions 
which they wished to take with them on the journey. 146 

Then comes the real point of this exercise: if the porters were not in this way controlled it 

was feared that they would not keep their contract, and would slip away, or stay with heir 

friends, thus losing to the expedition both money and porters. 1" A more reckless mrthod of 

preventing desertions was taken by an expedition to Mozambique which left Zanzibar in 

'" Thomson, -, 35. 

145 Giraud, w, 42. 

I4 Roscoe, .Twa~-Five Y ~ ~ K s ,  5. Thomson describes a similar scene in m a l  1.66-7. 
malung the point that most of the crowd were the porters' wives, left behind and perhaps never to sec k i r  
husbands again. 

147 Roscoe, Twentv-Five Years. 5 .  



lune, 189 1. An observer described it in language full of the stereotypes and unintentional 

ironies of imperiaiism: 

... the S.S. Juba. of the Imperia1 East Afnca Company startecl for Mozambique with a caravan of one 
hundred and fifty bearers commanded by Lieutenant Sclater, RE., and accompanied by Mr. Whyte, 
naturalist. When the ship prepared to weigh anchor, she was surrounded by a perfect flotilla of shore 
boats, hovering around to pick up any doubledealing porter who thought to jump overboard with his 
three rnonrh7s pay. Fortunately a steam Iaunch of HA4.S. Conquest came to the rescue, and the ot'ticer, 
after due warning given, charged the interlopers and sank some five of them. No loss of l ik  ensued, as 
the niggers can swim like fishes. Then the blue-jackets armed with single-sucks, dealt some shrewd 
blows to the right and left on the thick Zanzibari pates. After this gentle admonition the would-be 
rescue party sheered off, and the Juba steamed out of harbour ... 148 

Clearly European employers found it much easier to use such tactics to control porters during 

the years of imperial expansion than, for exarnple, in the time of Burton, Speke, and Grant. 

Collective Forms of Resistance 

Despite the prevalence of desertion as a form of individual and mass protest during 

both the pre-colonial and early colonial penods, porters frequently engaged in collective 

actions including strikes and go slows. In the nineteenth century caravan vade. Iliffe writes, 

A distinct pattern of labour relations grew up. The employer appointed the headmen and settled 
routine problems with hem, but suikes were frequent and were conducted as collective actions to 
prevent the employer identifying ringleaders, a distinction between appointed spokesmen and 
anonymous action cornmon in the early stages of labour organization and carried forward to coloniril 
plantations. 149 

As we have seen, in many cases "ringleaders" did step foward and present demands or 

ncgotiate grievances, and sometimes headmen acted as spokesmen for the porters. 150 

Slacking and go-slows were part of the regulation of the work process, which porters always 

tned to control, as many travellers including Grant found: 

M e n  rhe captain put down his load for as many minutes as he thought necessary, the rest ... wouid 
dso stop and refresh themselves with pipes, snuff, grain, dancing, and singing choruses. Gcneraliy 

148 Moloney. With Ca~tain Stairs, 19-20. 

149 John 1liffe. A Modem Historv of Taneanvika (Cambridge. 1979), 46. 

See Monon to Smith, Unyanyembe, 25 July, 1877, CMS CA6103; Mackay to Wright, Uyui. 24 May. 1878. 
CMS CA61016; Thomson, To the Central African L a k ~ ,  11, 114; Tippu Tip, Maisha. 89 3 1 18: Stairs, "Shut Up 
in the Afiican Forest", 56; Grogan & Sharp, From the C a  122-3. 



there was an argument to settie how long the march should continue; and maay were the excuses found 
for a halt, no water ahead being a common one. lS1 

Strikes by caravan porters took place over the usual gnevances: insufficient rations, wages, 

too few rest days, overly long marches, brutal treatrnent, concern over dangerous conditions 

ahead, and in defence of advance payrnents.152 In other cases insufficient details are 

available to ascertain the cause. ls3 

The issue of insufficient rations is one which crops up time after time in the literature. 

Porters frequently met their employers head on over this issue, and showed a united front to 

many an impotent or insensitive caravan leader. When Speke and Grant's caravan ran short 

of food in Ugogo. "Not a man would obey orders; they refused to march." 154 In 1873 

Carneron's expedition had only reached the approaches of the Usagara mountains when the 

porûxs smck work, in Cameron's words "claiming extravagant amounts of cloth in lieu of 

rations." In this case, faced with Carneron's refusal to negotiate, the porters withdrew their 

demands (although many had already deserted). Later in the joumey, in Ugundri, the porters 

refused to Leave the place until they had finished processing their grain rations. In this lhry 

were supported by the headman, Bombay. Cameron had no choice but to give way on this 

occasion. IS5 Twice during Stanley's firs t joumey svikes almost occurred over the issue of a 

day's halt to hunt for meat. In the first case a confrontation ensued between the explorer and 

151 Grant, A Walk, 24, also 75. 

152 Porten were not the only wage labourers to go on strike in nineteenth century Tanzania. Villagers attiiched 
to missions of the Holy Ghost Fathers' protested over lack of "liberty, land, wages." Zanzibaris hired to carry 
out road constmction from Dar es Salaarn in 1877 stmck work over the "hard work," and inadequate rations. 
Canoernen on Lake Victoria went on sîrike demanding higher wages. See Walter Thaddeus Brown, "A Prc - 
Colonial History OC Bagamoyo: Aspects of the Growth of an East African Coastal Town", (Ph-D. Dissertation. 
Boston University, 1971), 217-8; Moir, Journal, 19 June-14 July, 1877, Mackinnon Papers, Box 64, IBEA Co. 
File 3; Maya  to Mackinnon, S.S. Abyssinia, 26 Sep., 1877, MP, Box 65, JBEA Co. File 7; Bishop Hannington, 

e rn Central Afriça (London, n.d), 72. 

lS3 E.g. in Last to Lang, Mamboya, 7 lune, 1882, CMS G3A6/01; Ashe to Lang, Kagei, 13 Mar., 1883, CMS 
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the guide. both threatening to shoot the other. Stanley was only able to suppress the 

threatened revolt through the prompt action of the veteran Mabniki, who probably saved his 

life. In the second instance the porters approached hirn "in a body" to request a day to hunt 

and strengthen themselves for the remainder of the joumey. Again Stanley turned them 

down. saying that they could halt on the banks of the Ma1agaraz.i River. The men agreed to 

pick up their loads and march, but with much grumbling. 156 A sirnilar incident occurred 

during the march of one LMS caravan, although the outcome was different. The porters 

wanted to remain at the Lingerengere River for a day because of the plentiful food supplies 

diere. The missionaries were forced to yield to them. 15' Food was also the issue at Uyui in 

Nyamwezi temtory when fifty porters deserted from Bishop Hannington's caravan probably 

sometime in late 1882. The same evening the remaining porters refused to go any further, 

being too tired, and having no food or water at hand. Hannington does not indicate how 

discipline was restored, although he says that the next day was die same. 

Porters also stnick work when rations were stopped to punish h m ,  as was the case in 

a CMS caravan marching from Kagei on Lake Victoria to Msaiala in Unyamwezi. In this 

case the proximity of the caravan to the missionaries destination diminished the porters' 

bargaining power. One of the missionaries descnbed the contlict: 

We resumed our march on Friday but the guide of the caravan purposely went to the wrong villagc 
where they were drinking b e r .  1 was behind myself being unwell & Wise did not h o w  the road. on 
arriving at the village 1 refusai the men posho. They then suuck work & refuseci to go on, & Saturday 
was spent in trying to bnng them round, but being in Urima 1 did not mind, as wt: were only 2 days 
march from the port & I sent off 2 men to ask Mackay to send what Wangwana [sic) he cfoulld spare. 
More than half the Wasukuma porters came to t e m  & 1 paid the others off ... The Wangwana arrived 
on   on da^. lS9 

156 Bennett, -, 69-7 1.76-7. 

15' Bennets. From 7- to Uj& 80.29 Aug.. 1878. 

158 Hannington. -a i n  inwral 5 2 4 .  For another case of strikes over rations sec 
-. .- Bennett, -. 105,7 Mar.. 1879. 

' 59  Gordon to Lang. Msalala. 5 Nov., 1883, C M S  G3A6101. See the discussion of stopping rations as a 
punishment, above. 



Other strikes resulted from attacks on the principle of advance payment, customary 

ideas about rest days, and ovework. As has been argued earlier, porters believed that the 

right to advance payment was fundamental. After the arriva1 of Cameron's expedition ai 

Unyanyembe, the porters who had been hired only to go thus iar were paid off. Others had 

been hired on different terms - by the month. These now went on strike, demanding two 

months' pay in advance. Cameron saw the wisdom of making some concession. otherwise 

he could possibly have been left with no porters at dl. as  they had warned him that they 

would quit en masse. He therefore gave hem one month's pay in advance. This was still 

inadequate to many of the men and sixty of them quit In 186 1 Speke and Grant's 

Wawigwana successfully smck work in Unyamwezi over the question of overwork. They 

"mutinied for a cloth apiece, saying they would not lift a load unless 1 gave it." The issue 

was a demand for extra wages because of the shortage of porters - loads were being carried 

in relays. 16' Related to overwork was the question of rest days. In 1882, after a difficuli 

climb in the Usagara mountains, Giraud's men made it clear that they intended to have a 

large Say in the progress of the caravan and the issue of rest days. They lined up in front of 

Giraud's tent "avec des visages de mélodrame." and through a spokesman explainrd diai they 

were tired, and that they did not intend to set off again the next day. They needed one more 

day to rest. They argued that normal caravan practice was to have one rest day every srven, 

and if it was necessary to m a c h  ten days straight, as they had just done, then they rested two 

days instrad of one. At this point the porters retired en masse to the far end of die village to 

discuss the situation. After some time - we have only Giraud's version - they decided io 

give up the protest and continue the march the next day. The porters' argument was 

reasonable, based as it was on the accepted practice of Arab and Swahili caravans, but Giraud 

160 Cameron. Across Africa, 1. 152; Foran, African Od~ssey, 73. Suikes ais0 occurred over unpaid wages. See 
Speke, What Led, 197,200-1. 

l6l  Speke, Journal,, 133.3-6 Jwie. 1861. 



preferred to portray the porters as madmen and imbeciles, citing their protest as "un prétexte 

de tout pour satisfaire leur besoin de tumulte." 162 

As with desertions, concern over the state of the country ahead Ied to strikes or 

attempted strikes. When in August, 186 1, Speke was at Chief Lumeresi's in Buzinza. his 

Waungwuna had second thoughts about continuhg the journey: 

... they swore it was no use my trying to go on to Karague; they would not go with me; they did n a  
corne here to be killed. If 1 chose to lose my life, it was no business of theirs, but they would not be 
witness to it. They al1 wanted their discharge at once; they would not run away, but must have a letter 
of satisfaction, and then they would go back to their homes at Zanzibar. But when they found they los[ 
al1 their arguments and could not move me, they said they would go back for Grant, but when chey had 
done that duty, then they would take their leave. 163 

In this case the porters appear to have backed down. But many svikes were more successful. 

Even Livingstone, who in Stanley's words received "universal respect" from d l ,  both Arab 

and African, had to deal with a strike by his poners while travelling through Manyema early 

in 187 1. They would go no further, and were only persuaded to continue b y an increase of 

wages to MT$6 per month "if they behaved weU." ]@ On more than one occasion in 1877 

and 1878 Dodgshun's pagazi "were rebellious and refused to go further ..." the missionürics 

being "helpless against them."165 Again he wrote: "The pagazi stmck again and threatened 

to desert en masse but came round in time. They are afraid of the unknown counuy beyond. 

Thus we lost a day's march."l66 

'62 Giraud. w, 99-100. For simiiar suikes see Thomson. To the -al m, 1. 178-9.288-9. 

163 Speke, 159. This was one of many strikes during the joumey; there was a repetition i n  Septembcr 
(p. 172). A successful strike had earlier k e n  mounted by the expedition's Nyamwezi poners over fear of the 
Ngoni. See Speke, lournal. 144-6, 17 & 19 June, 1861, and also 443; Grant, A Wdk, 1 12-3, 114-5, 121. 

lS4 Livingstone. 1.ast J o r n ,  357. 11 Feb., 1871. Livingstone told Stanley at Ujiji, " ... my men would no[ 
budge a step forward. They mutinied and forrned a secret resofution that if 1 stilI insisted on going on to raisc a 
disturbance in the country, after rhey had effected it to abandon me, in which case 1 shouid be killed ... the 
hearts of my people failed, and they set about frustrating me in every possible way:" Bennett, Stanlq's 
De$patch@, 99. Ailowance should be made for Stanley's probabie exaggeration of Livingstone's account. 

165 Bennett, From Zanzibar to Uiik 52-3-31 Dec., 1877 & 3 Jan., 1878. 

Bennett, From Zanzibar to Ujiii, 55. 19 Jan.. 1878. Over this period rhere was acontinuous trickle of 
desertions as well. For other examples see O'Fiaherty to Hutchinson, Uyui, 29 Nov., 1880, CMS G3A6/01. 



Sometimes porters struck work because of the fear and respect with which they 

beheld powerful chiefs. One case occmed during the fxst expedition of Burton and Speke in 

1857, when the porters demanded that proper respect be shown to King Kirnwere of the 

Sharnbaa, whose temtory the caravan was approaching, otherwise bad spells might be 

directed at the expedition. In Burton's words: 

We were startled from our observations by a prodigious hubbub. The three tiesh porters positively 
refused to proceed unless a certain nurnber of cloths were sent forward to propitiate the magnates of 
Fuga [in the lower Pangani River region]. ... Sultan Kirnwere was a potent monarch, not a Mamba. 
His 'ministers' and councilIors would, unIess welI-paid, aven from us their countenances. We must 
enter with discharge of musketry to salute the iieges ... 

Despite the forceful response of the Baluch guard who loaded up the porters 'deaf to dl 

remonsuance," the required salute was given, although not the cloth. 167 When Thomson's 

caravan was near Mkomokero in Mahenge, the guide refuse to move, and was supported by 

the rest of the caravan. The expedition was forced to wait until the chief was satisfied witb 

an dequate present the next day. In another case in 1884 Johnston's Rabai porters 

successfully struck work, citing the orders of Mandara, King of the Moshi. Such cases show 

b a t  sometimes porters preferred to bow to powerful Af'rican authoriiies radier than their 

employers. la 

Not al1 strikes were defensive. In one case porters s ~ c k  work, ostensibly to improvc 

living conditions, although economic gain might have bren a more important motivation. 

On the 13th of My ,  1858, just out of Unyanyembe, Speke's Nyamwezi porters refused to 

move unless they were given more cloth, arguing that they "were suffering from the chilling 

cold at night." n i e  explorer's belief was that this was an "imposture," "a pretence too absurd 

to ment even a civil reply," and he told the headmen that such tricks should not be allowed to 

succeed, as advance wages had just been paid in cloth. The issue came to a head neady three 

- - -- 

67 Burton, Zanzibar ,II, 208-9. 
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weeks later, in Urima, Usukuma It was in fact very cold at night, but the porters real motive 

was to increase their stocks of cloth, as Speke wrote in his journal: 

Two days ago they broke ground with great difficulty, and only [continued] on my assuring them that I 
would wait at the place a day or two on my return from the Lake, as they expressed their desire to 
make a few haits there, and barter their hire of cloth for jembes (iron hoes), to exchange again at 
Unyanyembe, where those tfiings fetch double the price they do in these especially uon regions. Now, 
to-day these dissernbling creatures ... stoutly refuseci to proceed until their business was cornpleted, - 
suspecting I should break my word on returning, and would not then wait for them. They had corne ail 
this way especiaily for their own benefit, and now meant to profit by their trouble. 

Speke only got his way through the support of the Beiuch escort, who pointed out that the 

porters had been hired to cany out Speke's business, not their own, diat it was only his cioth 

which had got them so far, and that if they bought hoes on the outward journey, they would 

have to cary them al1 the way to Lake Victoria and then back to Unyanyernbe. In addition 

"other persuasive means" were adopted. The porters gave way, and were able to buy thrir 

hoes on the return march. 169 

During the first years of the colonial period it was inevitable that protests such as 

suikes would be less effective than before. despite increased proletarianization. Strikes seem 

to have been resorted to less often than dunng the 1850s to 1880s. Desertion was the main 

form of resistance. By the mid- 1890s porters were largely disarmed and resisters had the full 

force of the colonial government opposed to them. 

Conclusion: Porterage and Labour Migration 

Iliffe has pointed out that caravan porterage was a first stage in the development of 

migratory labour in Tanzania, and made migrant labour familiar to many Africans, 

panicularly the Nyarnwezi, the Sukuma, and other related groups of western Tanzania. 

These peoples dominared the wave of labour migrations during the early colonial period to 

1908 or so, when the construction of the central railway brought other peoples into wage 

169 John Hanning Speke, What Led to the Discoverv of the Source of the Nile (Edinburgh and London, 1864). 
272, 300-1.327- For another strike over trading rights see Cameron, Across Africa 1,299-301. 



labour. 170 Agreeing with m e ,  1 differ with Koponen who, refemng to the German period, 

quotes Blohrn on the Nyarnwezi: "An independent merchant became a wage-eaming porter. 

as the form of commercial dealings demanded, and graduaiiy a caravan traveller became a 

migrant worker who remained away from his native country for long p e r i ~ d s . " l ~ ~  Koponen 

makes an anificial division arnong what he describes as three categories of pre-colonial 

porters: "slaves working for their masters," "independent entrepreneurs or "merchant 

porters," and '"worker porters' engaged for a wage."172 The reality was that there were no 

such rigid boundaries. A slave could be (and often was) a wage worker, and at the sarne time 

a petty entrepreneur. A free porter working for wages often did a Little made on the side. A 

srnail trader would take wage work when it was available. Al1 were migrant labourers when 

they accepted wages and took part in cyclical or more complex patterns of migration dong 

the caravnn routes between their home cornmunities and the main trading centres or 

imperialist bases.173 This is not to disagree that wage eaming became more common during 

the early colonial period. In sum, we must look for the roots and pre-conditions of migrant 

labour in the late pre-colonial period, rather than just in the operation of colonial politicai 

economies. As Stichter writes, 

... when explaining the origins of the migrancy system, as distinct from its continuance, here is reason 
to argue that conditions specific to African pre-colonial social formation themselves, in addition to 
external forces, conuibuted to determining that migrancy would be the predominant t om of wage 
labor for the first half-cenniry of capitalist de~elo~rneni.~~~ 

170 John Iliffe, "Wage Labour and Urbanisation", in M. H. Y. Kaniki. ed.. m a -  
(London, 1 %O), 283. 

171 Wilhelm Blohm. Die Nv- . . (Hamburg, 1931 ), 1,167-8; Koponen, D e v e m  For ExDlûttatlon, 6 12. 

172 Juhani Koponen. P r e c o l o m  . . (Jyviiskylii, 1988), 1 13-6; Koponen, 
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Like colonial migrant labourers, porters combined wage eaming with continued 

access to household production on the land. In Unyamwezi, increased cultivation on mbuga 

lands and the adoption of white rice increased agricultural production, facilitating the absence 

of a large proportion of the adult population. This contrats with colonial migrant labour in 

some parts of Afnca, where wages were not necessary invested in agriculture. 175 Nyamwezi 

porters used their eamings and profits to invest in cattle and their farms, the more successfu1 

paying for additional labour in the form of wives, slaves, or client Tutsi cattle herders. In 

tum, access to these sources of labour made porterage possible. Thus the nature of gender 

and other social roles were crucial. as 1 have attempted to demonstrate. 1'6 

There are other comparisons. During the 1950s about half the population of able- 

bodied men of many rural societies participating in migrant labour were absent at any onc 

time. Most of the rest had migrated for work at periods in the past. 177 A similarly large 

percentage of Nyamwezi adult males may have participated in porterage during the second 

half of the nineteenth century. Coulbois described an annual migration to the coast after 

harvest time of about fifteen to twenty thousand. Stuhlmann estimated in 1890 that about 

one third of the Nyamwezi male population travelled each year to the coast. 178 Sissons' 

estimate is that up to 90,000 Nymwezi males could have worked as porters and travelled to 

the coast at any time during the second half of the nineteenth century, with perhaps 30,000 

actualiy doing so. 179 

175 See the discussion in Stichter, who concludes that in rhe colonial period increased agricultwal produclivity 
may not have been assaciated with migrant labour: MierantLaborers, 46-8. 

S tichter. -orers, 10-12. 35-9, 58. and passim. 
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Something of a paradox emerges when we consider caravan porters in the early 

twentieth century. Contrary to the usual position of scholars that migrant and wage labour 

only developed under the aegis of the colonial economy, in East Africa the opposite occurred 

as far as porterage is concemed. A process of de-skilling began. By this 1 mean diat 

portenge became more and more a short term occupation and, in fact, a form of oppression 

for people who were often conscripted by the Germans and then the British as forced 

labourers. After the Maji Maji rebellion (1905-7) in the southern part of the colony thousands 

of the defeated peoples were forced into porterage as a f o m  of punishment. A smaller 

corps of professional porters continued to work for the colonial authonties and the 

Schutztruppe, but many former Nyarnwezi and Sukuma carriers moved to plantation labour or 

railway constniction.18~ By the time of the First World War porterage wwas dreaded and 

symbolized the worst features of colonial oppression. '82 Even as late as 1930 the British 

colonial administration employed porters for 33 1,386 maddays during the year, this figure 

representing some 40,000 conscripted and voluntary carriers,l83 and the figures were certainly 

much higher during the four previous decades. In generai terms more and more people 

worked as porters dunng the early colonial penod as the colonial economy expanded, but the 

old specialist caravan porters graduaily disappeared. Officiais on tour preferred to take 

porters for the day from villages en route. There were other factors at work, particularly the 

construction of the central railway which gradually shortened the caravan routes, the 

movement up-country of Swahili and Indian traders, and government restrictions on African 

IBo See the coilected papers and interviews of fhe Maji Maji Research Roject, University of Dar es Salaani. 
1968. 

l8[ Gillman, Diaries; John Ilifle, v. 19M-19 11 (London. 1969); Rdph A. 
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caravans. The borders created by the new colonial states also cut through many of the long 

distance routes. The era of the professionals was over. 



Appendix 1 Some Early Itineraries 

What seems to be the f i t  report of one of the centrai routes cornes from an officer of 

the Royal Navy who visited the coast in 18 11. According to Lieutenant Hardy, Nyamwezi 

uavellers called it the "Condohee" route. Sheriff suggests that this refers to the v d e y  of the 

Mkondoa (or Mukondokwa), the upper reach of the Wami river which fomed a pass through 

the Rubeho mountains. l A M e r  relationship is suggested by the existence dunng the 

second half of the nineteenth century (and perhaps earlier) of a trading station at the village 

of Kondoa just to the east of modem Kilosa Kondoa was situated on a site which dominated 

the low country of the approaches to the Mukondokwa valley. A problem arises. however, 

when we compare this identification with details given by Hardy. Although 1 do not have 

access to Hardy's original report the relevant section is quoted by both W. D. Cooley. the 

nineteenth century geographer, and Richard Burton, the explorer and linguist, and is as 

follows: 'The western branch of this river ... is called Condoha, and it is said to go 4 or 5 

months' journey to its source. Marrorrer [Malolo] is a town on its banks ... and Singoser 

[Usagozi in westem Unyamwezi] is another, about two months; the tribes inhabiting the 

westem branch are called Wangarah ..."3 Clearly the Ruaha is being referred to because it is 

"the western branch of this river" (i.e. the Rufiji or "Lufiji" in Cooley's spelling), and in fact 

Malolo is close to the Ruaha and is mentioned in other itineraries of the Ruaha route. The 

"'Wangarah" people referred to may have been the Galaganza sub-group of the Nyamwezi. 

Hardy goes on to tell us that beyond Unyarnwezi were said to be the two lakes of Wangarah 

and Zawarah which were twenty-eight days' journey apart. Sheriff believes that these were 

Lakes Tanganyika and Victona respectively.* This is fine, but the difficulty is that if wr iakr 

Sheriff, Slaves. Soices andvory, 176. 

Beidelman. "A History of Ukagud"' 14. 

W. D. Cooley. "Geography of N'yassi". JRGS,  15. part 2 (1845), 208; Bunon. "Lake regions", 307. 
"Condoha" is the spelling in both cases (c.f. Sheriff). Of course the Ruaha does not have its source anywhcre 
near either Lake Victona or Lake Tanganyika, or, for that rnatter, Usagozi. 

Sheriff, Slaves. S~ices  and IVON. 176. 



Hardy Literally, then what he c d s  the "Condohee7' route actually refers to that dong the 

Ruaha river. He describes the Ruaha river route but designates it the "Condoha." 

Surprisingly Sheriff does not comment on this conhision in his discussion. 

In 1839, an itinerary of a trading expedition sent into the interior from Zanzibar was 

reported by an Amencan missionary who bnefly visited the island. The point of departure is 

not given. The itinerary, which was probably fairIy typical, is as foilows: 

Zamzarn (U-0) crossed in 5 or 6 days 
Cootoos (Ukutu) crossed in 3 or 4 days 
Toombahs (Inirnba) crossed in 6 or 8 days 
Suggarahs (Usagara) crossed in 4 or 5 days 
Wagogo (U~ogo)  crossed in 15 days 
Waroris (Ukirn crossed in 15 days 

The itinerary ends, "and lastly the Manomoisies [Nyamwezi], whose country extends to a 

great inland lake. It is as far through the territory of the Manomoisies, as from Zanzibar to 

dieir border."' Thus, as became the n o m  in Zanzibar, aIl the peoples of western Tanzania 

were lumped together as "Nyamwezi." 

Another itinerary, of a large "Arab" expedition which left Bagamoyo in 1845' (and a 

section of which crossed the continent to reach Benguela in Angola in April 1852), is as follows: 

Bacamonio 
Giram O 

Cuto 
Segora 
Gogo 
Mimbo 
Mgunda Mkalis 
Gargan ta 
Muga 
Nugigi 
Tanganna 

(Ugalaganza) 
W g d a )  
(Ujiji) 
(Lake Tar~ganyika)~ 

The Iturnba mountains are in Ukaguru. through which several of the major routes passed. 

At this time Ukimbu was occupied by the Sangu or Warori as they were known, of southem Tanzania. 

Burgess, in Gottberg, Unvarnwesi, 95. For a brief discussion of this itinerary see Shorter, Çhiefship in  
Western Tanzanih 242. 

See chapter 2 for a discussion of the Mgunda Mkali. 

9 François Bontinck, Z a  double uaversee de 1' A h q u e  par uois 'Arabes' de Zanzibar (1845-1860)", Etuda 
d'histoire africaine, VI (1974), 9-10; N. Brand (with remarks by W. D. Cooley), "Notice of a Caravan Joumey 
from the East to the West Coast of Africa" JRGS, XXIV (1854)' 266-7. 



We have IWO detailed itinerarks for the Ruaha-Isanga route, one from 183 1 and the 

other from approximately 1840. The f m t  is that of Lief (Khalif?) bin Said, a trader bom in 

Zanzibar of Nyarnwezi descent who, departing in Septernber 183 1, travelled to Lake 

Tanganyika for the second time to trade for ivory. I o  The second itinerary was passed on to 

Cooley in the form of a map drawn by ''an Arab merchant of ZanYbar."lL The routes taken 

by the two travellers were very similar. The place names, many of which c m  be found on a 

good modem road map 12,  show that the road began at Mbwamaji, followed the Ruaha. and 

passed through southem Unyamwezi to Ujiji or thereabouts. The itinerary of Lief bin Said is 

presented fust: l 3  

Boramy 
Mazing a 
Qua 
Beonee 
Ma Kunda 
Konjee 
Moktanero 
Deejamora 
Kedonda 
Onegata 
Datomee 
Koto 
Zohgomero 
Loarnby 
Wamefee 
Kesunga 
Marora 
Osagara 

(Mbwarnaji) 
(Mzizirna) 
(2  
('9 
(Mkumbi Mkam bi?) l4 
(9 
(mkutanero) 
@ege la Mhora) 
(Kidunda) l 
(Mgeta river?) 
(Dutumi) 
(Ukuw 
(Zungomero) 
(people) '7 
(people?) 
(Kisanga) 
(Malolo) 

1 day to 
1 day to 
1 day to 

1 day to 
1 day to 

1 day to 
1 day to 
? days to 

6 days to 
2 days to 

2 days to 
1 day to 

I o  James MacQueen, "Visit of Lief Ben Saeid to the Great African Lake". JRGS, 15 (18451, 3714. 

Cooley. "The Geography of N' yassi", 206-8. 

l 2  Such as the 1973 Shell Map of Tanzania or the Hildebrand map. 

13 The rniddle and western sections of the two itineraries have been compared in tabular form in Shoner, 
in We-, 241. Here, however, the complete itineraries are presented. 

l4 See f.n. 32 below. 

l 5  A junction in the partis. 

l6 The beginning of Kutu country. 

l7 People of the Ruhembe river in Usagara. Burton. "Lake Regions". 125; Shoner. çhiefshi~ in  Western 
Tamania, 241. 



B a h r  
Matoney 19 
Y oaha 
Powaga 
Osanga 
Sanga 
Toomba 
Jangwera 
Sang ara 
Ganda 
Shesha 
Sanjee 
Sagosee 
Ogaree 
Magrazie 
Oha 
Grand Lake 

(Ruaha river?) l8  
(Ruaha river) 
(Hehe people) 
(Pawaga) 
(Isenga, lïundu) 20 
(Isanga)zl 
(Iturn ba) 22 
(Unyangwila) 23 
(Iswangala) 24 

(Ugunda)= 
(Ustiis ha) 26 
(Usange?)27 
(U~agozi)~* 
(Ugalla nver) 
(Malagami river) 
(ma) 
(Lake Tanganyika) 

8 days dong the nver to 

5 days to 
3 nays to 
5 days to 
2 days to 
3 days to 
5 days to 
3 days to 
5 days to 
2 days to 
3 days to 

12 days through 

Cooley's description of the route outlined on the map of the Arab rnerchant begins as 

follows: 

From Zanzibar the travelIer to Monomoezi and the lake crosses over to Buromaji, a town with a smail 
river on the main land ... the course taken at first starting is S.W., and the tribes dwelling due W. of 
Zanzibar are not touched on by tfie route. 

See Shorter. Chiefshia- 241. 

l9 The Swahili word for river is mto. Mtoni means "at the river." 

'O Isenga, in Ilundu chiefdom. See Shorter, in We- 24 1. 

21 A Kimbu chiefdom. 

22 A Kimbu chiefdom. 

23 A Kimbu chiefdom. 

24 A Kimbu chiefdom. 

In Unyarnwezi. 

26 In Unyamwezi. 

27 In western Un yamwezi. See Ln. 42 below. 

Z8 Galaganza chiefdom of Unyamwezi. 



Cooley is probably referrhg here to the Zigua The itinerary continues: 

Buromaji (Mbwamaji) 
Mazinga (Mzizima) 29 
Ki waha30 (9 
Boyiini31 (?> 
Mohindi (Mkum bi Mkam bi?)32 
Sungwi ( s q w  
Cora (Chole?) 33 
Riivu (Ruvu river) 
Kidonde ( K i d ~ n d a ) ~ ~  
M'gaita (Mgeta 
Dotumi @ unirni) 36 
Riguru (V1WP-U) 
Zungoméro (modem Kisaki) 
"through the Roharnbi peopleT'37 
Kisanga (Kisanga) 
Maroro (Malolo) 

1 day to 
1 day to 
1 day to 
1 day to 
2 days to 
2 days to 
3 days to 
1 day to 
2 days to 
2 days to 
2 days to 
2 days to 
6 days 
2 days to 
2 days to 

At this point the itinerary becornes less specific and more descriptive, with fewer place 

names mentioned. Cooley wtites: 

Proceeding on his journey, the uaveller marches tfirough the country of the Wohaha [Hehe], 8 days, 
crossing the Kidéji Wdayi river?], which joins the river of Mar6ro; he then goes on to Powaga 
[Pawaga], 8 days, and there he meets the Swaha river [Ruaha riverl. which is said to corne from the 
lake. This river cuts through a chain of mouniains 2 months joumey in length,38 and abounding in salt 

29 Cooley States (206) that "the river of Mazinga is, according to our Arab traveller's rnap, identical with the 
Majisima (Le. cool water), which enters the sea about 10 miles N.E. of Burornaji." This can be identit'ied as the 
village of Mzizima, which was eventually absoréed by modern Dar es Salaam. But note the alternative 
rendition of Mzizirna given in "The ancient history of Dar es-Salaam", in G .  S. P. Freeman-Grenville, ed,. 
East African Coast: Selected Documents From the First to the Eariier Nineteenth Century (Oxford, 1962). 233: 
'The original narne of Dar es-Salaam was Mzizima, which means the healthy town." MWzirna laced the open 
sea rather than the harbour, which was of little use to dhows able to run up on the reef-protected sandy beachcs 
of the Mrima. Mzizima was typical of most coastal trading villages in that it had ancient roots. See J .  E. G. 
Sutton, "Dar es Salaam. A Sketch o i a  Hundred Years", m, 71 (1970). 3. 

30 Sarne as "Qua" in Lief bin Said's itinerary above? 

Same as "Beonee" in Lief bin Said's itinerary? 

32 Same as "Ma Kunda" in Liei bin Said's itinerary? This could be Burton's Mkurnbi Mkambi. 

33 Almost certainly not modem Kola as Kola is well to the north of Sungwi, and as the direction of the itinerary 
is to the south west this would not rnake sense. 

34 See Lief bin Said's itinerary. Cooley notes ' n i e  last 6 days througb the country of the Z a r a u  [Zuamo]". 

35 The Mgeta flows into the Ruvu. Cooley understandably confuses the two rivers in his cornrnenis. 

37 See f.n. 17 above. 

38 This passage is not quite understandabte unless the reference is to the central plateau of Tanzania. Of course 
the Ruaha does cut through the Rubeho mountains but the escarpment is only 150 kilorneues or so west of 



and iron. The eastern extremity of this mountain chah is inhabited by the Wohaha [Hehej, and above 
them by the Lucdsi [?]. Below these mountains the Swaha [Ruaha] receives the river of Maroro 
Fiaiolo], and soon after runs into the Lufiji [Rufiji]. From Powaga to Oseoga [Isenga], 5 days; and 
dience to Sanga ~ s a n g a l . 3 ~  2 days; the road going dong the left bank of the Swaha. but at the Iast 
named place the river and the hills are le ft to the s [outh] 

From here the itinerary again includes more place names, as Ukimbu and the more populated 

regions of southem Unyamwezi are traversed: 

Atum ba 
Onang uira 
Cas andarara 
S uangara 
Ogunda 
Oshisha 
Osenji 
Osagozi 
Ogara 
Oha 

(hm b a) 
(Unyangwila)41 
(9 
(Iswangala) 
(Ugunw 
(üshis ha) 
(Usange?)4* 
(Usagozi) 
( U g a w  
m a )  

5 days to 
1 day to 
2 days to 
2 &ys to 
4 days to 
2 days to 
3 days to 
2 days to 
1 day to 
4 days to 

Cooley concludes with the comment: "From the last town in Oha to the nearest shores of the 

lake [Tanganyika] is a distance of 4 dayC43 

Malolo. Altematively, if the "2 months" rnentioned by Cooley is changed to "2 weeks" then the itinerary would 
make perfect sense, as 150 kiIometres at the slow pace generally taken by coastai caravans could easily take two 
weeks. 

39 The trading centres of Isenga and lsanga have not been positively identified, aithough the lsanga chiefdom is 
well known. Shorter equates Isenga with Ilundu chiefdom on the Njombe river, a major vibutary of the Great 
Ruaha, and now the western boundary of Ruaha National Park. See the maps in Shoner, Chie- in  Western 
-, xxviii, 234. There is a settiement narned Isanga marked on the Shell map. on the south sidc of the 
Njombe river. roughly where Shorter places kenga. 

40 Cooley, 'The Geography of N'yassi". 206-207. 

Cooley writes (207): "the first t o m  of the Monomo6zi country," although it is more usuaily reckoned ro be 
in Ukimbu. See Shorter, Chiefshiu in Western Tanzania 241. 

42 Shorter. Chiefship in Western Tanzanig 241, identifies Osenji with Usenye in rhe Far west of Unymwezi. 
However Burton, "Lake Regions", 194-5, States that Osenji was Usange, an insignificant village one march east 
of Usagozi. This would correspond with the order of the itinerary. Usenye was beyond Usagozi to the West and 
hence S horter's identification would mean the order of the itinerary is incorrect. But in favour of Shorter is the 
fact that Usenye was a junction of two routes, and was therefore more noteworthy. Given that Lîef bin Said also 
places "Sanjee" before Usagozi, Burton must be preferred over Shorter. 

43 Cooley. "The Geography of N'yassi", 207. 



Appendk 2 The Central (Ugogo) Route 

After 1850 or so most caravans preferred the central (Ugogo) routes over the Ruaha- 

Isanga option, and Bagamoyo superceded Mbwamaji as the main terminus on the coast. The 

roads from Bagarnoyo and Kaole, its neighbour, passed through Zaramo country once the 

coastal strip was left behind. In 18 1 I the first docurnentary notice of the route to the West 

tells us that the Zaramo occupied temtory some seven days' march into the interior. Wc 

know that a vade route ran from a town (not named, but probably Bagamoyo) near the mouth 

of the Ruvu (or Kingani) river into the interior through their country. Shenff says bat  Hardy 

recorded two itineraries from the accounts of two brothers, probably coastai traders, who 

were Familiar with the routes, particularly the eastem section a the mountains. l It is likely 

that these itineraries were close to the roads described Iater in the century. 

The first difficulty on the Bagarnoyo route was the crossing of the Ruvu river, just a 

few kilometres from the starting point of the joumey. Here ferrymen conveyed caravans 

across the crocodile infested river. Caravans departing Bagarnoyo could join the lower road 

from Mbwamaji via Ukutu, or carry on further West through Uzararno. Taking the first of 

these options involved passing to the south of the Uluguru Mountains and north of the Hehe 

escarpment through central Ukutu. Here travellers in the time of Burton and Speke reached 

the junction of Zungomero on the Mgeta river. Speke describes the subsequent stages as 

follows: 

Zungomero is a terminus or juncrion of two roads leading to the intenor - one, the northern, crossing 
over the Goma Pass, and uenching on the Mukondokua River, and the other crossing over the Mabruki 
Pass, and edging on the Ruaha River. They both unite again at Ugogi, the western terminus on the ... 
great Unyarnuezi line. 

Sheriff, S l a v m  IVON, 175. See also Brown,"A Pre-Colonial History of Bagamoyo". 115. 

S taniey, How 1 F w  LW- . - ,69-70; Diary of A. M. Mackay, "Account of a J o m e y  up the Kingani 
River in East Africa - July 1876, CMS CA61016. 

1. H. Speke, Journal of the Discoverv of the Source of the Nile (New York  1864). 63. Ugogi lay on rhe 
western edge of the Rubeho mountains, south-west of Mpwapwa. It was the starting point for the southern road 
through the Marenga Mkali and Ugogo, discussed below. For a brief description of the district see Burion, 
'Lake Regions", 123; Burton, Lake Reeions, 174-5. 



According to one scholar the roads through Ukutu were not popular because they were "beset 

by Hehe" and in addition were longer than the more direct routes to Unyamwezi further 

north.4 The relative unpopularity of the Ukutu route is certainly true if Bagamoyo was the 

point of departure, but not if travelling from Mbwamaji. In any case we know that the Hehe 

were not an obstacle in the first half of the century because the "old" Ruaha road to Isanga 

and Isenga and beyond ran through their temtory. 

The other of the two options mentioned by Burton and Speke passed through the 

vicinity of Morogoro, and crossed the flood plain of the Mkata river near Mkata village to 

reach Kimamba and the area of modem Kilosa in the West. From there the way lay to the 

north-west up the Mukondokwa valley, past Lake Gombo, and onward to Mpwapwa. This is 

the same line followed by the railway, and was in fact the old "Condoha" route? Like al1 the 

routes, it was closed from time to time. One such occasion was the famine of the mid 1850s. 

Perhaps it was memones of this famine and the subsequent plundering of the local people by 

stiirving porters which drove the Wasagara to attack a caravan of Swahili and Nyamwezi 

"numbering 700 or 800 guns" in 1858. The commander was Abdullah bin Nasib, known as 

"Kisesa." He therefore "carried off the cattle, burned the villages, and laid waste the whole 

of the Rubeho or western   ha in."^ With the nse of Hehe power during the second half of thc 

nineteenth century and the threat of Hehe raids on caravans, European uavellers believed the 

Mukondokwa route to be more dangerous than those to the north. Nevertheless, many of the 

expeditions of the impenalists took this road, although others preferred the Saadani routes.7 

The roads from Saadani, about 50 kilometres north of Bagamoyo, passed a little to the 

north of those from Mbwamaji and Bagamoyo, although they eventually united with thcm at 

Beidelman, "A History of Ukaguni". 13. For a discussion of the Hehe threat see chapter 2. 

Beidelman. "A History of Ukagum", 13. The Mukondokwa River is the upper course of the Wami whiçh 
empties into the Indian Ocean north of the Ruvu. 

Burton, Lake Reeions, 769. 

Beidelman, "A History of Ukaguni". 14. 



Mpwapwa on the western side of the coastd ranges. Instead of passing through ükutu and 

Usagara these routes passed over the southern Ngum mountains to the north and through 

Ukaguru. The great advantage of this iine was that it avoided the Mkata floodplain, which 

gave caravans travelling during the niny seasons such problems. The disadvantage was the 

steep and difficult country which had to be crossed, and therefore the slightly longer time on 

the march. The Ukaguni route further subdivided into nonhem and southem options. A 

missionary familiar with the country in a later decade gives an itinerary for the northem: 

The chef villages on the road to Mpwapwa [from Saadani] are Magubika, Mamboia Fiamboyal, 
Kitangi, Lebehu Rubehu], Mlali & Tubugwe ... There is a great mixture of people living in these 
villages. The people of the land are Wakaguru, but there are to be found with them a great number of 
Wasagara, Wangum, Wagogo, & Wanyamwezi as weil as the Wakwafi Paraguyu or Ilparakuyu M m  
speakers] a 

It is clear from this account that travel and trade had introduced numerous "foreign" 

populations into the region. The southem of the two "Saadani" roads ran through the 

Iowland part of Ukaguni from Mvomero to modem Kiiosa where it joined the important 

Mukondokwa v a e y  route? 

In 1857 there were three routes to choose from when leaving westem Usagara to cross 

the Marenga Mkali and ûaverse Ugogo. The norihemmost, known as "Ya Nyika." meaning 

"of the wilderness" was, in fact, according to Burton and Speke's guides, well watrred iuid 

inhabited by the subjects of eight "sultans." The middle route was cailed "Marenga Mkali" 

after the camp of the same name. Burton writes that "it is invariably preferred when water is 

scarce." But even so, for caravans opting to take the "Marenga Mkali" the barren plain 

stretched for four long marches to Ziwa (meaning "pond), on the eastem border of Ugogo. 

Provisions were unobtainable for this stretch and water could only be found at one place 

dong the way. Hence each porter had to carry, in addition to his or herio load, enough grain 

Last to Wright, Mpwapwa, 2 lune, 1879, CMS CA61014. Beidelman, "A History of ükagum". 13. gives 
basically the same itinerary. 

Beidelman, "A History of Ukaguni". 13. 

10 ï h e  question of gender is important to this study. See chapters 3.4.7 and 8. 



to last six days, and water to last overnight. At the "oasis" of Ziwa caravans could recover 

from the ngours of the forced marches and consume the abundance of supplies provided by 

the local people. 11 To the south the third route, known as "Nya Ngaha," was a continuation 

of the southem "Kiringawana" path through the Usagara mountains. Burton's sources told 

h m  that provisions were available on this route, but "the people cause much t r ~ u b l e . " ~ ~  This 

southerly line was the most popular in the 1850s, but traffic shifted to the middle and then the 

nordiemmost roads in the 1870s and 1880s. In practical terms the choice was often based on 

the level of taxation or tolls known as hongo levied in particular districts by Gogo chîefs, or 

on the appeannce of famine dong one of the routes. 13 

Ugogo and the Mgunda Mkali have been dealt with in detail in chapter two, and 

therefore will not be considered again, except to mention that as through Ugogo, three routes 

were available to travellers crossing the Mgunda Mkali. These were the "Njia T'humbi" to 

the north, which led to northern Unyamwezi. and Usukuma, a middle track c d e d  

"Karangasa" or "Mdabum," and the Uyanzi route to the south, which originated at Khokho in 

Ugogo. After the hardships of the Mgunda Mkaii the roads to Kazeh merged and caravans 

entered the Tist district of Unyarnwezi, Tura (also Tula and Itula. depending on the dialect). 

'Tura" means "put down" in Kinyamwezi, and therefore represented a homecoming to tircd 

porters, and somewhat of a respite from the ngours of the road. "Here, according to the 

immemorial custom of Unyamwezi," writes Burton, "the caravan, without awaiting an 

invitation. enters the nearest village, unloads, and appiies to the chief for shelter."lJ From 

Tura, a further seven days' rnarch across the gently roiling countryside of Unyamwezi, with 

its altemating patches of cultivated clearings and woodland, brought travellers to the 

l l Burton. LakeReeions. 182. 

l 2  Burton. "Lake Regions". 145-6; Lake 21 1. 176. 

l 3  Sissons, "Economic Prosperity", 73. 

l4 Clement Maganga and ï'hilo C. Schadeberg, Kinvamwezi Grarnmar. Texts. Vocahularv (Koln. 1992). 307: 
Burton, ''Lake Regions", 159. 



powerful chiefdom of Unyanyembe. At Kigwa, the 1 s t  stop before Kazeh/Tabora, the main 

Arab and Swahili settlement in the interior, many caravans dispersed over the undulating 

Unyamwezi landscape to different parts of Unyanyembe and other chiefdoms. 

From KazeWTabora the routes to Ujiji on Lake Tanganyika passed through western 

Unyamwezi (Ugdaganza), to the ferry at the Malagarasi nver, and onwards rhrough Uvinm 

and Ukaranga. About twenty marches were required for this section of the route. There were 

two main roads, although during the 1870s a long detour to the south, and anolher lesser 

known to the no*, were opened up to avoid Mirambo's temtory because of his war with 

Unyanyembe. The northem of the two regular roads was the longest. This path diverged to 

the north to take in the market centre of Msene in southem Usumbwa before dipping soudi- 

West From Msene to the Malagarasi river, a journey of seven long marches - and "no 

favourite with the traveller" - led caravans through border regions occupied by several 

ethnic groups including Sumbwa, Nyarnwezi, Vinza, and Ha. The countryside became 

gradually less populated, with fewer villages. The southern road ran more or less directly io 

Usenye (modem Usinge?). where the Msene road rejoined it, passing Usange (Cooley's 

"Osenji"), and Usagozi, before traversing Uvinza. According to Burton the longer route was 

preferred by caravans travelling upcountry if trade was desired or were porters needed, while 

downward caravans with slaves and ivory preferred the direct road so "the temptations of 

Msene" could be avoided. 1s 

The Malagarasi river was crossed at Ugaga, where boatmen operating small canoes 

fenyed caravan porters and their loads to the far bank. l6 Six days from Msene, at Wanyika, 

just past "Rukunda" or "Lukunda," (still on the Shell and Hildebrand maps as Lugunda), to 

the south of the Malagarasi nver, hongo had to be paid to the Vinza chief holding jurisdiction 

over the nver crossing. In Burton's time this was Mzogera, "the Lord of the Malagarazi." At 

IS Burton, ILake regions", 185-6, 190, 193. See pp. 186-8 for a detailed description of the northerly path lo 
Msene, and 190-4 for the way from Msene to the Malagarasi. 

l 6  For a description of the ferry see chapter 2. 



the river a further hongo had to be paid to his representative. In addition boatmen's fees were 

required, in the form of numerous khete or strings of beads, according to the quantity and 

value of goods freighted. l7 

From the Malagarasi crossing to Ukaranga and Ujiji there were alternative paths 

available, as for the previous stages. In Burton's time uavellers were discouraged by the 

Vinza from the south bank of the river, but there were several paths along the north side. The 

Vinza were considered by travellers a potential threat so, as in other areas where this w u  the 

case, caravans combined for maximum security. There were few substantid settlements 

along the "tnink-road," known as the Jambeho road, to the lake, and caravans had little 

opportunity to buy provisions.'* They therefore humed for as long as the porters had 

endurance, both for this reason, and to avoid robbers. 19 The roads on this section of the 

central line continued to change, and as elsewhere, were said to be "dead" if they had been 

out of use for some time and had become blocked up with vegetation. For instance Walter 

Hutley of the LMS, who had travelled up to Ujiji in 1878, noted on the retum joumey three 

years later that his former route was "dead." The new road lay along the flood plain of the 

Malagarasi. a way which would have been flooded during the rmika, or long rains. 

Eventually those in the vanguard of the caravans sighted the lake in the distance, and the 

thankful and excited porters humed on to reach Ujiji the next day. 

l 7  Bunon. "Lake Regions", 193-4. When Ebenezer Southon of the London Missionary Society passed en rouie 
to Ujiji in 1879 he also crossed at Ugaga, where he says the hongo was usually paid to the "Sultan" of Uvinza's 
representative. Southon to Whitehouse, Ujiji, 29 September, 1879, LMS 2JUB. 

l 8  For a description of the "'Jambeho" route see Bunon, "Lake Regions". 209-216; Lake Reaions, 310-1 1. 

l9 Burton. *'Lake Regions", 207-8; Lake Regions 312. 

20 Wolf, The Central Afncan Diaries of Walter Hutlev, 275.6 luly, 1881. 
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